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THE ODURTi I'm not sure what it i. you

want to inmirs about. I will har you at side

bar.

NE DUFFYt Maybe if I just ask the question

which I don't think it will be dasaging, your Honor

con ent.tain an objection to that.

THE COURT: Keep in miml what is proper

cross *xamination.

R. DUfF¥l Yee, sir.

(End of side bar onftrenc.)

open court.)

-You were arrested on the Pittsburgh scm

In January of 1977, were you not?

A That's correct.

Q Isn't it so that in February, 1977, you

were arrested and charged with the Miami charge?

A February?

S March '77.

A I think it was March.

o Pardon?

A I think it was March.

o So it was after you were arrested on the

Pittsburgh sea Fee were arrested on another scam in Florida;

is that right?
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MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

THE COURT: you are a little late., Mr. Paecio.

You should have objected two questions back. I

will let him answer that question.

THE WITNESS: Repeat that, please?

O After you were arrested on the Pittsburgh

scam, Miami arrested you, did they not?

A That's correct.

O And that was the federal prosecutor, was

it not, the FBI?

MR. PUCCIO:

THE COURT:

0 Isn't it so

THE COURT:

Objection.

Sustained.

that the Miami charge was di&isse

Sustained.

0 Isn't it so that the Miami charge was dismissed

THE COURTt Sustained.

MR. DUFFY; I didn't hear an objection,

so maybe I was talking too lon.

MR. PUCCICO Same objection.

THE COURT: It is stained.

O You testified that on August 22rd, the day

of the meeting with Congressman Myers, you had a talk,

a chat with Amoroso .pstair$, and then you went downstairs

and approached the mayor, and had a conversation with
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him, do you remember that?

A That's correct.

I And yOU told us that you informed the mayor

then that OU and Tony wanted a $15,000 kickhack; is that

right?

A You are talking about the meeting with Myers?

O Yes, sir.

A No, I didn't inform them. I informed him

at the meeting with Myers that he was only getting 
$50,000.

D A that, you got the meetings mixed up.

2 Will you tell the jury what meeting it was

that you left the room and went downstairs and talked

ahout $15,000 kickback?

A That M-s at the airport.

Q But it had to do with the Myers meeting?

A Had to do with Myers.

0 All right. It was the same day, was it

ant?

A NO, it wasn't.

0 What day was it?

A I don't remember offhand what day.

o In any case, you went to the mayor and told

N him that you and Tony would require a $15,000 kickback,

, and your purpose was to see if you wouldd uncover who was

S2-077 0-81- 76 (Pt. 1) BLR
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was going to share the money; is that right?

A That's correct.

O All right. Did you tape record that conv

A No, I did not.

0 Did you prepare a report for this jury to

see of that conversation?

A I did not make reports out,

o Ever?

A That's correct.

* Did Amoroso prepare , report of Your meet

to the mayor that day?

A That you will have to ask him.

* But so far, all the jury has to determine

whether or not you had this conference with the mayor

is your word; isn't that right?

MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

THE COURT: Sustained.

MR. DUFFY: That is all.

TUE COURT: My other questions for Mr.

Weinberg?

MR. BEN-VRNISTE:

RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BEN-VENISTE:

O Mr. Weinberg, in connection with the

arat4,,

ng
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2 expenses you put in for, during the time you were working

for -- on the Absca project, do you recall whether

ersoral expenses relating to you you were put in, that

is, things like toilet articles and so forth, everyday

living expenses?

A That's correct.

Q Would it be fair to say that you charged

the FBI for virtually everything you needed in order to

live?

A Well, I was - when I was on the road, yes.

Q So that things like things that you would

ordinarily have o Use, you charged the FBI anyway?

A I don't know what things you are talking

about.

0 Well, like clothes?

A That is correct.

Q You charged the FBI? Doi you know how much

money you charged as expense for clothes?

A I haven't the slightest idea.

0 Before you got involved in Absca, I take

22 it you wore clothes?

A I have reason to think I did.

0 Do you have a doubt about it?

MR. PU(MIO: Objection.
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TIM O0URT: Sustained.

0 And you wore -- let me understand.

At some point you were getting as much as

$5,000 a month?

Is that right?

A Idon't know. You have it in front of you.

o You don't know, Mr. Weinberg?

A That's correct. You have the slip in front

of you, I don't.

Q You mean unless I have a slip in front of

me, you ae not going to answer before this jury whether

you know if --

0

a month at

A

C

$1,000?

A

Q

you gt a

A

t

you up to

TIf COURT: Sustained. Argumentative.

Do you know whether you were paid $3,000

some point?

That's correct.

You testified that you know you were paid

That'. correct.

Didn't you testify in Philadelphia that

raise up to $5,000 a month?

I said I got extra money near the end.

Wasn't that a retroactive raise to raise

$5,000?
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A Not that I know of.

o Was it a business?

A I don't know really what it Was for.

9 Somebody just cae up to you and said, "Mel,

here is a bunch more .o..y. "

Rod you said, "Okay, I will take it."

Is that what you are saying happened, in

substance?

MR. PUCCIO; I object.

THE COURT: I will let him answer.

THE WITNESSi Is that what happened? They

gave me the money there, they had to put in there

the -- what the money was for.

Q Did y u ask for the money?

A I never as kd them for the money.

9 You are saying you never asked for a raise?

A There wee times when I asked for raises

but what you are talking, I didn't ask.

O Wait a minute. When did you ask for raise?

A When I was getting a thousand.

o So you asked for . raise and you got $3,000?

A That's correct.

0 Was that about the same time that Mr. ARmoroso

case in to pinch hit for Mr. McCarthy?



A

Q

Do you know

A

a

Mr. Weinbert

A

court.

a

it on you?

a

Q

Weinberg?

A

0

A

A

0

about what

A

0
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I think so.

Then you got a bunch more hey, you said?

how much it was?

Ihaven't the slightest idea

When you say you haven't the slightest idea,

do you really mean that?

I never seen that slip until Ices in to

But you saw the clerk when someone laid

MR. PUCCIO: I object.

Didn't you?

THS COUT: Sustained as to form.

You saw the check when yoU cashed it, fr.

Didn't you?

That's orrect..

I ake it you did cash the check?

That's correct.

You did accept the money?

That's correct.

And are you saying you had no conversation

it was for?

Somebody giving me money I don't ask qucsto,

I see. Okay, nothing further on that line. i
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o Do you have any idea how much you charged

him for things like clothing, for shoes, and Box, udrerear?

on top fo the $5,000 a month.

A I have no idea.

Q Did you save some receipts to put in with

the vouchers or did you convince them to take your word

for it?

A WhatevarIspent, there was a receipt for

it.

Q That you kept the receipts for?

A That's correct.

O But those were the only things you were --

yoWu managed to keep in the way of financial records; is

that your testimony?

A I have -- as all receipts were turned in

to the yBK.

* Those were the only things that you managed

to save in terms of your financial records? Is that right?

A That is not a fair question, because I got

those receipts when I spent the money, and I got reimbursed

that money.

0 But you kept no official records, you

tell us?
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MR. PUCCIO; I object on the grounds that

3 all of this ha& been gone over.

I Q Regarding the Mario Motto affar- Excuse

5 , I wa s looking at my actes.

6 THE COURT: I didn't rule. You went on

7 to something else

a MR. BEN-VENISTE: The witness answered the

9 question, your Monor.

To THE COURT: I will let it stand.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Thank you.

Could we have it read back, if the jury12

13 heard? I heard him answer --

)4 THE COuRT: Mt, I think, Mr. Puccio is right,

11 we have gone over it before.

11 - MR. BEN-VENISTE: I-see. L will move along.

1 With respectto the Mario Notto situation,

18 I think -- I think you testified in response to Mr. Brown s

11 questioning yesterday, sir, that you never faced Mr. Wein-

N berg down. I a sorry. You never faced Mr. Errichetti

21 down, in connection with these putting one or trying to

put one over on you in the Mario Notto sitation with a

I ringer. Do you recall that?

A I recall that.

25 0 Rn You amd that you hadn't confronted
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Mr. Errichetti, you didn't face him down in any fason

and yur ans..r WS, I didn t say it to Mr. Errichetti,

I said to Mr. Criden.

A That's correct.

0 You remember that, sir?

A That's correct.

o Now, in that connection, was the facing

down of Mr. Criden that you were referring to, the tape

that was played to the jury?

A I don't follow you there.

(Continued on next page.)
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2 CONTJNUED RECROSS EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. BEN-WENISTE:

I MR. REN-VENISTE: May I have just a noent,

your Manor?

I THE COURT: yes.

MR. EEN-VRNISTE: I have it buried here

Myself.

9 Q It was an October 4th telephone conversation

10 that you recorded, and I think it is in evidence, a pcttion

11 is in evidence already a s Exhibit 25A.

12 MR. BN-VENISTZ: May that be supplied?

13 May your copy be supplied to the witness, so that

14 he doesnLt have to check ours?

is MR. POCCIO: Do you want another?

16 MR. BEN-VENISTE: yes, Exhibit 25A, your

iHonor.

M May the jurors' books be distributed to

them at this time? I a going to play another

tape, and ws have . suppisent for the as well.

THE COURT: Before we get that set up. let's

take a short recess.
22

23 tont discuss the case during the recess.

25 (adl a ad Hurritrneo.

25 (Jury, leaves urtrue. )
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(Jury enters the jury box.)

9 E L V I N W E I N t z R G, having been previously

duly sworn, testified further as followst

CROSS EX=MNAT ION

BY MR. BEN-VEuISTE (Continued)

MR. BEN-VUNISTE: May I approach the witness,

your gonor?

THE COU.Tt Yes.

Q I was asking you, Mr. Weiterg, whether the

copesation that you had with aw. Crihds about the Mario

Noto situation occurred on October 4, 1979 i. your telephone

conversation with hie. And I direct the jury's attention

to Exhibit 5-A, which is an excerpt of that conversation.

TH COURT: Is that when,;tocured?

THE W4TNESS: flat's that?

TI COURt Is that when it occurred?

A I spoke to his before about -- this ain't the

first conversation I had with hia about it.

Q Was that a taped conversation or not?

A I. fact, I spoke to his twice. Once was in

the Holiday fn and the other was at the Cricket Clad.
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Q Was either of those taped?

2 A to., they wern't.

Q Now, with respect to Exhibit 25A, sir -- as

a Batter of fact, what you did with ?*lr. Criden was not to

bawl him out or confront hi, but to criticize hbi for

mectioning to Mr. Errichetti that you thought the ringer

had cone from Errichettils office; isn't that so?

A That'. correct.

10 0 sow, let's go to the question of your cooper-

11 action with the FBI after your Pittsburgh conviction, sir.

12 You say you spent three days being debriefed by FBI agents

13 and you told she basically everything about your past,

14 all the criinal things you have done and all the fraud

15 you had committed; is that right?

16 MR. PUCCIO I object.

17 TH COURT: What rounds?

-to MR. PUCCIOt Asked and hAawblredi

19 MR. BE-VENISTE: Well --

20 THE COURT: It does seen like --

21 ME. BE-VENISTE: Foundation, yor Honor.

22 THE COURTi You are into an area that was not

brought up on redirect, as I recall.

24 MR. DE-VENISTE: This area had to await the

25 discovery, your oBore that we have just now completed.
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THE COURT: All right, I will permit it.

Overruled.

THE WITNESS : DO you want to repeat that?

MR. BEN-VtNISTE: Read it back, please.

(Record read.)

THE WITNESS: That's correct.

R. BEN-VEWISTE: Your glouor, would this he

an appropriate time for that --

THE COURT: No.

MR. DEN-VENISTE: All right.

QMr. weinberg, did you tell the FBI on that

occasion -- strike that.

Part of your London Investor sca was the

franchising all over the world to other con men of this

particular scheme; is that eooreot?

A Coret.

Q Now, did you Infore on all of these people

toW. hom you had sold yoB franchise?

A I never sold the franchise.

Q Well, whatever you did with the franchis*. Did

Fou inform on all those people you brought in?

A I don't really rememb er.

Q This was in 1977?

A That'. orrect.
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Is that what

A

think I have

0

you iformed

A

Q

A

i
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Did you infoerm on some of then, but not o-her sj

yOU mean to say when you don't remember?

No. I don't remember if I - because I din't

a record of who va gave the franchises out to.

So you donet remember one way or the other whetEI

on those people?

Correct.

And of course, there are no records of that?

Correct.

Williams business. Is it not a fact, air, that you lied to

Senator Williams or the middleman in connection with that

case to make it appar that yrt and Tony were going to cheat

the phony sheik?

A What do you mean by lie?

O I mean by lie that you told the an untruth.

A W %are doing an nderc6veruo',eation .0 we -

had to tell certain stories.

O well, whether you had to tell the stories or

not, one of tha stories you thick you had to tell involved

'representing W them that you were oing to.either teal

ascethirn behind the sheik's back or cheat him in some way,

be disloyal to him in same way?

A Not in this case. They offered 10 percent.
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0 M. Wtb.er. answer my question yes or no

if you .. n.

A I can't answer that yes or no.

0 All right. Let e try to .implity it.

Did you not tell the individuals in that case,

which ad ittedly has nothing to do with this case, that you

and Tony were partners and you were going to split up a

particular deal between tlstwo of you, and the sheik didn't

have to know about that?

11 A The sheik had nothing to do with that, lie's

12 only putting the money up.

1o 0 He was only putting the money up and you were

I o i n to .at the peiot.?

o A No, it wasn't to do with the profits.

6 0 You were going to get some hare. i that

17 project?

- : A . He offered ten shares l. proja ta

91 0 And this was behind the sheik's back, right?

2 yes or no.

21 A Couldn't be behind the shik's back because the

heik told hi. what we were doing.

Q you told the sheik something?

N A Ste.. We told his we were getting 10 percent.

bQ e sheik w.s anB FI?
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A That's why we told him.

0 lie was fictitious. I am talking about what

you told the people that you were dealing with. Didn-t

you nake it appear -- you how- know the difference between

6 what is fake and what is real, don't you?

A 11. didn't tell the people.

8 0 Let me ask you a -question aain.o If you Can't

answer , I will go on to something else.

10 Did you not make it appear to the people who

I1 you were dealing with that you and Tony were going to srlit

12 up nothingg irnolving the shelk'. business that the sheik

I3 want going to know about? Yes or no.

I4 - A That is, no. If we are talking about the

15 sheik.

16 0 Or Abdul Enteprtaea?

17 A That's still, n.

18 a What name do I hadVe to Iat. WhVea" s.

19 MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

20 THE COURT SUstabned as to form.

21 Q Yas.ir?

22 A Thates still, no.

23 Q Abdul?

24 A Still, no.

0 amer? Sm. other fictional character?
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THE COURT: The proble is with your question,

Mr. Ben-Ven8iste.

MR. BEN-VEN!STEi: will drop it, your Honor.

S Mr. Weinberg, there a tin. when you learned.

did you not, that the -- I will take that away from you.

MR. BEN-VENISTEt May I approach the witness,

I yur Honor?

* THE COURT: Yes.

0 There came a tie, did there not, sir, whe,

1 you learned that the prosecutor in Philadelphia wanted to

run , little Operation On his Own involving ABSCPM.

B MR. PUCCIO: I object to that.

TfE COURTy It does aee. to be beyond the

I.ope of the direct.

MR. Sfl-VfENISTE: Well, your er, it would

'.an recalling the witness otherwise in a matter

which I think is goi g to.c, 0 up next. j would

ask for your honor's indulgence on this one area.

=t COURT: y indulgence seems to run on

endlessly.

MR. BTh-iSTE, Ti. will be very narrow.

THE COURT: I am tryng to keep things in

their proper order of proof. But I will leave that

to Mr. Patclo. I will .stain the objection if he

2-077 0-81-77 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2 presses it. If he has a suggestion that might save

something in the future, he can withdraw it.

4 MR. PUCCIO: All right. On the representation

that it will save us some time, I will withdraw mi

6 objection.

7 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Thank you.

0 TiE COURT: All right, proceed.

9 a Can you answer --

10 MR. PUCCIO, Your Honor, on the -- I will

II withdraw my objection as to the taking it up at this

12 time. But I object on the grounds that this witness

can't testify to a conclusion of someone else.

14 MlE COURT: I have forgotten what the question

is was.

16 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Then I will rephrase it.

17 V Did you learn at some point that there was going

is to be come kind of undercbVer .>apationlbaled ou a1 phila-

19 delphia?

20 A That's correct.

21 0 And when did you ear about that?

A I don't know TIe exact tine, but a week before

23 I was told to make the call.

24

25 (Continued on Halt page.)
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0 And you were told to make the call to Ho:a:

Criden, were you not?

A Yes.

Q In between August 22nd,and the time that yc

make the call, you had had absolutely nothing further to do

with Congressman Myers., had you?

A That is correct.

o You were told to make a call to Mr. Criden

in order to introduce Mr. Criden to another gentleman, is

that correct?

A I didn't know. I was told to make the cell

amd introduce Ernie. He was going out with another fella..

Q Your instructions were to call Mr. Criden

and tall hin that he would be expecting a call from two

other individuals?

A He was receiving a call from traie Apodapolos.

O aHowbout Haridopolos?.

A Haridopolos. And he would call Mr. Criden

up and make an appointment.

O Wasn't there another gentleman?

A Michael Cohan.

0 Was Michael Cohan a real name or fictitious

Dane?

A Fictitious.



0

A

0

A

Q

0

Agent Yich

A

0

A

0

A

0

A

o

A

V

Criden on

A

Let me show you 3500-231, the transcript.

Do you have the original of that?

(Pause. I
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Was Haridopolos a real name?

Yes. He didn't use that name, he used --

What was that?

Poulos I think.

Special Agent Ernest Poulos and Special

Del -- do you know his real name?

I don t know.

Michael Wald, using the name Michael Cohan?

If you say so.

Did you ever know his real name?

I only met the fellow just recently.

You didn't know his real name?

No.

You knew the n-e Cohan was fictitious?

Th& is correct.

Do you recall having a conversation with Mr.

January 18, 1980?

I know I called him around that time.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: I would ask your Honor

the jury to hear 3500-231. It should be ready

go.
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MR. PUCCIU0 We didn't know the tape was golap

to he played.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: I advised the agent

before the break, your Honor.

TUE COURT: Are there any others?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: No.

THE OURT: How long is this one?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Only two or thiee minutes.

THE COURT: All right.

0 Showing the witness 3500-231A, would you take

a look at that please, Mr. Weinberg?

A Yes.

Q I ask you if that appears to be a transcript

of a telephone conversation you had with my client Mr.

Criden January 18, 19807

A That is correct.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: May we play the tape,

your Honor?

THE COURT: Play it.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: We will supply a transcript

as soon as we can get the Xeroxed, uour Honor.

THE COURT: Have them for the jury tomorrow

morning.

(Tape played.)
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Q Mr. Weinberg, did you hear a Jewish or

Yiddish expression on Page 4 of that transcript?

A (No response.)

Q Where it says, okay, inaudible, name?

A Not really.

Q You didn't hear one?

A NO.

o Did you hear the word Haimeshe?

A No.

o Do you know what that word means?

A No.

* Did you make out you were Jewish durin

ABSCAM --

A With a name like Weinberg, what do you

me to be?

a I take that for a yes. That was your

A

0

A

0

next agent

A

0

this

want

real

Yes.

You knew Mr. Criden was Jewish?

I presume so.

nut Mr. Cohan was not the real nae of the

Who came along?

I don't know.

You said it was a fictitious name?
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A That is correct.

Q You knew it was fictitious?

A Yes.

o You thought it would be pretty good, a p-tty

good idea for another man with a Jewish .a.na to conr aLong

to help relieve the Tat Arabs of their money?

A That is not true.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Nothing further.

MR. CACKERIS: May I show the witness CoLrt

Exhibit 14, your Honor?

THE COURT: Yes.

RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. CACHERIS:

Q Look at Court Exhibit 14 and tell the jury

what it says here?

A Compensation paid to Mel Weinberg.

o i want to direct your attention to the date

THE COURT: I don't think the document is in

evidence.

MR. CACHERIS: It's not in evidence.

o 10/17/79, they're all in the left hand corner.

Do you see that?

A This here indicating)?

Q Yes.
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Is this what they said it is?

Yes.

That is right then.

You're looking at the expense you received,

$1989.65?

A That would be correct.

0 Turn to the next page and tell the jury

how Much you billed the FBI for your personal clothing?

A 1021 you're talking about?

0 Right.

A $635.58.

Q Did they pay that?

A Yes.

o On October 21,1979, how much did you bill

the FBI for your clothing?

A $113.48.

0 Did they pay that?

A Yes.

o On Noveiber 19, 1979, turning to the next

page, how much did you bill the FBI for your clothing?

A $336.44.

Q On the first of -- 11th of januar,1980,

how much did you bill the FBI for your personal Clothing?

A $541. 84.
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a They paid all of these?

A YeS.

o Looking at that Exhibit 14, that is a breax-

down of the expenses that you spoke about yesterday, is

that correct?

A If you say so, I haven't Been it.

o You are verifying all the clothing figures?

A What is here.

Q Do you have any doubt?

A If they got it it must be true.

MR. CACHERIS: That is all I have.

THE COURT: Anything else?

But BEN-VtNISTE May I ask one more question?

THE COURT; All right.

RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BEN-VENISTE:

o Mr. Weinberg, you knew, did you not, in

connection with the Philadelphia aspect of this investigation

in January that the purpose of calling MY. Criden would be

for Mr. Criden to try to bring in Mr. Myers to another

meting in Philadelphia?

A No, i did not.

o You didn't know Mr. Myers was going to be szuaht

for again?
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2 A No, I didn't.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Nothing further.

4 THE COUNT: Thank you, Mr. Weinberg, you may

5 step a .

6ext witness.

MR. PUCCIO± Michael Wald.
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M I C H A E L W A L D, a witness called herein,

was sworn by the Clerk of the Court and

testified as follows:

THE CLER: State your name and spell it for

It the record.

THE WITNESS: Michael Wald, W-a-l-d.

THE COURT: All right, Mr. Puento.

flIRECT EXAMTNATION

BY MR. PUCCIO:

•Is5 Q r.Wald, you are . special agent of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation, is that correct?I'

A Yes.

0 How long have you been , special agent of

the FBI?

A Eleven years.

2 0 Are you assigned to any particular office

A within the FBI?

A Philadelphia Division.

0 For how long a period of time have you been

assigned to the Philadelphia Division?
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2A Approximately ten years,

3 0 Nowduring January of this year, did you have

4 occasion to act in an undercover capacity with the PBI?

5 A Yes sir, I did.

6 Q Would you tell the Court and jury what role

7 you played in this undercover capacity?

A Aa individual by the name of Michael Cohan,

a representative of some gentlemen from the Middle East.

10 Q Now, while you were acting in this underccer

11 capacity, did you have occasion to meet with Howard Cridan?

12 A Yes, I did.

13 Q Did you meet with Mr. Cridef on t e 24th

j1 of JanUary of this year?

'5 A Yes, sir.

16 0 Where?

17 A Barkely Hotel in Philadelphia.

8 I Did you also on that day meet with Congress~ir,

19 Myers?

A Yes, I did.

21 0 In your undercover role, who was your

22 employer?

A TWo gentlemen from the Middle East, both

2. Sheiks. Yassir abeed was one -- the only one I mentioned.

25 0 Could you desrib to us -- withdrawn.
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Was the rom in which you met with Mr. Criden

and Congressman Myers at the Barkley Hotel in Philadelphia

outfitted with equipment capable of producing a video tape?

A yes.

MR. PUCCIO: Your Honor, I have available,

unless stipulated, the FBI technical person who made

the video tape.

THE COURT; Any need to qualify the tape?

MR. BROWNO; There is another objection we

would like to make. It may have slipped --

THE COURT: Is there an objection?

MR. BEN VENISTE: I would like to see the

expert.

MR. DoFFy! yes.

THE COURT: I will hear the obJection at slde

bar then.



TTHE CorfT Do you want to have 1t. 1 ],
I step down at this point?

M3. UCCIC: Yes. We will interrupt his

testimony ask the technical witness to conei in.

TIIE COURT: All right. Will you step down,

6 Mr. Walsh?

7 (Witness excused.)

a JOSEPH G MCQ U I LL AN called

9 as a witness, being duly sworn by the Clerk of the

to Court, testified as follows:

11 MR. PUCCIO: May I proceed, your Honor?

12 THE COURT: Proceed.

13 DIRECT EXAMINATION

UA BY MR. PUCCIO

is Q Mr. McQuillan, you are , special agent of

16 the FBI assigned to the Philadelphia division; is that

17 correct?

is A Yes, sn.

19 Q Do you have any special assignment within

20 the FBI?

21 A I do the technical work in Philadelphia.

22 Q Now, were you on duty as an FBI agent On

23 the 24th and 25th of January of this year?

24 A Yes, sir.

25 a Did you have occasion on both of those dates,



sir, to make tape recordings of tho Barclay []otel in

phinadeiphia?

A I did.

Q I show you--

tMR. PUCCIC: May I approach the witness?

TIE cOUI T Yes.

IQ I show you Exhibit 7B and OR and I ask you

I to identify them.

I A 7B is an original evidence envelope that

V osntairs the tapes that we conducted on Howard Criden and

12 MNcha.L Myers.

8B is an original tape envelope containing

Id a tape on Michael Myers.

1s 0 All right. Now, with respect to 7B, that's

6 the videotape; is that right?

11 A Yes, it is.

0 In fact, they are both videotapes?

9 A Yes.

0 And was the -- withdrawn --

Where were you located at the time these

tapes were nade?

A In a ro. m adjoining the sale room where the

1, meeting took place.

Q On both of these occasions through the use of
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electronic equipment did you makc thesc tips?

A Yes, l did-

MR. PUCCIO: Your honor, I offe

into eviaence.

TIE COURT: Are you through wit

the witness?

MR. PUCCIC: I think --

TLE COURT: Just for voir dire

r

251 i

both axhlbit,

h qusatirLjIt

or ealnincatin

That's all.

MR. PUCCO: I might want.

MR. EN-V..STE: May I, your Honor?

THE COURT: He may have one more question.

MR. BEN-VeNISTE: I am sorry.

DIRETO EXMIINATION

By MR. PUCCIo: (continued)

o Was there a backup audio recording made in

connection with the tape -- videotape recording on the

24th of January?

A Yes, there was.

o Do you have it with you?

A No, I don't.

MR. PUCCIO: May I have a moment, your Honor?

May I have this marked as -- may I approach

the witness?
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THE COURT yes. 2512

MR. PUCCIO: Your Honor, I would like this

exhibit marked as 7C.

THE COURT: All right.

THE CLERK: So marked as Governet 7C.

Q I show you Exhibit 7C. I ask you to identify

it.

A This envelope contains two reels of the orieina

audio tape on January 24, 1980 containing conversations

of Howard Criden and Michael Myers.

V Now, this tape is made with different equil-;

is that right?

A Audio recorder as opposed to a video recorder.

Yes, sir.

o It's made simultaneously with the videotape,;

is that right?

A ?That's right.

O Did you also make that tape?

A Yes, sir, I did.

O Now, is there a portion on that audio tape

that is not contained in the two videotapes of the meeting

of the 24th? That is, Exhibit 78?

A Yes. That's right,

o That would be a portion when the two reels are

82-077 0--81-78 (Pt. 1) BLR
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changed?

A The videotape lasts for approximately an

hour. And this Meeting lasted almost two hours. Therefore

we had to change the videotape. The audio tapo kept runinr

while we changed the reels.

0 So that the audio tape fills in a gap that

was mad. when the videotape machine was -- when the reel,

on the video machines were being changed?

A That's correct.

MR. PUCCI.: Your Honor. I offer that exhibit

in evidence as well, only insofar as the portion is

concerned that fills the gap between the two videotape

THE OUR: The rest is duplicative.

MR. PUCCIO: The rest is a duplicate.

THE COURT; So you are offering 7A, 78 and

7C.

All right, cross-examinatinn.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. BEN-VZNISTE:

MR. BEN-VENISTE: May I approach the witness?

THE COURT: Yes.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: May I question from here?

THE COURTz If it helps you.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Thank you, sir.
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Q 7C is contained in an envelope, sir, will

big evidence sticker around it; is that correct?

A Yes.

0 And would you explain to the j ury the procerei

6 at the FBI for maintaining records such as this evidence?

I The individual who takes the tape off the

machine fills out this envelope and accepts custody in

I the first block, releases custody in the second block to

0 the right. And the person who then receives custody signs

his name and the reason in the block on the left below

that, and so on down the envelope.

Q Would it be fair to say, sir, that in each

of the exhibits that sit before you", 7., 7C and 8B, th,

I same procedure was followed?

6 A That's correct.

17Q And,indeed, that is pursuant to some pretty

strict FBI regulations concerning the maintenance of evide'coS

A As far as Philadelphia is concerned, yes,

sir.

21 Q You have certain rules that are unvarying

22 about how you treat this evidence?

A Any evidence is -- we have to maintain a

chain of custody on any typo of evidence. yes, sir.

25 0 And if I understand yvu correctly, as soon
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as that tape WdS takun off the machine, utder your procd1-,

it was logged in and dealt with in a way that conforms

to a fixed procedure?

A That's true.

O Now, with respect to the actual videotaping,

this occurred in the Barclay Hotel in Philadelphia?

A That's correct.

o And that is in a pretty fashionable neihborh'd,

is it not?

A It's down Center Street.

0 High rent?

A High rent district, yes.

o The suite -- you had an opportunity to sea

it, of course?

A That's right.

Q How long in advance of the time that you

operated jour camera on the 24th and 25th did you have

to work there?

A Installing the equipment?

Q yes.

A Somewhere between two and four hours.

Q So on the very usee day you had the meeting,

you installed the equipment?

A That's correct.
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Q Would it be fair to say that in this rat

the emoras were focused through some ventilation duct?

A Yes.

Q And there were some limited scope of tha

cameras, was there, within the room?

A Yen.

o So when that -- when the jurors see this

film tomorrow, they are going to see it circruscribed;

is that correct?

A

0

on a sitting

A

Q

A

0

A

Q

A

0

to the room

A

0

See what the camera saw, yes.

You trained the camera so that it would focus

area within the suite?

That's true.

It was a suite, was it not?

Yes.

The most expensive suite in the hotel, was

I couldn't say that for a fact.

Pretty sunptious?

It was a nice place.

And were there other people in the room adjace:t

that was going to be fi laed?

Yes.

yors and who else?
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A Another sgnt thezt doon what I do. We hnd

another agent there to help us install the equipment. The

special agent in charge was in there. One or two pro .. td

Another two or threo agents.

0 Do you remember who the prosecutors were?

A Mr. Vervonti (phonetic) and Mr. Penros.c

0 Would you tell the jurors whether those two

gentlemen were prosecutors from the Office of the Easterrn

District of Pennsylvania? That is, Philadelphia as opposed

to New York?

A They were.

O And this operation was being run out of

Philadelphia at that point?

MR. PUCCIO: Objection. Irrelevancy.

Irrelevant, your Honor.

THE COURT: I will let him answer. Overruled.

Q You may.

THE COURT: You may asiar if you know.

* From the standpoint of the prosecutor's office

I'm not talking about the FBI now.

A It is my understanding it was in conjunction,

with the case in New York.

O But the prosecutors who were running the

case, as far as you know, were from Philadelphia?
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2 A They were.

3 Okay. Now, you were also -- in addjtzon

to the cameras, you had some hidden microphones in that

S suite as well?

6 A That's right.

7 I think we have heard some testimony that

microphones -- well, you tells where the microphones were

9 when the jurors look at the file, where will they not see

0 micxohon? Whor. are they hidden?

A They were pinned in the drapes on either

2 end of the couch.

0 Some gentlemen were sitting on the couch?

1 A Yos.

i 0 And the instructions were to have the people

who were not agents sit on the couch?

1 A I don't remember anything like that.

Q Were there going to be some stage directions

4 so the faces of the Congressmen and Mr. Criden would be

20 seen as opposed to those of the agents?

VMR. PUCCIO: I object, your Honor, as to form.

V THE COURT: Overruled.

23 THE WITNESS The camera was set up in such

a way that we tried to get everyone in the picture.

25 0 Is it fair to say that some - you get a frontU
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2 face and others are going to be shown in the film in pzofic

3 A Well, I'd say we had three-quarters of m&.

Wald there and Mr. Haridopolos. Probably just had the side r

5 his face. Profile, yes.

1 Q How about Mr. Crider and Mr. Myers?

A We had a frontal view.

0 And when you set this up, I take it, you told!

9 Mr. Wald and Mr. Maridopolo., look, have the two other

to gentlemen sit in these particular seats?

11 A I don't recall doing that.

12 Q Did you go ovar it with Mr. Wald or Mr.

13 Haridopolos was your camera arrangement was going to be?

14 A I remember we moved Mr. Haridopolos' cha&r OVel

Is- to the left a little bit so that it would be encompssc3

16 in the scope of the lens.

17 a You had even essentially taken their places

is to see Whether your cameras were 9oing to get them once

19 you started it running?

A I could tell without them taking their place.

21 If I didn't have a chair in the picture, we wouldn't have

22 a person.

23 0 0 see. Did you do any kind of . ru-thrugh

24 to make sure your equipment was working and so forth?

2 A We conducted a test on the microphone to
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m~ko sure that the microphones were wor-ing. Yos.

30 Is it fair to say that every precaution was

token by you to make sure that the entire conversation

S was recorded?

A Yes, sir.

Q And is it also fair to say that, to the best

a of your knowledge, the whole conversation was recorded?

9 A Yes, sir.

0Q That's because even when the videotape ran

II out, you had backup audio tape?

11 A That's right.

(continued on next nage)

I,
Is
16

17

20

21

3d

2S
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2 0 And you wore -- you had the presence of mj,

3 you were careful enough to make sure there were no missing

4 parts of the conversation?

A Yes, sir.

MR. BlN-VENISTZ: Nothin further.

MR. CACHERIS: I have a few questions.
/

8 THE COURT: All right.

9 Mr. McQuillan, were the microphones or the

to backup audio on the same microphones as used for the

II videotape?

12 THE WITNESS: yes, sir. They fed into the

13 video Machine and they were looped in the back of

14 them into the audio machines.

is THE COURT: All right.

16 Yes, Mr. Cacheris.

17 CROSS-EXAIINATION

IS BY MR. CACHERIS:

1i Q The room that you wer, in, was it a bedroom

20 in the Suite?

21 A Bedroom and bathroom.

V 0 Aside from the bedroom that you occupied

23 with your technical equipment, were there any other rooms

24 occupied by any other FBI or prosecutorial personnel?

25 A No, sir.
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o And the number of people you descibed for

Mr. Ben-venisto, yourself and the feW other rI agents

and special agent in charge and two prosecutors all were

in the same room?

A Yes.

o Did you have the ability to tape a telephone

conversation in that room?

A I did not.

Q Did you have the ability to do so?

THE EDURT: What do you mean by ability?

O Could you tape a telephone converting if

you wanted to?

A If I had the equipment, I could.

O If you had the equipment And you are f sli-

with that type of equipment?

A Yes.

All right. Was there a telephone in the bedrozr.

A Yes.

0 Was the telephone frequently used to call in

to participants that were being videotaped?

A It was used, yes.

0 Who used it?

A Mr. Virvonti and Mr. Best.

* Mr. Virvonti is a prosecutor?



2 A Yes. i

C He was calling in to the agents in the room wI,

you were videotaping? He was calling Wr. Wald and Nir.

5 Haridopolos?

6A I don't know whether he actually .nstigatcd

7 calls. It may have been Mr. Best. But I know he spoke on the

phone once or twice.

9 Regardless of who instituted the calls, soreo.

1b from you. group, either Mr. Best, Mr. Taridopolos. spohe

to the agents inside the room while the videotape was rnnlnc?

A Yes.

13 Q That was not recorded?

11 A No.

is MR. DUFFY: One or two, your Honor.

16 THE COURT; Yes.

17 CROSS-EXAMINAT ION

1 BY MR. DUFFY:

0 you had monitors, did you not, in the room

10 you occupied?

A yes. sir.

22 0 So that you could see what was going on in

23 the action room where Conressa n Myers and Mr.Criaen were

2: talking with the two agents; is that right?

25 A That's right.
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o If something went wrong with the vidcotapinc,

2 yu'd know it in an instant, would you not?

A Yes.

0 Because your monitor would show blank?

A That's right.

1 Is that right?

A yes.

Q The phone calls that were made into the ti;o

o agents in the room by the prosecutors,. touched upon instruc-

tions from the prosecutors to the agents as to what to

U say or not to say; is that right?

B MR. PUCCIO: I object to the for m of that.

THE COURT: Overruled.

U THE WITNESS: I don't know what the content

16 of the conversations were, sir.

1 Because you didn't hear?

is A I was busy monitoring what was going on,

watching the levels on the recorders and I had a set of

earmuffs on.

0 And because you didn't tape, isn't that riqht?

A I did not tape it, no.

23 MR DUFFY: Mat's all.

'4 THE COURT: Any other questions for Mr.

B3Mceuillan?



MR. EN-VLNISTI; No, Si- 25
THE COURT: Tlhank you, ix. Mc.QOil11. You

may step down.

(itness excused.1

TiHE COURT: Any objection to the exhibit 0

authenticity? We covered other objections.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Not on authenticity.

MR. CACIJERIS: n1o.

THE COURT: All right. Exhibit 7B, BE and

7C are received in evidence.

The next step would be to ply them.

MR. PUCCIO: Yes, your Honor,

THE COURT! In view of the ones we have had

as to the duration of the exhibits I thin): rathcr

than stay here until -- looks like 6-30, we will cs:

and start off in the morning with these -- with thoe,

tapes. I

During the recess, ladies and gentlemen, do

not discuss the case among yourselves or with anyone

else.

We will resume at 9:30 tomorrow morning.

I will ask the people to remain in the courtro0Q

until the jurors have left the court house.

(Whereupon, the jury left the courtroom.)

(Whereupon, an adjournment was taken to Friday,
August 22, 1980 at 9:30 o'clock a-n-)
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17 M I C H A E L W A L D having been previous

IS duly sworn resumed the stand and further testified

19 as follows:

" DIRECT EXAm/NATION

21 BY MR. PUCCIO: (continuing)

M , Mr. Wald, you indicated yesterday that in

23 your undercover capacity yon used the name Michael Cohen,

24 C-c-h-e-n, is that crrect?

25 A yes.
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o Why did you use that name?

A We tried to use the same first nam as our

own and we had identification and credit cards in the name of

Michael Cohen existing from previous matters so we used that.

o Had you ever met Mr. Weinberq or spoken to

Mr. Weinberg prior to January 24, 1980?

A NO sir.

0 When for the first time did you meet

Br. Weinberg?

A couple of weeks ago, here in Brooklyn.

Now, in connection with your undercover

in Philadelphia, you had a cover story, is that

A Yes.

0 What was it?

A That as . representative of one of two

sheiks I was in the City of Philadelphia to invest money based

on some statements that had been made and relayed to se had

been made by Congressman Myers concerning investments within

his district, within the City of Philadelphia.

Q Was there any particular investment project

that you mentioned?

A A hotel complex.

Q Now, was this meeting on January 24, 1980,
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2 your first meeting with Congressman Myers?

3 A Yes.

Q You never met with him before that day Cr

5 had spoken to him?

* A That is correct.

70 On this tape we are about to see, there is

g a meeting with Mi. Criden first, before Mr. Myers comes in,

9 is that correct?

10 A Yes.

1 Did you have anything to do with setting up

-. withdrawn.

13 Did you personally contact Mr. Myers prior

to any meeting to set it up?

15 A No sir.

M, 0 Was there anyone else present at this metin;

other than you, on the 24th, other than you, Criden, andyerst

A Yes, another Special Agent.

0 What is his name?

20 A Earnest Haridopolos.

Q What undercover name was he using?

A Ernie Pools.

MR. PUCCIO: May I approach the witness?

THE COURT: Yes.

0 I show you Government's Exhibit 7A and I ask



you to examine

A

the tape. Of

discussing.

this meet

Wald-Airect-,uccio 2517

it and tell us what it is?

It is a transcript, a written transcript, of

the cape of that particular meeting we were justI

Q Have you reviewed the tape of this meetin<?

A Yes.

O Have you compared it with the transcripts?

A Yes.

o Is it accurate to the best of your ability?

A Yes.

o This transcript only contains an exert of

ing, is that correct?

A Yes.

MR. PUCCIO: Your Honor, I offer the trans-

cript then I ask that it be distributed to the Jury.

THE COURT; Any objection?

MR. CACHERZS: NO.

MR. PUCCIO: May we distribute the book?

THE COURt You May.

MR. PUCCIO: May we play the tape?

THE COURT: As soon as the book is distri-

MR. BROW: Previous objections and -- per-

haps I should come up?
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2 THE COURTr YOU are requesting a limtiting

instruction?

I MR. BROWN: Yes.

STIE COURT: In addition to the caution 1

gave you a moment ago, keep in mind the limiting

instruction I have given you with respect to the

other tapes, we have been dealing with transactions

9 here which involve only the defendant Myers. He i

10 the only one present. Until I tell you to the con-

trary, you should use this only in connection with

12 your evaluation of the case against the defendant

1Myers.

14 Mr. Criden is present too.

Mr. ErrLchetti is not present nor is

16 Mr. Johanson.

17 MR. PUCCIO: Did you say only against Myers?

is THE COURT: I corrected that. Myers and

19 Criden are present.

Errichetti and Johanson are not.

21E. PUCCIO: May we play the tape?

THE COURT: Yes.

(Tape played.)

24 MR. POCCIO: Your Honor, we are going to pln

the audio that was introduced in evidence, or that
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portion that fills in the gap.

THE COUR : That is the part where the first

reel of the video tape ended? You have the audio?

MR. PUCCIO: It continues for a short period

and then we go back to the second reel.

THE COURT; Alright.

(Audio played at this time.)

MR. PUCCIO: 0ow we will 9o back to tha

video.

(Tape played.)



[Ldhibit 7A ipt•V~ieotape atn d Tee
EbdhTbit 7]

Place:

Participants:

January 24, 1980

9:54 P.M.

earclay Hotel
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

MICHAEL MOERS (m)
MICHAEL WALD (M)
HOWARD CRIDEI (EC)
E!tST hARIDOLOLOS (EW)

ItNAUDIDL (IA)

HC This guy that you're gonna meet with in a

few minutes, ah, let me give ya a little

bit of background.

W; Okay.

HC: I don't know if you know his baek~rowd.

Do ya?
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flknow who, what heis 1, ad far

a*his. a", Seu knom,. Ir. known

you~v. don. business vith him.

.. on~ a substantial "Su..

tes,

... And I know, ah, his title.,

postaons.

Okay. He replaced the guy who was

Congrassmen William Barratt.

Congressman Barrett was an old, was

a Congressman I guess longer than almost

any guy that var worked, lived, what,

you know, Sered in Conr.ess. and .as

4 Swst unusual guy, wa. , little backward

guy, wore . ve¥Y starched Co1!, always,

never Saw hi without a, a starched

Collra. Stiff starch and a little... vary

thin tie, you know. Imaculate guy.
Never stay overnight in Washington

in his entire life and served like

45 year. in Wahingtcu. Okay.
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e Ilt' Incredible. Incredible.

Wt I. would go every morning before there was

plan. service and take the train, or drive, or

har somebody drive him, and go to Washington.

and when t's do.. tha session, or whatever

it us. h. would drive has.. he wouldd hold

covrt in his ah, and he.s not a Lower, was 

ward leader. Sad no other means of a

livIlihood except his political means. He would

sit every .ight from 7 or 0 o'Clock urti:

midnight and nobody was denied access to him.

ft. lowest Thnrto Rican or a black guy that

dug * trench .ared to see Barrett. Me got in

to mee Barrett. B. want in, got it to sete,

wben h. got in not it, when and he "old sit

till the last guy was sitift' out in the outer

office.

IN I Okay
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N*.o mtter. if he had talked to

the President of the United States,

a .iiute before he rould still .ee

that littlsst u'. Okay. If

he bad a prohles. Seraet could

arite it doa, he would .all remT,

tomorro", this goy got a problem,

.o. see t..,hat...

Handle It...

It's taken care of. Okay. Now,

the .xt orning you .muU get .

letter, in the mail ... (A...Dear

ERNlE, was ah nice to see yoM last

eight, I... (IA)... so and so is

handling your probl.,

an will make eve, effort to see that

your problem is...

Cant los an election.

You co I have rum the Xjatollab

against him in Iran and this m ther

would have wo. Nobody ever ran against

hin. Okay. This guy, people literally,

there .a nothing...

Eow'd he ask a livin'?'

Me lil ver uietly in a row house
he tob;k... (IA ...
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Okay ad IUL Would say 1OWA D

Ltes vot. to most you. -X afctt

of 4Ollats.

VD,- L... (n)...

K., up frot guy..

0Z2 . .. MAd h&4o get tl job done.

M: I understood that, that. ah

otr. mYEs i. .' front

SC, up frnt. Tbt's ahat I'm givin you

Ml: 2, 5 mean Z, anI . ton can hav, a

byline. I dont have to fooce

with this, this felloW.

EC: NO...

W, xlv. be.. told by, by others that he

he. th, my to deal witb...

RC: ae's a .u"r ouy.

.Maks lif.easy.
BC: Bea's a lo~ngshoremuan...

C, ... Ad he ingl2e....(1,)...Okay. gcew

up the bard ay.

liv, Wll, so did ts ctI.i h .
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Yeah. But... (IA)...

Okay.

Okay. He h a aoqu.rld

Tha.s right. He cno. how to

handle himself. He know. ho, to

dr... and he knows he s with a

little broad once ard awhile, okay. and

he's ot the nias already.

H'a. We's angled wth the high .. (IA)

of Mahington a little bit and . little hat

rubbed off on him.

Okay.

But he's still basically the

street fighter. No problem.

ReW. h.ny with us. Of he wouldn't

be unning her.. . (IA)...
An, 2, an S was at al at the

air,ort, rexenber when ahb OZZIE cet ah

TONT.

You nt hia. ToU'Vs a.t hin.

No. I .evr mat him. I just wa

downstira. You knowgit vas one
of those things. I had 6 go

d nstaiY. z didn't .. you

around.

S2-077 0-81 O (Pt. I) BLR
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Mc I .s there.

aH You er. at the airport that day? I didn-t

.6l you. M., ah, yh.,.Vhen ah,,. (IA) ...

I That was uy first an*...

Ed g tMat... CIA)-

rn I Mkay.

EH I I thought it -as...I thought it was, who do

you Ca~: it...

ac .. (IA) ... brought

91 Va., AGI brought

gG tut where do you thi k AVG got him from?

. I Yoh. Pro. You.

C Okay.

28 But. but...{IA)...yea weren't there.

WC I didr,'t go up to the room, me. t. t brought

him u, to N.. York.



And I didn't see ya in the lobby, because
Z va aittin... ()*.,

Vo, X was just t the airpot.

Oh I don't know how , got there,

I don't know whether he drove up or,

dd M fly up that day?

oe, .e Took hi up.

He drove Up

The other gy flaw up fro Washington

M," ah, the other...

The other guy...

yeah, I saw you, yo. .. e, we' sent

the di nk oe to you. Ah, ah...

... ah, that's right...

... If you xirsaur...

... (M) ...

Ah, ah, and like I say ah I was, I

kNWThat, ftRo the way it all Went

dose, ah), Thiat yTo were thre.

This gu took N~fflT' piace.

uh-huh.
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M., Okay. and bal*. operates, not

"aotly like l-T, but he's tyiag

to alae, to a criXa d. n.,

that's the reason I give ya that

background history.

W: BARRETT retired.

SO: HARNETT died.

MW: In office?

EC, Yes. YOU... ().. .couldn't have,

You couldn't have beat RAflTT.

Okay. Z don't cam who it was.

You could have spent 10 billion

dollars in that district, you

couldn't beat BARNETT.

There, h, ah elections case and veont

and they never ee, the

Republicans never even slateda

candidate against hio.

MY: Do you have any RepubLican. in

the city?

KC, Tht.e Is one powerful Republican in

the city, a Hoy by the nae of

BILL MYAD.
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Okay.

1. su, you've heard his...

The names been mentioned to me.

Bot. ha's the republican, he's the. he's the

leader of the D.,ublicar Party ir, the Clyt of

Philadelphia. Rles a lawyer. nire 1y.

(1h). His father was the. the. lhis use to

be a Republican town. MiS father was the

Republican boss in this town. ne absolute

.equivoc. boss. r.O If he said it's black,

it's black, ard r.obody would tight. is rame

was AUST!l eAD and he was th-sherilf of the

city. Great big h*aW-sef Irish guy,

Okay...

This is hia son. At. Super guy and he words,

he'., ow the loyal minority of the loyal

oppositisri.

Does he hold ray type of Position, other then

... An, he..t..t it, the city wide, no ab he

holds a position , held some jositions it, the

St.te Go err..r.t. he
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was on the Turnpike Conulision,

*0as honorr bullshit.

W, Is there aybody that, that we should

be dueling with in the Stat.

Oovromet. I Saw we've got a

we've got liquor licenses to dtal it.

I know wave got thaet tn. of thjolg

as1, "l...

sC. The Stat. Government ... (M) .. right now

also in . vezy you Iu, it'. a r.eblic&

adbinisratiort.

MW' I'm aware of that. I'm awar, of

that...

Wc Goveror Thornburg.

M:And I' aware of thant Sean former

position.

HC That's right. U.S. Attorney.

M: But I' also aware th&t ,h, he had sh

make *ppointants and certain

avcLotsents, specLally im ts.te

pnesylvnia... (I) ...
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It Normally, It Houtd be Cleared by Mr. MUDt.

Okay, but not all of them have. And he thinks

Mr, the Governor is an &Senatl.

(Tloor bell rlngs)

.C .... (IN) o....OZZIE?

Yeah. Hall.. vviRb... (U) ...

VC SOW the hell are you buddy?

.C Say hall* to MICHAEL COHEN.

SMIKE, how are y.?

nC TIs Is Cor.r.sma. OZZIE 'YES.
Conqressmln. how are ya?

m I My pI..s.I CIKE.

At M This Li, this ii EIS..-.
MM t h flY£.

ER I OZZIE, I I Saw you One time during th.

sooner, but you look a Littl. different.

It .. ... qrun a mustache.

HC I Yeah... (U) ... He. qrSun . hiustach.
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Wasn't your hair curlier?

Yvah. Same hair.

Yeah.

Couldn't change that.

(Luqhter)

So, whe. did you start with this?

I vas away ah during the second week of

December, on a hunting trip...all tiqht. S,

I decided to ah. I wouldn't shave fcc . few

days. (IN)...

You look god.

... (tA)...I tried. 1, 1 came ho.. ard

everyone likes it, so I decided to try It for

Did you Ph...

Let me get you a drink.

l ok~y.. il.

Scotch, as, or
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S Scotch and themes mone ah Jack Danlals over

there.

Is Z1 take some Bourbo oan the rocks.

UR Okay.

usa. it .n.win, in Washirqtont

we ERNIE take care of this.

as Noccasionally ya know..(A)... a it was a

hack of a time. I wmas originally scheduled on

SiO then I was or a 605 and then 65S9.

FinalZy...(A)...7:20...CIA)... I had to lop

at Paurbo's. I had office hours. I have a

meeting yet after this.

aW I Okay.4.1IA)...

Of I I was tellingq MICUAZE about BILL BABBTT.

... CIA)_. Sove he never spent a night It,

Washi.qton... (IA)...

Be I For 30 year and he didn't spend one night.
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lOW *.. 41A)...thatls Ir,ccadible.

W Iust heard a nou story about BARRE T the

other day.

Us I Is that right?

ms. SARRETT had a place down' ir. agate and he was

so secreive. he didn't want anybody to know

that Be had a Place down tare. Of course, It

was In his daughters naa, and he went out t.

a hardware stor and purchased oe of these ah

name plates that you put on your lawn, you

know. * little an1imal, and...

Use Yeah.

I Yeah.

NM 2 Little... Some kind of a figurine to hold the

nam place, you know. He put (IA) COOPER or,

his lawn. (la.her)

U', I Right out of the phon, book.

9C A... n uwnbeliewable guy.

.. tp ...
1. other. .sine plain Club es kh.t. .1 mk
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Tl.

lat's upar. I loe zone of that it

I Dy gla. .

Ca you £.qsin. that?

w.. of COopfl... C, .

He an unbelievable, guy MXE.

1b.1ievabl. guy. I was telling KIKE

how ha hem court every night.

eight.

g. waited to see everybody.

Ab that's a, that's, you know ' had a

following, guy like BILL BXARTT was a,

is very diffieult... (U)...

Tough aft to follow.

Mt unr.al.

So X h. you know, that', how V. I o th...

night Office hours* No other Member of

Congre.. in the nation has night

office hours. It's united of today

with al ..

Ie. c-nt break chat pe.ee
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t~o, 1'. down sealing it. I tat..d out

ith threa nihts a week and f down

to ten and once I'm though this next

,prlnrY, I'll be down to one night a

oak.

WI Cut. on t social life.

104± 3Ai. it's, it's, it's, it, It, YOU

just caa't do it today. YOU Can't be
in Washington and be coming ho to ntqht

atfic, hOu.

td~ht.

1M~g Now I can see when Wer. fot In

session No. know, I'm gona tx to

t in th. whole Less radually.

Now what 1 want to get Into is
al, town aeeting and thins lies th~at.

I'll go to West silly to a town
meatin and al go up Afnt Ovarbrook.

*ust do a .. .(UA)...and ham. . .cb.1 baell

something and just ah cpNS, op.,

Eton type sating. You know and take on A:

problems at mmc. Saa.j*6uqh

staff that would handle that kind

Of *tuff wit, that individual. Like on
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socla1 security, vt.ran. problems

abU al tat. Ld just lk about

I.sue. I t a, flet You. ya know you ft

that and ah once or twice * wooth and your

batter off than gettin- - (IA)..

offie hor.

I hav. people that come to see me.

Thank you.

*. ni. L Imo li., and ah

if I got delayed in Washington,

and I can't come in that night,

like tonight for instance, I ah

you lmow, , toqh time getting

out of Washington because of th.e

scheduling. nh thny'±1

just won -t talk to, any staff, like

it'. secretive , you knoej, this. big

problem that they have..6

It's usually nothing but they need

a little fa'or.

Yeahn. Sure.
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NC, Smbody.. (M)...

.t .. (UA).. .vill h be b. t Mo."?

sell, t oo back dy. Now,

they'll sit there, ah, ah, a hoot

.omsstin.., tv hoots Waiting

to tell , staff m-ber t.e they'll xh

be back Mornda.

Tht's loyalty.

at: .. ,ds:..aut bkff...

kM Ue had a11 trained.

M Be had ntrained.

f. ... .onditioned... (A).

Sc: us.. trYiAV. it, it, it's

impossible for his to got ot of

that image.

ff4:Be'.got fto vi n.t sixe tpo.

l: l .. bat ... (h )...'

pr l, .. be Couldn't lose if he tied.

Wf Lat -e tell ye,. w.y I nta m..t ye,

and X, and X 614, 1, 1 was ins.tts

an first, of a11...
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* *... Might...

X11 be right Wa front With' y.. I

was iamtzuc te o b]caus. of *tiqnltte.

. said you're in Philadelphia

.. .(mW) ...

Your representative, if you have t.e

opportunity. the ran cal see you.

plas a hisa. To na, that *eei.

if at all possible.

So... .Ah, we take care of that. M . the

"ohbs have a word, Ioukta (?houat4q) right

.me.nin;Th11 Right. Tb. man

thinks yoen hav a sizeable pair of

ball.

(Laughter) ...

Xouckt. (pho.tic) hub?

(tsolht.).

I vIii, I will resater that.

The gantisma who gay, It to mis

Is different, a...
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sCe We nee m me, a .i sa.

Me Teah. You a4d. M, he's been lIed

to believe that the..yo'.'e the

.antlea, he, he pts his faith in,

that, that he c. deal with and e's

happy with and fels very secure...

h, 1i spent some tine in, in D.C.,

ah earlier this week and received

.ews which has been relayed back and

ah tha situation, ah that you discussed

with Cu other associates, .14 is

worsning. It really is. And z

Personally feel trot what I've learned

recently that al, my employer has a

verY short period Doi to reail

where be is.

sh an you give some short, brief

overiew, a q'ieck ed. ticn, on

what'. "ote happen if you receive

a telephone call that he's gonma cote

ova he.. wit his p.s.port or a vise

and oet into this oountxy h...
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Wal See li ke I had to explain thi.

bak then, ah the problem you have,

that I see, it's depending on who

this individual is a.d, you krow, what

kind of heat is oe this or if there, any,

and I don't know...

No is friendly, he is friendly.

Ah, "ete not dealinr with al...

... Communist...

.. .Cotnunist individual weIre

dealin' with somebody wo's, who's

*o steep in free enterprise tlhat a

Slaxader Nailto. would have been

proud.

(Laughter)

I mie thi* is, Poto dollar. by

by million , he'. free enterprise. it's

hig thing, right. America is a shining

light in the Statue of Liherty, but he

likes to bypass the Statu. of Liberty and

com t Philadelphia.

We'd like o have him.

(Laughter)

82-077 0-81- 81 (Pt. 1) BLR
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j lt sd I tink that ns o th2. .. a.on.

that be vants, to Cous har* Is tb

thes i.. .on" that ha.. re asiwd,

ah probably, b.cau.. f fu.. or his

to use tt word!, a sornd titat is not

Usad Very oft. . 0r there, it'.

s*bstantial. U,, taith.o.

MON, Wall, You iiou. earn~ inividul

tbat I deal ,inb, dealing wit), tha

state Deparbst sd aM igraton

ratters, ya toow, theyre each

individually hauled. And I had 0h

ds ah,...ad. it onw that X hav

Sae gitand In the mt. Dspartant.

But you're dalisn, ye k. I don't

kaov wh at tha oircu..stancs will ba that

day if t hat tall r.. and .or, one,

honestly, -aot to giv you a short anIvr,

I' has tu take fit io tbat, from tat

o~it to se a ,Ualy * Iho d hanl

Lt.

Mt An, Now h ad aadd' It .11 to. ten.
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That 1, Z liked it, t th.a was at

LnvStmnti in the cty.
Mt hat.V at a...
ADS I ..

.. Jut an Op.. reason to b. va... (U)*

That s . point two, hat's wint txo

Vs... (XA)...

Ta Mom I had sade that cleax then.

Ya know. ya now. Gie me

r.aon to bv. I t..1,V hOt. h, I

have .o x.ao tot ..ceone Z don't

V. iU tl city, today...

Yah. Not fh the point, you're

teaming ahout...
°...(XV)... Thom* comount., th~sa

very smw comonts that yoa a4e.

All right.

That's Very important.

Also, no.. "'e talked to son. people.

math.
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JCR, Alout that, n4a a, I would tbink

that sh, does this Tea. spak

NOW: Ah Y., be gets by, but e knows

Its a. should, he Should take, ah,

was advised That hM should take *oe

cras o.rses in fnglish. To .,t by

better, tha.ts esy iaporteAt *t thista.

tet's....(la-..put it Thi, way. Be di-

stands OerytI'inq You 4&Y to~his. The m

does not verbalize elh what Wst

thiaktn. Thee are sharp o opl...

M. Noll, but I' *aying...(IA) ...

You kni, the Lae" of th.e su on

the Asabian stead...

014: Yeah... (f)...

crashin tks.rogb the de4srt ad

picking up t. gisl and thariog her

son tea.k of the horse Tight, is

aonens. .flTou know, theyre

shy, retiring tine individuals,



arM he undrstands everything.

Ok.y... (?kA ....

He Just does not verbai|ze ah, and it he knew

Enlish as wall as any of us, he e, he still

does hot werbalisa his, his thing.

tnat's what he .eeds.

I ould have him take see private... (IA).*.

Gt a tutor, get him some private instruction

and make A etord of It with A le ,iimate

outfit. at'a important. Because he wants

tc come h.r.. Ae wants to lean the lahguaqa

so he Ca..
Ah ... (th) .

...(IA)... Intrduti.or. of A bitt. Private

legiSlation.

yeah, I could do that, but if t had A reason.

to do It, I Can do It.

Ph~e. Well get into that. W.'I give ya

reason to do it.
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. li right.

OT, Well back You ith gh ts.r yo. ne.

Ms All right, go It ough.

.t ll right, so ftitu y stand up thet

was pol btd out torn., by these t.

Snividuals exactly h" you fetl. )t

that, aih, a", yoo emat hold your -
of 0h. of the butine.. arrangemt

all right, if you look goo.

nt-hg.-..

We.: Mll right,. a basic level.

And me c zait. ou look good L.

sa direc.tion "o ... a, yot no" to

took good.

Ai right... (A)..,

UOWAPD it till *V *.

EC: ... ight...

lotS ~. alight.. .f. of the i of finnia

asit.Uo erein..

) .. ... MOk .

hot' It'. very jood.

mC' Wi. o (I.)...

l, lot's get out o that.

IW, Lats talk stut that.
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Let's talk about it, and we've

been talking about that the last

couple of days.

All right. Z, 1 arrived hare ah last

week and HOWARD ah, ah, set up some

appointments with ah with individuals

in municipal government for me, the

last few days. And I've dealt with

what Z have been told and my

researchers confirmed are very

powerful important people within the

municipal government.

Uh-huh...

Okay. I don't know if... (ZA)...

... (IA) ...

No we have not.

•...(IA) ...

Oust the telephone conversation this

morning.

Ah the sheik is interested in

putting up a hotel/motel type complex.

34.6 million dollars waj 4e figure given
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to hic. )42 right. For what he

anvisions. At chat i . t igur.

chat yas put t"geaste based on the

pies at that tiee.

At that tine is like two weeks ago.

M .e bSeak ground in A p1 and we

still got st an increase of probably

1.2 dro. now to Ap:il, we'e bean

1e4 to bWli.v.. So, the, te dollar

values I.c no pr:oble at a11.
M : Uh-huh.

tigiares are not problem. rinancing

is no problem.

T've ben lad to baeli.eve by the

gentleman I've met with that, toning .s no

problem that vniances are no problea...

Mat, thats. .. I c helpou witb. y..

know ct a. that's I no problem...

M ~ ... CIA)..tabo And industry.

Okay.
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Now, would you be able ah would it

be fair to me to go back and say ah.

Mr. M'ERS has stated that ah he can

use his office to help in those, in

those, I noticed you're not on on a

municipal level, your level is higher.

•...(IA) ...

... De more than happy to. Sea,

theone thing 1, you got to understand

about this new, this new Mayor, that

just came in, and his adinistration,

They're at this point in time, now

at least from the dealing that I

did with them, they're straight laced 
and

you know, you got to be very careful 
how you

deal with them.

You're talking about the Kayor

• .. au ).. •

Talkin' about the Mayor and...
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. u close savsola... 1'm

tJlkinU abo'.t th a, you

ti,. I.w .. ,aenet detoto:

wCs A.l right.

1o, ... You Couldn't tak to bin the

vay you Could talk to m.

NOWe n a. gn dixector is a bluktt n

C, f WILSON GOODE.

1*1: WILSON GOODE

XCt .. o. (Ul . .black guy.

,4 ... obviously, You'll probably

talkn sh DIc tFUJh, N.ho kows, Y..

ko, "IS inttr.sted is bringing

busi..ns to th, cItV. ?heyr. vary

intrested So thatt.

3ms no way r. the..es to .y I

... do business ish thos. to

individual - with the way I

Conducted buness in tb. past.

Is that it?

304. that's exactly it.
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Now qr. DORA4 Is the... (140...

SMr. DORAN is the uh, the puplic, the City's

representative. Okay. Are's the guy...

S a ...The Commerce director.

IC * [lA). .

1 a The hype guy... (A) ...

WC Yeah. Okay. The public relatiorns guy, so to

speak. Are's interested in the community, the

business comurity.

U 2 Okay.

qR Very irterested ir, what you're speakirng of...

ac Oh yeah...

MW Bypass these two, I would imagine through I

mean, we've...

aC B Sypass them because there is no way that we

could do anything... (1A)...

MM a Okay now, you, you obviously you wart to deal

with City Council President who's a guy that

you know, I would think...(1A) ....



That y. .old deal with, yo. know

I man deal wit. his. And 1'. soe

other people ... (A]... here, very, Vary

reasonable guy understands this

business probably better than any of us.

A Shanp qny. Very sharp. My Close

friend.

CM. reah.

In the zoning board again that

would be no big problem. M& I'm wey,..

you can, you can help... (la)...

I can Ip wit], the toning board.

4 . .. (ZAI.. ,at a fair statement

ai, a, to ta. sheik, thnt yo that

you're willing to do that as well...

you know...

at. . . .Asolutsy .

That you." on oua, side in tat

disecton.

t: Absolutely.
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MWI Ah, we were considering South

Philadelphia which is your district .

right?

bE: That's me.

8C: (Laughter)

KW: For that complex...

MM: That's me...

NW: Okay and I'll...

94: I give you some good, good builders too...

MW: ... Give you this reasoning why.

(Laughter)

I'ii give you that, I'll give you

the reasoning...

M4: Go ahead.

M: Behind that. Ah, he has had

dealings in Atlantic City. Those

dealings are, are being continued at

this point. Ah we don't have any real

difficulties in doing a gambling

situation in Atlantic City, but we do
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sa a reel ptobl. vith t inj botal

@@n~tn~in A1 tlantic city.

UN, Okay.

: well I...

Ms:I~~. of whn'. going on theme.I

tl'rnX we oe ore meloaed in bill y

M yeah. I -to, b .causa you're I, a...

there...oneys. no object. o.'r.. d.11W

tt. isa, is . in a, you Mowe a

mcakat place, where they got money. They

got all tbe racy they coixld ever, you

bnow, n e .o...rn a. . kin" to

take Atlantic City over, tog got

a lot of oople involved there that ae

you k1eo, ma..a type. they're

nvolv,, 'ath a whole different .

bal..m. The legitiztb.v)sinass

and I thick Mat's the direction be bas

"o travel.

Obey.
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jo Atlentic city, Ln XT opinion...

hey it'. * great Pl.c to V aed

get LnAVoved vith it, if you bore,

established, but to cone La you know

and ey to break in to that kind of

a line-up w , be difficult.

EX Wu. ad. *.. feel..

E: Costly...

ml o... sl Mou ... w..

MCYuIc dealtke..

... you oow bow we dobuies.

(U.).. .Up front right'

* ..d y.u ca. "e. the.

.. (A)... .Lt - ass.e you, y

cam deal in ktlantic City...

1eght.

W:Yeah, You towt. but&..

A lot of 1t. been dealt alredy.
light. We don't find real problet

oith what e atodothere. In.,



IS

when I wl told to cous doom and

negotiate a situation he.. in Phi~l.,

South Philly was posted out to m

because of t je fact that a, you have

the *asie.t access to Atlantic Cit,.

Thiee's heidgethere. you know...

verm not, *e'= not on side streets,

weare on main, thoroughfare.s. We're on

situation. We get to Atlantic City in

an hour from South Philly.

We C. . ah New Yo.k-vela st1e junkets

only by lime right to Alantic City. r.

. coplex, We .. take sdvantae of

he port. complex Situation you have

o South phily¥. lght.

M : ., (IA ) . .. o

..a... is there.

M yeah.

e: Ah

sC: You're snaking to th. Sam
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sdfI We "I se done . .esearcs. Were not

totally n . Z don't Rnov th.

City of Philadelphia. Take me tw

blocks from bre and 2'm lost. Ah

X don't particular like the City of

Phiadelphia, its nort for -. I don't have

to be he. though.

o: You don't know... (laugbter)

a So I don't have to, I don't have to be happy

her.. There are sO many pIa..s that

Could be hapy In, this isn't one of r h.

SI: YOU don't knou the City. if you

knew the City, you wold like it.

yeah.

I could take you to right now to a

show and club that you, you would

thin s great. Seriously.

alt ± d on t k about that.

(.,ht.r...

82-077 0-81-- 82 (Pt. 1) BLR
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1.: (FiA) ..- Z.v oonaucteS good business

begs in Phil.4.lphia and ' happy.

But ho. dots that o'und to Is?

EC, it' .nnlmpor tat.
NW: . (I A) a.iesbflit...

I .. az the .

M.t Sure.

em, Right. You be abl, to back Lt.

Would that bO the type of baeking

that you would reqnir.2

Mt Well that wuld nertatnl help m mt.

MW: Okay.

M4 Some ing irond tat linle would...

-: ... ne....

Giv, me som interest in. in

pattoulaxlyj MY men R0a. Ah ya kmog.

MW¢4 That ueld malk, you look better?

me: sOlUt.ly.

WI:- .. (I) ... You stand up It this qny g appen..

WII S old like to, X old ah...

Mo: . .. (XA). ...1You:r talkin' 30... .vui know 34.6.

A lot of mone,.



SI: Let se a" to you. I would like to be

1. on h., you kaow be contult.d about ue,

ah the Io.ation, h.. yar. vol.. and

so forth, go I Could be in from the

early stages.

Do you h. e a¥ properties we,..

,lp to at, yeah, I culd sayb.

held you find ous ... (A) ...

See yi talk "Out excursions to Atlantic

City ik. using that .s a convention center

or a place, and tben you know Ahe tb.e

wast dey after the business I ove yo

head do there for th, day and have some

kind of an arrangetant. Well South hilly

It's gotta be the greatest place of all.

But I don't neany kind of Action,

real action is domtoun. You knov any

kind of gentlit, or Anything like toyt

i. •( ... )

.(l...Yrep. Y.p okay.
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let4: hat else, what else...

4 . ( c)...operatio..

W. Do you envision any other typ. of

business for Us in South Philadelphi.?

Thl. d .ant... (IA) ...

M: I hae Suggested that dealing with

fl. pot ah you know al... (U)...

All eight . all right.

W4: ... Seriously but...

Nfl If I could just do that it's...

(.lI... throet)

(Phone ringing)...

Yes (Answering the. phone).

Kc. You oin' back ttomatow?

NOR NO. We're not. , we donat

tht. why ... (A)...w'e-running

late tonight... (IA)...we finished

up the - h final day off t ro,

this season, but we will be back

I.n Monday.

BC: b4onday.
IN4 In huh... m%)-.

'0, Did you take an Alleheny commute today?

HC: Yeah, Ive bean On that earyday of this
wair C,
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yeah. it is tough...

'I .. sC tinking of registration

tonight. I a., set at the airport,

far two hobrs, wait' on that

funkin' flight and I've com. to a

co,~uso hat I *d *

legIsleacon chat says 'if the

copter seroic, has th... (IA) ... maocat

of popl., as the ouste$s...

W: ... (IA) ... (Zn backg.ound)

Okay right. I you're happy.

I'. happy... (2A). .

wls . . (XA) ... Wer. they could rn jet., they

.ust do it.

Okay (Ci background) ..

MM' Now her.s .y nakiang behInd it.

I didn't do any research. 4"ut,

just throwing it out.

If you got thes little cormuters

and a1 these major sishaps that hav, been

occurring in the last cupla of years,

involve some little cratt,,of course.

running into ah...
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M. Right.
M acres big traffic lane...

M4t yeah.

M. vlcy whom you got a little 0useter
that hs to go back, ah has to tak.

six or eight trips 28 people aboard,

sow yA got, ah to to fill w

the.capacity of one jet...

l Imagine th, landing and take offs t.

Involve...

U:Y.ah ...

M, The *afety factor.

W I, I should I. to bank that bill

Oz.

(iaughtc)... n) ...
-t Yeah.

W, Oh God.. Gee.... (A) ... that

m a tke s ball..

C, That *.ld tak. soma balls...

zc, roe.h...(Ml)...? Ivault. . A

M,. I voulA at least get Shat one ISi...
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0, Whn X talked about the, the

line type situation, on the Jnket

packed, inh rnt in ay an that

typ, Ah atiLtW er .t.

prohl. e e. .~ a the m. M th. sta.

lal, Bor. *t 'f maybe...

W: ... a

34 o. my be an interstate situato.

BC' Su. will.

C I coild...

could you bep us wit], that, could

you IMe Pt m in M ab
M. X could help you with .that...

"t: .. (Jeer M, thnM M
Eli Let -e ust say .. to yo u.

The guy that.. goa ho vry key Is

May kind of oparatiau 2 , C that. In

w woin, and 1111 ten ~thi, right t"
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is ima f10. aes the Con.es ISan

frot rn .ss th. river. Ow PLORIO

in my opinion, okay, ill bathe next

Governor of New jersey. 2hatI what

I feel about him.

EC ± I would hear that, I would think, I'v e

heard differently, okay.

Un: Okay.

NC: That'S...

M: ...Yeah, okay...

M Believe ma when I tell you that he'.

*ot one hall of . shot, takin that
opF sC Pa .

Stat. nee. .. MIA)...

*..Ad he '.a Wnry, very .1...

friend. I c. asare you that.

M: Should I have , prohsa with A

l1iao thing I sormthing...,

M*,..Na. we coul1 handle that...
]4WS ... Lke that... •(U)} ...

04' .. the main thing .. (A) ... that vhr you

,Ott, .. (U)... .an on pryl. In

know. .Iricularly with
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tue onatnctiu ~ion. ber.,

building trades, forget that that's.

we can handle "tat...

en Oka,. All right, n .,..

Can x just say on. thine?

You know yo. *atd before about an you know,

M; Port development is something tlat .

Sthindk that ... (IA...

Yeah, well I. gonna get into tat.

Go ahead.

I'M go"a get into tht..

'~You al said something kf.ore hout

afia tpe guys in, in Atlantic City.

Would We run into anything like this...

wit ...

U'f Bere?... (w)..

M; IfZt hold it. I anna. I .. ant
disc.s another situation, -hich

=ould...

mh huh.
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So.. Go aa4 Lett itesif to a, ios

It..stging to bria. up a question, a

Maor qestirof, that "Its gor. har to

".1 ithf. Ah, .n the road.

ApaAi sh .11 your city oua cilaer,

right, city comr,i2 Meas to bea a key

Mna, right... (M ... an You help us

With city coucil.

)14: City council.
MW: ... (fl)..

M: ... ~. (m)... Lt " just say this.

City Ccwxcl, the MoMi rs of Cty

Council, . au cloe are im, witbin

ow distxict..(U)... .sert that Mre,

that are om City Cruncil, *elcted mburt,

Mr. my.c... Cris . e b.lp.d More.

Others. I beipd remake. Boms.

MW, You could .all in .chp for .st

ICE: Vests say X could deliver four

o. tie. vots. out of tbr oc.ra1

council.
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M, ri... Five. Okay...

W, t. know, a ow I dovgt ean ovsr *om4

~s ntitat's a isoto aovher..
' s kh yeah'... (.0)...

I: Some ng thatha..

X'IIs  . .Yah smsthing legitinat. up front.

.. Sooet.hing that you an explain...

ha, ha laughtere) that's it.

W., All right. M you're illing to

ao that for .. ?

ci t. I ca. go back and .y yeah.

tat w'ith Wr. Xfl3...
I= ..*. (U%) ...

Let " Just say this to ya..*

W: ... (A) ... .Ad his balls .. a as big

.as a-11 otoor..
* .. eight now I v. ar. influanes

locally than I do i Washington.

bD..nse, I'm Va only new hl n Washingn.

9'm ony th , I'm ij' ....oond tern.

Now to "rt the kind of seiority that

yin' nsd to be, ya know, tsavy down
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le, ys, your lMke, ya, you got

to he in Iun six, seventh eighth

e. b.iof. yur. redly rtco.n zal

as . leader in Washington, because

you have to establish that kind of

seniority. YmI, a lot of people. say

that your, you knw. seniority is not

what it used to We. It's true to a deaee,

but seno.ity is still the key. And I

kno what' a happening to me rght now.

Ion in line to taks DAN fMoOD's spot on

hsapropriaticns eominttee. I have

the support of tha pennsylvania

dolegation. It's a pennsylvania seat.

r have MP a I ML an Wy side.- Openly,tI 0l-I!TL' on my side. 4 have
OMW Rude, majority leaden on my side.

1. ..a nbs of the 7..(IA)...

Volic Comitt... Out of 2l. I got

16 Contents. I dnt mean just

paper aoins, open caoinitents

* . .. .21.. . orwiterts.
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Up frnt cffnts.

.a kow... (h) ...

So, ah, it looks to a,

t..er. .. (ZA)...

...that ao ya know I'l be thee

very shortly.

M4 Would it be fair when I go back next

want to report that met with Mr.

MRSk and he said yes, he has this

influence, etc., and he's willing

to use it?

an: 'm 'ili.n to .se y infl u.i..

The only thing hat I can be ver,

honest with ... (U)...

and I'll tall ya this up front.,

OM.'t go on a Kaikaza mission.

2 WOn'tgo, on a Kajikate

M° 1  ... (IA) ...

Oine you al. ths facts up front.

101± yeah. I won't go on a mission

chat thereS nort.r
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GLin -s . ra... UWo, that

I .. explain a I have no

probles... (U)..

M' W.ll back o up than in

other .. rd.. ..

W, ~I rs.n, you Iwo,, it I haew...

M, Does the hotel help back you tip?..
(M.{A) ...

104 .. (TCA) o...

Th het.. .1, be, yes, absoutely.

W. You get up on t.he floor ... (M).. .s
say this san got 30, 36 sllr.

dollars le ow district... (:A)...

at:z !O~fl l. leaky, ". Oa what *..ll

-, &han you get ready to ro11 hr,
anod I'd be, I'll tell you aibM.hr t hin;

that I ke to a. you get Iol ad

with because 1 tJ it 'ould be a

.atual.. *Ah ih ?t

Ceiniopusnt.

MAll right.
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ft And a...
, Peort danvloptent is *oathiag I want

to bring up now. ?ho gentleax...

tvezybodyr' untested in Port

Dev.lopmnt. Wi have a ne.d her.

for Port dveloptent.

M 'm goa. give you ome Port

vel.opcaft or er gonna ask you
for.ame help A that directon. sen

Xo., un. your friend, the other day,

mentioned alt, hard coal, castser

lenswylva Coal Region, ae, Ma

doesn't know how len M r to t.

reason that first brought e rera, to

1naylvni. And ah Ponslvaia
was a plane I flaeW over, 11 right. and

*1,s first time I really *gent any tie

here w. . few onthl, ago, al, in, in

*lchuylkfl county.

M, th huh.

iR, Did say that .o.recl?

IC .*.(IA) ... oh yea.

Schuykl f COun ty..* (ZA) ...
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al r mispronounced it a few times and z

wa told... (U)...

M. Skiing in a f.v months tp th-r. ..h ()..,

NOW: Different place... (IA)...

(Irught.r) ...

W : Lat's put it this way, I think I

merged. the vicriouc. when I

left Schuylkill Coucty.

sC. If you wee with the right pepl...
... (31h)...

sa, Let ma cell ya Mnother thing.., (U) .. ,

. .Schuylkill County...

I got ifrluenos in Schuylkill Centy,

bliev, it or not. I put six years in

Hazrisburqg at State LegislatUre.

EC. f

: The kaeY one of the key guys .p there

is the Dremocratic Chairma, whno

Is Jfl IUGao Very close friend of

imne. Vary close friend.

hM Ckay. Hy Uine in Sohuylkil County

a e1 spent, ue have a)' enough

opti.rs. We have en.o.h leases.,
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p.tro dollars are limted, a lot

more limited tban ooal. And we have

already taken care of h ourselves

when it Cover to oal. Okay. I'm not

talking about using thL coal dometically.

I'm talking about taking it from

Pennsylvania.

WIExport.

W: Out of Pennsylvania. ow. how do

I get it out of Pensylvania.

Only one way, yOU gotta take it

by rail down to a Philadelphia Port

and ship it out.

jolt Okay. This is to be shipped

Scandinavian areas, parts of Great

Britain. and ah. western Esrope in

.enera. .1 have the cew..taants

already lined up, purchased and I own

enough coal, 1, we own enough coal...

l ll bloW let me lust tell y something about

... port development. •

82-077 O-8l-- 83 (Pt. 1) BLR
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IN, Ah...

rvdo got it out 0 Pennsylva~ia?

ON, Mov do ne vat it out of she united

stat.

-. Let ne tell Ye, Let me tell 7a hw you d

it. On. of W closest friends and

... (U).. thi. aid, who is the

Mxects of the Philadelphia Port

Corporation, he's PRaD DZONA...I played

. key part in getting hs job in

my last adinistxation, hut he'. a

* sharp, sharp, guy. VerT vezrsharp.

Kc. Nis father is a J4 9 ..

M. His father is a Judge In the Cout,

of Co.. Plea..- (MA)... = H. father .. s

one of the best criainal lawyers is the

coantsy.

BC: ... (M).. .Ui. father was BIL BAfl's

Closest friend.

M: Sharp operation ere. Now. the guy is,

FM~f DEhO?4A awLsr who . the ercutiv.

director of Philadelphia M rt Corporation,

wtioh is a., ahih is a corporation that
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is furd.d, th.y get a cinhoa dollars a

year fro the .t.t.e fine a xrsburg.

thly get . ul± 1m dollars a year

faces the ity of Philadelphia, to

nvr~c. the Port wper.t.ons. They

bwsal all lease$ "n piers, all rsntial

of *pac., l.11 .e dav.oprn t a11,

am, kind of a, a PR Work ttt they do

b.sine.. in. Mow the, h. exaouctve.

director is y guy. And if you Want to
move goal., hel l .how you how tro nove

coal,. e11 bo, t

MR. Is gonnro have to act Coal.

Okay. We'll tae.. .Well take you LntO

sate *pats t at can b bought no'. aan

be Ilea..d co,. W.e'l1 rip Im great
rebuild the facility that's needed.

For that, the guy is cov.;ad well. bIlieve
= hen I tell yOU that.

MA right. Mat is itn.
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What are we talkj'? What's it

gona Cot...

M. wall, let m tell y. what

it's gonna coat ya.

M, What's it gorna cost Am in, the bag?

M24t All right.

MW: TO take care of that situation.

Hl Wel.

W: Se.. I have ah, I have .h...(A)...

W: Well; we, we'll "lk about chat ... ha...

NOT: All right. W. got to cause, I'm

.ouitt.d in Shuylkill County, I'm

co6ittm .

M: All right. let me tell ye...

lave enough money, I have

enough money already spent,...

M First of an...
W; ... MZ) -.

MR4: ±, 1, 1 Can't put figures On, Well

Without reseLrohin' I couldn't just Tmt.

a fig re toy Is. , I, 1 meanL V A
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lyin' to ya if I did. What we

can do, " would have to get a1h.

first of all, "I Would have to

Look over th. whole operation as far a.

what you're. lookln' to export.

What kind of facility is needed. fh

what ve ould haw, to put into

develop chat facility no, to build

it. to. to met your standards. Then

n'dh .ve to, you know, get into a...

MR4: ... (I.) ...l1.... it to US?...

.M1 lon-ti.. lae.

Ms We'd l.ea it to you. We'd

build it. We'd use city hond =oney to

build It, Which Would line to be,
appruvd by city council and in some

oases te: *tot. which-.

M.: Yeah.

You know. It's not chlat tough...

~~qI Ml right, doe. that help you an

thle floor ... (Ul)...
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Mt Absolutaly. Salps me a lot.

ws 21. *. re . talking in .he eight ball pqk

ow, we coijt' up with. t. right

t&ing. to ...

M. ... Helps l ot...

'I: ... TO~ ~matT you loo goat, if, when.

thn you Sto. otbi* ... (f..

AId it's. nt ma.tter.

MW. .o.At this point of, of, if ah...

C: 4e.n, when he ha. t0 go to bat...

W4I Me. MOOCS, it's a, it's a when...
RC: Call h1x OZZIE, pleas. okay.

MW. OZZIE, It'. . When a...

M.b go. Inos,... (MA).... S..--4 XIM...

ya ko Aow the private bills iork?

M: To so. degse.

M: Okay. Private bills Are riot "to

readily approved. Okay, but t &ey axe

appro~n4s so occasion. but, you kxd,

at, a, t, I And I don't know who were

talking about ah but during you know,

buet if it's if ' a vottcontzcvsi&I

problea hsve..
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Mtay. Neil then, y know ah, and he's he*s

Investing big bucks her . Certainly ah...

K Yun at all ya ant. 1. other words. he'll

say... () ... this many is creating... (%A) ...

jobs.

W All fight.

*..*(ZAb...be more then .l too.

*h it's no ebarrassent to you. yOU re not.

you're rft looking to get the Job... IA)...

q I'm telling you, 1. 1. 1 cat*t go o, a miS$or,.

to, of Of "o return.

o You don't want to Cot your own threat.

I ca't kill .yse1 it thi. young age. t'vs

got I figure I got two any years left (h,* ha

laughter) ...

aC ... tA)...at the beginning of a I.g gear

Career in politics.
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M: but nou tos V. Zm you knes

V . (n).. *.yo. ko,...

x don't have to6 many fears.

... (1h)...

r: Okay, r.w. Zn dealing, ah let me gir

Y& a little insight, i.n, into th

sheik. Ah the nan is well read. And

h, he ejoys the cinem, as ill. If

he's,It he's " Britain, if hels, if

had's a wek In London, four night vit

the cI,.a. and American at, cio.aa art L,

.11 over the woeld. Hes seen every

n.gia type movie, te Godfather, the

wshole thing. N. reads thatw .11. and

hes* parancoid concerning ah the mfita.

Youll hear him try to pronounce it,

all eight. But he s p.raoi .oncerut

thes. Nou we dealing with docks

all right.
M. ...(M) ...

It I am, I a knious1, got...

M0I mosI let .e... y A9

* yuknoI, an!1 I kfomuw .ve a

dock situation.
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all right, let me tell you what the

story is Ln Philadelphia.

Do we have that problem ?

M; NO. tO.

Do we have to da, I can deal

with '-. I, 1 dont wat to

deal...

Let CU, say to you if ya have to deal

with the probla, I can, I can handle that.

G fia poble.. Bt yo.. won't hav, to

deal oA the docks with that kind of .

problem. You got a little bit of a black

probl. on the docks now. MU the

the old MoSlor problem, and they've

had so.e "o.I. problem.. But again

that's not a hig problem. We Can

handle that. Now *. far am mafia in

this city, the key people here, of course,

k:GLO fltNO is the key.

Ci the ner on. man.

(telephone rziging)*,,
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. low., ha is Sa old tan.

M.q Sea who thatm, for...

304: Okay. usa . 1 ol an, hut ba

still respected. MoW you got... (IA)...

You got CHICIZE AUCCI' who acts

.. MI) ..... one of th. afi. ... (IA...

Thay- more into gaLinq, they're

not into an. dnd of real Itgititnta

tj.y-r. into a lot of legitimate stuff,

but they're thing is galing. .. (IA)....
MW: C flLZ again.

M yeah.

3W: 1'. vet .-na .seak to I..o. els..

So yo get te phone fro now o. when

Excse Ut p2.....

G Oo ahead.

Wz yaah CRAfl.YE. (answering telphone)

NC: I don't think h.re'd ba *ny

problem with halt...

... (U)...
dock... (M) ...
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I can handle th, docks. Don't

vnory aiot that.

Thato s' his ehy. be's a longshor..an..
Ut "° 4W) ..

lot, Got 13 y.ar on -oe Job

o A1l I gottin- to say is sh I know

that this guy is about ya know and ah

he, he doesn't w.,t to et involved

with that stuff.

)04 No, he cant. If he clas in her. az4

got involved with that kind of an

operation that, that would be the

biggest .eason the world that he

shouldtt .s in here.

MI Ali right Tuesday... (A)..

M, Paovie "ot Wdant to hear that...

(The dollar figure e talked shaot is good.
b Ca, .1 op..

aoi You can't #.t i"olvrd woitt anything

even if y& wanted to...

UN' yeah.

l~tIf he dots, he's in trOU124.

Els: eight.
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SOkay.

Mo: No matter What I say on the floor.

M4= ftUS ne aesday'd good,

th. dollar figure iq good, and you'll

handle that ... (ZA ,...

W: (ctlars throat)...Ah ah, go head...

Vam sorry. Ah...

M,4' A. far as the dock. are concerned

with any kind of ±afia operation in

this pore, Philadelphia. I can handle

all that... IA) ... no problem...

lyb. therei'sSe . ys that

guerrilla suits, we may have to pacify

a few peop1,. but that's not n', notwa

that can't be handled vary easily. Very

monthly.

MW: All right you brought up som nases.

Okay.

M: Okay. tfhan you talk...

IC.: you said they were into a.ling.

... (M)...
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Mn g MA when you'. talking about Mafia in

Philadelphia, ANGELO BRU O Is the kingpin In

Philadelphia for years, he's be., the boss of

any MAFIA operation her. And thae. some

others, SI.NNY RAZCR who's now big. .11

downtown, this is all my ward.

as ... (I&)...Tbin is all south Philadelphia.

N They're in ,y area.

We That', what it i..
M Now th, key guys today ...ANGELO BRUNO with

this ah grand jury In Ne Jersey, he's been in

and out of jail. He put, Christ he.did four

years. wra...(IA)... cause he wnt talk.

And Sh, he's ah, he's a guy that vey senior

individual at this Point in time. Very sickly

ya know, I doh't think he'd be lasting much

longer. But A good guy. Very, very ood ,u.

The yonng Turks...

w I De yOu understand how a guy like that scares

the sh.ik
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M: Okay, the yong turks that are on t±e

cne I. . gUT n.s SON TESTA, an,

another guy named CSIIE UCC I.

M: What, what', their thing?

Iea w"t...

MI Their thing is cn handle ah...

Now I can't till ya handle

SONY TESTA because I'm not that

friendly with him. I now his. Be

knows sm. Th, kingpin is CHzen

SARUCC1.

MW: Can I deal with these people.

Can We deal...

... (MA) ...

M: Wa.it A second. tU can deal with

thme wi.o t even being... ( )...

I got that Covered.

-, All right.

I got... (A)...

1'l1 deal with them thJzuh yon.

Mt YOU Can deal ... (ZAI..
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t. *.ie ye hve to... ou don't, you

dont vnt to got involved with the..

o Lt so just say this to ya. The worse

thing tat you could get this individual

involved ath is any kind of safia

psoble=-

Yeah.

MR: -Cause yo... (I.) ...

MY: Z'11 tall ya this is why I brought

it up.

R: You dot't want anything like that.

I don't even vhnt to deal vith '.. I

dont, they don't know anything about
this... (.U)..

I don't deal with thn on a, an a

social level or any kind of level.

They're M friends and you wow

trou the old days When I .as the,

know hem. I, w I asn't a pert of...(Uw)...
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W,: But, It an int arst is taken In o=

operation, right, because I mean, we're

dealn';...

mM: Ay kind of interest, we can handle...

JW: Again, you said their bailiwick is

South Philadelphia.

M; ... UIA) .. .

NOR: ... thavs yours as well...

at: But They. they're bailiwick is ... A. .

M: . - (nA) ... hul.

M4: Not they're in here. They're tied

into Atlantic City. They're tied

in ah throughout the whole, this

whole Delaware Valley ate&. They're

into all kinds of ct machines, and

gambling operations, .11 kinds of...

V. rt, 'm not a naive Individual.

you and I had a conversation the ote

evening and A .a. ca.e up, fr. IOLflK
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sO, eight.

W, okay, concerning a piece of ground
her, in Philadelphia.

mc. Right.

And, his n , y.a now. r.s.rc2,.

the, the, research tat's been done

for -, ah you know he. he shows up.
cC' sure.

W Ah spent some tire in im the

mountains of pennsylvania and a...

OC .. His name shoed up.

n: ... pickear up a few things up there...

the Inn...

.C: ... (ZA) ... he and Mr. PAIMEf...

W: wit. the beking...

of so. Las Vegas types.

MW Yeah.

HE! end .o. Ctrtal State. Tdoset.r.

pension FUnd money.

IC: No mestion about it.

B: Be may have so.e situations .lreaey

in the Po .nos.

Certainly.

82-077 0-81-84 (Pt. 1) BLR
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M, sight.

Mi4 Lt a tau y& sometng about...

wqs ...So I don't feel, I don't mind

bling suroundd.f t 'm suorundcd

by ftrid..

M*: Let ume just say courthing.

ECt You arn.

M: Lt am tell ya i.t1jang about the -

Poucens. How, you'll, you'll hie and you

could relay this. The oone, of Course

that section of Pennsylvania which for

Macy year., MMl rLOOD. tmat's hisi area.

Congresan FLOOD. tWilkes-Dadre You kno.

and that that general arnea. All riht

now. the .e muy was ao. Im Wasihlxntto

yesterday . me has Just .ecived the

nomination from the Democratic Party

to run the Special 12ection for

Congress to succeed DAiN FLOOD. His

name is caCz eWSTO cencer of the Stste

House of Reprsentatives, State

Bou.. nw. Very iclost 4&end of mine.

Shared w office with him foe two ad a

hall years. s00d. good guy and really

Ls the Puy isn the o.onos who knows
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wh t's happening. I got, Poconos

covered ... (IA)...

and you think I'm kiddin' ya right.

NW: ... (ZA)...You tell me ya got the

Poconos covered but Mr....

ft: ... (ZA) ...

MW: Look at my, look at my situation.

Now... (IA)...

I come to Philadelphia as a stranger.

UM: Okay.

9W . ..A-d I look at a piece of ground

and i make a telephone call aid I say

check it out, end it gets back MALNIK.

SC: Let =e tell ya something.

MW: I pick up MALNIK in Florida where I

have transactions. I pick up MALNIK.

UF,: Ah...

KW: Two =onths ago... (IA) ...

KC: You want to talk to Yr. MALNIK.

M: I don't want to talk to Mr. MALNI... (IA)...

SC: Listen to what I'm sayin' to you.

You don't have no problpm, with Mr.

MALNIK. Mr. MALNIX and I go back...
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M;: Mr. WALIK.s conection. ac. tue

Pan I Werk for...

c .. Okay...

M4: .. .Aad anything chat Scars. hi.... (A) ...
.4 Now listen to What I'm tellin' you.

2-m takin' about legitlate business,

that has a problem with some local

mumncipafity up in that part of

Pannsy¥Ianie. The guy that 'm

tcdin- abot, MY MUSO, who yoll

see, you'll read Us naeum in tha

next fw week., who he. been nominated

by the Demnoratic Steering conittee

to suee DAR TLOOD, and be h. candidate

In the Secial Election. He was

With - yesterday down in

Washington. A very good friend of aide,

ad a rod guy. Now, I don't "ean Me,

Iooin' to a, yeah, yOt WnOs, there

in sombady-s, lcting to J., ad e
to get hinslf involved In any kind of an

Issue , but if You has ,ny kind of l.,itLet

money that wants invest, hIs,. our friend.



This is only, I'm talking about zoning

problems, local problems. This is tl,.

kind of shit that you got to...

Na: Okay.

If I go, if the hotel winds up ab and the

hotels ah eertainty...otsl/Motel

whatever the hell this is, a hotel.

eight. A holiday I'. is . totl.

Something in the mid. Okay. Af

if, if .. wind up with the thing in

South Philadelphia, where. that influence

i. there, there's no doubt about it,

I ea this town, it'. it's . goo town,

there s an *e.ent here, it'. you bfought

it up, it's been brought up to me. i.,

it's been ah, it's bee mde apparent

that do I hav, to live up Ciet.ttes,

garbage, y. know. The.. thing., things

can live with Right.

Mt Well.
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w : Wdeat do I have to give Up?...

M: { Well, there's a lot of t ings...

Wi ... Cause these urc qestions. these

are big question. to him...

Sdon ... wait d second, you have to...

M : To me, they-rs . .. (U) ...

M: fir.t of all, you have to be, any kind

help in, in the in the operation, 1'm

talking' about ths, te janitorial., aid

Seriee,.1 Athat earl. You gotta give all
that Up. That's, you know, it'a a et rate

on that. The Unions will control that.

and bartenders, waiters, witresse, all

that's Controlled.

MW: Z'a talkin' about With the, the

tpe of people you mntioed.d befor..

W. I say give .p...

You, you talkin' about givIn' up

x anount.

You know., they .oa in and say any

of the people you Mentiond before...
Diii N. no.

:I don'%ink you got thatbig of a

poblea.
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W, Ay of those, any of those representatives

coam in and say...

e: "%at - just say this...

t4; You're ptting a facility here an

we own thLs area or whatever the

the pitch ., Tight.

0: Yeah, but you not lookin...

W: That you gotta gie, up.

No. You're not going to have anybody

there takln'. takin' action. I mean

you're talking' about, ah, we're talking.

about t.gitltate stuff here, aren't we?

W: Yeah, but...I .ea., he'. gonna ask

we hat do have t give aua and what

he eans is., if I have to go to a

certain insurance fire, to Sake ogie

down, there happy, if I haye to use a

cer tei garbage, You know, i. not municipa

... (A)...I gottm, a dumpster... (IA)...

NO you Can't. they .on't, they .on't

bring it up.

MI Right, X know. So I'Vv got to go to a

contractor. Night.
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M: yeh, ,r... (YA).a.

WE, Do I MI.e these to go ab into son.uj

specific contract. do- he to

give hp y vending mchi..to a

certain contractor, thata fine

.hat I .. a b, 'ive up.

What contract. do X hav, to lot to

It'. not n easar to th. point,

depending on h.t, what, you oerl

operation on th. street, up, hotel

M:t Yeah.

U'11 han, to gieu. sm stuff

,o. know, not to be harassed with

other probles.

M: Will that keep these people happy to

givne up those tn.e. of cpe~oa

MW: Those types of ... (IA)...
Jalt -h sure.

KC: To sight have to giveUp .i.. MA..

MIl flhat I'm sayimq it's no V'ona be...



is that what they're lookin for, I Cean

ha's gunme ask me what are they looking'

Okay.

WC Wall to wall...

Mi ..*. (IA) ... Respect...

Saw If he had let me say this to yon.

As far as givln up, you know, who hauls

the trash or who does this or who has

casualty insurance. we ca work hat,

work that out in a way that wold be =st

beneficial to you. Okay. W.can handle

.l1 that. That's no big problem.

a.w if you et involved with any kind of

a mafia, you know, don't wat yu

somi' int because they want something' ... (IA)

We can handle that. I'm teltin' ya, we
can handle it. That's no big thing*..
YOU can take CA" of it...

NM: I can take care of it...

iisOkay-a pi
K wc iO f It oces t:o A wipt , ticae
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where, .e have to do svoetIhn I

lot you know that. I let you ko that.

I a, if. yu know, I .. back people

doun, with th. right kind of ... (f1)..

M, He doesn't cld *pending the =ny, right..
... (MA) ...

Mt: W.hen .. com.s to YOU md say ook...

PW4: Let we say this to ya. What I, what

you have to do here, ... (U) . .listen to me
a Auta. YOu knw. This ain't a tow that

you're gonna gt s. alpe. e.e.y, every

stp of the way.

Re, it.. not...

M: If you got 1.9it, this is a city that

needs help. if you got legitimate

on.y and Poe wat to ins.t ist e.l

*ho. yo how to invest it. Where you

don't have to get sea ... e e.y sca artist

in the city.' gonna look and take * poke

at ya. Wel, we can back ls away. ya

know, if ya wan to h, a)h. yoe don't

wa t ah...

MI: That: ate, isa*ssay, city-..(I). . .
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LL * to what z telling you...

-t .. (fl)...and this city to ...

E: Don't ... L)...
: ,~.. (.A)...scm guy...*(ZA~k)...

M, Liston to wet 11. tellia' yon, don't

olea. I Mean you Can say it to me

'asurse it ont go any further, but

if X se you, X won't even talk

about w0 V. had to take Care of... (1A) ....

that problem arises in this situation,

and we w.11 bow bow t handle it.

M ~ Eactly.

MR, ... Okay,..

*Is I mea, if you advertise that you

y wat to coe in and ine end ya,

who do X see, you knor, these

fuctai' guy, will rip you up in a

few second..

C.: EOWA .. (-A) ..

M[0Owfl1 and I...d(W...
Ot they'lll kill ye...
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M: HOWAD .4 t... (1a)...

)..4: . . ...a ed two boat . a o none 1t

to tak ae of thm

ft (Laughtaer) That's whir be's he.

M:zwat~ and I ha. pastioipate it

qul. fw, oo.rs.tlo. wit.h tld

parties. all right. nd It has not

Come up anda I would never mention it.

but it s a maor concern of the Van

anle told we a.ectl to m -nti I it

to you, b.0au6m youre o the guy...

M.W (jt)...

-, All tight...

j~lt if You .. m to tW. town and yon

needed guidance. .el shon on

how to opr te, n know. without so fuck

bullshit. Believe -me. f tall ya that.

I'll show you what to to. And who

to pay and who A.s to be paid...

who you k.ik s, fuckin' as and tell

them to get -p -h. road7 ,

All right.
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If thtis, if ya, if you let it Cut. that you

got money to spend ever sc= artist

in the fUCkin' Country... (A .

M: . know. ..

MRyo t o are the only ttto

that I kno... IK ...

M: Listen to ... (MhL...lont. ton't l.et

ties, people bullshit you. ... (IA) .

bullshit.

WI: There is an gelezent here that exists

that has to be dea t with.
MR There's An Clamnt .. ,. UA) .

an ... en ..I(fl)..

Thts my point.

411I Vill bring, you, youa put a hotel

i. my distrit, eery .. e of tim...

*lements that has to be dealt Vith, I'll

have thn at the fuckb,' opening night

Celebration.

Okay.

MR: Thats gueast..

M; All right.
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M: Not lcolng for nting. how if it

tot$ sometbin along .ir way that

they:r. i oived ith then we'l

giv, it to 's.

M0t Oka,...

M: Witihot a Ou.sticm.

Ma DO You think Ishould Vast at an. DEON

Is that It? D, is it...

tSO=A or DESOMA.

UMz EBzo

: D.nONA, all right.

BC: Dzaoms.

w4. Do you think I ought to seat hia Whjle

VtM I ton. O yoU. tak that ha and I

ought to hayv. s sit do n and cone to

zoe anange~mnt, right now, while. 1'.

here. sense h .oal. I he coal is o t.

M, ~DO You kow~ wtoat you r. lokin- for?
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fte coal e... (IA) ...

10(1 tt me ask you this. fo you knW
what you're loolda for?

,I. you prepared to me.t with him and.

h. spnific ...
+: Se *p.cfitc and...

I'll tell you exatly how specific

I CKn be...

...Row many s~oare feet... (A)...

Wp : No, but .. (M) ... I can tell him this. I

can tell him I have ah, and I can

get the figures if I ban* to,* I hawe

x Rouct...

NI4: Wll, we ..ed thS LiguIe.

M ., .Of equate feet of coal, oblec

feet of coal which I haslo.ked

fi lees. on and I spent a lot of moneyy

to do that, and the coal I. there..

10. IVm go.a give you another les.

up in.

*1 .- The mining will be stated...

SI' Central Pennsyzvania, if you r

interested. I got some good little
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information about some area up in, located I,

Clinton County and Contra county, on .om

around up o*r. with some havy coal in 'er.

Their getting Jerked off (IA) ... If your

interested in that type of coal. No youlr

talking' about anthracite, aren't you7

1 1'm taikin' about hard coal.

M.r lard coal.

ma I You S..

mN you'Tre talkin'...

. ... 1 ur E i .. .. ope, they hve or th ar,

dnelopIrg the .an, type...

aW I ... of regulations...

MM .. (A..o rtIt into ck..

ma I ... .e few folks yeah. The few folks in D.C.

have done us and, ar d I"slater, State

lgislatur.s have do,,. right. me have clear

aIr standards, and. aed hard .oe4 does burl

wlt. And hard Doeal is a commodity I CoroPe.
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It'. a czoodity. It Sells as a

coMSsdity. You know, it doesn't s.1,

o. okn, giv. IS 14 tons, 14 tons,

It's lke oil. Right? You wet it out

On the waterways right and I'll set

that ship cut there ah for a north if

I have ", to get the right price

and I'll get it. And I'll get, but I

need to moVe it Out. And where do I

move it out fr, if '. mining it here.,

Z've got to save it Out.

W. Dtar. IA)....

Let am just say anqthtb thing

chat, that which You should hnov

now and you should keep i,you

viind. Philade1phi. is.. a rt tchat
you an dal with.
... ,CIA)...

You go to Saw York, yo "In' to have
r uckin' sh.k.down litit

than yot o... handle..

82-077 0-1-95 (Pt 1) BLa
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NW. I X kog a little about New York and I.

W: That'. ohy .'re er..

Okay. You Cake; you can go to

Now York and you know but yo-' know what'a

goin to happen Usnne. I mean ah, SCoro,

I don't knov whether ha's gonna get

any jail but...

SC, li. years he got...

M: He got ftv years, but if it ain't

SCOn, it's goma be soon. .

cusebody else. Evez'tI.,g that happens

there, I don't care what yOu do, is a

price on. Here .... .. lok i for the

work. Okay. And now you say have to

Justify a fow thins vith Certain groups

to make '. happy ad that's be asy... (U)

I tell you that. And iou got to not only

... CIA) ... o prOductiv, , you

koW, On a, on a tonage her., on

*tevedorea. O~ur uckl tonag

here is, is sh, nk, not double



the amount but it's about ah, it's

about 50 percent more than what New York

does an hour. Loading a fuckin' ship.

These guys here work, they don't

know what, you know, we need...

... (ZA)...

...the work, I'll be very honest

with ya.

Should I meet with Mr. DEBONA while

I'm here?

X, I, 1 could arrange it. Now long

ya gonna be here?

Well that depends on if I can meet

with him. Ah...

When will you be back? See here's

what we should do. Let me tell ya

what you should do. If you could

get your architect or you, whoever

you're deelin', the engineers, to

develop some kind of a, what is needed

(IA) ...what you're looking for. Okay.

What kind of a facility,,afe you looking
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to lea.e, on the year., what kind?

... CA)...
How long do y wan't It? Sow unch,

ow uch coa. yo're onn. ve t

of her.. laht in needed to Meet, what y.,

you know, what Ia need. That', what I

got to know. Usd I Man set it up with,

him ad we ot so, facilities that are

now Vacat, that we Man, you know, get

working on, let'. get it ready to go.

(Telephone ringing) .

M4 hOW you an't "nua xo V coal next week,

but you MAY be ready to, no...
Ms ... (IA) H.

: What k", what kind of an option do

you hay.? Five, you suet remove the

coal within flv. years.

: Ah eight point six (1.6) .

Hallo (answering phone) , yeah.

M.( It'. A .ra.y situation, titere's

even day. involved, all right,

All right, within Sd years you mt.5Y2

the coaI. A.e youe. talking aout
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so. 8.6 coes up, ys kne, you got days In

that* too, too..

o Swell. let's dvwlop. ah at, alh, h, some

location within the City, taking *vorythrg

into co,sideration...

* (1A)...in background) ...

asO"at kind of raw services can be provided

directly here, oky?

t * (IA)... Ihis if for you.

ou It is Ca.RLtS?

a, I ".. it.S om-ne else..

2y Ikflo... (A) ...

he You need a little bit more Sn that trip bass,

bosma...

IC I Get te 0 auataeh... You lok good i. It.

OZ (IA)... It really does. it's looks., very

tecooi.gron Is. It.s .et b.C.liT4 Oa

Sverybody... (IA)... It really does look good ,

I.

S C iO (lM..hsndle that tomorrow or it...

o...* (Ih) ..
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Okay. We'll handle that t.morouw caring

early? ... (&*.ky.C .. ~ right

(c.a. throat) ... .'. her. for f a. purpose.

The other gentlemen do things ditferently or

do different things than I do. SA. titles

impress a the Indlvidual I work for. I hay.

a title, .ll right, I just expedite things.

Gasay. 1. hot go,na be inroved all right .

this hotel/sot.1o....motel. tat will I be

*nvolv.d anymore at, at this point with ah

.Sol. nhe are things that I I really have

no ba.kgcomad in and no Interest in.

I hat' S haot...

qw Ya know...

e V. .ayin to yo...(IS)...

- I I'm involved In taki' car* of peopI up

front. r, 1'. gonna be vr..



Now, that's what I gotta know...

...See *cause 1, Z...

You know straight, that's, that's

where I...(IA)...

Before X set yOU up with a, with a

guy who's gonna look to develop a

location, export spot. now I liked

to get involved more with the people

that's involved in that line, and ... (IA)...

firm, X set the games up...

That's, that's ah, that's down the road

a short period of time, down the road,

but it's down the road. Ah, I came

here with the express purpose of makin'

sure that municipal government was very

friendly towards us in construction of

this hotel. be it the site, a site

here in Center City or be it a site in

South Philadelphia, the City Council is

friendly to us.
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SI City Council...

OOkay. all right. You mentioned tour

individuals that you have Connecttoos with

yoursel...

M Yeah, that's right.

OW ... ir. South Philadelphia ah...

That's that very easy...

MW a Okay. I *.aky .

a IThat.. firm...

There's eno ,h influence on your side ir. City

Council. Sr. individual that I'Ve already dealt

with that, you know I don't have a problem

there. Riqht. Those ating things are taken

.are of.

III Right.

Ma Let me, let p. explat..

o° I(1h) ...

- The dialogue that I kill have when retur...

aM I Sao, this rREDDY DEBONA, who I'm gornra Mh,

that yoC're or.a
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meet is now the Director of

port Corporation. Bl is the former
Dbireetor.

Di .. .Drr..IC: •...::o~O H

* ot the sofinp board...

act ... former chairman of the zonirng board.

That's aice, that's nice, okay.

So: And ta .r.s the operation in ad out ...

u*,~CAYeah.

But understand..

st And I hope Ya do, you know, Vod guy

my close associate...

Understand my fole, right, 14M

not a technical...

1011 yeah.

.1* . individual, right. I'm not those are mot

my things. Okay. I comt in and

I talk to an individual and I

become friendly. Ah we we strike a-

ageetAnd 1 *o ore. and V'm

hppy. flea I, let ma , v. A short.

.ht .. (IA)...of what my dialogue would

be when I go back. All right, and

chat will he who did you meet. Okay.
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yous was the only name mentioned

,u front by his. Please see hm while

you're there. Lik, who did you aeet,

Mhat are they're titles? All right.

Are they friendly to us? And what

can they dao? Wht type of, ah,

friendship do you have? What can they

do tor me when I come oven? A, or,

or we gonna, . I on.a coe over there

and have psobles? All right.

M: You just say this, see this, Philadelphia

is a is basically a labor town, okay,

it', a labor tear. This city I would

classify as a labor town. We have

. lot of respect in the building and

construction industry in this city.

The building and construction trade unions

at. probably the =at strenous union

group L. abie cit. Okay. Teamsters

hay. a lot of influence but the

building and constxuction.... *,
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is she, is the *tZoongest. No

question about that. They have one

af their great leader. is their

worker. ab leader, JOH MC COULLOUGH

who, next Tesday, Zll be having a

fundrail.er t Palette. He will be

sitting probably next to me at, at a

table. Okay. I me.n, I got nil that

ahl covered. Ya know these guy. are

not lookin' to rob anybody, not lokin'

to shake anybody, they want the work.

we nead the work and we make It, here

and t.here. W. have .o. problems with

various contractor. and they have soe

problem&, that we can wok out.

IN. I soea that's what be saying' like

A Mn - . DnCWA. Would he have, to

be takia' care of .. IA) frontn?

Or .. uld...
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Ml. Be be just happy enough...

Mg, V.m gain to Montreal... U..

M *..TO be, to be just happy enough to ha,.

the work for the pep. here. Do

we have to see his up front?

HH: Well ... (IA) ...

: I'll take care of it if it'

necessary. The mn ... (IA) ...

: Let me talk, vell ... (IA)...

MsW: It can be handled?

;4: I world have to talk to him

about money.

It can be handled.

its: Yeah. it'. an old story, ..oe

talks and bullshit .lk*.

W,: Ta know... (IA) ...

it'. *pprpra...

t'. appropriate. I'm., m gain'

to Montreal. All right.
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ad Let as just say, tell To on* thing

one uy that isn't take nae of is a.

(Cdd so.rd)

'Cause I got screwed on the, on the

last time I meet somebody.

M: Wall To.'e happy...

Ta did...

... With the arrangemert that we have

so tar?

ax: Well, 1, I'm the rVy that Vot

screwed last tim.

ECI Metn. was . .undetstandin .

Well tell m . Tell se about it. Thi

is the first, this is ews to de.
Nt Ta ho, i.

M: No,. seriously I mean, y. k2ow...

E No, let me explain that to y, tkay?

MR: ... ( o) ...
w4 ,1 know only miss told.
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NC, Go ahead.. .Lt me hear what you

cars told.

M; No, you tell me, right, because

if I got a Problem on, on Ch, On

you tell me about it.

ES, Yeah, 02 .. (IA)...

SWhat's the probe ..

wt You tell u$.

YN: 'Ctzse we'll get it worked out

quickly.

WK; I I .as .uppos.d to go up to Neu York,

North Jer-sey. New York, whatever

you want to call it, and meet with

various people. ... oe people

didn't shmw,, e , o I corect?

SC: Correct.

NM: ah I was . opposedd to sh, the and

of the day, be ah, ah be 25 ah times

ah happier tha what I wa when I

went there. and I Iat,wbeo I

returned to my ow city.
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I (1k).. Te. . . regional txansaotion

that was told through a varios $ure

was that there was to be a boter, okay.

fl, he. the, cas out...
S: ... (ZA) ... •

MI ... of te meting the riuer was halt

of what it was supposed to be.

.IA...I don't, see this is the,

this is the...

UK: •. . (iA).. •

MR: Let me Just smy this to ya.

lei ... (2k) ...

4I Wera you tistr.?

0: No, I wasn't thee. I was there not

not listening to anything I ... (IA)...was

downstairs.

W:4 fat "e just say this ton you.
I reetear you bei,; at ah airport.

All right. x was at the airport and

I .. at,. ye atow then vaious "o.,Ie
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and 1, 1 only cam. there because I had

confidence in the people that brought me

there. I've knowed them all awhile ya know.
Ask ... (Is) ...

Km I'm not, not a goddamn Idiot. Ye know. ya

know, it.. a..

a. Wat happened that day I was very very

disappointed a,d a I'll be very honest with

y.. N-o1 I heer~ *1i hese III fijure that

yooreavstin 34 million. 50 million., 400

maili.o.Everyone A. taIkli. about these

(TA)...millions (ha-laughter) Z like all that.

I like to hear It. And I .hm' . Ya know,

'. little a.

an * 1, 1l. . little encaked here. All right.

-w ...(A. te..'y fcs
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Nw let M just *ay this to ya.

I want back to my home city with

$15,000 in W pocket and y know, r...

mg, YOU, wait a minute...

M: I went up there with a different

impression.

You came back with $15,000.

su That's exactly right.

MI Weren't you given an envlope.

L4y Teah I wag given ar envelope.

MI - we. lead t believe that yIc wr.

taken cae of in the sm that was such

reater than...

at MoNw mach were you led to hollve?

KW: $S0,000.

K. We we.. .

I See that's not true.

act we wer led to belere that there

was o be 100. okay.

It: we *a told That you personally,

all right, up front, bafp we have

any trac.actions, ye know, before

we get down the line, all right was

$50,000.

8207"7 081-86 (Pt, 1) BLR
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M: ...(fI).

SNow I'm telling you shat the facts are
..v. Y. Inc. I...

IM: Of the 50,000 you on!y received

15,000.

M0: I got 15,000.

Mt Well I thought it was alh N. ff.

a mC . .Wrong.

M: I'm teILD' you what the facts are

I'm, ya kno . Vm wlln. to get

involved . know. axd '. Interested

in business for the city.

SI So little arbarr.Ssed over that.

M: Well, I'm tealin' you facts, okay.

M ... •(UA) ...

Mo: So 1, 1 just want to bring that up

because I mean it'. important to bring out.

SOt We thought it was just 50...

le: Well Is, ya know what te problem is

he.. I near, I .ect you gentleme in

your operation, through other eole.

Okay. SO I don-t, Ya knt, and te people
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that t met you trough are vary good

p*opl.vt, st wup.2 wont *.n

be he.e.

M. Wall, that's how we do business.

Ac, 11qhe...
: Okay-

]to Exactly.

Because how would be...

HIOWAD h been dealing' it. .. W.

has..•. (!A)

a but., the point I' making to you,

ya know, If ah. I 'a to get Involved

and lm, 1, 1 want to get involved,

you can show me a legittimte way where

you want to come into my district and

invest ... (A) ...

Didn't I just do that?

You did it okay.

as: Ad tbat' . (1A)..

110, 11 not looking to reslly puta

hur tmn on anybody. I'm tellin ya

fact..
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MR, What d I ous ya? Iits get down to...

M: et a .y this to ya. "i.I.. .

little hurt that day because I'M. 11.

a gY that'. as, look care up there

and t was given ya Icnew a, - figure

that I was supposed to come up and

was led to believe that ah, all this.i

at, you know, people want. invest, they

want help in ths Congress, we know

the kind of guy you are, we know ya don't

know that they, they know their own

fucking ay, a tht I'M guy that I don't

give a Luck what anybody say& "en it

come. tioe to do something V knov.

BC: You'll stand up...

a..: 1. ll be the gy to do Lt.

YOU, ya follow what I'm sayin' to Is.

I a.th ... I authorized $S0,000. How

I'm gonna find that other 35.

That'. my problem, and that's...

What do r owe you. I owv 4fou $53,000.
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aWll, '. a lit.. 1. 1 donIt

Weat to say ya oWe so 35 or anything

lik. that but ya kno...

I authorized so thou. Is tat

what .o expected?
: Wall I r ... (1k) ...

1* And you ended up with IS?

He says a 100.

I Well la know. ws., I was under

the impression there was so

much more ,oney involved. now Itm

t.lli.n y., Z, I went up the.e with

a different ipression. me. 1, ... (IA)...

1'a not gonna, I esna bask hcue and I had

so much in An develop.

MR, All right.

: Okay NOW, it, Ya nOW, what No I

Vosna do? Ah I m.an I just...

Wll, you're talkie to the right guy...
St~ Ch&lked it up aS expe inc.

W: tour. taflin' to the rjhV guy about it.
: Wall.o..

IQ: Ai...

II ?Just chalked it .. as ... perienc.
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Y. kn, I figure wall...

MW. *()*.* Cas.. We, we don't do burnt.s.

that way.

M: Well, whet I should hav do, 1's not.

Who an I goi. to coeplai± to, ah,

I nat my ongesm .

Jo,: Wel., tht's true. That's tr-e.

(ua Na caught.) ...

Mi ~a ... ya don't, ym dont go to ah
... (u {A...

(lauhgtar) o**.**

All right. Ml...

M Antd thot'. . fte...

Jo,:tlil W- rectified...

us..el'l .11 ya...

M: And that will be rectified. Anid 1, 1

wot credibility with~ BoatR because. I
• .(I...don't aeal that 'Wy.

vC: Ain't no nestion about it.

M, I didn't think It'. trn'.f teato

everybody's It..

MW, Nobody et cheated, nobody gets

M; Listen to what Va sayin' to ya row

X. ?A I
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a. Listen to what I'm styin' to ya now..

I 'o up toer, to taf n th Chase

Manhattan ... (1%1.. .400 million , ya know.,

people wnt to invest in

cnaican business. Ya know., got Into

the shipping bminess, o1, coal. mat' &

a ya kenot, there's one On evary street

in the Delaware Vally. And there's

just me. You know. all tils tocney, I

think, what the fuck, you got a1 this

money, aan I guess at's bullshit

1, 1 thought it was bullshit all

tils many. You're talkin' that

kind Of Son*Y ... (IA) ... wat th. fuck.

If yo, If yo- got to line a guy - a w buckr

to get his, involved, y. k31w,- ye ain't
gonna. ye, a., ho b a e at at

at that kind ah ther.. no ilait.

is it? r cme I seen chat a the way

I fuel abc t it.

(M ... )... problem. myTrIeC.

I seasn it pab.ody's looking' at.

na I dcn't know and I cate . 'm afln

tis lin front d . o
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kf± Because I want it aired Out completely.

IC, L.tly..

04: atn I don't want no, I do't lke..,

MC: : Wa were togethr...

M4 Whatever I do, I'll do Up front

I don't need nobody talkin' for me

or nobody mmkin' . deal for me

.1 -Lat'. put it up front. The not. was

s.p.sea to be a 100.

M: The note was supposed to be a 100. 1 wa*

stposed to walk away with 50.

IC: 50.

M4 I ca.e hode with 15. Now w-.e I vent

Up there, I net people, they didn't

know what, they didn't really know arything

about Congress o know anything about

investing money S. the Delaware Valley or

anything about Port operation, nythig

about New York or Sco~t or the uys that

.r. involved t,.r., or a nythLn aboot any

of that, ye know. Ad I just. ye know,I

know all about that. I've been down that

road many tim.. I know *1. abot that

.hit.
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* t m.a h tat's y.

tm: ... anm of iLt...

That's right. That's why we that's

why we .pected to deal with 3a. But

I'M not happy, if you're not happy.

Well (U) ...

04 . . . and obviously...

There's reason to be happy...

WI Well...

W: ... and you walked away with less than

half of what you ah exflted or a

third... (IA) .

M. Now what...

m: .. .of less than a third.

WL What would you thLnk,.X mean. Think

about it you.self... (IM .. . .L y. know

I fi #red wall ya know I don't know whether

Wts a ftckin sa., a1 ...(A).... is a

few is the middle that thtxn' somebody .l

t~wn.. .quoti' 4hit. "I don't know any

of thi±s and...
Wit I'll take cas. of..(IA)...

W:1 I don't *4.ct to ..
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I'll ta. .a* Of those probles.

'Cause if those prebl. exist...

'U: .. d (h...

M. They':. my problems all right.

104[± Let e Say sc,thi n .. .

* -:.and they will be handled. Now you

got 35 comm'.

: Okay.

1G4; Period. That's the bottom line. And

that's what count. That's what you

got oomin' to ye.

M0: Wll.

All eight.

J0: The point I'm tz1yi' to make here

La that you know I'm not the, the type

of guy that's icokin' to blow whistles

I could care less if somebody oUt

sliced - while I'm, I ain't the first

fuckLn ' time ±ve been out slipped

helieve a.. 211 bell y.
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And it wenlt, the last, I can assure

you (laughter) . But Whon it comes to

Con to doing business In this town.

o I'm not **yinm can go in an "say

bILL OREEN yOu're goin' to do thin or

do that, I Cam't do that. BILL GR-EEN'.

my close friend and ver' close

associate. But when you deal with the

k.ypeople in this city, I can use a lot of

influence to help you. Now if you give no

reason, I got the fuckin' bal;s..

W: Okay.

... enough to do w tevar has to be dane
in Coiwnas.

MW: All right. When 11. telljn, you about
... (1k) ...

M and I canit. I'm nMt...
ft ... ML) ...

M.: .* .on a fuck mission. wel one

,,ZA)...11 tell ye, I like q-ri.,

I like to fuckin' gam..'tht'. one

reason (aea laughter)...
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E4

MW;

E,

1W:NC:

'C:

104:

That g.cd reason

That.*a teo good reasons. U od got

33 casin'.

All right.

All right. Aad that's that's a
statement of fact. All right.

'Cause I'm gona take what Io Said..

thy didn't you bring tlu u?

ac... Of yI, . (A... to bring it

Up.

All right then you're right.

Okay, I don't ah...(tA...Okay

... (A)...I'm glad y& brought it up.

I'm glad ya braomght it .p

Ah ftat'll be andled.

Wall V e ly *ayin to you...
That's"..

. .*yOU kow I felt a little hrt

about it, hurt to a dere that I

ma. . , Za, 1 made

the trip on the
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a. I knot, but who do you think aislad you.

You think ah..

I don't really know. Now I dealt

tbo uqh W.*..OWf and NOWA...

HOWARD, Who do you tink failed you?

.. and ot3er peope.

Well, its a I think it was a lot of

ah originally the aumhor was 100.

Yeah.

to: Okay.

Wll you knw bho . '..n dealni

with right?

I, tExcotly .

Okay.

K, wfl, dido 't at that Use...

let - til y.. it wa my first, ya

kno ftxaaactIoh. I didn't hana...

N: OWD how much...

W: Wall YOWJ. baMI to epeak Wp.

W, YOU havw a great deal Of money

tan actad hr..

C: no q..tion about it*,.
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M= All right. 73 this the n.ly problem go

C, Xt's th, OMly problem you have. the

oly problem... (IA)...

Wl: All right. We donat ha,, a probl.

a*ywh.r- else?
Un. ... (IA)...

EC% Nowhor. eta.. It vas toh first

tim., it was a luck up fot the begi,
okay.

MW: Yeah. Bt everything else is cool...I ts

MI t, doa-t flt soy problems tomot.

HC: You don't hMe no prbles.

lO(, A. it, Sea to me that ya Ano., ya

know I could b very helpful to yoU

ya knov getting; other people who .

really iterese ,nin helpin' you.

Ah. o know ihen 1. fbe, this happenO

to sa., kw...

M~ I acked off1.
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I appreciate your feelings,...

Z didn't * ,e I didn't. now 1.

beta , baiun .on, weil , 1 know

what's goit' on which yI. I'm gonna

tell yI how I feel. Now, one thing

about me, you'll know where

th~e fork I comiz- from, from uIone

'Cause IsM not gor a screw with ya.

O: All right.

.1 Supposing...

Ia know, I may not, and Vm not.gora

bullshit ya either. i'm not gonna

amy look, ya meet ma tomorrow and I

got this taken Care of and I'll have

the ayor ... 'IA).a not gonna

kid ya. If the mayor ,.-we.

(telephone ringing)...
loI tell ya frm day one. R.Is not

there. Ne' Against ye. and what could

we do to try (telephone zinging) to get him

with us. Than we'll do' tfit.
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Unit that the way you want to

deal?

Eff Ulb.

4: X a. let b be .1m. .. how yours

Want * deal

EE: yeah. We thought... (ZA)... everything was

fin. With that an business at the the

airport.

Wel...

Uh huh (i. background) ...

UN. (hug) ...

BC, V. glad y. brought it up...

0: Listen if I'm gattin robbed, nv.rybody

.M(IA).. .goa op qgttin' Ln o bair..

Rc. Ah absolutely pal... (A)...

... by the way they're going to do business.

M4t itw you got 1S andI'm not...(1h)...

NC.. .. tha.' hy.

Jot... dGon't want to bear. about that ...

9C. See nobody knows about this deal tonight,

"ot ewan our other friend.

m1i, that's okey, I mean, I "oit want

everybody knCWXZO anC usnss.

Ed ... (X. .I dLd't even tell hin that

X really tiked t"U about it...
St rtw U I
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VC: Normally. I would hve bi cail ya,

okay, but I didn't ...{l).f 7 '

...and call ya direct.

VC: eight.

You were promised 50, soon as I can

put it together. ,ou got i c3m5 '...

Okay. Bottom line, let's forget that

situation, all right and that handles the

situa. .hat handles the the

migration situraliza.-.ah, situation....

hill the whole thing ... I' back you up with

the properties, we can work chat out...

Me: ... (TA)...

We can work that out very quickly all

right.

Let's talk about the cash., tt's finish

it up. Right now, 'cause Im pissed.

Yeah.

Mi I understand.

You got 35 oom. n , If put it
2i A'

together. What are we t.)kt9 I boit,

82077 081-87 (Pt. 1) BLR
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all right, let's do it al at once...

. (4: ...

104: What are we tajin' about for you to

us&, all right, the influence We tnlksd

about that you have in city Vqveronnt,

all right, on the docks and wit any

organized type criminal enterprise

probl I might have in the future.

All r4ght.

: .. d(IA) ..

304, Give ma a figure right now, you got

one package...

34: i Would say that if you wt, if you,

if ye got. now now I don' t know what

you're down so far as far as developing

Spl. who your architect is, what kind of

land you're looking to acquire.

MW: The, the land is negotiable.

c: fl where vas it located by...

Mw The land A. .eotiable..°Thert's

cits .a have interest in in center city,

all rights.. M.AJ..

M g, ar. the thing...
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But...

We bot gonna hav...

aW: South Philadelphia, if it, the ain

preble is the imigation, you realize

that...

Okay absolutely.

Getting ih. man here.

ya know 1, 1 realize that...

W: Okay, If the thing should be in

South Philadelphia, well than it'll be

in South Philadelphia, okay...

Okay.. .Let me just say this to ya.. . (IA)...

I've bean led to believe tht ther are

parcels of land..

All right, let te may thIia to ye...

as ...in 8outh Philadelphia.

M, There is a. there is a. there is

currently a, a vacant building in fly

a a hat i. already built. Okay, it

wax built for the purpose of being a ktel/

hotel operation.

A oliday Inn.

an:it'. vac...
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EC, YOU know where it is?

1 4z Up for salt...

W4± $ udsrstand, yeah...

M, had .x...

EC: Bad aea*...

bast But it's "e kind of thing that

even, ya kIow, you offeM, it Up, ya

knowv tIayra tryn'l to qet *omebody

else to take it uip...

: The .people...

M and I can explore tat and you can

pick it up cheap. 1. jookLn* to save

y. money...

Mz' t not looking' to ave a die...

M Well V. lookin' to Sae...
MW: Sm ...

an (n)...listen to what IIn tllia'

U: I thJik this packa.... (U) ..

Ism 1ook/nI ft, We COUl.S we Can put

together a package ceMap.r and we can

get, instead of givla t'to the

oontnotars. we Can ah. split something'

I don't know, ye know, I mean, an I free tt

talk her.... (0)....
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ac, Lay it at the table...

M: I don't want to save mohin either.

Now I ain't looking' to save moebody

else's .ney..

Mit . .. Fine

S4B Sut my own (laughter)...

But we eight be able to put somethin'

together a lot cheaper than what we

was talking about...

MW, Okay, I am going to Montreal this

weekend and then 1'm flying overseas.

And t.an, I'll -e baok as soon as

possible. The conversation I'm rnna&

have with the man all right relates to

.ertain key topics. t .s gonna ne A

very short, sweet conversation,

because you sit with . man for five

hours ad 22 minutes of It, all right, is

business. All right and th ee and a half

hours of it is fun ya know, it's

pleasan.xs, because that'. how business

is condcted. In, those Z2 minutes, I

cover aity ou.cil ad a'lot of things

on what I've done. Your name will Coe .l
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a2 there's no wy in the world 1'm

goSna tell bin about that probita

that we discussed before. Ah 1:11

take care of that ayself... (IA)..

t1 problem yo. gotta. .

UM: Okay...

MR+: * .guarantee. YOU gotta. 100 percent

guarantee. -

+ •• *(IA) ....

vow let ae just say this to you. .1(A)...

Ya know, X', the type of guy t)iat if

1l on a ision, okay, let'. *ay

I got to go deal with some =fi.

Ope ation downtown. 5an we got a

little problem aout scs borseshit.

whatever it may be. gomethiat' chat

really shoudnt even relat, to th, indivi-

dual who we'.e talki about. Okay. NoW

when go dom there .n4 1 say look,

wht 's the problem, what does it take

to straighten it out. MW I canI ath

I e.n q' nWms is is very io]rtan. down

ther. and ya kn. friendship is even

more laporant: saw when I go back, I can
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go back and say look sh well I made the deal

but ah here's half the...(14)... action. I'd

be in the fuckin' river the same night. I
ar.toparate lik, that. I oat know what

I'mtalkin' about. I gotta be specific. Vary

spcifi. an th. way I deal. Now I dontt war.ta

die at this young fuckin' ale...(IA)... good

reason. I'm after a good fuckin'

reas~o.([A]...

aW you have sone of the same Iears that he has...

Um I See...

UR U h-huh.

MM Well...

N f 2 you say to me all tight look you-qotta

problem here with the oigatettesf Go dow, and

we'll make a deal, wel resolve it for 10,

15,000. Se. what yo can do. I'll do that...

w Ifine. that', what I'm talki,' about...
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All right. I'll do that, gut I don't

want to go do'.m thoe Bn then when It ll

meet ya tonight, and someone shows up and

gives. e 3,000. then I have to try to fuckf'

negotiate and save my on skin.. .

No problem.

*04: I don't wanta operate like that...

MW: You wont operate lIke that...
IS You knot"...(IA),...it wn't happen.

But that...
MW: Okay...

Wit. . .. is the way. Well that was my o',,
experience, tAt's why 1'. brining this

.B4t up.

MW: I can go bank...

And I don't want to bv to operate if

I hav, to operate like that.

Ef I don't blame ya OZZI.
W: I mea. what the ckt, '. not, not gettin'

*hot Ove.r somebody I don't .ve know.

MW: . .. M...you'r. r:iqht,..
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OZZIE I can go back there and tell than

that th~at...

M: Cause th.Y'r. fivaig I'm fuckin'...

icomntu off the top. Ya know, And

Vm ot...

... (IA) ... Listen to "C for a minute. If the

inniqration situation is handled right?

'Cause I'm gonna finish up...

Handled to...1, 1 don't ... CIA) ..

.ak. it clea...

Though I, I, I, I'm not kiddin' nobody

ya know, for Any saount of monay. I

can't just say, ya know we're.in her...

MW W .... (IA). ..allright Congressmat MYERS.

MR: NOW I want to b clear on it.

MR: ... is g.in- to try as hard as he possly

can, h's in your corner Anything he can Co

ha will do.

M:t Now that's you can Aly that.

ml' Fine, that'. an1 1 n to say.

10± Mjd. giv. . . reason.

W. All right. btuzt.r tum, right.
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Other than, ya kaOw a a reason that

vhat the hell Tdy ar you interested....

what are you gettin' a kickback...

NO, that ' s what I'm talkin about,

nmber two.

M: Give ae . reason. Somethin that I

got some money in my district...

, .. .yoi hotel...

'h2 ... (IA) ... where, hey this guy

is investing bucks...

IN t Well he's givin you & reason.

M: yOU got a hotel...

M: ... (A)...OU see what 1t. sayn' to

Ya...

S yeah sure.Ye.

M Give -a r .eason and 1'm there...

R: All right. Based on those facts that

yo'r. go.a USe yor infl.ino...

M4: Don't forget about what told

Ya about that English language, it'.

very inmortant...

I: Okay, thats..*(f)... -

M4: State Deartment told me that...

INw Numbrto.
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Get a tUtor,,gt... (U).

Si: All right. YOU can help use your

influence with thm. at least with the

four city council members in your

district.

:; And.. (t)) ... everybody else included?

10± Md everybody else.

S.: You Can use your...
mit ., ,lister....

w4. ... influence in city council for whatatver

benefit...

m: ,See ah, listen to what Im tallin, ya.

.. .hia im the construction...

SMH ... City Council, now 1. 1 1 don't, ya

kMaw, I can't say I got every city

c.oil Se itces, city council we can

handle. t1 city Council. Those that

we can't hndle, we ca buy. So don't

worry about city council.

All right. GEORGE has given me a little

or or ah HOWARD has given Se a little
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educationn concerning city council and a

a lot of naims have tone and so forth.

who as. tbhota fo. tbat Yo'*]: talking.

about?

ANN VERNA, J M TAYOUW, TRANlY

RAfFERTY and AL P .

W, Okay. Those ace you-s. You, I have no

Problem with, that.

M04: No problem whatsoever.

.: I go back and tell hit fins. You'll
usa your inIfluence, your: office..

flit Us. W influence, my office sad my
personal frlindsip...

MW: Okay...

Mot: With thee. people...

M They'll go all th' my...(n)...

hot: The¥yl' ll W al the waay &d..

M4* ... ad so fo.th)...

M04: Everoyones that we can't get I a
I man I could go an a&d tall ya. I
las glad....*

m H. might have anotflr tth a.... (A)

M4± I got loci= tlackvil...
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Be: mEy gy.
M Oh. IOU J $SE, forget it. I

Men, he' ours autoatically.
: Okay.

NI To big ... (A). and his last qestion
and the botto line, and he'll do it vary

drasatically. All right, is what do A

deal with, ho" do I deal with the mafl a

Y. deal with the fta tlrouh... (fl...

* .. e'll keep it very Vi~et. you*ll

deal stlitly through e.

w: Fine. And you can handle those matters

for ....

Mt I can handi.... (IN)

':I ..an tell him those. All those point.

Were covered with you. I'm hot gonna

mentionn to hie this other problem 4e had

fine. nO...

S You Can handle...

.. *.To be able to htl k1f all right,

those things, A1l right. 0. Still...
Na..{A).
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WD;: *.hav* the other matter, wh.t do I

ow. you at that point. You were dealt

with before on on thing, right...thit

migration hling. Vow I'm talkin'

about three or four other things right.

tree or four other... (A) ...

. .possibilities. Things I need help

with, Thing. he neds help with.

M But I would say just, you know, it'.

here's the, new...

Ne Don't, don't, don't be euberrdssed

... (1k)...

W 11. s nt .sum....d...

Ma ... (IA) ... figures, all right.

M04 Okay.
24W, Give me A fiwgur...

M If:t you want to ah throw another 50,000

in are, and if yu want Me to spread it

out And wind things up, I '-il do it.

M4: That', your, that'. your pick, right.

M: Ah, let me just say thl.*Ao ya. The

Thin with As AM aid I'm gonna be
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vecy...Z, 1 want to be up front. okay.

1'. not kiddin' nobody. 1'. not trying'

to haka anybody down. If you want

sonethin done in city council, if you

cone to me with a proposal and say what

does it take to get this enacted into

law. Vow I caznt guarantee that

the mayor will sig it. Okay. I could

never guarante, that ean if its a a

legitimate thing, i.nvsUtnnt of money.,

Zoning, anything like that, you ... (IA) ...

simple *hit. We can handle that for a

few bucks.

'N: pine.

R: if necessary.

MW: It's... 'Cause it's -legit, these are

legitimate businesses. I'r hot coming

in...

Oka...

What 1'. ayln- to y, city council,

if yoU got Soaething I'ddt't, if I don't

1, 1, I. I ould ! 't care what it

really' is, y ca.. you can basically

handle it, 7'. telin' you. NOw I
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can't put a dollar figure on every,

like, like tonight. 2, 1 Just can't

do that. If ou want " to...

W4U: What's it take to uake ou happy...

forget th n?

M; ... .do somethitn...

IOU: forget what we have to crain'

later on. Z deal with that as it caroas.

All right.

M: Well h, let me just say this to ya.

Wht vould it take to make me happy is...

M* .. In those othr field because the

other thing is...

3012wll, I'm talkiz, about, Zee I

thought that I should had 50 grand that

day.

M. All right. For this ... (ZA...

ER, 35 you got Coming.

Si, 35s Yeah, s Should, I should have

coLin.
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I gall right. Acd add the rest for those other,

those other things we talked about...

am I Well, if vant me to spread som....

wAnd ..., (IA) ...

MM other .mhey... .)arour.d...now and you

kve, 1, 1 donrt what ya, you tell me what ya

want me to do.

as O*Cy.

NM No,. if y wart .e to qet involved...

11W o.,.

1 *...ith city council and line up gus that

have been... (1A... automatically on your

side...

as I when a vote comes, right...

am ITa tell me that...

d I *. .4e. and i t a vote oea., you ose all the

influence you have and the pomerlf your

office to help sway city couril if we have

vote situation problems. Mkay? Number on.

NWmber two, you help us ah with any type of

ah, am labor ah city cuv.rsner.nt whatever,

port authority,

8 077' 1-88 (Pt. 1) BLR
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this tne of thing. Bucber ten.

Ull right, just a content, right.

That jPou can do this, You'll help US,

youl l give us your best shot.
b l flsolutely.

B uher three. And that's all anybody

cne ask for in any type of *ituation.

04: Best shot We have...

i...All right, and number...

WI: . . .4.i with port Developmet. We're 50

hungry for Port Develcpmnt.

W: nd nunbe. three right, if we otta

deal wita nfia situations, right, that

you can intercede.-.

104 I'll handle that...

HW: .. ,,8 use your gond grades, and what

have ya, and tell us how to handle it.

M04: I ill...

MW: All right...

m:l Sandia that Bad, that...

MW: ... insight...

M: ... will strictly be ieay deal, clear.

W: FLAe. That' okay. Bow, so V. not

talking' ao'ut...
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h: The money comes from him.

107 Right.

M: ... And to ro.

M: I'm not talkn' about spreadin' money

around down thr.e because when it bat

to be spread around, you got it . .. (A)...

right?

MM: m'. tellia' you this, y know, Z ad h

believe e when I tell you this, ! not a.

1. not b ... (V)....So I, m

looking' to be, lay the cards on the table.

Is that what ya, is thin what you're

lookin' for?...

E Exactly. t.r those three point.

Now, an't that the way we deal.

MC. Exactly right.

YOU were dealt with before.-.

*0± Now I'm, I'm not gonna teIl ya I need

*h B million dollar. before I, 1 men,

I mean X, ya know. I don't operate like

that. 1'. donna tell y. how ye can do

business, and if you, .ifou, you show me

that you guys are reasonible guys, and
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ya know. IBM not lookin' for a jackpot

.or othin. ... ow ', talkin

with ya 'cause we gotta friend here, and I

don't expct any t .ps to be Innn'

tere. ~ad X nBnt be talkin' if it

wa.n' , if I don't know you guys, but I,

be'l he-e, so '. talking' because I

feel he's here and ah I'm legit to be

able to talk this y. Now the key i.. ou

don't go runntn' around like crazy -

people -cause ya got a lot of money.

Don't do chat. Don't try to butter every-

body with mney because. yu'll waste =r*

fuckin' money in more different

directions than you could ever spend

it right. You could spend probably one

third of it right and get the sae

result or better than ... ()....

M: That's uhy I'm dealing ' with you people...

M: Well I realize that...

Mw: ... C(A)...Right.

4No, but you got the imp±rssion you're

givia r m the impression that, that well W1.

.ill ±t-tfle for this what will it take fot

that.
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w I No, o, Ao. no. s w .t...(! .

As ...{1A),.. I'l it you a bill ech

month...lI (1.for three million..

as You don't understand...

44 ... MA)1 ...

(laughter)

fl No. o.Yo r not onn.a gt it.

so ... (1h)...

C ... (A)*..

he You'r, missing my, you're m.si, my point.

Right. You aere deal with before. That

som.thin' that made good that's guararteed.

That's money i . the bank. You were deal with

before strictly ot oe issue. All right?

sk Yeah.

IOkay. I brought up the., other situations.

*1 And I got them .11 scored.

a .. (IMA n .ifluence right?

.. (T I .
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W.M: We atruck a new bargi tbi. evening

nd I...

I Hot 'as all covered.

Wit ... asking you whatre n talking about

right.

04: WeIre talking about make ve happy.

PH: .. making you happy.

... () )... To keep me happy, just make me

whole with the kind of a, sh...

MW 1 ... you'll be made whole...

M ,: KInd of *greent that I...

nW= . ... You'll be mad, whole.. A)...

HH: t. 1 went to New York for...

I comrn home I wa... () ...

10: ... CIA)...bu.iness.

N 1ome home erbarrasse .

All right- ) ....

t: Make me whole and t-hen we'll go on

from there.

MW: All right. I wanta you'll be madoe whole.

It's finished business right. I b ought up

3 other field., right., What, what Iowe 0,

for, 1'. 90t' bak an dgve l z a commit-

.ent, the a.~ .comirsant ya gave me.
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That the man said yeah, he'll handI his...

... CIA)...th. beast A st.

ER: I think what MIKE is ayn' is...

Give . the figures.

11: I know what he's sayin'...
ER ... CIA) .

... tCIA) ...not what it's gonna cost me

down the line, but what, ya know, what

keps ya happy.

ER: I think what he's sayin' i.

he trusts you ah to deal the

extra bucks with these people who...

...CIA) ...

EM: . .. But what this, Just what are you

lookin' for, ye know, like to make

you happy...

I4 ... to sake me happy...
Es: .. In-)-1 . .. so.,.

To Make .e happy... CIA)...

ER: . .. (CA)... for six moths like ya have

be..°
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Mw: .1 right. Let m ay tnM to ya.

To make my happy, 2 as introduced

t you people. Okay. I didn't read.

your ea in to want-ads section or I

didn't pick ya out of a paper. Mi.

qentlemaz intx ..ued me to =,1s. Now

what arrange ment. ya hae with him, I

mean, 4oe. he hav, a retainer with you

4z ENASD and I have...
M: ... (ZA) ...

M: ... (IA).. .business tratxations aa4

104fl... (IA)...

M: Z maI n do I have...

W: ... (A) ... kep happy.

SZ: Don't worry ahout Bonn. thats
*epatati....

104: fl let me say this to ya when I talk

about fat I'm talking' about...

ills You personally j,..t you.

M: ... CIA)...

S.IA)...
M : , (U)} ... ]HWAR, EOAR...
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Mo1 I mean because I was refered,

recommended through this gentleman.

Es light.

1.*: Z take car, of HOAJ...

, ... *(U) .. You kow if I have to "orry

about zOWARD than I.. taflin'

... (nA)...

Wl You don't hav, to worry about HOWARD

this is strictly...

M, Now look. the only thing I .asay to

you, I .an line a lot of customers

up for ya, member. of cogress tht are

willing to deal with us. I o6uld put

people around you, you woulfdnt be, yOU

would be shock". I rman, you may think

I'm kiddin, bt ah if you want to spend

tuckin' money, I' show ya how to pend

it.

W: Oh, 1'. .r you could.

(Laught.:) ...

4W I'm sure you could...
-s..(I).
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MW:

MKI

I want to sak I., ah, I .ant you

got to be paid for those otIer thraI

things. tvr what is it?

Wall...

Row, give as a figure because 1 gotta

be, h's ort a lot of banking business

to do her. for me and I...

I Would say that ah you know, I rean I

and I'm not looki' to rip anybody off.

Give .. I want my 35, but ah... (iA)...

All right, now that's na3 business. Yo

got it...

Give ms 50 in addition. you're go.na

Work on other people, city council, people,

we're gonna av, to deal with. I'll go talk

tO, to the Mafia Connection, there's CICKXIE

NAPUCCI W close, close friend. Okay.

We'll get RDDY DEBONA line up. You

give ae sons plans. You send me your

engineer who want. it to develop

me.t ' at the port. Done taken .are

of. you'll have to i"vast some mroey,

give .s a long term ieds. We'll spend

city money.
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W, Okay.

Okay. Develop that operation.

4: AMl right.

l SI show you, do *eetly how to do chat.

W, All right. Those two plus your influence

with city council and your influence in

your office. That's a powerful office, I

sman... M) ... no booe about it.

MK: Well if I need, I mean, just give me, .

: . this is yours...

... didn't rob ya...

... this is your....

M: Ya want me to tell ya to give ma

ten lion. I'1l tell ya that, I don't

want to ... (A)..y Ikow. I'm not

going to tell Ya that. Now i'm goin' to

be very honest which ye. 1, when I first

talked about this I was 2ookin' to get

fifty. So let me Valk away with my iS,

give me 50 to go out and do these other

things that we spoke about and you know...
I
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S.

sell

J 4:
mg

NMI

Okay.

... We-'l aet a ai...

... Fifty ooer only you on those

natters. A ythtg else we got to do

den the road we do, right. It's a new

ball gam.

... (Th...

if ty ulii cove you on those three

isues. We'll ta e cae of the other

ctter.

AbaolUtely.

All right. You got big package comlm'

all right?

All right.

I' ......

We'll "o out .d to what w.have to do...

Ilet me do...

I got that coveted..

Art you etayin in town or are you g.in'

back tocarrow?
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C, No, no. he's atayt.

M, ~No, V. stayin. -in teen.

W: Can you do this? Can you give it

Sae thought on "th.. I .Shoul ...
Ab, ai Mr. DMOA ttorr o,. I...

M;t Let M Say hi.s to ya...

W:. ... Z'l give it some thought a. wall...

M: If ylu Want to ses Mr. DEBONA, I

.. n arLnge chat, okay. I

can, all right, I can even take ya

to Mr. DEBONA's house tonight.' Okay.

W, If I do, I Want to go wiath * p.cage.
I don't have a package available at...
...(ILA)...
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M, ; But. you don't wart to go La vith, a package at this pot.

i" tin you listem to what 'a telling you.

KW. I'm list e ing, that's why you're here.

PR4: Arm you:ready? x want you to mest wlth fr. DbONA,

but I wat.t.see. H. DOnoA is going to wat; he

do*t want to talk to you ibout any packages

(tlphon. r .ngs). You follow what Z'0 saying to yi.

tw: I know w"atly what you're telling me.

HII Alright now.

NN, (Answerinq phome) yes, yeah, hold an a second
(nfls leave.).

PH, (ZA ... take a leak.

ec: leave the do=r open for me will ".? Jesus Chist

it's; we got to Wnd this thing up here. I'm

getting tired.

IE, Yeah, Yeah.

SC. fen, I use that phone (XA) (CRIDER leves)

ER Yeah, t .e your best shot.

St. (On phone) good enough, ok. I appreciate it. You

know I 1ke th, way you do it. (off cramea (U)

conversation)

W: (To IS) where's OZZIE? Need?

,: What's that? yeah. News taking a leak and Hu. CHIDES

is telephoning
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pause) lI. talk off camer.) (M, W sad I come

into .a.er rut;.)

flright, fine, why don't we do this. Tell me yur

stiniry. yo, gonna be in seem toow?

Si Ist in ,t6wn tomrrov.

*: Alxight, alight we don't want to do business. with. him

like that at t is point.

M: NO.

W; FiAe, hey, that's good enough. Your opinion is

valuable, there's no doubt sout it.

(RC nters)*

I think we have a friend in (ZA)

:Aright, 1, I'm going to Montreal. 14m going to

go, ost likely tomorrow, the way tings are going. 14

going to go. I hev to. X have conitn.. m goir

there. I'm going overseas from there this weekend.

I'll tke care of it. The mney wil be wired. You

Will take care Of it. (points to E). -

M Alright. I'll take care of it net wnk.

MR: Jlright, you'll be taken care of. You and I will sea'-

EakZE will take care of it. nh.
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M. Ad you have to...100.RD, thr.sa asoter piece of...

M: . f.b,Y..

3C. Ok. we'11 talk.

lids We'l1I round it off, Alright. Z, how long you going

to be here?

30*: t' ogbit, I only, you know.

a. lic,.z her.
U. So's got a job in Phinll.

lMs When you going back to bC?

M: I'll be going back Monday morning...

wt Ok.

z[ ...12 O'clock... mid-day...

rs; Could I .po.sbly reach you t-rouch HOWARD?

EC. Sure.

3M. If I call him from, oh, oh...

M: Absolutely.
'0: . . .Montreal...

L"t ma say this, NOM V. not...

Mld . .. this weekend.

liiI Just wnt to be clat, you know, sn, I mean, your

taken care of...

WI: nE'. my business.
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MR I smd whatever we do. We're doing...

MW I You and I.

a Ok. is that understood?

CH I Sinc. we had misunderstanding before, we can

ake it clear now.

MAlright.

MM I So I know where I'm coming fom rw, 1, , 1

went .p'to law York with q.*d people. Now I

didn't ask a lot of questions, or question

anybody, but as lorg I know where 1'.

coming from. N;rijht, row, whatever I hay. to

do. you know, we man meet the way were

Meeting tow. Are you the head hauncho of this

operation in Amerioa?

ow Right now, I'm it.

hAlright, you're the head guy. oka, sow e.1

meer d we'11 discuss -hat ha. to be do,..

N I ... I a., ' not looking to put any

great price or anything. eN, OR...well, I have

to talk to this longshoreman boss, oh, the guy

that headed the hLA and it's gonna cost. I'm

not looking to do that. Ok, I'm personally

not looking to do that (phoe rieg; Now if

that's what should do, you tell me that.

92-077 O -81 9 (pt. 1) BLR
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(jhon. sings) and if you gotta.

U'1 (WA.

St~z .nd if ~o~*' e cooking to spr.ad .nsY. Cphone lngs)

asa OA. gotta have a reason, a reason to do it, then V1i
I

handle that. You know You, jite d o.CusOwat

you .at to do her..

M. Just let e tell you this.

M. ToU Se what t. saying-

M aost leave Lt t, way...#, eerthing is fine now, bee.s

w have to at this afl .uaed out now.. 2ih,

eve-ything is r..t.

Ms (,u phon) ok, ok, alright (hangs uP). That's good.

That's finished ow, That worked out tics and nobody

ad at se. hl I'll tel You what. How can I et

in touch with you tono.. ? Alxight, . going to

start making zone teleyhoa. calls right nov..

M4 nI be arun CIA).

. ... azd yo6 axe as well.i ae md I'll a & few in the

manings if I cant reach the pattie tonight a I,

Vm f ead I'm a little *wba.aised and V. goana

straighten the situaticn ana I'm gonna try to rake

Iou *ole toro , if I pOSsibly o . If not, it wil

he withift a sat .. # l* ust a tter Of day.
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W: right.

WV: Are you satisfied with that. You got eight,

fire coming...

0: Very good.

WV: ... 6nd I've got my coitments, ad I'm happy, ob...

ME: CIA)~
W; I ca only apologize for that. Alright, that all

1c.n do...

]W: Let we soy this to you.

....and I'll make It whole.

you snow, I'm the type of guy that When You hve to.

go do something. you just better hope I'm at your side.

if you want to go do a serious mission, you holdd

hop. Im at your tucking side, at your side.

MV: Tha'. why Im here,

Ml I don't give a luck about nothing. I'm a little

fucking, you know, half cray at times. Tou know I.

the type of guy. did you kuow. how do you I got A
ninth gr ae .duoatio.. Rot the fuck do yo think I

got to conress? On my bucking Wisdom? /Hey. heh. hen.

KC: Yeah, on your wisdom OZZIE.

W: Now do you think I got where I -.

IN: (LUghter).
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Wr Luck? ho. can I reach y. tomorrow?

i ca . call me at *.nral numbers. The best afy to

e.ll a is to Tall W off ce and tell them that

rou'r looking for me.
71y.-An.nseen-hr e-tin-nin.-tso.

Three-tiv-ine-two. Ok, and *h, I Oan call you there.

I .n call there and say I...

Call there I won't be there.

fh, MIIAL MOO-, MIcan cOm called you...

MIKE CnN is looking for me and he's at a certain

number and I'll all you hack. That's l1.

M. gret., great. Eb, I'll take care of it. That sla

c I say. Liright, Im going to make some telephone

cal.s right now.

righth, all these other things...let me jus.t.say

thi, to you. All these other things, when you',e

dealing with the mafia In this tons, when you're

dealing with the part. when you're dealing with

City oncil, when You'r dealing with The Zonine

hard, all the key things that you mayrun ito a

problem with, In this ton, If you got fucking money,

you don't have a fucking roblen. You can handle all

the problems.
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MR; Fine thean I have aO problem because...

s: Tou bay, no fl.v problems., ow I ca make things

easier for you now, *b, you oit tell us. No. I'.

Dot ftuking thief to tbe deegee th, I'm trying to skin

anybody n d t.k their eyes oat. I Man Conge your

e.es ot. YOU knw, I. I bllev. I livs and lot

live and I'll be very bones% with you when you're dialing

with FIMDTy DWBOWA, he's Interested In quick promotion.

It you can make h m happy. in., while we're prontig

the part, I'll tell you bow to do that.

fl: Thats down the road tlright.

Md: That'. down the road,

W : You o .. problems..

MR: Yeab, and I need. I need statistics, figures. tcnlg..

MW: You'll get It.

U: "at tou n.ed. what kinds lease you're runni g ito.,

and I can handle that. We'll enter Into an

*gVeeaet ...

VW: That's what lawyers art for.

M : .In two fucking days, it you got the proposal d

you got the money to back up the proposal.
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Um:

]U:

MW:

nTht's what I.rs e. for. They handle that. That's

whst architects are ter. That'. what engineers

an for. Tha. what those guys go to school.

(To. on'

To know there's a lot th&, that cas be done,

you know. ZI the type of V7, you kno. I play *h,

like a ry tucking nonchaIanLt role., till I know who

l'm dealing with o". I try to develop tbe kind

o caofide.e that I think I can develop for you .ys

and then we .an deal.

I think we understand each other now.

You know, 1'. ot...

I think we..

We got something u, tront end I.. Im..

I'm not coming I& here looking to. looking to Mct a shake

f- anybody. I ean, *h. 1'm Interested in the city,

given some ..ea on. I not. I.. not. f 'ool .V

not going to run out, you know, may wall her 'a X aO nt

of bucks, go out end Introduce this bill. I-= not

interested in a tucking bill tbats going get we

bucking halbted the nxt day.
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0A: We'z going to back you up.

1mgV. I , noetol.

0: We're going to be here a long tim.

my: V.'r4 goi.g to back you up.

0: Give . reasons...

ED: To got a aie arrangemet between all at us.

MW: This man's going to back the.

tE: ... add I'm willing...

M: City of Philadelphia to the tna of 11 dollars and it'

it...,l*s.

WI: Wall, thi point I'm king. you know, you...

fl: ... he's going to make people happy to have hi her.

M: You .%a to. yo .anna, oh, build good relationship.

you twnt * good understanding, clear understanding.

.o yen k.o. he. I'. .oming fro..

Wn: I think; did we clear up-mom. thing. tonight?

MS: I thick m0.

WW: ,F±e. I haw....

EC: It w a . .Up.r .etiag.

IW: I have To do a little investigation right aow. Aligh,

I'm going to got on the telephone and bu'hr om. wires...
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IN:
ft.

-... 41 don't ho, it, but I'm. little hot. I'll
tk. days o 7OU.

AUrIght.

DectiifuI.

MI=. pies-net.
OZZI, good eetitg you ead it will be ince k r of

possibly tomorrow. if Z cid.

I'11 ell o, whom we an,..

Rontle then uW.

*. .. toas we bAVe A face And discuss such es e did
tonight. I thick se should get together like this...

... just thrsh it out.

(IA).

it you have, it you even. ivis: a poblc. I Let'. 0.,

it'.s. . I don't gI,. a shit tht it Is. If you inisioc

a roibo I don't cse wot Itis, I .e if i s loc.

don't cnto what, the fuck it is. If' YOU Incision a problc

it it'. Atlantic City, it It'. lab.r, test, it you jovisic

. problem. you cll usi on It.

Alright end yo. .a. noese influence to help Us out.
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Be: Thu Want ma to stay . I..?

my: No,. I'm going to got right on the Phone and I...

No I wnt to talk to you just for . .e.ond.

lilt iFne, 1Ltt great.

If yoU %rt the kind of Imoey that you tell He you ave

we an st. gbten *pylprbblaw out.

]: Rh. ROWA!, kao. what th. resources r..

IC: No problem.

MW: ThLt'll be. tbWt'l be ade good.

flat 1'. .. ying.

my: Let 'a not even discuss that anymore., cuse I l' take

Care of it.

HE: You want OZZIE to wait for you donstairs?

9C: Yeah, jast a minute, I'l only be a second OZZIE.

A: OZZIE.

XU~: Piea;ure.

WV: (IA).

W: HIM, see you.

1W: Ok, thank you for topping in.

W :Il unit down there.

IC: where?
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W:

SC:

UN:

And we'll have; do. In the lobby.

. .. In the bar, yeah. I'11 be down and we'll

have a beer.

Itve got to get home and get some a..., Ive

be.. away from Philadelphia for a week. you khe..

Got to go home and take care of the home life.

"l wer yO. bar. to do show him out, aike ure

does he know how to get out.

Do you.....

Yeah.

Do you like this May?

Yeah, that's how to do bv.nss.

Right.

That's how you do business.

Right.

I'll take care of that. Tht's my problem alright,

I snt to give you * little background to that

problem, ok, tell you how that problem arose, ok.

That problem arose because *om.body way have said

that there w. a hundred, ok, and he was given

commitments that he wa. goi to get fifty, ok.

but when It came to th. meeting. there was oly

fifty .d 1. 1. ok.

Who took the package up.

The package got whacked, o, from the t ie that
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he got...

Zat me ask 7ou * question.

C: f.t I want o1. Vy to understtad.

M asP there fifty thousand In that bat?

There was fifty in the bar.

9: Ok, that'. all we sent to know. Everything's fine

as tar as w.'z. concerned.

0 : Ok, them all we have.

lt (IA) .. I dldv.P want you to get the wrong impression,

that 1, I' ossomi that what you thQught was

that the people (ZA).

%: Sonebody skipped out...

IE: But that was not the case the case was...

but they know better.

ES: As long a. there was fifty, that's all that *as.

C: You're people did .bat was right.

MN: Tine, that .l I' water.

EC: Ok, that's what I want to get.

MR : Who walked out with the package?.

SC: Well. It hanged hands, I mean, it us.
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MW a in. ok.

a I.. bW.tnQn ah...

m I* l1ere We, fifty thousand dollar. in that

bndle.

VC I Tre was fifty in that bundle.

EN You Saw CZIt as he Walked out With the

package.

C I Yeah.

I Nould you tell hi that?

SC On y.ah.

MW Would you tell him that doWnstairs?

aC Yeah,a, Z. m .on tell him that, os, there

was fifty in the ".k.g,, ok, but before the

package got down to him, it got skimmed, Ok,

there, er, other peopI.

mW What do oWe you on him.

IC You tell me.

EH I We c.' Work .... thing out.

sC I You tell me.

MW 111 be i, touch with you Vny Sot..

aC Ok.

C. It was a good meeting tonight.
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fC: Ok1 . but, Z, 1, don't want to go In. listen,

some guys deserve to get burned, but some guy.

:.~!It he Walked out of that..*7ox ¢an assure e.

SC: heStear to you.

0: You ure standing thar. and you saw it. There as

lift, tn the paclage.

Met Th.r. we fifty in the package.

UW: Tha'. what I us led tO believe (IA).

HC: There Was fifty.

0: As -long Ls we Io0 where we're standing.

U: We know there Was fifty In the package.

IC: There was fifty in the package.

V: That's * misunderstanding and if there v s.

.pPoed to be a hundred, that's that'., something
else.

HC: Yeah, see the omitment w.s mad that there was

a hundred to be given add he was told 1'. ran going to

get fifty.

M: That's * Misunderstading. I was told gifty, ,t I was

told a hundred. Oh, he'd bad a hundred.
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3c:

Wl:

E:

MW:

IC:

Ml:

WC;

See, nobody told anybody that there was going to

be a switoh from a hundred to fifty until the

.eetin ,a in prggre..

jArs we friends? heh.

*fp'. they...

het did you got out of that? Did Y0u beat h?

Oh, no, no n no.

lot me ask you this.

I got something, but I didn't get pie k

out of it. You got to remember the guy across the

river there, sms Invlved i. this.

Was it supposed to be whocked up so much?

Tell me hoO it was whacked up?

I men, was it supposed to be whacked " so much?

When I got the package. when it was (1A). Now he

knv there gas more than fifteen, Ok. but there a

twenty-filve when it got down to me, 0k, and he Sat

1. W office and and took fifteen.

The guY across the river. he took trest- ve.
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I don't "nOW whLt.. .1 can't vouch for anything.

Ok, whb the package .m. back, when the package

e8,. to the office, o, that. ws twentu-siee

ln the package, ok, and be got fifteen and ton stayed

.nd there n.. ad there n.o somebody *l. invoved

.. my end.

Me: Ok, right.

He: Of the btllaeae.

0: Ok. he'll be made whole.

11 We oe assure you...

SC: Alright, I don't bullshit you.

ae Cn &ssur. you there was fifty when the Package

w an it...

IC: There was no question about it.

v: OX, that's alliwe want to kno.

HW: That's an .abarrassmnt..

EC: I understand that.

M: . .. nd I loft like. I didn' care for it.

WN: Rmember one thing.

N: The *hort hand, not only will It be .d* .hai.

but that It'. . misunderstanding, that *h. alright.
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ac Let me tell yo' something, ok.

I Do I want to look Chintzy to this guy?

HC r W o. no-..o. o-ho. BUt I don't won't you

to, es, I want to play straight Up and it waS

the first chane.., I was ony . mess.... 1'.

not . .e.ssager boy.

INI never sa you there.

RC X, Z, delivered him, ok, ok, the other guy

across the river took credit for the delivery,

cause he was the uy..., you were there. Me

brought him in ok, I wasn't even oh, Oka,

how I have ro control, I didn't eve, know.

W HeN not only took the credit. is took

twenty-five...

SC I didn't even know.

* CIlA).

HC what am I going to do?

Phe Great day for him, twerty-five.

SM*, now, wat are you goig to do?

e I The. things will work out.

HC Ok.

w Re)
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IC: I Just wanted you to know.

0: Its money. It', nothing. nothing to be concerned

about.

(: No. but didn't want you to think that your people

Si..ned you.

MR: Ok, I'm goiug to take care of it and I can relax.

He: No..

0: Make sure he doesn't think that we...

HC: H, no, OZ thinks,...

0: (IA).

SC: I see, he understands (IA).

See how uptigbt he got, because he thinks that. *h.

HC: No. because be got uptight because when we made the

arr.n.e.ent with hin, we said OZZIE, there's fifty

in it for you. Ok, there will probably be *

hundred. Piftiws going to get shaucked .c...e. body

as taking, taking care of Us at that time. I.

bad to are o2for other package.

UP: O, that why yoU and I have a different (IA).

aC: Exactly and I would rather do It that say.

UP: Pi...

82-77 0-8 9O (Pt. a) BLR
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WC:

C:

M:

EC:

M:

W:

lW:

I dost want to he involved In a...

Ok.

I'd .ather be got his snd I...

Ok. he gav , be ge me the right eceitasot.

Lad, and *v.r"thi.a'. fine.

Isle. . good inetIng tonight.

Yes, that took care at a lot ot...

He deserved something for setting this p.

Alright n'l1 take care of that and '1. I ze&a

the right .ly.

Besides tat you already gave...

yeah. HOWARD, thnk you.

Ok METf.

Ok my nn.

Alrighbt, E, take care pal, when vill.! talk to

I don't have to tell you where the elevtors...

o. at, when will I talk to you?

If I can't get nythi.ng It It. this weekend. 11

ry t"o nil you fr.m Mntreal, It nt you' 11 bear fro

bhi no later than next week.
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BC: Ok.

IW: You Just took * lod olt my mind, tbank you.
;l: 0.adC . tar1 I'lt

C: I knew I wot1.

0: (U).

KC: ' tl-'t tnf to...

0: Did yous **v anytbng.

EC: I didn't .. t you to h.. ulcers unnecessr.ly.

S: Ok, my ma.

IS: Good nighi HOWRD

IC: Cbo..



Its. 2549 continlued

12 MR. PUCCIO: Judge, apparently a couple of

13 pages were missing. We just stopped for that.

I MR. BRCrN: We don't know what is happening.

THE COURT: Z don't know how it appears with

I6 the others, I had 183 in the 150's. That is all that

v Was wrong with me.

4$ The tape stopped playing on page 159.

19 MR. BEN-VENISTE: We have the same mistake.

THE COURT: Apparently the xerox collator

21 :flipped.
MR. BRMP: Are there any new pages?

THE COURt: I don't think so.
33

MR. PUCCIO: The last page is IB3 and that

was stuck somewhere in the 150's.
nS
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THE COURT: I have in effect two ?ages If-,

3 one of them is out of order.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Can we continue to run at

this stage rather than to redistribute pages? I make

my request on one leg. There is not much more to qo.

THE cOURT: e are on pag 159.

(Tape played.)

MR. PUCCIO: May I indicate we are on 162

io at this point?

11 THE COURT: 163.

MR. PUCCIO: Alright.

(Tape continues.)

u THE COURT: Alright, we will take a short

recess.

16 Don't discuss the case.

(Recess taken at this time.)

(continued on next page)

23

W~

N,
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MI C H A E L t A L D having been previously

duly sworn resumed the stand and testified further

as follows,

(Whereunon, the Jury

THE COURTi Alright,

entered the Jury Box.)

Mr. puscia, you nay

proceed.

DIRECT' EXAMINATION

BY MR. PUCCIO: (CONTINUED)

O Now, Agent Wald, did you have occasion

meet with Congressman Myers again?

A Yes, I did.

0 That's nthe very next day, the 25th of

January, 1980?

A The 25th.

o Where did the meeting take place?

A In the same location. Barclay Hotel.

0 Was there anyone else present at that

to

fleting?

A I believe Agent Haridopolos was.

S . show you --

MR. PVCCIO: May I approach the witness?

Taf COURT: Yes.

1 ah- you Exhibit SA and ask you if you can

e11 us amat it it c

A That's a partial transcript of the second



meting I believe.

a And have you had the opportunity to compare

that to the video? Are you satisfied that that is a trans-

cript of the meeting?

A Yes.

Q Accurate?

A Accurate, to the best of my ability.

o Now, let No show you Exhibit 6?

MR. PUCCIO: May I approach the witness?

THE COURT: Yes.

o Can you identify that for us, please?

A That'. a video tape of the .eond meeting -

my second meeting with Congressman Myers on January 25th,

1980.

Q That's a redacted portion that Corresponds

with the transcript; is that right?

A Yes, it is.

THE COURT: In other words, this is a copy

of a part of 8B.

MR. PUCCIOt That's correct, your Honor.

Your Honor, I offer those two Exhibits in

evidence and I ask that the books be distributed and

the tape be played to the Jury.

THE COURT: Any Objection to 8 or OA?
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2 MR. DUFFY: Your Honor., I assume have the

3 same continuing objection?

THE COURT: yes.

3 MR. DUFFY: On the basis --

I THE COURT: On what we discussed.

Again, keep in mind, ladies and gentlemej,

a we are dealing here -- I don't see any reference to

9 any conversation by the defendant Myers. The defen-

dant Criden is involved: is that right.

11 MR. BEN-VENrSTE, No sir.

12 THE COURT 1 beg your pardon.

13 MR. BEN-VEMISTC: On this one --

14 MR. PUCCIO: This is Congressman Myers.

is THE COURT: I am sorry. I hadn't turned the

16 page. I am sorry.

17 MR. BEN-VESISTEI We would ask for a cau-

is tionary instruction with respect to Mr. Criden.

9 MR. PUCCIO: Judge, may I approach on that

20 question? I can hold it, I suppose.

THE COURT: I think it can wait until

later.

23 MR. PUCCIO. Ok.

24 THE COURT: It shows Congressman -- the

2S defendant flyers, not any of the other three defen-
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dants. so when it is still continuing -- consider this

as part of the sare cautionary instruction I have

given you. I will give you more instructions on it

later.

Alright. BA and 8 are received in evidence.

You can distribute copies if you have not

already done so. Ard then clay the tape. Are you

ready, Mr. Purcio?

MR. PUCCIO: WVe are setting up, Judge.

videoo tape stayed)



Exhibit A: Transcript of
Adio ipe adnbit 8)

atas January 25, 1980

8:20 P.M.

Plans: Barclay Hotel
Philadlphia. P.n.ylvania

participants: MICHAEL MERS (104)
MICUAZL walD (M)
EIWEST HaRIDOPOLOS (M)

W: Oz, ho you doiu? Come take a seat.

Ernie will take your coat. Can I get

Ernie o get you . dritk?

M4: Ah. not really.

M0;: Okay.

M: A little bouxbon.

M: No, not really.

f: Long day. Ah, I started early this

morning and. da, checked out a lot

of things. all right. I man., ah. the

operation, ah took a blo frot you

last night on that stor" you related

to as. you know. I was. I was upset

seey upset. You weren't out of here

five minutes and I was on the telephone.

Now, w.he you left I had a little talk

with 1hoard and I made some telephone

a1s and had some p ple contacted who
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were involved in the situation, and eh

should anybody within this organization,

all right, within our organization, try

to, try to skim, all right on a, an our

employer, there are consequences, and

they're dire. There's no courts

involved, there's none of that nonsense.

Sure.

it's, it's Moslem retribution and EUNIE

would have had certain things he would

have to accomplish. And at..., it would have

been a very bad situation. All right.

And I was very upset. I'm less upset

now, but I still am in one regard. I

found out that they had $50,000, just

as was agreed on, and that that package

was handed to you with 50 in it. Talked

to Howard last night and he said that's

true. Ah, the gentleman was supposed

to receive, Mr. MYERS, was supposed to

receive $50,000 and that's what was in

the package, but' from there, right, it

went to various places.



4
-rn: O. z. *.2...

n: It aoa4 dIP Wnit you.

Mo. Ah...o.. donnt d±l.ar.. alto that.

Wl It ... It ... burots I better of honor

-1th or emloyer.

-s 8..h- thing. .

an: Zoa. not aware of this Situation, yo
knou. Right. I kept that from hi

entirely . Kept it w it M.

W: jAu -, it'. a natter of honor. you
prolki.d 50, and y.u end up with

"ckag. of 50. What hap'pe.f, tro ...erI

SW Sfn hera'. what happened. You krow, when I

us va t i..frst of all It .md to

.. Wall I .. approached with initially,

okay, by right people, with a. you tn,"

comaup tar lunch, you kwll meett the.. eop. e

aaA who old hep i soe fly. S** we do 't

want you to mig in blood but you by., to do.

Rut yol know these people, are okn to
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stablishjng a relat sbip on a friendly

basis and this I.s the way I was explained

to .a. oWv. wen x get there, see. It

ns npp.e to be a 100. oky, now t)ese

,opl. vto us setting it ." and there

were vey hs nanes, f tIloulrnt .. e

mvarybody tUat was in"olvd heat. I ditaI

ask and I waset really told, but by

understading wtt he M Iuy dealt witt

which ws. another as..ociate to shis

gentlesm. you Jaw's it sewas like titer.

was a lot of hands in t.e pie.

,s..I tol m about it. if you waoded up withb is...

2 won up with 2....

Thea -e had heavy heav hands in the t..

l~4± Okay. Ri.', sight afte.r.ard....

M: N1w if there Vas supposed to be a 100 in

t, first place, then there was a

dir. =sunder-tandig because A sas told

when kt, approh, be, ait; before, tile

approach .as ade; s, e need 50
th.ousand dollars for t is geatlesn. r said
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That's fine. Tha', what he, thart'

that he uhnold. d, obtain here, that '.

wht he, AAat'S what it taka.

All right. SO we go up there. All right.

Now, all. tiwo,..h the proc..... .o. know,.

didn-t pr.sonaly went to walk out of.

up In New York, with thin packages anyway.

I asnt looking to do that, travel back

down Woself mr fly back down or any other

way with 0e package. So the other

people that .e involved no, in other

.w.d., I... took the package.

Rigst.

Didn't see what was in the package.

bidn-t ha, any, a. rConc to rip it

.". and go through it. walked out the

door and handed the pak.e oer. I

didn't .t the package no more. Now I

headed back Wc Philadelphia. Now I

didn't, you know, peOpre that I was

referred up ther, by, I!Jitdn' Ano.



wh.thr than. was, at. there were

gas kara,, en, tUe kinda people that we"e

aare what this aaefet. ae

0t Tht appears to be where the
J.sundetstaueilng.

M, tight. Sav. So whe t got bae

homt, S , back dow. this area,

Pbi1adelpu., *h. I want to.*.to

meet the peopl, at the Cit'y. Now

when I set. meet th eo0le. *three

is a iisunderstanding. The first thing

that I .as told, instead of a 100,ters

only 50, benuse the othe people are

*bviously were supposed to get half of, for

whs.tven the ..in a, for setting it

up. So whean get there, there is

liswnderstondln. The 100 turns lto 50.

a the people er, i.. olved and played

a part of it, this hed to happen, and that

ha to happen, and this had to happen.

8o now there, was 1S left. SO.T was in &

position either to take 1s or figure, or
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not take it. So, that. the position

I wat in. o0, 1 Almost didn't take it

to be very honest with you, but I figured,

fuck it, why should I gve hisa back the

iS, and let ionbody else talke it., eally

* sleW , So X, 1. 1 you know h, you Shtow.

how other people even that, that. chat

day were, were telling re, you know. Z-

going tell you so you hear this. -Look,

don't deal with his, deal with aw." So it

seemed like a fucking soa. to me, .1a the ey

Of whoever was at the top, So I

wouldn't even ask to get sone core customers

or au nw oemthors. v.

talking about. Sund 1. 1 got a little bit of

Clout. I'm not saying that Icould deliver 30

or 40 mer., but I got a few stand-up

guys that could help and they would be

interested in...: could never aproa.h

anybody...

I ....I want you to realize thatit

bcomss, a point bt hoao.
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-z t[ea).. .Ah* -*

t ~with 'S.

M, Same to you. if I had a deal*... ...

Rven if I had to go for it myself, I

wouldn'tt got caught in that kind of a

teep. If I do somebody.. Yo. knot...

that somebody, reputable guy on an

important committee that could help

and e.... .nd I tell then a certain

thing and tiat's how 1'. instruc0ted...

M Y t move got to be better, be backed up.

T .ou ]kju I*...! IA't... . olednt do it,

you know I'm afraid...

AS lon a you see...

W14 Ta.. :Than they say got me custnnera and you

Could get a piece of their action, I'm

not looking to do that.

W All right.

Believe me when tell you, 1'. not.

W~z A. tng as you.. te hat in that

incident we hamse ... we're .. re trying t

be hono.rable. V'.an I as told fifty

82-077 0 8- 91 (Pt. 1) BLR
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thousand dollars for you. That was made

*vnailab:s. arid it was there. a'nd chat's

what was given to you. NOV. Other people

took a *ure of it...

U" Tef. ad V'. not a-are...

is. Te the time yet had it, 'A' and the

time you woird up vith it W.

4t Yeah, I can't ..

164: In...

£: I thick kno hoW it got whacked...

M: Well I don't know. I don't eve know,

there people.. .Okay... And I... I ... '

hct lsd.n anybody. I .ea. I'm tellin

you Jst what happn.d.
flu vel..

34W VIm a little mited at Soard because

he didn't briaq it 1W.

1t Well, you know...

Mr: Until YOU broutht it up last evening.
ya"be he didn't epect me to being up...

I...
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N" tk8...

a,. But I.. going to tel you. I'

Being to be Wp front...

WN, Ml... If fifty thousand is thare in
an savelop" fo yor and you wind up

with fifteen. I mean what kind of...
what kind of fee for ctat is setting

it up...is .. is... a thirty five thouusard

dollars for setting up a tfiften

thousand dol:.. ono s ht'.

tflt's Lozano. Right... .Tht. * .that ...

cha.t buther. me. If it vas a hundreds..

it should have been made clear to begin

with,, Obviously it wasrt, because I

was told fifty. If Id been told a

hundred, I'd have asked %.hy arndI

would have known... and it would have bean handled

jilt I t ... . Bohe os .. the..

th.-.tb. thnW sot. ,o know. T, Just

felt .. .a.d you knpw...and now when be
called me, he had no idea I we gong

to Bring that up. But I wanted to bring

that Wp for a reason.
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W. 1. gled "ou did.

Mt x brought it up for a..*.fo: a r...s.n...

I...? wnt to knwe iblnr Z'm voting from.

Si Paght.

[- I an't be dealing with other people whe

1'm uncertan.. and I q ot sit for .iLs,

and then this changes, that changes.

Mlt You got a beef. "at me tell you...

WMt t appreciate you bringing it up for a

lot of seasonss an one of tham is that

M Sse that ...

as: I rather deal differently at this

point. Okay?...

J : Z'm glad. *
Mal . 1 A).....

Leat - say VonMng. Zn glad yot call

... Yo. o.l the way you . r., t....

M I dtidnt tell the out gentle..an. I

gelled Yon.
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M4 Okay.

If. To. und.rtand...

kSt You .cn ed...h.n.ver...whenevc you call.

for instance, I get call, continually.

W, V. .ue you do.

M, Now,...

A. X do...

NM: Sget Called...

I..' I just got Off...

MS, They screen out y calls.

M, The last two hours on the telephone.

WK: I hay, all kinds of calls, Idon't

ven want. aov if it'S irporuant.. to:

instance..wh enI got the call rda,

was qt home if you want ce to be honest with

you. That you bad Called. The gentleman called.

e=d1you now. ah. anytime. eh, if you

Call and leave a mssag like that..eh...

.nles.. n o an Irplare or, tn, on a

batk, and they can't reach .e *znedi.tety.

yoknoow...
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M All right.

NM, M...*111 be r..ached Within, Within

the hour, and you knou can usually,

you know, VIa, call right back.

M; All right.

lot: And you hznow.

Ahf a...

M:V. in to,., or If ..

M: Ao. * .The business we did lust might.,

t'. forget ahout Th~at for a alne.
That's a problem but thats gounn... I

Wlant to deal with you differ t1. We're

.ot gonna have those kind of visunder-

staedings ay a..

it'.MOk.. That'. - find.

M4; Right. There. .. Ther...

M, YZa glad to hear that.

MW: All right. What you did last night, right

is fifty. Okay? The thins ye talked

ahout last night that's Worth fifty

thousand dollars, and that' What no Wvll

bapaid. You got nobody c'.tting that pot.
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That'sbetween you and 1, okay?

W: And eh, Itm not going to have any misunderstanding

because you and I can talk.

W: As have have that, this misunderstanding before

might be water under the bridge but I remember
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14 Yeah. I'm not concerned about it. It.

f, you se. let am say this to you.

one thing about this , hat was herhe

last night. he's a reputable gry. Now

don't know, who he deals with, I didnt

ask his, and I don't want. know, to be wery

honest with you. Now, the v, that I got

Cnetemd with, wit himi. is another good

guy, you ko, one of his key guys, he's a

good stand-up guy, a M you could do business

with.

14 You see what ha.,ened to the, the package

that was put together for you.

iut now, when other people get involves.

and you go across the river, and I do't

know who else is involved beyond that,

and when I got up there that day, it was,

it san a really bad s 1ere , '. telling

ES I don't know if you awmenbc. I was

there. I was standing with MbGIt in the

lobby. temeaber where you cse walking in..-
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0h5 yeah.

X don't know what happened after that,

but 1's none of " business because

you want ua tairs.

to.. Yeah. 'm Just saying, its ah, "u know,

woen I arrived at ohe ad.port, I. h was u

at the airport?
fel: we.

M: I$..

U: X was at the hotel there when you walked in.

M:. when I walked in the hotti. but I'm

saying when I got to the airport, you

0.0w, first of all, I dont even More why

I even went to the airport. t-s a bad

place to seet. you koa, there's too

tany people in the airport. X night

.ven buop into people I know .,n into

Ke"nedy Airport. I don't even know why

I met anybody at Kennedy. I thought that'.,

I difnt have, 1, 1 thought that, 4 really

"ought that the hotel where, "i, these
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gentleman Wt. staying is right across

from the airort, like waving distac.,

b't it vas yet some miles from the airort

so: didnt fly. had no reason to b

at the airpr. En anyfly I met. vben I

got t ttle at rt, it seemed like these

was too .ay peop .l volved ith this.

Well I...

Ms aople I didn't know, relly, you knou,
"te was enothl. two or th.ee peole

there. and I didn't...

Mt Oaz i, was . was not involved in that. couldnt

control. it.

t It was....it was a bad scene.

Anight but 1, 1, you know, did y i nestigator

1t satisfied that It .a a a error right,

nobody tried to do bodyd, It .. s Just an errr.

'Ot oNO, x dift-h think that, let me Just may

this to you. ou knIw IKE to be very honest

about it, that's the main res.. 1. bro.ght

that up. I ant yo to know white 1'

..%ing fgd.

SI: I'm glad you did: I'm glad you did.
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. I UIssatlatd English, clearly. you knot what
I tan?

W, Xca. thY.-. a. reason for .s to h.ae a

?Tb.VS why I brought that up last night.

EN, PW .. noo, Just de.1a..",so direct

with lichael.

'ci: No last night, th. genteiwan...Z I

waited douitstairs for his, ha ours darn,

and be says *I'm so happy you got that

brought right Ut,' and 1. YOU kr. that

as aend of it, he said no tar. about

it, and I said no ore about it and he was

vas happy that that issue Wue cleae up.

M NO knoUs how such aotey X-Ve spent her.

in the last, 8s th. wek. I Man

a awful lo of mora arid ", hes a.ar.

Of it, Eight, and he Should have brought

It up. but that'.. ", let's forget that.

That's t. a attar of honor and it

Sticks...

M.I See Ubat hapned er..



1o. S... you s.., tell Y.. I tell ye

what happens, just so you und . t nd

the pet... he.e, he you r. dealln

through oes oure and he's hanudling

she rest of te action nd chrs'a on.

set fire and you know what you have t.

o hat's what Z want to know.

That'. chat's wbat. the .. , I Ilk. to

understand thing.

a



ITr. 2554 continued)

THE COURT' Ws hay, no audio.

(Video tape stooped)

MR. PUCCIOr We are getting the redacted

part.

6 THE COURT: I see.

MR. BZN-VS NfSTEs Your Honor, there is somn

audio on the original copy of that. 1 would ask that

that be played to the Jury.

20 THE COURT: re have seen something on video

21 with no related audio. fOes that have anything to

Ndo with what is in the transcript? That is, SA.

23 MR. PUCCIOi No, it doesn't. We are playing

N the portion that corresoond. to the transcript with

25 the understanding that if defense coinael wants to
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play the entire tape, that's fine. But we are ola_, i=

this portion.

4 -HE COURr: They Bay olay any other --

MR. BE-VCN ItE: ay we have a -- we did

not have the prolude. We did not know it was going

to be played, what the agent says by himse- in fr -,

of the camera.

R. pUCCIO± Judge,. in the transcrit w.

suunlied, that part is not in. So I don't see hcw

U1 it could be misunderstood.

12 MR. DURRY: Before there is any discussion,

13 I have a notion that I respectfully ask your Honcr

i1 to hear at Side Bar.

'5 THE COUR?: Side Bar.



7 Mr. Wald, on the 29th of January this year,

did you have a telephone conversation with Congressan

I Myers?

W A Y.s, I did.

11 0 Is that the onversaton -- is that vr-

2 tic., recorded?

3 A Yes.

MR. PUCCIDt May I approach the witness, sir?

5 THE COURT:

16 9 1 show you first Exhibit 9B and then Exhibit 9

Car you identify 9B, please.

s A Yes. It is a tape recording of a telephone

9 conversation made on January 29; 1980, approximately 3:30

10 p.m. fre me in New York to Mr. lyes.

21 0 That's the original, is that correct?

22 A Yes.

23 0 Now, will you look at Exhibit 9B and tell us

2 what that is -- I a sorry. Exhibit 9 and tell us --

21 A 9 appears to be a copy, an excerpt copy from



the or

that.
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iginal.

MR. PUCCIO: May I approach the witness?

THE COURT; Yes.

0 show you Exhibit 9A and I ask you to idcntiv

A This was a transcript of this telephone

recording I just sooke about.

o Is that a transcript of the excerpt copy?

A Yes.

o Have you compared that, the excerpt copy

and is it accurate, to the best of your ability?

A Yes.

MR. PUCCIO: I offer the exhibit copy, EXhibi

9, and the transcript 9A into evidence.

THE COURT: Any objection?

MR. fEN-VENIST: May I have a voin dire?

THE COURT: Yes.

VOIR DIRE EXMIINATION

BY MR. BEN-VENISTE:

MR. BEN-VENISTE: May I approach the witness?

THE COURT: Yes.

Mr. Wald. the date of the tape-recorded con-

versatioc Wa. January 29, 1980?
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2 0 And do you recall what you did with th-

actual tape, Exhibit 98, the original, aftcr You mar tlhe

recording?

A I made the telephone call. I did not n ]

6 the recording. So I never had possession of the tape.

7 Someone was present with you?

A Yes.

Q And .an you take a look in this? WouLi you

open that envelope. exhibit 9Db? It has an evidence stick-r

around it.

A Yes, it does.

(Continued on next page.)
14

20

2)

23

21

1
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if it bears

A

Q

A

0

the 29th?

Wald - direeL 576

Would you examine the tape itself and sce

any identifying material?

Yes.

Whose handwriting is on it?

I don't know whose handwriting that is.

Did someone Write on it in your presence on

A Yes, someone wrote on the tape and we made

the telephone Call.

o May see it for a moment?

A Yes.

(Pause.)

Q Is it fair to say, sir, that the evidence

was logged in Imuediately after the tape was made?

A That is our usual procedure but I had no

role in that.

o You are familiar with the handling of these?

A Yes.

Q Thr. are strict sidelines with respect to

that?

A yes.

0 Is it fair to say that those sidelines were

followed in all respects in the handling of thin material?

A As far as Cy knowledge, yes.
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Q From the Exhibit 9B. there La a record of

everyone who had the tape at the time it was made until

today?

A It appears that way, yes.

MR. BEN-VEtNISTE: I have no further questions.

My objection is on the basis of the materiality

to this indictment, to the fact that Mr. Criden

is not a party thereto, and for the other reasons

we have discussed at the side bar relating to the

relevancy andKattfakos, case.

THE COURT: Objection overruled.

MR. PUCCIO: May I have it marked in evidence?

THE COURT: 9 and 9A are revived in evidence

MR. BEN-VNISTE: May we have a limiting

instruction, your Honor.

THE COURT: The same instruction here, ladies[

and gentlemen, this conversation is a telephone

convezzation between Mr. Wald and the .defendant

Myers, none of the other defendants are involved.

Until I iaset.t you otherwise, you should Consider

it OnLy with respect to M. Myers.

ae YoU going to play that tape now?

MR. PUCCIOt Yes.

THE COURT: You may proceed.
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2 MR. PUCCIOC May I distribute the transc:imt

your Honor?

4 TIE COURT: ye.

(Pause.)

THE CORTt YOu msay aoceed.

(Tape played.)
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Date January 29, 1980

Tle: 3:30 P.M. (approximat.)

?lace: Telephone Call from Michael Wald (Nw York)
to Mchael. My.r (Philadelphia)

Participants: MICOAEL MERS (M)
MICHAEL WALD (W )

bIN: tere do I stand with that?

W: Well a I still, you know, I owe you a the monies we

discus sed.

Mt Yeah.

W; and a I'm going overseas this weekend, I'm leaving Friday

and I'm going a be back within a well definitely within
ten days, probably less., and a and then you've got that

amount coming period. I mean there's no if's, and's

or but'. it's owed to you.

ft O.K.

W: You know that's a we we we got that out Friday. We

had a good conversation I think and a

W' : I thought so and a .

W: You know, you made it apparent you're owed X amount

of coney and I'll go along with it. I I have no problem
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with it. A you know I might have problem wit. tihe other

people and the wmy they treated you with that thing

but a, a that's then's their problem. You know that's

between .me and them and that1l be 'tken care of, but

a, youl be rad. whole. Thu know I I promised Yo that

and I I there's no way I can go back o my word there.

*41 night.

Mt± Ok but lt We a let re Set hold to ra..

from here again or a or frc= there and I all that 202

M: yeah.

M; and th~ey...

M4 1:11 be there, to 202toflw

MW: Ok fins when's th, best tims . in the afternoon

.cmetime?

M-24; Well probably around 3 - 40O'lock.

!N. Very good.

M. I'll be staying thene tomorrow night.

M: 0k fint.

O: 202.
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W: Very good then I'll take to you then.

W: All right Mike

Wr O.K. thank you.

M: Right.

MW: Right, bye now.

(End of Call)



[Tr. 257 continuedl

a DIREC EXMIINATIOH

* D MR. PUCCIO (Coatinued)t

IQ agent W.ad, two day. later, January 31, ]92n,

it did you have occasion again to *peak on the telephone wit .

12 United States Congreasmen Myers?

13 A Yea, Z did.

14 Q Was that call recorded?

is A Yhe, it was.

16 MR. PUCCIOx hay I approach the witness, sir?'

17 THE COURT: Yes.

Is Q I show you Govormzent'. Exhibits 10, 10A

19 and 1OB. I ask you to exajuin, these.

20 A Yes.

21 (Pa...)

Q First. with repnct to 10B, what is that?

23 A It appears to be the original recording of

24 that telephone call.

25 0 What is Exhibit 10?
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A 10 appears to b, a cassette copy of that

call.

0

A

0

A

0

convefla tionv

Of the sm recording?

I. that an .xcerpted copy?

ys..

It contain, a portion Of the telephone

is that correct?

A Ys.

a tat in Exhibit ZOA?

A That is a transcript of 10, Exhibit 10.

0 Have YOu compared that transcript to the

tape moo..di., Exhibit 107

A tes.

o Is It the saxe to the best of your ability -.

accurate?

A Yen, it iaaccurate.

MR. PUCCIO, I offer Exhibit 10 and 10A in

*videace.

MR. BROW: I have one objection to be heard

at aide bar.

THE COURT. A new one?

MR. BRWIN: yes.

THE COnft Sid. bar.
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THE COVRT, Ready tW procemd?

MR. PUCCIO: We are going to Call that 10-Al

if it Is all right with th Court.

THE COURT: All right.

The objections have been mad, and 10-A will

be left for identification. 10-Al is admitted

into *vide.c*.

And you are going to play th Ithibit le

and stop it uher. the transcript ends on 1O-M, 1.

that orrect?

M. PUCCO That is cao.ect.

.
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THE COURT: 10 and 10AI are received in evi-

device.

6 (So marked.)

I (oury is in the box.)

0 THE COURTt Ladie, and gentlemen, I have

received in evidence ZXhibit 10 which is the exoerntj

12 fra the tape of January 31, 1S0, telephone eon-

3 Versation between Mr. Wald and Mr. Myers. I have

1 Also received in evidence, the tr.nscript which has

U been marked 10-A-1. And it is the intention of the

16 Goverinent to play 10 to you and give you 10-A-i

right nov.

(Puge.)

THE COURT: Anyone who does not have a trun-

2 script? All right, you Way proceed, Mr. Puctio.

D MR. PUCCIO: We are ready, your Runor.

22 (Tap played.)

23 THlE COUrTI All right.

24 DIfZCT EXA1MiNATION

25 BY MA. PUCCIO (Cont'd)i



Date:

Time:

Place:

Participants:

January 31, 1980 
l-

1:25 P.M (approximate)

Telephone Call from Michael Wald (Philadelphia)
to Michael Myers (Washington. D.C.)

MICiASL MYERS (IN)
MICRAL WALD (W)

IN: Now what do you want me to do on the other thing?

MW : On what thing Oz? Ah, what I owe you.

IN4: Yeah.

MWz Well, as soon as I come back ah I'll make you whole

and, the other figure that I owe you as well.

IN O.K. (IA).
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Q lr. Wld, did y.u have occasion to srak

to 1E. Myers .gain?

A Yes, *ir.

o was that on the same day?

A Yes, later that evening.

o Specifically, when you spoke to Mr. Myer

again, did you agree that someone would be coming to SQO

him on Saturday -.

MR. CACHERIS, Leading, your Honor. I object.

MR. PUCCIOz I am leading in the area because

In trying to cover a certain particular item --

THE COURT: X will permit it.

o Did you agree that s.eone would be coming

to see hls on Saturday, February 2nd, at Longport, New

Jersey. at hi. home?

A Yes.

0 Who did you agree would be coming to see hi al?

A M. POulo. the agent.

0 What was Ma. Psiao tO see him for on Saturday

February 2nd?

MR. CACHERISz Objection, unless he told

Did you Tell him What mr. % buci was to see
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21I A Yes.

3Q 9 w h a t w a s h e - -

I A To deliver $85,000.

$ MR. PUCCIO I have no other questions at

6 this time.

7 THE COURT Cross-exntnation, Mr. Duffy.

8 MR. Dnurry Mr. Johanson passes.

TILE COUWT: M. Den-veniste?

to MR. SEa-VENISTEt May X have a moment, your

11 Honor?

12 THE COURT: All right.

13 (Pase.)

14 CROSS-EXMAINATION

15 BY MR. BE-VnISTE:

16 0 No other money was given to Mr. Myer., was

17 there?

is A tO.

19 0 Indeed, all that fumbling and putting $5,000

N0 in - ayelo, that didn't go to M. Myers either, did it?

21 A NO.

m2 MR. PUCCIOa ObjeGtlon to the fo.

23 TU COURT: Overruled.

W Q You. ar?

21 A No, it didn't.
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0 NOw, you knew, did you not, that 1r. I1tvin

Weinberg was going to set up a meeting so that you c ul d

meet my client Howard Criden in January, 1280?

A Yoa, air.

Q You knew that ?Ir. Weinbsr, was supposed to

get Mr. Criden to set up a meeting with Ozzie Mye. .o

that you could meet with Ozzie Myers?

A No.

Q Yot didn't know that Ir. Wein er, had told

Mr. Criden that he wanted to meet with Ozzie Myers?

A No, T wasn't aware of that.

o Were you aware of te fact that ft. weinborg

had arranged for Mr. flyer. to be brought before the c ,eras

on August 22, 1979?

A I had viewed a videotape of :.. Myers 1n

New York City.

o Did anybody tell you what Mr. weirberg had

said eit ' . directly or through an inte rmdary to fr.

Myers about how he should behave at that meeting ?

MR. PUCCIO: I object to the form. Also

it assess facts not in s den..

TiE COURT: Overruled.

A I an not sure I understand the destion.

MR. E.N-VEtISTE: Read th qestio
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TIlE COUfl: Reed the question.

(Question rema by the reporter.I

A No. sir.

o No one told you one way Or th other?

A No one had mentioned it to me.

o T think you said you had not met with b.,

Weinberg yourself?

A I had not.

Q Until vary recently?

A True.

o when was that reetly yo. had met with hin

A Approlcritely two weeks ago, two and a half

week, ago.

Q Did you review tie tapes and transcripte in 

this parti.ula .ase?

A Only the ones I participated in.

Q As far as th, meeting with Mr. Criden, which

was in turn setting up a meeting with Mr. Myers, you had

no knowiedq* about fr. WLnberg's p r ipation; is t

your testimony?

A No. That is not m tetimony.

I was told that M. Weinberg had placed a

call to ft. Criden for the purpose of introducing me, and

Ryers did not enter into it. 1 don't know what was on --
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2 the text of that te.ePhone call, but flyers wn not part of

3 it as far as I was told by anyone. That dame up later.

S(Continued on ne.t page.)
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o What do you mean it came up later?

A It came up in conversation with Mr. Cridan.

Q So If Mr. Weinberg had mentioned that one

of the purposes In ft. Criden meeting with you was for

him, to introduce Congressean yor. to you, that Would be

a surprise to yoi a. you sit her.?

A Y.

0 And you say there wa. & conversation. O

yo. kno whether there was more than one con.e.satitn be-

tween Mr. Crlden and Mr. Wenber to set up that .eting?

A I am only aware of one. It could have been

rore.

o So If there we, more, that would - a aur-

prIse to you?

A Yes.

Q ft is it fair to say that the only thin

that you know anout, as far a. as. We snbe contacting

Mr. Criden conenin meeting you, would be that One

conversations

A PriOr to Usnting ie, es.

Q Right. That one consrvation?

A Ve..

o And the day that he met Mr. Crlde. was what

date, sir?
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A The first time E met Mr. Cridnn I believe :

the 18th of January.

0 Now, did you compare the tanscript which is

marked a. Exhibit 7A With the tap. recording?

6 A which? I compared all of than at one time

or another, yes.

o MR. aN-VtNsTE t May I Just have a momnt,

your Hon o.?

10 THE COURTt Yes.

I MR. BEN-VENISTEt May I have the Court's

2 indulgent.

IS a Do you recall t. Crid.ns u.ng a word in

4 another language other than the English language during

15 that meeting?

6 A " did use a word during one meeting that --

I donat know which meeties it might hav, ben. We had

is several.

9 Let MG chOW you page 178, very bottom of the

page.

21 MR. -N.- ISTE, May I approach the witn e.?

22 Te COURT'I Yes.

0 You knaew that ft. Crilen wa. J ish, did't

A Yes.
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Q And you see the word in the sentence by

Mr. Criden in the second line fro the bottom, 'I got

something but I didn't get -- and then it says 'pi o.. h

Old that make any sense to you?

A Absolu.tly none.

Q DO yo know what the word "piecock" means?

A No. In the context in which he wsed it, I

asswumd It meant naothing.-

Q you ansued it?

A Nothing or very little. Only from the con-

text. I had never head that word before.

Q Now, had you studied psychology at all In

the course of your official training?

A Somewhat i. -- 'caning FBI training or .-

* Yes.

A -- Ot education? PBI training, slight amount

o And during the meeting with Congressmen Myers

on the 24th of Jannry, Congressman Myers was gLven a cur-

"in anotdt Of liquor, was he not?

A Yes. I beieve he had .sethinq to drink,

Maybe he had two drinks.

Q Two tortlers of bourbon over ing?

A I know he had bourbon. How much, you tno,

± donat know. I didn't make the drink..
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2 0 You didn't pour the drink.?

3A No.

V Did you intentionally intend for Mlr. Nyers

to Imbribe alcohol?

6 A No. Certainly not.

0 So that when you offered him alcohol, that

was not your intenti on for him to drink it?

A No. It was my intention to be sociable. It

0 was a business situation and --

0 So you did.

U A The normal thing to do.

0 You intended him to drink?

A I intended to make the offer. If he wanted

Is to drink it, fine. If not, that's fine, too.

6 0 Duing the course of the tape there is -- as

I listened to it -- I don't koy whether you heard it,

there is . great deal of clinking of glas -- ice in glasses

that you can actually hear.

NA Yes. Moot of that was mine.

21 Yes. You weren't drinking alcohol, were you,

22 *si?

23 A Yes. I had a little.

24 Q A little?

25 A Yes, I did.
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0 You were aware of The fact that the clinking

of cubes in a glass made another person -- it would have

tas effect of re ending him that he s got a ga.. in front

of hin and to drink as well?

A NO.

M. PUCCO I object to this.

TIM COURT: Overruled.

The answer 1i no

T I WITNESS: I was trying to condition .

Myers into drinking or or l..? I had a sore throat

I was ill. I had a cold during that entire time.

I was chewing ice.

o 1. it fair to say, sir, chat in your conver-

sation on te 25th of January -- and, of course, my client

want pasent - but you mentioned the .. o. mntioned

sorching about oslm retriution. Do you recall that?

* U~s.

Q Is it a fact that you wanted to give the

impre ... n to Mr. Myers that Ernie was either hit a

or an enforce in some way in connection with your organi-

zation?

A, ye. Qualified by the fact that If Seeon.

in ou organization wanted to give hia the lnpr.s1ion that

if somen ii our organization had " fact doubled US, tuatII
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2 he would be in fact in *erioua difficulty, meaning employ-

a e. of ous.

4 a serious difficulty. You weren't suggesting

just being quiet, were you?

1 A I really wasn't suggesting anything. I just

threw it out.

o Q You were suggesting that he was going to get

I hurt, that Ernie was going to be sent out on a mission

0 of retribution?

II A That was a possibility, yea.

U MR. SEN-VENISTE: Okay. Nothing further.

3 THE COURT: Mr. Cacheris?

, MR. CACIERISt Yes.

U CROSS-EXMINATION

16 BY MR. CACHERIS:

17 Q tr. Wald, you told the jury that you are an

Is ll-year veteran of the TEI, is that correct?

19 A fee.

Q Ten of those ear. you spent in the City of

24 Philadelphia?

A No. I the Philadelphia divislown, which

23 encompasses three-quarer. of the State of Pennsykyanla.

4 0 tOW, ii connection with the January 24th

25 meetin, you consulted with your Superior. about having
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2 Mr. Myers brought back before the cameras, did yo. not?

A Would yu repeat that?

0 In connection with the January 24th meeting,

that's the first time you met Mr. Myers?

6 A Yes.

Q You had discussion. with your FBa s.peri.ors

* and with prosecutors about bringing Mr. Myers back before

I the cameras?

1 A YeS.

Q Now, at that time you had discussed the

12 areas that you wanted to talk to Mr. Myers about?

13 A No. I had pretty much finished talking to

14 Mr. Myers about anything I had to do with him on the 24th.

1 I s orry. You are correct, the 24th.

Prior to the meeting of the 24th, the first meeting, the

17 first time you met him, you had decided the areas you wanted

to talk to him about?18

A Yes.'9
Q You had decided those areas in consultation

with or yaUr .npeioc. at the FRI and with federal pros-21

majors in Philadelphia?

A Ye..
23

Q o, those discus.ion. centered around the

city of Philadelphia, the municipal government of Phila-

delphia?
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2 A T..

Q you wanted to discuss with Ma. Myers the

I City of Philadelphia?

SA Yes.

0 Aud, indeed, that's what you did discus?

A Yen.

0 And so fre the beginning Of the meeting that

occurred on the 24th of January, you told him about the

0 City Council? You wanted to know what he could do for

S yo at the City Council?

12 A Yes.

Q You told hlm about the zoning problJs?

You wanted to ko what he could do about zoning problems?

i A Yes.

0 And you discussed the hotel complex?

11 A Ye..

sQ Abd you wanted to knew what he knew or

W could do about the hotel comlc? you discussed with him

a lmiousine .Strtce?

21 A MRht.

n Is that .orect?

23 A Yea.

2 0 Now, all of those thing. were prearranged

25 between you and the prosecutors and your superiors in the
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FSI as areas to discuss with Mr. Myers?

A Most of the, yes. A few of thea were brough

up. And there we.r Other things that we discused that

cane into it as we went along.

a But that was the entire thrust and purpose

of that eatingg, to di.scss the local affairs of Phila-

delphia?

A No. The real purpose of that eatingg -- I

was in Philadelphia doing other business with others. And

fr. yers in a previous meeting with our poop.. had stted

that we should invest in his district. And I was toUching

bas. with his, to show him the type of investments we

wore looking at.

o Yoo wre talking about local investment in

the district?

A That's his district.

* That'. correct. But they were to be local

inves .tmets?

A

about Coal.

Ws goint to

.ent is all

A

Local investments in the City of Philadelphia

well, the City of Philadelphia. we spoke

we spoke about many things. But the hoMtl

be in Philly.

And the City Council and the Municipal Govert

Inr Philadelphia?

yes.
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g And associated matters would all be in

Philadelphia?

A Certainly.

Q Now, you told him also that your superior,

this fictional Arab. was living in Lotdon then and was --

A NO. never told him where he was living.

0 I As sorry. You told him that he had viewed

films in London of The Godfather and other Mafia tye

i0 things, that he was paranoid about it.

THE COURTt Ye is the answer?

THE WITNESS, Yes.

MR. CACERISt Did I speak --

4 THE COURT: No. He was nodding, yes, and

you we Acceptic, it. We are supposed to have it

On tte record.

Q a Ad you wanted to see what Myero would tell

you about the Mafia, didn't you?

A Well, he brought it up in the conversation

N0 abdut Atlantic City.

Q He said, Don't go to Atlantic City because

the Mafia .s tht.er?

A Yes.

g YOU considered that bringing it u,?

A Yes.
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2 Ie told you not to go there because of the
3 Mafia?

A Tea.

o a And then you took that as a Cue to recite

6 this fairy tale about The Godfather and how paranoid the

sheik was about the Mafia?

MR. PUCCIOC Objection to the form of that,

Judge.

10 THE COURTi Strike the 'fairy tale."

ii V This fiction.

12 THE COURT: You may answer.

13 A I thought it would be an appropriate avenue.

14 Q You thought --

15 A To discuss with him.

16 Q You thought it would be an appropriate avenue

17 Now, Mr. Myers told you not to deal with the

Is Mafia?

19 A That's right.

20 Q He told you, you shouldn't deal with the Mafia

21 A That's right. Unless we had to.

22 Q He told you that and you pressed him on that?

23 A Yea, I did.

2d 0 How, during the whole meeting, which I believe

2S lasted -- what, an hour? 4S minutes?
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A Approiately.

Q You had in the very next room agents of the

FBI and two federal prosecutors?

5 A Coo, I believe, during that meeting.

6 0 All right. I will accept one. WaS that

r. Fioravanti?

A tso, it was.

Q Did you and Mr. Haridopolos, who was posing

as Ernie Ponios, have any Code between you during the

course of this eating?

A NO.

o t one at all?

A None at all.

I You had no prearranged code words?

A None.

Q But you expected during the course of the

meeting to receive instructions free the prosecutor as to

1 how to proceed?

20 A Fro my immediate boss, not from the prose-

21

M Q Did you in the series of phon, calls that
V

23 ave bee shon on the television -- "o hov. seen then,

of Course -- talk at each instance to one of your FBI

s5 u'riors?
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2 A Always to one, M4. Best.

Q And Mr. Best was a special agent in charqc?

4 A Yes.

Q And Mr. Best was also viewing this video

proceeding from the adjoining room?

7 A That's correct.

a 0 So that he was able to call you and clue

9 you and instruct you during the course of this meeting?

10 A Yes. ie had that capacity yes

1 Q Well, he did it?

12 A On occasion. Not a11 the calls were for that

13 reason. But, yes, I received instructions to pursue a

14 certain area.

is (Continued on next page.)

11

17

'8

'9

21

'2
23

'5
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0 In other words, as they were viewing the

video tape and they saw a certain area, you wore to pursue it?

A Yes.

Q Did they tell you at certain times to

examine certain areas?

A The only thing that related to that was

a the last telephone call in that tape and he said, try to get

9 rid of him. He said, it's late.

0 Try to wrap it up and get rid of him?

A Yes. He said, you have been there a long

time. You guys are just looking at each other at this point.

Q I am sorry.

A He wanted me to end that particular tape

1 because it had gone on for quite some time and we had pretty

6 much exhausted what we had been talking about anyway.

17 0 NOW, was your purpose also to strike what

S you called a new bargain; isn't that correct?

11 A Yes.

X Q And that was the bargain that you wanted

1 to strike concerning the local events that we described earlier

n A Yes.

23 Q NOW, in connection with the Mafia, Mr. Myer

, told you he heard or knew of Angelo Bruno?

25 A That's correct.
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Q And as an agent of the FBI, you knw khc

Angelo Bruno was?

A Certainly.

Q Anyone who Would read the Philadelphia

newspapers would know who Angelo Bruno was?

A Yes.

Q He was as familiar in philadelphia as

Frark Costello was in New York?

A Probably more so.

Q Probably more so. So It didn't require

any special knowledge to know Angelo SYrno's name?

A

0

A

Q

A

aA

C

the Mafia.

A

whose big in

A

NO.

He also told you he knew a Tona TeStt?

That's correct.

And do you know , Tony Testa?

No, I do not personally. I know who he

You know who he is?

I heqrd of a Phillip Testa.

That's right. There's no Tony Testa in

Phil Testa.

Re told you that he knew , Skinny Razor

Philadelphia in the South Ward isn't he?

He sentione the name. I never did put



that together.

0

Skinny Razor w

A

Q

A

Q

dead for 16 ye

A

know he was de

0

the Mafia by M

A

0

him?

A

0

Mr. Myers had

A

0

a phone call -

Hold-rc-s-C-hcriz 0

Well, did you try to investigate who this

'as?

No.

[ad you heard of Skinny Razor before?

No.

Did you know that Skinny Razor had been

ars?

I had never heard of him so how could I

ad.

But that was put on you as a big man in

.r. Myers.

He did mention the name, yes,

He did that and you had never heard of

No.

New, at the end of this conversation,

been drinking as you described.

He had two drinks, yes.

At the end of this conversation you got

MR. CACHERIS: And, Mr. Puecic, do you

want to show him page 166 of the Exhibit.

Q Does page 166 of that Exhibit -- at the

8 077 0-81- 4 (Pt. 1) BLR
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"Ok, I am

if that's

0 Well, the phone rings, but

You didn't answer twice, did you?

A There were two phone calls

of that conversation if I remember correctly.

o Both phone calls deal with

it up?

A

0

of the evening

A

0

you answered.

near the end

Very close.

you wrapping

Ao. I'm sure at least one of them did.

In wrapping up, you sumnarized the events

didn't you?

Yes. To some degree, yes.

YOU told him that there were three points

Wald-cross-Cacheiis 2GO?

165, Mr. Wald, where the sentence of Myers talking,

personally not looking to do that".

Phone rings.

A Right.

Q And then continuing, Myers says, "Now,

what I should do, you tell me that.

Phone rings.

Is that correct?

A Yes.

Q Is that the call that you received from

ailing you to wrap it up?

A Oe of those two would have been that

Mt. Best t

call.
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that were decided upon on that evening as far as you .cre c
-

corned?

A That's right.

O Those points were what?

A Any City Council -- influence with the

City Council.

Q Right.

A Dealing with any organized crime clenrts

that would give us any type of problem. And I am not sure

what the third one was at this point.

o You don't know what the third one was

A I don't know.

0 Zone?

A Zoning, yes.

0 So those three problems, City Council,

zoning and the Mafia were the points that you summarized as

being the new bargain that you think you struck?

A

0

United States

A

0

the 25th of Januar

Yes.

And none of those have anything to do with

Congress?

No. Not , great deal.

That's correct, isn't it.

Now, when you calledlhim back again on

y for the next meeting -- and did you call
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A Ye,.

o Was that based on a decision between you

and the prosecutor to get him back again?

A That was based -- I had told him I would

be in touch with him. And it was based on a decision maie by

my superior, Mr. best, to try to set up a meeting with scneonn

else through Mr.lyers.

Q And you did get him back?

A yes.

o And again you recited to him by sucrary

fare that the new bargain was the local events you just des-

cribed for us?

A Yes.

o And again none of those dealt with his

position as a United States Congressman?

A

0

A

Understand that.

0

in Philadelphia?

yes.

Isn't that correct?

Well, it is -- not -- I don't really

Hi. position as a Congress.an --

They dealt with local municipal events

yes.

Zoin, City Council am the Mafia. you
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don't su!rgest that the Mafia then is in the UniLcd States

Congress,'

A I wouldn't make that suggestion. Put I

would like to answer the question. The fact that he was a

Congressman and, you know, is the reason I was talking to him,

7 the fact that he had that position.

Q The fact that you were a Congressman is

why you ,ere talking to him?

0 A Well, that's ,here his influence would

11 come in. If he was Michael Myers, cab driver, he would have

T2 no influence politically within the City of Philadelphia.

13 0 You don't know that to be , fact? If he

14 was Michael Myers, longshoreman, he might have a lot of in-

15 fluence in the City of Philadelphia?

16 A Yes.

17 a Just because he had the title indicates

18 he deals in Congressional matters day and night, does he?

19 A I had been told by Mr. Criden that he was

20 also a Ward Leader in the --

21 Q Airight. A Ward, that's local. A Ward

22 Leader is not a United States Congressman?

2A In this case it is.

24 Q It happened to be in this case?

25 A yes.
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phia?

A

0

after you had

that's the fi

your attention

un out, you

and introduce

that's going

A
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In factMr. Myers told you because of his

friendship he know people in the City of PhilacA-:

Yes.

tle grew op in the City of Philadelphia?

Yes.

He worked in the City of Philadelphia?

onal. Friendships that he had. Isn't that

I would believe so. Yes.

Now, near the end of the conversation

been told to wrap it up by your superiors, and

rst conversation of January 24th, and I direct

)n to page 171, he told you, "I'm not going to

know, say, well here's X amount of bucks, go out

this bill. I'm not interested in a f'ing bill

toget Ie shanghied the next day".

Didn't he tell you that?

Yes.

MR. CACHERIS: No further questions.

THE COURT: Mr. Brown, any questions?

Put. BROAN: No sir.

Mg. DUFfl: I've got a few. I only

S.d.
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2 CROSS EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. DUFFY:

0 Mr. Wald, are you telling this Jury, sir,

that the only reason you brought Ozzie Myers into the Barclay

is that at the meeting in Iennedy on the 22nd of August he

mentioned something about investing in his district?

a A No. That would not be the only reason.

* That was the rationale behind meeting him.

10Q Weren't you aware at the time you brcu, t

11 Ozzie Myers into the Barclay Hotel, that the folks in the

2 FBI were dissatisfied with Weinberg?

3 A No. I never knew -- I still don't krow

1 that anyone was dissatisfied with Weinberg.

a You didn't hear from any of your supericrs

6 that Weinberg was suspect of setting people up or skimming

" oney?

U A I never heard that.

0 Weinberg had been the one who was in on

all of the meetings up until that time, was he not?

A I don't know if he was or not.

N With Am..oroso?

23 Did you read the reports?

21 A NO.

a Did you look at any of the files?



A

tapes.

0

A

0

inquiry to say,

A

0
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I watched I believe two or three video

Wasn't Weinberg inthere?

He was in tuo of them I believe.

lie never struck you as a subject of

what happened to Mel?

What do you mean, what happened to him?

Why wasn't *el running the Philadelphia

skam?

A Running the Philadelphia skam? Philadel-

Rhin was a City. I was told. you're Michael Cohen. And that's

it. I didn't inquire why Mel

Q Mel was a peripatetic individual? Ho

went from Florida to Washington to New York to Jersey, why

not Philadelphia? Did that ever occur to you?

A No.

o You were brand new to this operation, were

you not, in January of 1980?

A Yes.

a Just brought into it?

A Yes.

O Are you telling this Jur that Ozzie Myers

was not at all affected by the licquor he consumed when he

met with you that night, the 24th?
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A He appeared totally rational and sober to

me at that time.

o And at all tines through that meeting?

A Yes.

Q You didn't pour the bourbon, did you?

A No sir, I did not.

o But it was a full size table glass, asr't

it? Ie can look at the film.

A They were regular hotel type glasses. I

think seven ounces or six ounces.

o And just straight bourbon, right?

A I have no idea.

o Wellt, you were there in the room.

A I did not watch the drinks being made. It!

was in a bar area in a different location. i

Q The man sat in front of you and no further!

than I Be from the end Juror, e I right? And are you telling

this Jury that you didn't see the whiskey.

A I never looked to see, you knoW, what was

in his glass or how much. I had one of v, own.

(continued on next page)
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0 Could have beeh iod to.?

A I doubt it. He asked for bourbon. I'm

Sure he got bourbon.

MR. DUFFY. Your Honor, r don't moan to

be disr....otful with the next question but I feel

I have to ask It with all due resjeot to the lodi..

in the Courtroom.

Q In the beginning of that m.otin, with

Oale Myers, he never said Luck, did he?

A I don't know in that meeting when nr& sherc

he might have said that.

a But he said it regularly towards the and,

didn't he?

A Yea.

Q You studied psychology?

A Yea.

o You know what booze does to the tongue?

A Booze does to the tongue?

Q To the inhibitionO?

A YeS.

o Alcohol reduces inhibitions? d don't

want to turn you into a doctor but you know that?

A He had a tendency to do that.

o Toward the end of that meeting that word
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woo frequently in Otti, Myers oo'ivorsation'

MR. PUCCIO, I object to this unless you

qualify Mr. held S an espeft.

A

0

0

MR. DUFrj In already answered.

THE COURTi Overruled.

It did not --

The .ams thing held true --

Answer my question, will you please.

Would you repeat it?

Toward the and of the rating, iatt It

A ¥vs.

9 You didn't connect that at all with the

state of sobriety?

A 1O.

o H. didn't have just one of those seven

ounce glaes o bourbon did he?

A I don't know if he had a seven ounce glass

of bourbon.

o I am only going on what you told the Jury.

You want to make it six?

A I would like to qualify that particular

drinking thing. I asked him if he cared for a drink and he said

yes, I will will have bourbon.
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both had a refill.
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one tor.

We saw it.

Mr. Poulos made the drinks. I believe we

glass or --

0

A

highball glass.

You're indicating about a foot?

Certainly not. You saw the tape. Regular

0 When you brought Ozzie Myers into Phila-

delphia, isn't it true one of your purposes was to get him t ,

admit on that tape with the cameras running that he had traveled

to New York from another state on August 22nd?

A Categorically, no. I never expected him

to mention it.

Q Isn't it true one of your purposes was to

find out on this tape whether he got money in New York on

August 22nd?

A

York and knew he

A

A

0

A

NO. I had viewed the video tape in New

had a package.

You only knew he was handed , package?

Yes.

You didn't know if he kept it?

No.
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0 Are you telling the Jury one of your -sign

ments was not to find out how Ozzie got to New York on the

22nd of August? I

out whether

.oly or

the way h

A That's right.

0 One of your assignments was not to find

nr he -- or to get him to admit that he arceted

received mney on August 22nd?

A That's right.

o One of your assignments is not to find

a got to New York on August 22nd?

A That's correct.

MR. DUFFY: May I have a moment, sir?

(pause.1

o You were in the room with Ernie Poulos,

'ut

wezen't you?

A Yes.

MR. DUTfY: Nxt week I will have a helper

but I have to look for it myself now, your Honor.

TIl COURT: It's alright.

(Pause.)

MR. DUFFY: Unless somebody wants to volun

test over there.

THE COURT: If we knew what you were looki 'a

for --

14
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MR. Duffy I know, but I don't want hlm to.

know yet.

(Pause.)

THE COURT: We will be patient.

MR. DUFFY: Thank you, your Honor.

(Pause.)

MR. DUFFY: I am really embarrassed.

Mr. Ben-Veniste has a question or two, may I sit

down and find it while he goes on? I will find it.

TUIE COURT: Yes.

CROSS ExfIOINATION

By MR. BEA-VENISTE:

Q Is it fair to say Mr. Wald that in terns

of the assets of this mythical Arab you wanted to appear it

would be carte blanche?

A Yes.

o In terms of Philadelphia, that meant great

things could be built in Philadelphia that would help the city

A Yesl. hotel.

Q And the Hotel, as far as yours discussing

it with Mr. Myers, could be located in South Philadelphia?

A Yes.

Q And South Philadelphia did not have a

luxury hotel at that time did it?



A Luxury hotel?

0 Thirty-four and a half billion dollar

hotel.

A Not like that.

Q South Philadelphia is a working class

dcea.

A Yes.

0 Now, with respect to other projects ycu

were talking to him about the construction on the wetcrfrc.t?

A Moving coal through the waterfront.

Q Construction Of = pier, did that come up?

A Yes.

0 Building a new pier?

A The City would pay for that.

a To get back to hotels, were you aware that I

the City of Philadelphia had a great need at that time for

hotel construction?

A Ies.

20 That the City itself was clamoring for

this kind of construction?

A Any type of Construction.

0 This would mean jobs in the construction

field?

A It Would mean jobs in running the hotel
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for people who would work there?

A Ye.

0 It would mean in increase in the city

tax roles, that is the bud.,ess would generate income that in

turn would go into the City coffers?

A Yes.

Q Yog were aware there were corta.n te~rcdso

areas within the City of Philadelphia?

A Yes.

Some of which were in Mr. Myers' district?

A Yes.

0 You were aware were you not, that Mr. Myers

was very, very concerned about jobs?

A Yes.

O And providing jobs?

A Yes.

a Indeed, he stressed this on many occasions,

the City of Philadelphia needs more jobs, we have to put

to work?

Q Indeed, every time Mr. Myers mentioned one

of the things good for the City of Philadelphia, you said: We

could be right there with the money?

A I don't remember saying that.
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0 Did you ever say there was any project Lt

was suggested that you didn't ha, the funds to accomplish?

A NO, I gave him the impression we had what

amounted to the unlimited funds --

MR. BrN-VENISrE; Nothing further.

MR. DUFFY: One other area before I turn

to what I was looking for.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. DUFFY:

Q

Ozzie got up to

too?

A

my assignment.

a

ON

Did you cover that with Mr. Criden, how

New York, wasn't :that part of your assignment

No, as I said before it was never part of

Regardless of whether it was, did you do

that,

A No.

0 Was it done in your presence?

A It was brought up by Mr. Myers late on

that day of the first tape.

0 Would you look at page 26 of the transcrilt

of 7A where the conversation is with Howard Criden, turn bock

to the bottom of 25 if you will.

A Yes.

S2-077 0-81-5 (Pt. 1) BLR
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S You say -- can you go through it with n-t

A Yes.

0 This is an accurate transcript?

A Yes.

0

this was said in

A

0

A

Q

airport, remendue,

And you are

your presence?

Yes.

Thee is an

That is me.

Ernie said:

-when A Ozzie

You said: ,

present at that meeting and

HI, that is you?

"Ahn, I, Ah I was at a, at t-e

met Ah Tony."

You met him. you've met bir."

Ernie says: "NO. I never met him. I

just went downstairs. You know

had to go downstairs. I didn't

Howard says:

Ernie says:

t"at day? I didn't see you."

Howard says:

Ernie says:

thought it was, who did you call

Howard says

Ernie says:

Howard says:

it was one of those things.

see you around."

"I was there."

"You were at the airport

"That was my first one.*

"What. I thought it was, I

it...' and

"The one Ange brought." and

'yea, Angie brought.- and

But where do yoU think Ange
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2 got it from?" and

Ernie says: "Yea, from you.- and

Howard says: "ok." and

5 Ernie says: "But, but you weren't there."

, and

Toward says: 'I didnt go up to the roc:,

no, I brought him up to New York."

SE "And I didn't see ya in the lobby, bea u',e

0 1 was gittir,.(A...

IC No, I was just at the airport.

, E: Oh. I don't know how he got there,

13 1 don't know whether he drove up or,

1t did he fly up that day?

i C: No, we took .im up.

EH: He drove up?

HC The other guy flew up from Washington

EM: Ah, ah, the other...

2 C: The other guy...

EN: Yea, I saw you, you... we, we sent

the drink over to you. Ahah..."

23 And then so forth.

o Were you th.re during this conversation?

5A I was there during the conversation.
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0 Are you telling this Jury -- this nay have

been asked and answered and if it was I apologize -- are you

telling this Jury that the FSI had not virtually disowned

5 e1 Weinberg by January 19S0?

6 M. PUCCIO: objection, asked and arsTred.

7 THE COURT: I will permit it.

A I had no idea what Weinberg's relationip ,

9 with the "T was then, now, or previous to that time.

tO Q You were working on the same scam, is that

I] correct?

12 A Working on the Philadelphia end Of it.

13 MR. fUFFY: I don't have anything furter.

]A THIE COURT: Any redirect?

I5 MR. PUCCIO: No. Sir. I have to go call

16 another witness. Perhaps we should take a recess.

17 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Can I ask one question

is while Mr. Puccie makes up his mind?

19 THE COURT: He is trying to wait for me to

make up my mind.

21 CROSS SXMTINATIOOI

N BY MR. BEN-VENISTE±

23 a One thing, with respect to Testa, you

24 knew that Mr. Myers gave you the wrong first name for

25 Mr. Testa?
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A yes.

Q With respect to a Skinny Razor, be was

supposed to be a Mafia figure, with all the capability ant

computers that the FBI has and criminal investigation neter.

from that day up until today, did anybody run that name tiro

the BI Conputer?

A I don't know.

Q As far as you know no one ever did?

A As far as I know.

Q You don't argue the fact that the man h..

been in the ground for 16 years?

A I don't know.

0 Despite when Mr. Myers was telling you in

response r

big in the

his name.

personalLy

is if I ca

good --

o your question about the Mafia, who he was Rne t

Mafia, he mentioned Skinny Razor, is that correct?

A I never asked him that; He brought up

I knew Bruno, aguchi, and he got . half name richt.

o These are people he's supposed to know

A Yes.

0

ll you

"aen you say he got half a name right, that

Jack Wald, that would indicate to you I was in

A Certainly knew something about it.
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o Knew your last name which could have bt-a

road in the papers?

HSi PUCC1Oz I object to the statement.

THE COURT, Sustained.

o With respect to Skinny Rmzor, it woulC n

more accurate to say he was deep in the Mafia as p,..0d tc

big (indicating)?

A You may he'. dead for 16 years.

Q You never checked it ot?

A No.

PUCC10 I object.

BEN-VrNISTE, Nothin9 further.

COURT: We'll take o Short recess.



THE COURTi Alright, Mr. Puccio, next

witness.

MR. PUCCIOC We call Mr. Best, your Hna.,

E D G A R N. B E S T called as a ,Itr

being duly sworn by the Clerk of the Court, testify,

2 DIRECT EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. PUCCIO

THE COURT: Ladles and gentlemen, I am

not sure as to the full extent of Mr. Beet's testi-

16 mony but I have been informed by counsel that one of

17 the things he will be testifying to is certain state-

Is ments made to him by the defendant Johanson either

19 on or shortly after February 2nd, 19BO.

VI have given you a variety of limiting

21 instructions before. I will give an even more

2 stzingent one o. as to this testimony. As to what-

23 ever Mr. Best tells you that was said to hi, by

2. Mr. Johanson, assuming that's the thrust of this

IS testimony, that testimony can only be used by you



in determining the guilt or innocence of the dacrn-

2 dant Johanson. You may not consider that test ima

3 in sense as relating to the other three defendants.

4 I will give you a final instruction or

rather a detailed explanation with respect to how

you may use statements, conduct by various people

when they are accused as the four defendants le

a here as being involved in a conspiracy. There ore

a number of special rules that relate to those

10 things. And soe of the limiting instructions I have

II given you are tied in with those rules. And I will

12 have to modify some of these limiting instructions

13 that I have given you and give you some other in-

. atruections as to how to deal with those various

15 items. I will try to clear all that up for you. But'

16 one of the -- you should view any statements made

by Hr. Johanson that may be testified to by Mr. Best

1. as having been made at this time, that is, February

19 2nd or later, as being related strictly to Mr. Johan-

.so and not to the other defendants. And you would

21 use them primarily for determining one of the issues

that you will have to determine for each of the

23 defendants and that is whether or not he was in fact

24 a Member of a conspiracy, if you find that indeed a

25 conspiracy did exist. And you have to Make that



finding with respect to each defendant scrartslv

based upon what that defendant did .d not bas- on

any statement that anybody, any of the other defoi-

dant3 may have made about it.

That is a very, very short version of

what I will explain to you later when it's time for

you to deliboate. But all thnt needs to be sad

for the moment, the purpose of this testimony by

Mr. Best, you may just think we only have one defe:-

dant involved and that is Mr. Johanson. None of tr*

others with respect to none of the others may it be

weighed in your deternLination.

Alright, proceed, Mr. Pucco.

o Mr. Best, by whom are you employed?

A The Federal Bureau of Investigation.

0 For how long a period of time have you

been employed by The Federal Bureau of Investigation?

A A little over 20 years.

0 What is your present occupation, sir?

A Special Agent in Charge, Philadelphia

Division.

0 For how long a period of time have you

been . Special Agent in Charge of the Philadelphia Division

of the FBI?

A AlmOst 2 years.
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0 Now, direct your attention to Saturd..,

February 2nd of this year. On that date did you have ozas-

to interview Councilman Louis Johanson?

A I did.

Q Where did this interview take place,

Mr. Best?

A In my office.

Q In Philadelphia; is that right?

A That's correct.

0 Now, prior to ro.oencing this interview

with Mr. Johanson, was he advised of his rights regarding

self-incrimination?

A He was.

0 And about how long a period of time --

about how long did this interview take? Do you recall?

A From the time he was in our office base

until he left, it was approximately 6 hours.

o NOW, at soe point during this interview,

did you advise Mr. Johanson that the FBI had video tapes?

A X did.

o And subsequent to that, did you question

hia about a trip to New York City during August of 1979?

A Yes, I did.

0 Did he in fact tell you that he had
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traveitt to the vicinity of a hotel near Kennedy Airport

during August, 1979 in connection with a meeting with Mr.

DeVito, a Mr. Weinberg and another person?

A Ile did.

o During this interview did COUncilman

Johanson tell you that as a result of this trip he receiv

a su of money?

A that's correct.

0 Did he tell you that he in fact had

observed the sum of money in large denominations wrapped

rubber bands?

ad

iL

A He did.

0 And did he tell you in fact that there was

less money than was actually expected?

A Yes, he did.

0 Now, at one point in the interview, Agent

Best, did you say -- did you ask this question of Mr. --

or councilman Johanson? Did you say to him Councilman do

you understand the ramifications of this type of influence

peddling?

A

0

A

.ess of this

I did.

And what did he say to you? Do you recall

He said that he did realize the serious-

type of activity. As a matter of fact, he went
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on to say that since July of that year he had many sleepless

nights.

ER. PUCCIO: I have no other questions.

THE COURT: Cross examination.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. DUFFY

0

Philadelphia?

A

boss; is that right

A

0

years?

A

Q

A

0

A

Q

A

Q

of law school?

Agent Best, you are the head man in

I am the Special Agent in Charge.

Tell the Jury what that is? That's the

t?

Yes, that's the senior agent in charge.

You have been with the bureau for 20

That's correct.

Are you a lawyer?

I a law trained.

Did you go to law school?

yes.

Like all of us lawyers here?

That's correct.

So you had college and then three years
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o So on the night you had Louie Johanson in

the office of the FBI for six hours, you knew what you were

doing and what you were after, did you not?

A ges, I did.

O And tell this Jury, Louie asked to have a

lawyer there, didn't he?

MR. PUCCIO I object, your Honor.

I will withdraw the objection.

THE CCURTi Overruled.

Q Didn't be?

A That's not quite correct.

Q Well, Mt. Puccio asked you if you advised

him of his rights?

A That's correct.

0 Did you do that?

A Right.

Q When you advise people of their rights,

you read from a card that says, you have a right to have a

lawyer present during the interrogation and things like that,

right?

A Yes.

o And you told that to Louie, didn't you?

A Yes.

a and Louie said, I want to call a lawyer,
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2 didn't he?

3 A No. he didn't. At first he said that he

4 read the advice of rights, which was a printed form. I asked

5 him if he understood it. He said he did.

6 a Alright.

7 A But at that pint--

a MR. DUFFY: Your Honor, I object to this

9 characterization. I am asking the witness if he --

10 THE COURTz You just want the --

11 MR. DUFFY: I am asking him if Johanson

12 asked that he wanted a lawyer. That can be answered,

13 yes or no.

14 THE WITNESS: At one point he asked te.e-

is phonically to contact an attorney. That's correct.

16 0 Are you telling us that he told you, I

17 would like to telephonically contact an attorney?

19 A He said, can I use your telephone to call

19 an attorney.

20 a He tried to get one for an hour or an hour

21 and twenty minutes, didn't he?

22 A Yes.

23 a He didn't get a lawyer?

21 A No.

25 Q Because you got these fellows in on a
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2 Saturday night, right?

A He came in on a Saturday night. That's

correct.

0 And you were aware what most criminal

lawyers are doing on Saturday night, weren't you?

A No.

a In the office of the FBI in Philadelphia,

* tell this Jury on the day, February 2nd, 1980, did you have

1o video tape equipnnt?

A Yes.

1 0 Did you have Nagras?

3 A yes.

Q Did you have other tape recording equir-

I S ent?

16 A yes.

U 0 And you were interviewing Lou.Johanson

i with an eye toward sitting in that seat where you sit right

now and telling twelve, sixteen people what he told you, were

X you not?'

21 A I didn't think of it that way. We were

22 trying to find out what the truth of the facts were.

D Well, you weren't spinning your wheels,

24 were you, Agent Best? You knew you were trying to get a start

2S eant to tell a Jury aome day?
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A Not necessarily. We were interested in

what he could tell us to be the truth of a situation.

0 Well, what did you intend to do with the

t uth? Send it to the other guys or tell the Court?

A No. provide it to the prosecutors.

Q And cons into Court and testify as a wit-

ness right?

A rhat Would be their decision.

o But -- and they decided to have yu here

today, didn't they?

A that's correct.

O And you don't have a video tape of.Lou

Johanson, do you?

A

Q

this statement you

A

Q

do it, did you?

NO, we do not.

And you don't have a tape recording of

say he gave you, do you?

No, we do not.

Because you didn't bother that night to

A We didn't do it. No.

Q And you don't have a typewritten statement

handwritten statement that's signed, Louis C. Johanson,

you.

A Not because we didn't ask him to do that .
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Answer my question.

A We don't have it because we didn't try.

Q Alright. What you had -- what you have is

your word.

THE COURT: Wait a minute. He said, we

don't have it because we didn't try. Is that what

you mean.

THE WITNESS: yes. We asked him to do

just that, provide us with such a statement.

Q And he wouldn't do it?

A Yes. He was ready and willing to do it

the following day.

Q But he got a lawyer, didn't he?

A that's correct.

Q Alright. Now, what you have for this Jury

is Edgar Best's word -- I beg your pardon. John Sest, isn't

it?

A Edgar.

Q Edgar Best's word for what happened in

that room in the Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

on the night of February 2nd; isn't that right?

A As well as two other special agents.

0 But you don't have anything with Louie's

signature on it? You don't have the video tape which is what

42 077 O-S-81-96 (Pt. 1) BLR
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this case is all about, do you?

A No. We have got a receipt for the return

of bribe money.

M. DUFFY: Objection, sir. That is not

6 responsive.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: I move to strike and

8 admonish the witness to answer only the question.

9 THE COURT: The objection is sustained.

10 Disregard the answer.

11 Read the question back to the witness.

12 (Record read.)

13 THE WITNESS: That's incorrect in part.

4 on the night that you took this statement

15 or you interviewed Lou Johanson, you didn't video tape him,

16 did you?

17 A No, that's correct.

to 0 And you didn't audio tape him, did you?

1A No.

20 A And you knew that -- well, strike that.

21 Now, let's go to the question that Mr.

22 Puccio asked you, whether you asked Louis Johanson if he

23 understood the ramifications of this type of influence ped-

2 dling. Are you telling the Jury there your exact words?

25 A Those were my exact words. Yes.
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O What did you say?

A I said, do you understand the ramifica-

tions of this type of influence peddling.

Q And Louis -- you have in your report -- you

prepared this report, did you not?

A

0

A

Q

that what was

Yes.

You signed it?

Yes.

You attest to your superiors at the Bureau

in there was true, am I right?

A Yes.

o Did you write in your report, he stated

that he had been aware of the dangers of these dealings since

July, but it was a chance to make some easy money and he

decided to go forward. Is that what you wrote?

A Yes.

o Is that what louie said?

A To the best of my recollection, yes.

Q We have to go on your recollection?

A You certainly do.

(continued on next page)
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o And then did you write, according to

Johanson, he had many sleepless nights since it began, but

that his family situation pressured him greatly? Is that

what Loue told you?

A Yes.

o He thenzrlated that his son Louis Jr.,

an alcoholic at age 2S, is currently hospitalized with ex-

tensive liver damage and the prognosis indicated very large

medical expenses in the immediate future. Is that what Louie

told you?

yes.

And we just have your recollection: is

that right?

A As well as two other special agents.

MR. DUFFY: That's all.

THE COURT: Any other questions?

hr. Ben-Veniste.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BEN-VENISTE:

0 Mx. Best, you were aware prior to January

of 19BD of the fact that an investigation called ABSCAI had

been going on for some time, run out of Brooklyn, is that

correct, sit?

A That's correct.
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0 And you pushed for Philadelphia getting

some share Of the investigation; is that true, sir?

A We were interested in some aspects of the

inves,2gatin, Yes.

Q There was a time when you -- when you

speci!ically requested that you be allowed to get a crack at

ASC=, run by the Philadelphia FBI Office: is that right?

A Yes.

o And in that connection, sir, is it fair to

say that a request was made of Mr. Weinberg to do something?

A No, I never requested him to do anything.

o If you listen to my question, sir, my

question was, is it fair to say that a request was made of

Mr. Weinberg to do something?

A That's possible. Yes.

Q Well, you were in charge of the Philadelphi

investigation?

A That's correct.

Q And you were concerned with how it was gain

to be set up, were you not?

A Yes.

o And you had determined for whatever reason

that ycu weren't going to use Mr. Weinberg; is that correct?

A We had no use for Mr. Weinberg in our --
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01 understand. With respect to Mr. Weinberg

sir, do you not know that Mr. Weinberg was instructed to call

Mr. Criden in order to introduce Mr. Criden to the new cast

of characters?

A

0

was asked to

asked to ask

and introduce

A

0

A

Q

recall such

quest was mad

A

Yesa, I believe that's correct.

And do you not know, sir, that Mr. Weinberg

tell Criden --

DO you not know, that Mr. Weinberg was

Criden whether he could get a hold of Ozzie Myers

him to your agent?

I have no knowledge of that conversation.

you don't?

No.

You were in charge of the -- you don't

message being brought to you, that such a re-

At no time did we direct Mr. Weinberg at

all.

Q No. But you were coordinating with

someone else, were you not?

A That's not how we made our connection.

o Pardon In?

A That is not how we made the connection.

o Weren't you coordinating with the FBI
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Office in New York?

A To a limited degree at that point.

0 Well, didn't you know it was going to be

Mr. Weinberg who made the introduction of Mr. Criden to your

new cast of characters?

A No. We were going to use a different

situation.

0 Well, do you not know, that in fact Mr.

Weinberg called Mr. Criden?

A That's possible. I'm not aware of it.

Q Let me see if this refreshes your re-

collection, sir.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: I am showing the witness

a recording -- a transcript of a recording marked an

number 1589.

0 I would like you to take a lok at it.

THE COURT: 1589?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Yes. January 11, 1980.

That's not the 3500 -- it is the FBI number. This

witness may not be familiar with our 3500 code.

THE COURT: How is anyone reading the

record going to know what you are talking about.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Maybe Mr. Levy can help
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MR. LEVY: 3500-230A.

THE COURT: Thanek you Mr. Levy.

O Take a look at the first page of that,

please, Agent Best.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: May I ask the questions

fro here?

TE COURT: yes.

o Now let me ask you to review pages 2 and 3

sir?

A Ok.

Q Doew that refresh your recollection, sir,

that indeed Mel Weinberg telephoned Howard Criden and asked

Mr. Criden whether he would be willing to get a hold of

Congressman Myers and introduce him to these new fellows who

were going to be in Philadelphia?

A That's what that appears to say, yes.

o Do you have any reason to doubt that?

A No.

MR. BEN-VWVISTE: Nothing further.

MR. CACHRIS: No questions at this time.

THE COURT: Mr. Brown, any questions?

MR. BROWN : No, your Honor. Thank you.

THE COURT: Any redirect?

MR. PUCCIO: May I have ,moment, your
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THE COURT: Yes.

MR. PUCCID: Your Honor, I won't pursue

this witness. I will cal Agent McMullen.

THE COURT: I take it, there are no core

questions for Agent Best.

MR. DUFFY: No sir.

THE COURT: Thank you,Mr. Best. You may

step down.

(Witness excused)

THE COURT: Next witness.

MR. PUCCIO: We call Agent McMullen.

R I C H A R D M C M U L L E N called asd

witness, being duly Sworn by the Clerk of the Court

testified as follows:

THE COURT: Alright, Mr. Puccio:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. PUCCIO:

A

0

been employed by

A

a

Mr. McMullen, by whom are you employed?

the FBI.

For how long a period of time have you

the FBI?

In excess of 15 years.

Are you assigned to any particular office
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2 within the FBI?

A yes. I am an Hauppague resident agent of

the Brooklyn-Oueens Office.

2 On February 2nd of this year, did you have

Occasion to speak to Congressman Michael Myers?

A yes, I did.

a 0 Where did this conversation take place?

9 A I a home in Longport, New Jersey.

I0 0 That's where Congressman Myers was staying;

11 is that right?

12 A That's corrct, sir.

13 0 At the time of this conversation were you

14 accompanied by any other members of the FBI?

15 A Yes. Special Agent James T. Mahr of the

16 Philadelphia office.

17 0 Now, prior to speaking to Coniressman

1 Myers -- withdrawn.

19 Why don't you tell us what you said to

20 Congressmen Myers and what he said to you and Agent Mahr, as

21 best you canrecall?

n A Yes. On February 2nd, 1980, we arrived

23 at theirsidence in Longport, New jersey, approached the house.

24 Congressman Myers was standing near the door looking out the

25 window. saw us approach, opened the door. We identified our-
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2 selves by displaying our credentials, handed our credentials

to Congressman Myers. He took both sets., examined them, handel

A them back to us and invited us into the house.

We sat in the -- what I would believe to

be the living room of the house where we told Congressman

I Myers that the FBI was conducting an investigation into the

I activities of Tony Devito, Mel Weinberg, Angelo Errichetti,

Howard Criden and Michael Cohen. He was asked if he was

0 acquainted with any of these individuals.

Congressman Myers replied that he knew

Howard Crlden to be an attorney, Philadelphia attorney, that

13 he knew Angelo Errichetti to be the Mayor of Camden, New

14 Jersey. And he was not acquainted or did not know Tony DeVitC.

15Mel Weinberg or Michael Cohen.

At this point of the interview, Special

Agent James Mahr advised Congressman Myers of his rights by

6 reading to him the contents of . for known as Interrogation,

1, Advice of Rights. He handed the fern to Congressman Myers.

20 Congressman Myers studied the form for a few minutes, handed

21 it back to Special Agent Mahr. Special Agent Mahr asked the

n Congressman if he understood the contents of the form. Con-

23 gressman Myers stated, very clearly.

1 Congressman Myers was asked for a second time, do

?5 you know Mr. Devito, Mel Weinberg, or Michael Cohen. He stated
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2 again, no, he did not know these individuals. He stated that

3 he did know Howard Criden to be an attorney --

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Objection.

£ Alright. Agent McMullen, during the course

6 of this interview, was Congressman Myers asked for the third

time if he knew Tony Devito, Mel Weinberg and Michael Cohen?

* A YesU, he was.

1 0 And what did he say for the third time?

in A He did not know either -- he did not know

n1 any of the individuals. Did not know Tony DeVito, Mel Wein-

12 borg or Michael Cohen.

13 MR. PUCCIO: No other questions.

14 THE COURT Cross examination.

is CROSS EXAMINATION

16 BY MR. CACHERIS:

17 V Agent McMullen, when you went to this house

18 in Longport, did you tell Mr. Myers that he was under investi-

19 gation?

20 A Not specifically. No sir.

21 0 did you tell him that Tony DeVito was

22 really an FBI agent named Anthony Ansoroso?

23 A No sir.

24 0 Did you tell him that Mel Weinberg was an

25 undercover agent, FBI operative?
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0

really an FBI

A

Q

had video tape

A
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No sir.

Did you tell him that Michael Cohen was

agent named Michael Wald?

S

No.

did you tell him that you had or the FBI

showing Mr. Myers in August and January?

No sir.

MR. CACMERIS: No further questions.

THE COURT: Any other questions? Mr. Ben-

Veniste?

MR. BEN-VENISTEZ May I have . moment,

your Honor.

THE COURT: Yes.

MR DUFFY: May I have one more shot, your

Honor?

THE COURT: Yes.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. DUFFY:

0 Mr. McMullen, were you aware when you went

to see Congressman Myers that in an interview with Cohen, who

is really Wald, Cohen told him that the Arabs attended to

people that got out of line with Moslem retribution adminis-

tered by Ernie Poulos?

A No sir, I don't believe I was aware of
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2 that.

3 MR. DUFFY: That's all.

4 THE COURT: Mr. Ben-Veniste.

5 CROSS EXAMINATION

6 BY MR. BEN-VENISTE:

7 0 Did you do anything to indicate in that

I regard, air, that there would be no danger to any of those

9 individuals if Mr. Myers were to discuss that with you?

I0 A I don't remember.

II Q In other words, in connection with the

12 undercover names that you mentioned, Cohen, Weinberg and

13 DeVito, did you indicate anything to Mr. Myers that these were

14 just a put on?

15 A The Me. Weinberg name is a true name. But

16 I didn't indicate to him at all that Tony Devito or Michael

17 Cohen was an assumed na.

]a 0 You say you had received no briefing to

19 the effect that Agent Wald had told Myers that if any of these

20 individuals got out of line that Poulos was going to kill then

21 or do something serious to them in the way of physical retri-

Z butio ?

23 A No sir. I never received a briefing like

24 that.

25 Mft. BEN-VENISTE: Nothing further.
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2 THE COURT: sty redirect?

3 ~ME. PLOCCIO; No, your, Ho..or.

I THE COURT: Alright, thank YOU. Mr.

5 McMullen. You may step down.

(Witness excused.)
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THE COURT; Good morning.

Do you have another witness,Mr.puocio?

MR. PUCCIO: We will have no further evidence

at this time.

6 THE COURT: The Government rests.

7ly motions?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Yes, your Honor.

We would move to dismiss each count of the

10 indictment ont the ground that the Government has

failed in its necessary burden at this stage. I

52 won't belabor the point that we have made, however,

13 the evidence does not demonstrate the conspiracy

11 charge. The evidence does not show other than the

15 fact that this was a sham proceeding from beginning

16 to end that the Government agent arranged for

17 Congressman Myers to act out a role and all actions

1 which he took were confident with his doing and

19 opposed to making a promise to receive money with the

20 intent to actually misuse his official office.

2T Further, we Would urge the Court, on the basis

2of the record already standing, that this Court

23 dismiss the case on the basis of Government overreach

24 ins that is so shocking that it is to the extent of

25 offending any conception of due process of Iaw.
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Further, I ask that the indictment be dismissed

on the ground that on the Government's case it's

been shown there was entrapment as a matter of law

in this case.

Further motion with respect to the striking of

evidence -- shall I take that now, your Honor? Or

stop with respect to the otions for directed verdict?

THE COURT: The motions for acquittal are

denied.

MR. CACHERIS: We all join and we add one

observation with regard to Mr. Myers. The Government

must prove beyond a reasonable doubt what Mr. Myers

was supposed to do was an official act that has bee

defined in the statute. There has been absolutely

no proof that there was any official act to be done

or the Government hasn't proved what was contemplated

was an official act. They have the burden to put

in before the jury, to give the jury guidance as to

what the official act is and they have not done so.

Secondly, on the sase point, the 24th and

following tapes, do not deal with official acts of

the Congressman, they deal, as the Court has heard

with local municipal affairs and could not be

considered official acts.
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2 THE COURT: I don't quarrel with your latter

characterization of what happened in January. But the

motions to dismiss on the official acts ground is

denied.

. MR. DUFry; AS to strictly defendant Johanson,

I move for a directed verdict of acquittal on the

grounds the Government has not offered any proof at

all that he was a party to any agreement to violate

10 any law, number one, and number two, that with respe-

11 to the travel act, the Government demonstrates

12 jurisdiction that was manufactured. I don't speak

13 for the other defendants, they were lured into the

11 Eastern District of New York. And their travel into

1$ the Eastern District was a sine qua non of jurisdicti,

6 which was manufactured by the Government.

17 THE COURT! Motion denied.

is MR. BEN-WNISTE: I would Simply add to that

the fact the Government has not proved that essential

element of the crime that is Ozzie Myers was a

2 Congressman of the United States and had the capacity

to perform the official acts charged.

THE COURT: You don't think there is evidence

of that in the record?
24

MR. BEJ-VENISTE: r don't think they have
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satisfied their burden in the direct case.

THE COURT: Denied.

SM. DEN-VENISTE: With respect to the evidentia

matter, your Honor, I would ask ast this time that

6 the Court strike the testimony of Ellis Cook

particularly with respect to the hearsay statements

made by Cook concerning travel to the Eastern Distric1

of New York.

Ellis Cook wa. not shown to be a member of

a conspiracy. He did not act in furtherance thereof.

There was no one act taken by Ellis Cook which shows

participation in a conspiracy.

His testimony was that he sat down with his

law partners when the matter was broaged and had a

discussion about whether anything was improper in

introducing the Congressman to the supposed Sheik.

They in and the Congressman would receive a

fee therefore, however, it's emphatically stated

there would be no quid pro quo and therefore no

violation of law.

The only concern he had was whether a law

23 firm should register as an agent of a foreign govern-

2,;ent and their conclusion since the Sheik was not .

representative of , foreign Government, is thatthey
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had no such responsibility.

3 Under those Circumstances the Government has

4 failed to show that Ellis Cook was . eo-consirator.

He is cast in that light simply by the Govern-,

6 ment saying so in the Bill of Particulars. The

Grand Jury took no such action.

For those reasons, we would ask tha the

9 hearsay statements which were admitted, I suppose

10 subject to proof that he was a member of the consiprc-y,

11 be stricken.

12 THE COURTx WMat specific hearsay statements

13 are you referring to?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Statements by Ellis Cook

with reference to travel, with reference --

16 THE COURT: What did he 
testify to about travel

MR. BEN-VENISTE: That he was told that Johanson

I  and Criden were going to travel to the vicinity of

19 the airport in New York.

THE COURT: Is that hearsay?

MR. BEN-VENISTE. Yes.

THE COURT: Doesn't it indicate a present22

state of mind?

2M. BEN-VENISTE: Ellis Cook is testifying

what Mr. Criden told him.
25
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I THE COURT: Ile's going to go to kennedy Airport,

I or whatever --

M R. BEN-VENISTE: yes. He further testified

he had a meeting up in New York which would be in-

admissible hearsay.

I He further testified over our ol-jections as

to his characterization of what Mr. Criden told him

about what the Sheik would be receiving for his

money. That was objectionable on other grounds other

than hearsaybut your Honor allowed it.

I would suggest that the Court -- that that

is extremely prejudicial on th basis of the Government's

failure to show Cook's participation in a conspiracy

and it should be stricken.

THE COURT, I will reserve decision on that.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: With respect to Cook's

testimony and that of Michael Criden, I suggest to

the Court that the Government had no independent

N0 basis for obtaining that testimony other than the

2 statement made by Mr. Criden on February 2nd and

that that testimony is fatally tainted and should hav

22 been excluded. We ask your Honor at this tie to

strike it.

This evidence introduced a matter taken up



before Judge Mishler.
2

THE COURTt You better run that by me again.

ME. BEN-VENISTE: A matter that Judge rullan
I

ruled upon, Judge ishler accepted Judge Fullman$s
5

opinion. Judge Mishler had a brief hearing pretrial

I
Perhaps I can approach the side bar?

THE COURT: No. I don't know what you're

talking about. You started talking about Michael

Criden.

10
MR. BEN-VEISTEL Yes, he testified that his

11 father -- that he had drove his father to New York

12 on AUgust 22nd.

13 THE COURT: You say Judge Fullman made a ruling

4 MR. BEN-VENISTE: May I approach the side

is bar?

16 THE COURT: you're talking about the taint

17 arising out of Mr- Criden's statement?

%8 MR. BEN-VENISTE Yes.

19 THE COURT: I passed on that.

20 1 already ruled.

21 MR. BEN-VENISTE: I don't recall your

22 specifically done so. Judge Kishler held a hearing

23 pretrial where he found on the basis of representati

24 made by Mr. Racci that there was no taint.

25 I would Suggest to the Court that a reevaluati c'
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trial is in order and on that basis the testimony o

Mr. Michael Criden and Ellis Cook should be stricken.

THE COURT: That request is denied. Mything

further?

MR. SEN VfNISTE: NO, Sir.

THE COURT: Do you wish to -

MR. RON; May I have one?

10 THE COURT: Yes.

11 MR. BROWN: I woUld like to incorporate in

my objection, y motion for a directed judgment, the

c oncepts enunciated by other counsel.

In addition, I would move to strike from

consideration of the jury with respect toMr.

Errichetti all that which occurred after December,

17 1979, particularly with respect to the incidents

Is concerning Congressman Myers of January 24th, 25th

and subsequently.

Since the testimony of Mr. Weinberg and I

21 believe confirmed by the conversations on the January

24th tape were to the effect that Mr. Errichetti

IS had in effect withdrawn, I based that on Mr- Weinberg s

24 testimony where he said while they continued to

25 contact Mr. Errichetti in order to keep Him available
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2 or neutral it was their conclusion he had in essence

withdrawn after the Noto incident of September.

Nd of course, implicit, although not explicit

in the objection is the fact that throughout Mr

6 Puccio has stated he considers incidents, for example

the Lederer circumstances, one of a total conspiracy

which goes beyond that which is charged in the

9 indictment. Getting in what is a mutliple conspiracy

10 being tried.

I ask for a dismissal of the indictment orI'

1 limitation in the rulings which respect 
to Mr.

Errichetti.Ta

14

15

16 (Continued on next page.)

1719

20

21

22

23

21

25



THE COURTZ I think what you are argut%

with respect to the ending point of Mr. Erichetti's

participation in this conspiracy is probably a

fair argument.

There is a conceptual problem, however, in

that what happened after that time is admissible

and probably helpful in this case only to the extent

it helps determine Mr. Myers' state of mind back in

August.

MR. BROWN : That is true.

THE COURT: In so far as his state of mind

in August is a relevant factor, Mr. ErrIchetti is

bound by that if the jury finds there was a conspiracy

at that time.

MR. BROWN: I wrestled with the concept.

I tried to carefully phrase my objections so that at

least it makes some sense.

How that can be handled I think is a matter of

law which I will later have to submit to your Honor

in a brief.

It does appear there is at least a reasonable

inference arising almost to a presumption that

because of what Mr. Weinberg said and the way he

said it, "After that Noto ting," we felt he withdrew'
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2 and was trying to work out some sort of trickc-

3 on us -- I don't think the Court is bound b the

A phrase Mr. Weinberg used in response to my c -sti=:

" Would you say that at that time he was no 'cTrer

6 involved in ABSCAM," and he said, "Yes."

7 I do not say in any sense Mr. Weinberg's

0 statement is binding on the Court.

I I do argue it is a strong inference to a

10 presumption that he has withdrawn.

11 As far as Mr. Myers state of mind in Us torz

12 concept, it is important. I would have to work ha-c

13 for m motion to do Whatever justice i. idicated.

14 ME COURT: Mhen you get right down to what

15 7 have to instruct the jury, it may retire some

16 kind of a focusing of the jurys attention with

17 respect to two or three of the overt acts that are

19 alleged.

19 MR. BROME: Yes.

20 THE COURT: Mich may have occurred after the

time that Mr. Errichetti was out of the conspiracy2t

and if the jury finds he was.

23 I understand your problem and I have focused

on it to some degree. I don't know if it reuires

25 any instruction at this point.
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motion for a partial judgment of acquita1 with reject

to that aspect which is merely to introduce the idea

that I would urge your Honor to charge the jury

after -- I am picking December as the outreaching

date, for example, the Myers conversation of JanUary

24th and those that followed are somewhat precise on

I this point that appears to me, as I recall the tape,

Mr. Ciden says that fellow across the river hasn't

been notified of this and the agents in their techniqueI
say this is a new deal, this has nothing to do with the

13 old.

11 This is between Weinberg. the co-conspiratory'

statement, in reality he had withdrawn% from the

16 -sixary.

1 would ask your Honor perhaps this is not the

right place to bring for , direction to the jury

that would fairly limit any testimony of December

from being considered by them,Ti the presentation

of the defense those issues will I think be high-

lighted --

N THE COURT: To the extent it is motion for

a partial verdict of acquittal, it is denied.

MR. BROWN; That is what I had in mind.
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2 THE COURT As to what instructions to give to

the jury I will wait.

4 MR. BROWN: I make the Bertolotti argument,

5 on the basis, of course, part of the Kotteakos argu-

6 ment as well, Mr. Pucco said: I view all of these

matters not mentioned in the indictment, Lederer,

6 to be specific, Williams when he first -- to be

all of one indictment and even though they are not

10 charged that with Bertolotti, I ask for a dismissal

11 of the indictment based on the Kotteakos case.

12 THE COURT: That is denied.

13 MR. BEN-VENISTE: We would all join in that.

14 Not rearguing specifically those points, but

is with respect to the January 24th and January 25th

11 meetings, in so far as there are admissions with

17 respect to the receipt of money, we have no quarrel.

1. That is admissions with respect to the receipt of

19 money coming from the August 22nd meeting- We do

20ot quarrel with the relevance of that.

21 However, with respect to Mr. Criden although

22 he is present at the meetings on the 24th, it's

2J quite clear from the statements made at that time

24 1 and statements made on the 25th outside his presence,

25 anything to do with the local situation is entirely
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2 prospective and does not involve Mr- Criden in any

way.

I He's not elicited or enlisted into any

prospective agreement, and because of the fact that

he has simply exceeded to , request to produce Mr.

7 Myers, to invite him to a meeting, he is now in a

position in the jury's eyes somehow responsible for

these statements made therein.

Although he does not adopt them or act in any

way to further them

2 THE COURT: You are forgetting some of the

13 evidence that was on the tapes.

4 MR. BEN-VENISTE: I am not forgetting it,

your Honor, I simply don't believe that the statement

made on the tapes with respect to how we are starting

:7 out a new situation, that and that Mr. Criden is

not necessary to be contracted any longer, it's quite

9 apparent in the January 25th meting which incidentally

2is charged as an overt act in the conspiracy, improperly

21 as I suggested to the Court before, since it has

22 nothing to do with the agreement which led to the

23 Ausgut 22nd meeting. I ask that overt act be

24 stricken and not submitted to the jury.

25 Further, I will ask your Honor to review the

82-077 0-81-5S (L. 1) BLR
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2 prosectuor-s memorandum prepared by Mr. Puocio in

3 December of 1979. Judge Pullman has done that.

ThE COURT; So have I.

$ MR. BEN-VENTSTE: You have?

6 MR. BEM-VENISTE± I would ask whether the

7 Court would be willing to comment on my suspicions

a that in that memorandum Mr. puccio concluded that

9 Mr. Myers should be prosecuted on the basis of the

10 facts surrounding the August 22nd meeting.

11 This would indeed confirm the argument which

12 was advanced to your Honor concerning the fact that

13 the later January meeting, and the discussions about

14 the Mafia end the various other things in Philadelphi

15 were at least in part generated with the notion in

16 mind that Mr. Myers would be sitting in a Courtroom

17 at some point and that tape would be played not only

is to his detriment, but any other co-conspirators sitti

19 in the Courtroom with hi.,

20 I think that is an improper technique and the

21 Government has succeeded in having that evidence

22 come before the jury.

23 ThE COURT: That is a matter for me to consider

21 with respect to the dur process motion pending before

25 me -
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2 MR. BEi-VENISTE: Does your Honor have aly

guidance with respect to the putting in of our

4 defense, whether your Honor will allow the jury to

consider disputed factual evidence concerning the

due process issue?

7 THE COURT: It's not an issue for the jury to

consider. I am going to deny your seventh request

I to it on that ground.

1 MR. BEN-VENTSTE: Despite the fact it would

appear from a reading of Judge Fullman's decision

U2 that he may well allow disputed facts on the due

13 process argument to come before your Honor --

.1 MR. DUFFY: There are two items I want to

U5 mention. I join Brother Brown on the Kotteakos

16 aspect.- I didn't want to beat that into the ground

17 during the trial --

a. THE COURT: Yes.

19 MR. DUFFY: Your Honor consistently overruled

20 us and I am sure you take the same position.

21 I have a pleasurable motion to make with

22 some pride. I seek the Court's permission to

23 permit a senior law student from Vill.nova to assist

21 me for the during of the trial.

n I take some pride because he is my daughter.
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3 MR. DUFFYz Jane Duffy.

THE COURT: You have my permission.

Now, did the defendants reach some agreement

6 as to the manner to proceed?

7 MR. CACHERIS: Wr. Neyrs wishes to testify.

In that connection I intend to play two of the tapes

9 during the course of his testimony. And at a certain

10 point I want to stop for his commentary.

I Want to work that out with the technician.

THE COURT: Will he be the first witness?12

MAR. CACHERIS: Yes.

TWE COURT: Are thle tapes ones already in

evidence?
15

MR. CACHERIS: I wouls specifically tell
16

you the tapes of the August 22nd meeting, which isI7

SA or 5B is the actual tape and 7 which is the

January 24th.
19

TrE COURT: you intend to play all of both
20

tapes?
21

MR. CACHERIS: Yes. I feel I have to have

that done --
23

WiE COURT: It is a reru?
24

MR. CACHERIS: A summer rerun, yes.
25
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I might suggest that perhaps because there

will be same commentary at a proper point of stopping

it might be better to have the jury not put the

earphones on and try to listen to the loudspeaker.

THE COURT: I don't know. It's ver, difficult

to hear what is being played out there without the

earphones.

You can hear the conversation through the

earphones.

MR. CACHERISt I would be guided by your Honor's

wishes in this regard.

I wonder if te transcript would be made

available. It will be my hope that they will concen-

trate more on the watching rather than reading.

THE COURT: In so far as the transcripts go --

hContinued on next page.)
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2 MR. DUpFy: Yes, your Honor, we of course,

and I in particular, viewed that, let us say in

particular the taps at the Barkley, I viewed that

$ tape many times watching television. And My experie-e

6 the other day in Court led me to conclude that the

thoughts I had entertained earlier might not be

8 true. I think I have concluded, after watching it

I again over the weekend, without the transcript, that

10 the difficulty arose from the fact that I succumbed

It to the temptation to read the transcript and not

12 watch the picture. And I suggest to the Court that

13 that may be what happened with the jury, I

14 particularly for one am interested in the jury really

is seeing the film. And I enlist the Court's guidance.

16 I suggest it might be good to tell the jury we are

17 not going to give you the transcripts because we

Is really want you to watch the picture.

19 THE COURT: I certainly have no quarrsl with

Focusing the jury's attention either upon the trs-

21 cripts or possible difference between the transcripts

and what it sounds like on the audio, or upon what

23 the actions is on the video. I have some reserva-

24 tions about giving or exposing the jury to an hour

25 and . half of tape without the aid of the transcript,'I
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2 although I would, for the purposes of the defendants,

3 if you want to present it in that way I will permit

I you to do so, or in the way in which it is done if

5 you have a reasonable purpose of what it is you are

I trying to present, it is all right with me.

If you want them to have the transcripts, ine

If you don't I will explain to the jury that the

9 purpose is to have them focus more upon what is on

the screen, what they hear by ear, and what they see

by their eyes, and if they were to see the transcripts

that perhaps there may be a doubt _-

3 MR. oUUyy: It might he better if they were

14 to get the transcript, your Honor, so they don't

15 suspect we are trying to keep it frous them and if

the Court were to tell them --

17 THE COURT: I would feel more comfortable with

is that.

19 MR. CAHEaIs± I have no problem with that.

20 your Honor. I suggest they try to avoid the use

21 of the transcripts.

HR. BEN-VENISTE: Your Honor, the order would

23 be on the order of the indietment in te-us of

N presenting the offense.

2, THE COURT: All right, that is --
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Me. BEN-VEXISTE: Myers. Errichtti. Johansc..

and Criden.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. BROwN: your Honor, we do have one winess

whom we would like to put on th stand who may not

be available tomorrow. I assume your Honor would

9 not restrict US SO long as the defense is going

I along and we would be able to call that witness --

IS THE COURT: I will not restrict that.

11 We are ready to proceed?

12 Bring in the jury.

13 MR. CACHERIS: I have a problem of watching

14 This to indicate when it is to be stopped. I may

15 have to move over here (indicating),

16 THE COURT: That is no problem.

17 M. DURFY: Your Honor, may I inquire of

Is the Court, Mr. Cacheris examines the Congressman,

19 and would it be the Court's position that I cross

20 next or that Nt. puocio conducts his cross and then

21 we get to cross.

22 TE COCKRT Normally I would expect the

23 defendants to examine hin further, whether it be

24 viewed as cross or direct examinaion I guess is

2a moot point, and then Mr. Puccio gets the opportunity
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to cross examine.

MR. CACHERIS: We will be ready shortly, your

Honor.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. BEN-VENISTE. While we are waiting, could

I most respectfully except to your Honor's severance

ruling in respect to the Lederer case, not insomuch

as opposed to the severance from Congressman Ledezer

as I am with the severance as it relates to Brown.

Hi THE COURTt I haven't made th ruling yet.

12 MR. BSE VENISTE Oh, I thought that you had.

13 MR. BROWN: I thought that you had. But that

14 was scuttlebutt, I guess.

15 THE COURT: I won't make the ruling until for

16 example the Government appeals.

17 MR. BEN-VE NISTE: I see that is conditional.

a8 THE COURT: I am prepared to do it in order to

11 accommodate Judge Fulman. There are all kinds of

20 things that might prevent it --

MR. BEN-flNISTE: In which case it would be a

severance under certain conditions.
22

23 THE COURT: It is y present intention --

24 M. BEN-VENISTE: We were thinking of things

like your Honor deciding it our way.25
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THE COURT: That is another possibility.

Are you ready?

MR. CACHERIS: Yes.

THE COURT: All right, bring in the jury.

(The jury thereupon returned to the Courtroom

at 10:12 o'clock A.M.)

THE COURT: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen,

Ihope you all had a nice weekend. Since I spoke

to you an Priday morning have you talked to anyone

about the case? Has anyone talked to you or attempteC

to talk to you? If so, will you please raise your

hands.

(There was no response.)

THE COURT: Since that time have any of you

read any newspaper articles, or seen any television

broadcasts or any radio broadcasts that had anything

to do with the trial?

(There was no response.)

THE COURT: Very tood.

Now, the Government has concluded its side

of the case so we are at that stage of the trial

where the defendants have the opportunity to present

evidence on their side of the case. The order in

which the defendants will proceed, although there
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may be some deviation wth respect to the order of

witnesses and so forth, but generally speaking yo

will be hearing from Mr. Cacheris on behalf of the

defendant Myers, Mr. Brown on behalf of the defendant

Errichetti, Mr. Duffy on behalf of the defendant

Johanson, and Mr. Ben-Veniste on behalf of the

defendant Criden.

All right, Mr. Cacheris, you may proceed.

HR. CACHERIS: Your Honor, I call Mr. Myers.

THE CLERK: Please raise your right hand.

M I C H A EL M H E R S, called as a witness,

having been first duly sworn by the Clerk of

the Court, took the stand and testified as

follows:

THE CLEP.: please state your full name for

the record.

THE WITNESS: Michael Myers, M-y-e-r-s.

THE CLER: Please be seated.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. CACHERIS:

MR. BROWN: If your Honor please, you might

perhaps suggest if the jurors Would not refer to thle

transcripts.

MR. CACHERIS: It will be a few minutes before
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2 we get there.

MR. PROWN: I beg your pardon.

I THE COURTt Proceed.

5 BY MR. CACHERIS:

0 Mr. Myers, how old are you?

A 37 years old.

B 0 Where do you reside?

9 A Philadelphia. 2636 South 6th Street,

lo Philadelphia, PA.

ii Q What type of neighborhood is that?

12 A It's a working class neighborhood.

i13 With whom do you live?

14 A I live with my wife and three children.

is 0 Ho. old are your children?

16 A My oldest son is Michael, he is 12 years old.

17 I have a daughter, Kelly-Ann, 10 years old, and I have a son

Is Kevin, who is 9 years old.

19 0 Are your parents living?

A yes, they are.

21 0 Where do they live?

A They live about two blocks away from where

23 Il~ve. same eihborhood.

24 0 Mat does your father do for a living?

25 A e is now a retired lonshoreman.
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o Mr. Myers, how long did you go to school?

A I left school in the 10th grade. I complCted

nine years.

o What kind of a family do you come from in

terms of size?

A I am one of eight children. I have five

sisters and two brothers, and three cousins that was raised

with us.

Q

did you say?

Now, when you left school in the l0th grade,

A yes.

o Mat did you do after that?

A Well, I went to Work as a Western Union

telegram boy delivering telegrams.

a For how long did that last?

A That Lasted about six months.

o What did you do thereafter?

A After that I Want to work in a can company,

assembly worker in a can company.

O How old were you then?

A I was about going on 17.

o How long did you remain as an assemblyman

in the ran company?
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on the waterfront

worked there?

down there at the

first started workLt,

on the docks? I

A I was 18 years old at that time.

* How long did you remain working on the docks?

A Well, I worked on the docks until about 1974,

from '70 to '74 on a part time basis, because during that

Period of time I was a member of the State Legislature in

Pennsylvania. But in those days when I was a meter or

the legislature the salary was only $7200 a year, and I used

to work a couple of days on the waterfront to supplement

my income to try to make ends meet at home-

a When did you first get into politics?

A I first got into politics when I wa 21 years

old.

T ?ell the jury how you got into politics?

A Yes.

I was helping , friend out at the time, a

gentleman named McNulty, William McNulty. He was the DenmoraticI
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2 Ward leader in those days, and h. asked me to help out

a at one of the polling places. So I agreed to. And I took

I it from there. I ran for Connitteeman after that and

$ gradually worked my way up through the Ward organization.

6 I became the First Vice Chairman. Then I became Chairman

and then I became Ward leader. And I got an opportunity when

I was 27 to run for the State Legislature.

9 0 How old were you when you ran for the State

0 Legislature?

A 27 years old.

2 0 How long did you remain in the State

13 Legislature?

14 A I was elected in November of 1970. And I

served -- and I was sworn into office in January of '71,

and I remained there until November of 1976 when I became

a mber of Congress.

Q Tel the jury how you became a member?

11 A Well, my predecessor Was a William Barrett.

20 He had died in April of 1976. And under the party rules

it was up to the party to select someone to replace his

name on the ballot. He had been nominated posthumously

23 in the primary election. So with his death of course it

24 created the vagancy. And the Democratic Party leaders of

the county met and they selected me to run and replace Mr.
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Barrett's name in November.

3 Now at that point in time the Governor, Governr

Schaff it was at that time, declared a special election to

be held on November -- on election day in November of '76.

6 SO actually I was elected twice the same day. One election

elected me to serve out the unexpired term left vacant

a by Mr. Barrett and the other was to a full two year t.e

9 which would commence January of 1977.

10 Q what type of district is that?

A Well, it is strictly a working class district.

U2 It's about half black, half white.

13 0 Mr. Myers, I want to direct your attention

14 to July and August of 1979?

A Yes.'5

16 a And ask you if you met Louis Johanson?

A Yes, I did.17

1 a will you tell the members of the Jury how

19 YOU met him?

A Yes, I will, Mr. Cacheris.20

sometime in late July, early August of 197921

Mr. Johanson called me and said that he would like to talk22

to me.

So I said fine. That I would be going to

Longwood, where I had a summer place probably most of the
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2 month of August where he could stop by and if he Wanted to

3 see ca, we will talk.

He did. He stopped by my place. He st.pnsd

5 by one night around 5 or 6;00 O'clock. My wife and I were

going out at the time.

A d I said, 'Lou, listen, I am going Out

Would you mind if I stopped off? I will stop over your

I house tomorrow morning. We will have a cup of coffee and

0 e will talk."

I He said, 'Fine."

So the next morning I Went over to Lou's

1s house and we--

4 0 Will you tell us how you knew Mr. Johanson?

A Well. I knew Mr. Johanson through politics.

6 4r. ohaneon is a Ward leader in the City of Philadelphia.

1 am also a Ward leader. And we have attended many political

1 gatherings, rallys, meetings dealing with registration, deal-

19 1mg with putting our ticket together for the election and

the primary in general.

We have a system in Philadelphia where all the

22 Ward leaders meet once a week for about 8 to 10 weeks prior

to an election. Every Friday morning we meet and we go

over election strategy. We get into the overall registxatior

n drive. You know Lou and I have spent a lot of time together

82-077 O SI- (Pt I) BLR
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2 over the period of the time that I have been a Ward leader.

0 bjd he ever help you in an election year?

4 A Yes. He has helped me. He has pitched

5 in and helped me. And be has helped other friends of mine

6 in various elections because we work together-

Q And you did meet with him?

A Yes. I met with him at his place in Lonort

which is a couple of blocks from my place.

10 a What did you discuss?

11 A Well, we had a discussion about -- we sat

12 down -- when I got to his house he said, "Well, come around

13 the back of the house." And he had soe beach chairs sittns

11 in the rear of his place with a little garden there. And

15 we had some general discussion. We had a cup of coffee.

16 And he went on to tell me about this rich Sheik, about this

17 rich Arab Sheik that he knew. He told me about a deal that

Is he was involved in with his partner, Mr. Criden.

i 0 Did you know Mr Criden?

IS A NO, I didn't know Mr. Criden. I know of him.

21 Ihad seen his name, you know, on the law firm on a door,

V but I really didn't know Mr. Criden.

23 And he told me about this hotel casino deal

24 in Atlantic City. And that him and Mr. Criden were looking

I to land this deal. It looked very good. He told me that if
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2 went through they wn-e going te make . tremendous 'ea.

l e didn't tell me the exact fee, but he told me it was in

the millions.

He told he if it worked out be was going to

I retire, get out of politics, go down to Longport and just

retire.

So of course it just sounded great to ne.

I wished him luck.

,a And so he went on further starting to tell me

R about his son, which I was aware of.

2 And he went on to tell ns that this rich

13 Arab was willing to pay $100,000 to him and er. Criden if

11 they could introduce some important people to the Sheik.

15 So I told him, I said, "You know, Lou, that

% sounds like a fairy tale to me."

1 never heard of something like that.

IM "For what reason?"

19 1 said, "Why would he do that?'

X He said, "We- , he has got so much money; he

21 has Bot billions," he said, "$100,000 to him is just peanuts

M It just don't mean anything."

S go, you know, thinking about this hotel and

21 all this money, maybe it's true. It seemed like . fairy

H tale. I Couldn't believe that it was true. But I had
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2 confidence in Lou. I wouldn't believe he would be gi, n;

3 me any B.S. I believed it. So he said if I was willing

to meet with this gentleman that there would be a hundred

thousand dollars and he would be willing to give me $25,000.

Then he went on to explain how the money

was to be split up.

He told me about Angelo Errichetti at that

time, the Mayor of Camden.

10

I'

12 (Continued on next page.)
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He told nis about Mr. Weinberg.

He told me I would get $25,000 and him and

Mr. Criden would get $25,000 to split.

Mayor Errichetti would get $25,000, and $25,00

would go to Wr. Weinberg another representative of the Sheik

No other names were mentioned. I didn't know of any other

names at that time of any of the representatives.

9 What were you supposed to do?

A Well, I just asked hiim that question.

I said, "Lou, what am I expected to do?"

He said, "You will probably never see these

guys again. You whIt have to do anything. I can assure

you these people have so much money they are willing to

pay that amount just to know some important people. -

So I said, "Well, as long as I don't have to

do anything," I said, "It sounds okay to e."

I8 So he went on and told me that -- I said,

it -Well, what do they want to ask me?"

A I said, 'Do I have to know anything?"

21 'Well, the Sheik may ask you some questions

about immigration. There was some talk about,' he said,

"Maybe a hostile situation where he currently lives. He

U might have to try to come to America. He may talk to you

25 about that. But," he said, "I an not sure about that."
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2 He said, -If you really go you will meet later with

Mayor Errichetti and be will tell you word for word just

what to do and what to say.-

5 He says,"And also with Weinberg. You will

meet with them and I will set that up.-

So I said, "Okay. Set it up."

0 Why did you agree to set it up?

9 A Well, first of all I thoughtyou know,

Is obviously Lou was very excited about this hotel deal. I

11 thought I was doing him a favor by meeting with this rich

12 br and because he had done se a lot of favors, particular

13 in the last general election.

11 And so I also seen it as a way to pick up

is some easy money for doing absolutely nothing.

16 0 Did that conclude the conversation at that

17 time?

Is A Tat basically concluded the conversation at

that time with Mr. Johanson.

N 0 Did you meet with him again?

A Yes, T spoke to him again.

22 During that period of time, during August,

23 Congress was in recess, and I had spent e lot of time down

24 at my snner place. I would go back londays, and Tlesdays

and Thursdays and just ride back to the office, which is
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about, well, 56 miles from my hoe. So it is about an

hour aide. I would go up for office hours at night and

then return the same night to my place at the shore.

He stopped by my house one night right aroup

6 suppertime and he said that the meeting was set up for the

next day. So that would be the day before the 22nd. This

would be the 21st of August.

So I said, "Okay. what we do have to do?"

He said, "Well, we will have to get there

early because you are going to meet with Mayor Errichetti

and you are going to meet with Mel Weinberg to go over -he

1 script of what you are to say to the Sheik.-

14 I said, "Okay.' I said, "Well, how do you

want to go up?"

6 He said, "I don't care. I will pick you up

or you will pick . up.'

I had a pretty decent car. And I said, "T

will pick you up tomorrow morning."

20 The next morning, that would be August 22nd,

the day of this meeting. I picked up Hr. Johanson at his'I

house. And then I headed up the Garden state Parkway up

to the -- we got up to the airport, Kennedy Airport, I23

would say somewhere around 9:45, somewhere in that range.
25

And we went in the airport, We had some breakfast ttere.
2,
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And we hung around the lobby there just waiting for this

meting to take place. I was to met with Errichetti

and Weinberg. We waited there. We waited there and they

never showed until about somewhere in the vicinity of lli30,

I would say, a quarter after eleven or 11:30 they showed

up.

Q Did you meet anyone else?

A During that period of time?

I didn't meet anyone else, no.

ar. Johanson and I just sat there reading

papers and just waiting for them to show up.

* At 11:30 they showed up?

A At 11:30 Angelo Errichetti walks in and with

him is Mr. Criden and a couple of other gentlemsn. One

was Mr. Criden-s son and another gentleman I believe to be

now that I have seen him around, I believe it was the Mayor'

driver.

I was introduced to everybody. This was the

first tine I met Mr. Criden and the first tire I met his

son.

Of course I knew Mayor Errichetti because of

any number of other transactions in the Port of Philadelphia

which of course includes his City, the Port of Camen.

We met on the Penjurdel Corporation. That's a corporation
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that takes in the whole Delawarn Valley, Philadelphia, new

Jersey and Caden, the Port.

(Continued on next page.)
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AS a matter of fact, Camden is across the

river?

A Yes, directly across the river.

When you talk about the Port of Philadelphia,

that includes the City of Candenu The ILA in Philadelphia

handles all that work in that port, although it's another

state, the same jurisdiction.

I knew Ang, and said hello, and he grabbed

me by the arm and pulled me on the side.

He left the main group standing talking,

and we were against the wall in the airport.

He told me at that time that the plans had

changed. We weren't going to meet with Mel Weinberg because

of . time problem.

QNot?

A Not going to meet with Mel Weinberg, which

I believed we were going to do to go over the script of

what I was supposed to say and do.

He said, 'I will tell you what you have to

do. First of all, the sheik does not understand English.

No matte what you say, he doesn't knOw what you're saying

is the truth or what.-

I said, -Is he going to ask any questions?"

He said, 'They may ask you something about
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immigration."

I said, "1 don't really know that much about

I immigration. If he gets into any technical areas I won't

know the answer.

"Talk about anything. Talk about the phillies'

I know quite a bit about the Phillies.

a That was about the extent of it. "you've

I got to come on strong."

m He also told me; "Did you ever see me on

11 television?" I had seen him many times talking about things

12 in Camden. ,You know how positive I am, how strong I come

13 on? That is the way you've got to act. The sheik likes

11 tough guys. Tell how him powerful you are. Maybe talk

Is about immigration. You will never have to do anything,

16 Don't worry about that. I got that covered. If there

V7 are any areas you don't understand I will talk up. Mel

18 is going to be in the ros with us. Mel is our friend.

19 He wouldn't let anything happen to get you in trouble.-

20 I said, "Okay. If it's that simple." He

21 assured me that it was and I said fine.

N 0 What happened then?

23 A After that, we headed over to the hotel which

24 was . mile or so away from the airport. A few minutes

2S later Lou Johanson and I walked out and walked to the parking
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S lot an picked up the oar. We followed .. ybe ten minutes

3 or .o behind him over to the hotel, parked outsIde the

4 hotel. IU and I both walked in.

& When I walked in the hotel lobby, Mayor

I Errichetti was standing right in front of the elevators.

Lou said, "I will wait" and vered over to my right over

s to the cocktail lounge in the lobby.

9 I walked Up tb the Mayor. Me said "There

,0 has been a change in plan."

11 "What do you ea," I said. "Thc sheik is

12 tied up at another Meeting. you're not going to .est with

13 the sheik.-

14 I aid, "With whom will I meet? "One of

15 his representatives, but Mel will still be thee. Come

16 on the some way."

11 "Suppose they ask me questions I can't handle?

is He said. 'We will handle that."

i9 "What about immigration?"

He said: "Tell them to do anything they

V want, don't .orry about that. You don't ever have to worry

2 about the sheik coming to America because Mel already told

n me if he has to leave his country arrangements have been

24 made in South America and they never include to come to

S aterica. I
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2 So, I said, "Fine." As long as I TnderStco

that. That was about the extent of it.

He was telling me all the way up in the elevator

"Coie on strong, talk positive, tell him about yourself,

6 how important you are in Washington and you re on important

committees and you control this and that, make yourself

sound important because they like important people."

I walked in the door. That i- where the

10 tapes are.

MR. CACHERIS; With your Honor's permission,

we would like to run the August 22nd tape.

13 THE COURT; That is Exhibit S.

11 With respect to the playing of the tapes, ladies

1s and gentlemen, you have seen this tape before, and

16 with this one and with respect to another one you

may be looking at, counsel h-e requested me to sucoss

1. to you that since you have been through the tapes

11 once with the transcripts, and what they would like

20 to do at this point, instead of concentrating heavily

21 on the transcript, concentrate more on what you tear

Vand what you see.

23 1 know there is a temptation to watch the wots

24 rather than what is going on at the screen. Let te

25 encourage you to keep your eyes off the transcript
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end watch the screen and listen to the words.

The transcripts will be given to you so that

4 you can follow and so forth. Keep in mind the trans-

cripts themselves are not the evidence, 
it's what

6 you see and what you hear which is the evidence.

7 you may distribute the transcripts.

a MR. CACIERIS: I ask Mr. rsrst to help me.

I'm totally comechanical. I would push the wrong buttcx.

TO I a sure.

1 (Transcripts being distributed to the jury at

12 this time.)

13 THE COURT: Did I understand it was your inter-

14 tion to stop the tape at certain points and ask

Is questions and proceed with the rest of the tape?

16 MR. CACHERIS: Yes, sir.

17 THE COURT you will go through the entire

I8 tape?

9 IMR. CACHERIS: yes., sir.

20 One juror does not have Exhibit 5A in her vol ,

21 pause. voji

THE COURT: Ready?

MR- CACHiERIS: One question.

24 what is your nickname?

25 A Ozie, O-z-z-i-e.
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MR. CACHERIS: We are ready to proceed.

THE COURT; All right.

(Tape played.)

Q Mr. Myers, is it correct to say you just

walked into the room and you made discussion about your

position and your leadership, is that correct?

A Yes, Mr. Cachers.

* Were all the things you were saying in there

accurate?

A No, they were not. When Mr. Errichetti gave

me the clue to talk about me, I went on to expand how

important I was.

0 Did Mr. Errichetti say you were the leader

of a six Congressional delegation?

A Yes. I picked up on that. He was not right.

Q Hew large is it?

A The delegation is four renters. TO keep

his statement right, I go on to expand Philadelphia and

talk about two more counties to Make it six members.

Of course, that is not true.

o If indeed there were six members including

the SOutheastern counties, would you be the leader?

A No, there are senior members from the other
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2 Q Did you also tell them that you had renres-,-

tion an the Judiciary committee?

A Yes. I said that, and of course, we do not.

S Do you tell them you were very keen ith

6 immigration matters?

7 A I said that. Of course, we don't have.

a 0 Are you, as you said, the spokesman :or the

9 Southeast region?

10 A NO, I'm not. I speak for myself only.

11 0 Why did you say these things?

12 A I was trying to make myself look tmrortant.

13 Impress the representative of the Arabs. I had al1 the

14 power and I was an important individual.

Is MR. CACWERIS; All right.

16 (Tape played.l

17 0 Was that Mr. DeVito speaking to you?

18 A Yes.

9 a He told you that he was sure the Favor had

20 explained all this to you?

21 A Yes.

22 Q In fact, the Mayor had explained it all to

23 you?

21 A There may be talk about imvigratior and I

25 should come on strong, but the Mayor never mentioned anythzn'
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2 about Somoza. When Mr. Devito brings up the name Somoza,

that is the first I heard of that.

MR. CACHERIS: All right.

I ~(Tape played. )

IQ ow, you've told Mr. Devito that you could

I drag outa bill kepin someone in the country?

8 A ye, I did.

IQ .. that correct?

10A That is not correct. As far as I know about

U private bills, each bill would be judged on its ovn merlt$

12 and that is strictly up to that committee to handle it.

13 1 don't serve on that committee.

11 Why did you say that?

5 A I was trying to impress them saying I could

6 do anything.

7 Q Now, again you discussed the four and six

W delegation?

11 A That is -- I don't want to change it, what

20 he said.

21 Q You are tied up with Ohio, what did you mean

22 by that?

3 A If they want an important man, I could control

24 Ohio too.

n MR. CACHERIS: Okay.
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(Tape played.)

3 0 Do you take matters to the Chai Men of the

A Judiciary Committee?

A No. I never took any matter to the Cha!-r..::,

* of the Judiciary Committee. I only know the man to say

7 good morning.

6 1 hardly know Mr. Rodino.

9 MR. CACHERIS: All right.

10 (Tape played.)

11 9 Mr. Meyers, Mr. DeVito asked you about your

12 connections in the State Department?

13 A Yes.

14 0 Your response was you had a lot of connections

is in the State Department?

16 A That's what I say. That I had connections

17 in the State Department. I'm trying to impress how iMportan

Is I am.

19 9 Do you have any connections with the State

0 Department?

21 A No. I didn't have any then and I don't have

M any now. I never had any connections in the State Department.

2 MR. CACHERIS: All right.

24 (Tape played.)

25 0 Did you go on the Appropriations Commiuttee?
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A

Fisheries

0

you in his

A

strictly B

9

legislation

A

Q

What committee were you on?

Education, Labor, and Merchant Marine a-e

Committee.

MR. cACHERIS: Okay.

(Tape played.)

What do you mean by that statement, Wets

corner?

I don't know really what that means. It's

BS.

MR. CACHERIS: All right.

(Tape played.)

Did you tell him you had the clout to introduce

yes.

What does that mean?

A M~y member of Congress can introduce legisI tion

by having the bill drafted and dropping it in the hopper.

I tried to make it sound like it takes me

to introduce a bill which is totally untrue.

MR. CACHERIS: All right.

(Tape played.)

9 Now, you Just said you can wait until the

smoke clears, eighteen months pass, what are you saying?
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I am lust stalling, trying

Impress upon him I could do

2726

to answer his

all this, stall the,

I a totally BS'ing there.

MR. CACHERIS: All right.

(T.pe played.)

a Mr. DeVito told you, asked you, are you going

to introduce a bill to get him here, what does that mean?

A He didn't understand what he was talking

about either. He's all through this. He said things that

don't make sense to me. He doesn't understand immigration

or the Congress.

MR. CACHERIS: All right.

(Tape played.)

a You were asked about the worst possible

situation, what did Mr. Errichetti say?

A He said I would have to put a bill in. I

said yes. I would have to put a bill in at that point

in tine-

0

A

I'm on his

MR. CACHERIS: All right.

(Tape played.)

What did you mean by that?

I wanted to impress the representatives that

side and how important I was. I control the

A

questions.

committee.
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2 delegation, to impress upon him. I wanted to have h-Lt

believe I was a strong guy in Congress.

Q Is that in accordance with the directions

5 you had?

I A Come on strong. I'm coming On Strong. I

know he doesn't cnow what I'm talking about. I even build

it up more.

9 MR. CACHERIS: Okay.

If. (Tape played.)

0 You can speak for the Philadelphia delegation,

12 Southeastern Region and the rest of the State delegation?

3 A We tie into the rest of the State delegation.

U What I mean, I can deliver all these people. That Is the

5 procedure we use -- that is what I as telling him. It's

6 total S. We don't use that procedure. Each region is

17 after its own things for its own region. What's beneficial

18 for Pittsburgh doesn't help Philadelphia. We differ on

19 most a11 issues.

2] (continued on next page)

22

23

2i

25
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(Tape played.)

a What did you mean by that expression?

A That is a figure of speech that I us. a

had been using for many years.

I had heard that back in the waterfro..- .

It seems that everthing you wanted to do or had to &c

took money, so it is a phrase we used on the water-f-nt

and something I have been using for many years.

(Tape played.)

0 Now, you Just told Mr. DeVito that yc- have

all sorts of people oowing from the Middle East and OPZC

countries and wanted to make deals?

A Well, that is what I said, but I didn't k=o

anybody from OPEC countries or the Middle East and I don't

anybody from OPEC Countries or the Middle East whoever

intended to come.

(Tape played.)

o YoU say you know all sorts of operations

such as we ae talking about now'

A I say that but I am just trying to Epress

him that I am the guy who knows all about these inciration

matters, and that I can handle these things.

I do not know any of these deals and ,ver

heard of one.
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I am trying to build up how important I an

and can handle it just for his ears.

(Tape played.)

Q Do you know key staff people, key people who

ca show you how to stall things?

A No, I don't know any staff people on the

judiciary committee. r don't know any key people on there

whatsoever.

0 I told him this to make me seem important.

That is why I am saying it to him.

12 (Tape played.)

13 Q Now, you tell bhi that you got the best guy

11 in the world, you have got some real key people in State.

15 A I don't know anybody in State, and he asked me

16 for the name and I told him I could not give him the name

17 and the reason I couldn't is because I don't know any.

Is (Tape played.)

19 0 you just said you were going to discuss with

M State and line up your connections there.

21 is that correct?

A That is what I said.

23 0 Did you ever go to anyone in the State

4 Department and discuss anyone, with anyone, in the State

S Department , about this matter?
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A No, I did not.

3 In never did. I never intended to and never

bad in my entire career.

(Tape played.)

6 Q All right.

7 Now, Mr. DeVito asked you about green cars.

a A Yes, he asked me about greon cards.

0 what did Mr. Erriehtti say?

10 A Angelo butted in and said he has feelers -1

11 for green cards.

12 0 Do you know anything about that?

13 A I knew absolutely nothing about green cards.

14 when Angelo butted in 3 knew he was in an

15 area and I couldn't explain.

16 Q Did you know anything that Mr. Errichetti

17 was doing about green cards?

is A No, that was an area I didn't understand

19 well and it there was any question about green cards, if

N you read on, you can see that I dwroiied up because I didn't

21 kuow anything about green cards.

22 (Tape played.)

23 Q what did you mean in this passage where you

24 were talking about economics, investing dollars?

25 A It goes back to the hotel in Atlantic City
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that Lou Johanson told me about, and all the other 4-. z

they were talking about.

I thought if he was, if the Sheik had a-.

this money and intended to invest over here, fine, 1 .d

like to have some in my district and go on to tell hiz

that is the way that people can immigrate here.

Of course, I don't know much about tt

procedure, but I knew he didn't neither.

(Tape played.)

Q Now, you said there that this gives -ou the

perfect opportunity to raise hell before Congress.

What do you mean by that?

A I am trying to impress him that if soe

investments came into my district this would give e ahn

opportunity to raise hell.

I a- always looking for any kind of investment

in my district and that is what I was trying to relate to

him, that Philadelphia was a good tow and he should say

to spend some money there.

I was trying to impress him that this would

make me go ahead with anything dealing with irsigrati,

if he would come back and act some investments in my

district.

I knew that I never had to do that and I
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wouldnt be asked to do that, Ind I thought it was a great

opportunity to lobby for my City.

* Did you intend to do anything before Congress?

A I never did anything and never intended to

do anything before Congress and was told that I did not

have to.

That is the reason 'hy I went to this meeting.

(Tape played.)

o Now, you said there you deal with these

matters continually. Mhat did you mean by that?

A Well, I was trying to impress upon the

representative of the Arab that this was just a matter of

routi,e for me. That I deal with these things all the

time, this was not true. I never deal with them. In my

experience I have had one private bill In four years and I

don't know anything about private bills and I never was

involved in private bills.

o Why don't you tell us about the bi~l.

A Okay.

Sometime around June of 1979, a social agency

in Philadelphia in my district contacted my local office

and they said that there was a gentleman who was going to

be deported from the United States and that they would like

to have me intercede. He resided in my district.
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SO my staff handled the matter and they got

all the facts together and the way it came down is that this

gentleman had cancer and he didn't expect to live too long.

He had two children that were born here in the United States.

For that reason he did not want to leave his family, you

know, until his death, sometime in the near future. After

all the facts were together his lawyer contacted my staff

and they came to me and explained the situation to me,

that this gentleman had two children born here and be anted

to remain here for the remainder of his days.

I agreed.

" said, have a bill drafted and I would be

happy to introduce it.

That is the only experience I ever had with

immigration matters at all.

(Tape played.)

a Were you interested in legitimate investments

in Philadelphia?

A Of course.

I am always interested

in Philadelphia in my district

in any kind of invest-

and particularly with

t am always lobbying for business to come

into the City, whenever I get an opportunity.
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In this case I knew all this money, I h;:rd
3

four hundred million in Chase Manhattan, and I heard abcs

this big hotel casino and a rortqago company and all this
5

money and I continually thought about my district, kn-inc

6
1 didn't have to do anything.

If this was for real, and they had to cc-a

to my district, it certainly would be a plus for me.

(Tape played.)
l0

0 All right.
II

Now, you are telling him you can use your

connection with the committee and stall things?
tO A That is what I said.
I' Q Is that true?

is A No. that is not true.

16 Each bill, whether it would be an imigratior

I? matter of not, that is introduced in Congress is weighed
'B upon its own merits. Whatever committee has jurisdiction

19 over that matter sets the scheduling of the matter and sets

20 th hearing and it is taken up from there. They either

approve or it falls on the merits.

72 sometimes a hearing can be held in one day

23 and it is recorded out or it may stay there for three months.

N I don't have anything to do with that commit-s.

25 So I . just B.S'inq him.
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o Did you have any ability to staff anything'

A No, anything deal.ig with immigration you hdve

to understand it strictly in the judiciary committee. I

don't serve in the judiciary committee and no member of

our State does.

(Tape played-)

0 Now, you mntioned the Port of Philadelphia.

why did you do that?

A Well, anytime that I get in a room with more

than two people I talk about the Port.

The Port is very close to me. I always

talk about the Port.

Of course, my father worked there and I

worked there and we made a nice living from the Port.

Anything I can ever do as an elected official

to help that Port, I try to do it. I am thinking about all

this four hundred million and that we have a need for a

third container Pier and we have all sorts of needs for

Port development and I thought it was an area they might

be interested in.

If I could explain to them that it was a good

Pier and it is a good place to work out of and do business,

maybe they would come and if they did it would he a plus

and I would be very happy.
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Did that have anything to do with your

office?

Oh, no, it had nothing to do with my Con-rees-'

(Tape played.)

What are you saying there? Mat is your

A My intention there is in case they were

intending to go to New York. I was trying to discourage

them and to bring them into Philadelphia.

(Tape played.)

0 Wat are you talking about there, about hndl

that, all that can be handled?

A 11, he mentioned that we have to kick same-

thing into the Crion people. That is not So.

Philadelphia is dying for the work and a

very 'oo port.

you don't have to operate like that in

Philadelphia. If you have a shipping company that wants

to come in, there are Piers that are empty and dying for the

Wrk.

Because of automation we have lost a lot of

jobs in that Port and we will do anything to get jobs in

that Port.
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(Tape played.)

Q what are you saying there?

A What I am saying. it is a great otport

for them to come in with all this money to take ove- o-L

6 of these empty Piers. It is a legitimate oTeratic .

They could, you know, get all the hel m

needed as far as the local participation from City C

is concerned, from the Port corporations and it -o z

N been a great thing for my Port and that is what I

I concerned about there.

11 1 keep trying to promote the Port because

13 anything that comes into that City is of benefit to e a d

4 particularly when I know I don't have to do anythi-g fcr

Is it.

(Tape played.)

I7 ~Mr. Myers, you just said you got my g-ratee,

you have no problems with me, and Mr. Errichetti -s you

1 have my guarantee.

M shat were you guaranteeing?

21 A I would have guaranteed hin anything ne wante-

22 a guarantee on because I knew I didn't have to do anithina

23 and never intended to do anything and was told that.

214 I was also told, as I told you earlier that

Ms this possibility could never come up because it was alreaa.
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taken care of.

(Continued on next paqe.
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(Tape ends.)

ME. CACHERIS: Can we have , recess at this

point, your Honor?

THE COURT: Yes.

6 Take a short recess ladies and qentlernn.

Con't discuss the case during recess.

(Recess taken at this time.)

THE COURT: All right, bring in the ]ury.

10 (The Jury is in the jury box.)

THE COURT: All right. Mr. Cacheris.

2 M I C A E L N Y B R S. resumed the stand.

having been previously duly sworn, testified

1. further as follows:

I DIRECT EXAM INATION

6 BY MR. CACHERTS: (Continued)

Q Mr. Myers, at this meeting of August 22nd.

1 which was just gone through, Mr. Weirberg was there?

9 A Yes, he was.

2 Were you told by anyone what to expect from

2' him?

22 A yes, I was told by Mayor Erriehetti that

23 Mel Weinberg would be there, and in the event I ran into

2* a problem in an area I didn t understand or couldn't e.-!-.

2 he would take care of that.

S%-07T 0-SI l0t (Wt. I I,1
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He would handl that and butt in.

Wen you left that meeting, did you have any

doing anything?

No, I had never had intentions of doing any-

thing,

I was strictly told that I never had to do

anything on several occasions,

I never did anything and never intended to

do anything.

Q

private bill?

A

Q

with you?

Did you do anything in connection with this

I never done anything at all.

Now,as you left the meeting you had an envelope

A Yes.

O Can you tell the jury what happened to that?

A I walked out of that room with this envelope

which was handed to me by Mr. DeVito. And as socn as I

passed through that door I handed the envelope over to M .

Zrrichetti.

0 What happened then, Mr. Myers?

A

elevator.

Errithetti

We continued up the corridor towards the

Wen I reached the elevator I stepped off.

stayed on that floor with the envelope.

I
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2 The door closed. That is the last I seen of Mr. Erricetti>

I went down to the lobby and walked over to

the cocktail lounge to pick up Lou Johanson.

I looked around the cocktail lounge and

* it was completely empty, there were no customers.

1 walked outside figuring maybe he went out

to the car. Sure enough, he was sitting in the car reading

* a pocket novel.

10 I got in the car and Mr. Johanson said to

me: -How did it go? I guess it went fine.-

We started the car up and went back to

1 Philadelphia.

4 a what did you do then?

A Got back to Philadelphia, we stopped and

6 had something to eat in the center City area near Mr.

Johanson s office.

4 He made , phone call over to his office. And

19 h said, "Okay, they are back, let's go over.-

SWe eh the restaurant and headed over to the

21 law office. There were people there that I didn't know.

2 I walked into Mr. Criden's office and Mr. Johanson, Mr.

* Criden and myself sitting around in his office around his

24 desk.

25 Mr. Criden went on to tell me, he said: "we
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2
got a problem.-

I said, "WMat is th problem?"

He said, "There has been . misunderstanding."

I said, "hat do you mean a misunderstanding?"

6 He said, "'t was supposed to be one hundred

thousand dollars in the package. But now it's only fifty

thousand.-

So he said, "I don't know what happened at

10 the top. I don't have all the details."

11 So, I didn't know what to think at that time.

12 Maybe Weinberg got off with the money. I did't know what

13 to think. hMat could I do or say about it?

14 He said to me, "Because it was only fifty,

U that twenty-five had to go back to Ange and Mel so we were

16 left with $25,000."

11 He put the twenty-five thousand on his desk

18 and he said: -I am sorry, I never expected this to happen.'

19 SO we talked about it.

20 He said, "Look, you were promised twenty-five,

21 how about if you take fifteen ad we will take ten?'

NI said, "elliwhat can I say about it. It's

23 all right with me. We don't have to do anything for the

24 money, it's found money."

25 It seemed like a fairy tale to we. What is the
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2 difference.

3 At that point in time I picked up $15,000

4 which was three bundles of money, five thousand in each

bundle. I put it in my pocket and I left his office and

6 walked out of his office to my car.

0 Did you get any other money out of this?

B A No, that was the extent of any money.

0 What did you do with the money?

0 A Well, first of all, this was in August.

It was back to school time. I paid the tuition for my

2 children to go to waldren Academy and including the tuition

3 and back to school clothes and books it was about $4,000

IA right there.

I paid snme of my wife's charges and got all

14 of that stuff paid off, a couple of more thousand dollars,

17 maybe $3,000.

I bought some furniture. I paid my father

19 back a thousand dollars that I owed him from the last summer

2 tuition money.

2 went through it that way, things for the

V house, and bought a couple of things probably I didn't

23 need. It was found money so I spent it quickly.

2d Q From that time, August 22nd, till January of

25 1980, did you ever have anything further to do with any of
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the participants in this transaction?

A No. I had nothing to do with any of the

participants. The only one I really had any dealings with

after that was Lou Johanson. And that went back to the

6 political end, going into a general election, we met at

the Friday meetings, but we never discussed any of this.

Q When did you next hear from anyone?

A The next I heard about the Sheik was in

10 Januey. January 24th. I was dow in Washington that day.

11 The house was in session.

1U I received a phone call from Mr. Criden.

13 And Mr. Criden -- when the call came through I was on the

U house floor. I returned his call.

15 Mr. Criden said "our friends were back in

16 town. He had spoken to Mel Weinberg and they were very

17 much impressed with me.-

18 I impressed the Arab representative and there

11 was . new representative in Philadelphia working on a

20 hotel complex that they were looking to build. Another

21 Jewish gentleman named Mr. Cohen. He said I impressed

him the first tine. I impressed him and they wanted to

23 see m to say hello and have a meeting about investing

21 money in Philadelphia.

25 Can you most with him?'
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tonight. I said, "Sure, I am coming 
to Philadclphia

we were finishing up business for the week.

I always wont back on Thursday to my office, And Monday

and Wednesday I went back.

That night I happened to be going because

the week was over as far as the legislature in Congress.

0 At the end of that working day, what did you

do in your office?

A I did basically the same thing I do at the

end of every working day, see fly staff, administrative

assistant Michael Corbett, we had a couple of beers, couple

of cans of beers. it's not usually after five or 6:00

o'clock.

0 Are you normally a beer drinker?

A Yes.

Q Do you drink hard liquor?

A No. Rarely do f.

0 Why?

A I just don't like it first of all and I

can't handle it.

o After you left your office, where did you go

then?

A My administrative assistant drove me to the
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airport to pick up my plane and head for Philadelphia.

I was scheduled, I believe, on a 6:45 or 6:50 flight back

to Philadelphia.

0 !Mat were the weather conditions?

A The weather conditions were very rough, raini.;

and hailing and snowy. It was a bad day.

When I got to the computer terminal, my

assistant left and I was waiting for the flight which was

delayed.

I had time to kill. I got an hour delay,

almost two hours before I actually took off.

During this period of time, I walked over to

the lounge in the ain terminal which I do whenever there is

a delay. I have a sandwich or whatever. And I had a couple

of beers at that lounge over in the term final. I don't know

how much, maybe three at the terinal.

Then I went back, of course, boarded the flight

to Philadelphia.

(Continue4 n next page.)
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2 0 When you got to Philadelphia, what did you

3 do?

A I went from the airport to my office, but

this was rather late and th people that were there to see

6 me -- it was a bad rainy night -- most of them had left.

My constituents would come in to see me

at night. Sometimes 40, 50 people.

Because of the late hour and because of the

10 weather, I only had a few.

11 I went in the office. I saw the few people

2 still remaining. I called Mr. Criden at that point at the

hotel to tell him T was in Philadelphia and I was here.

He said, "Can you came up?"

I said, 'yes."

It takes about ten or fifteen minutes because

17 my office is not that much from the Barkley Hotel.

I I locked the office up and headed up to the

9 Barkley Hotel.

MA. CACHERIS: Your Honor, we would like to

run the tape which deals with this meeting at the

2, Barkley Hotel?

23 THE COURTi All right.

21 1 see what is on the monitor, you're beginning

12 a few pages in?
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2 MR. CACHERIS: Yes, Mr. Myers was not there

for a number of pages.

THE COURT: Page 31?

ME. CACHERIS: That is correct, your Honor.

I THE COURT: Proceed.

MR. CACHERIS: It is cued up already, I am

told.

THE COURT: Proceed.

H, 0 Mr.Myers, when you got there, to whom were

11 you introduced?

12 A Introduced to Michael Cohen, Ernie -- I

l3 didn't know Ernie's nae at that point in time, Ernie

14 Haridopolos is the gentlemen. Who did you believe these

IS people were?

16 A I believe they were representatives of the

17 Arab Sheik, the same one I had met the other representatives

18 And they were in Philadelphia to get involved

19 with local building and a hotel complex and all kinds of

2o other investments in Philadelphia.

21 0 What did you believe you had to do?

22 A . believed I had to impress them that I was

a strong guy and the same way I did back in the August

24 meeting.

25 1 had to come M strong and make sure they
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wanted to invest here. Try to impress upon them this is

the City to come to.

In the tape you used some rather fool

lang~a9e?

A yes.

O Why did you do that?

A Because I was instructed to act like a tough

longshoreTan. Tho only way I know is to use foul lan.uae.

MR. CACHERIS: All right.

(Tape played.)

o You were offered alcohol?

A Yes, I was, Mr. Cacheris.

* Did you accept it?

* Yes, I did. I accepted it.

I asked for a barbo on the rocks. I would

say that is probably the only time in my life I ever did

that.

The reason I asked for it is because it's

mentioned here by Michael Wald there is scotch and Jack

Daniels there. That is the only thing they had. Had they

had beer there I would have accepted a beer. I would have

asked for a beer.

I can't stand scotch so I asked for a bourbon.

o Describe the drink?
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2 A The drink was a large watcr tumbler, a lass

that reminded me of a McDonald's glass, the kind they gave

4 out at McDonald's hamburger shop, a very large glass.

5 0 Was it filled?

6 A About half filled with ice and almost to the

7 top with liquor.

8 PA. CACHERIS Go ahead.

9 (Tape played.)

You were asked by Mr. Wald about these

fellows coming over?

12 A Yes.

13 a You said depends on who he is, didn't you?

14 A Yes.

U Q What were you intending to say?

16 A I wasn't sure whether Mr. Wald was aware of

7 Mr. Weinberg and what already happened? i didn't know.

1. He seemed to be fishing. I let him go.

19 I explained each case is individual. I wxs

10 waiting for him to tell me more about this.

MR. CACHERIS: All right.

22(Tape played.)

23 Q What were you saying when you were asked

24 about individual problems dealing with State and Irlnigration

25 is individually handled, you don't know what the circumstances
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will be?

A Well, I didn't think he knew what the

circumstances were. I told him I have to take it from that

point. Nothing at that point was ever going to come.

WR. CACHERIS: All right.

(Tape played.)

S What difference does it make if this -ontlma

speaks English?

A I was told back in the August meeting that

be did not speak English and I could talk about the philies

I ant into telling Mr. Wald he better speak

English, trying to say let hin learn English -- who knows

how long that will take.

I was interested in the development of the

City and I had questions about whether these guys were

legit, everything was going to be built, they talked about

it, but I don't see nothing.

MR. CACHERIS: All right.

(Tape played.)

o you were just asked by Wald about the

introduction of a bill for private legislation?

A yes.

o You said you could do that if you had a
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A Yes.

0 What did you mean?

A I wanted the conversation to fall in line

with the first meeting. I didn't know what Yr. Wald

understood about the first meting. I also wanted to

let him know I knew something about immigration.

o Did you intend to introduce immigration

bills?

A

have to do

meeting to

I never intended to. I was told I didn't

anything. That was made clear prior to the first'

me. That is the reason I went to the meeting.

M. CACHERIS: Okay.

(Tape played.)

(Continued on next page-)
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(Tape played-)

0 Now, Mr. Myers, you just heard Mr. Wald,

the supposed representative of the Sheik telling you that

they were going to put up a hotel, 34.6 million dollars,

and they were going to break in August -- break ground in

April, is that correct?

A yes, that is what he said.

0 And what did you think of that'

A Well, you know, I thought it was kind of

an unusual story. Here is a major hotel complex, and that

they were going to break ground like eight weeks from this

date we are talking, this January meeting. I hadn't

even heard a word about it. And something that significant

would be in the press. There would have been a lot of talk

about it. I never even heard about it. So I had my doubts

about it, what he was telling me, that it could be true.

And at this point in time I figured, you know. let me hear

more.

(Tape played.)

Q NOW, Mr. Wald has asked you if you could use

22 your office in connection with the zoning problem, variances

A Yes, he does.

0 You said you would be more than happy to.

25 What did you man by that?
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A Well, I meant that if someone is goino to

3 break ground in eight weeks, they don't have any zoning

and variance problems because that is already taken care of

ahead of time.

In a City like Philadelphia that is dying for

7 a hotel complex, and recently we lost a Democratic Natircal

8 Convention because we didn't have rooms. There wouldn't be

9 a problem with zoning or variance. The City would bend

n backwards to try to get someone to build a 34 million

dollar hotel.

12 1 knew at this time this guy don't know what

13 he's talking about. He is B.S.'ing me.

14 0 How could your office help on the municipal

level?

6 Hy office has nothing to do with zoning or

17 anything alone, those levels. Nothing whatsoever. And there

Is wasn't a problem. He is trying to create . problem that

19 never existed and that would not have existed in a City like

20 Philadelphia or any town where someone was going to invest

21 that kind of money,

22 (Tape played.)

23 Q hat help did you give with the Zoning Board?

A I could give absolutely no help with the Zoning

Board.
25
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But getting back to what I sale earlier,

he is talking about a hotel that they are breaking around

on. I knew there never was any zoning problem. I- you

are breaking ground obviously you are ready to roll. So

there couldn't be a zoning problem. That stuff would have

been taken care of 18 months to a year in advance.

So I know this guy is giving me a lot of

B.S. So I just letting him go on. I am just letting him

talk.

(Tape played.)

Q Mr. Myers, as you look at yourself on the

screen at this point, describe to the jury what your

condition is?

A At this point in time I am starting to get

intoxicated.

My words are getting slurry.

If you watch my motion I am even slouching

on the couch and I am really getting drunk here.

(Tape played.)

O This is the first reference to the Mafia?

A Yes, sir.

O What are you telling him?

A I used the reference here to try to deter the-

to stay away from Atlantic City, to cole to Philadelphia.
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Anytime : get . shot to -- anywhere they talk

3 about it I tell them there is a problem there, but come

to Philly. There is no problem. None of these problems

5 exist. But if the6 think there is a problem there they

6 will locate in my City. Ji my district.

7 (Tape played.)

8 Q You just assured Mr. Wald that you can deal

9 in Atlantic city?

10 A Well, he was telling me that he wants to

11 make some deals there. So I told him I could handle that

12 too.

13 You know, I thought I have got to, you know,

1A impress him. If he was.. insistent upon going to Atlantic

15 City, well, then, I will handle that too.

16 (Tape played.)

17 Q How are you feeling at this point, Mr. Myers?

is A Well, I gradually -- I can see myself through-

19 out -- I have watched this tape many times and I can

N actually see myself getting more and more intoxicated as the

21 meeting goes on.

IS(Tape played.)

23 Q You had previously mentioned the Port back is

21 August, had you not, with the Other representative of the

25 Sheik?
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2 A Yes, I did.

Like I said, I always talk about the Port.

0 And you raised it again?

A pardon me?

Q You raised it again here?

A Yes, I did.

(Tape played.)

0 What did this computer service have to do

with it?

1 Did it have anything to do with the converse-

tion that is going n?

A That is nothing at all. It is just something

4 brought out, I was thinking about. I was talking to r.

Criden. It had nothing to do with the other conversations.

16 (Tape played.)

Q You have just been asked whether there is a

problem with , lime thing or something, and you told hir'

you could handle that?

A Yes, I said that.

Q What did you mean by all that'

A WMat I meant, when he mentioned interstate,

23 and he told me earlier about this excursion, junket package

from Philadelphia to Atlantic City, and to get to Atlantic
25

city you have to go through south Jersey. That is how I
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mentioned the name Florio. I bring up the bit ahbut becoi

Governor and he is my close friend. To let them know now

important I am. You know, they have to see me if they want

to talk to Florio. Of course I never even talked to rloria

about any of this stuff.

O What about construction, and building trades

and all that that you say you can handle?

A Well, these are all problems that don't exist

so I keep telling him that I can handle them.

(Tape played.)

Q You have been asked about the City Council.

And you say you can deliver four or five votes on the overall

council.

Is that correct?

A No, that was not correct. I never could

deliver any votes for any reason.

(Tape played.)

* Mr.Myers. look at yorself again on the

screen ad tell ua --

A I have got a bad picture here.

* NoW do you feel at this point? Can you see

that?

A Well, gradually I notice myself continually.

you know, getting more and more heavy tongued.
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Q

speaking of?

Penn

me,

but

(Tape played.)

Did you have these commitments that yoU are

A No, I didn't have these commitments.

I talk about a seat being one seat, being a

sylvania seat. The seat went to California.

Of course I would have liked to have got it,

and I guess about 400 other members approximately,

I didn't get it and I had no commitments.

(Tape played.)

Q Mr. yers, you are telling him now that you

won't go on a Kama Kazi mission.

what do you ean by that?

A A Xa . Kazi missionn means to me a mission

where there is absolutely no return.

I wouldn't do anything wrong as far as my

office was concerned is what I am trying to tell Mr. Wald.

By this time in this conversation I know

that this guy doesn't know what he is talking about. He

is all screwed up on the hotel complex. First he is going

to break ground eight weeks from this conversation.

Now he is still looking at parcels in sooth

Philly.

I know the guy don't know what he is talking

M78
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2 about.

So I ent to mse it tlear to him where I

a coming from.

I don't know whether he had any discussions

with the other gentlemen, the other representatives that I

I et. He don't seem to be clear on certain things. SO I

* take, you know, a different pos.tion. I am trying to make

I it clear to him where I am coming from,.

10 a In the acting in August at the Kennedy kirport

11 you tried to portray yourself as a very powerful Congregsran?

12 A At the hotel you mean. Not at the airport.

13 0 Yea.

A A Yen. I try to portray myself as a wey

is strong guy in Washington loaded with influence.

15 Q Now, at this meeting at the Barkley on the

17 24th of June do you not tell him that you have got ore

Is ifluene In Philadelphia than you do In Washington --

10 A Yea, I reverse M position bacau.e he i.

N looking for influence now in the City.

21 an I tell him how important I a now.

V And in this passage " just read on Page 67

3 yoc go bank andt.ll htu hoW iMpotant yo i are in Cngess?

24 A On Pae 67?

A Yes. About your taking the spot --
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A WNll, I tell him tiat would be an ipurtant

position and that I am going to take it. You know 1',

trying to build myself up on all angles -- on all levels.

If he t.ls about the City I am iortant there. hate% hr

he talk. about I .. important there,

(Tape played.)

Q what Influence did you have in that rc. ty?

A I had no Influence at all in tarrcca C-nt,.

But like I said earlier, whatever he brings up I am I- ue

who can handle it. I have got the influence.

(Tape played.)

you just nention.d a key guy, a Demociatic

Chairman, Jim Dugan?

A I don't know any Jim Dugan. I made that up

while he wan aittin9 there.

(Tape played.)

Q Now, you mentioned Mr. Iheona. Is he in fact

a friend of your.?

A Yes, I know Mr. Deeona quite well.

o Did you play any part in getting h m his

job?

A I played no part whatsoever. A Congres.m-an

has nothing to do with the Port Corporation. e got his

job -- the way it works, the Mayor recommends to the Executive
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2 Board of the corporation several names, and then they have

3 a vote and select who they want to appoint to that job.

I As far as my duties, I had nothing whatever

5 to do with appointing that job. And Mr. DeBonas' father,

6 I think this is probably how he got recommended, was a very

7 close personal friend of the previous Mayor.

8 Not only that, but you know Fred Deona is

9 a very, very sharp guy. And, as I said, he's a good lawyer.

10 He is a guy that has done amazing things in that old Port.

11 Q Nowthe Philadelphia Port Corporation that you

12 mentioned here is a local municipal corporation, is it not?

13 A Yes. It is a local corporation and has nothing

14 to do with me.

15 It is strictly on a local level.

16 And your interesting the port is because of

17 your background as a longshoreman?

Is A As I sid from the beginning, anything that

it would help that Port, I would fly to China once a week to

20 do something to help that Port, because it was good to me

21 and W family. And it is just a good place.

(Tape played.)

23

24 (Continued on next page.)

25
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o You were asked by Wald what it's going to cost

3 him in the bag, what does that -ean to you?

A I thought he meant what it is going to cost

to put this kind cold terminal together. I answered, I

don't knOw without figures. I asked him about fiQures.

I continually asked him to give me architects or builders

and of course he keeps coming back that he's a financial

I man and he doesn't know about these things.

0 This guy at this point in time, I know he

doesn't know what he's talking about. I still think maybe

2 there is hope, if this comes, fine. I would iove it if it

3 comes.

41 M. CACHDRIS: All right.

i (Tape played.)

6 0 You just told Wald you could use City Bond

7 aoney, have to be approved by the City Council and electoratea

i A Yes.

a Did Wald ask you, did that helm you on the

floor?

21 A I say absolutely it helps me on the floor

n a lot.

23 Q What did you man?

24 A If he thought it helped be on the floor,

25 all right.
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o Did it?

A It has nothing to do with the floor.

This local stuff he's talking about is

130 miles removed from Washington. They have nothing to do

with that.

o when he talks about the floor, you understood

it to mean the floor of the House of Representatives?

A That's what I understood it to mean, yes.

o Mr. Myers, Mr. Wald directs the conversation

back to private bills?

A Yes.

o what did you tell him?

A I tried to talk around it. I'm trying to get

by it without getting any real details because he still

hasn't given mec an indication he knoes about the first

meting and why I went to the first meeting.

I am still looking for this guy to come across

with an indication to make that clear to me and I still

haven't heard it.

MR. CACHERISz All right.

(Tape played.)

Q Mr. Wald directs the conversation now to the

Ma fi a?
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2 What did he tell you?

A Well, he's asking me if there is any problems

with the Mfia in the docks in the Port of Philadelphia.

Q What do you tell him?

A No. There is not a problem.

'M. CACHERIS: Okay.

(Tape played.)

IYou told him, if you have to deal with the

0 problem, you can handle that.

I I What did you mean by that, Mr. Myers?

,A I could handle a problem. He thinks there

13 is a problem. The Sheik is paranoid about . fia. If he

thinks there is a problem, I can handle a problem that

5 doesn't exist.

6 First I tell him no, you will see as we go

on, he keeps insisting there is a Mafia problem.

8 If he wants to go back and tell the Sheik

we can handle that, fine.

20 I go along with that.

I MR. CACHERIS: All right.

(Tape played.)

23 you heard the telephone ringing several ties

24 during this conversation you had, didn't you?

25IA yeS
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and was

tion of

A

Anrlo Unno?

The name you ga hing, o.e of the n..s is

A yea.

AwnIo Drono a fat. in the Philadeiihia

apen. pbro y pbabl s around th natio, for the last

25 years.

a Do you hae any idna what dirgttions wsr

tes. to P1. Weld?

A o. I thought he wag a financial advisor

etti.n all theac Inportant phon calls.

0 Did you ke wrer .... eronecutor an

nts in th. next room directin1 Mr. Wal s ill.rr.,.

A ft. I did got.

A UMae Could ar have the set adjusted, pine?

it'. very dark.

TH8 COURT yen.

flX COU~tt It is better?

M. CACfLRIS Can eryone see that?

(Taps playt4.)

Q W. ". t,. after .o0 told Mr. Wald there is

let, he ge. back and agX you soe a. t.?. Pos
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0 Did you have anything to do with Ancll

Bruno7

A No.

I was never in the company of Angelo Br-no

and didn't know him.

0 You also named Tony Tests. Is there a person

A I found out since this tape there is a Philip

Is.ta, I remember Test. being in the papers.

0 You know him flso from the newspapers?

A From the paper, I know NadUcia from the papers.

0 You mentioned Skinny kator, how did --

A That i the name I remember going back to i

being a kid when you hear a Mafia name, it sounds important

when you are a kid.

Skinny Razor has been dead for 15 or 16 years,

I nded.tand.

You told him you could deal with ala these

people?
A I can handle something that doesn't exist.

He'a tying to manufacture a problem. The Sheik is paranoid.

He wants to go back and tell the Sheik we've got the Mafia

covered, fine. Because it was never a problem, at least

that I was aware of.

HR. CACHERIS: All right.
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2 (Tape played.)

3 Q In fact, on Page 85 you tell him the wars-

A thing you can do is get involved in any kind of Mafia

$ problem?

I * A I'm trying to give him . hint. Don't think or

7 talk about it. But he continuously insists a Bafia problem.

a I don't know of any Mafia. So this guy is rambling on

9 and he's get me really confused. I don't know where he's

TO coming from.

11 MR. CACHERIS: All right.

12 (Tape played.)

13

14

Is (Continued on next page.)

16

17

I,

'9

21

24

25
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2 CONTTItID DIrCT EXX41ATION

3 BY MR. CACHIEfIS:

(Tae Played)

5Do you kno4 a person known as Rachel t

6 x Ic, I knowi a gentleman naned payfiel :Iisto,

who, at that time, was . member of the State TegislStur-

in Pennsylvania. Here the alcohol is getting airuer.

call him Rachel, his name is Rayfial.

1Did you hear the name Rachel in place oS

Rayfiel.

2 I heard myself call him Rachel, a worans n ..

13 (Tape played)

Mr- Wall is talking about Mr. Malik.

Do you know him or anything at all about

6 him?

17 No, I don't know Mr. Malik at all.

5. (Tape played)

19 what are you talking about here, Mr. Meyers?

A Well, he refers to if the hotel is built in

21 south Philly, the one the ground was going to be broken

on eight weeks after this meeting. Now he's trying to

lead me into . Mafia question here and I tell him as far

21 as I knot, anything to do with waiters, waitresses ana

2 that stuff is all union jobs and they must be union
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2 e mlovees. That's what I tell him. lie doesn-t h-,a -o

3 give anything up, as long as they have a union boe ''. t .

4 work.

5 (Tape played)

6 , Mr. Wall is asking you to give up, -ount

7 of money, or give up, amount of money?

a A. I don't knew what he's talking about. He

keeps throwing all these questions to me. He is hitting ne

10 with stuff, I can't understand what he's really on to at

11 this point in time.

12 W What do you tell him?

13A. I tell him there is no problem. You dc't

14 have to give up anything.

15 (Tape played)

16 There, what do you tell him?

17 x I ask him if it's legitimate stuff that

Is we're talking about here. You knw, 1'm trying to ;ot

19 him to say something to me.- Up to this time in the

20 conversation, he's feeling me out, he's lying to me. I

21 know he has been lying to me, and I am not sure about

22 him. I don't know whether he knows anything about Mel

23 Weinberg, you know, what I was told initially. I

24 trying to get clear what he's trying to convey to

25 It's not coming through to me. He Jumps from one area to
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2 another,

(Tape played)

S Here again, Mrl. 1Wall is asking you what

3 he has to give up and what do you tell him?

6 . I tell him it's not necessary. I don't

know of it being necessary anywhere in Philadel hia.

Anything on what he's talking about You know, how's

I throwing this stuff at me continually and I keep telling

10 him that's not a problem and it he thinks it is a problem,

I tell him I can handle it, because I know it is not

2 qoin, to be a problem.

d (Tape played)

U0 Is that part of the same theme, Mr. Heyers?

A. Yes, it is, Mr. Cacheris. He just continually

% pressed me on these things, and at least I don't think

there is any problem, I never heard of one, if he really

believes he has to tell the sheik this is a problem, well

11 then, I can handle it. That's what I'm trying to do here,

x trying to tell him to let the sheik know that Ozzie can

21 take care of whatever problems you have. He just mentioned

22 Poconos, I got Poconos covered. No matter what he mentions,

23 I got it covered.

(Tape played)

25 Mr. Meyers. again, here you are telling him

2 077 0-81-103 Pt. 1) BLIH
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2 that there are no scam artists

3 . I a trying to let Mr. wall know that the

4 way he is talking, he wants to walk into this city with

bags of money, walk up and down Market Street and let

6 everybody stick their hand in it. I am trying to tell hi2

that's not the way to handle this, that's not the way to

& do business in this city.

9 (Tape played)

10 9 What are you telling him here, Mr. moers?

11 X Trying to impress upon him that if he thinks

12 there is a problem, that he has to pay people, if people

i try to gorilla them, mafia or whatever, well take care

1A of it. I wanted to convey the thought to him that I conle

15 handle any problem that could ever exist.

16 MR. CACHERIS: We're coming to the end of a

17 reel. I think I can read it. It is also in the

is books. this is the part not on the video. It's.

19 on the audio.

20 THE COURT, I was beginning to wonder, do

21 you want to continue through this before we break

22for lunch?

23 You have been about an hour, you're half

Is way though.

25 MR. CACHERIS: I can do it either way.
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M.. BRFUW: r uld rather break for

THE COURT: Would this be an approari te

time to break for lunch?

MR. CACHERIS: yes.

THE COURT: We'll break now for lu-t,

and gentleren,

Don't discuss the case.

We'll resume at 2 o'clock.

(Luncheon recess taken)

12

13

16

is

21

23

24
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I MICHAEL O. MEYERS, called as a witnesS.

3 having been previously duly sworn, was examined and

testified as follows:

THE COURT, Bring in the jury.

6 (The jurf is in the jury box.)

TIIE COURT: All right, Mr. Cacheris, you

9 may proceed.

9 MR. CACHERIS: Page 199, Mr. Meyers.

0 This portion of the audio will be played.

THE COURT: This is the bridge between the

12 two reels?

13 MR. CACHERIS: Yes, your Honor.

14 DIRECT EXAMINATION

IS BY MR. CACHERIS: (Continuing)

16 Q page 199, Mr. Meyers.

17 A Yes.

1. MR. CACHERIS: The headphones might be needed

19 for this audio part.

20 All right, go ahead.

2H (Tape played)

22 G Mr. Meyers, on he audio portion, you said

23 to Mr. Wald, you know what you're looking for, be specific;

24 what do you mean by that?

A I asked him if he has -- for some more infor-23
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nation about what he's looking for. -All through the conver-

3 nation to this point, he doesn't give me any facts. He

continually evades the questions.

I ask him about tonnage or square feet at

6 the piers, he doesn't know the answer.

I'm totally convinced at this point this guy

doesn't know what he's talking about.

THE COURT; proceeding with the video tape?

MR. CACHERIS: yes.

11 (Tape played.)

o You mentioned andalusite and he talks about

hard coal, arent they indeed the same?

A As Ia as I know, yes.

MR. CACHERIS: All right.

(Tape played)

Q Do you know whaL Mr. Wald was saying to you

at this tine?

A He continually confuses me when he gets in-

volved with coal. The only thing I ever heard about coal

is tons. He talks about cubic feet, square feet. He's got

21 me really confused.

He tals about 14 tons. I never heard of23

14 tons of coal, millions of tons is what they talk about
2 h

when you talk exporting. One ship wotild hold oyer one-
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He doesn't know what he'. talking about. I

am letting him go on and on.

MR.-CACHERIS: ALI right.

(Tape played.)

Mr. Meyer, this passage that was just played, I

were you asking for architects and engineers? What are you

telling him?

A I want him to give me some fea.. Hl just

will not do it. He cannot give -i ny facts, making it more

and more clear to ie this guy may be a financial ma,. he

wouldn't be there building hotels not having any knowledge

of nothing.

(Tape played.)

Q You just said give me a little bit more of

that tip, boss?

A I was asking for a refill in my glass.

Q Had you finished the other?

A I finished the drink I had in mW hand.

Q How are we feeling at this point?

A I would say right new I se about three-quarre

of the way done towards being drunk.

M. CACHERIS: All eight.

(Tape played.)
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a Mr. Wald is telling you he's not going to

be involved in the hotel-motel with coal anymore, what did

I you take that to mean?

A At this point in time, I just figured he

6 didn't want to provide me with any answers to these questics.

7 When I viewed the video it becomes clearer

he got instructions he was on the wrong area because he

couldn't answer these questions.

Any minute I have to find him out that he

11 is a liar.

12 MR. CACHERIS: Okay.

13 (Tape played.)

0 Mr. Wald tells you he came for the express

purpose to make sure the municipal Government is friendly

i with --

17 A Yes, he says that.

Ua (Tape played.)

19 Hea asking you about your influence in the

20 city council, knowing things that are taking care of, what

21 do you have to do with --

22 A I have nothing to do with any zoning matter

23 Or any matter concerning local government. Mr. Wald

24 never stops with the hotel. NOW he's telling re he's not

5 .. are if it's in South Philadelphia. He told me they were
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2 going to break ground in eight weeks. I realize he's lying

3 but I let him go on.

I It's obvious because of the first meeting

5 on the 22nd with Mr. Weinberg Im trying to get answers out

6 of him.

7 (Tape played.)

* (Continued on following page.)

9
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(Tape played.)

Q Wr. Myers, what are you saying here?

A Wel1, I am promoting the building and

constructions trades, and what a good job they do in our

City.

And I also am evading his question when he

hits me with titles.

And I go into promote the City again, and how

good the unions are-

(Tape played.)

o Mr. Myers, when you use that expression,

What are you trying to say here?

A They keep bringing up money, money, money.

So, you know, if they think it is that important I tell the

that it is.

(Tape played.)

Q Now,you are saying that you got screwed the

last time.

A Yes, I say that.

9 Why did you bring this up?

A Well, at this point in the conversation it

is very, very clear to me that Mr. Wald don't know what he

35 talking about as far as any investments in any kind of

Port, any kind of hotel, or anything else that he is talking
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2 about. So I figure this is a good time to bring up the

3 last discussion and find out if he knows anything about

Mel Weinberg. If he knows anything about that transaction.

5 That is how I rot involved with that is how I got screwed.

6 1 tell him the story.

Q What do you mean by that?

8 A Well, what I meant by it was that I got

S screwed because was told I was going to get $25,000. Ai d

n wen I come hoe I got $15,00. Now, I don't know who rinred

II off at the top, who was skimmed in the middle. I thought

12 maybe I could get some of these questions answered by him.

13 1 thought it was a good time to bring it up.

11 1 am also getting drunk here'

15 (Tape played.)

16 0 You say you were supposed to go to New York,

17 New Jersey.New York, whatever you want to call it and meet

18 various people, and some people didn't Show.

19 iWhat are you saying there?

20 A Well. what I meant by that is I was told

21 tamt I Was going to meet with the Sheik. I was told I

would meet the Sheik himself, who didn't understand English-

2 New when I got there I didn't Meet the Sheik. I Iet the

24 Sheik's representative, Mr. DeVito.

25 (Tape played.)
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2 9 You tell him you heard all these big figures?

3 A Yes.

Q WMat was your state of mind at that time?

A Well, I heard all these big figures. And

6 Lou originally told me about the hotel in Atlantic City.

I thought it was true. LOU was a lawyer, a smart intelligent

man. I didn't think he was being conned. I thought for

sure that this was a legitimate deal, and when they s-oke

about all this money and all these investments in PhiledelphIcl

and in the Valley area and the region, but here they

1 continually talk about it, but I never saw it. All these

1 investments, all these hotels, all these Piers. Nothing

ever comes. When I ask questions, they don't have answers.

(Tape played.)

Q Wat did you mean here when you tell hip

what the facts are and about getting involved?

A Well, I am telling hit I got 15. He obviously

was under the impression I got So.

w want to get involved because I agreed to go

V up there. There was nothing I ever had to do. I never

did anything. I agreed to eet. I keep telling him that

2 the people who brought m I had confidence in. And that

3d is the reason I went there. I am trying to make it clear

to him.
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2 Q Did you tell him that you were interested

in business for the City?

A I am always interested in business for the

City.

6 But I never see any business coming. This is

7 the problem.

a(Tape played.)

Q Do you notice your manner of speech in this

1a passage?

A yes. I do.

12 0 Is it your normal manner?

13 A NO, it iS not.

14 I a-t really getting under the weather here

is to the point where I am lust mualbling. You know, what can

16 I say about it. I don't feel good about it. It is

17 embarrassing even to watch it.

1s (Tops played.)

Q Did I understand you to say you owe me 35?

20 A Yes, that is what I said.

21 (Tape played.)

22 0 What do you mean here, Mr. Myers?

23 A Well, they give me the impression that there

24 was no limits to the money. They had so much. Johanson

25 told me that a hundred thousand dollars was peanuts to the
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Sheik. And, you know, I just thought that all of this

3 money was going to come into Philadelphia and be spent in

4 Wy district and An my City.

5 (Tape played.)

6 0 Now, they tell you that the note was supopsec

7 to be a hundred, and your response is that you were supoosed

to walk away with 50, is that correct?

I A Yes.

,D Were you supposed to walk away with 50?

A No, I was supposed to walk away with 25.

12 Ut earlier, a few pages back, Mr. Wald,

1s he made it sound like I was supposed to get 50. Sc I didn't

4 disagree with him, He only owed me ten the way I looked

i at it. I knew he was mixed up then.

14 (Tape played.)

17 W at do you mean in this last passage about

IB the fact that you didn't know whether it was a scam or

19 shaken down?

A Well,when I got back to Mr. Cridens law

21 office, a hundred thousand dollars went from a hundred to

22 fifty in about a two hour ride from New York down to

23 Philly.

21 1 had my doubts about the people at the toc,

25 Mr. Weinberg and the other representative. I had some doubts
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about the people above me. That i the qulcX.at rill,

3 I had ever moon disappear.

4 ITOp played.)

* 0 What are you telling him now, Mr. Myersi

A Wll, we ar. talking about bill Gron., OL, 1I.

the Mayor of Philadelphia.

SYou know, I had all this power that : am tollili

o about. I can -ontto anything, I didn't even want to ysL

1o into that arma because, if he asked me to dellvor 1 c tI

deliver.

I cnuIdnt .el the ay.or and talk about

13 anything. And I just wanted to lay it out ahead or tim.

14 in ca, if he got lito that area, bause he i really oin,

15 .11 Ovr the lot her..

16 (Top played,

Q7 0 At the bottom of Pag. L29 you say you dealt

%1 with Whop

A1 Harold.

0 Who did you moan?

11 A Howa " Crid.n.

0 .id you called hIm?

23 A Narold. I called him the wrong name. NOW,

N you know I am drunk. M'at can I lay.

25 Ti . played.)
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0 Look at yourwlf In the

did you pil the drihk down the front

tinL?

is 27B4

screen, Mr. MyeLs,

to you at that

A T c-in' tell from this. I wasn't watching

whon yu'i won into it.

I know wtching i from before I did see myse

@pill dlrnks down i,. front of mie and in my face.

MR, CACIERIS: May I go back, your lonor?

THU COURt. V0I.

(Witness k boarves himself on screen.

a Did you *ee it then?

A I maw it. I had saw that once before.

But i didn't cntch it the first time you asked me because I

was following th. transcript.

MR. CACHERIS: Go ahead.

(Tape played.)

0 You say when this happened to you you backed

off. what did you mean by that?

A Wall, theme people were untrustworthy. You

couldn't be dealing with them in any way at all. i never

tried to approach anybody. No one ever tried to approach

a . I Just forgot it.

(Tape played.)

o Now Mr. Waad again starts telling you about

50, and 3S. And he says that handles the immigration
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situation and Bill, the whole thing.

What was your response to that?

A I know that that was never , problem bcau

that problem did not exist.

I would never have to do anything along thoz

lines. I was told that time and time again that this

never would even be a possibility because everything was

taken care of through Mr. Weinberg and this wouldn't be

a problem for me to ever have to get involved with it.

I never got involved with anything. I neve-

intended to get involved with anything.

ad I was told that time and tme again.

* In fact you didn't even answer the statement

that he nade, did you?

A I didn't answer the statement because he

says yo. have got 35 coming. is arithe-tic was bad.

I had ten coming. I didn't answer. Me is making mistakes.

(Cape played.)

0 Now,. pr Wald again is summjing up and telling.

you that the things that we talked about is the City, the

docks, organized crime and you start talking about architects?

MR. PUCCID: Judge, I object to the statement

and the question.

TIE COurT: It is ore in the nature of suaeton,
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2 Mr. Cacheris.

I Q Did you start talking about architects?

IA Yes. He hits me with we wil give you one

package. lie is talking about putting a package togetthr.

And I asked about development and architects. I jus

dodge around the question.

(Tape played.)

Q what are you telling him here, Mr. lyer ?

A I am asking him if I a free to talk, He is

not biting. He is not -- it don't seem like >e is entering

into the same kind of agreements that Mr. Weinberg anted

to enter into.

I am trying to get some direction off him.

I am looking to save him money. He don't want to save the

I, Sheik's money. So I figured he wants to waste it. So I

1 come back with that kind of question trying to get him to

Ig say something to me that I can understand.

11 This gentleman just will not respond to my

questions. lo.eytine I hit him with something he don't

understand me.

22 (Tape played.)

23 0 what are you saying there. Mr. Myers?

A Well, I am trying to tell him a point where I

25
25 got fifteen thousand when I was told I was going to get twentf-

82 fOTT 0-81-- 1154 (pt. 1) DILl
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2 five. I am trying to make him understand I have got to

know what I am talking about. I am to get him to tell me

I somethin, which he won't do.

That is, I am trying to use this as an

I illustration because of the great fears that they keep

talking about Mafia. So I figured, you know, if I got to

* go downtown to do something I have got to know facts. That

is the point I am trying to convey to him. But again he

10 just will not come beck,

11 (Tape played.)

12 Mr. Weld again says the immigration situation

is handled. Did you respond to that?13

A Yes. I wanted to be clear on it. 1'4

keep asking hin to make it clear. I know what was clear

to me But he sounded like he didn't know what was clear.
16

What I was told prior to the first meetingI,

at the hotel in New York was clear to me, That I didn'tIt

have to do anything. Would never probably see these people19

again. And I never intended to do anything. It seemed to

me this thing was now out of hand. I don't know whether21

he was communicating with Weinberg. I was getting very

confused here. I wanted to make my position clear.23

(Tape played.)

0 *hen you look at yourself in the screen therc.
25
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Q
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the jury what your condition is?

Well, my condition at this point, I a- drink.

(Tape played.)

(Continued on next page. )



2 G Cayha:yzndle the five city 27unciln?

3 A NO, I cannot. I never had any dealings with

4 city cconcilben on these levels or any others.

5 MR. CACHEMS Okay.

I (Tape played.)

7 Q You mentioned four names, who are they?

8 A I mentioned four names, members of the city

9 cOnil. I never spoke to Anyone of these city eouncilen.

IOs I have no control over them. I know them as being members

11 of the council. As far as having any influence what they

12 would do, I have none whatsoever.

Q MR. CACHERIS: All right.

14 (Tape played.)

15 0 You say you will use your influence, office,

16 and personal friendship; what did you intend --

17 A I told there whatever they wanted to hear.

18 They keep going over the same thing, never stepping with

19 these questions by Mr. Wald, the way he is hitting me.

20 Ihfluence, influence.

I would have told him at this point in time

I could have done everything he could have dreamed up.

23 He's talking about problems I donat even

21 know. I coes back with: don't worry, I can handle it.

25 It's total B.S. here.
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o All right.

3 (Tape played.)

o Again, you are asked about the Mafia, wat

do you tell him?

A I told him it would be handled strictly

through me and to keep it very quiet. My reasoning there

is that there is no problem I know of with the Mafia. Not

problem existing.

That you can deal through me. I can handle

this problem that doesn't exist.

MR. CACHERIS: All right.

3 (Tape played.)

0 what are you saying here Mr. Meyers?

A Finally, I told him to throw another 50,000

in here after ho is pressing me, donnt be embarrassed. This

is too much B.S. This guy doesn't know what he's talking

about. I'm going along with whatever he is saying.

MR. CACHERIS: All right.

(Tape played.)

0 You are telling him you can handle anything?
21

A I can handle anything. And I can't put a

23 dollar figure on it. He wants to put dollar figures on

everything he talks about.

It's not -- it' s , dream when someone thinks
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2 that way.

This type of problem, zoning, city council matters.

anything going to benefit the city of Philadelphia, the

city council will pass overwhelingly. Everyone knows that.

6 The problems he imagines do not exist. That's why I say

he can do anything. Anybody going to spehd 400 million d.11a

8 they would lay a red carpet down for him on broad street.

9 We need help in this city. This guy is talking about --

to evrything he does, give se a prime. It'. ridiculous.

MR. CACHZRIS All right.

12 (Tape played.)

13 M Nr. Wald says, if a vote cames you will

14 use all your influence; what vote do you have?

A My vote is in the United States Congress.15

He's referring to here a vote in the city council.I6

17 Again, the kind of problems he envisioned

don't exist. The city council wants a hotel couple. Auto-I.

matically, they're for a port development. Anything that

is going to help the city. He's making problems that don't

exist. Bot hs's putting prices on everything.22

If the shiek wants to come here -- he wants
22

to tell the shiek about coming here ad spending money23

24 every inch of the way.

If that is what he want, to be pulled, I kee
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telling him. He doesn't pick up the point.

(Tape played.)

Q You ar telling him here, Mr. Meyers?

A I am trying to give him a little advice,

you don't run around with money sticking out Of his pockets.

He's trying to force money on everything. Prices on

everything. Trying to make it clear that is not the way

to do business.

Q

a bill for?

(Tape played.)

And what did you tell him you would submit

A I would submit him . hill each month for

three million dollars a month if that is what he wants to

hear. It'. ridiculous.

get you

shiek.

(Tape played.)

O And what did yo do when.Mr. Wald Was tyi

to say here, Mr. Meyers?

A .ea telling me he trusted me, I take it U

If there were extra bucks they would have them.

Q Did he ask you for figures?

A Throughout he asks, give me figures. sure.

(Tape played.)

o What did you ean by this response. Mr.

n~g

Mayors?
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A What I meant, he continually talks about the

tremendous amounts of money. I'm trying to impress him Tat

I can show him how to spend it if that is what the shick is

interested in doing.

I would be the guy to advise him, make myself

sound important again.

(Tape played.)

Q Mr. Meyers, you tell him to give you an

additional fifty and you're going to work on people, citt

council, the Mafia, Chicky NarducCi?

A He has no problems with any of this stuff.

These are problems he manufactured and do not exist. I don't

knew of any problem in anything I say here.

He thinks it's . problem and he wants to go

tell the shiek about the problem. I know there is no prshlm

(Taps played.)

Q You say you want se to tell you to give re

ten million --

A That is what I say.

0 Why?

A I'm looking for a response from him. Waiting'

for him to tell me mre about the first meting, the reason

I went up to the first meeting. The reason I was brought

up to the first meeting, I wanted to find out if Mr. Wald
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is in someway trying tO steal something of the shiek the

way the other representatives were. If they wanted me to

tell tIe shiek to give me ten or 20 million dollars, I

wanted to hear it from him.

6 He's not making himself clear what part lie's

playing in this.

o (Tape played.)

SDo you know they were trying to get you out

of here at this point in time?

A I didn't know it at that point in time when

this actually took place. It's very obvious to me now, of

curse.

(Tape played.)

Q ~What are you telling him her, give you

16 some clUes?

A I wanted him to give me clues if he is in

H on any shao of the shiek, I want to knoe about it. I want

him to tell ma if he's going back to the shiek with a

, story and going to ask for X amount of dollars but I want

him to tell me the same way I was told in the first meeting.'I

N (Tape played.)

0 Mr. Meyers, what is your condition at this23

24 point in time?

A I can't in my whole lifetime -- I never
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2 told anybody about my education before. I'm trying to pose

3 as a tough guy. I'm totally out Of the picture here.

4 0 Did you tell them you could handle all the

S problems?

6 A All the problems. If he had money he would

7 have no problems.

a He brings up money with every problem he

9 manufctures.

10 (Tape played.)

1 0 What did you tell him then?

12 A I am making it clear, he'. not clear about

13 the introduction of the bill. I'm making it clear that I

1d will not gO ot and introduce any bills. I never intended

Is to introduce any bills and I was told that at the first

16 actingl9

17 All through the covesation when I tried

Is to get this kind of Colloquy going with this gentleman,

19 ho wouldn't enter it.

20 I wanted to make it clear arid IIll make it

21 clear at this point.

2 (T.pe plaed.)

23 Y ou are t.lln, him if you envision a

21 problem you dont know what it is, local, you can take care

2$ of it?
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A I can handle anything. Even the ones he

envisioned. If he thought of something else I could

handle that tea.

(Tape played.)

6 (Continued next pae.)
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(Tape played.)

MR. CACHERrS: At this point Mr. myers

leaves. So I don't see any point in playing the

rest of that tape.

THE ORT: All right.

MR. CACHERIS: Would it bh appropriate

to take a recess now, your Honor?

THE COURT: All right.

We will take a short recess. Don't discuss

the case during the recess.

(Recess taken at 3:27 p.m.)

(After recess.)

(Jury entered courtroom at 3:40 p.m.)

BY MR. CACHE

0

1980, did yO

A

Q

would look

back?

A

Wahl, that

0

A

RIS:

Mr. Myers, the next evening, January 25,

u go back to the Barkely Hotel?

The following night, yes.

I as making reference to Exhibit BA, if you

at it in your book. Who asked you to come

I received a call from Michael Cohen. agent

is, to cone back.

Did you go back?

Yes, I went back.
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* Why did you go back?

A Well, I went back to find Out what had

happened the night before.

I was drunk when I left. I wanted to

explore further other investments in the city. I wanted

to see if he had any facts and I wanted some more informa-

tion.

0

retribution?

Did Mr. Wahl say anything to you about a Mozerl

A Yes.

He talks about if anybody in his organization

tried to skim there would be certain things that Ernie

would have to do and wouldn't stand for any kind of non-

sense.

It scared the daylights out of me. I thought

c sant her would have to have Mel Weinberg killed.

Q Did you -- would you turn to page 8?

A Page 8?

o Yes.

you almost didn't take the 15.

A Yes, I said that.

o What else d~d you say?

A I told hm I almost didn't take the money

because I was afraid there was a scam all the way and the
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2 only reason I did take it was because I thought I wcfl.

3 get ripped off if I didn't take it, the people who

scared me in the beginning would even get that gscv.

0 Now, on page 14, at the bottom, did :r.

Ilahl tell you all those things you talked about last nc:.t

with 50? What were all those th ings you talked abot last

a night?

I A I take it he was referring to all te -oca'

to things, city council and zoning.

11 a Was that anything you could do anythn

12 about?

13 A First there were no problems there and

11 secondly I had no influence in that kind of stuff.

15 0 NOW, Mr. Myers, throughout your contacts,

16 starting in August 22nd, going through the meeting of the 24th.

17 the 25th, a number .f different topics were thrown at

is you, weren't they?

1, A I don't even know how many. There lust have

20 been fifteen, all kinds of topics.

21 0 Did you tell then you could ceal with the

22 Judiciary Cmmittee, the Inafigration Department and the

23 State Department?

24 A Yes-

25 0 CoUld you?
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2 A No. I have no influence on those comittees.

I don't serve on those committees.

0 Did you intend to use any influence with

those committees?

6 A rrom the first meeting I didn't intend to

do anything and I was told that, I never did anything and

never had any intentions whatsoever and I was told that this

9 problem couldn't even exist even if the sheik wanted to

0 come to kerica, it wasn't a problem because he already

had arrangements to go to South America.

2 I knew I couldn't be involved ina problem

13 and I was told that from day one.

0 Were you also asked about construction

IS unions, and hotel employee unions, zonings and variances,

6 the Mafia, Atlantic City, the City Council,school county,

17 pocono mountains, Rodino, Florio, Duggan, Civona, Testa,

M Narducci, Skinny Razor, Brunca, Anne Verno, Jimuy Arfranafti

19 and Al Perna; is that correct?

N A Yes, I was asled about those things.

21 0 Did you tell them you could do anything in thos

2 areas?

23 A I told them I could handle any problem that

N could ever exist with all these people and all those places.

5 0 Could you?
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A I couldn't. I never even spoke to the, rcrzt

this problem. I never seen a problem that existed.

o Mr. Myers, you told this jury that in

August of 1979 you received $15,000, is that correct?

A Yes, that's correct.

o Did you receive any other money?

A No, I received no additional money.

o Did you thiknk it was proper for you to

accept that money?

A Well, when I looked at this tape, I know

it wasn't proper that I accepted thismoney but I didn't

do anything wrong for it. I didn't break any laws. I never

intended to do anything wrong nor did I do anything wrong

but when I vow this tape I know it wasn't right.

o Did you intend to do anything in connection

with your congressinal office?

A No. And I made that clear from the first

minute I got involved in this whole thing and I was told

that.

MR. CACHERIS: I have no further questions,

your Honor.

THE COURT: All right, Mr. Duffy.
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CROSS-EXVII NATION

BY MR. DUFFY:

Q

A

0

will call you

town. I want

young

men pus

Ozzie Myers, were you conned?

I certainly was conned.

In Philadelphia we all call you OziZn. I

Congressman Myers. We are both from the sa-

to go over a few things that Mz. Cacteris diCr

you referred to Testa and Narducci as the -ourc

Do you remember that on the tape?

A Yes.

o And you said Bruo is the perennial head

Mafia but the young Turks are Testa and Arducci,

A Yes, I reieinbver that.

* And you got Testa's name wrong?

A Yes, I called him Tony.

* Assuaing they are Turks is there anything

about those Turks?

A I don't know them.

* Nave you learned since that they are both

hing 60 years of age?

A

0

Yes.

Where did you find that out?

82 077 O-SI-1-- 05 (Pt. I BLR
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A well, the press told me. Lots of people told

me when it appeared in the Philadelphia papers about all

these Mafia terms, young men pushing 60. I don't know

them or know their right age.

6 0 I want to talk about the drinking tlat went on,

7 at the Barkley Hotel-

8 MR. PUCCID: I object to the statements,

9 your Honor.

10 MR. DUFFY I will withdraw it, your Honor.

0 Did you do any drinking at the Barkley

12 Hotel?

13 A Yes, I did some drinking there.

14 Q Axe you Irish?

15 A Half Irish.

16 0 Did you hear on the tape the clinking of

1, ice periodically throughout the video tape?

Is A Yes.

19 Q Did that ice clinking -- strike that. Who

2 was clinking the ice in the glasses?

21 A I a, not sure who was. I don't know.

22 Q Did the clinking of the ice have any

23 conscious effect on you as regards your own drinking? Do

24 you know what I mean?

2S A No, I dor't think so.
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0 you weren't aware the clinking didn't rake

the events, didn't Make you aware of anything at that tie?

A No. I remember hearing the ice on the tape-

but then I don't remember hearing any ice.

o Your conversation with Louis Johanson?

A Yes.

Q How long had you known Lou?

A I have known Lou about five or six years.

o And that was through political activity

in our city, is that right?

A Yes, that's how I met him.

o LOu was a ward leader and so were you?

A Yes. We were both Denocratic ward leaders.

a Was it at all unusual for Lou to come to

you and say he wanted to talk to you about something?

A No, I didn't think it to be unusual.

* When you went to his place in Lcngport and

met with him, tell this jury hat emotional status was

there when he talked about these millions of dollars --

A He was very excited. He saw an opportunity

for him and law partner Mr. Criden to land their hotel

deal which would mean millions of dollars to thea as a

commission to sell this real estate. Me told me he was

going to retire and I wished him well and I thought he
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was.

Q When he discussed with you the desire

of the sheik's people or of the sheik to meet

important people, he didn't say Congressman to you, did he?

A No, he just said important people.

o When he talked about the $100,000, didn't

he say, we are going to make $100,000, just for introducing

important people to these people?

A yes.

He explained to me that him and Mr. Criden

would get $100,000 off the sheik for introducing the

sheik to important people.

Q Didn't he tell you that the notion was for

that to be divided four ways?

A Yes.

Q Didn't he say, there is a fellow, Mel

Weinberg, who is going to split 25 of it with this partner?

A Yes, he did.

Q Did he say Mayor Errichetti is going to keep

25?

A Yes.

a And didn't he say that Howard end I get the

other 50?

A Yes, he said they would get the other 50 and
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they would give me 25 of their end of it.

3 Q All right.

Did you believe then that Louis Johanson was

going to get $100,000?

A Well, I --

7 Q At that point?

* A Well, really it was hard to believe. I hold

o his it sounded like a fairy talc.

That's when he told me that the $100,000

11 to the Arab sheik was like peanuts to him and I.

12 He was so excited about this deal in Atlantic

13 City, I thought as a lawyer he is in that kind of business,

14 I thought that it was true.

13 0 Ozzie, didn't he say to you, Ozzie, they are

16 so loaded with dough they ale iving away free money.

17 Do you remember hike saying that?

to A yes, he told me that the sheik had met with

19 A .. S. Senator and ret with other congressmen. He didn't

mention any other names. He didn't mention other names and

21 I didn't pursue them.

22 a Do you remember him telling you, answer

23 this yes or no, and then you can explain it, do you remember

24 him telling you that their prodcingiw§ -" ,t people

25 to meet these Arabs would play a role in.c.terdnining
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whether or not the hotel deal would go through?

3 A Yes.

4 MR. PUCCIX: I object to the leading, your

5 Honor.

THE COURT: Sustained.

a Was there any conversation between you and

a Lou about the hotel deal and the impact of bringing

important people to meet the Arabs?

to A Yes.

11 Lou told me about the hotel. I thought the

12 way he -- he was so excited about this hotel deal, it

13 was part of the reaso. that I went up and rnt with th..

i people because I thought I could do Lou a favor, in turn

15 he said my political friends and personal friends --

16 0 In fact, he helped you out in . couple of

11 elections, didn't he?

18 A Yes, he supported me.

19 MR. PUCCIO: I object.

TE COURT: Overruled.

2 TEE WIfNESS: Shall I answer?

T COURT: Yes.

THE WITNESS: He supported me in the last

24 general election and he was always there in all

kinds of political activities that helped me and my
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area in the city.

Lou is a guy that many times provided free

legal advice to people that needed a laywer and couldn't

pay for it.

0 When the time came and Louis -- I think

you said he dropped by your house and said there is a

meeting scheduled for tomorrow?

A Yea, that's what he did.

0 Did he tell you that Weinberg and the Mayor

would tell you what would go on at the meeting?

MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

THE COURT: You are just rpeating his

direct testimony.

Overruled.

A Yes, he told me that.

Q Did Louis have anything to do with telling

you what to say or do at the meeting?

A He mentioned the fact about immigration but he

did not have all of the details.

He told me that Mayor Errichetti and Mel

Weinberg would give mae a script and tell me exactly what

to say and tell me how to handle the sheik when I eet

him.

Q WMen you met Mayor Etrichcatti and you told
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2 us that he said Weinberg couldn't make the meeting, that

3 he mentioned the word "script"?

A Play acting, come on strong, you saw me

5 on television, there were all referrals to the script, you

6 have to come on strong.

I told hi if I need an area that I couldn't

handle, I said, how do I explain at that point? He said

9 talk about the Phillies because he doesn't understand

10 English.

11 Q Back to Philadelphia for a morent.

12 You talked in this Jnauary 25th meeting at the

13 Barkley Hotel a great deal about the Port of Philadelphia,

14 is that right?

i A yes.

16 Q Tell the Jury how far you live from the'

17 water?

is A Right currently I live at 6th and Arden

19 Avenue.

20 Q Is it six blocks from the waterfront?

A It's . little further than six. It's about

22 ten. I was born almost on the waer where I was raised

23 until I was 13 and they built Stone House Lane, neat the

river.

I After this meeting progressed, is it so that
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you were drinking bourbon?

A I was drinking boutbon and as I watched, not

particularly today, but as I watched this video prior

to today,I could see myself taking these very large 9ulps,

I counted some of the mcuthfuls that lasted four or five

seconds.

Q You described the glass as being a McDonald's

9 tambler?

10 A Yes, it was . big water tumbler.

11 0 For those of us who don't know what a

12 McDonald's tumbler is, tell us how many ounces that was.

13 A I would say 12 ounces.

4 a How much whiskey was in the first drink you

IB had?

M A There was some ice in it. I asked for

17 bourbon on the rocks.

18 a Was it filled up to the top?

19 A Right up to thetop and you could see that

S on the monitor.

21 Q Do you have a jud,vent how much whiskey

n was in it?

23 A I would say eight ounces allowing for the

24 iace.

0 When vou gave it back did you say, bosse, give
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me a tip on that?

A It was empty and he filled it up again.

Q The .e way?

$ A Y*.

6 a Th. .s, eight ounces?

A Yea,

a Sit a:L a: nce of bourbon in an hour and a

9 half?

t0 4bout what I drank.

11 o yu become twar. least today of what

12 your condition ., let'. say in the last ten minutes

I3 of that meeting, whan the two phone calls came in about

14 four minute. apart?

is A I became aware today, and prior to today,

16 watching the film that Obviously they wree trying to get

I rid of me at this point in time.

Is Q You told them from time to time when

Ii probls came up that you could handle them, an I

T0 t~rect?

21 A yet, t old them I Could handle anything

2 they brought up.

23 0 When they talked about coal, you mentioned

N Clinton and Center county?

. A The reason I mentioned those two counties I
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2 go deer hunting there and that was a coal county in the

twenties, and thirties. If you go over those mountains

y you go over coal hills and it is very obvious that the

damage that was done in those days, those days they

6 didn't have the lane reclaimation act. It's still very

oaviou. that used to be a coal region.

Q When they talk about coal, where do you

turn the conversation?

A back to the port.

0 How many people do you knew personally

in the longshoremen, stevedore, waterfront business,

3 yourself, who are now unemployed but employable?

A Oh, I know hundreds.

s Q Men who don't have work in the city?

A Men who don't have work in the city and a

7 lot of it is because automation and the shipping industry and

of course the coal fields when they closed all the coal

19 exorted out of there that went down the tube, and it

X is a port that really needs help.

21 We have a deep canal, a 40-foot canal in that

22 9 All right, don't make a speech.

23 Are they people who vote for Ozzie Myers?

14 A That's the reason I got elected the first time

h and ever since.
THE COUAT: All right, Mr. Ren-Veniste.
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a Mr. Meyers, you had not ever met Hward

Criden before August 22nd, 1979, had you'

A No.

o And the first time you ever laid eyes on

him as far as you know is when you met him at the terminal,

at the Pan An -- at the Kennedy Airport?

A Yes, at the airport, yes, sir.

O And on that occasion was there anything more

than small talk and an introduction?

A Just an introduction, and that was it.

* And then you said you went off with Mayor

Errichetti and talked privately?

A Yes.

o Now, on August 22nd, at page 15, if I Can

direct your attention to that?

A Seven A is that?

THE COURT: Six A is that?

MR. SROWN: Five.

THE WITNESSt Five?

o Right at the middle of the page.

A What page was that?

Q Page 15.

A Fifteen?

0 Right at the middle of the page.
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DO you recall Mayor Errichetti says that

ng DeVito, and Weinberg can call Oasis directly.

Yes, I recall that.

Now, from the time of that meting until

hen in January. had they ever called you directly?

No. I never heard from anyone.

NOw, the next thing you heard was a telephone

Haward Criden? Is that correct?

Yes, sometime in January.

That was, I think you said, on the very day

et him?

The very day that I met him. The first

meting.

Q And now, in the conwersation you had with

Mr. Cridon, as I recall your testimony, he told you that

the Arab representatives were. back in town?

A yes.

Q That they wanted to make cone investments

in Philadelphia?

A you.

Q That you had inpressed them or their

representatives at the first meting, according to what Mr.

Criden had been told?

A Tes. that is exactly it.
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2Q And that there was another Jewish guy who

got involved named Cohen who was to met you.

A Michael Cohen, he said, was now in Philadel-

$ phia putting together a hotal-conplex.

6 0 New, on the 24thk at page 125, and that would

be Exhibit 7a, near the top third of the page, you say:

" don't need anybody talking for me or making a deal for

10 Do you recall that?

11 A Yes, sir.

12 Q Then nevertheless later in the conversation

13 it is , fact that again they say that if they want to get

11 in touch with you they will involve Criden again. They

U will get hold of you through Criden.

16 A yes.

17 They say, well, you know -- I say, ell.

is Howard can call me --

19 0 But there is no ealanation as to why they

20 wanted to get Hojard Cridon involved in all of this?

A NO, I didn't know about it.

27 Q Between August 22nd and January 24th, have

23 you had any conversation with Hoard Criden whatsoever?
A None, whatsoever. I never even heard from

2 im, or saw him, or anthing else.25
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Q Did Howard Criden ever indicate to you by

word or act that he ever expected that you would do one

4 thing in your official capacity or otherwise on behalf of

these wealthy arabs --

A No, he never cantioned one thing about

anything that I would have to do.

Q And indeed as far as you know from any other

* sources you were not expected, ad indeed you did not believe

yo. would ever do anything in your official capacity on their'

behalf?

12I --

1 MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

THE COURT: Sustained.

0 Is it not a fact that consistently from

the standpoint of the people who asked y to coni to the

meeting you were told in reverse, that you would never be

called upon to do anything?

A I was told that from the first time I even

discussed meting with the shisk. I was told that by the

Mayor. It was reenforced to e by the Mayor. AAd he told

be point black that you will never see these pn91e again.

Don't worzy about that. Whatever they want to hear just

agree with them.

2$ Abe I was hedgey when I found that the
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2 shiek waste going to be there and his representative ws

going to be there and that he understood English. And I

know I ouldn-t talk about the phillies., if he understood

English. you know, so I was concerned about that. And

that is when he told me about Mel Weinberg, and that there

was arrangements would be made if the situation of the

* shiek became hostile and had to leave his country, and

S he was going to South America, and there would never be a

o possibility I would ever have to do anything.

1] Q In fact, is it trve, Congressman Meyers,

12 that during this whole time from the beginning of the time

13 that brought you into the net until the time that the

14 masquerade was over, that you did not do one single thing

Is on their behalf?

16 MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

17 THE COURT: Sustane.

a Q And is it true that you did not do one single

19 thing in your official capacity or otherwise in their behalf?

20 A Yes, it is true. I never did nothing. I

21 never intended to do anything. And I was told point blank

22 that I didn't have to do anything.

23 ME. BEN-VENISTE: Nothing further.

24 THE COURT: Mr. Brown, any questions?

25 MR. BROWN: I have a few questions briefly,
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your Honor.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BROWW:

Q Congressman, I think you testified that you

didn't see or met Mr. Errichetti in terms of the matter we

are talking about until August 22nd, is that right?

A That is correct, yes.

Q And you have outlined the conversation that

you had, is that right?

A Yes.

Q NoW, where was this conversation held with

Mayor Errichetti?

A Well, I had two conversations with Mayor

Errichetti.

Q Well, those conversations.

A pardon me?

Q Well, those conversations, if they are plural

A The first one was held at the Kennedy

Airport when he pulled me away from the main group and stayed

on the side, talked for about 10 or 15 minutes, about what

I was to say or what I was to do when I met with the Arab

Sheik.

And he went on to tell me what I should do.

82 077 OSI--1O6 (Pt. i) fLR
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2e said, -Did you ever see me on television?

3Caa On strong. You've got to talk like a

4 tough guy. You were a longshoremen. Yo know how

a tough guy operates. Talk tough. you have got to

6 impress the sheik. He likes tough guys. This is

al. play-actig. And make it as strong as you can.-

He says, "You'll never see these people again"

That is when I told his, "Yes, but well,

I0 you know, what if he asks me in an area that I don't

ii know ox that I can't exlain."

12 He says that, 'He doesn't understand English.

13 Talk about the Phillies. Talk about anything. I

14 will be in the roos. Mel will be in the room. If

15 you have a problem we will take over.- He made

16 that mery clear.

17 0 Now, when you got to the hotel, you saw

Is Mayor Erriehtti a.ain.

19 A When I walked into the hotel I saw Errichettl

20 again. He waa *tacdefo -- he was waiting for me. was only

21 A few minutes behind him because I Casse in my own car.

22 Q Was he alone?

23 A Be was standing alone by the elevator.

24 0 Yea?

25 A Men I walked p to the Mayor that is whom
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he told me that there was , change in plans. There was a

change. The shelk himself would not be present. One of

his representatives would be there. But he would still

be in the room. And Mel would still be in the room. And

one on strong the same way.

Tell them whatever they want to hear. And

At this point in time is when I talked about it and I

said well, he will understand about immigration matters.

What will I Bay if he understands all of the procedures. How

will I explain that I know everything about this when I

2 don't really kneo about it.

15 That is when he told me hat Mel says don't

1 worry about that. Tell them whatever you want. Tell him

you will do anything that he asks you because this could

16 never even be a possible situation because the sheik was

17 already established and was set to go to South America

a should there ever be a problem in his homeland.

1 Q Now, when wa the first tie you sa Mel

20 weinberg?

A The first tine I ever saw Mel weinberg wa

22 when I walked into that meeting at that hotel.

23 Q Di you ever exchange any conversation with

21 R Weinberg?

2A DE hardly spoke. He just sat there. I
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thought he was playing his part, waiting for re to ake a

mistAk.. He oly said ne or to lines in the whole 20

or 25 min meeting.

Q Was everything consistent as far as you coold

see as to what the Mayor had told you was the gamm plan?

A Yes, it case off just the way it was supposed

to. He started me right off. I made a speech selling him

how important I was. I got stuck on green cards because

I didn't know the procedure. lie interceded and he bailed

Me out of that because I didn't know about the green cards.

everything seed very consistent.

Mel at the end just talked about the goose

that laid the golden egg. That fit right in with the picture

0 Wall. how did that fit into the picture as

far as Weinberg --

A Well, Weisberg was obviously robbing his

boss. He was taking sm money off of his employer.

Q No. the meeting finally ended on the 22nd

of August? Is that right?

A Yes.

a Then you testified as to a meeting on January

24 of 190, is that right. five months later?

A Yes, that is correct, Mr. Brown.

(Continued next page.)
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O After you left that room on Augurt 22nC,dd

you thereafter see Angelo Errichetti in any way onnEctid

with the matters that are being testified to here today?

$ A No, I did not.

6 0 And from that day, when was the neZt time

that you actually saw Mayor Errichetti?

8 A August 22, 1979.

9 0 1 this Courtroom?

W A Right.

11 0 Now, as you walked into the second meeting

2 on the 24th you saw certain people there, is that right?

3 A yes.

1 Q Weinberg was not there?

Is A No, he was not there.

16 0 Now, from your understanding of the entire

11 proceedings that you testified to today, did you conceive

la or understand any connection between the meeting of January

19 24th and the meeting of August 22nd?

20 A No.but these representatives were -- other

21 representatives of the Sheik. That is the only connection

N that I saw.

23 Q Well, may I call your attention to Page 107 --

;' 100 of Exhibit 7-A? That is the meeting of the 24th?

25 A yes, 1087
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2 0 Yes, sir.

3 Would you read that out loud please?

4 A The entire page, Mr. Brown?

5 G Yes, if you will.

6 A Oes it start up, "Okay'?

7 Yes.

A 'Okay. We'll handle that tomorrow morning

I early.

10 "All right. (clear stroke) I am here for one

11 purpose. The other gentlemen do things differently Or do

12 different things than i do..."

13 0 May I stop you there?

14 A Yes.

15 0 Who is speaking?

16 A Well, I have to look back because it is not

17 " my --

Is a You want to make sure?

A Yes.19

Tha in Michael Wald aho is Michael Cohen.

0 All right. And he said the other gentlemen

do thing. differently.

23 Ware you able to identify the other gentlemen

who did things differently in the sense of the statement

there?
25
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2 A yes, I took it he was referring to Mr.

3 Weinberg and Tony DeVito.

0 And then he says, "....do different things

5 than I do..."

I Did you get an understanding of that?

A Well, I know that -- what he was talking

about -- I thought he meant that he was here because of

* this hotel and that they were involved with something

10 different. That is what I took it to mean.

1 O Now, the rest of that, would you read the

12 rest of that, please?

13 A Yes.

14 '.-differently. Different things than I

15 do...'

6 a YS.

17 A "Titles and press. The individual I work

10 for, I have a title, all right- Just expedite things...-

10 a Would you stop right there.

20 Nowthis is Mr. Wald and he is talking about

21 titles and press. Had you heard that before?

A Well, important people -- actually the word

Titles, do you ean?

C Yes.

25 A No, I hadn't heard the word titles raised
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before.

0 And then he says, I am titled, is that richt?

* A Yes, he says he is titled.

Q Now, did he as anytime tell you that he

was impressive to the Sheik because he had a title or any

sense of that?

A No. He never talked about that.

Q So when he talks about ':titles and press

10 he says "I am titled" is that right?

11 A Yes.

12 0 NOW, would you go On?

13 A Yes.

Id . . not going to be involved all right in

this hotel-motel -- motel, nor will I be involved any more

6 at this point with uh di coal. These are things that I

17 realy don't have no background in and no interest in..."

is 0 All right, now, he had talked to you about

something that was a cross between a hotel and motel, is

that correct?

A Yes.
21

0 Did he ever identify Or describe what . thing

is that is a cross between a hotel and a mtel --
23
V A At one point he says something in the middle.

Q Mat was that? Do you know what that is?
25
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2 A No, I don't know what is in the middle between

a hotel and a motel. I took it to mean some kind of a

complex. He talked about, you know, having this excursion

to Philadelphia.

6 Q Were you able to pin him down as to what he

was talking about?

A I couldn't pin him down on anything through

this whole conversation.

Q Isn't it a fact that in the early part of

the conversation, the pages before 108 in 7-A he talks to

2 you about the hotel-motel, and the amount of money. What

was the amount of money he said he would invest?

A He said in the hotel?

0 The hotel-motel?

6 A Yes, he said 34.6 million. And then he added

Q Yes.

A He added another million to on for I took it

9 tha he meant completion over a couple of weeks before the

ground breaking.

0 Were you ever able to pin that down?

A No. I couldn't pin anything down with him.

230 Now he mentioned coal, is that right?

A Yes, he mentioned coal.

25 Q And he mentioned something about the length of
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tie that he had to get the coal out of the ground? Is

3 that right?

A Yes.

C Do you remenber what that was?

A yes. I came back then and asked him how

much time was his leases. And he came off with an answer

8.6 years, and there is days included --

0 Did that make any sense to you?

10 A I never heard of a lease 8.6 years. I mean

11 if he said eight and a half years it would have sounded

12 right.

13 But 8.6 years, I never heard of anybody talking

14 years and using a decimal point

Is a Did you press him for details as to where this

coal was?

A Yes, I pressed him. I think this is part'7

of his answer here. He is not involved with that. And

from watching this monitor I realized what happened there.

Q What happened there that you observed?

A Well, I observed that these questions that'I

he couldn't answer that I was hitting him with, he Was prob ly

instructed to get out of that area because I - going to

find Out that he is not a representative of the Arab.

25 a Ho. ws he instructed fro what you observed?
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A Well, he changed the subject at this point

in tin.

I'm not longer interested in that one. I

am a financial man. And everything he talks about he talks

about a price on it.

I How was he instructed, if you know, to get

off that topic and switch to another?

A Wen, he just changes. He shifts gears

here in mid stream.

MR. PUCCIO: Your Honor, I object to this

question less it was expressed as to what was in

the Congressman's mind at the time.

TiE COURT: I think that was what the question

was directed to.

MR. BROWN: Yes, it was your Honor, yes,

to his state of mind as to why he thinks he changed

topics.

Q Djd you observe anything or did you hear

anything in that meeting that seemed to cue him up to change

is mind?21
A Well, he was all over the lot. It seeded

that everytie I asked him a question, give me some sound

information -- when I talked about who Is your builder,

Who is your architect, how many square feet do you need on
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the waterfront --

o And what would happen then?

A He would go from that area right into some

other area.

O I'm not going to ask you if you heard any

telephone calls?

A I hoard all kinds of telephone calls.

O Did you relate that to anything that happened

there?

A Well, didn't then. I thought he was that

important. But I do now.

Q what do you relate it to now?

*~ R. PUCCIO: I object.

THE COURT: Sustained.

a at that tine you thought the telephone calls

were related to his importance? Is that right?

A Yes.

* Now, in the course of the dialogue or the

conversation with Mr. Wald, isn't it a fact that he brought

up naturalization a number of times?

A Yes,he did.

o Can you Bive the jury an impression from your

own recollection as to how many times he brought up

naturalization?
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A I would have to say seven or eight times

he brought it up.

1 Now, each time he brought up naturalization

can you tell us what then happened?

A Well, he would bring it up to me.

And he would try to pin me to naturalization,

something along the line of immigration. And I wouldn't

let him pin me. I kept sidestepping that question. I kept

asking for reasons. Give me reasons.

0 what would happen them if you can recollect?

A Then he would start talking about hotels and

reasons that he was talking about.

0 And then what would happen?

A Well, I would just go along with whatever

he would say. But I never saw no reasons.

a Did there ever come a time when you flatly

and unequivocally said that you intended or would vote

for a particular bill for the Sheik?

A Yes. At the end I told him that I would

not introduce -- I was not interested in any bills. I

would not introduce it. I would not go on any missions

to no return --

0 would you o to Page 171 in 7-A please.

At Page 171 -- are you at Page 17L?
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2
A yes.

0 Where it starts: "....I am not coming in

here..."?
5

A yes.

o Was this really your last statement to him

concerning the bill or anything connection with your

Congressional office?

A That was my last statement to him.
10 a Well, would you read to the jury what you

told him and that is written there unchangably? Read it

12 to the jury, what you said to him, please?

13

14

is (Continued on net page.)

is

17

19

20

21

22

23

2$
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A I say to Mr. Cohen:

" am not coming in here looking to -- oein,

to put any shake on anybody. I am not uh -- I am interested

in the city. Give me some reasons. I am not a fool. :

6 a not going to run out, you know, say, well, here is X areotn1

of bucks go out and introduce this bill. I on, not interested

in the Nevin Bill that is going to got ma into F and Shaxhai

the next -day..."

Q Does your language change when you are

drunk , Congressman Meyers?

2 A yes. I don't use that kind of English,

Mr. Down.

Q Well, what does that moan, what you

said to him directly her.? what did that mean?

M A That means that all through this conversa-

tion that lasted all of an hour and a half, or whatever it

M was, he tries to pin me down on immigration matters. and

I won't let him pi n me down. I don't know who I am dealing

D with here. I went there to talk about a hotel.

This is my final answer to him on icn igration

matters before this conversation ends.

Does that embody your intention or lack

Of intention with respect to violating your congressional

25 oath?
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A That embodies my intention that I had no

3 intentions of introducing any bil ls.

4 0 Now, you said you gave an envelope to Mr.

5 Errichetti?

6A yes.

7 At the time you gave it to him did you know

a what was in it?

I A No, I didn't know what was in it. I took

10 it to be $100,000 in it. That is what was told to me.

11 0 Did you ever se Mr. Errichotti open that

12 envelope?

13 A No. When I handed it to him he just took

14 it and then I got on the elevator. The doors closed. And

15 he disappeared from my sight.

16 a Tall this jur, you had been in a room talking'

17 tO Mr. Weinberg, and Mr. Errichetti and Mr. Amoroso just

Is prior to leaving with the envelope? Is that right?

19 A yeas.

0 With respect to that roan where you were all

21 talking when you received that envelope, will you tell us

Swhere, with respect to that room, physically, you gave the

23 *nvelOpe to Mr. Errichetti?

24 A I gave the envelope and we went right --

25 - we left the ro. and walked out the door, as soon as
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I got on the other side of that doorway I handed him the

envelope. And we continued walking out the corridor to

the elevator which was maybe 40 or 50 feet up the hall.

We both stood there. I hit the down button. The elevator

doors opened. I stepped in. He stood there. He remained

there. Te doors closed. I left and I didn't see Mr.

Errichettti no more.

a Ard that is the end of your knowledge with

respect to Mayor Errchtti?

A That was the last time I saw Mr. Errichetti

before coming in this courtroom.

Q And you oant't tell us whether or not you

saw him witn any money, whether he received any money, or

what happened to tat envelope? Is that correct?

A No, tno only thing I know about the envelope.

is when it got back to Philadelphia and I went to Mr. Cridena'

office --

O And wvu.Mayor: Errichetti there?

A No. he was not.

o you ever talk to him by telephone? You

said you hadn't seen him, but did you communicate with him

by telephone?

A I had no communication whatever with Mr.

Errichetti.

S2 077 O-81-107 (t. 1) BLX
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2 0 Was there Ever an occasion when Mayor Erri-

3 chetti told you to act in any way that would violate your

I congressional office?

A No. He told re that I would never have to

6 do anything. This was all a Joke, play acting, and

con on as strong as I could. AnRd he made it very very

a clear that I wouldn't have to do anything. And that is the

reason I agreed to go up there.

t0 MR. BROWN: Thank you. No further questions.

11 THE COORT: Mr. Puccio? Any questions?

12 MR. pUCCIO= yes, sir.

13 May I have cann aoent, your Honor?

14 TE COURT: yes.

15 CROSS EXAMINATION

16  BY MR. PUCCIOt

17 0 Congressman Meyera, when you walked into

N the courtroa this morning, did you know that your lawyer

19 was going to call you to the witness stand?

70 A Did I know it?

21 "R. CACHERIS: Objection.

22 0 Yes.

23 THE COURT: Overruled.

21 A Yes, I knew it.

25 a You were expecting to be asked questions that
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yo would have to answr before th s ju,? 1s tat correct,

colg re$... .layers?

A Yes.

MR. CACHfERTS: Your honor, there is nothing

wrong with that. r object to that.

Of course he has to knov he's

stand beforehand.

THE COURT: Nobody said there

before

about ft

going on the

was anything

tong with it.

Overruled.

Q Now, you have viewed a number of videotap

your testimony? Is that correct?

A I watched these tae. I would say totally

nor maybe fiv, tUmes.

o Was that before or after This trial began

.as

A That wan mainly before tne trial began.

whe. your office first supped us with them.

By the way, I didnt see that last tape.

You never suppld that to us.

0 Which tape .s that, Mr. Congressman?

A The very last meeting inVolving Mr. Msto.

o All right. I see. Mat data did that meetingI

take place on?

A I believe it was january 27th.

?
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20 Ne, prior to your testifying, you had

3 reviewed these tapes and you had discussed this matter ith

yOur attorney, is that right?

A Yes.

Q When you walked on the stand this morning,

you were prpared to answer any questions that your attorney

a would ask you, is that correct?

9 A you didn't tell We what questions he was

10 going to ask .. or anything like that.

11 a He didn't give you any idea or what ho would

12 say to you during your direct examination?

13 A NO. The only thing he told me was to tell

1. aboat your family background when you start out.

is 0 Md the rest of it, you had no idea what

16 Was coming, is that right?

17 A Well, certain key areas here I pointed out

Is to him -- I would have to say I pointed Out to him that --

19 when I first knew that wt. Wald, when he was talking about

" t1s hotel of 34.6 Millio dollars, well, he w. all over the

lot.
21 lt

n First he was going to Center City. Then

23 he was going to South Phillie. That is when I first realized

21 that Mr. Wald didn't know what he was talking -about.

25 Q And you discussed that with your attorney,
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is that right?

question

Ben-Veni

A Oh, yes, I put it to him.

a And you asked your attorney to ask those

nts n the witness stand?

I think it is entirely proper for an attorney to talk

with his client. Mr. PUccio is trying to make this

look sinister.

THE COURT: Overruled.

MR. CACHERIS: I think the jury should be

told, your Honor.

- THE COURT: I assume the jurytassuntand I
will tell the that lawyer and clion tstlk together

A lawyer would probably Ie guilty of malpractice

if he let his client get on the stand without dis-

USSIng his testimony in advance.

But that doesn't mean that the area is not

a proper area of inquiry on cross examination.

The objection is overruled.

O NOw. have you ever talked to Mr. Brown, Mr.

iste. or Mr. Duffy about your testimony, Congressman

Meyers?- --

A Not any specific questions. We talked generally

about this whole case.
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We had at lunch. We had it right in this

courtroom. But I have not sat down with any of the

other attorneys and went over this transcript and

told them or they told me any specific things.

No, they had not.

Q I tase it then that you had no idea hat

those three gentleman would also ask you questions today?

A I did not learn that until today.

Q Until X asked you the questions that you sat

there on the witness stand, is that right?

A Well, I went through this whole tape. I

was prepared to answer anything that involves me in this

transcript.

a And you didn't know that those three

gentleman would ask you any questions until you hoard those

questions on thls witness stand? Is that right, Congressmen

A

a

absolute t

testimony?

7!

That is correct, Mr. Puncio.

Now, Congressma. meyees, did you tell the

ruth to thie Coart and to the jury during your

A I have told the absolute truth during this

entire trial to this jury ahd to the other people in this

courtroom iroa the first minute that I took this witness

stan.
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And I intend to tell the truth all through

your questioning too.

0 YOU didn't lie to this jury once. Is

that correct?

A Tat is correct.

I didn't lie to this jury. And I never

intended to lie to anybody.

MR. CACHERIS; Your Honor, he's arguing with

the witness.

T E COURT: Is that an objection to the next

question or thie last?

It has already been answered.

(Continued next page.)
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O Congressman Wors, when you walked into the

Travel Lodge Motel room on August 22, 1979, and met with

Mr. eVito and Mr. Weinberg, did you know that video tape
4

chasiras were watching what was going on and microfilms were
$

recording what you said?
6

A No, I did not.
7

* When you walked into the Barkley Hotel

subsequently on January 24, 1980, did you know that video

tape cameras were recording that scene?
I0

A NO. sir.
11

o How many times did you tell an intentional
12

falsehood? How many times did you lie to Mr. Devito and
13

Mr. Weinberg during the meeting on August 22, 19797
14

MR. CACHERISi Objection.

15
TICE COURT: Overruled.

16
A I don't know how many times I couldn't give

you a number. In the meeting of the 22nd, I can go through

it when Angela Errichetti gave me my C:: to talk about mysel[

in that particular statement I cold three or four lies

in there about judiciary comittees and appropriations. 

21 started off telling lies the way I was instructed. You

22 were instructed to lie during that meeting, is that correctly

A Yes.

2. Q Within the first few minutes of that meeting

25 you told three or four lie.?
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7 A yes.

3 0 The meeting lasted for about 35 minutes?

I A Yes.

Q RoW many lies did you tell during that meeting,

6 Congressman Myers?

A Mr. Puceio, I would be happy to go through

it with you and tell you what was a lie.

9 I could not guess. I came on strong and --

0 0 In almost everything you said it was not the

11 truth?

12 A Almost everything I said there is not the

13 truth, that is correct.

11 Q why did you go up to New York City on that

is day, Mr.Myers?

16 A I went up there for two reasons. One reason

17 was to try to help my friend Mr. Johanson out with his

Is transaction in Atlantic City. The other reason was to get

9 $25,000.

N 0 Did you lie to get that money, Congressman

21 Myers?

V A I told people that I would introduce

D legislation when I knew I didn't have to and never intended

24 to. Yes, I lied.

25 0 You lied to get that money, is that correct?
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told him to play act. It's a question whether this is

a lie or not under the circumstances.

Its argumentative.

6 THE COURT: Is that the rourd, argumentntive?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Repetitious.

THE COURT: Sustained on the latter ground.

0 When for the first time did you hear that

there was . Sheik?

A The first time I heard about the Sheik wasII

the day I met with Mr. Johanson at his summer place in12

13 Longport.

Q He told you that the Sheik had a lot of money,It

is that correct?
IS

A Yes, and about the hotel deal.
16

0 He told you that the Sheik had an immigration
17

i roble, is that correct?

A Yes.
19

That is the first time I heard about iEaigratiox
20

Q And he told you that the Sheik needed a
21

Untied States Congressman to solve his immigration problem,

is that correct
23

A No, he didn't say anything about a United

States Congressman.
25
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2 He said that the Sheik was willing to pa'

3 him and Mr. Criden a hundred thousand dollars to meet --

if they introduced the Sheik to important people.

0 He told you that one of these important people

6 would be you, is that correct?

7 A If I agreed to meet.

Q You agreed to meet, is that correct?

A Yes, after he explained to wa a little ore

0 about the money.

11 Q He explained to you that you would receive

1 $25,000, is that correct?

A yes,,he did.

110 Did he tell you you would have to lie to make

i3 any intentional false statements to the Sheik?

A No, he told me that I would get further

1 instructions from Mayor Errichetti and Mel Weinberg.

i 0 He told you you would have to --

A He told me to make an impression on the Sheik.

He liked tough guys.

N 0 Did he tell you you would have to say something

to the Sheik that wasn't true?

A No, he didn't have all the details. Be didn't

2j have all the details what actually I had to do.

He told me there would he a meeting set up
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2 betw-en Mayor Errichetti and Mel Weinberg and myself prior

3 to the meeting with the Sheik.

4 0 But he told you you would have to play act?

5 A Yes, he told me I would have to play act.

6 0 what did you take that to mean?

7 A Act like a tough guy in this point in time.

H He didn't know all the details.

* 0 Did you take it to mean you would have to

To say something that wasn't true to the Sheik in order to get

Ii the money?

12 A At this point in time, no. Mr. Johanson

13 did't tell me that.

14 0 You thought you would have to play act ii

is a tough guy and you would get $25,000?

16 A Yes.

17 what did he tell you you had to be tough about

A Act like a tough guy.

o what did you take that to mean?

A To meit's somebody who talks tough, acts like20

a tough tumdle-type character, that's what it meant to me.21

o Did you believe at that time that you would

not have to do anything for the money?23

A I asked that very question to Mr. Johanson.

2 said it sounds like a fairy tale. A hundred thousand
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2 dollars, he told me it was peanuts to the rich Arab.

Q Have you ever received a proposition liko

this before from Mr. Johanson or anyone else?

A No, I never heard of such a proposition.

Q In any event, you agreed to attend this

S meeting, is that correct?

A Well, I knew Mr. Johanson to be an honorable

person and good laywer. ihon he told me about the hotel

1 deal and he was going to receive a couple of million dollars,

11 I thought it was true. That is what convinced me.

12 Q The first time you heard about the meeting

la from Mr. Johanson you didn't think there was anything

14 improper in this, is that correct?

h A That is correct.

16 Q Now, when is the next conversation you had

17 concerning this fatter?

Is A The next conversation was the day -- the 21st

19 of August when Mr. Johanson stopped at my house down in

20 Longport and told me that the meeting was set up for the

11 following day, the 22rd.

22 0 During that intervening period you had nothing

23 is that correct?

A That is correct.

25 Q Had you called or telephoned Mr. Johanson's
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office earlier that day?

A bad I?

o yes.

A No, I don't recall calling, no.

Q Did Mr. Johanson appear at your house out of

the blue that evening before the August 22nd meeting or

had you expected him?

A I expected him at some point in time once

the meeting was set up to Stop at my house. I told him

I would be down in Longport in the month of August because

I was on vacation from Congress.

Q you had no problem attending up in New York

to pick up $25,000 the next day?

A I was on vacation. AS far as any other commit-

ments I had none, only my night office.

0 If you had some appointments that day you

wouldn't have gone?

A I had no appointments during the daytime

during the whole month of August. I was on vacation, but

I did attend office hours at night.

O Did Councilman Johanson tell you on August

21st, when he came to your house that you would have to do

something that you would have to promise something to the

Sheik?
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A No, he did not. He told ms the next morning

that I would meet with Mayor Errichtti and Mel Weinberg.

I would be given my script at that point in time.

0 your tough guy script?

A I didn't know.

I Didn't you ask him?

A He didn't know what I was going to be told

to say.

0 Both of you were in the dark at that time,

11 is that fair to say?

A Well, not totally, because he had mentioned

to me about immigration. They may want to talk about

1 n immigration.

0 You knew that the meeting was going to be

I about Immigration, is that correct?

A I. didn't know what the meeting was going to

11 be or what they may want to talk about.

19 If they brought it up. I didn't know-tbey

were.

21 o You didn't know they wore going to bring

it up.

A At that point in time he said they may bring

2 it up.

25 0 You knew money was going to be passed, is that
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correct?

3 A Yes, I knew about money.

4 0 You knew that money was going to be passed

5 to you, is that correct?

6 A Yes.

7 0 That you were going to carry it out of the

a meting, is that correct?

9 A Yes. I knew it.

10 Q Now, Congressman Myers, at this point you

II had not spoken to Mayor Errichetti about this matter, is

12 that correct?

13 A That is correct.

14 0 Did you know Mayor Errichetti before this

15 date?

16 A Yes.

17 0 How many occasions had you met with him

Is prior to this date?

19 A Dealing with political matters concerning

2 our area?

21 Q Any mattrPs?

A I would say 15, maybe.

Q You felt it was sufficient at this point to

24 deal through councilman Johanson and not speak to the

15 Mayor directly about the trip to New York?
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A All my faith was in LOU Johanson who I knc.

Q Did you ask Mr. Johanson why you would have to

travel to New York and why it couldn't be done in Longport

or Philadelphia or any place else?

A No.

Q That didn't make any difference, did it?

A I didn't know the reasons. I didnIt ask that

question.

10 Q Did you ask any questions?

A Only what was expected of me.

12 He told me nothing. I had to do absolutely

13 nothing.

0 cept read the script?

A I was instructed by the Mayor and Mr. Wenberg

6 then I would have to read the script.

0 Did you know on the day before that that

script would contain a promise that you would introduce a

private inigration bill before the house of representatives1

Did you know that?

A No.
21

N Did you know that that script would contain

a proMise by you that you would intervene with the United

States Department of State?

A f. I didn't know I was never told about the

82-077 o-$-- 08 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2 State •

3 D Did you expect a written script to be handed

4 to you?

5 A No, I wasn't told a written script, just

6 instructed on what I had to do and say.

7 Q You were prepared to do anything, isn't that

a right, Congressman Myers?

9 A No, I wasn't prepared to do anything. 1o,

10 that is not right.

1i Q What were you not prepared to do?

17 A I wouldn't do anything that would violate

13 my office. I gude that clear from the very first minute.

14 I reinforced that when I spoke to the Mayor. I told hi

1s that right up to getting to the roac.

16 Q We didn't get there yet.

17 A Vm sorry.

is 0 You wouldn't do anything that mould violate

19 the law, is that correct'

2c A That is correct.

21 0 You wouldn't do anything that was dishonest

22 in any way, is that correct?

23 A That is absolutely right, Mr. Pucoio.

20 a Now, on the next day you mot with Mayor

Errichetti, is that correct?
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A The next day being the 22nd, that is correct.

3 0 He gave you the script, is that correct?

A That is correct.

5 who else was present when he gave you the

script?

A Standing 20 or 30 feet away was Lou Jo ,anson,

Howard Criden, Mr. Criden's son, and I believe another

I gentleman who was Mr. Errichetti's driver.

0 Were they part of the conversation that you

had with Mayor Errichetti?

12 A No. They were not a .irt. We went off by

ourselves.

14 Q Privately?

A They could see us. We were hardly 20 or 30

feet away, but against the wall at the Rennedy Airport

in the terminal there.

Io 0 At the Pam A Terminal, is that correct?

A I believe it was Pan Am., yes.

0 You weren't concerned about this being a

21 private conversation, is that correct?

22 A We were private. I took it to be a private

2) conversation.

2. 0 You weren't concerned that the ethers were

2S cluded free the conversation?
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2A No, because I was told I was going to met

with the .ayor and he was going to tell me about what I

I should say.

5 0 You assumed eeyone else there knew what

was going on, is that correct?

A No, I didn't assume anything. That is the

first time I ever met Mr. Cridsen's son. I didn't know whatF

* they thought or assumed.

10 Q What did the Mayor say to you in this

11 private conversation?

11 A He said to me there was a change in plans.

13 That Mr. Weinberg couldn't make the meeting and he would

1 give me my instructions.

15 He Went on to tell me,you've got to come on

6 strong. You have to talk like a tough guy. Pt's all play
acting, tell them whatever they want to hear. The Sheik

Is doesn't understand English.

1 said suppose it's an area I don't understan.

He said, 'Talk about the Phillys, anything. I will be in20

the ram with you. Mel will be in the room with you.21

If you have any problems, we will back you up and speak

up if there is anything you got a problem with.'23

Q Did he tell you anything else?

A Just to coie on strong and he talked -- "Did
25
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_you eer see me on television, how positive I talk, aqgress a

3 am? Sure I've seen you on television a nmrer of tims.

Act like me, you are a former longshoreman, you know.'

1 You didn't need . script for that?

A Well, I had an idea how a tough guy acts.

Q Tough guys say things like Fn?

A Yes.

I

(Continued on next page.)

13

14

17

18
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21
n
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2 0 What did he tell you to comm on strong about?

3 A Anything they wanted to talk about.

4 What did you believe, as you stood there w.th

5 Mayor Errichetti in the Pan As Terminal that they wanted to

6 talk about?

7 A He talked about investments, imigration

B matters, told me about the sheik being -- wanting to inrigrate

9 to this country, tell them whatever they want to hear.

10 They don't understand what you are saying,

j1 ust talk about it.

12 1 told him I didn't understand all the details

3 and intrical parts of immigration matters. I don't serve on

14 that committee. I never had any real dealings with that.

is 0 would it be fair to say mayor Errichetti told

16 you that the purpose was you should give surety to the

17 sheik that his innigation problems would be solved?

18 A I would say it is a fair statement, yes.

19 Q You said to Mayor Errichetti, i'll tell the

N sheik or his representatives, whoever was there, I ad

2 prepared to introduce a private Immigration bill, is that

correct ?

A I don't think that cae up at that point23

in time , no.

2 You had discussed the introduction of a25
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2 private immigration bill before you walked Into the roar,

before the cameras?

A He said he may talk about it. He didn't

actually tell me to tell him you would introduce a private

bill. I am the one that got in the private bill. He

talked about immigration problems. He didn't talk about

private bills.

Q Didn't he tall you that in order for the

money to be paid you would have to say that you would intro-

duce a private immigration bill or in some way make asskranca

Q that the sheik would get into the country?

n A He didn't talk about a private immigration

1 bill, he talked about inunigration matters that the sheik

was interested in coming to America to possibly live. I

6 told him I didn't understand the ramifications or the

1 problems that could aine. He said dont worry about it,

19 tell him whatever you want to tell him, he doesn' t under-

i stand Znglish.

xHe doesn't know if You are telling him a

21 fact.

22 Q He told you to lie to the sheik?

23 A He told me to talk about the Phillies.

11 0 Did he tell you to lie to the sheik?

25 A He didn't actually say le to the shelt, no.
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2 0 was it understood that everything you would

3 say during the meting would he the truth. fr. Myers?

4 A It was understood that I was to rome on

strong and tell these people whatever they wanted to hear.

6 didn't know what they wanted to hear other than they nay

talk about irvigration matters.

8 He didn't tell me a specific bill. No, he

9 did not tell me that.

10 0 If they would have talked about innugration

11 matters, you would tell them what they wanted to hear about

12 imigration matters, is that correct?

13 A Yes.

14 I started right off explaining that.

is 0 You start right off and promise to introduce

16 private immigration bill?

17 A I talk about a private bill. I star,, if

18 you ead the way that starts off; I go into talking about

19 the committee.

20 0 you are juving ahead.

21 Correct me If I am werg, in that meeting,

2 you promi.ed to introduce . private i n ration bill. I.

23 that correct?

24 A TI..

IS Q Thank you.
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That was a false statement of your intenut-c v

is that correct?

A That is correct.

0 And that was a false statement of your

intentions to obtain money, is that correct?

A A false statement of my intentions? I never

intended to do.anything as far as introduce any bills. I

was told I never had to do that.

10 0 When you said that you would introduce a

private ihnigration bill, you said that, you made that

2 false statement in order to obtain money from the sheik,

3 is that correct?

A I made a false statement.

0 In order to obtain money from the sheik's

1 representative. is that correct?

A Yes.

8 Congresssuemn Myers, you were in he House

of Representatives in Pen.sylvania. is that correct?

A Yes, sir.

V during the period of time that you were in

the House of Representatives, you had occasion to Vote O.

3 bills concerning criminal matters, is that correct?

2d A Criminal matters?

Q$ 0 Yes.
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A I don't recall any criminal--

MR. CACHERIS: Objection, relevance.

THE COURT: Overrled.

* Ae you saying that you nevr voted on n

bill conernng crinal matters?

A you're going to have to explain what bill

you are talking about. I didn't knOW we voted on criminal

matters.

o DO you know what a penal code is?

A yes. you're talking about laws chat we

voted on that govern certain things?

A Yes.

Q I assume while you are in the legislation

you voted on laws, is that orect?

A Yes. I didn't know that was criminal mattarsl

I just learned that today from you, Mr. PucciO.

Well --

MR. DEN-VENIST: I objot and ask for a

Side Bar if M. pucojo is going to pursue some other

legislation in some other code other than the one

we are dealing wit, hre..

ThE COURTt 1 that your intention?

MR. PUCCIO: I have sane qestions about

a certain statute, criminal statute.
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2 MR, DUFFY: I object. I recognize the book,

it is --

THE COURT: Sustained.

Q Congressman Meyers, did you believe it was

dishonest to obtain money by false pretenses?

A I --

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Objection, your Donor.

I TE COURT: Overruled.

A No, I didn't think this was dishonest.

Q Now, after that meeting with Mr. Errichetti

at the Pan Auerican Terminal, what did you do?

13 A After Mr. Errichetti left, I left shortly

1 thereafter, a few minutes behind him.

I went with Mr. Johasen ou% to my car which

6 was on the parking lot. We drove over to the hotel, parked

the Car outside, walked in, at which point in time I met

Mayor Errichetti standing in front of the elevators in

the lobby.

N 0 He told you that something changed?

21 A Yes.

22 0 He told you there wasn't going to be 100,000

dollars. there, was going to be 30,000, is that correct?

24 A No, sir, that is not correct.

2S 0 Didn't h tell you that the amount had charng.
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A He never mentioned the amount to me at no

4 time.

0 Well, he told you something changed about

6 the sheik's plans, is that correct?

7 A That is correct.

8 Q Did he tell you the sheik was prepared -o go

9 to South Arica, ia that correct?

10 A No, he told me the sheik would not be at

1 the meting. That he was tied up in other deals and could

12 not be present for this meting, but one of his representatives

13  would be there.

14 And of course he would still be there and

15 Mr. Weinberg would be in the roa.

16 Q Didn't he tell you that the sheik was prepared

17 to go to South Aaerica if he had to leave his native land?

1a A He told he at this point in time, when I

]9 realized the sheik would not be present, I wanted to know

20 about more of what I'm going to say. Who is going to be

21 there in the room.

N - Obviously, I'm not going to talk about the

23 Phillies to someone who understands English.

21 Back up a moment. you walked into the

25 TraIlldge Motel and as you said the Mayor is standing
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there alone and you walk over to him and engage him in

conversation?

A Yes.

O He is informing you of what has happened in

the interim since you saw him last, is that correct?

A Yes.

Q You're asking questions because now yoi

find out that the sheik is not going to be there and you

need more details as to what is going to happen, is thAt

correct?

A Yes.

O You are standing in the lobby?

A Right in front of the elevators, yes.

Q How long does this conversationtake?

A I would say just a couple of minutes.

O What questions do you ask?

A I want to know who was going to be in the

room if the sheik is not present. He told me one of his

representatives would be there.

So I said, "What is he going to ask me?

What do I have to say?"

He said, *Go on with the same stuff I told

you, don't worry about anything."

I was concerned about the immigration stuff.
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2 What about immigration, does he know all the

procedures on immigration matter-.

I He said tell him whatever -- you go along

5 With it.

Q Whether it is true or not?

A He didn't put it that way. eall him go

along with whatever he asked.

9 0 You took it, go along and say thing whether

If they aere true or not?

11 A Yes.

12  Q At this point you knew that the immigration

13 matter wa of no importance, is that correct?

11 A Just at that point I learned that. He tells

15 me Mal Weinberg told him that I would never have to do anythin-

6 It couldn't be a possibility anything would arise dealing

17 with the sheik coming to America because if he ever had to

18 leave his homeland that arrangement were already made in

South America for him to go there.

Q You knew at that point that you wouldn't

21 have to promise to introduce a private imYqrationbill,

is that correct?

A I know I would never have to introduce one.23.

21 0 You knew you never had to promise to introduce

One?25



A No, I didn't know -- I didn't know what

3 the representative was going to ask.

Q If t"a sheik were going to South America,

there would be no need for the representative to ask yo

6 anything about private immigration bills is that correct'

7 A I didn't know that until I got to the room.

There is no talk of that.

I Q Hadn't Mayor Errichetti told you before you

went to the room that the sheik was going to South Ameriea?

ii A No.

12 a He told you before you want to the roon:

A Yes, V m,utry. Yes.

1 thought you meant outside the elevator.

5You knew at least insofar as inutigration

M matters were concerned that was hot of the picture, is that

' correct?

a A yes, that was ont of the picture.

19 The first thing you did when you walked in

2D the roOm is say you would introduce a private iim~gration

21 bill?

A Mhen I first go in the toe, I say hello,

23 they say hello. The Mayor talks about the six-nmeber dele-

21 gation and I go on to a statement, end live a brief surnary

25 o my background.
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I go on to tell them how important I am

all these important nonmittes.,

O All u.true?

A Not totally untrue. There are 25 mnmbexs of

the Pennsylvania delegation. A lot of untruths throughout

the first statement.

Q That first big paragraph on page 2?

A Yes.

o Now. fr. De Vito started off with talking

about the sheik's immigration problems. is that correct?

A (NO response.)

o Is that right?

A I want to refer to the page if you tell me

where we are.

Q What is yor best recollection, does he start

off talking about the sheik's immigration problem?

MR. CACIERIS: I think he ought to refer to

the page.

A

a

talks about

A

C

MR. pUCCIO; I have no objection.

Talking about 5a, I make a long statement.

You told us abovt that, after that Mr. DeVito

Somsa and how the sheik is in the sa position?

Tem.

Right after that yot say, well, sincs the
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2 sheik is going to South America. you have no i.igration

probicms, is that what you say?

A No.

5 Why don't you soy that?

A Because at this point in time the only

one I know in the roo. knows about the operation is myself,

Mayore Errichetti, and Mel Weinberg.

I don't know anything about Mr. Do Vito other

than he is a representative of the sheik.

Q Ad he is Weinber's boss, right?

A I didn't know who was the boss at that time.
12

D All I knew was Weinberg and the mayor was a part of this

overall $100,000 that was going to change hands.

o Since Weinberg said nothing, as you pointIS

out, and Do Vito was running the meeting, you had to assume16

Weinberg worked for Devito, is that correct?

A I didn't assume that. you can look at it

either way.

a You assumed that DeVito didn't know that

the shake had plans arranged to go to South America if21

hn had a problem in his Native land?
22

A I figured he would bring it up.23

Q Yo assumed he didn't know about it, is that

correct?25

82-077 081--10D (Pt. 1) BLR
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2 A It was never brought up.

3 0 Did you assume one way or the other?

A I didn't assume anything. I didn't bri.,

it up. He didn't.

6 0 NoW, -- may I have a moment, your Honor?

7 (Pause.)

8 No,. you say during this meeting, Conqress&-

9 Meyers, that you are going to use your influence o words

10 to taht effect, is that correct?

il A Yes.

12 0 And do you know ho many times you said

13 that during the meeting?

14 A During this first meeting?

is 0 yes.

16 A No, I never counted.

17 0 And you tell us now that want a te

is statement of your intentions, is that correct?

A That is correct.

20 (Continued On following page.)

21

22

23

25
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2 CONTINUED CROSS EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. PuCCtO:

1And you talked about intervening with the

Department of State On behalf of the sheik, is that correct?

I A I talk about that after Mr. DeVito brings

it up, yes.

a You wouldn't have brought that up, is that

9 correct?

W A I would bring - - No, when Mr. DlVito brins

11 up something about the Department of State, that was the

12 first time throughout any of this that T ever heard the

13 Department of State mentioned.

14 P And yo respond that you're willing to do

15 something with the Departeant of State because of a

16 connection there, is that correct?

U. That's what I say, yes.

U And are you telling us now that that was

19 all false. you didn't have any connection with the Department

of State?

21 A I didn't then and I never did.

22 S As a U.S. Congressman, did you have occasion

23 to work on any ingration problems for people in your

24 district?

2s X No, I didn't, personally.
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2 Well, the merters of your staff, did they

3 ever work on immigration problems for people in your

I district?

5 S. Yes. People would come in my office.

6 q About how often does that happen?

7 a In my o-fice?

a D yes.

9 a I would say maybe a couple of times a month,

0 with things dealing with immigration in my office.

11 I have a Spanish speaking community where

12 immigrants have problems. I have Italian community where

13 people are coming in from Italy.

14 q Would it be fair to say that people of

15 your staff to people in the Immigration Service frequently?

16 A No, I don't think that's a fair statement.

17 Well, in connection with these immigration

1. problems that your Constituents have, people of your staff

19 contact immigration, is that correct?

x& Well, we contact them in the Philadelphia

21 office, yes, on occasion, but I would It say it is a

M fair statement that they regularly deal with them. I per

23 Personally have never dealt with them.

24 If it were necessary for you to do so, in

2 5 nnection with a matter, you would contact the Department
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of State for a constituent, wouldn't you?

L MR. CACHERIS: Objection.

THE COURT: Read the question.

(Question read)

THE COURT; Sustained as to form.

a Well, there wouldn't be anything wrong in

a Congressman contacting the Department of State on a

legitimate problem, isn't that correct?

I I don't see anything wrong with it. I

wouldn't I . I wouldn't contact a local Immigration

Service in Philadelphia located in the William J. Green

Federal Building where I have an office located.

Donyt njiubers of Conress contact Immigration

and Department of State all the time in connection with

matters that come before them?

MR. CAdHERIS: Objection, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Sustained as to what others

might do.

A. I don't know what other members do. Whenever

anybody in my office had an immigratin matter - -

MR. CACHERIS: Your Honor - -

THE COURT: Mr. Meyers, I sustained the

Objection. You don't have to answer.

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry.
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2 Well, your office contacts agencies of the

Federal Government fairly regular on all sorts of prohlms

I for your constituents?

MR. CACHEMS: Objection, beyond the scope

I THE COURT: Overruled.

7a Yes, if we have a constituent, for instance,

a a Vietnam veteran, who has a problem with the V.A., we

* will contact the Vetrans Administration of Philadelphia,

10 and if it's a social security problem, we will contact

II the Social Security Bureau and what we do, I will explain

12 the procedure if you would like me to.

13 NO, during this mentin,. yo talked about

14 investments i. Philadelphia, is that correct?

Is . Yes.

16 a And you indicated that although you would

17 help the sheik with his immigration problem anyway,

19 it would be nie to have an investment is the POrt of

19 Philadelphia, to over you, isn't that correct?

20 M. CACHERISt Objection to the form.

21 THE COURT. Overruled.

22 You may answer.

23 A I talked about investments In the port of

24 Philadelphia and throughout the City, with mortgages and

25 all kinds of other posiiliti.e that they were talking
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0 well, didn't you agree that such a course

of action taken by the sheik, that is, investing in

Philadelphia, would protect you?

a My investing In my district that I would

have a part of would certainly make me look good with

my constituents and I always cOrnider investments in my

district at all times.

a Didn't you indicate at this meeting that

investments by the sheik in your district or in

Philadelphia would protect you?

k Yes, I said that.

* Now, was that a true statement when you made

it?

K It wouldn't protect me, it just would be

beneficial to my district.

4 So, insofar as you agreed or said that it

would protect you, that was false, is that correct?

a That's correct. I didn't have anything to

be protected from.

4 Why did you feel it necessary to tell that

falsehood to Mr. DaVito and Mr. Weinberg?

A. Well, when I heard about the 400 million

dollars. I didn't want it to go to any other city but my
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from this

correct?

And therefore, you were legitimately seek>

sheik investments in Philadelphia, is that

. That's correct.

Now, you also talk in this meeting about

labor problems, is that right?

A I think they bring it up initially.

q And you talk about how the Port of

Philadelphia was more advantageous than the Port of New

York, is that correct?

. Yes, sir.

And you try to sell the sheik's represents

on investing in Philadelphia, is that correct?

A That's correct, yes.

q And you even talk about the Port of Carde

is that correct?

atiVes

n,

A. Yes, I talk about the Port of Canden when we

say the Port of Philadelphia, that includes the Port of

Camcen.

* And you suggest that an investment there

would be beneficial, is that correct?

o..

No,' by the way, you continually talk through
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this meeting about having connections down ir Washingto,

is that right?

I Yes--

MR. CACHIRIS: I object. He used it seve.-al

times, he answered questions during the meeting.

THE COURT: Overruled.

And you indicate that if someone from the

.iddel east without a connection can to the United

States and wanted , private immigration bill introduced,

somebody would be crazy or insane to do it?

A Yes.

a Because you wanted to indicate to Mr. DeVito

that he came to the right person, is that right?

A I wanted to make myself sound important,

that's correct.

q Now, you also wanted to indicate that there

were only certain ways that things could be done in

Washington, is that correct?

A Certain ways, meaning that it took influence

to introduce a bill.

0 yes.

L Yes, T said that.

And you wanted to indicate that it took

money to get things dond down in WaShington. is that
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2 correct?

3 What are you referring to, the money

I statements, bullshit walks statement?

sWell, at the very least?

6 . Well, I said that, yes.

7 D Was that a false statement?

SA. It was a figure of speech that I uae, that

9 I heard many times. Anything that you get involved with

to costs money, and I use it loosely, but that's basically

i1 what I mean by it.

12 Well, you said, if I can find the page,

13 "I am going to tell you something real simple and short.

14 Weney talks in this business, and bullshit walks-, Which

is business were you referring to?

16 A I'll have to go back and see what he says

11 to 
me

. I think I was referring to anything that he was

1s talking about. Anything that Tony was talking about.

19 Ii soarry. I didn't hear your answer.

A I believe I was referring to anything that

21 Tony DeVito was talking about.

IT 4 Ad what was he talking about?

23 . He was talking about State Department,

24 talking about immigration, talking about private bills.

25 9 And that's the business in which moey talks.,
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is that right?

3 L I use, like I said earlier, Mr. Puccio,

that statement covers everything and thats the way I

used that statement.

6 And then you said, 'And it works the Same

way down in Washington," is that right?

A Yes, I say that.

q And is that a true statement?

0 A. I have no knowledge of the working that wty

down there in Washington, no.

2 a And you say we have our own group that we

3 use our influence, is that torract?

4 & No, 7 don't - I am a part of no group.

IWell, that's what you said, isn't that

g correct?

7 L Well, It's not true. It.. B.S. Strictly

A B.S.

* And you said it'. a trading game down in

2o Washington, is that correct?

V . Yes.

22 Audithat, of course, is false, is that

23 eight?

1. That's false.

25 Ye,. have never had occasion to have a
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legislature in Washington to trade off your interests

3 or the interests of your constituents against someone

I else-s, is that right?

A No, In ever did any trading.

6 0 And you said that the sheik could be

7 100 percent better with me in his corner, is that right?

A A Yes, I said that.

9 a And that was a lie, wasn't it?

10 a Yes.

I1 I Why was it a lie?

12 A Because I just meant it loosely, 100 percent

U better meant to me, that if you carry an umbrella, you

14 wn't get any rain on your head, but somebody may throw

5 a bucket of water on your head..

6 0 Well, -uidn't the sheik be better with a

17 United States Congressmaniin his corner?

1. A Well -

11 MR. CACHERmS: Objection, Your Honor.

Tb COURT: Overruled.

21 Wouldn't the sheik be better off with a

22 United States Congressman in his corner?

23 A I Would think if be had an immigration

24 problem, he would be better off with a good immigration

25 lawyer.
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* Why do you say that, Congressman Ieyera?

A I would say that because these cases are

I very complicated, and each caqe, you know, is judged on

its own merit-and someone who knows immigration law would

certainly be in a better position to advise someone than a

lot of members of Congressman, meaning myself. I don't know

anything about iuigraticn.

Q nut a Congressman could introduce a bill

that can go beyond the law, isn't that correct?

MR. CACERIS: (Objection, Your Honor, beyond

the law.

THE COURT: Overruled.

A. Any member of Congress, there's 43S members

of the House, 100 in the Senate on the Senate side can

6 introduce a private bill not only on i migration matters,

V but a private bill on anything can be introduced.

a Don't you think that soneonw such as a

sheik would be at least a little better off with a United

States Congressman in his corner?

K No, T think he would be better with an

22 inigration lawyer.

2 NoW, you said - -

THE COURT: Mr. Poois, if you can finish

2i 15 minutes, fine.
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2 If you can't , find a good spot to stop

3 for the day.

INow, Congressman Meyers, you said without

someone in my position, you're in deep trouble.

Do you remember saying that?

A. Yes.

Q People wouldn't even want to deal with you,

is that right?

x That's what I said.

11 9 And that was a false statement, isn't that

12 correct?

13 A Yes, that's correct. It was a false

14 statement.

IS Q Now, you said I feel very comfortable hero.

16 that's the only reason I an here, is that right?

17 A You.

1: Ad why did you say you felt comfortable?

l9 AX I felt comfortable because Mayao Errichetti

was there and Mel Weinberg was there who was 100 percent

,j of this million dollar transaction we were going to

22 elive this sheik of.

23 a DeVito knew what you meant when you said

N you were comfortable there?

25 A. No, he didn't give me any indication whether
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he knew what I meant or not.

a fNow, during this meeting, you offered

certain concrete suggestions to help the sheik with his

3 immigration problem.

Do you recall those?

I If you tell me what they are - _

L0 Do you recall any concrete suggestions that

9 you made?

10 11. DUFFy: Objection as to form.

TIE COURrT Overruled.

A. I talked about some business investments

1 in Philadelphia, concrete -

1Didn't you first say something about a

1 vetrinarian?

6L Yes.

7What did you say?

:: A said if he had some specialities and

Me. DeVito said his own specialty would be money, I said

X that makes things easier.

2You suggested if the sheik had some special

N occupation that would be helpful in assisting you in your

2 efforts on his behalf, is that correct?

S If he had some special occupation, what I

meant by that - -
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2tids't you say that?

3 L Yes, I said that.

4Ad was that true or false?

5 Well, I had no way of answering that. I said

6 it, but I did not know what the answer to that was.

7D Are you saying that you didn't know that

it would be helpful for someone trying to imjiqrate to

the U.S. to have a special occupation that was needed

To here?

Are you saying yot didn't know that?

A. No. I tried to explain that earlier, when

]3 you asked the nt question. I had knew and I had heard

14 that when private bills, in private bills, that sometimes

1 private bills are approved by Congress when it deals with

16 somebody who has s.me special talent, for instance,

17 someone who was a scientist looking to get out of Russia

1s and come to America, it was beneficial for us to allow this

19 individual to come in that that type of private bill

20 uld be passed.

21 * You felt it was necessary to offer this

N solution to the sheik, is that right?

23 x I brought it up as another after. . was

2. trying to explain that I kew all about this imigration

11 stuff.
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1That particular explanation or particular

statement about a specialty was true. isn't that correct'

I A. If there was sog real specialty, like I

5 said, if he was a scientist and has some special scienLiic

projects he was working on, you know, that would be a

real consideration for Congress to make its decision uon.

s You also indicated that the sheik might

become a shipping expert, is that correct'

It A. Yes, promoting the port again.

You also indicated if the sheik opened a

business, family members could be rotated in that busines-

11 so they could have occupations to get them into the

14 country, isn't that correct?

15 & shat's what I said, yes.

i6 - You talked about, now, certain experts

:7 handling storage of cargo, is that correct?

IS A& YeS.

*9 9 That would be something that a sheik or

X .member of his family, would be the kind of specialty

21 that one of thus could have, is that right; to facilitate

2 this entry into the United States?

23 & I said that, but I had no knowledge of

N specialty in storage of caro.

25 0 If the sheik were going to South America,

S2 077 0 8--I0 (Pt I) B1 U
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2 why did you feel it was necessary to bring up these

3 different possible solutions?

k t thought Mr. Devito was going to go back

5 to the sheik and report to him gxactly -hat took place

6 in his conversation.

7 0 This would impress the sheik because the

a sheik was going to South America

9 1aZ, r thought it was going to impress the

to sheik that I was an important person.

11 MR. PUCCIO: I don't have - - I don't think

12 T can stay within your time frame and I think I

13 will stop at this point.

]r -E COURT: So it would be a convenient spot

15 to break for the night?

16 MR. PUCCIO: yes.

17 THE COURT: We will recess.

1. During the overnight recess, don't discuss

19 the case with yourselves or with anyone else.

20 We'll res e at 9:30. I would like to see

21 cou nsel at sidebar. I will ask the people in the

Courtroom to rmain in the Outroom until the Jury

23 has left.

21 (Continued on following page)

25
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3 CROSS-EXAMINAfLf'

I BY MR. PUCCIO:

5 0 Congressman Myers, is it true that it was

6 your idea to bring up the matter of introducing a

private ieigration bill at your meeting with Devito and

Weinberg and Mayor Errichetti on August 22, 19797

9 A No. It is not true. I started off with

10 my explanation of how powerful I was. I just covered

11 that area.

12 But it wasn't my intent when I walked into

13 that room to bring it up. no.

14 a Let me ask you a question again;

Was it your idea, Congressman Myers. to bring

1 up the introduction of a private immigration bill at that

17 meeting on August 22nd?

18 A NO.

19 It was not my idea.

0 You said those words, did you not? You

21 proposed to introduce a private immigration bill?

M2 A I promised to introduce a private immigration

bill after I was asked to introduce one.

24 Q All right.

25 And who asked you?
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0 Will you point that out to me in the exhibit?

That is Exhibit 5A.

A I'll have to read through it to find it

but he brings it up first.

6 Q Let me point out page 3 where you say a little

down on the top, absolutely.

Where I could be of assistance in this type

of matter, first of all, is private bills that can be

introduced.

Do you see that on page 3?

A Page 3?

13 a Yes, sir.

Do you see that?

Is A Yes. I say they can be introduced. I don't

6 say that I am going to introduce one.

17 Q Can you repeat that?

A Yes.

I say absolutely, where I could b of

assistance in this type of a matter, first of all, is privately

21 bills that can be introduced.

22 I don't say I will introduce one.

23 Q At no time do you say you will introduce

h one at any time in subsequent settings or this meting.

2S A I don't say so. When Ma. Devito says to
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me to inroduce .private bill I say on-hun.
2 o At no time at this meeting or subsequent

meetings do yoe say that you will introduce a private

immigration bill, is that correct, yes or no?

A That's Correct.

When they say it to me I agree. But I didn't

B bring it up.

o Now, before you mention private bills on

10 this page you just looked at I'll ask you to look at

11 pages 1 and 2 of the transcript and see if anyone else

12 mentions private bills, Congressman Myers.

13 A No. I don't see anyone els, mentioning it.

14 Q So you are the first person to utter those

IS words at this meeting; is that right, Congressman Myers?

6 A yes.

17 In my opening statement I refer to ismigra-

to tion matters. There are private bills. Let me just

M' read this and I'll give you the exact wording.

SO a Sorely.

21 But y question, while you are thinking it, if

W you can thick about it, is you are the first person to

IS utter the wOde private bills" at this Meting; is

24 that right?

25
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A Yes. I bring private bills up in what I

refer to in page 3 for the first time. In my opening

statement I mention immigration matters. I don't

$ say private bills there.

But on page 3 what I read before I say

I that can be introduced. Private business that can be

introduced. I don't say that I am going to introduce

one. Later on in this conversation Mr. DeVito brings up

'0 that what impresses me you will introduce bills and I

11 say up hun.

1 But I don't offer to introduce any bills.

But I say that ca be introduced.

4 0 When you say on hr, you agreed to introduce

is private bills, is that right?

A I was instructed to go along with the

7 play acting to answer anything he asked.

18 Now, did Mayor Errichetti -- excuse .a.

19 1 assume Mayor Erriohetti is the only one that ever

g instructed you to do anything; is that right?

21 A Yes.

M a n you followed his instructions; did you

2D not?

21 A Yes, I did.

M 9 How about Mr. Criden, did he instruct you to
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2 do anything?

A No, he did not.

Q Did Mr. Johanson ever instruct you to do

anything?

A He instructed me to follow the mayor's instruc-

tions.

a 0 And of course you took councilman Johanson',

instructions to follow the mayor's instructions, is that

10 right?

n1 A Yes, that's right.

2 Q Now, your conversations with Mayor Errichetti,

43 did he instruct you to say I'll introduce . private bill

14 at the meeting?

15 A No, he didn't say I am introucing , private

16 bill. He talked about immigration matters.

17 9 The words 'private bill" were never in your

is discussion with Mayor Errichetti prior to the August 22nd

1 meeting in the hotel room, is that correct?

A No. He talked about there will be--

21 they want to know some information about innigration

n and I say I don't know that.

21 0 Before we go to that, I111 allow you -.

2e the court will allow you to say anything you want. But

25 before you complete thlktn your discussions with
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Mayor Errichetti, prior to walking into this room

were the words "private bill- ever uttered?

A No. I don't recall "private bill.' The

first private bill is when I Mentioned private bill here,

the first time.

0 So it would be fair to say that at least

that much was your idea?

A Yes. I-said that a private bill can be

introduced. I never said I was going to introduce it.

That's a process that can be done.

o I see.

And even when you say umhun, you didn't

take that to mean that you would agree to introduce

bill, is that right?

A I would have said following my script, u

hm, to anything Mr. DeVito asked.

* No matter What he sad to you you would have

said um hhs, I a willing to do it?

A I would have said it because it was all

played out.

o And you were afraid unless you didn't say

Yes or . hum he would not give you the money?

A No. I thought he was going to go back

to the sheik to talk to him to tell him how important
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o You were not concerned that he was not going

to give you the money, is that right?

A I was up there for two reasons.

* Can you answer that question?

A Would you repeat it?

O You were not concerned that he was not going

to give you the money, is that right?

You didn't worry about that?

A I went there to get some money for doing

nothing. like I said.

Q When you were at the Meeting you were not

concerned he would at one point say, goodbye, Mr.

congressman. I am not giving you a dime? You were not

concerned about that, were you?

A No, I was not concerned about that.

o And you really didn't have to say anything

because you were going to get the money no matter what

happened, is that right, Congremman Myers?

A I didn't know.

I was told to come on strong. I went there

to meet a sheik. The sheik didn't show up. Iis repre-

senttive showed up. I was told to come on strong and play

act and that is exactly what I did.
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Q So there was some uncertainty in your mird

during this meeting as to whether or not Mr. DeVito was

going to turn over that money, isn't that right?

A Some uncertainties?

0 yes.

A No. I was told by the mayor that Mel was

e a part of it.

I I didn't see any uncertainties. I thought

10 Mel was going to convince his associates that we have a

11 strong guy here., we have a stand-,p guy.

1 Q You really didn't have to say anything to

3 get the money?

11 A Well, I didn't have to say anything to --

Is MR. CACERIS: Objection, your Honor.

16 Argmaent ative.

S Tnr CO LT : Sustained.

g In any event, Congressman, whenever you said,

I, first of all -- right after you said absolutely, where

N I can be of assistance in this matter, first of all, is

private bills that can be introduced, and as you say you

were not talking about actually introducing one yourself,

22 and then you say this, -NOM, when you are coming from a

third world nation and you have no political support in

this country, Unless somebody is i sane, you don't
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need, re, you would not introduce a bill to protect ycur

interest if you had to go into exile somewhere." You say

that, is that right?

A yes.

6 Aind you meant what you said; is that right?

7 A This is strictly -- you know I am

a expanding upon that he said from a middle eastern country

9 somewhere and that he is an Arab. It is just talking

10 big here.

11 0 So what you said was not trust, is that correct?

12 A It was B.S. I was boasting her. I was

13 trying to make myself sound important.

14 Q And you said somebody would be insane to

is introduce . private migration bill, isn't that correct?

16 A That's what I said.

17 Q And that was true, isn't that right?

is A yes, that's right.

19 Somebody would be insane.

20 Q So that was not really play acting, was it?

21 A I knew I was never going to introduce a

N bill, never intended to and I was told I didn't have to.

23 a It was not really play acting, was it?

21 A It was play acting on my part, I can assure

25 you.



Q So when vyou say -- strike that and let me

S go on.

Now, there came a time during this meeting --

by the way, let me just, if I may, go back . moment.

6 you said yesterday in one of your conversa-

tions with Councilman Johanson, and I believe it was at

his residence, he told you that other congressmen and a

senator had met the sheik, isn't that correct?

A Thats correct.

Q laying aside the question of the senator

12 for a moment, he was telling you that members of the body

3 in which you served had met with this sheik prior to you,

is that correct?

is A Yes.

4 kid did he tell you who these people were?

MR. BROWN: I object if your Honor please.

IS Irrelevant and immaterial and I ask for a side

19 bar and an offer of proof.

20 TE COURT: Overruled.

21 You may answer the question yes or no.

A NO.

3 a Weren't you curious at that point to find

2 out?

n MR. DUFFy: Objection.

82-077 08-I I11 (Pt 1) BLR
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2 MR. BROWN: Objection.

MR. CAHCERIS: Objection.

I THE COURT; Overruled.

0 Weren't you curious, Congressman Myers, here

6 he was telling you that members of the House of Representa-

tives had met with this sheik; weren't you curious to find

a out who these people were?

9 A I guess I was curious but I didn't pursue it.

10 Q Why not?

ii A I didn't knew it was --

12 MR. ByOew: Objection.

13 TE MUNTr: Overruled.

14 A I didn't think where it was any of my

15 business.

16 0 Did he tell you that other people had received

17 or were going to receive money from the sheik?

is A No. Be didn't mention anything about other

19 people receiving money.

20 Q Did he tell you that you were Boing to be

21 the only one who would receive money from the sheik?

A No. le didn't tell me that.

Q Did he tell you that the-- the delegation

to which these people belonged who had met with the sheik?

A Rad met with the sheik?
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I Yes.

A I don't follc the question, Mr. Pvccio.

I Q Did he tell you what state the representa-

5 ties were from who had net with the sheik?

6 A No.

0 It may verycwell have been that members of

B the Pennsylvania delegation --

MR. BROW: I object.

is MR. DUFFY: Objection.

MR. sMOWN: Speculative, your Honor, and

12 asking for a conclusion of the mind.

13 T COURT: Sustained.

14 (Continced on next page.)
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2 a There came a time during this meeting on

August 22nd where some sort of package appeared on

the scene, is that right?

A Yes.

Q And was it Mr. DeVito who took out this

package?

a A Yes-

9 Q And about how big was that package, Congress-

0 man Myers?

It A It was a brown envelope, I would say about

12 the size of this page.

13 Q bA about how wide was it?

14 A I would say it was about an inch, maybe.

Is THE COURT: You mean thick?

16 THE WITNESS: Thick is what you mean, Mr.

17 puccio?

i8 0 Yes. I'm sorry, thick.

19 A AN inch thick, an inch and a quarter, maybe.

0 when Mr. Devito took out that package

21 you knew what it was, is that right?

A Yes.

23 I knew what it was.

24 0 You knew it was money?

25 A Yes.
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2 0 And there came a time when he handed you that

package, is that right?

A Yea.

5 0 What did you do with it when he handed it

6 to you?

A lost held onto it. I had it in my hand

like this.

Q Under your ar?

0 A I had it right in my hand. It wasn't that

il big to put it under my arm.

12 0 You didn't put it in your pocket or anything

3 like that?

4 A No. I just held it in my hand.

U Q By the way, when you got that package in

6 your hand, Congressman Myers, did you then believe that

17 what you had dond was improper?

is A No. At no time did I believe what I had

It done was improper.

x 0 And oven today you don't believe what you had

21 done Was improper, is that right?

n A Yes., that's correct. I don't believe anything

23 I've done is improper.

21 When I see myself on this box here, I am

25 ashamed of myself. I am not proud of what I had done, my
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actions, and particularly when I gas drunk. It's very

embarrassing to me. But I didn't do anything wrong.

0 So what you are embarrassed about is the fact

that you say you were drunk and not the fact that you

took any money, is that right?

A No.

Now that I see this I am embarrassed that I

took money. I am embarrassed that I was drunk. I an

embarrassed of my whole attitude.

o But your taking the money was not improper,

is that right?

A I don't see it to be improper, no.

a Now, you walk out of the room with Mayor

Errichetti, is that correct?

A Yea.

o And the door closes behind the both of you,

is that correct?

A Yes.

o agd both of you walked to the elevator, is

that right?

A Ye,.

0 And you are holding the package, is that

right?
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2 Q Ad what does the mayor say to you at thet

point?

A He said the meeting went real well.

0 Okay.

Does he ask you for the package?

7 A NO. I just handed it over to him.

8 Mccording to a plan, is that right?

A According to , plan, yes.

10 a As you pointed out Mayor Errzchetti didn't

II go down in the elevator, is that right?

12 A Yes.

3 0 So you left him up on whatever floor it was,

14 is that right?

IS A yes.

16 Q . And he took this package before you left

17 and he put it in his pocket or did something with it,

is is that right?

19 A No. He still had it in his hand when I left.

M0 When that elevator door closed I handed the package

21 to the mayor.

MWe walked up the hall and he still had the

n package in his hand. He didn't put it in his pocket or

24 anything like that.

25 0 You saw the video tape of his next meeting
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with Amoroso and Weinberg whic4 took place a few minutes --

MR. CACHERIS: Objection.

MR. BROWN: Objection, your Honor. His

conclusions with respect to an observation of evidence

is irrelevant and immaterial and improper.

ThE COURT: I am not sure what the question

is.-

MR. PTCCIO: '11 go on. youor Honor.

THE COURT: All right, it is not necessary.

Q Is it possible, Congressan Myers, that

in fact you didn't turn that package over to Mr. Errichetti?

MR. CACHERIS: Objection, your Honor, as

to what is possible or not.

THE COUNT: Overruled.

o That you didn't turn that package over to

Mr. Errichetti outside that room; is that possible?

A No. That is not possible because I handed

that package to Mr. Errichetti.

O Is it possible that you may have brought

that package downstairs and handed it to someone else for

Mr. Errichtti?

A No. It is not possible.

o Now, at least while you were there the money

was not taken out of its wrapper or anything like that,

2903
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is that correct?

a A Yes, that's correct.

4 0 Now, you testified further yesterday that you

went downstairs, you rejoined Mr. Johanson and drove back

6 to Philadelphia, is that correct?

7 A yes.

0 And I assume during the ride there was no

I conversation about this incident that had taken place, is

10 that correct?

MR. CACIIERTS: Ohjection to his assoption,

2 your Honor.

3 THE COU : Sustained as to for.

a On the way back to Philadelphia did you and

5 Mr. Johanson talk about what had taken place up in that

16 room?

V, A To a little degree but we didn't get into it.

is I just told him I thought the meeting went okay and

19 I was talking about the port and asking hin what he thinks

20 about a third container pier and that kind of stuff.

21 9 So you were pursuing with Councilman Johanson

at that point his views about the feasibility of an invstmenl

23 in the port of Philadelphia, is that correct?

24 A ye..

We talked a little about the port, yes.
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Q And you talked a)bout other legislative and

council matters, is that correct?

A NO.

MR. CACHERI: Objection to legislative and

council matters, your Honor.

THE COUR: Overruled.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: I object to the form,

your Honor, when it says other legislative and

council matters, referring to the prior question.

o Well, is it --

MR. BEN-VENISTr, Excuse me, Mr. puccio.

THE COURT: The answer is still no.

Overruled.

0 To your knowledge, Congressman Myers, is the

Rort of Philadelphia of sme concern to a member of the

City Council?

A I would think that the port of Philadelphia

is of some concern to every cities in Philadelphia.

Q Ard that would include a United States

Congressman, is that right?

A yes.

0 nd in view of thd fact that you exchanged

correspondence with various city officials concerning

local matters in Philadelphia for a waher of years.
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2 is that correct, Congrosman Myers?

3 A Correspondence?

4 a Yes. They sent you letters and you sent

S them back letters all concerning local matters, isn't that

6 correct?

A No. Every and any correspondence I had as a

$ member of congress concerned legislation dealing with the

I port or something to help the port, for example coal or

10 something of that nature. That is a federal matter. When

they sendo a letters about that it is not a federal issue.

2 0 But it would have impact on local matters,

3 is that correct?

A Yes. The sae way as any other legislation

i would have an impact on local matters.

16 Social security people, we vote on it in

17 Washington but people in my district receive it.

8 0 "out how long did it take you to drive

1. from Kennedy Airport to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on

2 August 22, 1979?

21 A I would say about two and a half hours,

N amething like that.

23 0 And approximately how much tite during the two

1. and a half hours was spent discussing the money that you

Hs had received up in that hotel room at Kennedy Airport?
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2 A He didn't even get into the money. We were

going back to Philadelphia. At thot point we ware going

to discuss money whetn w reached the law office, Mr.

$ Jobansons law office.

0 About how much time during that twoand a

half hour trip was taken up with any conversation?

A We basically --

9 About what had happened up in the hotel room.

10 A Very little,

1 MR. CACHERIS; Asked and answered, your

2 Honor.

13 THE COURTi Overruled.

14 Q When you say very little do you mean five

is minutes worth?

16 a c can't give you an exact minute. I didn't

j7 have any stop watches with Me to keep a record of it.

I 0 Approximately.

19 A I would say a few minutes. Ten minutes,

In maybe.

21 0 At the lost?

A At the most, yes.

23 We didn't talk much about it.

24 0 No, what else did you talk about, do you

25 re e all?
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2 A C.neral converation.

IAy time I az with Mr. Johnson we always

4 talk about politics, the upcoming elections. This happened

i to be a year where there was a mayorality race. 1

6 know we talked about that.

My time I am with Mr. Johanson we talk

about politics.

(Continued on next page.)
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2 Q You are very close with Mr. Johanson, are

3 you not?

I A I wouldn't say I am very close with Mr.

5 Johanson. I know him quite well. I knew him through

6 politics really and of course he had a summer place don

7 in the same area I hd.

a Q And you know other members of the City

9 Council of the City of Philadelphia, is that correct?

0 A yes.

11 Q And is there any member in the City Council

12 of Philadelphia that you don' t know?

13 A ves, There are some I don't know personally.

1. I know their nes but I don't know thoM.

5 Q But you know most of them personally, isn't

16 that correct?

17 A I would say yes, I know most of them personally

1i 9 And you knOw labor leaders in Philadelphia,

1g isn't that correct?

x A Yes.

2 a And you know people in the construction

2 business, isn't that correct?

23 A Yes.

24 0 And you knOW people who are serving or

25 have served on the zoing board, is that correct?
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2 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Objection, your Honor.

o Well, answer each one.

Do you know people who are serving on zoning

boards and do you know people who have served on the zoning

board?

MR. BEN-VENISTZ: Objection as to relevance.

THE COURT; Overruled.

9 A Yes.

10 0 NOW, as you have testified yesterday, you

1I arrived in Philadelphia, you went out to eat with Mr.

2 Johanson, is that correct?

3 A We stolped at a bar restaurant type, a

4 little restaurant bar right in Center City, Philadelphia

ts near his office.

6 0 Why didn't you just go home at that point,

17 Congressman Myers?

is A We had to allow time for Mr. Criden to

' come down from New York.

0 kod why were you interested in whether Mr.

21 Criden was to arrive from New York?

22 A Well, I was interested in Mr. Criden casing

23 down because someone was coming down with the

,i package that I handed over.

25 o So you were waiting for the money, is that
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right?

A I was waiting to meet for the money, yes.

0 okay.

Now, there c aje a time when Johanson called

and found out that the money had arrived, that Mr.

criden had arrived, and you and Johanson went right up

to the office, is that right?

A yes.

O And as you described it there was a little

private meeting with you, Criden and Johanson and

the money, is that right?

A Yes.

Q Mr. Cook was excluded from that meeting,

was he not?

MR. BEN-VNISTE: Objection, your Honor.

THE MORT: What grounds?

MR. BEN-VENISTEZ Excluded.

As to form. He was present or not present.

THE COURT: Overruled.

You may answer the question.

A The question was: Was Mr. Cook exclpded?

0 Yes.

A I certainly didn't exclude hib. But he was

not present.

291G

I
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2 0 Now, when for the first t ime did you sce

this money, the actual bills?

A At that meeting in Mr. Criden's office

0 Where was it in the office, do you remember?

I A He had the brown envelope on his desk and he

said we have a problem. He went on to tell me about the

problem.

The problem was that instead of one hundred

0 there was fifty.

IIQ And did there come a time when the money was

2 taken out?

3 A Yes. It was put out on his desk.

Q Out on the desk?

0 A Yes.

W Q Wrapped up with rubber bands?

7 A I am notsure if it was rubber bands or

. bank wrappers around it.

9 0 When you saw the money on that desk,

V Congressman Myers, what was your state of mind?

21 A My state of mind at that point was this

22 was the easiest money that I ever obtained any time in

23 my life.

21 (Continued on next page.)
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2 a You were very, very happy, is that

right?

A Iwas very, very angry at chat point.

0 Why were you angry?

A Because I tho ght .. tone at the top

had swindled us.

Q You were angry because you wanted mor.e

than you were going to get, is that correct?

MR. CRCHENTS: Objection, argwentative.

THE COUNT Overruled.II
A No, I was happy to receive what I got

12

but wham he told MC about thetory about $100 ,00013

being changed to $50,000, I thought Mel WeinbergId

had really took a large chnk off the Cop.
Is

0 You never .spectad f. Criden of16

taking anything off the top, he wouldn't do anything
I,

like that?Is

R. CACHERIS: Objection.
19

THE CO*URF: Sustained.
TO

MR. BEN-VENISTE: May Mr. Pnieo be21
adjuonished?

22

MR. PUCCIO: I will wthda. the leat

part.
24

THE COURT: Hr. Puccio, it helps if
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2 you sawe she sarcasm.

3 MR. PU? IO: I'm sooy, Judge.

0 You didn't suspect Mr. Criden of taking

5 any of that money off the top, is that correct?

I A That is correct.

Q You didn't suspect Mayor Errichetti

Of taking any of that money off the top, is that

correct?

A No, I thought Mr. Weinberg was the guy

who took it off the top.

12 You certainly didn't ,.pect your friend

3 COunclume J018 nson?

A No.

15 0 Now, there came a time when you took

16 re-stody somehow of these one hundred dollar bills,

is that correct?

18 A Yes.

19 Q No4 many packages wrc there?

A what I tok custody of?

21 0 ye.

A Three.o
22

23 Q Three packages with $5,000 in each

2d Package? ?. that correct?

2S A Yes.
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0 Were you carrying a briefcase at this

time that you took custody of this money in Mr.

Criden's office?

A NO.

6 a what did ou do with the money?

A put ft in y pocket.

0 All in one pocket?

A I don't know.

10 0 Some in here (indicating)?

11 A inside acket and some in the other aie --

12 0 Other side of your coat, is that correct?

13 A I couldn't exactly anwer that. I

14 don-t reimehr scactly what pocket.

15 0 Before on left the office you managed

16 o stick that money in one m more of your pockets.

17 is that correct?

is A Yes.

19 MR. CACHERIS± Objecton. asked and

20 aSWred.

23 THE COURT: Ovenled.

IT Q There came a tie - - by the way, when

23 you were walking Omt Of that office on that evening

21 with the money stuffed in different pockets --

25 MR. DUFFY: Objection to the fare.
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2 May we hae a ruling before Mr. puccin --

THE COURT: Objection to stuffed.

Rephrase the question.

5 When you were walking out of that office

with that money in your custody, Congressman Myers,

did you at that time believe that this was improper

or wrong or dishonest in any way?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Objection, your

HONr. Asked and answered.

THE COURT: Overruled.

A No, I didn't believe it to be dishonest

or wvong at any time.

* Did there come a time --- withdrawn.

What did ou do after you left Mr. Criden's

office, Johanson's office?

A Went back to Longport to my summer house.

o What dd you do 'th the money when you

got to yor Longport hose? I....... .

A Put it in my bedron, in a drawer, top
20

drawer.
21

o How did that money remain in your top

drawer Co.rensman Myes?
23

A Not Vexy 3beg. A couple of days.

o Did There coe a time when you took this
25
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$15,000 and put it in a bank account?

A No.
3

o At the tine of this incident, you

sintained bank accounts, is that CorreCt?
5

A I had a Checking account. I never had
6

a savings account --- I don't have one now.
7

o You had a checking account at the First
Peansylvania Sank7

9
A Yes.

to
o Did you have any checking account, --

A No -- yes, I had one in Washington in
12

the House Of Rpresestatives.
13

0 A checking account maintained by yo
'4

and every other congrlsman at the House of Represent-
15

than?
16

A Yes. My salary is deposited in there
I,

on the first of each monh.
I,

0 You didn't put this $15,000'in yout
19

amount at the House of Represetat.ve., did you?
20

A No, bnuste I spent it in about two
21

Q When yoU sde thcse etendie that

You discussed during wur testiony here, I assm
24

them expenditure, ore in camh, is that core~ct?
Is
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A No. Some were and some were not.

0 Well, what is the biggest expenditure

yo. made of that $15,000? What is the biggest chunk

Im spent in &ny one place?

A My children's tuition for their school.

Q About $4,000?

A Itwas not $4,000 in one lump. What

actually went to tUe shool was $2,550. Additional

s*ff went to another thousand.
I0

o Did you deposit mty of this money in

your checking account at the House of Representatives
12

4d write a check?

A Yes.
14

MR. CACHERIS: Ob jectio.
I5

IHE COURTt Overruled.
16

Q Wohc account did you put the money in?
17

A First Ps..Inslani.
Is

o In ?hiladelphia?
"

19
A I dtidnt put it all.

* Ho, zdch did you pot?
21

A I domwt knoW. I Would have to get my

records out. When I paid a bill off, I deposited cash
23

into that oheckin account.
21

o Is that the only checking account you
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used for this proedure?

A I pay all my bills out of that account.

Q AS I understand k, as you found the

desire or need to rvend money you would put cash in

the account and write the check on that account, is

that correct?

A yes.

Q All of the money was spent in that way?

A No.

Q HoW much as not spent through that pro-

.edure?

* I would my probably about half of it.

C The other half was spent in cash?
A Yes.

Q So that would be about $7,500 spent

in cash, is that correct?

A Yes.

Q Ho, -wa that $7,500 spent?

A Well, the largest expenditure out of

the seventy-five -- I don't know if It'. exactly

$7,500.

* Approximately?

* All right. The largest expenditure

was $1,000 that I paid to my father that I know.
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Q

A

0

A

Q

A

0

A

husband is

$500.

A

A

Q

A

0

A

0

A

Q

A

a
qentlejan

A

Zfl2b
In cash?

1n one Wnded dollar bills?

Yen.

Taken out of our dreer?

Yes.

How tout the other $5,500 approximate ly?

The next -- one of my sisters, aryloUr

servieman over in Germany. I lent her

In cash?
yes.

HoW about the other $6,000?

I bought furniture.

In cash?

soea. IFmca

Sears & Roebucic.

Did you V into the ato, and buy the

yourself?

ys.

How much did you give the lady or

at sears & ebuck?

Whatever the bill was. I bought a freezer,

a
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traso compactor -- I don't know exactly what they

cost.

Q Approxisately?
A Three or four hundred dollars apiece.

HR. BEN-VENISTZt I have an objection

to relevancy.

THE COURT: Overrnled.

A I don't know exactly what they cost.
9

Trash compactor for three or fhur hundrHd dollars.,

froer for an .thing.
11

Q There is still another $5,000 that you
12

haven't answered for, right?
13

A Y.
14

Q Wat did you do with that?

A Will, X a a an e r of a hooting club.

I pat s5 motley into tat.

Q Yes?
is

A They a buildig a hunting camp upstate
19

Pennsylvania. I the prscess of building.
20 O Mow much did you put into that=?

A I put, I would say, about $2,000 into

tMat.

Q Who did you giv, hat msone to?
24

A I gave it to tM. pe, who delivered
25
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th building material..

Q Mat dd you do with the rest of the money?

A The rest of the money I just spent.

Bought my children all kinds of stuff. It's not

hard to go through the runey.

Q In a couple of waeks, it was all gone?

A A couple of weeks it was a. gone, yes.

That is correct.

0 Nou by to 'ay, did you ever bring any

Of this money with you w Washington, D.C. and spend

I there?

A I may hae. Like I went down, I may

have took a hundred or Wo for expenses. I can't

recall if I did or d't.

When I go down each Monday I have to

have money in my packet to eat and live.

Whether I actually took amy of that, I

don't know.

o Vu maintain another residence down

in Washintcn, is that correct?

* yes.

o Y. liVe in , house in Washington with

similar congressmen, is that Correct?

A Yes.
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o Congressman Myers, one of the people

that you roo.ed with in Washington, D.C. is Conressm.

Raymond Ladersr of Pennsylnnia. is that correct?

A yes. Congressman Lderer and I both

rent a ro= from a United States Treasury Agent.

O Both of wU are very close friends, is

that correct?
S

A yes. I wolod say that is correct.9

Q For how many yeats have you bean a10

friend of Congressman lederer? Do you recall?
II

MR. BON: I object to this within

the context of the sidebar.
13

THE COURT: Overruled.
1.

A I first became acquainted with Congressman
15

Lederer hen he was a meme of the Pennsylvania
16

legislature. I Think he was elected in 1973. He
17

took office I believe in '74.
Is

o So yuk ave been friendly with Mr. Lederer
19

for approximately six years at least, is that correct?

A yes.

o Both you and Congressman Lederer hold
22

positions in the Democratic Party in the City of
23

Philadelphia, is that correct?
24

MR. DUFFY: Objection. That is
25
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2 beyond the scope --

3 MR. PUCCIO: I think it is relevant

4 for two reason.

MR. BROWN: I would like to make a

6 -otion at sidebar. I would like to reserve.

THE COURT: Save your motion for

later.

I You're getting into areas other than

what we discussed, Mr. Pucoio.

MR. PUCCI0: All right.

THE COURT: Pursue what we discussed.

If you want to pursue other areas, we will

41 have anther sidebar.

MR. PUCCIO: All right.

H Q Now., .r- Myesduring your meeting

on August 22nd, 1979, page 2, mu said in talking

about the Pensylvania Delegation. "were team players,

Y'ou know, we work togetheri. Ae have very important

2 Coimmittee assignments. One of our members is on the

21 ways and means committee.-

22 NOW, was that a true statement when

23 You made it an August 22, 19797

24 A Yes.

25 0 Later on page 5, you said: 'We got.
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2 w also got a ways and .ap inonCt. No,. the ways

3 sRid means conpjittea is probably the most powerful

CO-usittee in Co..ress. And it's my close colleague

$ and one of our Philadelphians.-

6 Was this a true tatment when you "ad.

it?

A yes.

Q fho is tat powerful Philadelphian on

to the ways and means committee?

11 A .aeond Ledrer.

12 NOW, Congressan Myers what is yOur

13 Present salary as a member of gngress?

1 MR. CACHERIS: Objection.

Is MR. BRON: The ..ta as all the --

16 THE COURTi Sustained.

11 Q Well, Congressman Myers , did you report

is the $15,000 that yo received on August 22, 1979, on

11 YOr inccg tax return?

2 A I ba. an extension on iy .79 return.

2 have not filled out my '79 return under advice

of My tax consultant.

23 Q What reason did our tax consultant give

24 YOu for getting the extension?

A He tol4 me that it would be best to
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wait until the trial was concluded. He said that

to file it prior to the trial, a gift, I would have

to pay the tax for the gift. I better wait for the

trial to be over. The Cout or the Judge might

instruct you to give the money back.

will wait for this to conclude to
7

fill Out my '79.

o Who is pur tax consultant?9
A A lawyer by the name of James Di Marco.

10

o When he told you you became concerned

about gift taxes that Abdul Enterpries would have

to pay?

A No, I was sayer concerned about that.

I wanted to be straight On actually hoW I should

proceed with this.

S YOU certainly believe that the $50,000

that you received is a gift, is that correct?

A yea.

0 With no string, attached whatsoever,
20

Is that correct?
21

A That is correct.
22

o This was because you were told it was
23

a gift, is that correct?
24

A I was told by Lou Johanson, yes.
25
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Q He told you that the money you had

received would be a gift, is that correct?

I A Yes. A gift from him and his law

5 partner, yes.

6 0 So, Howard Cridon and Louis Johanson,

7 the law partners were giving a gift to youe, is that

a correct?

I A yes, they were receiving $100,000 for

10 intorducing the Sheik to important people.

11 They told me they would get $50,000 and

12 they would be willing to share that with me and give

13 am half of it as a gift.

14 Q The gift you were receiving fre them?

is A From them, $25,000, right.

16 0 You were not concerned that they would

17 have to pay a gift tax on the money they wore giving

18 you is that correct?

19 A At that point in'time I was not concerned

20 about that, no.

21 MR. EENW-WNISTE: I object tO this.

2? It's not a tax case. Your Honor

already instructed the jury and I thought

2. Mr. Pucdo about that.

25 THE COURT: overruled.
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0 Now, you d very othe mn her of

Cogress is required to file a public statement every

May, is that correct?
4

MR. CACHERIS: Objection.
5

V Concerning monies that you received --
6

MR. CACHERIS: Objection. May we have
7

a sidebar?
S

THE COURT: Sidebar.

(Continued on next page.)
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THE COURT Ladies and gentlonen, I sustained

the objection to the last question which by now

you probably forgot entirely. It had something to

do with the filing of reports of financial activities

with rsme agency of the Government. Disregard it.

It has no hearing on the case.

Proceed. Mr. pucio.

M. PCCIO: Yes., your Honor.

M I C H A E L M Y E R S, resu ed the stand,

having been previously duly swrn, was examined

and testified further as follows:

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. PUCCIO: (Continued)

0 NO, Congresa n Myers, prior to you testifying

in this Courtron and excluding your attorney or attorneys,

how many people have you told about the monies that you

received on August 22, 1979?

M. CRACHERIS: Objection, your Honor. Not
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2 THE SUT: Sustained.

3 Well, did you, prior to -- after August

22nd and pzior to February 2nd of this year, that is n

that intervening period between August 22, 1979 and February

6 2, 1980, when you were interviewed by the FBI, between those

dates did you ever sake it known publically that you would

receive this $50,000 -- $15,000?

9 MR. tCHERIS: Objection, your Honor.

0 mm. DUFFY: objection.

STHE COURT: Sustained.

10 Now, Congressuan Myers do you know what

13 n honorarium is?

11 A yes.

13 0 And have you received, ever received an

16 honorarim?

11 A ft
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2Q Congressman Myers, were you agreed to go up

to Ne,. York during August of 1979, were you in need of the

$25,000 that you were to receive?

MR. CACHERIS: Objection, your Honor. Not

6 relevant.

7 THE COURT: Overruled.

A I am always in need of money, Mr. Pucio.

9 Well, were you especially in need of money at

]0 that time for any pargicular reason?

A Well, it was two weeks' time. I needed

12 some money. I was about to make a loan on my salary.

3 Q I'm sorry, you were going to what?

14 A I was going to have to make . loan on my

I5 salary.

6 And did you haveany other lozns outstanding

17 or any loans outstanding at that tiee?

If A I have made about 15 loans, I would think,

19 since the time I was in the House of Representatives.

" We are allowed to borrow on our salary at a low interest

21 rate and it is deducted monthly from our salary, pay

22 back money.

23 1 have had once since the first month I was

2t there-

25 0 That is a lower interest rate than anyone else
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would receive at a bank, isn't that riqht?

A It's a little lower than the normal bank,

yes.

Q

during August

your family?

a

1980, the day

arkley, were

A

And were you receiving sufficient salary

1979 to enable you to support yourself and

MR. CACUERIS: Objection, your Honor.

That is argumentative.

TH COURT: Sustained.

NOW, between August 22, 1979 and January 24,

in which you met Mr. Wald and Mr. Criden at the

you keeping in touch with your co-defendants?

Mr.

MR. CACHERIS: Objection to the characteriza-

tions.

THE COURT: Overruled.

0

A

Q

Councilman Jo

What as that?

NO.

Weren't you attending weekly meetings with

hanson at least up to the election?

A yes.

With that -- I didn't Understand your question.:

I saw Mr. Johanson at weekly meetings. Of course I didn't

see him every week.
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2 When the house would be on session on a

3 Friday I would send one of my staff to cover these

I meetings.

5 But I had several contacts with Mr. Johanson

along political lines.

7 Q Ad you occupied a position in the democratic

B party in the City of Philadelphia, is that right?

9A es.

0 a And you still do, is that right?

i A Yes.

12 Q And you still do, is that right?

U A Yes.

14 a end you are called a ward leader, is that

is right?

M A Yes.

17 0 And what does a ward leader do, Congressman

Is Myers?

A A ward leader's duty is -- first of all, a

ward leader is elected by the elected cneitteemen in that

ward.21

In my particular ward there are fifty

ccolnttemen and that group elects me as their spokesman

to deal with matters at the dsvocratic city comittee.

2 1In the City of Philadelphia there are25
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2 69 wards.

I happen to be one of the leaders of that

I ward. And within the democratic, you know, ranks, I

speak for that fifty elected connitteemen on any matters

6 concerning politics.

Q For instance.

A For instance, when we select . candidate,

I for instance, there is a policy comittee and they

to interview various candidates who want to run for various

ii elected positions.

17 All the candidates' names would be sutwitted

13 to the ward leader, for their approval and there is a

Ii vote on it.

1U 0 Candidates for what kind of office do the

16 word leaders vote on?

17 A When we endorse a candidate or a slate of

1i candidates, it would cover all elected offices from

19 governor right doen to the lowest elected office.

20 a Ad somewhere in between would e members

21 of tbe city council* is that right?

nA NIO.

23 That is done on a -- there are various

N caucuses that are formed in each particular district

IS to deal with that.
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2 0 And do you as a ward leader have anything

to do with the selection of city council members?

A On a district level?

a At any level.

6 A Yes.

7 For instance, my city councilmen is the

a first councilmatic district within the City of

9 Philadelphia. Within that district I believe there

10 are ten individal wards that make up the first councilmatic

district.

The ten ward leaders that are involved there12

would have a caucus. And they would select that candidate

or they would reccauend that candidate to the cityI4

chairman.15
In my particular case, normally when it is an16

incumbant such as it is in the case as my area, normallyI,
it is just a formality, and that is it in this case.

I,

O The short answer to the question. and correct
19

me if I am wrong, in your capacity as ward leader you have
Is

an effect on the selection of a memher of the City
21

council, is that right?

A I have a vote on it, one of 69, yes.

o And insofar as councilmen from your area,
24

yours is an imprtant vote, is it not?
2$
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2 A Yes.

It would be one of ten and my vote would be

one of ten ward leaders on that caucus.

Q And you were one of the most important word

leaders in your area, isn't that correct, Congressman

Myers?

SA I wofld say that I a. But it is depending

on hoW you look at at. I would think the other nine would

to think that they are the most important.

0 Now, Philadelphia is a democratic city, is

12 it not, ds'ocr&tic party controls a lot of the patronage

13 in Philadelphia, isn't that correct?

14 A Patronage?

is a You understand what patronage is?

16 A Yes, clearly.

17 Patronage is a thing of the past in politics.

to Q Maybe you can define patronage for me so 1

19 can ask the next question.

10 lE. CACERIS: Objection to the relevance

21 of this, your Honor.

22 TH COURT: Sustained.

23 a Do you knOw what patronage is, Congressman

24 Myers?

25 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Objection, your Honor.
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THE COURT: I sustain the objection.

Q Now, in your position as wared leader you

have in effect through your vote or influence or whatever,

on who receives certain jobs within city government, isn't

that correct, Congressman Myers?

MR. CACHERIS: Objection to the ford, your

Honor.

R. BEN-VENISTE: Objection.

THE COURT: 'Overruled.

0 Isn't that right?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: I object to the whatever

pert.

MR. PUeClO: Strike the whatever, Judge.

THE COURT: Why don't you rephrase the

question.

MR. PUCCIO: Yes.

O Through your vote as ward leader --

withdrawn.

Through your influence as

you have an effect on who gest a job in

in Philadelphia, isn't that correct?

A I would say ao, it is not

recommend various people who wat jobs.

civil service test. And if they pass

a ward leader

city government

correct. I

They Must take

it and
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get a high mark and it is very competitive. In the case

of Philadelphia any civil service job that listed you

usually get four or five hundred people taking the test.

5 Because there is so much unemployment there. But I

have made recommendations throughout my whole career

for people.

8 If someone says can you send a letter backing

me up, certainly I do that. Sure. That doesn't mean

that they are going to get the job.

11 Q Now, one such recommendation that you made

12 was for your friend, Mr. Fred Denona, is that correct?

13 A No.

14 0 Well, didn't you at one tine recommend to

13 sonne or to two people specifically, that Mr. feBona

16 receive a job in connection with the Port Corporation?

17 A NO, I did not.

Is a Do you reaemter having a luncheon with a Mr.

1 Curry and a Mr. Kelly at the Downtown Club in Philadelphia

N concerning your recomendations that Mr. DeBona receive a

21 job?

MR. BEN-VWNISTE: I object to the relevance

of this, your HBaer.

24 It certainly has nothing to do with Mr.

25 Criden and I would ask that your Honor curtail in
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2 some way these tangential areas.

THE COURT: The objection is overruled, but

you should keep in mind, ladies and gentlemen, the

$ nature of the questions that are being put to the

6 defendant Myers.

As I understand them most of them are

a directed at the question of his credibility as a

9 witness here.

I0 Ad if I understand correctly what Mr. Puccia

11 is attempting to do, it is to try to present through

12 questioning, other aspects of Mr. Myers- activities

13 so that you may evaluate the testimony that he has

14 given to you thus far. It does not bear directly

is on the issues in the case and it does not bear

is directly on any of the other defendants in the case,

17 solely on this question of credibility of this

as witness.

19 Proceed, Mr Puccio.

a Did you attend a luncheon at the Philadelphia

21 DoWntown Club with a Mr. curry and a Mr. Kelly and Mr.

2 Fred DegOna in which you recommended to them that Mr.

23 DeBona receive a job as secretary of the Philadelphia

21 Port Corporation?

25 MR. CACHmRIS: I would ask for a date, your
lonor.
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THE COURT: Can you give a date?

* At anytime?

A I remember going to lunch with those gentlemen,

5
yes. And --

MR. SROWN : I only object because I think -

THE COURT: Did you finish?

S A I was going to explain what happened at the
9 lunch, if that is what you want.

10 o Sore.

Ii A At the luncheon, we talked about Fred DeBona

12 going on the Port Corporation as the executive director.

1 Mhen you referred to making a recommendation,

14 the Mayor of the City of Philadelphia makes that reconenda-

tS tion to the Board of Directors of the Port Corporation.

16 1 never spoke to the Mayor of Philadelphia

17 about that at any time. That is the point I am trying to

is make. I did not recommend that. That recommendation comes

19 solely from the Mayor and then goes to the Board which

20 consists of about 40 or 50 people.

21 1 don't know how many are on the Board. They

22 select wo the executive director would be.

23 The word had been out the Mayor was going to

24 reconmuend the nan of Fred DeBona for that position. oe

25 discussed it at the luncheon.
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2 0 And the reason for the luncheon taking place

3 Was so that you could tell these two gentlemen that you

4 thought that Fred eflona, your friend, should be director

of the Port Corporation, is that correct?

6 A No, that is not correct. The reason for the

luncheon, I knew the gentleman, Mr. Kelly, the director

of Philadelphia's Parine Trade Association and Dir. Corey

* who handled the Pension and Welfare of the ILA.

10 The word was out that the Mayor was recomend-

11 in, Fred Tesona. When the Mayor of the City recommends

2 somebody to a Board that is normally all it takes.

13 1 wanted M. DeBona to become acquainted with

1j them because he was going to be dealing with them,

Is particularly in the Health and Welfare Plan.

%6 0 Are you saying at the time you had the meeting

17 it had already been determined that Mr. DeBona was getting

18 that job?

19 A NO, I said when the Mayor recommends somebody.

N normally that is all it takes. When the Mayor's recorenda-

21 tion is made it's usually approved readily.

22 Q Wsn't the reason for the two gentleman to

see what you had to say about Mr. Deona

21 A No, the reason was for me to introduce basical

25 r. Defona to these gentlemen. That was the purpose of the
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2 meeting.

3 So he can get himself acquainted with some of

4 he port activities.

a Now, would it be a fair statement that after

* your meeting on August 22, 1979. and after the meeting at

Mr. Criden's office that evening, you had concluded that

these representatives of the Sheik were untruthworthy people

I would that be a fair statement?

1o A yes.

1 You had concluded that they were people with

12 whom you would never wish to deal with again, is that

13 correct, Congressman Myers?

A I didn't' conclude that, no.

i 0 You believed after this meeting on August

16 22, 1979, as you put it, Mel Weirerg was robbing his boss.

is that correct?I?

A Yes. I thought he was robing his boss.

0 saning the Sheik?

is A Yes.

21 0 Now, you were concerned, were you not, that

2 there might be, as you call it, a shake of the Sheik, is

23 that correct, Congressman?

2A I was concerned about a shake of the Sheik?

25 0 As you put it on the witness stand.
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I didn't know tha Sheik got shook.

I think what you're telling me is you were

I didn't know the Sheik. I was never intro-

0 okay.

As a result you were not

fact that he was being shaken down?

A I wasn't concerned about

concerned with the

him at all. I didn'

know him.

0 You didn't care whether he was being shaken

down?

A I had no feeling about him. I never met

Q

that correct?

A

You had no feeling one way or the other, is

That i. correct.

0 It was Mr. Criden, as I understand it, who

called you and arranged for you to meet with the people

at the Barkley Hotel on the 24th, January 24, 1980, is

that correct?

A Yes.

* And you attending that meeting. let's say,

if I may say so, without any hesitation or mental reservatioA
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2 is that correct?

3 A Yes.

4 a You attended that meeting without any

$ hesitation because you believed that there might bo some

6 more money in it for you, is that correct?

7 M . CACHERIS: Objection, argument.

M MR. PUCCIO: Inquiring as to the state of

* mind, your Honor.

10 THE COURT: Overruled.

11 A No, I attended the meeting because r. Criena

12 told me they were interested in a hotel complex.

13 AS a Congressman it was essential for you to

14 stimulate development in the City of Philadelphia, is that

15 correct?

16 M. CACHERIS: Objection, argumentative.

17 THE COURTt Sustained.

IS 0 Were you interested in stimulating development

19 in the City of Philadelphia, legitmately interested in

N doing that?

21 A absolutely, yes.

0 Was that the primary reason that you attended

23 the meeting on January 24, 1980?

24 A Yes.

25 0 Was it the only reason you attending the

0Z 1)77 (NSl -114 (Pt. 1) BLH
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2 meeting on January 24, 1980

3 A Yes, th only reason.

I I didnt know we were going to get into all

* this other Conversation when I got there.

1 0 You didn't know before you attended the

meeting that you were going to bring up the business about

the trip to New York, is that correct?

A Noa, I didn't know that.

100 You didn't intend to do that?

It A No, I think it just came out the way the

12 conversation was going.

13 0 Now, at one point, during that meeting on

14 January 24th, I take it you never met Mr. Wald before?

A That is right.

It 0 You never remembered meeting Mr. Haridopolos,

is that right?

A Yes.

19 0 After the preliminaries were out of the way,

M you recall you talked about Congressman Barrett and the

house he had in his daughter's name?

A Yes.

o After the preliminaries were out of the way,

you said to these gentlemen, give me a reason to be vocal,

0 yo1 remember saying that?25
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A

the City

to contin

0

Yes.

You were talking then about what?

I was talking about some kind of investment

of Philadelphia. They brought up -- you want

ues?

Yes.

A They brought up about all this investment,

Lou told me about the hotel in Atlantic City. I didn't

see any investment. I wanted to see some investment. I

brought it up.

o The investment, as you put it, was the reason

to be vocal, is that correct?

A Yes.

o The investment was the reason for you to be

vocal where?

A The reason to be vocal ..

o Where?

A In all kinds of areas.

o Yes. For instance?

A Anything they -- if they had a problem, I

would be vocal because I would solve their problem.

0 One of their problems was an immigration

problem, is that correct?

A Yes.
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2 0 And ths investment was the reason to be

ocal with respect to their immigration problem, is that

4 correct?

5A NO.

Q why not?

A Because I knew that never existed, that problem.

That was play actleg.

9 Q You didn't tell that to Mr. Wald at the

he meeting on January 24th, djd you?

11 A No.

12 0 In fact, correct me if I Y wrong, you did

j3 qutie the contraryyou told them on several occasions on

1j Janaury 24th that you would help on the immigration problem,

Is is that correct?

16 . A No. Everytise they brought that up, I never

1, brought it up. Everytime he brings up something about

is Immigration, ,ell, that was a different deal. And all that

19 kind of talk. I just agree and o along with it. Yes,

20 1ure- I never brought up immigration at that meting.

21 He brought it up.

22 0 You were interested in legitimately helping

23 the Sheik with his immigration problem, weren't you?

24 A I knew that was not a problem. It did not

25 ex i s t . No, I was not interested in helping.
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You said during the meeting the Sheik should

take crash courses in English?

A Yes, I said that.

Q That was in order to assist the Sheik with

his imunigration problem, was it not?

A well, the way I meant it, yes.

0 Later on you say in response to a quOStiQ

by Mr. Wald, Mr. Wald says: Can you get the introduction

of a bill, and you say: I can do that if I had a reason;

is that correct?

A Yes.

Q Your reason again being investment?

A Yes.

M. PUCCIO: May I have a moment, your Honor?

THE COURT: Let's take a short recess.

.n' discuss the case during the recess,

ladies and gentlemen.

(Recess taken at this time.)

(ContiOued on next page.l
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THE COURT: Mr. Pucoio, how much longer do

,om expect to be?

ME. PUCCIO; About an hour, your Honor.

THE CC, T: Bring Jn the 5ury.

MR. AEN-VINISTE: We can save time at a side

bar now as to one area Mr. Puc io may be interested

in going into.

THE COURT: Maybe he will save time and not

go into it.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: The fact that he said another

hour indicates that he is --

THE COURT: We will see.

(The Jury is in the jury box.)

THE COURT: All right, Mr. Puccio, you aay

proceed.

MR. PUCCIO: Thank you.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. PUCCIOt (Continued)

a Congressman Myers, how many drinks did you

have at the Barkley Hotel on the 24th of January?

A I had, after watching the video, I saw two.

0 The first drink you were offered, is that

correct, by one of the agents when you came in?
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Q The second drink you requested yourself; is

3 that correct?

A A Yes.

5 0 1 assume that you were drunk before you

received that second drink?

SM. CACHERIS: Objection to the assumption.

0 Were you drunk before you received that second

9 drink?

10 A I would have to look at the time on the tape.

11 I noticed myself fr. watching the tape, I noticed myself

12 I believe it was around 2214 where I see my voice starting

3 to slur.

1 What point in time I became intoxicated, I

Is can't tell you exactly.

16 From that point on, I started to get under

17 he weather fore and more as ti.e went on.

16 0 Well, the meeting lasted about how long,

11 Congress
m
an Myers?

A About an hour and 40 minutes, hour and a half.

21 0 Would you accept my representation that you

22 asked for another drink, you said put a tip on this boss

23 man, at Page 107 in a transcript of a meeting that for 183

24 pages. would you accept my representation on that?

A What page is that, Mr. Puccio?
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2 0 107. If You would like to check it --

3 (Pause.)

4 A Yes, I remember saying that.

$ I will verify it is 107.

6 Yes, give me a little bit more on that tip

boss., bos an.

a I asked for a little bit more, but he filled

9 it up.

10 V Would it be a fair statement the meeting

it ws half over before you had a second drink, Congressman

12 Myers?

v A I don't know. At what Point in time is

14 this?

Is MR. CACHERIS: Objection.

16 ThE COURT: what is the objection?

17 MR. CACHERIS[ Participation of Mr. Myers

Is Oes not start until much after the meeting started.

1p TBE COURT: To save time, I noted tines as

they went through The tapes. 4r Myers appears 2200,

21 the request for the second drink Was 2247, and Mr.

Myers left at approximately 2330. So that it is

almost exactly ln the middle.

N M
R
. PUCCIO: Thank you,Judge.

Tf COURT: That is my conclusion, ladies and
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2 gentlemen, you are not bound by it. If you thirnk

it Is significant, you can have them play the whole

I tape or those particular events so that you can

determine the oainutes if you thik it makes any

difference.

70 Would you accept that estimation of how

a far the meeting progressed before you requested --

I A I will accept anything the Judge says, Mr.

W pueio.

11 0 Is that your recollection?

12 A Yes.

13 0 Before you requested this second drink, the

1W subject of ifunigration is being discussed, is that correct?

15 A Before I accepted the second drink?

11 0 Yes.

17 A You would have to refer to the page- Throughout

Is the whole conversation isigration is brought up by Mr.

19 Wald. He brings it up, I don't know hay many times, but

" throughout the hour and a half conversation be brings it

21 u. I don't know how many times.

2? 0 Is it your best recollection that the subject

23 of immiqration came up before you requested the second

21 drink?

25 A I think it did. ShOW me the page.
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2 Do you recall Mr. Wald saying that thc

3 ituation isofar as the Sheik as concerned was worsening,

I do you recall that?

5 A Ye.

6 Q You took that to mean, I assume -- did you

7 take it to mean that the Sheik would now have to leave

a his native land and have to come to the United States?

9 A yes. that's what I thought he meant. Not

10 to come to the United States.

]I Q Where did you believe that the Sheik was going

12 to be going?

13 A I thought he was going to South America.

14 9 Did you pursue this matter with Mr. Wald?

is Did you say to Mr. Wal, well, the Sheik is going to south

*6 America?

17 A No, I didn't say that to Mr. Wald.

Is Q Do you recall telling Mr. Wald in response

19 to his questions about the Solution for the Sheik's

S immigration problems, do you recall your saying that it

21 might deend on what kind of heat was on?

22 A could you direct me to that page?

23 0 YeS, 41.

24 A Page 417

25 a Yes.
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(Pause.)

A Yes, I said that.

o On Page 42, did you say that in reference to

immigration problems that each problem is individually

handled; did you say that?

A Yes.

o Ad you said these things while you believed

the Sheik was not coming to the United States but going to

South Amoerica, is that correct?

A Yes.

o Now, on Page 76, you ask Mr. Wald to do

something that will make you look good on the floor, is that

correct?

A Page 76?

o yes.

A Ye..

o What did you want Mr. Wald to do to make you

look good on the floor?

A That was all AS. That was total .SU

Q What did you say you wanted Mr. Wald to do

to make you look good on the floor?

A He said, all right. Would that help you on the

floor. He said that to Ae. Absolutely, help. m a lot.

Q What was it that helps you a lot?
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2 A If you go back and pick up the conversation

prior to him saying that, we are talking about the City

Council. I say yes, to basically everything he asks, but

5 in this particular colloquy he's talking about City Ccuncil

6 and the electorate. If you go back -- you know.

0 Going ahead on Page 77, you talk about not

a wanting to go on a mission of no return, is that correct?

A I can't go on a mission of no return, yes.

10 o You meant that?

11 A A mission of no return means to me something

12 1 would have to do that wouldn't be right.

13 0 You meant that when you said that, is that

14 correct?

is A yes.

0. a Ar you were not prepared to tell Mr. Wald

17 chat you would do anything wrong, is that correct?

Is A Well, I told -- the ten or fifteen problems

19 that he was discussing, that he may have that don't exist.

20 I knew they didn't exist, I told him I could handle all of

21 them.

22 Throughout the conversation I am feeling him

out, Mr. Wald, because I don't know Mr. Wald, I just met

24 him. He's feeling me out. I know he's lying to me. e's

25 looking for ground, going to break ground in eight weeks.
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I know he's lying.

(Continued on next page.)
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" And you say all the.e outrageous things

because you are just playing him along, is that right?

MR. CAC HRTS; Objection.

THE CURT: Sustained as to form.

o You are saying these things that you don't

mean because you are playing Mr. Wald along, is that right?

A Yes.

O You are feeling around, is that correct?

A Yes.

* You are feeling around?

A Yes.

Because I feel maybe there is some money

going to be invested in Philadelphia because I - trying

to rtemve some road blocks that he may think he has, such

as it he had a mafia problem or if he thought he had a

problem with anything I wanted to remove it so it would

not block all the Arab money from being invested in

Philadelphia.

0 And you persisted in this as though, you

said, Mr. Wald was lying to you?

A Yes.

He was lying to me. I sort of half believed

him at times. He was sharp. He came back with answers

like, I am the financial director in America and I am
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2 not in the cold. He talked about all sorts of things.

And I knew he didn't know anything about what he was

I talking about insofar as these investments.

5 0 And you felt it necessary to stay there for

better than an hour and listen to those lies that Mr.

Wald was telling you, is that right?

A Yes.

9 thought it was worth staying there, yes.

0 A d at no time did it cross your mind that

11 you should get up and lnave, is that right?

12 A No.

13 1 didn't make any attempt to get up and

14 leave.

Q Now, on page 115 you said that you got, quote,

16 unquote, screwed the last time.

17 Is that right?

A Page 115?

a That-s right.

A Yes, I said that.

21 Q And that is not normally the way you speak,

22 is that right?

A No.23

That is not normally the way I speak. But
24

25 the way they were speaking, it blended raght in.
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2 0 So you felt when in Rome, right?

They were speaking that way, and you would

speak that way?

A Yes.

6 They were talking like tough guys and I would

7 talk like a tough guy.

a 0 And at least part of the problem was that

9 you were drinking, is that right?

10 A That was part of it.

11 0 Now, why did you bring W the subject of

12 getting screwed in New York, Congressman Myers?

13 A Because it was all this hearing and hawin,

M going back and forth between me and Mr. Wald.

is He was by this point in time, he must have

16 already talked about fifteen other problems he had.

17 1 solved all them and now we got up to this

18 point.

19 You are referring to the trade union, the

Port Corporation, the City Council, the Mafia, Zoning

21 Board and Imigration problems?

2You had already said you had taken care of

23 that?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Now here is your opportunity and you said,
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2 I got screwed in New York, and [ am asking why you brought

this up.

A At this time he never made any mention

about Weinberg at all, anything to do with Weinberg.

I I was becoming very suspicious after awhile.

7 Why didn't he understand what I understood

a and Weinberg understood?

9 He kept hinting around certain things.

10 Q Ard you thought that the way to flush

11 this out was to request more mo ey, or at least agree to

12 accept more money, is that right?

13 A I wanted to find out whether he knew what

14 really happened.

is Q Was it part of your plan or design to find

is out what Mr. Wald was about to accept more money or agree

17 to accept more money?

is A No.

19 I had no intentions of accepting more money

2 or even talking about more money when I went to that

21 meeting.

M 11e brings up the 35. And first of all he

23 made a mistake about the 35. It was supposed to be 35

24 that I was to get. He said 35. And when he says 35 I don't

25 say nothing. I just dummay up.

82 077 O-81- 115 (Pt. 1 BLR
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Q NOW, on page 128, you say again that

you can't go on an F'n mission, as you put it yesterday,

is that right?

A Yes.

* And you also say -- that was true, of court

is that right?

A That I wouldn't go on a mission?

* That's right.

A I am trying to get Mr. Wald to give me som

clue to what he is trying to -- he is hinting all

over the place.

so,

a5

He won't come out and tell me anything

direct. It's just all the made-up problems that he

talks about, but he hints around immigration, well, that's

this, that's that, I want to try to get an understanding

what Mr. Wald means.

I want him to tell me that he was aware of the

Weinberg situation at the last meeting. He don't do

that. So I keep coming on.

And as this conversation goes on you will

see at the very end where I tell hi,. absolutely I will

not introduce a bill because he don't come on. He don't

come on to tell me about the play acting. I took it

he didn't know about the play acting after the eeting was

S298-



over.

o Now, at one point on page 28 you say, well,

I like breads and I like to gamble.

Do you recall saying that?

A Yes, I said that.

Q kAd of course that's false, is that right?

A Well, I like broads. I married one whm

I love very much.

o And that was the context in which you meat it

when you said it to Mr. Wald, is that right?

A I just used it loosely. I didn't mean anything

by it.

0 Well. you said you like to gamble -- excuse

A

0

hurt about

A

0

Was that a true statement when you said it?

That's B.S. It was not a true statement.

Now, you said at page 129 that you felt

what happened in New York; is that right?

Yes, for a little bit.

And is that a true statement?

A Well, I figured that Weinberg had really

cleaned the envelope out to a degree that it wash 't the

deal that was set originally.

He was ripping us off is the way I looked
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at it.

a On the question of Mr. weinberg. Mr. Weinberg

never instructed you to do anything, is that right?

A I never spoke --

Q

A

0

A

0

afew words,

A

0

A

0

that right?

A

Can you answer that yes or no?

can I answer it yes or no?

yes.

I never spoke to him.

Other than sitting at the meeting and saying

is that right?

Yes.

He never told you to act, is that right?

Yes.

He never instructed you to do anything, is

NO.

I never spoke to him.

Q He never told you anything about South

Aerica or the sheik going there or anything like that,

is that right?

A That's right.

0 So everything that you knew, byou knew from

Mr. rrichetti, is that correct?

A That's correct.
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OW, at page -- I take it when vot said l

'i hurt, that Wq niot t L StatBIaCtit, is Ihit rioht?

A W;ell, I 5&1L a little hurt. 1 t.iLtod to got

the bottom of Wt, hap ndd at that oLtha .- ccLine.

Now, as ,e went alon thbs lengthy

I neer dread that we would get into this

:ea. Because of the drinks maybe I brought it out.

had no intention o- tdis at all.

Q You saAd at :age 130, i believe, you asked,

a I free to talk here?

A 130?

o I'm sorry, 136, you said, am I free to talk

ore; is that right?

A I remember saying it. But I'll find it 11-x

:36?

A yes.

The very last thing. Am I free

are. Yes, I see it.

a fund what was your reason for saying that,
I Conressman Myers?

A Well, I say that, ar I free to talk here,

leasing to .It. Cri.en who Was s~tti there and to Mr.

dald, did they know what happened at the first deal,
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am I free to talk, is the way I meant.

Mr. Wald was in a different area totally

than in the first meeting.

MR. PUCCIO: May I have . mlent, your Honor?

THE COURT: yes.

Mr. Myers on page 136, at the bottom it

ends up, am I free to talk here.

And at page 137, Mr. Criden sayslay it on

the table.

Did you address that question to Mr. Criden,

am I free to talk here, or were you talking to

Mr. Wald?

THE WITNESS: Well, I threw it out looking

for someone to respond, your Honor.

THt COURT: All right.

Q Now, on January 25th, the next day, with

reference to the subject of getting screwed last time,

you said, I brought it up for a reason. Is that

right?

A yes.

Q And why did you say to Wr. Wald that I

brought it up for a reason?

A Do you want me to -- do you want to refer

me to that page. Mr. Pucoo?
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2 0 Page 12 of the next transcript which should

be SA.

A yes.

I said I brought it up for a reason.

I want to know where I am coming from. I want to get a

response. I want to know what Mr. Wald was talking about
here.

(Continued on next page.)
10

11
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11

19

20
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214

25
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0 Nome, Qnine book a the 24th, you s ad ar

140, 2 thought I should have h,4 Iffly grand that day.

Did you may thnt

A 141?

A I thought Z Should have had firty grand that

S cly. Yen, I maid that,

I1Q War that a true statement at your thinking?

10 A No.

II what hsppnerd heie, and I'1l have to explain

12 it if you allow me --

13 a We. that statement tro Or false?

1A MR. CACS 1, It ha. ... wered it, your

6 May he explain?

17 THM , r N ld no.

is If you want an explanation he Im ready to

it give it.

MR. PUCCIOt Y.. your Honor.

21 A When! talked about the $100,000 at the begin-

22 ning when we got irto this money, I wa. *uppo.ed to get

nl 25.

2Now, Mr, Wald *aJd you were supposed to got

25 fifty. So I didn't may no. I didn't say anything. I
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Just .at there.

a0 hi took it I was supposed to got fifty.

Then he ,FuggestS, We owe you twenty-five. The way i

e count he owed me ton. So I didn't say anything about

that. I Just dummnied .,

I NO he think. he .we. . fifty and wI.- we

6 get further down the line I A r.ing with him now that

9 it in fifty instead of the original twenty-five that I

10 agrad to.

11 0 And v.n though'you said that you didn't

12 intend to take any fora money, is that riqht?

13 A At this point in ties -- throughout this

14 oonversation I had my doubts about Hr. Weld because

Is I wa. all over the lot.

16 Every two s eonds he went in a different

I direction. I thought after thin point in time after

IB we talked for aWhile, not long into the conversation, I

l9 don't know when I formed the opinion that ar. Wald didn't

0 know what he w. talking about.

21 1 thought he was in some way trying to

fl steal something off the sheik.

23 a Congressman Myers, can you answer my

24 .estion

25 At this point in time when you said that yo U
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2 were not intending to take anf more money, is that right?

A I never expected tp get any more money off

4 Mr. Wald.

5 a Were you intending to receive or take any

uore ntney when you said that to Mr, Wald?

A No. I never believed Mr. Wald.

Now, did you ever say during this meeting

that you were concerned that receiving money would

10 look like a kickback?

11 Did you ever say anything to that effect?

12 A Refer me to the page, please.

13 Q Well, did you say give me a reason other

14 than a kickback or something to that effect?

MR. CACHERTS: May we have the page, your

16 Honor?

17 MR. BROWN: What page was that?

TH COURT: He is looking for it.

MR. PUCCIO: One moment.
'9

20 (PaUSe.)

21 Q 141 to 142, starting at the bottom

22 of the page, 141, and I quote, "And give me a reason.-

Mr. Wald says, "All right. Number two, right."23

And Mr. Myers says, "Other than, you know,
24

a reason that, what the hell, why are you interested, what
25
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2 are you getting, a kickback?

3 A Yes.

A I at asking him is he getting a kickback.

X am asking Wr. Wald is he getting a kickback.

0 You are asking Mr. Wald if he is getting a

kickback?

0 A yes.

9 Q You are not talking about someone viewing what

1 you received as a kickback, is that correct?

A Absolutely not. I am trying to get Mr.

12 Wald to respond throughout this conversation.

13 I save him all sorts of hints. wanted

14 an answer from him. I wanted to know if he knows about

15 Mel Weinberg in the first meeting.

M 0 NoW, you talked several times about not

V7 going on a Kamikaze mission; is that correct?

is A Yes.

10 0 Ard on page 171, I believe you said again,

20 I a not going to rn out, you knew, say, well, here's X

21 amount of bucks, go out and introduce this bill. I'm

22 not interested in an Fr bill that's going to get me

23 Fn shanghied the next day.

Do you say that?

25 A Yes, I say that and that's what's exactly
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2 what Imoan.

3 That's the end of the conversation.

4 0 And are you saying -

5 MR. CACHERIS: Objection, your Honor.

6 Let him finish the conversation.

7 THE COURT: Did you finish?

8 THE WITNESS: your Honor, I am saying that

9 is about the end of our conversation that night.

1n Q Did you mean, when you said this, Congressman,

1l that you would not under any circumstances introduce

12 an immigration bill?

13 A yes.

14 0 And you were not saying then that you

15 would not introduce a bill that would get you in trouble.

16 Is that right?

17 A I aso not saying that?

Is 0 That's right.

19 A What I say here, Mr. puccio, is that I

20 will not introduce a bill that is going to get Me shanghied.

21 If it is . legitimate bill like the one bill I had

22 experience with in my four years as a member of Congress,

y3 yes, if it is , legitimate individual who has a problem.
But in this conversation what he is

4
trying to hint to mel a ;l making it clear' I*wil not 90



2 on any mission that Fill get me shanghied.

3 Throughout this conversation I try to tell

4 Mr. Wald and I hint to him several times, felt I tell

him I will not go in -- to a minsion of no return or a

I akikae mission.

And this is the end of the conversation and

a I go on to tell him I sum not interested in an F'n bill

9 that is going to get me FIm shanghied is exactly what I

o tell him and that's about the endof our conversation

11 that night.

12 0 Now, Congressman Flyers, you meet again with

13 Mr. Wald on the next day, is that correct?

14 A The 25th?

15 Q hat's crrect.

16 A yes.

17 Q And you have further discussions with him

is about your trip to New York in August of 1979, is that

19 correct?

20 A Yes.

2l Q And he indicates that there is money that

N is going to be paid to you, is that right?

2 A yes.

24 Q And did you believe at that time --

withdrawn.
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Q Did you at that time agree to receive that

money?

A I didn't turn it down. Of course, nothing

5 came and I didn't believe anything about more money coming.

6 He kept telling me about all that stuff.

Q but you expected more money; isn't that

correct?

A NO.

10 i felt by tis time that this guy was full of

11 B.S. and there was just now way that he was going to do

12 anything for me.

13 a Well, you weren't drinking at the second

14 meeting; is that correct?

I5 A No. I was sick from the might before.

16 0 You understood perfectly what he was saying

17 at that second meeting; is that right?

18 A I undexstood what he was saying, yes.

19 a And what was your purpose of going up there

S for that second meeting visit?

21 A Well, I still thought that maybe there was

22 possibility that some development was going to come in the'

23 City, and I wanted to be clear on what happened the night

24 before.

25 a you wanted him to tell you what happened the
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2 night before; is that right?

A I didn't want him to tell me. I wanted to

get some questions straightened out.

Q He told you what happened the night before.

I He told you you were going to get some more money; is that

7 right?

A I thought maybe he would have something to

say without Mr- Criden in the room that he couldn't say

10 with him there.

1 And you still legitimately felt it was

12 important to seek investments for the City of Philadelphia;

13 is that correct?

14 A Yes.

45 0 And would it be fair to say, Mr. Myers, that

6 f someone from a foreign country made investments in the

17 City of Philadelphia in a large assount,that would be ample

IS reason for introducing a private immigration bill?

49 MR. CACHERIS: Objection, your Honor.

N Speculative.

21 MR. DUFy: Objection, your Honor. It calls

22 for a conclusion of law.

23 THE COURT: The latter objection is overruled.

24 As to the former, you can answer it, Congressman

25 Myers, on the basis of your evaluation on what would
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2 be justification for introducing a private immrigrati1"

3 bill, if you can answer it at all.

THE WITNESS: Would you repeat the question,

5 Mr. P.cci, please?

I Q Well, if the Sheik or anybody else from a

7 foreign country had made . substantial investment in the C t

* of Philadelphia, in your mind would that have been

9 sufficient justification to introduce a private immigration

10 bill?

I A No.

12 0 And did you ever say at any of these meetings

13 that you attended in August of 179 or January of 1980

14 that it was not, that it was investments in Philadelphia

15 Would not be a sufficient reason, sufficient justification

16 for you to introduce a private immigration bill?

17 A I kept talking about reasons, reasons. My

19 reasons were to get those Arab dollars to America quickly.

19 a Now, did you say in your meeting on the 25th

" of January at the Barkley, that I got a little bit of clout.

21 1 an not saying I can deliver 30 or 40 members, but a few

2 standup guys who could help and they would be interested in.

23 r could never approach anybody.

21 Did you say that?

25 A What page are you referring to?
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2 I believe it's Page 0. It's not marked on

im copy, but it'. the page after 7 of the meeting on the

I 25th.

5 A Page 7t Mr. Puocio?

Q The Page after ?age 7. Its. not marked o

By copy.

A Where I say it seemed like an effin seam

To me?

no Q yesthats right.

it A Ye., I said that-

12 a Did you mean that when you say, I got

13 little bit of clout, I am not saying I can deliver 30 or

11 40 menbersbut I got a few standup guys; did you say that?

15 A Yes.

16 0 Did you mean that when you said that?

17 A No. I didn't Bean that I could deliver any-

19 body to do anything Wrong. I talk about an effin scae, an

19 effin came it seemed like to me. And what I indicate here

20 i
s I tried to get more information out of Wald.

21 When you say I am not saying I can deliver

V2 30 or 40 members, but I got a few standup guys, were you

23 referring to members of Congress?

21 A Yen. I was referring to mme rs. .. of Cge.,

25 Q laid on page 22 of that same, meeting, you talked

82 077 -S-- 16 (Pt. I I LR
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2 about Kennedy Airport as being a bad place to meet, you

3 knowthere is too many people in the airport, I might even

bump into people I know coming into Kennedy Airport, I

don't even know why I met anybody at Kennedy.

6 Did you say that?

7 A yes, I said that.

8 0 And was that the truth when you said it?

9 A Well, it was the truth. The way I felt about

10 it at this point in tie is that I was supposed to meet

11 Mr. Weinberg to get my instructions and my script.

12 I didn't think HEnnedy Airport was a good

13 place to have such . meeting, is what I mean by that.

1. 0 By the Way, at the end of your meeting on

Us the 24th you indicated that you were going to meet Mr.

16 Criden in the bar of the Barkley Hotel, and have a beer with

17 his,: is that right?

A yes.

19 0 And you in fact -- did you in fact do that?

A Yes.

21 Q Arnd did you and Mr. Criden discuss what had

22 transpired p at the meeting?

23 A Breifly, briefly.

24 0 Well, did you discuss this problem that had

25 ocurred in New York and did you discuss the fact that you
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2 had brought it up at the meeting upstairs?

A Yes. We discussed it a little bit, yes.

A And did you discuss with Mr. Criden the fact

that you were expecting to receive additional monies now

that you had brought it up?

7 A No. I didn't get into that. I just told

B Mr. Criden that I wanted to bring it to a head because I

9 wanted to find out the true story.

0 And did Mr. Criden express any reservations

about Mr. Wald or Mr. Haridopolos at that time?

A NO, he didn't say anything about either one

3 of those gentlemen.

14 0 Did he in fact tell you to trust them and not

15 to be suspicious about them?

16 A He talked more about this hotel complex.

This is in real estate business. He was interested in real

estate.

19 a Well, did you discuss with Mr. Criden invest-

2D Wents that you would seek in the City of Philadelphia at

21 that time?

A Just general about a hotel complex that, you

'] know, was going to break ground in eight weeks and they

24 didn't know where it was going to he built.

20 And about how long did you stay with Mr. Criden
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2 in the bar of the hotel?

3 A I would *ay about ten minutes.

4 0ow, on the 25th of January you had a convormn-

tion with Mr. Weld about Mr. Mu.to; is that right?

6 A Yes.

I MB. CACHERIS: Your Honor, r- we comb to the

aide ba.?

THE COtRTi Even before he awors the

question?

11 MR. CACHERIS: Yes.

12 T.E COUkT, Side bar.

13

14

15 (Continued on next page.)

16

17
i4s

19

21

23

24

25
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o (The following takes place in open Court.

* TlHE COURT, I hav, sustained the objection.

0: CROSS EXAI INATION

11 BY MR. PUCCIO. (Continued)

12 0 Conte.nman Myers, you spoke to Mr. Wald

13 onthe 29th of January, is that correct, over the telephone?

14 A 29th of January?

15 0 hat is right.

16 A I believe ..

17 I. that the tape played in the Courtroom7

1a 0 That's right.

9 Yes.

0 During this conversation I anume you were

21 not drunk, is that correct?

22 A Yes.

IS a I ase you were not play acting, is that

24 .orrect,

25 A You will have to play the tape so I hear it.
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Tell Re what it says.

V Were you play acting after the 25th of 3anuar,

1990, in your conversations with Mr. Wald?

MM CACHERIS: your Ronor, Pay I direct the

witness' attention to Exhibit 9-A, if there is

a transcript of tat,

THE COURT: That is a transcript of the

telephone conversation of January 29, 1980 between

Mr. Myers and Mr. Wald.

(Continued on n at page.)
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MR. CACHERIS: That is the area of lnqair;,

I understand,

ThE COURT: Thcre is a broader question

now pending before the witness.

6 0 Were you play acting, Mr. Myers, after the

25th of January, 1900, in your conversations with Mr.

Wald?

A With reference to all the problems I solved

10 for him, yes.

0I 0 With reference to the money that you were to

12 receive, some $85,000 for those discussions, play acting --

13 MR. CACHERS: Objection. That you were to

14 receive.

15 THE COURT: Wait a minute I have three objec-

16 tons and the witness wants to answer.

17 MR. DfUpfy Withdrawn.

IS a With respect to conversations concerning

19 the mnies yo were to receive, after the 25th of January,

20 Was that play acting on your part?

21 A The toney that I was to receive?

22 Q Yes.

23 A I never received any mnies.

24 0 You discussed receiving monies on the 29th of

25 Janaury7
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A You are talking about all the money Michael

Wald had been throwing out?

Q Did you discuss receiving money with Mr. Wald

on the 29th of January?

A yes. Mr. Wald said: I Owe you the money

we discussed.

o What did you say?

A Yes.

o What else did you say?

A He talks about going away for the weekend.

I say okay.

0 Well, 1 will withdraw that, Mr. Myers.

Within this conversation, Were you play acting

A He was play acting.

0 And you knew that, is that right?

A I don't believe anything that this man said

about all these things he was going to do. I'm looking for

something concrete. I keep throwing it back to hin.

0 You didn't turn dow .mney?

A We didn't give me money.

I didn't have an opportunity to turn it down.

a When he said on the 29th, you have the money

coming, didn't you have an opportunity to say no, I --

A I didn't answer. If he thought I had money
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2 coming that was his thinking.

o You were prepared to take it?

* A I wasn't prepared to take something that ,asn'

coming.

6 0 Were you prepared to take it on the 29th of

7 Janaury when you said okay?

8 A you're telling me if he stopped by my house --

1 0 Were you prepared on the 29th of January to

10 take the money when you said okay?

11 A I can't really answer that because I don't

12 believe any money was coming. He kept telling re it was

13 coming but it never came and I didn't believe it was coming.

14 9 You told him you didn't believe it was caning,

is that right?'5

16 A That is in writing?

11 0 I'm asking you, did you tell him you didn't

is believe the money was coning?

A Are you referring to something said in theI,

conversation?

21 a I am asking you what happened?

A I don't recall saying that. If it is said

scmewhere, point it out.

Q Could you have said that?

A Could I have said it?
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2 0 yes.

3 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Objection. He said he

I didn't recall saying it.

THE COURT: Overruled.

1 Q Could you have said it?

A I could have said that, sure.

don't remember saying that, but if you

can point it out, I will go to the page.

1. Q On the 29th of January, when you agreed there

11 was this money coming to you, you said okay, did you believe

12 that was improper for you to do that as a United States

13 Congressman?

14 A Improper?

is 0 Yes.

16 A For getting money for doing nothing, no.

11 0 Did you believe it was improper to agree to

is get more money?

19 A For doing nothing, no.

a On the 31st of January, you again in . telepho

21 conversation with Mr. Wald discuss receiving some additional

? mney, is that correct?

THE COURT: That Would be Exhibit ID-A.

24 MR. PUCCIO: That is correct, Judge.

25 A He again, be keeps bringing up what I owe you.
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He threw it out to me. I say yes.

I don't ask him for the money.

o Excuse me?

A I don-t ask hi. The money I owe you, I

will be around Friday. He brings the stuff up. The way

the conversation starts.

o Who brings up the subject of the money?

A Are you talking about what I am reading?

a 31st of Janaury, 1980.

A I say about the other things.

Q Meaning what?

A The gentleman that you asked me -- the meeting

of the 25th.

Q You were referring to whom when --

MR. DUFFY: Objection, your Honor.

MR. BEN-VENISTZM Objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Overruled.

Q You were referring to whom when you said the

other thing?

A Here I say, what do you want be to do on the

other thing. I am referring to Ray Msto.

o what did Mr, Wald say?

A What I owe you --

Q What did you say?
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A Yes.

0 Its clear that the other thing you were

referring to was what was owed you, is that Correct?

A No, that is not correct. This is entirely

a different thing he is talking about.

MR. EN-VENzSTE: This was the matter discuss

at the side bar Mr. pucoro knows that. I object

to it.

MR. PUCCIO: Your Honor, that is just nct

so.

THE COURT: In light of the witness' testimony

the objection if overruled.

o Mr. Wald says, well, as soon as I come back

I will sake you whole and the other figure I owe you as

well; what did you take that to refer to?

A I take the two figures he talked about, 35 and

50.

o Were you drunk during this conversation,

Congres.anMyers

A No.

0 Were you play acting?

A No, I want.

O Did you believe it was improper for you as a

United States Cdngressman at that time to agree to receive
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these official monies?

A No, I didn't think it Was improper because I

didn't do anything and was to do absolutely nothing for

money.

o By the way,you were interviewed by the FBI

on February 2, 1980, is that correct?

A Yes.

o You were asked during that interview by agents

of the FBI if you knew Michael Wald, is that right?

A Yes.

MR. CACIERIS: The question was Michael Cohen

0 What did you say?

A I said no.

0 You were asked if you knew Mr. Weinberg, is

that correct?

A Yes.

0 What did you say?

A I said no.

0 You were asked if

said no tothat too?

you knew Mr. DeVito, you

A Yes.

Q In fact you denied knowing

one occasion; is that correct?
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2 At that point in time I didn't know what he

3 was talking about. The FBI agent had not instructed me

why he was asking the questions.

Q You didn't know who Mr. Cohen was February

6 2, 1980?

A I didn't know who he was?

Q That's right.

A ye., I knew but I was afraid at that point

10 in time.

01 0 Afraid of what?

12 A Michael Cohen was caught by the Seik.

13 Q I se.

14 Why did that make you afraid?

15 A Because these people I took as legitimate

16 people, as a friend and I didnIt want to see anybody in

trouble.1,

is I didn't kvow what was up.

19 When Michael Wald told me about the retaliation

Ernie would have to go do something, I didn't want to see

21 anybody get killed.

22 Q You thought admitting to the FBI you knew the

23 people somebody would get killed?

A They never told We -- I invited them in. The
24

first question out of the agent's mouth before he said anything
25
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2 was; "Do you know Michael Coten?'

3 If he had explained to me I wan under

investigation, explained they were FBI agents, I would have

5 been happy to answer the question if I knew more about it.

6 0 You wanted him to tell you that these were

7 FBI agents who you met before you answered the question?

a A No, I wanted him to tell me things to properly

answer the question.

10 Q hey told you that they were conducting an

11 investigation and showed you their credentials?

1 A They told me after they first asked me the

U questions --

14 Q You first said no, I don't know any of these

15 people?

11 A Yes. Wait a minute, I told him I knew Howard

17 Criden, Mayor Errichetti, other names. But the Arab Sheik's

is representatives, I said I didn't know. I didn't know why he

19 wanted to know.

N If he told me , little more, I would have been

21 happy --

22 0 You said on three occasions during the

23 Interview you didn't know Michael Cohen, Mel winberg

N and tony DeVito, is that correct?

A Yes, that is right. I knew that M4e Weinherg
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was doing something against his employer. That is the reaso

I said I didn't know him.

MR. PUCC$O: I have no other questions at

this time.

THE COURT: Ay redirect?

MR. CACHERIS: Yes.

REDIRECT EXAMI-NATION

By MR. CACHERIS:

Q Mr. Myers, on August 22nd,

Errichetti at the airport and there you

what to do in preparation for that meet

A Yes, that is correct.

* You had previously spoken

the meeting?

you met with Mayor

received instructioni

ing?

to Mr.JOhanso about

A Yes.

Q You are now aware that you were mentioned on

some taped conversations between Mr. Errichetti, Mr. DeVito

and Mr. Weinberg, are you not?

A Yes, I heard them in the Courtroom.

Q You are aware your name was mentioned?

A Yes.

a And you were said to have been ready to come

in?

A Ye..
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2 0 Is that correct?

A Yes, I heard it.

4 Q Did you discuss any of that with Mr. Johanson

5 or Mr. Errichetti before the August 22nd meeting?

6 A No, I did not.

0 Had you been contacted by anyone other than

Mr. Errichtti -- withdraw.

IHad you been contacted about this meeting of

V) August 22nd by anyone other than Lou Johanson?

11 A No.

2 a You were told by Mr. Johanson that when you

13 got to the meeting or before the meeting that Mayor

14 Errichetti would discuss with you what you were supposed to

US say and do?

16 A Mayor Errichetti and Mel Weinberg.

17 Q When you oI to the airport, you did not meet

is Mr. Weinberg, you met Mr. Errichetti7

19 A Yes.

0 Be did in fact instruct you how to proceed

21 in this meeting? •

22 MR. PUCCIO: I object to the leading.

23 THE COURT: It's saving time, overruled.

24 0 Is that correct?

25 A Yes, that is correct.

A2-077 -1-- 117 (Pt. 1) CLR
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0 Did you do what you were told to do in the

$ mneting?

A Yes, I did exactly what I was told to do.

5 Did you ever have any intention of introducing

any legislation for this so-called Arab?

A I never had any intention of introducing

legislation and I never did. And I also knew that possibility

didn't exist. So I had never intended to do anything and

1 would not have.to

S On Janaury 24th, at the end of that meeting

of some hour and 45 minutes, did you express yourself on12

the immigration matter?Ii

A When Michael Wald, Michael Cohen was there,

when be keeps hinting around immigration matters, I keep'5

asking for reasons, talking about missions to nowhere,1'

Kand Kate missions, I tell him I am not interested in
17

introducing any bill. I knew Mel Weinberg understood the'S

stage play acting. I wanted to make sure Mr. Wald was
19

clear.

20
V Clear on what?

21
A I was not doing anything as far as introducing

any legislation or anything illegal.
23

MR. CACHERIS: No further questions.
24

lContinued on next page.)
25
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MR. DUFVY: My 17

HE COURTt YeU.

RECROSS EX hINAT!ON

BY MR, DUFFY:

Q M. Pucojo brought up th

302a

tax question

and the question of gifts?

A Yes.

Q Did you tell us you have a lawful extension

otfine within which to file your tax turn for 1979?

A Yes. my --

Q Answer the question.

A Yes.

o Did you Consult some tax person, a layer

or accountant, or whatever?

A Y*e, I contacted Mr. James De Mrco who has

been filling Out my income taxes for me for the past, I

would say seven or eight years.

o What is he?

A An attorney in he City of Philadelphia.

a You mentioned something about De Marco telling

YOU Abdul Enterprise might have to pay a tax if it is

determined tey gave you son gift?

A Thts where I got the gift. Men the, told

me Abdul Enterprise would hao to pay & gift trx, you
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knew if it was a gift. That's when I brought up about

gifts. I took it to get money for ting nothing. Ine says

they may have to pay a gift tax.

Q Because under to tax law -- is that what

you're talking about?

A Yes.

O Was that a discussion about tax laws?

A Yes. That was discussion about the tax

Laws and he said to me that Abdul Enterprise they have

to pay a gift tax on this.

O Isn't it so that you, your tax position with

the Government is you actually have a refund coming back

apart from this many?

A Yes. Throughout the year of 179, of course,

the Federal Governent has held withholding tax against

my pay.

Q You get a W-2?

A yes. For that year I paid around I think

around $21,000 I paid in tax. My tax lawyer estimated

I would have a return of about seven or eight thousand

dollars coming back.

(Continued on next page.)
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9 And you haven't tried to get it pending the

outcome of this case?

A No. He suggested that I wait for this case

to be over and maybe the Court would instruct me to give

it back and we would determine what should happen at that

point in time.

o So the same Government that you work for and

Mel Weinberg works for took your tax money and not his;

is that correct?

A Yes-

MR. DUFFy: That's all.

THE COURT: Any other questions of Mr. Myers?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: If I may, your Honor.

THE COURT: Yes, Mr. Ben-Veniste.

RECROSS EXAMINATION

By MR. BEN-VENISTE:

o Is it fair to say, Mr. Myers, that yor lawyer

expressed Rome puzzlement about this situation?

MR. PUCCIO: I object.

THE COURT: Sustained as to form.

O Had he ever heard of . situation before where

a fictional group had given money to a Congressman?

MR. PIECIO: I object.

THE COURT: Sustained.
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2 0 Did he indicate to you in substance that. it

was very unclear how all this would be handled from a tax

I standpoint?

A Yes. He said this is a most unusual cane.

6 a And did he say he was going to do the

appropriate and legal thing in terms of getting a tax

* question answered?

* A Yes.

10 MR. PUCIO: . object.

II THE COURT: Overruled. The answer is yes.

12 a flw,with respect to the question about doing

13 anything in retrn for the money that you received from this

14 fictional arab, is it fair to say that not only did you not

15 Introduce any legislation, but you did not even make a

16 telephone call to find out about immigration in quotas or

17 anything like that?

Is A That is correct. sonally -- do you want

19 Dr to explain.

H No. It can save time.

21 Did you ever even ask or was it ever told to

Is Wu directly where this Arab supposedly Came from?

A ft.

0 NOW, you knew someone was playing a game

5 frm this Arab side of the table, is that right?
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2 A Yes.

3 0 There had to be a first meting from what

4 Mayor Zrrichetti told you?

$ A Yes.

6 0 And that person you believed to be Mel Weinber?

7 A yes.

a Q Now, you also belied, did you not, fro

9 Mr. Johanson's earlier enthusiam about the Atlantic City

i0 project that these Arabs did have Incredible health

11 A You. Me told noi about four hundred billion

12 i one bank.

13 Q And that was reinforced, was it not, when Mr.

14 Criden mtioned about the ,ulti-sillon dollar hotel

15- construction io Philadelphia in Jabuayr2

16 A Yes.

17 0 So that yo believed on the basis of those

Is statnents at least, that these Arabs had substantial

19 i ts of money, at least from the standpoint of the

enthusiasm of others, wuieh could be invested in Philadelphia

21 A Yes, I did.
0 Naw, Mr. pucejo i cross examination asked you

a lot of questions about your state of Mind.

24 Let m ask you with respect to Arab oil Mney

as it related to, the circhastances of the people who lis4
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in your district, what was your state of mind?

A Well, my state of mind was that the biggest

problit we have in aerica is our dollars going over to the

Middle East paying for oil. And this seemed like a perfect

6
opportunity to get some of the Arab money, really our money

over there, back into Philadelphia for investment. We have

9 an unemployment rate of 15 percent in our City. I see

9 some real gains of getting these bucks into our City.
10 a With respect to the meeting after the meeting

11 with Cohen and Ernie and Mr. Criden at the Barkley on

12 January 24th, you went downstairs and said you had a ten

13 minute meeting with Mr. Criden?

14 A Yes-

iS 0 At that time did Mr. Criden agree with you

16 that it seemed crazy, the way they were talking about

17 hotel construction, breaking ground in eight weeks and yet

is not having a site?

11 MR. PUCCID: I object as to leading, your

2Honor.

21 THE COURT- Sustained as to form.

22 0 Did Mr. Criden express to you th2at he had

23 some suspicions also about the way that they were proceeding

24 in the construction of your hotel?

25 D PUCCIO: he n oe objection. Judge.
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2 THU COURT: I will permit that one- OverruleO.

3 A Mr. Criden expressed to me that he had some

doubts. But he was confident that this gentleman was the

financial director.

6 Q And did he also express his confidence that

on the basis of checking out their finances that these

a people actually had hundreds of millions that they said

they did at Chase Manhattan?

A yea.

That was brought out several times. It

12 was brought out by Mr. Johanson first.

13 MR. BN-VITISTE: Nothing further.

14 THE COURT Mr. Brown.

iR. BROWN: Yes, your Honor.

IS May I question from here?

THE COURT: Certainly.

MR. fROWN: Thank you.

19

(Continued on next page.)

21

23

24

25
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2 RECROSS EXAMINATtCN

BY MR. BROW t

a You ar politician and you know Mr. Erri-hctti'

profession, do you not?

6 A Yes.

S0 what is his profession?

A He is the Mayor of the City of Camden and

* also a State Senator.

10 0 What party was he a member of?

1 A Delratic Party,

12 Q Did you and he belong to the same faction

13 of the Deo.ratio Party?

14 A Yes.

Is 0 What was that faction?

16 A We both were strong supporters of Senator

17 Kenedy.

IS 0 Now there was another gentleman's name brought

1p out, a Congressman, which faction did he belong to?

A The other gentleman's whose name was brought

21 ?

22 o Yes.

23 A Re was Dart of the same faction and he supported

21 Senator Kennedy also

25 Q And this was known publically?
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A Yes.

O By everybody?

A Yes.

o And you told us about some of the factors

that entered into your response to the FBI men when they

talked to you in their role as Sheik's men.

When they talked to you about the docks and

the Mafia, did you tell them that there was a problem or

there was no problem?

A I told them that there was a problem, a black

problem dow. at the waterfront.

o What was the black problem?

A There was a Moslem problem at one time where

some Moslems come in and try to take over some of the work,

but the black longshoremen wouldn't stand for it and then

it petered out.

0 Now, you had mentioned that to them in a

conversation he had with you, is that right, the agent?

A Yes, I mentioned it.

0 Now, did any of the agents at any time eve

ask you what progress that made on these problems that

brought up in the second set of meetings and by the sec

set I mean in January.

Did they talk to you about any progress m

or

you

end

ads

3036
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2 with the problems discussed in August?

3 A No.

1 0 Between August and January, you testified, I

believe, that you never heard from anybody at all?

6 A No.

1 Did Criden call you and ask you what did you

B do with these problems?

A No. The next time I heard from him was in

10 January.

01 a Did Criden call you and ask you what is

12 happening with the Sheik's interests?

13 A No.

14 0 Did Errichetti call you and saywhat is going

15 on new that you have the $15,000?

16 A No.

17 0 Did Mr. Cohen or anybody we know now as

Is Federal Agents ask you what you were doing?

19 A No.

20 0 Do you know whether or not there were any

21 Inquiries made of your administrative assistant or anybody

22 on your staff what you were doing as to immigration matters

23 for anybody?

21 A I never told anybody on my staff about anything,

25 and nobody ever inquired anything from them.
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Q You were asked nony questions as to your

response as to what Mr. Weld said to you, Mr.puccios

query to you as to that period of time.

Would you turn to Page 130 of August 22nd-

6 A August 22nd, Mr. Brown?

7 Q Yes.

0 THE COURT: Exhibit 6-A,

I MR. CACHERIS: 5-A, your Honor.

1W MR. EMOWN± Yes, that would be the 22 nd,

11 your Honor.

12 THE COURT: Yes, that's the first meeting

13 in which Mr. Myers was present.

14 0 If you don't have it, Mr.Myers, I will give

is you may page.

16 MR. BROWN: May I approach,your Honor, and

17 give him the page?

Is THE COURT: yes.

19 MR. BROWN: Then you don't have to fumble.

20 0 Now, in the August 22nd meeting you didn't

21 have Mr. Wald, you had Mr. Amoroso or Tony DeVito; is

22 that right?

23 A Yes, Tony DeVito and Mel Weinberg.

21 a And Mel Weinberg?

11 A Yes.
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2Q No, you haven't been asked anything biel

3 Weinberg sad -- throughout Mr. Pueio's cross examinatto;.

he ner asked you what responses you made to anything

Mel Weinberg said, is that correct?

A That's right.

0 or the first the, tell the jury what

Hr. Weinberg said to you about the situation you were in?

He is talking to a representative of te Sheik.9
A We got the goose that laid the golden egg,

10
we all like to make a buck.11

Q Did you respond to that?

A I say all right.'3
o You are a tough guy from streets?

14
A Soe people third I 

'5
o what does that mean you, we got the goose

16
that laid the golden egg?

17
A He made it very clear to M he understood

I
the same thing I understood when I was at the mating.

19
- t.CoU." - following page.)

20

21

2.

25
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2 a Was that the name that was set in August

3 that persisted right on through?

4 A yes.

5 Q On the new an, because Mr. Wald was new

I to you and the Olter gentleman was in January, did they

7 indicate to you i.n te course of their conversation that

* they referred back to Or opie meaning the people from

9 the August meeing?

10 A Yes.

11 a Did Anybody at any tm tell you Mr.

12 Weisberg didn't set the standard w'fln he said, listen mSe,

13 we got the goose cat laid the Golden Egg, did .body

14 ever deviate from that?

A They didn't speak about Mel Weinberg at

16 all.

17 M. BROWN: Ehank you.

MM M. POCCIOr have something.

RECROSS EXAMINATION . rx",.%S IcYI9

BY MR. PUCCIO,

21 ~ 0 After ft. Criden called you in January

ad told you that there was to be amothe eting or21

asked you to attend another meting, with the Sh '.

21 representatives, did you have occasion to speak with

2s Mayor Errichetti and suek instructions frm Div - to what
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2 to do?

3 A No, I nv.r *pok to Nay"t Srianotti,

I a After Yost mostinq on us 24wh, you ut

S wit. the ShOik. represntttvoi on th 21t~h, and yovs pasi

6 to tum *qaln o the 2 th aM the 31st, the tsS . I. ,

7 I that correct?

I A T*o.

9 0 ifara or alfr mny of to, aletirs, did

t0 you speak Wtdu Mayor zrriohet to .. if M had any

11 instattios., for Yos?

12 A no. I didn't spek to Mayor ErrihOatti at

13 .11, So ir.

14 0 Thr.for,, yOU rndtnd no futrUr ihsttautio

is trot him, is that correct?

16 A I didnt know uno mu "in, to be at Uw

17 first mattn .

1i 0 After ot 2esanad -4 ist vit4 ft. Wa4

19 btotlen s 2oth M t*.t dttat somttlhq, t 25U1th'sad

20 . .nrUa.tiO on t flU' and 3lt, did yd taso to mmo,

21 rrictett-i baft nor o atfr ths et to fla further

v iastzuotina nov that you had mt the steik' nsew s pItsf-

23 ~ to.rs.

25 IM. flfO, flanzk YOU. M. My



"i fl.999 vdnP. hlfli.

& V Did you need any further instructions; F-,

Mayor krriehtti to toll you bwat this i 2 *1 ,aqut?

]7 A Mo.

, Q 4as thon. May deva.tion fr. the

I oywernwontle moqasv~ain, rnpromantntkvR. after Wisnberg

10 told you this if the gof.e "at 1"as , co14on Et44s,

17A o, all t"is *tuff that Mr. sai talhld

2 about Just did mot exit. This Mu.y rad roblas.

13 that sort not thor.

14 0 ttriontt had gmn 4n in do With that?

isA *a,

16~ AM. SARRW, M6 fvttregb qaotions.

i7 l1 COUt f".lk yot, Mr. Mayor.

iso Y. y .ts dcvt.,

11THS tflfst Thbsat I.s,-j'o Manor.

tfl COVET, It'. .amast was. I .",.at

21 rasm for mlo at this tiR. la. try to

rs at tan a. .. to tan. It say ma. tan

21(mSO.. tflnR at this t. ."t1 1,15 P.

23a.

82-077 0-81--118 lpt 1) BLR
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* * C

(Mes Jury enter, the Courtroom.)

TH3 COURT: Ladies au, gentleman, the defendan

Myers ha. now presented and competed his presenta-

tion as to tbe evidence on his case. We are no,

moving to the defendant Erichetti.

I., Mr. arowm.

MR. BROINt Yem.

If your Ronor pleases, first with your persiss

we would ike to offer copies of the transcripts

which have been made and which were played,the

material that was played by us during the cross exaeiIa-



i 3!)';)1

2 tion of Mr. Mrrs.

S . PttCCXOt so objection, Judge, to putting

them in the books.

5 MA. BROWN: It's T-l through 11, your Honor.

* If your Honor would perit us to distribute

7 them so they can go in the backs of the books?

* t dW COURTs Did you Say T-I through 11?

9 I only had ten of theC .

10 MR. FIRSTt 11 was a tape played by Mr.

11 .e-V iSt.

12 MR. PUCtZO, Was that marked as Exhibit A

13 in evidence?

14 MR. FURST: January lath.

15 . PUCCIO: May I look at this one, Judge?

16 I wasn't given this one to cheek.

17 WTE COURt At least T-1 through T-10 are

UP received in evidence.

9 MR. BOWIE: ay we have your perission to

20 distribute them to the jury so they can go in their

21 books?

'HE COURT: yes.

2 M . af-VESIBTl: your onor, we have T-12

21 through T-1S. If I may hand this up to the Court?

ThE COURT: Nave they been played?



DEFENSE EXHIBIT T-1

EXCERPT OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION

JUNE 16, 1979

MW Mel Weinberg

A Angelo J. Errichetti



EX. T-

MW; Alright now you know what we got to do with Pete then

AE: I know what we got to do with Pete and the other

guy to.

.1: Right

AE: Both of them

M : And we'll be all set

AE' Yes sir

MW: Alright



DEFENSE EXHIBIT T-2

EXCERPT OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION

JUNE 20, 1979

lea Weinberg

Angelo J- Erichetti



Ex. T-2 p. I

MW: All righL, here's what we got act up. They're flying
Yassir into Washington, D. C. ON? We'll have the
meeting Thursday, probably Thursday late in the
afternoon.

AE Next Thursday?

M1: Right

ARE: Yeah

MNW All right? Now we'll, we'll, we're goine to get him
in, once we get him in a hotel at night there, he's
neot going to leave, we'll keep him so that nobody
knows he's there.

A.; OX..

MW: We'll register a suite of rooms in our name so for
security reasons oboay has to know.

AE: I'll, I'll call Williams right now

MW± Right

AE: And tell the Senator be available Thursday afternoon

MW: Right

AE: . And 1-lI get there early and get him settled in

MW: Yeh, I'll give you the hotel, I don't know the
hotel yet

AS: I don't care yet. All I want to do is make sure its
Thursday, I go there Thursday

NW Right

AE: And I sit with him and we go over the speech before
we go in there together

MW; Right



Ex. T-2 P- 2

MR: The reason I say we should, case, case Tony will
if its strong enough get a hold of you and say, you
know. Cause he knows Yassir better than anyone.

AE: OK

MW: you follow me? Huh?

AL. It's Ok With me

MW: Cause. you know, he knows what be has to have in
order to get the ok

AE: OK

MW: All right?

AN: What, what you have to do is get back to me to give
me the proper speech. Now he knows he's got to guarantee
Be knows he's 9ot to say that

MW: Right

AN: He nows he's got te say 'I'm the man or this thing
doesn't move or work."

MW: Right

A: I guarantee all the contracts, guarantee it's
going to be a s.ccessful..-

MW: As long as he says to him "without me it don't
work."

RE± OK

Mi: you follow me?

AN: I told him that

MW: Yeh, he's got to come up and say "without me it
don't work." As long as he says that then uh,
you know, "I'm doing all that, I have to open all
the doors."
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EXC PT OF CONVERSATION HELD AT

WASHINGTON, D.C. - JUNE 28, 1979

AS Angelo J. Erricbetti

AW Senator Harrieon A. Williams

W Se1 Weinberg



Ex. T-3 p. 1

N: O.K. Strictly loans. He's only interested in you.
You gotta tell him how important you are, who you
are, what you can do and you tell him in no uncertain
terms 'without me there is no deal', I'm the man.
I'm the man who's gonna open the doors. I'm the man
who's gonna do this and use my influence and I
guarantee this." Follow me? All bullshit.

AE: (inaudible). I'm gonna he the one who's gonna

(inaudible) utilize me as a Senator

MW: Tony is, you gotta know Tony is a partner of ours.
He's gonna be uh, the main thing he thinks he's
gotta ask, he'll ask you.

HW: Night

MW: And when it comes to your shares, you tell him
you own 18%. You put them in Alex' name- Alex
is gonna endorse the back and give you a certificate
back.

At: (inaudible)

MW: When you leave the Senate, whatever time you
leave, you put your name, your're the owner. O.K.?

HW: yeah

MW: And that's it, it goes not further, its all talk,
all bullshit. Nobody wants to hear it. He's
not gonna open his mouth. He speaks bad English
and he's ashamed of how he speaks.

HW: But he understands.

MW: Oh. he understands perfectly. He has been trying
and double trying. Its a walk-through. you should
be out of there in twenty minutes .

HW: What doe he know about the property? Does he...

MW: Don't say nothing. He's not interested, he's
interested in you. We're getting the money because
of you.

11W: Ub hum.

MW: Alright?

At: And we'll produce

NW: you gotta just, play and blow your horn. The louder
you b low and mention names, who you control.
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NW: I t .. 1, si. .
"W' ror twenty minuteS.

nw For twenty minutes with you- Alright. So, you
gotta take the position, you're the boss- Alriqht?

AE: period

MW: Come on, me I'm the pDr. And that's jt. Its
sim.p an that. Vourn on stage for twe.ty

miute.-



DEFENSE EXHIBIT T-4

EXCERPT OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION

JULY 29, Y979

AE Angelo J. Errichetti

M Mel Weinberg



EX. T-4 p. I

AE: When you coming up?

h: Well, we'll be up, if you get us up by, say, the
sixth, we'll come up that weekend, next weekend

AE: For ... ah., couple of those things

RW: Yeah, and we'll take care of everything et one
time. We'll be up there for a couple of weeks
then.

RE: Ok. How many can you handle?

NW: As many as you can give me

RE: Ok

M n! Alright?

AEt Right

MR: As many as you can give me, I can handle

AE: Ok

NI: Cause that's number one priority with him

At: Well

IW: Specially after they came cut with that San'onoa
thing.

AE: Well, there's a couple of Congressmen, I think
we can work these things.. at least, ah may..-
could be five or six of them.

NW: Beautiful

AD: Alright?

Inu: Ok

AD: And plus this fellow from rho., the Naturalization
Department.

NW: Alright

AE That could be the key one. That could be the
biggest one

MW: Beaut.-that'd be marvelous
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AE: Cause that gTy will say it tight in fronL, SB Irn
told

MW, Alright

AE, That, "Yi5, I will 9uatInt-O"...you know, that kind
of hit

On't Ok)m dok

AE: Alright?



DEFENSE ENOIBIT T-6

EXCERPT OF TELEPHONE CQNVERSATION

SEPTEMBER 2, 1979

AZ Angelo J. Erric)etti

FI fel einberg



Ea. T-6

AE: I was in Washington friday. I spent most of the
day in Washington. I had to go there to meet
with the Deputy to Jack Rothman (ph). The guy's
name is Steve (phi Kirsenbau (ph) and while a
was there I went to see a couple of my friends
at the Bureau or l miration and Nahuralization.
I think I got. you know... I did very well, I
think in regards to green cards and whatever
have you. And I have another meeting with him.
.e' going to come to see m, I think, maybe
Thursday or Firday this week, Cor ing to give
me the right guy because I don't want no bull-
shit, you know.

MW : Right

AD The guy I know is not the guy that signs the
papers you follow me?

.t: Right

RE: The guy I know is an investigator, He goes
out and makes sure that everything is done.

MW: HUN-Huh

AE ..because him and the other guy which I'll be
Meeting next week is tho key people

MW: Alrightie.



EXCERPT OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION

SEPTIBER 5, 1979

mw Mel J.einberg

AE Anaelo S. Errtchetti

82 077 81--119 (Pt. 1) BLR



Ex. T. 7 p.

AE: Hi Mel

NW Yeah. (IA) called back on those green cards right?

AEt yeah

XXI: Now what do they do supply the green cards or
just let the people in the country?

AE: Supply the cards!

. : Right!

AS: They get the application.

MW: Right.

AS: It's all filled out. (IA) job specialized job (IA)

MW: Right.

AE: (IA)

MI. Follow you.

AS: Then the application goes to the guy that I know. (IA)

MW: Eight,

RE: (IA)

:~ Right.

AE: (IA) gives it to boss. (IA)

. : Might.

AE: (IA)

MW: How long would it take? Any idea?

AS: (TA)

M1S Alright

AS: (IA) application (IA) fill it out (IA)



Ex. T-7 p.2

MW: And uh, one o'clock is the meeting, the first
one Monday. Then, ah, what time, time you want,
make it for Wednesday with the , ar, Congressman?

A: Well, 1, I talked to him briefly.

MW: Veah

At: I told him about, you know, eh, a wet closing and
a dry closig Wednesday and Friday.

MW: Right.

AS: He says I'm jamsed up, he says why can't we
make it one day where I go up a little early
and your good friend can give me the script
and I can do that you know. He said, you know,
I prefer to go one day Wednesday or Fziday
whatever you want and I come up early so that
we could meet, you know, privately like we're
supposed to and go over the whole thing so
that I can understand what has to be done
and I'll do it.

MW: Eh, hebh

AS: Is that p.sible?

MW: Ah, let me see if I can arrange it.

AE: Alright.

MW: Alright.

AS: OK

M.: Make it Wednesday then.

AS: Whatever, you know

MW: OX

AS: Whatever you want to do. He has no problem
coming up like nine o'clock in the morning and then
sitting down with you, and 1, and you know going
over the whole thing and then like one o'clock
go through with it, you know, whatever.

Ml: Right
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EXCERIT OF MEETING

SEPTEMBER 12, 1979

M Me Weinber

AS Angelo J. Errichetti
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we. Yeah, 8.c.us. this way I make arragetents for the
hotel ro..t ,ow get everything *cL up. Ah, who's
the noxt guy after, do you know yet?

AE It could b that immigration guy.

. . . CIA) . . .

AE; The guy's ready as I'm told by my guy, okay?

MW: NOW what'. his name?

AE: TOP guy. I don't know.

NW: Oh you don't know his name.

AE; My guy is Torrentini * ,IA)

MW: your guy Is what?

A E Torrentlni.

aM: Torratini?

AE: Torr.ntini.

MW: - Tor . . . and what in his position there?

A: Chief Investigator.

MW: Chief Investigator that's a good position.



DEFENSE EXHIBIT T-9

EXCERPT OF TELIEPHOE CONVERSATION

SEPTEMBER 14, 1979

AHngelo a. Errichetti
Mel Weinberg
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AE: ... Coissioner

MW: Comissioner.

AE: Of Naturalization.

NM : Of Naturallzatin

AE: And Immigration.

M : And Irigration.

AE: His name is Mario.

MW. Mario.

M: T as in Tom

MW: T

AF: Nopo, Nopo, N - 0 p 0.

MWl: N p 0?

AE! Nopo.

MW1 Nopo.

AE That's it.

MW: Alrighty.



DEFENSE EXHIBIT T-10

EXCERPT OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION

SEPTEMBER 18, 1979

Angelo J. Errichetti

Mel Weinberg
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MW: Right.

AS! OR. And he called ma back about 10 minutes ago
and said he feels that I have to meet him in his
office around 11-il15 which I will.

M1:1 Al right.

AE: Then bring it right over to your place.

MW± OX.

AS: Cause he, he, the best time for him is between
lunch time.

MW: All right.

AE: So I figured around noon time.

MW: Right.

AE: OK?

W: OK.

AEt Ub, what time ya think We should get the hall
outta there?

.Wll, we should, hw long should it take?

AE; Raw long should it take? Um, ya know I don't
know what Tony's gonna do.

MW: It won't take long.

AE: Cause wilth e, it would be 5 minutes ya know.

MW; All right, so figure 15-2a minutes.

RZ: OR.

MW: Now you able to shoot down to Flolida or what?

AE What I'm gonna do so you know is Joy's gonna
drive ne down-

MW: yeah

hE; I shou lave here around 8-8r30, go right to
right to, to the immigration office.
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M: Right.

AE: And I'11 chat with him, first qot ground rules
down with what he's expected to do.

MW : Right.

M; I- Scor hi. frien d nM-raliy.

MI1 Right.

A, And then put him in the car, Joey'll drive us
over to your place.

MW : Right.

AE: Oh. when we get all finished I'll say Joey take
him back to his office and you go home, goobys
and Joey'la take him to his office and Joy'll
go home and I'll stay with you ard we go to Florida.
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MR . BEN-VENISTE: They have been testified to,

your nor.

These are in the Brady material.

SMSR. PUCCbO: Judge, as I understand, counsl

6 wishes to distribute the books and then distribute

7 this last insert which I have no objection to, and

o then ask the jury to read these before we entity.

9 THE COURT: I thought they had already been

10 played.

II MR. PUCCIO: I thought so, too.

12 MR. FURST: yes, your Honor. But the jury

13 did not have the benefit of the transcript t ttat

14 time.

15 THE COURT: What do you propose to do now?

16 Take ti.u to read them?

17 MR. FURST: Yes.

Is WHE COURT; 15 Exhibits?

19 MR. FURST: Just 10, your Honor.

THE COURT: Mr. Sen-Veniste is right on Your

21 heels with five .. e.

22 ME. BD-VENISTE: That's true, your Honor,

23 except they are three Sore-

24 M4. PUCCIO: With rospcct to the first ten,

25 your Honor, I have no objection to the. going into



evidence. I do thinr we should move aha4d with th

3 witnesses and they should be read at another tiue.

4 With the others we have just received now I would

like to study them and make sure we agree with the

transcript.

THE cOURT: All riqht. I through 10 are

received in evidence. I will not take half the

I afternoon to get them read. If you gentlemen want

10 to stop now and start discussing the charge, I will

11 let the jury take them into the jury room and read

12 it.

13 MR. BROWN: No, your Honor.We would like to

14 proceed expeditiously. As soon as he has distributed

is then
, I will call the witness.

is MR. BEN-VENISTE: May I inquire, your Honor,

17 of Mr. Puco whether that Ellis CoOk, Marin Noon

Is transcript has been supplied in the jury's books?

19 M. Puclo was promising to review that.

MR. ptCCIO: yes. It has been onet , Judge.,

21 but I will see to it that it is in the books. ' t

I didn't understand the practice was to *dd something

to the books and to have the juy read it.

THE COURT: What is the Th:hibit number?

25 MR. PmCCIO: It hasn't been given one yet,
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as I recall. We did play the Cook meeting. I think

3 the defense played the Cook meeting,nober one.

4 And let me clarify that. The defense played the first

meeting which was attended by Mr. Cook, Mr. Weinberg

6 and Mr. Amoroso. We have no objection to playing

that, your Honor, and furnishing it. But I didn't

think the procedure was that it would be read. I

felt the transcripts are only a guide.

i0 THE COURT: The tapes that were played, which

11 now have transcripts available to them, the trans-

12 scripts are in evidence. They nay be consulted by the

13 jury. If you want to arrange, if anyone wants to

14 arrange them to read any particular transcripts, 1

15 will provide the time for them to do it.

1 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Thank you, your Honor.

17 THE COURT: I will not disrupt other work

that we have to do here.

MR. PUCCIO: I think there is some sort of'9

problem.

JUROR NO. 2: This stops with 10-A?'I

THE COURT: That would be a likely place to

23 put it if you have room for it.

MR. PUCCIO± It can also o in the end of
24

the book, Judge.
2$
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TH COUATi They have given you the books

through 10-A, I believe.

ba they fit it?

MR. PUCCIOI They should.

MR. ktt-VENISNgi Your Honor, with respect
6

to the Deteuber 19th conversation for which there

is transcript, we ask that it be marked T-13.

MR. PVUCC1Or Nf objection, Judr.

THE COURTi T-I) received in evidence.
'0

ME . DEN-VTNISTEi Con those be circulated?

MR. PUCCIOi They'are not here noW, We
12

can bring them down at an appropriate time and have
13

them put in,
14

M. B3N-V9NI5TEt Dring this afternoon
'5

break?
16

TE COURT: All right.

MR. ?UCCIO, Ye.
Is

T-11 and T-12 we still want to look at.
19

THlE MOURT, All right.

All right, Mr. DrOWn. Are you ready to
21

proceed?

JUROR NO. 3t Wait.
23

TUE COURT3 Somebody is missing something7
JUROR NO. 2: No. They are hard to get in.

25



2 tR. kICIJ mea, sir.

4 2Z ccli bit. bitotento, please.

' (Contlinued on next pag.)
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J0 8 I1 P E 1 L 0 R 8 N 2 0, a witness called

hrei, Wan eom by the clerk of ats Court and

testified a. folloas

D REC EXAhZNAWTIO

BY MR. BROWNe

o Would you gi.v your full rame?

A Joseph Di loranzo.

Q Wher, do you live?

* 10 North 35th Street, Longport, Ne Jerey.,

Q Are you elated to th, defendant Mayor

Urnz che t. U?

A ¥0es.

0 M &at is0 yo r relati:onship?

A, l, ncjs.

o nov old are you?

* Tvanty-four.

* Mbat is your educatio?

A I attended mte university of Rutgres in

enrollst in ?haes idisoa College, attend"d bradyine Junior

College in Delaare for while.

Q Aside t re your Schooling, o ld you tell

us what eloymnt you ha s had?

A in th, past four yean, I was employed by

the City of Canden. In 1975, fimt with the Departnen.t of
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Community Devo "Vpaent s a reearoh aid., bad lasr i i

3 79 . ame Lnltrtar of *nrgy where futhered My educ.-

A tion at the Univerity of Pennsylvania spoetfieaily for

the. lob.

6 0 Wer you a .uprvjsor i, that part cular

7 department?

a A vs.

9 a Did you acutre that virtually through your

10 Uan appointing you to Mte job?

A1 A NO, Martin MCKern. the ity attorney at

12 the ti., also responsiblee faor the Bureau of Engy, had

13 shown Internt in - becau. of th -- W prvion.s bo..

14 ftoma Corcoran. based on Thomas Corcoran'. recomjendation,

is I was appointed city adminietrator of eo*tr to Martin

*6 McXe IrnaLn.

11 0 You d so UnDer Or uole at his plaas..t?

is A Y*.

19 0 A a r"suit of jour association with your

N ucle, did yoe, in January of 1979 carry out my particular

21 bchse for your umaci.?

A Ym. * I drove W uncle oca in when

23 I would ask -.

24 a How often would you drive him?

25 A May ticn. I really don't knoe has .ay

82-077 O81-- 120 (Pt. 1) BLrI



time..

0

along With

A

Ms. Mise

Di Loronzo-direct-Brown

D0d you at hissifistence Mke any purchases

s8one else in January of 1979?

I did, in Jan.u.y of 1979 myself along wit

0 Who .a. that?

A Secretary to the Mayor.

we purchased a microwave oven azd dishes

from Strawbridge and Clothier in Cherry Hill, few Jersey.

a Bou did you cne to make that purchase?

A Me. Ainse asked Me to go with her. She

knw che couldn't handle the size of the microwave oven

and asked Me go to along and I did.

0 flo ordered the purcese?

A The Mayor ordered the purchase.

* Did you cone to know the person who wa

to receive this purchase?

MR. PUCCIO. I object to that.

MHE COURTz Sustains.

Q Mat did you do, would you tell us what

you did in order to Obtain --

A It was y und erstading through s* Ai.e .

MR. P1 Or I object.

THE COURI: Sustained.
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A

a
with~ the items?

Di Lorzwao- .roct-grown 3008
Where did you w to purchase this?

Stxa'bridqe and Clothier in Cher, Hill.

And after th, purchase, did you do anything

A Ues.

o What did yo do?

A ayelf, alone with the Mayor, drove, to Lon,

sland, a Holiday I., I believe Exit 55, 1'm not sure,

where at that time I put the mnirowav. and dishes into

Mel eiriberg's van.

* Ho. w±d you knew it was hi. Van?

A I mt him on previos mOCsions * he told

s that it was a eon any Van, Abdul Industries Van.

o Did it hay. mzy markings on it?

* No.

o Could you describe It?

* A pasienbor van, tan and brown.

* Could you desr.Ibe the meeting and tell

na i. detail what happened wh.n yo. arrived at the plano

you described?

A There really wasn't much of , meting.

It was out in a parking lt,. Mel met myself and my usel

nd he opened up the bank of the v .- the side of the

van, excse me -- and I pulled around with tIe .. ad took
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2 not the icrowave and beta max and placed it in the van.

3 0 Can you describe What it V"a. umicroave

a nd hat?

5 A I said beta max, Ver sorry.

6 a Was it just the microwave?

7 A and dshes.

$ Q Were they in the original pavkaqe?

* A Yes.

10 1) When yo'u pt tlh in the getleaanI V.,,

l1 did he say anythng to you?

12 A Thank yo".

13 0 Thank you?

14 A Yes.

is Na, did there cose another occasion in

16 March of 1979 wenu you had an eca.in to make particular

17 "raha..e?

is A Ya, thee wa.

0 WOUld you tell s wb.n dt na Wad ha it

20 oam about?

21 A Either lat February or early March when I

was told by the Mayor to pures a beta max TV. reco rder.

Q Did he tell you why - Wasted yOU tW

2 get--

25 A Y..
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A Y..

0 What did he ay to you?

A le told me it was --

MR. PUCCZO:. I object.

MR. BROWN: To what zrrichtti Sad?

7 THE COURT: Overrled.

Q Would you tell Us what the man sald with,

9 respect to this? -

A The gift was for the Sheik and that Mel

S would handle delivery of tihe gift to -he Sheik.

120 What did you do With respect to that requeSt

13 fre the Myo.?

A I want net and purchased a beta nai.

0 Where did you Be?

4 A Rest poduct, in MortLstown, New JorGy.

17 0 ashow you Defendant's Exhibit T and ask

I i If this exhibit hu a thing to do wti. the purchase?

19 hisa lI .. cqpy of t.e ruipt for-the beta

.. x that I purchased free Bet Products.20

21 a How uch ad ye. pay for that

A total, including teson, $939.61.

23 0 On this occasion, the conversation with

24 the Mayo, what dI h tell you with respect to Mr.

2S WoLiTerg's reqn t?
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A e speoified it had to be a four-hour

S tae cr4 bad to be - Mch t ae.

* rmI Ittend a few affe..ent plaes.

know a friend of rn who works oross the treat at Wrnarar

in MrriastOw NW Assay , and she told m Itf I had found

anything in there she could allow ma to use her diaount

to purchase it. t It Was Cheaper at beat Product$.

They didn't hsv oe in took so that the

10 ea . purchased .i. a floor model.

S Ater you pt.rAased It, hat did you do

12 thi it?

A The cest d&y. WaeR , along atth W Vtrlfri:

14 What is her name?

A De WbraprioaLcLtph) drove to La Guardia ALr-

1j port to et m el Weinberg h.rc . arrived, I gure eary

1 afternoon, amI i te.O eat Nt ithi. the Ionosphere

is Lons. out at La Ocardia airport.

1.Q fhet Is your -- ... our gi lfrinM with

you in the Oar?

2Q You had vith yo the t. a o described

A Ye..

N WhMat did you do after you arrived at Ise

25 oardia.?
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2 A I checked 1. the Loun and Mr. W#itntrg

3 was not there. He arrived shortly thereafter. maybe 10 or

* 15 L..tnt lter.

5 Q Can you d..nribe his vehicle?

6 A He had a silver mark, Lincoln Continental

Mark.

a We. anyone with Wz. Weinberg?

h Hi. sister-in-law or sister, I am not sure

who. The n wa. Mrle. His .n Junior, and a dog.

10 0 mat kind of a dog?

12 A I believe it was a poodle.

13 0 Men he artivel, what then happened?

14 A hen he arrived, he mat ma outside of th.

is loan". I told him that I had the gift In the bank of the

16 ar and ue ro...ded to he parking lot right outside

17 e lowe her he drove ite o to te Car I .as dr .ivg

and procded to toake he obect ont and place. it ln his

oar.

0 0 Was this young lady with you during tet

21 tie

22A Yes.

23 Q Could you describe fr. Weinberg for u f

21 that ti. when you .ay this ocorred at La Guardia jn

2$ Ilndft of *797
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1 Di Loronzo-direct-Brown

2 A Mr. Weinberg is the saae gentleman I saw

$ testify here last week as Mal Weinberg. He didn't have a

S beard at that tse and was a little bit heavier.

0 You'e sure it was Mr. Weinberg?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Did there cow another occasion in March

a when -- I beg your pardon, In April, when you made another

purchase?

10 A Yes.

Q How could it happen that you made this

12 particular purchase?

13 A Well, the Mayor had a picture of a stereo

14 congoent set that he had received from Mel Weinberg. It

is was frot a New YOA Times Magazine article.

16 It was a gold component, I think in the

17 neighborhood of $3,000. e said that I should go and

Is purchase soasthng si. ile t thet .r.so although he could

V9 not afford within thatlaborett'

0 How did you know it we. $3.000?

21 A It bad at the botto# of the page, could

he bought at San GOOdy's for $3,000.

23 Q Did b tell you why he was inakig the

25 Pu r h nde ?

25 A it was Wy understanding the gift was for
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2 gain, for the Sheik.

30 Dd he tell you who had made the request

S for the--

S MeI wenberg.

* 0 Did he tell you who specified she $3,000?

7 A Rol Weinberg.

o 0 Did you as a result of those Conversations

do nothing?

10 A Yes. I did.

11 I first took th picture and made a phone

12 call to a friend of mine, morge Norcross. and asked him

13 if be had knot or knew anybody in the audio business

14 ho could help us out maybe get a stereo at a decent price.

He said he had a friend. And we unt to

16 I M- house in Charry Hill, nw Jersey. Church Road and

17 addnfield Road, I believe.

is Q Mat happened?

19 A I purchased a stereo syStem Similar to the

O on. in the picture except It was for appro ta1Z $1,200.

21 MR. BROWS May I me this u st to clp them

23 San MURT: Yes.

N4 (paue.)

25 M D,. Di Lrenzo, I show yo DeoSit's
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Exhibit Z and ask yct if that describes anything you are
3 f aniliar with?

A This is a cop, of the stereo that I purchaed.

Q I. that the one you actually purchased?

A This is the set that I actually purchased.

7 0 Four pages -- what do they depict?

8 A The first--

9Three qsu.

10 A Geelis three, Hamn Carden Ameiver and

11 You can't ae. It but tlere is a ptu of a Vertical bOx

12 that a11 tle objects fit into. That was also purchased.

13 T hat is an actual photograph of the items

14 purchased?

Is A You.

16 M. BROWN: say I offer those ma item. in

17 evidence?

is fe two, m.aig the receipt .

19 M.' UCCIO, Nay I inquire?:

THE MUr: Yea, -n the Vit Dire.

21 voR Dim zXANNATO

22 BY Mo. PvCcao,

a ft. Di lorezo is Exibit U the exact

document you received feo Mayor EriChtti or a photocopy?

25 A Mat is a copy a th stereo That I purchased.2SI
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Mat the Mayor qage. o was a ccpy. a photoraph, from the

Has York Tlmes.

Q 0o yOU he. t.at with you?

A

0

A

Would be.

0

A

Q

s

of it.

Q
purchased

A

a
testimony

A

A

No.

Where is that?

I don't have it. I don't know where that

I had no reason to keep it.

tMhen did you obtain Exhibit Z?

Which one is Exhibit Z?

This one (indicating.)

The day I purchased Ue stereo I made a copy

1. thin the cOpy you made the day you

the *t.eo?

That is a copy of it that I bought.

Was this mode in connection with your

ber today or

that was -- I had that for quto -..o time.

This exact exhibit?

Actually, Mrs. Mnise had it.

MR. PUCC104 I have no objection. Judge.

THE COURTs Y and Z received in evidence.

MR. ?UCCO. I have no objection to the

i
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2 MR. BROWNt May I show the Jury Exhibit

3 whils I continue W interroation, Judge?

T WE COURt: Yes.

5 DIRECT SXAIINATION

BY MR. BROWN: (Cortinued.)

7 After you made the purchase which is

depicted i. t. which the Jury is oximining, did ycu do any-

9 thing with that purchase?

10 A Yes, the sureo was in the Maor . ca..

11 A few bo .. very bulky. I proceeded to drive again to tho

12 Holiday In, EXit 55, 1 belie., where I met Mel WeRa rg

13 who had had his brothar-in-1aw*s pick-up trnAk.

11 C Ho 4 You know that?

V5 A He told o it wa. He told Ra t that

16 point that he was taking the tereo directly to the airport

17 and shipping it overseas to the Sheik.

8 I also delivered it to him, a letter from

9 •th Mayor that said BapfreBirthdaS. Sheik;

Q Wa was the occaio for the gift?

S A X believe it wat the Sheik's birthday.

0 i shwTou Defendant'. tadhibit F and nk you

23 if you can identify that?

21 A Yes, looks like the coy.

25 Q Copy of what?
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A The letter that I gav, to Me. Weinberg.

3 0 and copy of a letter you gave to Mal

Weinberg at the time you delivered the ibit being shO~m

5 to te Jry?

I A The reason why I say it looks like the coy,

1 -- the letter was in a sealed envelope aad I gave it to

a Mr. Weinberg. I had seen it on Martin Moernm's desk.

0 FrOm the letter and all that you were told,

W what was the occasion for tle gift?

11 A The Sheik's birthday.

1Q Q YOU said fr. Weinberg told you something about

13 shipping overseas?

14 A yes, he was hinting to-te it wa going to

cost about $300 for shipping fees. He didn't kee if he

16 had It.

11 0 by the way, how nmoh did you pay for this

38 vsnit, Exhibit Z?

t9 A I belleve It wes 1. theneilghborhood of

S $2,200. I'm really not surm.

21 NOW, do you recall in the ur of 1979

the lie sumr Of 19?9, whether or not there was another

23 occasion when you purchased and delivered a gift?

11 A Yes, there a.. gnis time the Mayor asked

25 me to purchass for him three T.V. sets, svp~osed he be
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22-inch Sonys.

told me

the May'

And, again, I called Heor" Norcross.

Q Who dd he b.l you to purchase them from?

A 1t .as my undertanding frn what the Jayor

it was for the Sheik'. Board of Directors.

Q Hoe Many vere to be purchased?

A Three.

Q What brand?

A Sony.

0 What sil?

A Supposed to be 22 inch.

When we found out the price of the 22 inch,

or said it w.. too expensive, *o I purchased three,

17 Lnch Sony..

Q ApproxImately how comh did you pay for tmose;

A I would say $1,000. in that neighborhood.

Q After you purchased the three Stays, what

did you do with them?

A The Mayor was resting Mel Weinberg at the

Hyatt-Homse in cherry Hill, at that tie.

Tony Di Vito and Drum Bradley were also

then at that tim.

Q Did yOU tnow who Mr. tradley was?

* Yes, Mr. Bradley was Abdul Industries'
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chauffeur.

a You didn't know him in ay other way?

A No, *ir.

Q You certainly didn't know he was an P.B.I.

NO?

A No.

0 What did you do with the T.V.'s exactly?

A ell., I aw Mel in the lobby of the Hyatt-

HOUs.

Q teee?

A Cherry Hill, New Jersey.

o Aml?

A He handed - -- I told him I had -. T.V.'s

in the car. He handed an t.e keys to the Van and told -

to plans the T.V.s inside the Van, which I did.

I pulled the Mayor. ca around the back

of th Hyatt Hous next to tMe van,

Q wea. deay convereatiou, "'Mi. bducanton

whether or not the Sony T.V.'s were for the Sheik or --

A It.s W, understanding supposed to be for

the Sheik's Board of Direoton,

9 Of Abdul?

A yes.

S Has that the lst of the Wift you delivered
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A I believe. so.

3 ~MR. BROW'~ I home no further examination,

4 would like to move in the letter, a o of which

£ 1 have sho.n to Mr. futcoo.

I MR. PUCCZOt Can I incorporate my Voir Dire

into my argue exaojnation on that matter?

MR. BROWm I have no obIe.t.on.

TIE COURT: Mr. Duffy, any q..tion.?

MR. DUFFY' Can't think of any.

1i THE COURTI Mr. Ban-VinistW?

12 MR. BROWN , I hve .. u question, may I?

13 TUE COURTk Yea.

14 O RECT EXA[C0IATION

Is By MR. BNWDWT (Contiau±ig,)

16 0 Was there *vr aut oooasion when you deliver.

17 a gift or gift. vheft. Wminbyrg said anything about

is whether you should sy anythihg@t6 SAybOdyoro Abt?

*1 A The final time t delivered fne TmV. et.,

20 he ip.oifically asked me not to Mention anything to Tory

21 .M Bruce.

0 TOy zid B.u.f?

23 A III,

24 0 ho we. they?

25 A Tony De Vito ad Brgce Bradley.
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Q Nad you ehauffeurred any members of Mr.

3 MnJ.er. family. me Me ocaio

A ye.. One tine lat sumr, I believe" it was

in Juno -- I don't kno. the exact date -- I got in an

6 accident that day. Z'm sur you can find --

1 You wr, I. N accident chat dy?

A Y... The Mayor -t with Hal Weinborq

* nd at Uiat tie. Mal asked Me to take his ,other in i.,

0 father in law, and his wif. over to INdependence Hall. They

wanted to *. th. Liberty Bell.

12 Q You took them for t)e day?

A Ye..

4 Q Th.r. was onl . one ocas.ion when he

is told you just don't tall ?ony?

16 A Yo.

17 0 Who did you idntifj 'tony to be?

Is A TOny D Vito.

19 _MR, BROWNI No further questions,

kMR . BEN-VE4ISTR: NO tamination.

21 MR. CACHERIS: No.

THE COURt: f. utccio?.22

23 MR. PUCCIOz Ye. I have a Iow questions.

2 CROSS EXM4INATZOI

2S BY MR. PULCCIOi

2 ,TT 0 1,- 121 4 P I 11,11
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MR. PUCC10: Mr. B o~vn, is this yours?

MR. BROMCN: I thought I Might be back there

In . .. aft.

o Mr. DAL Lranmo, Mayor Errichettl made yoi

the director of tnerqy for the City of Cachen, is that correc

A Adednitrator of EneW, that is correct.

Q waid that based upon your experience in

the field of energy?

A W.11, at that tine, 1977, in the entire

state of Now Jertsy thee want ally danipal enesrs

bureau. Mi. was the first of it. kind in the State of

New Jersey.

0 , EHow old were you when your became the

Adainistrator of Enengy for the City of Camden?

A Januay, 1979, I became - that would make

a 23 year, old.

o How old were you at that time?

a .Trnty-thm.. &

O Por how long a period of time did you hold

the position of Adeanistrator of EnergW?

A up unil March, 190.

o Men, for ft. year 1979, you actually

occupied the position of chauffeur to the City of Camden,

is that correct?
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A NO, sir.

0 Wam it part of your duties as the adminis-

trator of energy to chauffeur Mr. Errichett. wherever he

wanted to go?

6 A No.

I Did you, in fact, while on the City payrollI

as adminitrator of energy, chauff.ur Mr. Errichetti to

various plane throughout. ew York, New Jerey, Washington

D.C., and other pla0.e?

A No. The requrement for ay City employee

1 to work 30 hours a weak which I did. Whenever I drive

13 the Mayor. I pick the Mayor up 7:30 in the orninq and

11 hardly go how until eight or nice o'clock at night.

My bae, Thomas Coror.. wa. awar. of ra

fact I was driving the Mayor arid was satisfied with the

work I had ben doing and allowed m to do so.

is Also, one point I would like to mks, last

19 year the Mayor Dec.am vm ,IIadTcCororian, .mL

a veer, good friend of the Mayor --

Q What is him title, To, Corcora?

A The Director of the Departvnt of Utilities.

23 Q Yea worked for him as the adminitrator

of the Deparwent of EaW?24
A I was a burau head.
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2 The duties of the administrator of the

3 Department of Energy did not include this chaufuterinq

4 job?

5 A No.

1 0 1 assum you did the ch.uffurrinq fog t.

Mayor during normal business. hour. of the Mayor and yourself

A it* pos.ibls.

* !t's true.

A I put in W 30 hours, whiter I worked

Saturday or Sunday., I bad an agreement with my boss.

12 Q YOU feel a tremendous mount of loyalty to

3 Mayor Eic hatfi, is that correot?

14 A Yea, sr, I love Wmcle.

Is Q Isn't it sO that the Mayor demand loyalty

16 from everyone. from whom he's associated?

17 MR. BROmei I Object.

Is TE cOURT Sustalned. Irrelevant.

0q Q Nom, you mad. during ths' ear l17* many'

20 trips to Lonug Island, Hew York, is t.at correct?

21 A Y.

22 Q That was all in connection with Mayor

2 Errichtt --

21. B 1WI I Object to tts. I reqesat
2S

25 Side BE at ynta discretion.
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WE COURTi Not yet.

iats *s* what tle question i..,

0 Th..e trip, to Led, Island wore in connection,

wsthu Mayo, Err ohttis bu.in... with Mc. W.iner. and Mr.

AMOoso and Abdul tnt.zptiseu, is that correct?

A Y...

Notee you aare of the specific nature .1

the. individual

A

g

adviae you of

th.ee trips?

A

0

is that force

A

a

A

Q

year and AptI

A

Long Zsland.

A

U,,

tri, that you took?

Not really, no.

Is it a tact that mayor Errichetti would

* dtael. Oth es. t ip., the purpose of

He would not.

HOs you testified before the Grand Jury,

.t?

WN two separate ocasion., is that correct?

Ye., it.

you testified on the 27th of Harch .hs

.1 9t" of this year?

yes.

You wer asked *lcat trips you took to

is that correct?

Yee, sir.
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2 Q Ad, yOU in fact furnished . list of

, trip. that you made , S that corrot? I

4 MR. RttOWM, I Object and I nquest a Side

5 Bar.

6 MR. DUFFY? I objct. Tit examniatiO is

7 beyond the .cops --

T ME COURT, I am ot *u. where he is goa;

9 MR. BROWNI That i. why I asked m -

10 TE COURTi Is this li.ch.bnt?

If MR. PCCIOt Yen. I woUld like, speoifically,

12 to add.e. the meeting, the tet.mony conoerning

13 the alleged meeting with einerg.

ME'S COUA?, The witness testified to that

on direct?

16 MR. POCCIO. Yes.

? MR. Meoni I hae. no Obieotion.

i$ (Continued On following page.)
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fNOw, vyou recall supplying the grand jury

with a handwritten docuis.t setting forth trip. that you

4 took?

5 A You Moan that i r.mnrber offhand, yes.

6 a Rnd anywhere -n that document that you supple

tt the grand jury, did you make mention of these trips

I that you allegedly had to New York in connection with

9 meeting. with Weinbrg?

10 A A. far as the gift.?

11 0 Yes.

12 A No. They are not, no.

13 a and at any time during the two appearances

', before the grand jury did you make any mention --

US A NO, I did not.

16 a -- did you make any mention of these gifts?

17 A No, I did not.

)a Could I add one thing to that, sir?

19 0 Yes.

2D Go ahead.

21 A I did speak with the FRI about these gifts

on another occasion.

23 0 And that was after these appearances before

24 the grand jury. Is that right?

25 A Yem.
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0 And when was it that you spoke to the FB1

agent about theta. gifts?

A It was in June 190.

Q And wA. that after or before the date the

indictment Wa. returned in this tase?

A I am not sure.

Q

on behalf of

April and in

A

0

were they in

A

0

the.. .ucnts

Now, you indicated that you made purchases

Mayor Errichetti in January, in March, in

the late m.er of 19791 is that correct?

And were these purchases made by check or

cash?

Th.y were in cash.

And where did you receive the cash to make

CSe?

A Usually frem Mrs. Anise, and any change that

I had and went back to Mr.. Annise.

o So when you went out and bought . Genesis

3 stereo, you used cash for that, is that correct?

A Yes.

o And if you knoW, is that Mrs. Annse's money?

A I have no idea.

a she is the mayor's secretary and you would not

ass.ue it was her money, is that eight?

8j
I
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A She is the mayor's secretary.

Q NOWIon any occasion did you use a check

to purchase any of this equipment?

A My of the equipmnt that was testified to?

Q Yes.

A No.

a Did you -- now, vyou drove Mayor Errichetti

to New York on August 22, 1979; is that cofrect?

A yes. I believe so.

MR. BROWN I have an objection, your Honor,

and ask for side bar with respect to that being

beyond the range of the direct, if you please,

Sir.

THE COURT: Let me hear

(Record read.)

MR. BROWN: That is the

tion, your Honor.

THE COURT: Overr.led.

* Now, where. did you leave

A Probably from the City.

o The City of Camden?

the question, please.

ground of my objec-

from, Mr. DiLorenzo?

Yes.

Red you picked up the mayor at his office?

I don't know whether he left from his office
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or his hou..

C AhoHu W timp .t dny did y.u I .. p Cagd.hI

A Ido't redily tgmtgab-t.

I am wurry, I don't her yoU.

MR, b t WN, May w- ..k the Witnh-- i0 P.k

it, yor Icn...r 1-.n~, thruujh you?

THE COLIATI yea.

N-- pe'ak uV $. .veyb~dy ail hgdr glu

THE WITNU' I dent tpspp what tine

it w.

a And did Msyor ktriohptt& i.1l yau what th

putpos. ot thin trip to .-w York ...s

A NO, h. didn't.

Q end you drovo hin tronh cajnds, New Jestey

to where in New York?

A I believe thi ooeAwsion Wag the Ditgr-

national NOtel.

o Wall, prio to that dd you drive him t

the Pan American TorminsI at Kennedy Airport?

A Y.

Q And wh. did you .et with when you rtylad

A Wall, when I drove, to thPan Anm Airline

I Parked illegally outside. I believe I not Mr.
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1 stayed ditsiipe with his 0r, Mtt h-1 h-

* day.

5 0 Well, did you krnn that M1ynr rrrihl'

6 Won to hol& Oh I ml1 day With tt,11r,4rrn MyPt7

I NO.

L'prlo, to that ttfAW.P, hi,

0 WeI, Il]rhe re'n I .. O, that dmte wrwn

'0 you ohhatvwd Cahnyrssdmurn mys i. that -,r-17

A eA 2 ot ron1ly 1,-e of whether I aet

12 Comgroains Myrgn f tha~t day - or gi" nt.

3 DO fedU All ConJrVsr~nn my.r sitting In the

4 .U.om todsy,.Iw?

k5 A 2untlp.r. toni

6 0 Have OU een him hpth rp ev-r?

17 A I a not sura and I'1 eap,1ln why 1 said

Is that.

19 The Cotgra ns at T.d t are naiqhbor around

TO the shor.. He live. around the corner free me, maybe

21 ton houne away. And I have .i tonqport, Nlse

" Jersey for nine years. An I didn't know who he was

72 or that he was y n.ighbor until about a .ionth o o

24 ,1 o When one of my other neighbor. told Me that.

i5 So I would hav, thought if I would have
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2 met hikJi on that occasion I would have recognized him at

another time, at other times, so I an not really sure whether

I met the congressman on that date or not.

$ 0 When you arrived at the Pan American Termin::

what happened?

A I walked into Pan Am Airlines with the mayor an.,

8 I believe we met up with Mr. Criden.

1 then walked back out to the car because

10 my car was parked illegally and so was Mr. Criden's.

11 V And then what happened?

12 A I stayed outside in the car waiting for the

l3 mayor and drove to the International Hotel.

14 Q And who did you drive to the International

is Hotel with?

16 A I don't remember driving anyone.

17 Q Just the mayor?

,8 A yes.

9 And what happened when you arrived at the

20 International Hotel?

21 A I dropped the mayor off at the hotel.

22 I parked the car.

23 0 And what did you do after you parked the

21 car?

25 A I probably sat in the lobby and did some
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2 work.

0 And about what time of day was this when

I you arrived at the InternatioralHotel?

$ A I am not really sure. It was daytime. Iz

6 was light outside and it was very hot.

7 A nd at the International Hotel did you see

o Conqressman Myers?

A I am not sure, sir.

10 Q Where was Mr. Criden at this time?

II A I don't know.

12 0 Did you see Mr. Johanson on that day?

13 A I can't asay for sure, no, i.

14 a NOw, did there come a time when you arrived

i5 at the International Hotel that you saw Congressman

16 Myers?

17 A To say I saw Congressman Myers on that day,

18 sir, it would be erroneous on my part.

19 Q And about how long -- well, did you know

20 that Mayhor Etrichetti went to a meeting with Tony and

21 401?

22 MR. 0ROl: I object, your Honor.

23 THE COURT: What ground?

24 M . BROa He already said he has to

25 knowledge of these events. Its been asked and
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Sansweed, if your .Honr plese, with respect to

a meeting or anything else at that time.

THE COURT, Overruled.

MR. BEN-VENISTEt 'ii obj. t to it on the

6 basis of relevance. The participants at the

7 meeting are not being contested.

a THE COURT: Overruled.

0 Did you know that Mayor Errichetti met with

i0 Tonyo and Mel on that day?

11 A I didn't knowhere the mayor was.

12 0 Did there come a time when you saw the

3 mayor go upstairs to a hotel room?

14 A I dropped the mayor off and just walked

is into the lobby.

I6 Q kAd did you see the mayor get into the

17 elevator?

I A No. d dropped him off.

19 0 Now, about how long was it before you rejoined

20 the mayor?

21 A I can't say for sure. I really don't know.

22 1 saw in the lobby for awhile. I don't know what the

23 duration wa..

2 MR. PUCCIO: May I have , moment, your

25 Honor?
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(Pause.)

Q Now, did you testify before the grand jury

5 as follows on the 27th of March, 1980?

6 "Question: Did you take a trip to a Pan

7 AM Terminal at Kennedy Airport in August 1979 when

o Mayor Errichetti met some other people and Mr. Criden

"Answer: yes, Mr. Criden.

10 Question: And a Mr. Johanson?

11 "Answer: Yes, sir, okay.

12 "Question: And a congressman Ozzie Myers?

13 "Answer, Yes, right, yes."

14 Do you remember giving those answers

15 to those questions to the grand jury?

16 A I do, sir.

V, And in June of this year I wrote a letter

is to my lawyer, Mr. Karpopularis, telling hiko to

19 please explain it to you that there was a possibility

2D that I might have been erroneous in my statement on that

21 day.

2? a Well, erroneous in what respect?

23 A I am not sure whether or not I met Mr.

24 Myers.

23 a Well. when Mr. Erriohetti met up with you
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again, at the Traved Mot.), did he have in him pomiICP-

Sion a package of any kind?

A NOt that I r emb, air, no. When I met

with him again I believe he told me to just go out and

wait in the car for him.

o Did he tell you what you were to wait In the

car for?

A No. I juet went outside and waited for

him.

Q Did you .oo a package in anyone pos.eion?

A NO.

0 Now, you went out and waited in the car, is

that right?

A Yes.

* And did there come , time when Mayor

Errichetti came out again?

A Yes.

Q And wa, he alone?

A I believe so, yes.

Q and where did you go after that?

A I am not really sure, sir. 1m not sure.

O Going back to the Pan Anerican Terminal

to meet with Mr. Criden?

A It's possible, but I really don't remember.
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2 0 Mr. DiLorenzo, die anyone on that day give

you an envelope or a package containing money to hold?

A No. Not that IroeMbver, NO, sr.

3 0 Ara you absolutely certain of that?

A Yeo.

I I don't remember a package.

8 0 Did anyone on that day give you a package --

I MS. BOWNAfked and answered.

0 -- whether or not --

I1 MR. BROWN: If your HOnor please, I

11 have an objection based on the fact that he asked

13 the question twice and it's been answered twice,

14 if your Honor pleae.

Is MR. PUCCIO: your HonOr, if I may --

16 Tf COUQNr Overruled.

I Q Did anyone on that day give you a package of

Is any kind to hold, whether or not you knew what was in

19 it, Mr. DiLorenzo?

2* A I don't remember, sir.

21 0 Are you saying that it may have happened?

22 A Anybody could have given me anything, but I

23 don't remember.

24 Q Now, when in the late sler of 1979 did

25 I you meet with Mr. Weinberg concerning these TV sets?

b2-077 0-81-12-2 (Pt. 1) BLH



A It was at the Hiatt House in Cherry Hill,

New Jersey.

V And was that in August, September?

A I really don't know. It was very hot outside

and I don't know exactly when it was.

I only know that Mr. Devito and Mr. Bradley

were there at that time also.

o Can you fix a date any better than late

suumer, 19797

A I really can't.

o ASd was that before or after this trip to

Kennedy Airport on August 22nd?

A I don't know. I don't remebtr.

Q Well, do you have the receipt for the

purchase of those TV sets?

A Do I, sir? No, I don't.

Q Have you made any checks to see if such

receipt exists?

A No, I haven't.

o Did you pay for those in cash?

A Yes.

* Cash that Mrs. Annise gave you?

A Yes.

o And you said you put these TV sets in Mel
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Weinberg's van? Is that right?

A Yes.

4 Q And you had seen this van before; is that

correct?

6 A Yes.

7 MR. PUCCTO, May I approach the witness

* with respect to Defendant's Exhibit S?

9 THE COURT: yes.

10 (Docsnent handed to witness.)

II 0 Now, that is a copy of a letter that

12 you say you saw sonewbere else, is that right?

13 A Yes.

14 On Mr. MoKernans desk, the city attorney.

15 a And Mr. McKernan was a city attorney and

16 another appointee of your uncle, is that correct?

I? A Yes, at that time.

is Q And where did you obtain this copy?

19 A This copy?

20 0 Yes.

21 A This copy I believe was given to me by Mrs.

22 Armise.

23 Q In connection with this trial. is that

24 right?

25 A Yes.
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0 You didn't get a copy at the time?

A No. I didn't have * copy.

0 And was th, original that yoi saw signe?

A I didn't see the original.

o YOU just --

A I .aw this copy. This copy o.s.t have a

signature on it.

0 When for the first time did you see that

copy?

A I can-t say fox sure, only that I had seen

it in Martin's office.

O And how did you come to see it in Martin'.

office?

A Well, Martin I believe wrote the letter.

* My question was:

Hod did you core to see that copy?

A Martin and I are very good friends. I

would occasionally walk into his office after hours and

I am sure that on one occasion I saw this letter in

his office.

Q And with respect to the day on which the

purchases were made, when did you see that letter?

A I doi't understand the question. sir.

o wa it before or after you ed, the
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2 purchases, the purcvhaseof the Genesis stereo that you

3 saw that letter?

A I an not sure when it was.

5 Q So the letter may have been written before

* the stereo were purchased; is that right?

7 A I really don't know.

o Q what . mean is you may have .en the letter

I before the steros were purchased; is that right?

IU A I couldn't say for sure.

11 MR. PUCCIOz Your Honor, I have no objection

12 to the receipt in evidence of that letter.

13 TH cOURT, All right.

14 Exhibit S is received in evidence.

U My other questions?

16 MR. PUCCIO: May I just have a cnsent, your

17 fHonor?

I don't believe so. I ass looking at a

document.

20 (Pause.)

2 MR. BRDON: Before my redirect, assuming he is

22 finished , may we come to side bar for just a

23 minute?
24

24 TtIe otlot: yas.

5 ; AThe following occutrred at side bar.)
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tee

By MR. PUCCIO,

a Now, wre you

did you give theta answers,

before a federal grand Jury

MR. BROWN:

to the technique.

I understood r

asked the.e question and

Mr. DiLnrenzo, on April 9, 1080

in this distrlct?

If your Ironer please, I object

normally you osk th. qusticn

first.

MR. PUCCIOT The questions are being asked

because we submit it is Contrary to his testimony

and we want to find out if th, witness sid it.

MR. BROWt Normally isn't there.

question and then the uls of it depends on the

answer?

MR. PUCCIO, V'11 ask the preliminary

question then.

Q Did you meet with Congresema Myers and did Rot

... Congressman Myt. on August 22, 1979 in possession

of an envelope containing money?

MR. EROWNg Aked and answerme I think,

your Monor.

r hesitate and object reluctantly but I

think it was asked and answered three times.
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2 TOE OURTr Last time you objected because

he didn't ask the question.

NOw yoU are objectinq because he asked it

5 bdfoe. He thought ha .. ad it before and he wa

qoing into the impeaomaent.

MR. SROWNi That'. correct.

STHE COURTI Now, you have asked for the

question he i. goIng to impeach him on and you aI.

10 objecting to that.

II NR. BaOWNi U aIremdy impeached him on it,

12 Judge.

13 THt COURT. Not as to Congrea,.an Myers he

14 didn't.

14 1 don't know what he is going to ask him in

11term of wha is in the rand jury minutes, but

17 6vetruled.

Is A I don't remember that aday for sure that 1

19 met Congressma Myers. So I would not know.

TO 9 Md when yoU testified before, the grand

21 jury were you asked these question. and did you give these

22 answers:

23 Y.std~on. Did you see Congressman Myers

24 at the International Hotel?

25 "Answer: I remember I met the congressman
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in the mayor's car. I den't think I met Congressman

Myers prior to him going into the elevator or whatever. I

4 think the time when I met Congressan Myers was after the

5 mayor had come down from the elevator.

6 "Question: This was after the meeting

7 when you met Congressman Myers; is that right?

S yswer: yes.

9 A Right.

10 0 Were you asked those questions and did

11 you give those answers?

12 A I did, sir. But like I said in Jose of

13 1900 I believe I have Congressman Myers confused with

]4 another congressman.

i5 a Now, I ask you again, did you see

16 Congressman Myers on August 22, 1979 in possession of an

17 envelope?

18 MR. CACHERIS: Objection, your Honor.

19 That is not even the question that was

20 asked in the grand jury.

V! THE COURTi Overruled.

nA I don9t rememher if I saw congressman Myers

23 on that day, sir.

24 MR. PUCCIO: I have no other questions

25 1 at this time.
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THE COUIT All right.

We 'il take a short recess, ladies and

gentlemen.
$

Don't discuss the case during the recess,
6

please.

(Whereupon, at this point a short recess

was taken.)

I0
(Continued on next paqe.)

11
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2 THE COURT: Bring i" the jury.,

(The Jury i in the j..y box.

THE COURT: Mty Mor. qu.tion. Of Mr. Di

S Lorenzo?

MR. BROW: Yes.

Rdireot, with your P*nsisin.

a T. T COURTI All right, MY. Bro.

* REDIRECT EXAMINATION

10 BY MR. DRUMli

it 0 You were asked about a receipt for ay of

12 the items that were wntioned.

13 Did you indeed aquire receipts or have

14 soone acquire a receipt for one of th, items?

15 A Yes, for the Heta uax.

16 0 What Lld you do with that receipt?

17 A Gave it to y attorney.

is 0 Whege was it sent?

19 A Hots sent. but picked '.

0 HMR. PUCCIO: I object to this.

21 MR. BROWHN: He asked the whereabouts of the

receipt.

23 T COURT* Isn't it in evidearo?

24 MR. BROW, No. air, this reeipt, the

25 receipt for the Beta max. We have a oc, --
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the original rectipt, we hanv a $900 noes odd dollar

3 receipt.

4 THE COURT: A COPY?

MR BOWN: Got another from the fire and

turned it over to someone which I would like to brain

Out.

TE COURT. Thl is another copy of the

* receipt?

0 MR. BROCM : Yes.

] THE COURT: Go ahead.

12 Q Who did you give it to?

13 A The original was given to the FBI.

94 Q When was that?

15 A That we. I belleve in early June.

16 Q What year?

17 A 1980.

is 0 With respect tothe occasion when you have

19 ben asked whether you t..tified before the Grand Jury;

20 as te Congessma. Meyer., do you recall that?

21 A Yes, sit.

21 Q Now, on March 27th, 1980, did you testify

23 hiaeons the Grand Jur,?

24 A I did. sir.

25 Q Did you testify on that occalon that
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you drow Myor Ecrichetti to one airport on the 22nd?

A I., air.

0 Did you return to the Grand Jury after

March -- April 9th, 1900?

A yea.

Q With respect to whether or not you had setn

Congressman Meyer, did you have futcher testimony aout

that fact?

A

Q

a indicated.

Yes. 8ir.

Wa, this question asked and did you answer

O.stiont Did you see Conresaman Meyers?

*"nswgr, I don't know. I believe I saw

Congressman Myers and another congressman."

MR. BROWN: Youer Moor, I an paraphrasing

because the other mans .a. is ther..

Q 'I an not sure if that is he sa. day,

I don't remember picking terup free thetairport or anythi.

like that."

Go you renefter testifying?

A

0

in response to

yes.

Did yo' also testify before the Grand Jury

this:

-ouestion: you testified the last time
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S that you once drove the Mayor to the meeting with Couress-

3 m Myer* ad and otherr occasion win another Congressnuan?

S"AnMwie ght. It's vary confusing because

5 it all happened at the International Airport. I as

6 confused wit the dates."

7 Did you so testify before the Grand Jury?

9 A Yes..

Q0 "Question. Would you agree if I told you

e that the Mayor's eetinq was on Auqust 22nd, and the other

,1 Congres an Keeting was on Septenteer 11th, both in the year

12 1979?

13 wAswer: If they were indeed at Kennedy

14 Airport I would aree to that, yes, sir. -

s Dlid you testify before the Grand Jury?

16 A Yes.

17 Q You testified today you are still not ertai

is when you -t Congressman Meyers, is that correct?

19 A 'That is correct:

20 Q You did not say one way or the other whether

21 you met his at the airport or mtel on the 22nd?

2 A Yes.

23 0 You did .o testify before the Grand Jury,

24 is that correct?

25A Yes.
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0 No,. when you went before the Grand Jury

Onthe* tWo occasions In this DiStriot. Eastern Di stict

of iew York, ware yo0 asked any questions a"out no gift..

A No, *ir.

Q Did you volunteer any answers or directions

about the gifts?

A No, *t.

0 D6 you have any other ocoasions when you

sat down with oowae ent otfioial, FBI or others, witI,

rempct to this case?

A yes.

0 What waS nhtt?

A In June, 1980, at the Trenton Post office

wit three FBI ag. t. from the Newark office.

Q Did you on that occasion mention the gifts?

A yes.

QDid Y=l on that occasion tell them in *ubstance

what you testified to to this '-juzyt

A Ye., i.

0 So nat hant was what date, June what?

A Soatime in June this past year. I think

early June.

o It was a. a result of that iasting you qot

the mc ipt for te Beta Max?
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A They asked if I had had any receipts, I

told them I had on.

Q On that occasion, when you spoke to the

Mr, who brought up tho matter of the gifts, you or the

6 ra?

A r did,

0 You told them that, is tat correct?

9 A Yl.

10 0 Now, you've testified that you are loyal

to your uncle, is n,.t correct?

2 A yes.

D 0 And would that cause you to lie here under

N th before this Jury?

A NO, sit.

16 MR, SROWN I ha.e no further questions.

17 TE COURT, Any other questions for Mr.

1. Di Lornro?

19 MR. PUCCIO May I, your Naoor?

20 WE COURT. Rncros..

21 RECROSS EXAMINATION

22 BY MR. PUCCIO:

23 Q N. -- would your Koor take notice of

24 the fact that the indictment was returned and filed on

2I May 27th, 1980?
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2 ME COORT2 Any question about that?

3 Me. ENOti: "o question. *t.

ITE COURT All right.

S It was after flay 27t1, 1980, that you first

6 raised this question of the gifts, is that correct?

A That is Correct. sir.

0 And in the grand Jury yoe were questioed

I about your activitie. during January and February and

j. March and April and May and so on during 1979, is that

11 correct?

12 A I'm not sure how far, what date. we Went

13 oer.

11 a In connection with your testimony you submit ed

s1 a .hand-Written list of matters which covered the entire year

61 1979. is that right?

1, A That is correct.

0 You didn' t include anything about these

19 gi fts in this list, is tha'ortect?

20 A No, sir.

21 Q Or anything about trips to Dst with Mal

22 Weinberg?

23 A No, I put down , list of meetings.

24 Q You didn't indicate or include these

25 meting. with Mel Weinberg?
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A I didn't think they were ietings.

Q This other Congressman that you may have

confused with Mo. Myers, do you recall that the meeting

with him was at the Hilton Inn?

A yes sir.

S And --

A It's all in the same general area. All in

the same JFK Airport area.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: I ask for a cautionary,

instruction with respect to the relevancy of that

material. It has .othi.n to do with the issues

in this case or Mr. Criden.

. TlE COURT: What Mr. Uem-Veniste says is in

effect correct, as I tell you before, I will tell

you again in my final instructions, ladies and

gentlemen, this case deals with matters that

revolve around Congressmantlyers, particularly

the events of August 22nd•

Yon've heard testimony about other

Congressman, other events, other matters. They

all have same bearing on some aspect of the case.

whether it be credibility or a particular witness

or particular person's state of mind, and so forth.

but you do have to keep in mind the somewhat,

S2 077 0 SI-123 (it, 1) Bl]t
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2 limited in act of a groat deal of the evidence

that you have heard in the Case.

And particularly here when there is talk

about other congtesamn. This case i. not about

6 other congresumen. We get into it only because Me

witness in apparently -- has sce confusion in his

* n mind between the events pertaining to Congross o

9 Nees end te eOher peon.,

10 It bears Won the quality of the witnesses'

11 recollection and credibility, what weight you will

12 gice to his testimony, but we amc not concerned here

13 witt the other congressmen or what Uhe other

14 orgr.senm  ay have basn dOing On s other

occasion.15

16 We have enough problems dealing with

17 Coresman Meyers and the evt tat evolved

18 around him on.A'gust 22n.

19 MR. SEN-VflZST flarkYOU.

THE COURT: YOU may Prcefed.

1 CROSS EXA4II ATION

B "l. PUCCIO: (Continuing.)

23 Q Mr. Dl Lorenso, in connection With hese

21 gifts, on each occasion, did you, incrediatly deliver them

after they wet purchased or were any of them. held for23
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any period of tics?

A They weren t immediately dlivered after

the purchase, they may have boon held for a day.

0 with respect to the last gift which was

delivered. according to your testimony, In late S,.-r r,

you tesatifiod that that was put into Mel Weinber 's van,

is "at correct?

A Ie, the Coupany van. Abdu.1S Van.

o Adul. van?

A That's right.

Q This particular place, Cherry Hill?

A Yo.

Q Would you describe that va, pleas.?

A It was a passenger va. sfeine van that I had

driven in Florida. It a. b.n, tn, maybe '79, 78.

V And on how may occasion, had you seenthat

van?

A I .a.t say for .ure. I .. 'It a few ties;

g I didn't hear.

A A Iow tie.

O. how .. y oai.ns before this data whe.

you put the iti.os into It had you seen it?

A I can't say for sure.

Q YOu had seen It in Florida back in march,
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is that correct?

3 A rm.

4 Q And is that t.e Rely oth.r ti you saw It?

A X can't aa for sure. I resly don't

6 know.

MR. PUCCIO:I have no Oth r questions.

6 MR. BROWN If I may ask frin h...?

IThE COURTi ke-redirect.

10 PZREDIRECT EXAMINATION

11 By MR. an",~

12 0 With respect to Uhe meetings that you listed

13 for Mr. Puccio, in the past in connection with Grand Jury

14 appearances, what coating. were you asked to list?

is A Meting, that I re±nbered that I dran

Is the Mayor.

17 Q ON t.h occaion. when you delivered the

is gfst, did you drive thkieayor to .lver those gifts,

19 A IZ don't believe.

20 Q So that you didn't see those as the see

21 kind of meetigs., wh.thmr yot msnd.r.toord or not, that

22 Is what you saw it?

23 A Yen.

2 0 With tE.sp t to your anserne the "form-

25 tio you gave the Grand Jury, is it a fact you wre asked
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2 q.t on and you gav. an str.?

2A Yes, sir.

o Were you instructd to answer the questions

5 put to you?

A Y.sit. I wn*.

0 Wre you give. Me, onportunitr to volunteer?

A I don't understand the question, sir.

1 0 Mr. peric Asked you hy yov didn't tait

the Grand Zur, session arout the gifts.

A Z didn't consider that a.eti".

U 9 You didn't consider it a meeting. HMo

13 about your presence before the Grand Jury, speaking before

14 Grand Jury, did you havY occasion to volunteer?

A No, sir, I didn't.

16 0 You did not?

A RAd e asked me, Z would have told him.

10 0 And there was O nO casiot. ,hanyouddeuwr

the gifts whan Mr. Errid,.stti vupresbnt, is tLcorrect?'9

A ee, sir.

'k What occasion was that?

A .t v.. January of 1979.

23 Did you consider that a eftng?

A I. nt asm-ta eetnq.24

,6 0 it . not. i Your estimation

A Mau.. air.
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2 0 With respect to a certain Reating, you

3 did say there was . deliver ot gifts at a time when another

pet.On was present, is that not sot

A That is rorect.

6 Q And would you tell .. the date and

occasion when the other person was present?

A Either lte Febrlory or early March, Suiday

afternoon. M girlfriend and. I drove to La Guardia Airport

10 where I delivered , Beta max.

11 Q What was yor girlfriend's oes?

12 A Debbie Oaoci(ph).

13 MR. BROWNt I have no further questions.

U MR. PUCZO. Just a few.

is RERECROSS EXAMINATION

6 BY M. PUCCIO:

17 Q Mr. DiLOmnzo. in the Grand Jury, during

19 cated in canuarc of 1979-yowenrto Long islrtd and you -

20 have next to chat Mel?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Is that the trip isn whih you drove f.

23 Errichaetti to Lone Island?

24 A '. not ... if that was one or ant.

25 1 believe there wem a few other trip and
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2 Z am not sure how many I drove in January.

3 Q During your testiony before the Grand Jury

4 you listed trips in January but you did not list this trip

5 in which you allege this gift was made?

6 MR. BEN-VENTETh: Objection, your HOnor.

7 THE COURT: OVerrled.

a What was your answer?

9A m not sure.

0 In the Grand Jury, on the 27th of March,

1960 yOU talked about a trip to the blue dner, is that

12 aorrect?

A Yes air.

14 Q I. that the s place where you say this

Is gift wa, made?

A No, sir, that was the first time I ever sot

W Mel Weinberg.

1. 0 There was another trip, -according to your --

19 -t..Etmny, during January?.

A There were other trips. I became aware of

21 other trips I did not temember later on.

0 First you testified concerning a trip in

23 January .and then you submitted a -- during your next

N appearance the sext amoth -- a list of trips but you didn't

include this one?
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A I gave to yOU & list of trips I re -¢fte .

I have since been told there were other trips that I

didn't remember.

Q Told by whom?

A The Paz.

0 Did the Fa tell yo about this trip where

you say this gift was ,ade?

A The only thing I remember is it wa in

January.

MR. PUCCIO No further questions.

MR. BROW: Thant you, Mr. Di lorenzo,

YOU may step down.

THk COURT: Now next witness.

MR. BROWMN: I all Ms. prOCacci, please.

(Continued on next page.)
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D RA P RO C A C C 1wtn~ss

3 called herein, having been first duly sworn by the

Clerk of the Court, took the stand and testified as

5 follows:

6 DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY M. BAO:

0 Your full name is Debra Procacci, am I correct?

A Yes.

10 Mhere do you live?

11 A New Jersey.

12 0 Arc you all right?

13 A Yes.

14 .0 DO you know Joey DiLorenzo who just testified

here?

16 A Yes.

17 0 You have known him for s..etie?

A yes.

0 Would it be fair to say in 1979 you and he

were going together, boyfriend and girlfriend?

21 A Yes, sir.

22 0 Did there come a time on or about the early

23 part of May, 1979, when you took a trip with Joe?

21 A It was March.

2Q
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2 A Yes.

3 Where did you go with J3c?

A TO LaGuardia Airport in New York.

Q Do you recall if thore wa. anything insilde ts

oar?

A In the trunk, a Betaas video tape recorder

8 cassette.

9 a When you got to Lacuardia, could you te l us

10 exactly what happened after you arrived in that area?

fl A Yes, Joe and I parked the car in the parking

12 garage and went into the airport to , lounge. I can't

13 pronounce the name.

14 0 Ionosphere?

A Yes.I5

16 I waited Outside and Joe knocked on the door.

17 Mr. Weinberg was not there. And he sat on the windowsill

Is and Mr. Weinberg approached us with other people and I was

19 intuced to him.

Q Was that your first introduction to the

21 gentleman?

A Yes.27

23 Q Were you ever introduced to him again so that

24 you would know whether it was Weinberg?

A Yes.25



Q

Mr. Weinberg?

A

gentleman?

A

drove his car

we transmitted

trunk to Mr. We

0

A

the woman there.

V Do
relation?

Proac ci-dilrec.t-Irow

Was his identification identified as

Yes.

What happened after you were introduced t) this

We went to the parking garage and Mr. Wei-mizr,

to where Joe and I parked his uncle's car a-d

the Botmdax video tape recorder fro- oJr

inberg's trunk.

Were there any words spoken on that occasion?

Yes, hearsay, jibber-jabber, . talked wit,

you know her identification in terms of

A Sikter-i.-law.

0 Anyone else there?

A Yea, his son and their dog.

o You are certain on that occasion that you did

see the Betsuax delivered to Mr. Weinberg, is that correct?

A Yes.

0 You saw this yourself?

A Yes.

O You are not related b the Mayor, are you?

A No.
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MR. BROWNt Thank you, no further questions.

3 THE COURT Mr. DeUfy?

I Mo. DUFFY: NO, *ir.

5 THE COURT Mr. Ben-VMnr.te?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: No.

7 THE COURT. Mr. Cocheri.?

MR. CACHEftS t NO.B

TIHE COURTi Mr. ? uoio?9

MR. PUCCIO Yea.I0

CROSS tKA14NATION

BY MR. PUCCtO,
12

1 what was the occasion for your other meeting13

with Mr. Weinberg?

* Pardon me?
is

o What was the occasion for your other meeting16

ith Mr. Weinberg?

A I saw him at another time at LaGuardia Airport.
'A

o What was the reason for that meeting?

A J. and I went in his ..cle', ear to
20

La Guardia to meet with him to bring him something which 1

don't know what it was.

Q When did this meting take place?
23

A Sometime after t"a sunner, maybe either Late
24

September or October. I don't remember.
2E
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2 W0at was it that was brought to Mr. Weinborg

on this occasion?

A I don't know.

$ 0 What did it look like?

A It wa* an *nvveop'.

7 a Did anyone tell you what was contained in the

o *nvlbpo?

A No.

10

11 (Continued on ,,t page.)

13

I,

16

19

20

21

22

23

25
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0 0 Mr. lofty, nrM you ptsently @upln .d.

11 A I il presently sElf-lPloyed ' a Ifl

2 otei1 anhd . tinnni.1 np~ ro

13g flw n Iow l M, you tibp n In estigaor o

14 A Apptomately -nw yeat, 9ina July 1919.

0 Whet did you do prior to July 1079?

11 A Prlot o '79 1 wee a spedtil sgent with

i the Crimihal 1lDssigntinn division Of the Intsrnal

inA hnvcnue Netvie, r, t. TreshulY b.esrlt.

V Where did you work out of?

2. A "et the last 13 years I worked out of the

21 Philadelphie o[.ice,

22 a And prior to that time

23 A I had worked three years in the Newark,

1. New Jersey offie.

25 a Wereyou hired to &@.lot the defense attorneys
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A Yes.

This is an index of the 350D exhibits.

The exhibits of recorxed conversations that

were provided by-the government is what it is.

6 O Is this the list that you used to compare

with the phone records?

8
A Yes, it is.

9
a Did you prepare a sceunary of your observations

10 A Yes, I did.

11 Q And would you look at Defendant's Exhibit U

12 for identification and tell the jury whether that is the

13 umary?

14A Yes.

15 This is the sary that I prepared.

16 a Can you describe to the jury how you

17 prepared that wmsary?

15 A Yes.

First of all this suchary is a sumeary of

20 unreported telephone calls between Angelo Errichetti

21 and Melvin Weinberg.

22 And the first page of the suary shows the

23 telephone shebers that were used by Abdul Industries

21 in New York and by Melvin Weinberg in New York and

25 Florida, and the City of Camden, the mayor's office, which
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is in Camden, New Jersey.

And these records were obtained from the

mayor's office itself. They had copies of the records.

5 And the home telephone numbers of Angelo Errichetti

6 which would be in Camden, New Jersey and Longport,

7 New Jersey.

8 These records were prepared from records

9 provided by him, copies of records that he had of his

10 oWn telephone calls.

11 Q Do you know whether or not those phone

12 records were also supplied to Mr Puccie'. office'

13 A Yes. Those records were supplied by the

14 New Jersey Bell Telephone Company.

15 Q Can you describe how you prepared the

16 s..ary?

I A yes.

is What I did is I listed all the telephone

is conversations covering two minutes or more from each of the

20 telephones listed in this siuary.

21 And I compared the telephone toll records

22 frm the Bell Telephone Companies of the individual states

23 involved.

24 Now, these toll records would show the

25 date of the call, the place that the call was made to,
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~t' 'U;

the plac. nn-er the ca2 ..aS .,a; fto.,.,-

tbht:a ,. cad aand the nbar t tbe al n -al.

a charged to. the toa iue f t.ectes

telephoe to-a,A the exct tiae of ,~ coanaet tiae

"h1cr- the ecriof the .1 7ei.?J-r keepS the, areet

time frec al

O Whydid ys. s.et.I. ~ mt cfvrn~

and I we,,t thro th 3500 index and Ifr svrtepbn

calls between Angelo Etticheta anelvin Ueinber-g

that were recorded.

aaad I have . list of t~aae .ovrto .n fl..

pocket here

.ntsin

A
0

A

couivestic

yes, yes, thy were.

Acorin to the toll recrds?

Yes, that's correct.

And the 3500 index had trancript for tte

A YeS, that s correct.

M2. FOPS?: Nay I approach the witness.

your flowfl
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2 And Exhibit DD are the calls from the

mayor's home telephone numbers in longport, Ne Jersey anC

Camden, New Jersey, and that's Exhibit 1 through 5.

There was a total of 57 telephone calls.

two minutes or more, totalling 227 minutes that were rt

7 recorded.

It's three hours and 47 minutes.

9 Did you in Exhibit U for identification

10 break down those calls?

11 A Yes, I did.

12 Q And reading from Defense Exhibit U, could

13 you tell us what is contained on those pages?

1' A yes.

15 On page 2 of the exhibit, which is Exhibit

16 A, it is Abdul Enterprises, and it is telephone toll

1 calls that are charged to the Abdul Enterprises, Ltd.

is telephone ninber.

19 a How many are there?

20 A There are 19 telephone calls.

21 Q From what date to what date?

A From Febrary 9, 1979 to Jnly 9, 1979.

23 Q And Exhibit B is the telephone toll calls

24 charged to the Florida Telephone nubers of .al

2S weinberg.
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2 a Md there are 17 of these phone calls, ard

* • they go from the period January 23, 1979 to AUguast the 9th,

1979.

pardon me, on this Exhibit B there are more

than 17 phone calls. There are 17 phone calls on page 3.

7 Page 4 continues and it gos up to 29. There

B are 29 total phone calls.

I Q And Exhibit C?

A Exhibig C is the City of Camden Mayor's

11 office telephone toll calls that were charged to his

12 numbers at that location.

13 Q All right.

A There are 19 telephone calls.

15 0 During what Period of time?

16 A Prom January 17, 1979 to June 29, 1979.

1, 0 And Exhibit D?

I A Exhibit D is the telephone toll calls

9. charged to the home phone number of the mayor in Camden,

New Jersey and there are five such call.

21 0 By the way, are you related to the defense

attorney Duffy sitting at counsel table?

A NO, I am not.

24 0 When you worked for the IRS in Philadelphia,

did you work in an undercover capacity?
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A Yes, I did.

o When you were working undercover did yo

in the organized crime area?

A Yes, I did.

Q Did you come to know an individual by ti

name of Skinny Razor?

A Yes, I did.

That person's real name is Felix DeTuli

work

he

and he has been dead for about 15 years.

Q And did you also come to know the name

of Tony Testa?

A The name Tony Testa doesn't ring a bell with

me, but Philip Testa does ring a bell. He was the

No. 2 man under Angelo Bruno.

O 1s it fair to say that thereis no person

involved in organized crime in Philadelphia who is

prominent whose name is Tony Testa?

A Yes, it is.

O Did you also review the transcripts and tape

recordings of telephone conversations to review the

beginnings of those conversations?

A Yes, I did.

0 hen you were an ISS agent did you have

occastion to reivew, to utilize telephone tapes?
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2 A yes.

3 We did analyze situations where there were

telephone situations and the proper recording techniques.

5 Q And conceptual monitoring . as well?

6 A Yes.

7 And what is the proper procedure for taping

0 a phone conversation?

9 A Theproper procedure for taping a phone

10 call is to start at the very beginning when the phone

11 is ringing and then to tape it from that point forward.

12 Q Did you review the transcripts and the tapes of

ii phone conversations?

14 A Yes, I did.

15 0 That the defense was supplied?

16 A yes.

17 Q r rather, the defendant Errichetti?

Is A Yes.

1 And what did your review disclose?

TA Well, out of the total 83 convrsations that

21 were supplied to us, on 8 occasions it showed a ringing

22 of the telephoms or the operator on the telephone. On

35 occasions there was a first person involved. It wasn't the.

24 person that the call was intending to go to. And on

25 12 occasions the intended speaker was the first part
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2 of the transcript and the tape.

On 28 occasions the conversation started

in the Middle of the conversation or in the middle of a

sentence. It was a total of 83 conversations involved.

6 a nd who were those calls between? Who

were the speakers?

A The calls were between Akgelo Errichetti and

Melvin Weinberg and sometimes Dani Annise who. as the

10 secretary for the mayor.

II 0 You can identify hevoice on the phone?

12 A Yes.

13 M. EupST: your Honor, I would offer

14 Defense Exhibit U at this time.

I$ THE COURT: Ay objection?

16 MR. PUCCIO: I would like to examine it, JUdge

1? and maybe ask some questions on it.

MS TE COURT: you may have voir dire.

19 MR. PUCIO: I will wait cntil he is

20 finished.

21 MR. FITST, I think I am done.

ZHere are copies of thesn.

2That's all.

SM. PUC=IO: I can wait until other counsel

I have finished before I eir dire.
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2 THE COURT: Do you have questions, Mr.

( pDuffy?

MR. DIFFy: I have some questions.

TIM OUr: proceed.

6
CROS - EXAMI NAT ION

BY MR. fUrry:
* About our credibilityk, you don't know me,

9
do you?

10
A I know you from Philadelphia, but not before

I
this.

12
* Chickie Narducci,Philip Chicken Man Testa,

13
does that ring a bell to you from your undercover work

in the city?
13

A Yes.
16

9 Can you tell the jury the ages of Philip Chicks
17

Man Testa and Chickie Narducci?
Is

A Both men are in their fifties and Testa is
19

a little older than Narducci.
20

M. DUFFY: That.s al.
21

THE COUnT: Mr. Ben-Veniste?

MR. BE.-VENISTE: No questions.
2,

THE COURT: Mr. Cocheris?

MR. CACHERIS: No questions.i
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THE COURT: Mr. Puccio.

MR. PUCCIO: I have some questions.

CROSS-EXAM4INATION

BY MR. PUCCIOt

O Did you say, Mr. Duffy, you worked on

organized crime matters in the City of Philadelphia?

A Yes, I did.

* For how long a period of time were you so

engaged?

A Off and on for 13 years.

o And this was for the Treasury Department

in Philadelphia?

A The Intelligence Division who later changed

its name of the U. S. Treasury Department.

o And that would be part of the Internal

Revenue Ser ice, is that correct?

A het'.s correct.

0. And in your opinion is there an organized

crims problem within the City of Philadelphia?

A Yes, there is.

* And to be morespecific does the iafia operate

within the City of Philadelphia?

A Yes, it does.

o Aod would the sphere of influence of the
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mafia in the City of Philadelphia include the doe): ar, o

3 Philadelphia?

I A No, it does not include the whole dock

5 area.

There are differences of opinion as

7 to what extent of control the mafia has over the City of

B Philadelphia.

9 South Philadelphia is whe;e most of the

t0 mafia is located and it is made up of a mixed neighborhood,

Italians, Irish, Ger.an, JeWish, blacks.

*2 And in the northern part of the city you have

Ua docks also, which is the northeast section which is the

1j Kensington area and North Richm ond and they don't have any

is control in that area as far as I know.

16 0 But the South Philadelphia area, it is a

17 fair statement that the mafia controls the docks, is

18 that right?

A It would not be. I have never seen proof of

that.

21 0 Well, is the view of law enforcement people

2 in the City of Philadelphia that the mafia has control

23 of the docks?

N4 . .FURST: Objection, your Honor.

25 . BEN-VNISTE: Objection.
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MI. DUFFy: Objection.

THE COURT: Sustained.

0 Well, now, with respect to Defesne Exhibit

U, I have a copy and I assume you have it in front of

6 you, is that right?

A Yes.

B 0 This purports to represent unreported

I telephone calls between certain data, is that right?

IH A Yes.

11 Q nd the dates are -- well, let me ask you.

12 front when to when?

13 A Well, the first telephone call that I have

4 here is Exhibit C, January 17, 1979.

is And it has the telephone call would be October

16 the 24th, 1979.

17 Q And this exhibit represents telephone calls

S from a nmuber controlled by Mr. Weinberg or Abdul

19 Enterprises and a number controlled by Mr. Errichetti, is

" that right?

21 A That's correct.

22 0 And by the way, this exhibit, I would assume,

n is prepared largely with documents that were furnished

2t to you during the trial by the government, is that right?
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A It was half by documents furnished by the

government and half by the sayer's office in Camden and

his wife or himself.

o All right.

But you had occasion to look at the govern-

ment's records concerning Abdul Enterprises toll calls,

is that right?

A yes, it is.

0 And that you didn't get from the City of

Camden?

A That's correct.

0 And the government supplied you with

recirds of Me. Weinberg's telephone calls, is that right?

A That's correct.

Q And what is the normal retention period for

telpehone tolls?

A Well, the noIma retention period is six

months. But if a subpoena is issued to a telephone

company they can keep it six months, nine months, twelve

onts, and so on.

o And it is for sure that the records the

government supplied you were all within six months,

is that right?

A That's correct.
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2Q Now, between July 26th and-- by the way, do

you know if Mayor Errichetti ever used telephone equipment

at AW ul Enterprises to call his own office in Camden?

A That I don't know, offhand. Probably if I look

6 through the records I rn find out.

7 But offhand, I don't know.

8 0 In any event, from your knoWledge of procedures

9 in the law that would not be recorded unless there would

10 be some party consenting to that conversation bin

11 recorded, is that correct?

12 A You say according to law?

13 a yes.

14 A Well, if he consented himself to have it

is recorded he would not have to go through the law.

16 Q In any event, it would he a fair statement

17 the if the mayor did call from Abul Enterprises during

ig the undercover investigation and you are familiar with

19 undercover investigations, to his own office, that would

not be recorded, is that right?

2' h No. I can't say that. I really don't

22 know if Abdul had a tape recorder on their phone at all

23 times or not.

24 Q But the mayor's consent would have to be

obtained?
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A No.

It is possible that his conversations could

have been taped illetally by Abdul.

O I see.

But excluding that possibility, the mayor's

consent would be necessary, is that right?

A Yes,

Q Now, between July 26, 1979 and August 22,

1979, how many unrecorded telephone calls do you have on

your list?

A Could you repeat those dates, please?

Q Yes.

A

unrecorded.

Q

those calls?

A

two Minutes,

Q

Between July 26, 1979 and August 22, 1979,

There are six telephone calls that are

And what is the duration of each one of

Well, one call is three minutes, two minutes,

two minutes, three minutes and three minutes.

Okay.

And your records, all the records you have

examined reflect no other unrecorled calls during that

period of time, is that correct?

A No, they do not.

82-OT 0--St-125 I Pt. U [LR
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Q Tell us in each case what number the Cal

to from and to which Dnnehr was it placed.

A During that period of time?

0 During July 26, 1979 and August 22, 1979.

A All telephone calls --

0 By the way, Mr. Duffy, you are generally

r with the dates involved in this cas, is that

right?

A

is that right?

ye.

YOU knew August 22rid is a significant daze,

A Yes.

* You know July 26th is a significant date

A Yes, I do.

A M1 right.

And matters that occurred prior to July

26. 1979 really are not part of what is in issue here,

is that right?

MR. EN-VENISTE: I object to that, your

MR. PUCCIO: I will withdraw it.

THE COURT: All right.

Go ahead.

The dats August the 9th or from the

was mad

facilia

7
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2 period July 26 through August 22, there are six telephone

calls.

All toll calls were charged for the

Florida telephone numbers of Me~vin Weinberg.

6 Now, the first call, the Exhibit number is

7 B-17, August 9th at 12:49 p.m. from Atlantic City, New

Jersey to the mayor's office in Camden. New Jersey.

Q How long was that?

0 A Three minutes

i] Q Okay.

12 A The Exhibit BIS, August 10, 1979, 5:10 p~m.,

13 two minutes.

14 a Where was the dall made to?

15 A It was from Central Islip, Ncw York to

16 the sumer hone of Mayor Errichetti in Iongport, New

17 Jersey.

Is 0 How long was that?

19 A TWO minutes.

20 Q Okay.

21 THE COURT: Mr Duffy, that first onedid you

" say it was from Atlantic City?

23 A Yes, it was.

2 THE COURT: To the mayor's office?

25 THE WITNESS: Yea, fr.ii Atlantic City to
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2
the mayor's office, but charged to the Florid.

3
telephone number.

4
0 So whoever made that call was in Atlantic

City but charging it to the Weinberg number?
6 A Yes, that's correct.

o All right.

A The third call was August 20th and that is

B-19 exhibit number, August 20th, 2:32 p.m., two minutes.

10 And it was a call from New York City, New York, to the

mayor's office in Camden.

2 -20 is August 20, 1979, 6:17 p.m., two

13 minutes, from New York City to the Mayor's office in

11 Camden.

I Q What date was that last one, sir?

16 A August 20th.

17 o Okay.

16 And the next one?

19 A 1-21. The date is August 21st, 5:35 p.m.,

I three minutes, from the Travelodge in Cueens, New York

21 to the mayor's office.

22 The last call during that period is --

23 I'm sorry, what was that last one from the

24 Travelcdge?
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What date?

A This was August 21st at 5:35 p.m. for t

minutes, from the Travelodge Motel in Queens, New Yor

the mayor's office in Camden.

0 All right.

And that was charged to what number?

A To the Florida home telephone number of

Melvin Weinberg.

hree

A to

o Okay.

A The next one is B-22 which is August 22,

1979 at lO31 p.m., three minutes, and it was from Queens,

New York to the home of Mayor Errichetti in Camden, New

Jersey.

o What time of the day was that?

A That was 10:31 p.m.

MR. PUCCIO: Your Honor, I have no objection

to those six calls, that's, the ones between July

26, '79 and August 22, '79 being received into

evidence.

THE MORT: What is offered in evidence

is Exhibit U.

VA. PUCCIO: Well, I would object unless

some showing is made as to the relevance to



this cast! as to the other

MR . DUFFYt

THE COURT:

You are not

MR. rURSTs

THE COURT:

Coe to the

(Continued

uff,- .... -...... 3153
calls.

May I speak to that, sir?

At the side bar.

offering the exhibit.

I will speak to it.

I-ll hear you just the sage.

side bar.

on next page.)
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(The following took place in open Court.)

3 ME COURT: Exhibit U is received in evid-

4 eno.

5 So that I understand, Mr. Duffy, I heard

6 sone references to A& and BE, is that all part of

7 Exhibit U?

8 TE WITNESS: Yes.

9 TE COURT: All right. Exhibit U is in

10 evidence.

11 MR. PUCCIO: I assure what I received which

12 is a seven-page Exhibit is --

13 THE COURTt Document here marked Exhibit

14 U, I cause. Shore is it?

Is = WITNESSt Here it is.

16 M. PUCCIO: May I look at it, Sir?

17 THE WITNESS: Yes.

'9 CROSS EXAMINATION

20 BY MR. PUCCIO:

21 0 ME. Duffy, you stated the fines. you have

n on the telephone calls duration ae fro. the records

23 suppLied by the telephone ocany?

24 A That is correct.

25 Q Macy of them In this .. were records
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2 subpoenaed by the Government which were turned over to

3 you. is that correct?

4 A That is correct.

$ Q Does the telehoact

6 number of seconds of each call?

A No, it doesn't.

0 Ir n telephone call which is one minute,

9 oe second, how would that he recorded?

W A Different telephone companies work different

II ways.

12 Q H. does the telephone company yoU exejained

13 the records on *?

11" A Southerl; Bell Telephone, Florida; New

1. York Telephone.Company; and New Jersey Telephone Company

16 Q All do it the ame way?

17 A I don't know how. I know Hem Jersey. If

18 it'. ove two minuts, two minute. -one, secod become. a

19 three-minute Call. -.......... 1

20 Two nudtes 57 seconds is a three-minute

21 cal

Q One, inute one second is a two-minu. call?

A Y..

21 0 YOU don't know if those calls are recorded

S as two innites .y have. beer one minute one secOnd?
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A That is correct.

O You were supplied with a list of exhibits

that were given by the Government to the defendant, is

that correct?

I A YeS.

1 0 They list recorded telephone conversations

8 and other recorded meetings i4Volving MayOr Erricaetti

I and Mr. Weinberg, is that correct?

W A That is correct.

11 0 Over ho. many occasions were recordings

12 made of meetings or conversations in which Mr. Weinberg and

13 Mr. Erlchetti appeared?

. , A First objection, including r.,etings in this

here -- the examination has only been o telephone calls.

6 WE COURT: As a basis for comparison, it

17 might be helpful to -- I will overule the objection

W8 then.

19 You can pursue both if pou tuink it is

20 necessary.

21 Q First, on haw mazy occasions was there

na recodted telephone conversation between Mel Weinberg

23 and Mr. Errichetti?

N A The total number of occasions?

IS 0 e.
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bootthat was nwd. and nt record, . 'eta 1LWt know

about it?

A lt* correct. Thn* a t t oet t a*ho.

call. 1. N,. thrat a. lOCal c11a. wnen M .. is* the

Ca4aa. Paw Jerewy, area. There is t.o I records to bact

that aIt ia ten-ctat all.

o No way for th luzy to know ho maw, ot-er

alls, if ay. ftl WelaiNLerg sad t r ,ayor f. Can,

Cerry Kill, with no toll call. thst ca from ph

booth.?

MR. POCOZO: Mjectin.

WhE Caxn, Oterrlat

A Us t., re is r eod. M gay kaosota

bow may other phone call. he made.

o if the mayor calld Mel Wetiberg., ut

Melnberq was in the *. area -the Mayr .s in., a be

calle ftro a ph a bth, wit], a dine there wol be

no recrd of thtat? no r-t~c r

A No . eord of any local te c calla.

Q If Weinbegq called the ,a Or, sa wen

Weitewrq ws. atayi at a hotel - hearqb the al t a

r 'n ouWouldn't h.y aay recor or thair

A No, tier o1A be mo recn a that.

Only -a an amount oa the bill that the rar
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hLad.

Q T" tse t qites any of tuee bill.?

So.

o da't h.o w . d ecoe calls,

rmaqe4 to hotels J .e7

M. 7Oct10; Mo

fMflEC? EfTXOV

BYM. a pn

aMd 59

call

the ati

further uestieos.

a Hr. Uaffy, if a call as for me s e

seconds, ytat wou2d that be listed as?

A A tOll Iold - me s te -- re , t Il

zId be two ntns. V. sory.

o Nd you revie the telepho. recrd~rs tr

Lr. y. of 1*797

A Ts,? did.

" fl. Z S fl: y . . . . .

CROS tlannov

BY ISo- Sfl-VflSfl

Q nO yre kme mtt er the pbae cmanies

difere . flat a call of Mo Maite and 59 secods oin

frin Florida .ioit be Wrded as bo plants b7 FlOrida

bils?

A

0

A No.
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A Possibly CoUld be rmeorded either way. I

3 don't kno ha, they work in Florida.

IlM. SEN-VEfISTE: Thank yoo.

3WE COURT: Thank you, Mr. offy. you may

step down.

IM. SEN-VENISTE: Robert Green.

6 THE COURT: Defenlant Errichetti rests?

M. EUT: No mte witnesss.

I R 0 8 E R T W. R Z E N, c ed anwtnes.

11 having been first duly swore by the Clerk of the

V, Court, was examined and testified as follows;

13 ". OMSE: your aent, Ny ns is Hughes

14from tona lay ad Updike and I - the attorney

is C for the wi ss.

16 THE COURT: yo. sy sit at cunel table.

17 MR. HU ES: Thk yOU.

]a THE COURT: Yoo .ay proceed. Mr Bn-Venise

19 DiRECT EKIA-TIO .

20 BY MR. E -- NISE:

21 a Mr. gren, yo are a a with

" amwdsy NeWspaper?

23 A Yes.

24 Q You kno a men by the nme of Mel Weinberg?

25 A 11s
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2 0 ave you entered into an arraneot ith

3 Mr. Weinberg in comonatiq with the vnitinq and publicaton

S Of book?

5 A Yes.

1 0 The proposed title of that book Lot

7 The Sting Man?"

A It's a possible title.

0 Did there c a ti , ft. Green. when you

j0 discussed Absca wtih mr. Weilerq in connection with

1 preparing as Outline for a book?

2 (o response.)

13 Or a proposal?

11 A There Cae a tUse when I spoke to mr. reinberg

15 about the possibility of .ritin a boc& about his lfe

16 vhch vold Include AMca, yes.

1 0 Now, in the course of those conversation

1a that You had with Mr. W enber4.' did Mr.'Weiberg tell you

ay at se point that M had kept sm plans for -, he had

I available to hi s plans for a hotel .. ino7

21 A I thiek wha h said w he woold have

the availabllity of thoe pla at -te or mother.

03 O Did he also mention sthnq with respect

to having the pictures of -- photogurhs of the ivnerio

a the Washington te..nhouse, an certain video rape en-
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sound equipment?

pictures of something?

Yes.

Photographs.

A He said he would -- again, he would have

the availability of those things.

(Continued on following page.)

31 !;3
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Q Did he indicate to you he had a photograph

of himself and undercover agents of the FBI sitting in the

* library of the town house?

A I am not quite sure whether he indicated to

me or somebody else indicated be might have a picture.

7 Q When did Mr. Weinberg indicate to you that he

o had . photograph of the interior of the town house?

9 A I think he indicated to me he had the

i0 availability of those photographs sometime maybe -- oh,

11 March, early May.

U2 THE COURT: What year?

13 THE WI NESS: 1900.

14 0 BetWeen March nd May of 1990 sometime?

A To the best of my recollection. I had a
I5

S number of conversations with Mr. Weinberg.

17 0 Your best recollection can't be any more

a8 precise than that, I take it?

A Not as to which piece of specific information19

20 came at which conversation.

21 Q you had a numbers of conversations?

1, A Yes.

23 Q Now, did you hase . conversation with

21 Mr. Weinberg on or about February 2nd, 1980?

25 A I believe on or about -- well, within a few

S2 1177 0--126 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2 days February 2nd, within a few days after that, I think I

had a telephone conversation with him. And then I don't

4 know whether he came up fr. down sot or what, ut 1 met

him in , motel,

Q And you discussed the ABSCAI4 project or the

book project?

a MR. PUCCIO: Iohject to the form of the

9 question.

MR. DEN-VENISTE: Withdrwn.'0

Q Mr. Greene, did there come a time when you hadII

a conversation with John Gocd of the FBI?
12

A I have had hundreds of conversations with
13

John Good.14

Q Did there come a time when you had a
is

conversation with Mr. Good in which he told you Mel weinbekr16

was the heart and soul of the ABSCAM investigation?17

A At one time, after I had talked with
I

Mr. Weinberg --
19

* Could you answer yes or no?

A I called Mr. Good -- I - answering -- and
21

Mr.Good, I said, Mr. Good -- John, would you do me favor.

I am thinking of doing a book on the my.* can you tell me
23
N if the guy is for real with ABSCAM.

He said, to those records he was the heart
25
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and SOUl of the investigation.

* Did Mr. Good also tellyn, on that occasion

without Mel Weinberg there Would be no ASCAM?

A Words to that effect. He was really a

tremendous part of it.

Q Did he also tell you on that occasion tiat

Mr. Weinberg styled ASSCAM and made it come down?

A Words to that effect.

0 Did Mr. Good tell you that Mr. Weirberg ,ad

to create a lure so irresistible that the targets would

come to it? I

A No, Mr. Gomd's conversation -- he refused to

answer questions. It was two or three lines on Weinberg.

Mr. Good did not tell me that.

* Did Mr. Weinsberg tell you that?

* Right now, I talked to an enormous amount of

people before I wrote the proposal. I don't recall

Weinberg using words like that. -

Q Did he tell you that in substance

A Weinberg told me that he was -- and this was

aftra published report -- that he agreed with tis published

Imports that he was a key person in tis and one of the

key contact man.

O If yOU listen to my question I would appreCiate
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you answering it.

Did Mr. Weitberg tell you in substance that

he had to create a lure so iresiatible that the targets

would come to it?

A (No response,

Q Yes or no?

A No.

o You are sure of that?

A Yes.

o He never said anything Ake that to you?

A NO, he dosnt talk in than, phrases.

O Is that the substance of what he told you,

whether you prettied it up in writing or not?

A In discussions for the book, at one point I

said I was reading newspapers, they are all scre ing

entrapment, entrapment, and Weinberg said it was not

entrapment, all he did was sit there like the honey pot.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: I would ask the witness

confine himself to answering questions when he

answers, your Honor.

THE COURT: He did answer it.

o Mr. Weinberg used the term honey pot?

* When I asked him about tIs entrapment, he said

-Uo, we sat there like a honey pot."
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Q
irresistible,
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l. Jut sat?

"W. just *at there like a honey pot."

Did he ever say he wanted to make the lure

A No.

Me said, -We oat there Hk a honey pot."

I assIsd that is irresistible to flies.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Thank you, nothing further.

THE COURT Mr. Duffy, any questions?

MR. DUFFY: NO, sir.

THE COURT: Mr. Cacheris?

MR. CACHERIS: No.

THE COURTt Mr. BroWn, any questions?

MR. .ROWN.I Yes.

(Continued on next page.)
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2 CROSS EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. BROW:

0 Mr. Greene, have you stated you expected FBI

5 agents to work with you in the completion of the book?

A pardon me?

Q Have you ever stated that you expected rBI

agents to work with you in the completion of the book?

I A Mr. Weirberq assured me after the trial was

0 over he would hope to get the cooperation of FBI agents

II who worked on the case.

12 a Did he name any?

13 A Not offhand.

14 I hope he would be able to get them all. I

is understand, 10, 15, 20.

16 Q Starting with Mr. Good?

17 A I hope to get the cooperation of Mr. Good

18 after the trial Is over.

19 I probably know Mr. Good better than Mr.

0 Weinberg.

21 a Let me ask you about this quote, "The FBI

n agents who work directly with Mel Weinberg in the field

23 have agreed to exclusively provide additional details for

2 this book."

s - A That is what Mel told me they would do after
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2 the trial was over.

Q They have agreed in effect --

A He said they would provide it. He didn't tell

5 me that he had a sit down conference. He said the guys

6 will give us extra details after the trial is over.

Q That language you are familiar with?

A Yes.

9 0 Pride of authorship would indicate --

us A No, I have no pride in a sales pitch.

11 0 Would your sales pitch -- your sales pitch

U does have, I assume, truthful colonels2

13 A To the extent of the knowledge that I had

11 at the tiee that I made the sales pitch.

Is Q Did you in your sales pitch point out that

16 details of the ABSCAM sting will quickly become ancient

17 history, but the story of the man who made it happen, how

10 be used his unique talent to ake it happen, is an enduring

19 One?

20 A I think that is true. The story of his life

21 even more so than ABSCAM is quite , story.

2 That is not only a sales pitch but that is

23 true, details of the sting will quickly become ancient

history, but the story of the man who made it happen, how

he used his unique talent to make it happen, is an enduring
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A I believe that is more enduring, the story

4 of Mel Weinberg's life and who the person is, is more

enduring than this particular scandal.

6 Q What are his Unique talents that will live

7 long beyond this particular episode?

THE COGRT Sustained.

A I think--

THE COURT: I sustained my own objection.

I I Mr. Greene.

12 Q Can you tell us which agents have agreed,

13 whether they sat down or not, or whatever?

MR. PUCCIO; It's been asked and answered.

THE COUR: I don't recall that one being

asked.

7 Which agents?

is A Nohe just said the guys, to my recollection.

O The gys who worked with him?I,

A I said how can we corroborate some of the
TO

21 things you say. He said. 'I talked to the guys. They will

work with you after the whole thing is over.-

Q He was referring to the agents that worked23

with him?

A I did not ask hi specifically that.
2$
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They could not co'roborate unless they

the details, these --

A I presume not.

Q For example, would Mr. Amoroso's name be

familiar to you as one of those who would ork with t =

creator?

A Yes, I know Mr. Amoroso worked with Weixbe-o.

I know he testified at trial.

o And Mr. Good's name is familiar as the chief

agent?

A I know Mr. Good was the agent who was totally

in charge and totally responsible for the success or whatever

the ABSCk4 investigation --

MR. BRO: Thank you, sir.

MA. PUffe Two questions, your Honor.

THE COURT: Al right.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. DUFFY:

0 Mr. Greene, you knew Mel Weinberg other than

his involvement in ADSCM, did you not?

A Yes.

O Have you ever written a book?

A I have written, yes.

O It's been published?
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A

C

A

called The

Gold prize

0

A

0

A

Yes.

How many?

Well, I was one of three authors in a book

Heroin Trail and was published and WOn , PUltzer

HOW many did you write?

I was one of the three writers.

Just yourself.

In other words, not with somebody else?

Q YeS.

A None.

MR. DUFY: No further questions.

MR. PUCCIO: No questions.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: May Mr. Greene be excused

but advised in other procedures that we want his.

MR. PUCCIO: I object to this.

THE COURT: For noW, Mr. Greene, you are

excused. Thank you very much.

THE WITNESS: Thank you.

THE COURT: Next witness.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Bruce Brady, your Honor.



BRUCE EDWARD BRAD Y, hving

been first duly sworn by the Clerk of the Court,

testified as follows:

3 THE CLERK: Please state your full nae

6 for the record.

7 THE WfTNESS: Bruce Edward Brady.

8 THE CLERK: Please spell your last name.

9 THE WITNESS: B-r-a-d-y.

i0 THE CLERK: Please be seated.

I DI RtC EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. BEN-FENISTE:

13 THE COURT: You may proceed, Mr. Ben-Veniste.

11 MR. BEN-VNISTE: Thank you, your Honor.

I5 Q Mr. Brady, you are an FBI agent?

16 A Yes.

17 a And where were you assigned in the summer of

is 1979?

19 A The New York division of the Hauppauge

20 Rssident Agency.

21 O Did there coe a time when you became involved

22 in the ABSCAw investigation?

23 A Yes.

24 Q And I take it that you know Melvin Weit?

Is A yes.
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2 0 Let me for.. your attention on some photo-

3 graphs that were supposedly taken by Melvin Weinberg.

4 WR. PUCCIO: I object to this, your Honor.

5 THE COURT: Sustained.

6 0 Did there coce a time when you had a

7 conversation with Mr. Weinberg with respect to photographs?

a MR. PUCCIO: Same Objection.

9 THE COURTt Relevance?

10 MR. PUCCIO; It is a collateral matter,

II Judge.

12 MR. BEN-VENISTE: It goes to motive, your

i3 Honor. It also goes to course of dealing with the

14 FmI by Weinber,.

15 MR. PUCCIO1 I object, your Honor.

16 THE COURT: That's irrelevant.

17 On the question of motive, I'll permit it.

18 Overruled.

19 A Can I have the question repeated?

20 0 Did there come a time when vyou had a

21 conversation with Mr. Weinberg about some photographs

22 that Er. Weinberg had?

23 A I believe I asked hi once or twice.

24 0 Pardon me, I can't hear you. Can you

25 speak into the microphone?
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A I believe I asked him once or twice about

the photographs.

Q What did you ask Mr. Weinberg and what did he

tell you?

A I would have to paraphrase it but I was down,

.n Florida after February 2nd with him.

I asked him did he take any pictures of the

town house.

Washington

A

source that

A

That is the town house on W Street in

that's been referred to in this case?

That's correct.

And had you received information fro some

he had taken such photographs?

I didn't receive information that he had taken

such photographs.

The information that I received was to ask

him if he took photographs.

o I see.

And this converation took place appfoximately

when between you and Winberg?

A Any time between February 3, 1900 to I

believe the end of February.

* Sometime in February.

A Right.
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2 a Okay.

And what did Mr. Weinberg tell you after

you asked him whether he had any such photographs?

5 A He stated that he had taken photographs

6 and he reduced a negative, the camera negatives, from life

7 a Kodak or an Instamatic type of film.

a a Let me ask you a question.

9 When did he say he had taken the photographs

10 of the W Street town house and the interior thereof?

11 A I didn't ask him that question.

12 a So you asked his whether he had taken

13 photographs and he said he had and he produced for you a

14 camera that had sne fim still in the .a.ra?

Is A That's correct.

16 0 Did he attempt to open the camera?

17 A Yes, he did.

Is What did you tell him?

19 A I told him he should not advance the file.

20 He was trying to advance the film. And

21 I also told him when you opened it to secure it enough

so that the negatives were not exposed.

23 0 Did you have some concern that Mr. Weinberg

24 was trying to expose the film?

2A I was Just taking the proper precautions
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2 because I don't know how to operate a camera.

3 0 When vyou got the file what did you do with

it?

A I put it in my briefcase.

6 a nd where was Mr. Weinberg at that time?

A He was sitting right beside .. and he saw

a me put it in my briefcase.

0 Now, when is the next time you looked in

o your briefcase?

i1 A When I arrived. To actually look? Are you

Q saying to look for the film?

13 a Yes.

14 A When I came back to New York.

Is a What kind of briefcase was this?

16 A Its similar to the one that was used for

p one of the exhibits for the Nagra recording.

9 So it is sort of an attache case?

19 A In fact, it i place riiht there.

20 Referring to Exhibit 16.

21 A The exact same thing, yes.

22 0 Okay.

23 Did you leave that briefcase in fr. Weinherg's

21 vicinity during the time that you were in Florida?

25 A Yes.
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2 t "d when you looked in the briefcase when

3 you got to New York did you find the file?

A No.

$ a To your knowledge was Mr. Weinberg confronted

6 with the possibility that he had removed the filun from

7 your briefcase?

MR. PUCCIO: I object to that.

THE COURT: Sustained.

I0 A I did not --

11 TE COURT: I sustain the objection.

12 You don't have to answer it.

13 Q Did you personally confront Mr. Weinberg?

14 A No. I left that up to my superiors.

is 0 Now, did there con. a time-- strike that.

16 Did you see Mr. Weinberg in January of

17 1979?

18 A In January of 1979?

19 0 Yes. 1'm sorry, January of 1980.

Is A Yes.

21 0 Did you on occasion meet Mr. Weinberg at

22 the airport on January 23, 1980?

23 A I can't tell you on that exact date but

24 I know I picked Mr. Weinberg up sometime during January.

25 Q There was an indication that Mr. Weinberg
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had said that some tapes had been removed from his

luggage.

Are you familiar with that?

A Yes.

6Q Pand were you present at the airport on that

occasion?

A I picked him up on that day.

9 G And were you present at the luggage retrieval

area?

A Yes.

12 0 What luggage had been checked on the airplane?

13 A I think there wis an overnight bag and there

14 was some sort of a carry bag, a carry valise.

15 a Amd what did ft. Weinberg tell you?

16 A Once again I am just paraphrasing it.

17 Mr. Weinberg didn't say anything at the

LO airport concerning what you are talking about, the tapes.

9 0 When did he tell you that sme tapes were

20 removed from the luggage?

21 A We proceeded to the JFK Hilton and Mr.

U2 Weinberg likes to snoke his cigars and he went to check

23 for his cigars and at the same time he noticed he lost

2 his cigars.

25 And he says the tapes were stolen.
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Q All right.

Where did he tell you that he had placed

the tapes?

A

I should say

0

coup ar tie nt ?

A

Q

that were tak

A

were stolen.

Inside the briefcase. Itwas a multi-zippered

suitcase.

And when you say inside did he identify a

To oy recollection I don't think he did.

And did he say anything about the cigars

,en?

He was very disappointed that his cigars

* How many cigars did he say that was taken?

A I think he classified it as a bundle.

o One bundle

A Yes, which was 25 cigars.

o One bundle of 25 cigars.

How many tapes did he say were missing?

A I believe he said about four or five.

O Four or five he said?

A Yes.

o Did you write up a report at that time, sir?

A I did not.

0 Were you told not to?
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2 A No.

3 Q Did you have any conversation about whether

you should write up a report concerning this missing

evidence?

A No.

Q Was someone else delegated to that?

A I think my supervisor was there.

a Who is that?

A John Good.

0 So as far as you were concerned if he wanted

12 a report written up he would attend to that or delegate

13 that responsibility?

A yes.

Is Q Now, are there any other tapes in Mr.

6 Weinberg's possession on the 23rd?

17 A don't recall.

1 Q Did he say in substance, all the tapes I had

19 had been stolen out of the briefcase or did he say some

S of the tapes?

21 A I don't know if he said all of them or some

22 of them.

11 I don't recall at that period of time. My

21 position was not to take control of the tapes. I knew

they wer stolen and after my supevisor, John Good,was
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made aware of it I had other things to be done that day.

Q All right.

Whose job was it to be concerned with

receiving tapes from Wein er,?

A Soetimes it was ey concern and sometimes

it was special agent Bursey, sometime Mr. Amoroso took care

of them.

9 How about on the 23rd? Whose responsibility

10 was it on that occasion?

11 A I dont knoW.

12 0 Insofar as -- strike that.

13 Now, in terms of the luggage itself so I ai

1. clear, sir, you say Weinberg told you that one bundle of

is cigars plus four or five tapes had been removed from the

6 inside of the suitcase.

17 Wan it a multi-zippered suitcase?

i8 A yes.

19 9 And what compartment if he identified it

20 were the tapes and cigars removed from?

21 A I told you I was not sure which department

22 they were removed from.

23 0 you don't recall what he told you if he told

24 you?

25 A I don't recall if he told me.
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MR. BEN-V NISTE: Nothing further.

THE COURT: Mr. Duffy.

MR. DUfF: May Isir?

THE COURT: Yes.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR DUFF¥Y

31

Q Your name is Brady?

A That's correct.

Q B-r-a-d-y?

A That's correct.

o Have you ever met the mayor's nephew, Joey?

A Yes, I did.

o Were you the fellow who was sort of the

chauffeur in the AESCAw at one time?

A Initially, yes.

o Were you at the Hyatt House in the suler of

'79 at any time?

A I probably was.

Q With Mel and Tony?

A Morethan likely I was.

o Did you see Joey there?

A On occasion.

0 Were you heXd out as one of the board of

25 V directors of Abdul Enterprises?
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A No.

3 a Did Joey ever callyou Bradley?

A That was the undercover name I was using.

S Whether he called me it or not I don't know.

6 So Brady is Bradley in he ASCM?

A That's correct.

o a Did you also sign the paychecks that were

9 distributed in Abdul Enterprises?

10 0 1 had the authority to sign the checks and

11 1 did sign most of them but there were some other

12 people who had the authority to sign the checks.

13 a To satisfy My curiosity, weren't you in

14 earlier in the trial with some financial records?

is A That's correct.

16 0 Weren't you one of the finance men in Abdul

17 Enterprises?

IS A I handed the accounts of Abdul Enterprises

19 from MarCh 1979.

20 Q Is your school background accounting rather

21 than law?

A That's correct.

23 0 Did you tend to pay Mel?

24 A Yes.

25 0 Were there any taxes withheld from his wages?
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A No.

0 Now, you say agent Good -- by the way, he

was the boss at Hauppauge, is that correct?

A Yes.

Q And that is your agency over there?

A Yes.

Q And when he found out that Bel said some

tapes were missing, did he tellyou not to do a 302 report

On it?

A If my recollection is correct, I think he

proceeded to all down to a resident agency down in

Florida to have them check the airport.

0 Would you answer my question, agent Brady,

which is, did agent Good tell you not to do a 3O report

on the incident with Mel claiming that the tapes were

lost?

A John Goca didn't instruct me either way.

Q Well, you were the agent who traveled with

him, were you not?

A On all occasions?

O No.

A I travleled with him now and then, yes.

O and you knew on that occasion that he was

claiming some tapes were missing, did you not?
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2 A yes.

3 0 And you were in on the operation, were you

4 not?

5 A Yes.

6 Q And the routine procedure, the required

7 procedure in the Federal Bureau of Investigation is

a for an agent to do a 302 report when any significant

9 incident occurs, is that right?

10 A But my superior would be --

11 a Answer my question to the jury.

12 A Can you repeat it?

13 0 It is the policy , rather strictly enforced,

14 in the bureau, is it not, that when an agent is engaged

15 in some operation of whatever kind, and a significant event

16 or incident occurs, he is to prepare a 302?

I, A I don't know if that is correct.

Is a How long have you been an agent?

19 A Four years.

20 Q Four full years up to today?

21 A In excess of four years up to today.

22 0 So you were close to four years last January?

23 A To be exact it is four year this past

24 June.

25 a Are you telling the jury that you don't know
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whether you are supposed to do a 302?

A At that time there was no necessity for me

to do a 302 because my superior was there.

He took command of the situation and it

wasup to him to delega2 authority ,n who should do what.

Q What other agents were there?

A I believe Mr. Amoroso was there.

o Anybody else?

A My recollection is not that good but

possibly Mr. Haridopolos.

o You didn't do a 302 so it would not help your

recollection today, is that correct?

A That's correct.

O So can I fairly say that Good was there

and Tony oroso was there?

A

0

is that right?

yes.

Ajd it there is a 302 one of them did it.

A If there is a 302?

0 yes.

A yes.

I guess that would be a fair statemeent.

O Is there in fact a written report of what
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happened when the tapes are alleged to hvae been lost

or stolen?

Have you seen it?

A I have not seen it.

Q Do you know if there is one?

A I don't know.

MR. DTJFY: That's all.

THE COURT: .Mr. Cacheris.

MR. CACHRIS: No.

TME COURT: Mr. Brown.

MR. BROWN: One question.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. BROWN:

o You took over for Mr. McCarthy as financial

agent for Abdul. is that correct?

A That is not correct.

a You took over in March?

A March -79.

* Who was your predecessor?

A Special agent Daniel Melore.

O Malloy?

A. Nelore.

o I see.

Was McCarthy still on boarl then in ABSCAM?
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A In March? Yes, Is was.

MR. BROWN: Thank you.

THE COURT: Mr. Puccio, any questions?

5 MR. PUCCIO: Just a couple, Judge.

S CROSS-EXAlINATION

7 BY MR. PUCCIO:

0 Mr. Bradywere you at the Iron house in Cherry

I Hill on August 7th and 9th, 1979?

10 A In most likelihood I probably was.

1] Q Were you also thre September 14th?

11 A I was traveling with special agent Amoroso

13 and Mr. Weinberg extensively at that time so I probably

14 was.

0 Would you look at this list and see if it

16 refreshes your recollection as to --

17 MR. PUCCIO: May I approach the witness, sir?

THE COURT: yes.

19 0 -- as to whetheror not you were at Cherry

2c Hill in August and September?

21 THE OURT; For the record is the document

22 you have given to the witness the list of tapes?

23 MR. pUCCIOt Yes, your Honor.

24 (Pause.)

25 A I can see from the tapes that in September
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I was because my initials are in one of the overhears.

And knowing that the meeting that took place on August 22nd

at the International Hotel where Mr. Devito and

Mr. Weinberg met Mr. Myers, I know I was down in --

I can remember I was down in Chrry Hill down at that time

precede ing that.

0 Would that be the Aunt 7th and 8th

meetings?

A Yes.

* All right.

Were there any other meetings in August or

September in Cherry Hill that you attended?

A There was one meeting and I don't know the

date, that I did attend.

But I always attended it in a very casual

fashion, not as a major participant.

9 And that was in August or Sepember?

A I would believe so.

MR. PJCCIO: NO further questions.

TfH COURT: Any other questions for Mr.

Brady?

MR. BENt&VENISTE, Yes, your Honor, one or

3197
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Q Were you in charge of actually approving

Mr. Weinberg's expenses or was somebody else involved in

that?

A I was delegaged to go over Mr. Weinherg's

expenses, and being the accountant and being responsible

for monies that were distributed,! did look them over and

make a judgment.

0 Who made the determination that Weinberg

was to be reimbursed for his clothing and hig haherdashr

A

my super

bought a

paid him

I would consider that myself and I made

isor aware of it.

So you approved if Weinberg went out and

suit that that be considered an expense and you

for it?

A Providing that I notified my supervisor of

what I was going to do.

o So the ultimate decision was Mr. GOod's?

A Yes.

* And were there other items where you sought

Mr. Good's approval before you would pay Mr. Weinberg?

A Rather than approval I just made him aware of

what I was doing.

o With respect to tax returns, were you aware

of the fact that Mr. Weinbdrg viled no tax return for

3198

7y
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197 9?

MR. PUCCIOt I object, Judge.

THE CURT: I will let him answer.

Overruled.

A I became aware of that recently.

Q Now recently?

A I think sometime in February.

0 And between February and now -- well, the

tax return wasn't due until March 1980 -- I am sorry,

April 1980; is that right?

A According to the regular principles, yes.

* Well, did somebody tell Mr. Weinberg as far

as you know that he was not going to have to file a tax

return for 1979?

A NO.

* And did you know that

no tax return for 19187

A I did not know that.

o This is the first you

A Today?

o yes.

A NO.

Mr. Weinberg had filed

learn of it?

From your questioning and from what I have

seen in the papers and in the office from the questions,
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you know, things that happen in the office, I became aware

of it.

4
0 So I take it there was no indication as far

5
as you know that someone had excused Mr. Weinberg from

filing his taxes in 1978B

A Definitely not.

Q Do you knoW that he filed any tax returns in

9 1977?

W A No. I don't know whether he did or he didnt.

Q Do you know whether he filed one for -76 or

l2 ,75?

3 A I don't know one way or another.

14 Have you or anybody in the office made any

15 effort to find out --

16 M. PUCCIO: I object to this, Jude.

17 THE COURT: Sustained.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Nothing further.

THE COURT: Any questions for Mr. Brady?

20 (No response.)

21 THE COURT: Thanks, Mr. Brady, you may step dow

22 Next witness.

23 MR. REN-VENZSTE: Your Honor, the next witness

24 will probably go on for a bit.

25 THE COURT: Side bar.
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you -ay proeed. we are on Mr. Ben-Veniste's

7 ease.

* ilM. EZS-VfISTE, Yes, your Honor.

9 We would call Agent earthy.

10 J O N N ft C A R T J WC r called as witness,

11 having been first duly s orn by the Clerk

12 of the Court, took the stand and testified

13 as follow:

14 T.. asK: please sate your ful nee?

THE WITrfSS: John mcarthy.

1 ThE CLERK: ill you speU your last nae

17 for the record.

isThE WITSS: s-c C-a-r-t-b-y.

19 THE CES: Please be sared.

TE COR; All right, fr. Ben-Veniste, you

21 my proceed.

2S. E-VeXISTH : Thank you, your Honor.

DIRE
T  EAINA ION

25 a Agn aENfISTE:
Q~ Aqent Mccarthy, yIou are an aqent of the
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flI?

* yes. ir-

o How long have you been an agent for the FB

A 18 years.

* And in 1977 where sere you ststioned?

A I was assigned to the iablylon resident

agency of the federal Bureau of Investigation out of the

Hew York office at that time.

Q And at that time did you have occasion to

meet an by the . of Melvi Weicerg?

A Ye8 sir.

Q Under what cirxmcstances did you isuet Mr.

Wine?

A I arrested hiB at his office at London

Investors for mail fraud by wire on a warrant issued out

of the Western Ditrit of Penoylvania.

o and he wn subsnently charged in an

indictment out of Pannsylvania?

A yes, sir.

Q I And he pleoded guilty to all the counts of

that indiement, didhe not?

A Yes, sir.

S an he ws sentence to three vers

iapr i sonf?

17
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A Yes, sir.

0 Was there a secret deal when he was sentenced

to th three yea s of imprisonment that the Judge didn't

really mean what he said?

R. PUCCIO: I object to the form of the

question.

THE COURT: Sustained.

9 Was there a secret deal at the time that the

10 Judge sentenced him in the Pennsylvania case?

It MR. PUCCIO: Same objection, Judge.

12 THE COURT: Overruled. You may answer.

13 A I don't understand what you mean by secret.

14 0 In other words, the Judge stood up and

15 sentenced Mr. Weinberg to three years of imprisonment?

16 Do you recall that?

1, A I recall being in the Judge's chambers.

IS i don't believe I was in the Courtroom at

19 the time of sentencing. So I wouldn't know from my own

20 personal knowledge exactly--

21 0 But you learned that he was sentenced to

22 three years?

23 A Yes., sair.

2, 0 And then subsequently the sentence was reduced

25 to probation?
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2 A on application of the defendant's attorney,

3 yes *ir.

A 0 Right.

ARd what I am asking you is whether at the

6 time that he was sentenced to the three years you understood

that he was guaranteed a reduction in that sentence?

A Well, the way I recall the incident, Mr.

9 Ben-Veniste, was that we had discussed -- we had discussed

10 with the Judge Mr. Weinberg's possible cooperation with

I) US.

12 He said, if I remember correctly, that he

13 was bound by whatever the probation report recommended.

1 And at that time I think the probation report recommended

is three years imprisonment. He would take into considerati

16 possibly an application for reduction of sentence perhaps

17 a month later. But at the time he was bound by what was

N8 said in the probation report.

19 Q So that as of that date that he sentenced

20 Weinberg to the three years he meant three years?

A AS far as I know he did, yes sir.21

0 Nobody told Weinberg he didn't mean three

23 years?

24 MR. pUccOTio object.

Q As far as you know?
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didn't tell him.

Now, there came a time when Me Weinberg

in an udercvaer capacity in ABSCAM?

yed, rk.

And you worked with bin, in that capacity

as well?

in cor

and co

Ms ko

wean d

activi

A YesU sir.

Q Incidentally, did you debrief M. Weinberg

section with the Pennsylvania guilty pJea?

A What do you ean by debrief?

o Well, after he had agreed to plead guilty

operate with the FBI. did you debrief hi about

owledge as to various matters?

A Well, I still den't understand -- - you

id I ask hi --

o Did you question Mr. Weinberg?

A Did I question Mr. Weinberg about his

ties in c.neotion with London Investors?

Q Yes.

a I believe so, I did, yes.

Q Did you question hin about his activities

in matters that preceded the London Investors Gc=?

A Ma, sir.

a Did he volunteer any information about his
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2 activities?

3 A Nt, *r.

4 0 Did you question him about other persons who

Wre involved in the London Investor. scam?

6 A No air, not directly, no. Much of the

information that Mr. Weinberg furnished me about the London

a Investors was strictly gratuitous. In other words, there

was no question and answer dialogue after he had been

convicted, you know, the reason for it.

0 Well, let me ask you this, were you aware

12 that Mr. Weinberg had franchised that scam to a bunch of

13 other con men all over the world?

14 A No, sir.

0 Would that have been a matter of interest

16 to the FBI?

17 A Th interest of the FBI would be the victims

18 of the scm,

1 0 ou were not interested in prosecuting the

20 people who Were involved in the scam?

A Yes, Was*
21

0 With M. Weinberg?

A The only one that came up was the main

character in London Invostors, which was Mr. Weinberg.

24
25Q So as far as what *4'. Weinberg told you, the
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2 London Investors scam was limited to his involvement and

that of his girl friend, Miss Knight?

A As far as I was concerned, yes sir.

5 a So if Mr. Weinberg says that e spent three

I days talking about all of the things he did in the past

prior to London Investors, as far as you know is not true?

MR. pUCCIO1  Objection.

STHE COURT: Sustained.

10 0 Do you know of any report of a debriefing

11 of Mr. Weinberg wherein he laid out his lifelong criminal

12 history?

13 A No, sir.

14 MR. PUCCIO: I object to ityour Honor.

is THE COoRT Overruled.

1. 0 NOW, you knew at least on the tasis of

V, the London Investors sca that Mr. Weinberg was a con

Is man?

19 A Yes. Iir.

0 Did you know, incidentally, anything about

21 his tax situation at the tiae that you employed him in

Z the ABSCAM investigation?

23 MR. pUCCIO: Objection, your Monor.

24 TE OURt: Sustained.

25 Q Well, did you ever talk to Mr. Weinberg about
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his tax situation?

MR. pCCCIO: Objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: It is irrelevant. Sustained.

Q Well, are you aware now that Mr. Weinberg

has not filed income taxes for '79 and '78?

MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

SMHE COURT: Still irrelevant. Sustained.

9 Q Did you ever promise Mr. Weinberg that he

to would not be prosecuted in connection with the filing of

1I income taxes?

12 MR. PUCCIO: Judge, I object.

13 T
H
E COURT: No. I will let that one stand.

14 You may answer.

15 A No sir, Inever promised him anything.

16 Q As far as you know did anybody in the FBI

17 promise him anything?

is A No, sir.

19 0 Was that because you didn't know he had in

20 smeway violated the IRS regulations?

21 MR. PUCCIO: Objection, your Honor.

22 THE COURT: Sustained.

23 0 Did you think that Mr. Weinberg was the kind

of guy that you would want to keep your eye on, Mr. McCart)

A I don't know what you mean by keeping my eye
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2 on him.

3 Q .11, you knew he was a con man?

A yes, sir.

5 0 You knew at least on the basis of what he

told you about London Investors that he had swindled people

out of about a quarter of a million dollar.?

MR. PUCCIO: I object to that, your Honor.

THE COURT: Sustained.

10 You knew he was a big league swindler, didn't

11 you?

12 MR. PUCCIO: I object to that, your Honor.

13 WE COURT: Do you know what that term means?

. THE WITNESS: No sir.

X would like him to explain it.35

160 All right, let's put that in the region of

17 a quarter of a million dollar. for the purposes of one

c a m ?

A I knew he was a good con man obviously from

his record. But there are other con man who were just as

o8.
21

0 You would not rank him first in the world?
22

ME. PUCCIO: I object to this,your Honor.23

TE COURT: Sustained.
25

25 sOW, did you think that employing Mr. Weinber~
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I services when he came up with the idea of AESCAM that you

ought to keep an eye on him, sir?

M. PUCCID: Objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Sustained.

0 Did you supervise Mr. Weinberg at some period

S.in the ABSCM investigation?

a A yes, sir.

9 0 And did you work closely with him?

10 A Yes, sir.

11 C Ad at some point you were relieved of your

12 Undercover responsibilities in that case?

13 Is that right?

14 A Yes, sir.

is Q And when was that?

11 A On or about March 31, 1979.

17 I And Agent Amoroso took over what you were

is doing basically? Is that fair to say?

19  A Yes, Sin.

0 No, was there any question in your mind,

21 sir, that if you found that Mr. Weinberg was engaged in

22 anything Improper or illegal that you Would not hesitate

to.-o.k him up again?

A Will you rephrase the question? Will YoU

25 restate the question?
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Q Was there any question in your mind, sir,

that if you found out that Mr. Weinberg was engaged in

anything improper or illegal that you would not hestitate

to lock him up again?

A Yes, sir.

o There was . question in your mind?

A No, there wasn't a question.

Q And that was made clear to Mr. Weinberg,

was it not?

A yes, sir.

* And have you learned that Mr. Weinberg with-

head certain information from you?

A NO, sir.

o Did you know that Mr. Weinberg had made a

tape recording of a conversation with an individual named

Melt zer?

you, sir?

w

why you were

Yes, sir.

Had he turned that tape recording over to

MR. PUCCIO: Objection, your Honor, irreleva

THE COURT: Sustained.

Did anyone explain to you, sir, the reason

being replaced by Mr. Amoroso?

MR. PUCCIO: Objection, your Honr.
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2 TE COURT: Sustained.

MR. B-VENTSTEt Can we get a yes or no,

Syour Honor?

MR. PUCCIO same objection, irrelevant,

6 your Honor.

TE COURT: Sustained.

MR. BEN-VENISTE May I argue that at the

side bar, your Honor, on the question of relevance.

10 1 do not want to do it improperly if it is in front

of the jury.

12 WE COURT: I will hear you at side bar.

13 Ne. BEN-VENISTEt Thank you.

14

is

16
17 (Continued on next page.)

IS

19

TO

21

22

33

24

25
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2 0 Mr. McCarthy, you were aware, were you not,

3 of certain FBI guidelines regarding the evaluation and

control of infoerers, were you not?

5 A Yes, sir.

6 MR. PUCCIO: I object to it, your Honor.

7 THE COURT: I am sorry, I nuissed the question.

MR. BEN-VEISTE: I believe the witness

I answered the question in the affirmative, your

10 Honor.

11 The question was that you were aware, were you

12 not, that there were guidelines regarding the

13 evaluation and control of informers.

11 MR. PUCCIO: I object to it as irrelevant,

15 Judge.

16 THE COURT: Sustained.

0 Did there come a time in the course of the

is ABSCMI investigation, Mr. McCarthy, where you represented

9 yourself as being an advisor to the Kennedy family of

Massachusetts?
20

A No, sir.21

o Never happened, sir?

A No, sir.

o Did youever hear that you had been So

characterized by others in the investigation?25
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2 A I heard that, ye. 5ir.

But that wasn't true, no sir --

4 Q In other words, you didn't make the represent

fton yourself?

MR. PUCCIO: Objection. Asked and answered.

THE COURT: Overruled.

a Is that correct?

THE WITNESS: Excuse me, Judge, I wasn't

10 listening.

11 THE COURTi You didn't Make the representation
yourself?

12
THE WITNESS: No, sir.

0 But someone had made the representation about14

you?
is

MS. pUCCIO: Objection.
16

MR. BEN-VENISTE: As far as he knows?
17

MR. PtCCIO: Same objection.
Is

THE COURT: Is that what you heard?
19

THE WITNESSz I heard something to that
IS

effect, your Honor.
21

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Nothing further.
22

THE COURT; Mr. Duffy. Any questions?
23

MR. DUFfl: Just a few your AOnr.

25
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CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. DUFFY:

" Agent McCarthy, would you say you look like a

MR. PUCCIC: Objection.

THE COURT: Sustained.

o Do you remember an agent named --

MR. DUFFY: NO offense, sir.

o (Continuing) Do you remember an agent snmed

Margo Kennedy?

that b

A Margo Kennedy? I don't know how to answer

cause that is not her n-.

I knew an agent named Margo, yes.

o Did she use the nae Margo Kennedy?

A yes, sir-

0 And her real name was Dennedy?

A ges, sir.

"R. DUyFY: And I don't know how to spell

Q Did she represent herself to be plugged i

he Kennedy family?

MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

o (Continuing) The Kennedy family people?

TE COURT: I will permit it. Overruled.

A ft ir, She never did.

it.

n

r

3259
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2 0 Have you heard that others in the investiga-

time attributed that relationship to her?

4 MR. PUCCIOi Objection.

$ THE COURT: Sustained.

6 And let's . back to Pittsburgh.

7 you say that you conducted no debriefing of

MeI Weinberg for three days or any period of days, is that

right?

10 A yes, sir.

01 Q I think I heard you say that he gratuitously

12 told you some things about London Investors?

13 A Right.

1 0 Would it be fair to say that Mel Weinberg

15 told you whatever he wanted you to know about London

1 Investors?

17 MR. PUCCIOt Objection.

THE COURTt Sustained.

19 0 You were at that time in the business of

2 apprehending and arresting criminals, were you not?

A Yes., sir.2)

0 Hie you telling this jury that when the

23 arrangement or the deal was made with Mel Weinberg to get

21 probation that you were not at all interested in any other

25 parties Who might have been sharing in Mr. Weinbergs built
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2 in the scam that he had just brought forward?

MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

THE COURT: You understand that question?

THE WITNESS: No, I would like him to repeat

4 it.

MR. DUFFY: Well., I will withdraw it and ask

another.

S Didn't you know when you arrested M. Weinberg

10 and you got into the investigation that he didn't do a

solo in this London Investors thing?

That he had help?12

A Yes, sir.13

1 a ad you knew that one of his helpers was'4

Lady Evelyn Fnight, did you not?'5

A Yes, sir.I6

0 And she got probation, didn't she?

A Yes, sir.

Q In fact she wasn't even prosecuted, was she?
19

A She plead guilty.
SO

a Didn't she get deferred prosecution?
21

A lot that I ab aware of. She plead guilty.
22

o She didn't go to jail?
23

A No.

o Now, you knew also that there were other
Is
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2 people involved in the London Investors scheme, did you not?

3 A Yes, sir.

They were tried in other districts.

0 who were they?

A I'm not aware of them because most of the

United States Attorneys throughout the country deferred in

a favor of prosecution in the Western District of Pennsylvania

1 0 knd the only two prosecuted in the Western

10 District of Pennsyvlania were Mel and Lady Evelyn Knight?

11 Is that right?

12 A Yes, sir.

13 0 Now, you became aware that Weinberg had

14 run this scam and you got to work with him in the Abdul

15 Enterprises, is that right?

16 A yes, sir.

17 a Would you characterize Weinberg's role in

i. Abdul Enterprises and his role in what we now call the

11 AASCAM to be the very heart and soul of the scam?

2D A That is hard to say, sir.

21 There were an awful lot of people associated

with ARSCAM.

0 Did you have somadisagreement with Mel

24 along the way particularly before March 31, 1979?

A My disagreement at all?
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2 MR. PUCCIO Same objection, your Honor.

Irrelevant.

THE COURT: I will let hii answer it.

Overruled.

A I don't know what you mean by disagreement.

7 I don't know another word that is more clear,

sir.

A I think everybody has disaqzeements from time

to time. No major disagreement, no.

11

12

(Continued on next page.)

14

is

16

17

Is

19

21

22

2,

IS
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2Q I want you to tell the jury whether you had

.one disagreements with Mel Weinberg?

A I didn't have any major disagreement with

Mr. Weinberg.

6 Q But you wound up being taken off the

7 investigation?

8 MR. PUCCIOs I object, your Honor.

THE COURT: That has been asked and answered.

ICQ Back at that time in '79 were you working

1 closely with any Government lawyers in this investigation?

12 A Yes, sir.

13 0 Who was the lawyer who was in charge?

14 A mr. Jacobs.

15 0 Who?

16 A Mr. John Jacobs.

17 Mere does he work?

Is A Here in the Eastern District.

19 0 In which office?

A Strike fore..

21 0 Wo was his boss?

A Mr. Puceic.

2Q W0 was in charge of the )SSCkI investigation

N during all that period of tine?

25 A Do you mean my supervisor?
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2 0 No, who was running it?

! What lawyer ?

4 MR. PUCCIO: I object as being irrelevant.

5 TRY CO
U

RT
: 

Sustained.

1 0 Mr. Puccio was the boss, was he not?

7 MR. PUCC!O: Objection, Judge. Asked and

S answered.

THE COURT: Sustained.

10 MR. DUFFY: That is all.

THE COURT: Mr. Brown.

12

13

14 (Continued on next page.)

16

17

U,
IS

19

20
Ti

21

24
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MR. BROWN: May I question from here your

Honor.

CROSS EX0UINATION

DY MR. BROWN:

o Mr. McCarthy, you are -- did you have a name

in the operation?

A Yes.

Q You had a nse in the operation, is that

correct?

A

0

A

0

the operation

A

0

A

Q
A

beginning?

A

Q

A

Yes.

What was that?

John K. McCloud. M-c C-I-o-u-..

Were you the first agent assigned to conuuenc

that becae known as ADSCAM?

Yes.

nhen, was that, sir?

I guess in July, 1970.

July '79?

Around there. an officially began.

Was fr. Welberg associated with it free the

Yes.

Actually he started JUly '78, is that correct

Officially, yes.
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0 There came a time when you met Mr. Errichetti

A Yes.

a What month was it that you met him?

A The first time I met Mr. Errichetti was

r 1, 1978.

Q From then on you came to know him rather

A yes.

o Until March?

A March 31,1979 yes sir.

o In that period, you were known to him as

Cloud, of course, in what context, Mr. McCloud

acting whom?

A I was the Chairman of the Board of Abdul

rise.

Q You represented -- there was a Sheik at the

f it?

I The title was --

o Let e a k you.

WMat did you say was the situation?

A Our company represented a Middle Eastern

a What is that?

A An EMir is a Middle Eastern Prince or Militar

Emir.
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2 Council or Leader.

3 0 He had -- was there . gentleman represented

I as a Sheik during your tenure.

5 A Yes.

6 Q In addition to the Eir?

I A Yes.

Q What was the nae of the Emir?

A Kamine Abdul Ramon.

10 Q And the Sheik?

11 A Yassir Abeed.

12 9 There was an Mir na a Sheik?

13 A Yes.

14 a Did that ever change so we had two Sheiks

15 instead?

16 A Not to y knowledge.

7 When you represented yourself as being

0 associated with this Empire, what did you offer to Mayor

19 Errichetti in terms of a transaction to deal with this?

20 A Sascially we said we were interested in

21 investing in projects which would not only get the money

22 from the Middle East, but once the money was placed to get

23 a good return on this money.

24 a Did you also suggest to him, an urge, that

the money be used for legitimate City projects, like the
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A

0

A

Q

A

Q

A

to Camden

Q

good ernes

A

Q

A

0

A

0

A

infer you

A

0

He suggested that to us.

Legit imate?

He suggested it.

Mrnat happened to that suggestion?

That suggestion?

Yes.

We considered it. We made several trips

to see the feasibility of it.

All this is as far as the Mayor was cone

t, good faith and legitimate?

Iguess so.

That is what you represent?

Yes.

He was interested in that for his City?

I don't know what his intention was.

He wanted to develop the port of Camden?

Yes, he suggested that.

During this period, did you in any way

were . friend of the Kennedy family?

1o, sir.

Didn't you mention the Kennedy family at

A I personally mentioned the Kennedy familV?

port?

32U

erned
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2You or your fellow operatives in the scheme

Of thins?

A Did they mention the Kennedy name?

Q Yes.

A I dont recall whether they did or not.

7 YoU wouldn't say yes or no?

0 A No.

9 What about Margo Kennedy, she's an FBI lady?

t0 A Yes-

11 0 Do you know why the Margo Xennedy was

12 selected since that wasn't her true name?

13 A I believe she used that name before.

4 Used --

15 A Sie had identification.

16 Q Was there any sugestion or inference made

17 to your knowledge that she was i, some way associated with

is the Kennedy family?

11 A .Jo,sir.

20 Q That sas just accidental?

21 A Yes, sir.

22 0 As time went on, you enjoyed the Mayor's

23 hospitality from time to time?

24 A Yes.

25 a on one instance in january, February, you
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2 stayed at the Hyatt House?

3 A Yes.

1 Q That was an incident that involved you and

$ Margo in a particular way, didn't it?

6 A (No response.)

7 You were supposed to he checked in the same

S room?

A In the Hyatt House?

10 No, sir.

1) 0 Was there a hotel where you and she were

12 supposed to be sharing the same room?

ME . PUCCIO: I object to this.

1 MR. BROWN r I want to go into the issues.

15 We can have a side bar.

16 MR. PUCCIO: I will withdraw the objection.

17 THE COURT: All right. You may answer.

is A At Cherry Hill is that?

19 a Yes.

A There was a suite, yes. A two bedroom suite.

21 a Where was it that you shared .- at Atlantic

2 City or Cherry Hill -- allegedly shared the suite with

23 Margo?

A I never shared a suite with Margo.

25 0 Allegedly, proposed --
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MR. PUCCIO Objection.

THE COURT: Sustained as to form.

Was there an occasion where in the course

of the plan or design you on the surface and for appearance

sake checked into the same room as Margo at a time when

the Mayor paid for the room?

A I was at Atlantic City with Ma.go Kennedy.

o You allegedly checked into the same rfom?

A Yes.

o Was that designed to deceive the Mayor for

some purpose?

A it wasn't a two-bedroom suite. The original

plan called for a two-bedroom suite at Atlantic City and

Cherry Hill. Unfortunately, in this particular Holiday

inn they didn't put it in.

Q You couldn't take a separate room?

A I stayed with another individual.

0 You snuck down the back stairs?

A No.

Q Was all of this to deceive the Mayor?

A NO.

O You were certainly not going in there dealing

with him on the basis that you represented yourself --

withdrawn.

, 2-077 O0-81-120 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2 You were under false colors for the purpose

3 of your operation, right?

A A There are certain things that I can get

$ into. Actually the Mayor had made representations to

6 ma which bordered on Federal violations.

oQ You were -- I didn't ask you that.

ft You were operating under false cover?

9 A Yes.

I0 Q You had . false name?

A Yes.

12 Q That is all I an, asking. I an, not asking

13 why you did it.

14 This was for your purpose as a Federal

Officer?
15

A Te,16
o You were continued to masquerade for someI,

time for you purposes as a Federal Officer, is thatI8

correct?
19

A Yes.
20

o Throughout the period when you masqoeraded,
21

you represented yourself as a legitimate businessman and

friend, is that correct?

A Am a legitimate businessman and friend.
2d

0 You cultivated his friendship as well?
25
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2 A Yes.

0 Whatever the reasons as a Federal representa-

I tive. you operated under false color and name?

5 A Yes.

6 0 This was part of the design ultimately to

I continue this representation, Abdul Enterprise is a

0 legitimate outfit with plenty of money?

9 MR. PUCCIO: Objection. There are two

10 questions.

11 THE COURT: Sustained as to form.

12 0 As long as you were involved up until March,

13 you represented yourself for your purposes as someone

1 you were not, right?

Is A Not really entirely. A lot of the background

6 we reported to Mr. Errichetti was true.

17 0 Did you say to him I am really Mr. McCarthy,

19 McCloud, representing a fake Emir and Sheik and I am

19 a Federal Officer doing my job?

A No, I didn't say that.

21 0 You didn't do that?

22 A NO.

23 a To that extent, you did falsely represent --

A To that extent.

5 0 That was by design or plan?
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A (No response.)

Q To continually falsely represent?

I A Not continually.

0 When did you not continuously --

I A There were certain parts of my background I

gave to Mr. Errichetti that were true.

0 Like what?

A I was an attorney, that I had some contacts

i0 in the Boston area which was true, my family originally

1i 1 omes from up thern.

12 o You didn't mention the Kennedys?

13 A NO.

14 a What was the relevance of Boston? What was

is that supposed to --

16 A A place to come from.

17 Everybody has to have a home.

19 So you represented yourself as a real person

19 and really came from somewhere, right?

2MR. PUCCIO: I object.

21 0 Beyond that, everybody else was false?

22 A As far as my association -- yes.

23 9 Of course.

24 When you replied to Mr. Duffy, you heard

someone saying Ou were associated with the Kennedys --
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2
A I heard that.

a Who did you hear that from?

MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

T E COURT; Sustained.

MR . OWN: This is part of it, if I may.

THE COURT: Ile didn't object the first tiee,

the second time he objected. I sustained it as

irrelevant.

V) Just because you had one irrelevance in,

1 doesn't let you compound it.

12 MR. BROWN: I would expect to argue --

13 THE COURT: I heard it all at side bar so

1. mfny times. Objection is sustained.

is MR. BROWN: your Honor, you say that I sanct

16 have side bar?

17 THE COURT: On that point, it is unnecessary.

IS Go on with the case.

19 As far as the case is concerned, when you

20 left in March, you were still misrepresenting yourself

21 except you were a lawyer and came from somewhere, everything

22 else was --

23 MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

24 THE COURT: Sustained as to form.

2s 0 Was it a part Of the design to have Mel
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Weinberg display his lack of loyalty to his employer, that

is to may, Adul, for the purpose of the scheme or design?

MR. PUCCIos I object.

THE COURT: On what ground?

MR. pUCCIO: Relevancy.

MR. BROWN: There has been testimony which

I can call to your attention.

THE COURT: Ovr ruled.

Do you understand what he is asking?

THE WITNESS: No.

o Did there come a time when it wa part of

the scheme that Mr. Weinberg was to represent that he was

not entirely loyal to hi. employer, alleged employer, the

sheik, but Was willing to help take some of those Arab

dollars away from his?

A I was aware of that, yes.

a YOU were aware of that?

A yes.

Q You were aware of the fact this became

part of the design to sell the objects of the game, Weinberg

was to say: I will work with you guys and we will rip

off the Sheik a little bit?

A Yes.

o When was that design put into effect?
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2 A I don't recall.

3 0 Would you say before you left?

4 A There was Bore talk about it, yes.

$ Q Weinberg did actually put that into effect,

* did he not?

7 A I don't know from personal knowledge. I

a want there when he actually misrepresented or represented

or whatever he did in that particular line with others.

10 a 1st me call it the -- take the goose that

11 laid the golden eqg idea --

12 MR . PUCCIO: I object to the statement.

13 THE COURT: Sustained.

11 MR. BROMWN: If your Honor pleases, that is

1$ part of the evidence.

16 THE COURT: Ask questions.

17 MR. BKOWN: I am asking.

STHE COURT: you're making a statement.

19 0 Did you ever hear the phrase: 'The goose

20 that laid the golden eggs, let's get a piece of it?"

A No.

22 0 Did you ever hear Weinberg say he is going

to say he is disloyal to the Sheik?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Where did you hear -- you said you heard it --
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2 before you left?

3A Pro. others.

I o You heard it irom othet?

A Yes.

S S when you finally left ABSCAR in March -78,

7 that particular phrase of the operation had not been put

into action, is that correct?

A I don't reca .9

I don't recall whether it had or not.
10

0 You are aware thereafter it was put into

action?
12

A rm personal knowledge, X heard about it,

14
o So that you koW from whatever source --

NA. PUCCIOi Objection.

THE cURT, Sustained.
17

0 Did you hear these facts that he is doing itIS
this way --

MR. PUCCIOs Same objection.
20

TE COURTs Sustained.
21

V You said you did indeed hear such a plan was

put inton effect, is that correct?
23

MR. PUCCIO: Objection as to what he
24

heard, Judge.
25
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THE COURT. You didn't object before when

he aked a queWtion. When he *aid he heard it.

What is the next question.

S MR. BROWN: I beg your pardon

THE COURT: What is the next question?

Q Did you hoar this from Weinberg personally

or agents of the FBI or Sovernment?

MR. PUCCIO: I object.

THE COURT: Sustained.

0 From whom did you hear it?

2 MR. PUCCIO: Same objection.

THE COURT: Sustained.

4 0 Isn't it . fact that you as the agent, you

15 were the agent in control until March '707

16 A Yes, sir.

17 0 You do know the idea was conceived prior to

: your leaving?

I' A I understand that, yes.

20 0 Weren't you the agent in control?

21 MR. PUCCIO: I object, asked and answered.

2 THE COURT: Sustained .

23 0 As the agent in control, didn't you have

24 anything to do with whether or not this was a proper and

25 decent approach towards the project?
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PUCCIO: Objection.

COURT; Sustained.

BROWN: I have no further questions.

COURT: Do you have any questions, Mr.

suUQiO?

MROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. PUCCIO:

o ft. McCarthy, were all of your dealings

Mayor Errichetti legitimate ones?

A No, sir.

MR. BROWN: I object. I'vm asked about

nothing but legitinate dealings.

THE COURT: Overruled.

o Now, on January 20, 1979, did you in fac

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Objection.

MR. BROWN May I have a side bar?

TRE COURT: Side bar.

with

(Contiued on next page.)

t --
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(The following took place in Open court.)

THE COURTt Any oter questions?

MR. PUCCIO: No further questions.

THE COURT: Any other questions of H. McCarthy

MR. DU"FY: W daughter romind" me that I

did forget something. would ask permit to re-

examine.

THE COURT: Proeed.

CROIS-E=1II'ATION

BY MR. DYFy (Cot'd)

o Agent aCarthy, you answered Mr. Ben-Veniste

about Pittsborgh and the meeting with the Judge, do you

recall that?

A yes.

o 1s it your testimony that the Judge -- when was

the meeting with the Judge., t. which the achatio report
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was discussed?

A Soaetime in December of 477.

4 Q Can you estimate it in connection with the

day he was sentenced? Was it before sentencing or the same

6 day?

7 A The sa. day.

0 Q That day the probation report suggested or

9 recommended icrisAonment, did it not?

10 A I didn't see the probation report.

I 0 But the Judge told you that he followed the

12 report?

13 A He said he was going -- indicated he would

I follow up the report recommended.

$5 Q I think you told the jury that he told you the

16 report recoccended incarceration?

17 A I thick so, yes.

IS 0 What you actually did is that you; or the other

19 fellows in the FBI, went to th, probation people and got the

20 report changed; is that correct?

21 A No, air.

Q Axe you saying there was no supplemental report

filed?

24 A I don't know if there was or not si. We

25 never pprouhel the Probation Depa enat All on that.
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Except to -- we wrote a letter to the effect that Mr. ein-

3 bar, indicated he would operate. As far as having a report

A changed --

Q To whom did you write the letter?

6 A I think to the probation Depar taent in Penn-

Sylvania.

o What was the purpose of writing the letter?

9 A T. indicate that Mr. Weinberg was willing to

10 cooperate with the FBI.

1I 0 This was after the Judge told you that he

12 followed the Probation Departnent's recommendation?

13 A I don't think so. It was before.

11 Q You didn't write the letter to influence their

i5 report, did you?

16 A No, sir.

17 MR. DUFFY: That is all.
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JO H N M C A R T Y, havinbenpr..vouslysor

resuaod the stand and testified further as follmst

CROS$--S X NlIfATION

BY MR. bU P (COnftd)

TM COURT! Wt. DIffy a do y hale sme more
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questions?

MR. DUFFY: Yes, I do, in the light of what

went on at the side bar.

S AgeRt MOCarthy --

MR. DUFFY: May I approach the witness?

7 THE COURT: Yes.

8 -- I want to show you a copy of a letter sup-

plied to us by Wo. PurctO marked Dleferantsr Exhibit X, and

10 ask yot to read that.

11 A Well, it says --

12 0 Read it to yourself and then I have some ques-

13 tions to ask you.

1t THE COURT: You say that is Exhibit X?

U5 MR. DUFFY: Yes, air.

16 (Wi tess examined dowument.

17 Q Hase you read it?

IM A Yes, sir. I v-

19 Q Are the .ontent. of that letter familiar toyo.I

20 A Yes. ai .

21 Q Ia this the letter that was sent to Andrew

n Beckley, Chief United States Probation Officer in Pittsburgh?

23 A Yes, air.

24 Q And was It signed by Supe, ising Senior Resident

2S Agent John F. Haod?
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Yes, ir.

Asd does it touch upon the plight of Melvin

Winter,?

A Yes., sir.

* Did you also use the ne* in the letter,

J. Wallace Laprade, Assistant Director in Charge?

A Yes, sir.

Q Bud who wa. he?

A He was assistant director in charge of the

aw York office ofthe FBI.

Q All right. NO having read this letter, is

you" recollection refreshed about what approach was made,

to who.. in connection with Mel WeMiberg's sentence in

Pittsburgh?

A Well, the approach was to point out that ft,

o Answer "w uatlo yes or ., And then you

explain.

questi.

on with

THE WITNESS: Well, will Wou repeat the

.On

Q I. your recollection refreshed about what went

the Probation Deparment in Pittsburgh?

MR. PUCCIO: I object to the for., udge.

THE COUT: Ov-erled.

A Us, sir.

:an
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0 Will you tell the jury now what the PBI did

and when they did it.

A What we did was to write a letter to the

Probation Departnent pointing out the fact that Mr. Weinberg

was cooperating with us in an investigation.

Q Did you writ, that letter before or after he

was sentenced to jail? . .

A I don't know. I neglected to see what the

date of that letter is.

O Well, suppose you tell this jury what you

rember.

A

call whether

0

A

0

A

date.

19th?

I don't recall when I Wrote it. I don't re-

it was before or after - was sentenced.

When was Mel Weinberg sentenced to jail?

Sometime in December of 1977.

Was it December 10th?

It my have been. I don't recall the exact

o Did yo see the date on this letter, Deeber

A No, I didn't see it. That is why I asked you.

't know the date on it.

o 1 will shoW it to you now.

MR. DUFFY: May I approaMdh the witness?

S2-077 ,-SI-- 131 (Pt, 1) BL
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2 IE COURT, yes, sir.

Q (Cont'9 l My question is, will you tell the

jury whether this letter was written before or after Wein-

berg was sentenced.

6 A Well, if he was sentenced Decembier 10th and

the letter was written De.ember 19th, then obviously it was

after.

9 I do't want you to go on any representation

10 from me or the defense. I want your recollections. What

11 is you recollection?

12 A My recollection is I don't recall when I wrote

13 the letter. 'The letter says December 19th, and that is

11 when it was written.

Is a But you told this Jury before the recess that

16 it was written before, didn't you?

17 A That is what I thought, it was written before.

M I wasn't sure. My recollection was that it was written .

19 before, but I wasot sure.

20 Q Oh, did you tell me you were not sure?

21 A I am not sure whether it was written before.

I recall Writing the letter. I don't recall what date it

23 was written on.

21 0 But you didn't write the letter, did you?

2S A Well, no, Mr. Loprade signed the letter, yes.
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Q Did he sign the letter or did John Good?

A W . Good signed for Mr. loprade.

a Did Mr. Loprad.e know about the letter?

MR. PtCIO: I object to this.

6 THE COURT: Overruled.

A Mr. Loprade? I as.ue so. yes, sir.

0 But you don't know?

A NO.

10 0 You know about the letter?

11 A Yes.

12 a Did you tell this jury before the break, before

13 the recess, that the letter was not intended to induce the

14 Probation Department to make a different recommendation?

15 A Yes, sir.

11 Q You did tell the jury that?

17 A I said it was to point out to the Probation

IS Department that the -- the cooperation that Mr ieinberg, 1

19 had offered to us and continued to offer to us in the in-

20 vestigation.

21 MR. DUFFY: Your Honor, can we have a stipu-

22 nation fr. the Goverivent that the date of this

2l letter followed Winheg'a sentence to ihp isonrent,

24 air?

25 MR. PUCCIO: Wall, Judge. I would have to --
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do you have a record of it? I will stipulate to it

but --

THE COURT: I think the sentence was already

in evidence weeks ago.

MR. BROWN: Your Manor, I have a recollection

of December 10th, but I have been known to be in-

correct sometimes.

MR. PUCCIO: If it is Decenber 10th, we will

stipulate this letter was written onthe 19th.

MR. DUFFY: Was it December 8th?

TI COURT: The Rth rings a bell with e.

I think it is already in evidence. If it is we

will work out 0 stipulation and straighten it out.

MR. DfRFY: Thank you, your Honeor.

BY MR. DUFFY:

a I want to read a portion of this letter to you

You can read all of it if .yousaould likeaftoward, ..-

THE COURT: Are you offering it in evidence?

MR. PUFFY: Yes, sir. I offer it.

THE COURT: My objection?

MR. PUCCIOC NO objection.

THE COURTi Exhibit X received in evidence.

(A letter to probation Department, December

19, 1977, was received in evidence as defendants
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Exhibit X.)
3

MR. DUFFY: I will read the letter to him.

*Dear Mr. Buckley, Melvin Weinberg pled guilty

to . 10-count indictment in connection with as ad-
vanced fee scheme wherein he was charged with mail
fraud and fraud by wire. Since the entrance of his

plea in October 1976, Weinberg has worked continu-

ously with the Federal Bureau of Investigation with
0 the result that information obtained through Weinberg

will result in major indictments in the near future.

12 During the time that Weinberg was cooperating with

13 the FBI, he came into contact with individuals whom

1. she FBI Is contemplating targeting in the near future
IS Weinberg has indicated a willingness to continue his

16 cooperation in the future, and his aid will he of

17 invaluable assistance in the successful prosecution

Is ...... of the contemplated targets. - -....... *. ,t -

19 -It is respectfully requested that your

IS department in conjunction with the United States

21 District Court Judge in the Western District of

22 Pennsylvania, William W. Knox, review Mr. Weinberg's

23 file and if yo feel Mr. Weinberg can safely associate

24 with former colleagues without defeating the spirit

2s of the law or the purpose of probation, your
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2 consideration in permitting such activity would be

greatly appreciated by this Bureau."

Is that the communication that was sent to

$ the Probation Department?

A Yes, sir.

Q Are you telling this jury that the purpose

in sending the letter was not to get Mel Weinberg placed

9 on probation, sir?

t0 A My -- the intention of that letter -- that

11 as put in that letter was-to ask the Judge to do whatever

12 he could so that his continued cooperation -- Mr. Weilnberg's

13 continued cooperation could be afforded.

14 0 Wall, was it your understanding Of the arrage

15 sent with Weinberg that he could safely associate with fotrel

16 colleagues while he was behind bars?

17 A EXcuse me. I don't understand that.

As Would you repeat the qestio-? ..

19 MR. DUFFY: I don't have any further question.

20 THE COURT: my other questions for Mr.

21 McCarthy?

22 (No response.)

23 THE COURT: All right, Mr. Mccarthy, you say

24 step down .

25 (Witness cma,. d. )



THE COURT: Nert witness.

MR. EN-VTNISTEF your onor, I call Mr.

Weiss.

Your Honor, assisting r. Weiss will be
6 Professor Ashknasy, whom I would like to Lntroduce

to the Court. Of course he will not be testifying,

but just .o everybody knots who he Is.

MARK ROBERT WEISS, called as a
10 witness, having been first duly sworn by the clerk

1 Of the court, took the stand and testified as

12 follows:

3THE CUMx, Please state your full .. me for

14 the record.

15 THE WITNESS, Mark Robert Weiss.

16 THE CLEM: Please spell your last name.

7 THE WITNESS: We--s.

A8 THE CLM: Please be seated. -- U.

I9 MR. BRWoi your Honor, can We exchange seats?

20 THE COURT: Yes, as long as you don't block

21 the Juy's view.

MR. ON: In any saeci.l direction?

23 THE COUR: Can you locate yourselves wherever

24 it Is comfortable for you as long as you don't inter-

25 fore with what the Jury Can e.
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Q Nce, professor Weiss, would you please tell

the jury your educational background an d your professional

affiliations?

A Okay.

Electrical

New York.

I graduated in 1952 with a Sachelor of

Enineerin Degree from the City Collese of

In 1977 1 obtained a Master of Science in

Electrical Enqineerin, from Columbia University-

My professional affiliations are that I a

anember of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers.

I am a meaer and Fellow of the Accoustical

Society of haerica.

and . as a seber of the American Association

for Forensic sciences. AzA I believe that is , swiary of

those affiliations.

o Are you a aiber of the Technical Comittee

Speech Conni-cations?

A I was a maor of that during one ter,

yes.

o Now, would you explain to the jury the positions
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that you have held since you have comleted your schooling?

A Well. " 1952 when I graduated City College

I became a staff engineer at the Electronics Research

Laboratories at Colublia working on various problems in

6 electronics and acoustical analysis techniques.

7R. PUCIO: Judge, we will stipulate the

9 professor's qualifications.

9R. Bfl-VfZlISTE: Your Sonor, I would like

10 to have Professor Weiss' background. And I thank

II Mr. puccio for the offer, but I would like the to

12 hear professor Weiss' backround.

13 THE COURT: You sey continue.

l. A (Continuing) In 1957 I joined a newly fonued

15 company called The Federal Scientific Corporation which

*6 specialized in the manufactue and use of very new and

17 very sensitive electronic analysis devices for which the

18 Goitd States Air Force had an interest at that time,

I and alzo scae activity in the field of speech acconstic

IS analysis.

21 In 1961 I was made a Vice president of

V Accoutics Research and I worked there until, I guess,

23 it was 1914. And in 1914 I left Federal Scientific

24 to join the faculty at Queens College in New York as a

I5 professor in the eparment of Computer Science.
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0 Now, would you explain for the Jury, Professor,

Weis., the specialized areas of your experience?

A Wll, in particular my experience is primarily

in the area of accoustics, speech analysis, and the analysis

of tape recordings..

In regard to what is really relevant here,

I have had fairly extensive experience in the examination

of tape recordings to determine basically how they got to

beamde, under what conditions they were made, the character

istics that are observed, whether the recordings had been

altered in any way, whether there were stops, restarts,

or whatever.

o Now, were you a member of the panel of

technical experts in connection with the analysis of the

tapes in the Watergate case?

A Yes., was.

O And were you selected on the basis of the

recommendation by both the Watergate special prosecutors

office as well as the White House?

A Yes, as I recall, both the group that you

served as a member of, and also the White House team jointly

nominated myself and five colleagues on that panel, that

is correct.

O So that when we selected you from the Watergate
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*ide, or the prosecutor's office, the White House had no

3 objection to your appointment either?

A No, in fact to my knowledge, in fact, I

was originally nominated by the White House side.

I a Nee,, have you testified in connection with --

7 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Strike that.

a 0 Have you been employed as an expert in the

9 area of forensic analysis of tape recordings by any

) prosecutorial agencies?

H A Oh, yes, quite a number of them.

12 In fact since 1974 1 believe that my services

t3 together with Mr. Aschkenasy's have been engaged by over

14 tw- dozen different prosecutorial offices.

15 Q And on how Many occasions, if you recall,

16 W ere you engaged by the prosecutor's offices here in

17 New York, the City of New York, sir?

A I think there is about a half a dozen times --

oh, in the City engaged in general?

20 Q Yes.

21 A Perhaps eight or ten times.

22 0 And thin is by the prosecutor's offices

23 A Yes, Sir.

24 0 And were you paid as an expert consultant?

A Yessir.
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2 MR. tN-VENISTE: I tender the 0=tness your

3 Honor, as an expert in the field of forensic anlymij

4 of tape recordings.

5 TUE COURT: Yis qualifications have beea

* conceded, and as I said, ladies and gentle ean, in

evaluating his testmony that you consider his

a qalifications by Mt. Ben-Veniste.

Q Now, you have indicated that you were paid

W a consultant fee when you were retained by the Govenwent,

L] Sir?

12 A yes.

to 0 Ad in this case ou have been retained by the

defense under the exact sae conditions?

15 A Exactly the sas.

16 Q Now, you were asked to review certain ape

17 recordings, were you not?

] A yes,sir-

'9 0 And specifically you were asked to analyze

certain questioned areas in two specific tape recordings.

were you not?

A That is correct.

23 0 Now, let se place before you three Ehibits.

Exhibit 19-8, Exhibit 21-B and Exhibit 22-s.

I would ask you to open thoe Exhibits and
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2 to look at the contents inside, Ilnding}?

A

4 Q sue. air, have you seen thse tape recordings

5 which were inside the xhibits before?

I A yes, I have. These were aiig the ores that

I were to be xmined.

Sa How can you identify thn as the ones which

9 you examined, Professor?

A wll, my artials and thos of r. Aschke...s,.

S are inscribed on the labels of tbe cassettes.

12 Q N, wi1l you please tell the jury under what

13 conditions those tape recordings were bee available tc

14 yu?

iA Yes. Tey .ere brought t. Cy labsoratoy at

16 Quees College by agents of the PFderal Rjrtac. of Investiga-

11 tron, n three occasions. ini fact, for oncr analysis.

1. 0 and do you see that person here today, sr?

A Ye. I do.

20 Q who is that,

2A Mr. Donald Rite.our sitting over there.

sure,. were Yon also provided U.tt tape rect.drrs?

A Yes, sir.

24o fl EN-vnflSTB: say we have the tat- raerders

2s please. t R romcio.
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MR. PUCCIO: The what?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: The tape recorders.

MR. PUCCIO: Did we get them back (addressing

Mr. Ritenour)?

I am sorry, I didn't know they weren't in

Court.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: We were told this morning

that they would be here, your Honor.

TRE COURT: How many do you want, Mt. Ben-Ven.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: We want basically the one

that was represented to be the one that Mr. Weinberg

was using.

MR. PUCCIO: We will bring up everything,

Judge. I am sure we have them.

THE COURT: All right.

* You were shown a tape recorder, sir?

A yes, sir.

* Will you tell the jury what kind of tape

recorder it was?

A That was a tanier Model AL/C.

o Professor, will you explain to the jury what

representation was made to you with respect to that tape

recorder?

A Yes, sir. With respect to the particular one
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2 I have in mind, I was told that it was believed that this

3 one was the one that was in use at the time the recordings

4 were made, although they were absolutely certain that this

was the case, but that in all probability it was.

6 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Now perhaps while we are

waiting your Honor, the jurors notebooks could be

6 distributed to them containing the transcripts, and

9 I 8l particularly concerned with the transcripts for

10 Exhibit 19 and I believe 21 -- no 22. I am sorry.

H1 THE COURT: Would you distribute them.

12 MR. BEN-VENISTE: May We have those please,

13 Mr. Pucia.

14 (Documents produced for jury.)

15 0 Now, Professor Weiss, what was the task that

16 was given to you, sir?

17 A Well, we were told to examine --

Q Will you please speak into the microphone.

19 A We were told to examine in detail two of

20 the recordings, although we examined a number of others,

21 but particularly to concentrate on two of them on which

N there were some clicks and audible gaps here in the reoordinj.

23 The question we were asked was what do they

24 represent and how did they get there.

25 Shall . go on?
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0 Yes, please, Professor.

3 A All right, now clicks and gaps almost always

4 indicate something abnormal during the process of making a

recording,. Either it usually means that the tape was stopped

and rstarted, or it could conceivably mean that there is

an over-recording made on , pre-existing recording, one or

I the other. It is the usual indication. It doesn't

9 necessarily mean that that is what actually happened. It

10 could certainly be for perfectly innocent reasons in the

11 presence of such events. But the only way one can really

12 determine is not really by listening to the tapes, but by

13 doing a series of analyses and tests of both the tape in

14 question and of course of the recorder that purportedly made

is the tape to see what its characteristics are and to see

what produced the clicks and to see what node of operation

it is in, how it is being used at that time.

IQ a Professor were you given a particular

'9 hypothesis as to the testimony in this case as to what may

X have caused the gaps?

21 A Yes. Well, in particular if the analysis

2 showed that the clicks, gaps, whatever, are the result

of the recorder having been stopped during the recording

4 process and then turned back on again after it is stopped,

25 the obvious way of doing that is by manual control, pushing
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2 the switch to stop it and then pushing the switch again

so that the recorder res Fes recording operation.

I We were told that an alternative possibility

existed, that the record could have fallen off a table

and that on impact, hitting the floor, it caused the machine

7 to go out of the record made, and subsequently when picked

a up, turned back on again.

I Q Now, who provided you with that hypothesis?

10 A That hypothesis was provided also by Mr.

11 Sitenou .

12 Q So that you were asked, if I may, to see if

13 you could tell on the basis of the tests that you were to

14 perform whether in fact the clicks, or stops and starts

15 on these questioned tapes were the result of the tape

16 recorder falling off a table and stopping, or whether they

17 were stopped manually?

Is A That is correct.

a Now, would you tell us what tests you did

SO perform, just names of the tests?

21 A Well, broadly there were two tests performed

22 actually there really were three. First it was a physical

23 examination of the tapes in the regions in which these

24 gaps occurred to see whether there was in fact a physical

25 splice in evidence that also could have that kind of audible

82-077 C--1.2 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2 defect. There were none.

3 Then there were two other analyses performed.

4 One of them involves -- it is called a magnetic development

5 or image development of the tape. It is a procedure in

6 which you might literally make visible recorded information

7 that is recorded onto the tape, something akin to photograph

a processing.

9 And the second one is a method which goes

10 by the name of wave form analysis, and it involves playing

11 the tape recording and examining analytically on a table

12 the signal that comes off the -- the electrical signal that

13 comes from the tape when you play it back.

I Q Now, on the basis of the tests that you

15 conducted in your scientific analysis did you reach a

l6 conclusion with respect to what occurred on the tape of

17 July 29, 1979?

Is A Yes.

19 0 And did you reach a conclusion as to what

occurred on the tape of July 31, 1979?

21 A There were two tapes on that day. The 5:30

22 P.M. tape, yes.

23 a Will you tell the jury what your conclusion

24 was?24 Wa2e

25A On the tape of July 29,1979 there are two
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2 areas in which a click and gap are audible. The first of

these areas, which has a duration of about 1.9 seconds is

the result of an over recording on pre-existing recorded

5 material.

6 The second of these is the result of a manual

7 stopping and restarting of the recording.

B By manual I mean that someone during the

9 recording process pressed the switch down to the stop

10 position and then pressed it back up to record and continued

11 In the case of the July 31st recording made

12 at 5:30 P.M. there was only one such event that occurred,

13 and it occurs quite close to the end of the conversation.

14 And it too is the result of a manual stop and restart of

is the recording.

16

17 (Continued on next page.)

is

19

21

23

24

25
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2 0 Ncr , is there any doubt in your mind on the

basis of the test you conducted that the stops were not

the result of the machine falling off the table?

A None.

0 Let me show you Exhibit EE.

7 ask you if you can identify this tape

recorder as being the one which was represented to ynu as the

one Mr. Weinberg used in July of 1979?

10 Professor Weiss, before you explain to the

11 jurors the manner of testing which you employed,would you be

12 kind enough to explain to them the manner in which a tape

13 recording is made?

14 A Certainly- setr Honor, may I approach the

I5 jury? I have a small detail here.

6 THE COURT: Go ahead.

17 A I will put into the recorder one of the cassett

18 but I will not of course turn it on.

19 MR. BEN-VENISTE I think we have a blank

20 cassette.

21 THE COURT: I think that Would be better.

22 0 Incidentally, Professor Weiss, while we are

23 waiting, is there a way in which to guard against altering

24 a tape recording once the recording has been made?

25 A Yes, you can. If you notice on the back of the'
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2 cassette there ale two little tab areas.

3 In order to prevent the tape from being

4 recorded upon after you have made it, all you needdo is

break off the tab on the left-hand side of the cassette.

Once you do that, then you can no longer make

a recording on that particular side of the tape.

If you turn the tape over you can --

As far as you know people who deal frequently

1o with the making of recordings know all this information

with respect to protecting tapes?

12 A I certainly hope so.

13 Q Very well.

14 oul.d you go on with your explanation?

is A Okay.

16 In this particular recorder here the cassette

17 fits in like this (indicating) and the tape will move from

tb is side.

19 It is a supply reel over here, to the take

IT uP reel over on this side (indicating).

21 The tape will move in this direction acr
o
ss

n the recorder.

23 As it does so, it will he in contact with a

S pair of little devices, One is black and the other is

2, another color-
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2

The first of them is the erasing head, an
3

electronic gadget which scrubs the tape clean of any
4

material.
5

It will go on anO essentially clear the tape.
6 Like a pencil eraser. This does the job electronically on

the tape.

A little bit further down, a little more than
9 an inch down, further down, we have the recording head.

Is That is the device that lays down onto the

11 tape the magnetic version of the sounds being received by
12 the microphone of the recorder or being transmitted into the

13 recorder through a jack or plug input on the back of the

14 recorder

15 Such a plug would be used if you were recordin

16 telephone conversations. And the wire and little plug goes

17 into here (indicating).

18 That electrical signal received will be

19 transmitted to the recorder head which would be converted

20 into magnetic information which is laid down on the track.

21 You have the tape moving this way (indicating)]

2That will be in operation.

23 Shortly after that has been cleaned, about

14 six tenths of a second for this machine, an area will reach

25 the recorder head and new information will go on the tape.
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And this machine the stop and start is done

by pressing the switch down to the stop and back up to the

record to restart it. A simple one hand operation

(indicating).

a In this case you mentioned two principal

tests that you employed, is that correct?

A yes.

o Was one of them the magnetic development?

A The first one that -- yes,one of them was

the magnetic davelopent.

o Which one would you like to discuss?

A That one first. It's easier.

o Would you do that?

A Okay,nchool time.

Can you see this, your Honor?

THE COURT: yes.

A Let this,if you will, represent the tape

that is running through the recorder. It's going to be -

you are looking at it this way now (indicating), the face

of the recorder -- you are in the position of the recording

head.

Here is the head. The tape running past it

in this direction from right to left.

Here are the two heads. The tape is moving
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2 in that direction.

3 Now, firBt let's consider what the effect

of the erasing head is. It is divided into two parts.

5 Upper and lower track area.

This i. done to get two recordings on to a

7 single tape.

a The recorder head will scrub an area of the

9 tape slightly greater than one half of the tape.

U) When it does that, it does so in the following

11 manner. It is a little too wide here (indicating).

12 It will move along -- I can't move the blackboard

13 easily which I would like to do but instead I am going to

14 move the eraser from right to left. This is representing

Is the head in the machine clearing the tape as it does so

16 in this particular machine. It will leave a distinct line

11 of recording across the tape.

This is, of course, invisible on the tape.

But there is a line of magnetation.

When you start , recording you first turn

2 on the power, of course, through the machine, and that is

there is an electrical surge of current that goes through the

23 erasing head. The effect of that is usually to leave a

24 distinct vertical line in the position the head was in

contact with the tape when that surge was felt by the head.25
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2 Thereafter the tape continues on its way.

Now, there is a kind -- if this was completely

4 clear and black, there would be kind of a white smudge on

5 here. This is one graphically to show that the head will

6 in fact recor. a very low level of hissing noise ..und on

to the tape. When you play back a tape that has no recording

on you hear a hissing noise. When the recording ceases, there

is a surge of current that goes through the head. You're

,0 taking the current away.

11 As a result, that usually is to leave a line

m where the head is in contact with the tape where the record-

1 an; ceases.

l4 Sometimes it does not.

15 The upper line simply get weaker and weaker

16 and disappears.

17 What about the recording bead that is actually

is putting the information -- the sound on the tapc. In the

19 case of the lanier machine that one is much narrower than

20 the width of the erasing head. It's less than one half.

21 Its position would be the middle of the tape and goes along

22 in the manner here (indicating).

23 Now, when you're not putting any sound in the

24 machine, you're just recording, then what you would expect

the recording head would record silence,that is what it does.2S I
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2 Silence is represented by a clear barrier

on the tape. And it -- you can ae. that when I will show

it to you in the region in which the recording head wont

through is outlined by a pair of lines representing the upper

6 and lower extent of the tape and continues on until the

recorder stops.

That clear area, there is sort of a grayish

area here. representing the region in which the erasing

h0 head went through and sort of a cleared region, it's not

1i as distinct as this. SoMetimes it". very distinct and some

12 times it is not.

13 If you had recorded all this, you would see

14 a continuous track Of information where these vertical lines

i5 will represent a magnetic version of the sound recorded-

16 This is what it will look like (indicating).

17 If we stop at this point over here, you find

18 this track ceases abruptly. The distance from here to

19 correspond with this (indicating).

20 Q In terms of the test you performed to

21 determine whether the machine was dropped or mnually stOppe

2 deliberately, would you explain to the jury what the different

23 signals look like?

21 A I think it's possibly easier to show the

23 slide at this point.
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2 0 Do you have somc photographs as well?

* A Yes.

1 Q Before we get to the slides, we can use the

s photographs?

6 A Okay.

0 What we have pre-marked as Exhibits V-I

a through 12,your Honor, are eight by ten photographs prepared

I by Professor Weiss and Professor Aschkenasy.

0D Is that correct?

ii A This is, in this photograph here, what you

2 .see s the result of the tape.

13 THE COURT: Are they being offered in

14 evidence?

5 MR. PUCCIO: No objection.

16 MR. BEN-VEWISTE: Yes.

17 THE COURT: V-i through V-12 received in

is evidence.

19 (So marked.)

A We took a tape, a test recording made using

21 the Lanier machine.

22 0 Speak louder, please.

A Yes.23

24 We took the tape that we had, placed in the

Lanier machi , recorded a section on to it, stopped the
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2 recorder and started the recorder simulating a stop and

3 restart to see what the characteristics of that sort

4 of procedure were.

5 We then placed the tape in a speqlal liquid

6 which you take out after a few moments and you find an

imaoe. That is representative of the magnetic recorder

that was on the tape.

Here you see something like what I drew on

a the blackboard. This is a highly enlarged segment. Only

about ten millimeters long, a quarter of an inch.

12 The tape is a little larger than one eighth

13 of an inch. This is an enlargement.

11 Now, this is the lower half on which the

is recording happens to have been made on this tape. What you

see here is this white line, left by the erasure tape before

17 the tape got to the position of the recording head.

In here, you should be able to see a very

faint area outlined by a white line here where the recorder

head went along.

is it physical to everybody?21

Now, at this point the recorder left a line,22

an impulse went through, and shortly thereafter we resume

the recorder and you can see this scrubbed out area.
'4

There was silence in the recorder. The area
25
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2 is darker when the eraser head is there between the stop

3 and start.

4 Again there is an impulse or sharp line

$ representing here the surge of electrical current goes

6

7 Can I interrupt what you are showing the jury?

a A Yes.

9 0 What you are showing the jury are enlargements

of the actual tape after they had been dipped in this

fluid, is there an analogy to what the jurors may recognize

in their own experiences?

13 A I don't knOw if you ever played the game

with magnetic filings that make a pattern. This is done

is in exactly the same way. You have very fine iron filings

16 and you dip the tape in and you pull it through and there as

a little bit of liquid on the tape.

Is As it evaporates it moves through the region

where magnetization is on the tape and where they stop is

where the magnetization was and they move to those portions

V Bore or less according to how strong the recorder is.'I

22 If the recording is strong, or if it were weak, it would be

a weaker line.
23

25 bContinued on net pae.)
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2 0 Do You have an example to Shod to the jiiy

- to what happens when the is a anual stopping of the

tape?

A This is an example right hers (indicating.)

1 0 DO you have others?

A Yes. This is a manual stopping of that

8 particular machine. over there (indicating.)

9 Q You were referring to Exhibit ee?

0 A This is a manual step which was obtained

1I fzom the evidence oeording made on allly 31, 1979 at six

12 P.M.

13 And you a see, again, an area here where

14 the edge came up to this point (indicating), cease recording

15 and res.d recording at this position (indicating).

16 Is that the a. you particularly focused

I' on?

I A Yes. Where the conversation starts on that

1 day.

20 if you can see the recorder head moves along

21 a straight line, when yoU stop it there is still nothing

22 disturbing it. The tape is held by , pair Of gUides so

23 it soves pat the head in a continuous motion.

24 If you drop the machine, it can cause the

25 recording to stop sometimes. The effect of dropping it
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2 falling to the floor with a tremendous smack, the shock man

cause the switch to mow from the recording position down

I to the stop position allby itself.

When that happens, this is the-result you

6 would observe when you developed the tape and look at the

recorder track.

a you are referring to Exhibit v-S, sir?

9 A Yes. I

W1old -- what YOU 5C. here is again the

recorder head vin§ along up to here and there is a

U tremendous disturbance in the track, no longer straight.

1 pushed up in a sense.

I -- another exanle is over here, another

15 recorder dropped, again you see a distinct drop or move

$6 from the straight position to , v-shaped valley.

Here is another oe where again you see

1 the track moving along straight and at the point which

9 the impact occurs you se the up and down.,

20 Q This is an eeriment yOU conducted when

?] you dropped the machine?

22A You.

23 0 TheSe are the reactions produced when the

d mac
hine is dropped from the height of the table?

5 [A That is correct.
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2 MR. BEN-vENISTE: I would ask your Manor

3 t.nt these - first the exhibits referred to as

4 the drop be shown to the jury. EXhibit v-S through

seven, I believe.

May I?

7 THE COURTz Are those the correct nudhers,

a ft. Weiss?

9 THE WITWESSt Just a .ort, your Honor.

10 MR. BEN-VEfISTE: V-S G and 7.

1 THE COURT: YOU may show them to the jury.

12 Q Would you follow that with the photographs

13 of what it looks like if there is just a manual stop,

14 V-i aRd V-3, why don't I pass ne to each row.

is Professor Weiss., v- and 10 are the ones

16 from the evidence tapes themselves, is that eorect?

17 A Correct.

18 0 Where there is stop on the rachn theelvos

A That is correct.

20 Q On the tapes themselves?

A Yes.21

22 Q Ane those consistent with the taping stopped

23 deliberately manually or consistent with being dropped?

24 A Maually.

25 Q Is there any question?
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2 A N~o.

3 Professor Weiss, why don't you o ahead

and explain.

A There is one more I would like to pass to

the jury. This is the devlcpetent of the magnetic imags

on the record July 29th, 1979, at the point where -

detect a very brief, 1.3 second long, oerrecord. The

recorder was tuned off manually ad l3 seconds later

it was started again.

The evidence for that is contained in this

12 image here, it show. the point where the recorder was stopped

13 YOu will see this track comitn u this point

and the top line.

Then follow that conversation prvioslyIS

recorded becomes audible.16

1 I thick we can defer chat so hopefully we

can finish before lunch.

Thi, is i" evidence and the 3ury will have

the opportunity to review it.

Has everyone seen those exhibits?21

(Pause.I
2 a Professor Weiss, wor. there other tests
23

also employed other than the magnetic development?

A Yes* Tests made usnq waves* Wave for

h2-077 (OS-l 13 (Pt 1) BELh
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2 analysis in which you play back the recorder and you get

3 fron recording an electrical current.

The saen current you normally enwloy to the

loudspeaker to hear the sound.

You can take that and put it on to a device

7 which is like a T.V. screen.

We call it an oscilloscope. It produces

a SOUnd intensity. . 4 , . ..

10 • The sort of pattern you got on an electro-

1 cardiogram. You see, like this, the beat of the heart,

12 and another beat and .. forth (indicating.)

13 You usually get this on an electrocardiogram

11 or you can get it on a t.v. screen and arrange for this

is sort of thing to be recorded on to a graph paper.

16 Tat is exactly what we did with the sounds

17 obtained by playing back each recorder -- recording.

18 Iwe obtained representationt like this

'9 (indicating)

dIn which the strength of the sound is

21 represented by how high or brief sot of these lines

23 appear.

23In this region was weaker and stronger. No'A

24 when you do this. when you stop a recorder, what you will

IS see is this kind of thing (indicating). Tm. large Jupt
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2 and then you see another large jump further down.

This one corresponds to the impulse that

went through the recording head at the moment that the

power turned off. This one corresponds with the erasing

6 head, provided the erasing head left a strong line at

that notation. If it doesn't, it weakens out slowly.

you get a little bump. In thi, machine you

will always get this click. The click that you hear at

the point of the stop.

0 Did you perform an experiment to show what

the wave form would look like if the machine were dropped?

A Yes, the same thing That we did in the

14 ase of the magnetic development.

0 Show the Jury what the wave form looks like

6 if the machine is dropped?

A Yes.

0 I thought you would do it- on the blackboard.

A These are actual pictures. Why don't

we .te this Wp? It would be a lot easier.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: At your pleasure, I don't21

knew what an will be abll to -- I don't know whether

we will be able to finish before lunch.23

1 don't think there is that much to go.

THE WITNESSt No, I con run it through
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2 quickly.

T ME COURT: We still have 15 minutes.

4MR. BEN-VENISTE: Thank you..

S (Pause)

n MR. BEN-VENISTEt Can everyone see the

screen?

9 A This is the point, this is the sound that

9 was laid down by the recording head at the oent the record1I

10 was stopped at the point of impact. This is the wave formed

11 at the save instance in tine put down by the erasing head.

12 This represents time over here. Even though laid down

13 Limultaneously.

14 The first thin, yog get is the point at whrlo

15 it falls.

16 In any event, what you tend to see on

11 the manual drop is this sort of dense area of activity,

is a tremendous a.ont of vibration . . .

]9 With one exception over here, there is

20 lot of low-lever nis.

21 Over hre,. you get the complex group of

22 pulses occurring. Single one.

23 gere is a pair of them over there. One

2' UP and -- followed by a small dip.

s This could be contrasted with the sort of
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2 thing you get -- we have to contrast this with what happens

when you manually stop the recording.

A This is a manual stop that restarted.. This

is a stop and restart (indicating.)

In the case of a manual stop what you

see is nice clean sharp lines, none of the dense material

shown on the other form.

Here you have a distinct dip up and dor.

wave form for the erasing click. nere is another one

(indicating) . In this particular event, the erasing

did not produce the single line at the end. Just weakened

3 ot.

This is all the sure machine which indicates14

that it's a variable on the machine. It turned out to be

16 m variable on all the linear machines we used.

17 On this stop impulse over here, (indicating)

1 we did not always get a strong irpulse on this location.

Certainly never got that dense material, it sounds like

20 a very brief shirp sound.

0 Would you show the difference between &

22 manual stop and a stop which is produced by the machine

23 dropping?
A Here is the character observed. It's25

25 quite difternnt (indicating.)
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the evidence tapes on the wave form aalysis, that the stop

pull were the result of maiwal as opposed to drop stops?

A, No.

The wave fore analysis also supports that

interpretation.

o Very well.

Now, you mentioned a point -- I Thinke

can have the lights aul =. o -n- ,

TH;E WITNESS: Yes.

Q You mentioned -- why don-t you provide the

jury with the information you determined with respect to

the nuoaber of maual stops in the middle of the conversation

on the evidence tapes?

A "ere were two maoual stops that we

dtected.

recording, and

din .

One of them on the July 29th, 1979

one of them on the July 31 5:30 P.M. reor-.

Q On the July 29th, do you recall the words

at which point the brak o.urred7

A The break on the July 29th, the phrase

preceding it isL 'Mat guy Neifeld.- I guess it's spelled

N-y-f-e-l-d.

a That is a portion we will He acle to agree
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which was not supplied to ts, jury -- and the portion of

the tape offered by the Governnent.

Were there any other stops?

A The only otherstop on that tape is related

to the very brief recording that occurred earlier on in

the tape.

Q mere is that?

A That one occurs just at the phrase, after

the phrase, something about garanteeing my friend the

Sheik that he -- something like that.

Q Is that the tape that begins, 'Beautiful,

what'. his ne, Meyers

A Yes.

o That is Exhibit l9a.

We direct the jury's attention to page 2

in the middle where it says, Guaranteeing this. my friend,

the Sheik -- a. .*nt ,

A Yes.

o Is that what YOU found consistent with

the person running the tape, stopping it at a point, and

repressing Uhe record button?

A ye..

Q NoW, with respect to the other incident that I

you found, that was the deliberate depression of the stop

I
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7 button as c.ppoed to an accident?

3 A That is correct.

4 Q With respect to the July 31 conversation,

5 would you indicate the words at the point that the tape

6 was manually *topped?

7 A The words inuediately proceeding the stop

a is: 'They're gettin, five. =

9Q That is at a,,. reo of the transcript at

the middle of the page. They're getti, five."

On the juror's copya, then, there is an

inaudible.12

At that point there is a click13

A Yes.
14

MR. BEN-VENISTE: I would ask, your Honor,
I5

16 if the Court has any question of professor Weiss

Or if any of the Jurors hae any questions of1,

Professor weiss those questions be relyed through18
the Court to professor Weiss.

19
THE COURT: That is not the way we proceed.

I ask questions if I feel aso ioclined. The Jury
21

does not ask questions.

I have no questions.
23

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Thank you, sir.
21

I Ihae" no further questions except to ask
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2 in summary whether there is any doubt scientifically

or otherwise that on the brca sc that occurred on

4 these tapes that they were produced by a drop of the

machine?

6 A NO, these were not produced by that.

fT COJRTt Mr. Duffy, any questions?

MR. UUFFY One.

9 CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. DUFFY:

0 It may be Obvious., Professor, when a maehin

2 is intentionally turned off, and then intentionally turned .

1 back on, there is no way of telling us there was conversation

it that was missed or how lon, it was?

5 A None at all.

16 0 That is all.

I7 THE COURT: Mr. Cacberis?

IS MR. CACHSRIS Nt.

19 THE COURT: Mr. Brown?

20 MR. BROWN: NO.

21 MR. BEN-VENISTE: I would like to introduce

22 the Xerox copies of the wave form analysis which

23 are marked EXhibits W-1 through W-11.

STHE COURT: Two of those were shon in

25 transparency form?
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2 MR. EMN-VENISTE: Yes.

THE COURT: Any oljuCtion?

MR. PUmCO: NO objection.

THE COURT: Received in evidence.

6 DIRECT EXA4INATION

7 BY MR. BEN-VrNISTEZ (Continuing)

9 Q May I ask, while you were conducting your

analysis of these tapes, did Mr. Ritenour of the pSI observe

you at all times?

A Yes.

12 a Did you make available to Mr. Ritenour

13 everything that you were doing in teams of his observation?

14 A Anything he wanted to see.

15 MR. BEN-VENISTS: Thank you.
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2 MR. BEN-VENISTV: Very well, no further

3 question.

I MR. PRCCIO: May I proceed?

5 THE COURTt Yes.

MR. PUcCIO: I will be very brief.

CROSS EXAm4INATON

a BY MR. PUCCIC:

9 Professor Weiss, with respect to both of

W these tapes, first with respec to the 29th of July, how

much information is missing from that tape?

A With respect to --

13 Q In terms of time?

14 A With regard to the standard which I term

is an over-recording occurred there is a total of about 1.9

16 seconds worth of information obliterated from the tape.

17 With regard to the second event, a stop and

is restart, there in no way of knowing how much was not

19 recorded.

20 Z 1 assume you took the cassette and timed

21 the entire telephone call?

A Yes.

Q With respect to that call on 7/29, what was

24 total time of that call?

25 A The total time of that Call -- conversation
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2
lasted six minutes four seconds.

3
a If you start that tape at the very first word

I
that appears in, the transcript and shut it off at the end,

3 wuldn't it be fair to say it's six minutes and fifteen

secondS?

A Six minutes four seconds from the time you

heard the first word, hear the telephone receiver hang up,
9

that is the duration of the conversation.
10

Q Did you have occasion to compare the time

It that you calculated this call took with the final telephone

12 records of the Bell Telephone Company?

13 A No, I had no evidence of that.

MR. PTCIO: May I approach the witness,

15 sir?

16 THE COURT: yes.

17 a Let be show you these records which we will

is mark as -- your Honor, I don't know --

19 M. BEN-VENYSTE: Are you showing the witness

20 something in evidence? your Honor, in --

21 THE COURT: He is trying to figure out what

N2 he will mark it. it's not yet marked.

23 M. puccO: judge, can I dem it marked at

This point and --

2THE COURTi 26 is the next number.
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MR. PUCCIO: 26 for identification.

Q I direct your attention to this entry.

4 Now, according to th Telephone Company --

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Objection. It'. referring

6 to something not in evidence, that this witness has

not seen, the practice is improper.

SMR. PUCCIO: Will your Honor accept the

I records of the Telephone Company which are recognizab

10 authentic --

MR. EN-VENISTE: Objection to the statement

12 of counsel, your Honor.

13 THE COURT: Sustained.

14 Is this one of the record we were talking

Is about yesterday?

16 MR. PUCCIO: Yes, Judge.

17 MR. BEN-VENISTE: If it is in evidence, I have

is no objection. I don't know what Mr. Puccio has

9 put in front of the witness.

MR. PUCCIO: May I just find Defendant's

21 Exhibit U.

n MR. DUFFY: I object and request it be shown

23 to counsel.

THE COURT: A Defense Exhibit?

MR. DUFFYt He marked a Government Exhibit.
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5(The following took place in open Court.)

6 THE COURT: Is that now Exhibit 26, Mr. Puccio

7 MR. PUCCIO: oe.

ThE COURT: Received in evidence.

(so marked.)

10 MR. PUCCIO: By stipulation.

11 THE COURT: Agreement of counsel.

12 CROSS EXAMINATION

13 BY MR. PURCCIO: jContinued)

4 p professor Weiss, that first call you referred

is to is recorded by the Telephone Company as seven minutes,

is that correct?16

A That is correct, from these records.

Q What is the most amount of time that -- the

time of information that can be missing from that cassette

20 according to your calculations?

A The duration of the conversation, to the

termination of the call, was six minutes four seconds,

56 seconds maximum.
23

0 That is maximum?

A Yes. Assuming this is exact counting of25



seven minutes.

a Assuming -- well, isn't it a fact the

practice of certain phone comanies is to --

MR. DUFFY: Objection.

MR. BEN-VEWISTE: Talking about the Bell

Telephone Company of South Florida'

THE COURT: Mr. fuffy wants to argue his

Own objection.

MR. DUFFY: I heard enough of the question

to object because he's asking this witness who is

not an expert in telephone billing practice what the

practice of the phone company is. He is incompetent

MR. PUCCIO: r will go on.

o I assume you have seen telephone toll records

before?

A My own persona records.

o Those are the only ones you have seen?

A Yes.

Q With respect to the second call, that you

made reference to, the one on the 31st of July, 1979,

how long was that call timed by you?

A Again, the conversation from the first word

that is audible to the point where they hang .p, four minte

43 seconds.
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2 According to the records of the telephone

3 company, what is recorded as the time of that call?

I MR. DUFFY: Objection.

5 THE COURT: What grounds?

6 MR. DUFFY: I think he has to tell the witness

7 how many calls are on that bill for that day.

$ THE COURT: If the witness has any troubLe --

9 A There is a check mark that has been placed

o on the record here. I assume that is the one you are

11 referring to?

12 MR. BEN-VflJISTE: There are two calls, we

13 will stipulate to the length of both of those calls.

11 0 at are the two calls?

S In terms of length.

16 A The one with the check mark is Six minutes

17 in duration.

is THE COURT: There is another one the same

11 data?

THE WITNESS: Yes, from Camden, New Jersey,

21 shows nine minutes in duration.

a Does the six minute call show the number that

23 was called?

A Yes, it does.

25 9 is that the sa-e number as the nine minute cal
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of is it a different number?

A That is the same number as the nine minute

call.

Q W

A T

other one 5:49.

the mes

the te

respect

coverec

bat are the times?

he six minute call originates 5:12 and the

Q With respect to the six minute call, what is

at amount of information that could be nissig?

A (No response.)

o In terms of time?

MR. DUFFY: Objection.

MR. BEN-VENIST: Objection. We can stipulate

it's either one of two things, depending on the

phone company's practice in South Florida.

MR. pUCCrOt I will go on, Judge.

THE DOURT; All right.

0 Professor, did you testify concerning all

sts that you made?

A I believe so.

O Were there any tests that you made with

* to dropping the recording equipment that were nt

in your direct examination?

A With regard to dropping the --

o You tapped it or dropped it?

8- 77 ( S-14(Pt 1) BLH
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provided for

0

Weiss-cross-Puccjo

We dropped everyone of the tape recorders

the test.

Did you drop each one of them a number of

A Yes.

o Did you make reference in your direct testlon,

this morning to everyone of the drops?

A NO, I illustrated some typical ones.

0 NOw, is it fair to say that dropping of a

tape recorder could have caused a different magnetic pattern

than the one you illustrated?

A Could have caused a different one?

o Yes.

A I am not sure what you mean.

* Could the dropping of a tape cause . different

magnetic pattern then you illustrated?

A The only thing that might be different if it

did not cause a disturbance to occur---

0 It could have been a break or stop that would

have caused , different magnetic pattern depending on the

floor that the recorder was dropped on?

A I am not quite sure what you are referring

o Wasn't the type of service that the recorder
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2 was dropped on -- wouldn't that have soe effect on the

pattern shown on the screen?

I A It might have a slight effect.

Q Did you drop these recorders on various

I different surfaces?

7A I did.

10 (Continued on next page.)

II

12

13

11

Is

16

17

Is

19

21

22

25
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2 CONTINUED CROSS EXNA4flATION

3 By MR. PUCCIOt

4 What kind of surfaces did you drop them on?

5 . Three. The first was on to . quilt, a thin

6 one that was on an asphalt tile floor. The second one on

7 a piece of indoor-outdoor carpet and the third was on to

8 a thicker piece of outdoor carpeting. We had acquired

9 two samples.

10 Isn't it a fact that even if the tape

recorder were dropped, the drop could be totally uneventful

12 insofar as the magnetic display is concerned?

13A We saw no examples of that.

14 Every time you drop a recorder, it's going

is to show up somewhere?

16 . Those recorders, yes.

17 Now, you were advised that not all the

Is tapes used were brand new tapes, isn't that correct?

19 A I' not sure.

IS I MR. BEN-VENISTE: I object. Obviously they

V were not brand new at the tie analyzed.

22 With respect to the tape of 7/29, it

23 became - - it was quite apparent to you that that tape

24 had been used Over, is that right?

25 A NO, it. nOt at all right.
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2 Didn't that tape - - were you advised that

3 some of the tapes Used had been recorded on before the

recording appeared which you examined?

5 . MR. BEN-VENISTE: I object to the for, of

6 the question, and it's contrary to the testimony

of the witness who made the tape recording.

THE COURT: Overruled.

I You may answer.

WThe only thing I - - The only thing I was

11 told to my recollection, is that the witness obtained

1 those recordings, those tapes himself, that occasion he

13 was provided those tapes by the F.B.I. but those

14 particular ones he obtained himself as to whether they

15 had been previously used or not, no one knew.

16 MR. PUCCIO: I don't think I have anything

else.

Is REDIRECT EXAMINATIONO

11 BY MR. BEN-VENISTE.

0 0 I would like to hand out to the jurors

V Exhibit T17 Your Honor, which is free the July 29th

2 onversation. Itts at Page 3. This was a page that had

" not been provided originally to the jurors. There is an

24 Indication on the exhibit where the break in the conversation

23 Occurs. May 1, YOUr Honor?
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I THE COURT: Yes. TI was received in

3 evidence.

SMR. BEN-VENISTE; I will band this up to

I the court, a copy of -

MR. PUCCIO: Your Manor, I don't have any

more questions.

aProfessor Weiss, with respect to the

questions Mr. Pueto addressed to you concerning the time,

10 the duration of the two tapes, one was 6:04 sonds.

11 a 6 minutes, 4 seconds.

12 0 6 minutes, 4 seconds, and the billing on that

13 was seven minutes.

14 In terms of what is possible, and assuming

is that the Phoe Company billing is correct, if the Phone

16 Company gives the consonsr the benefit of the doubt,

17 how, much conversation could be nissing - -

Is MR. PUCCIOz Your Honor, I thought - -

1i Well, I object. The professor has no knowledge of

20 such matters. If he claims he now has knowledge.

21 THE COURT: The question is whether he can

21 add or subtract. Do we need a professor for that?

23 MR. BEN-VENISTE; I don't treSt so own

24 abilities in that regard, Your Honor.

25 THE WITNESS: ell, it depends on what you
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mean by the benefit.

Well, there is a bill for seven minutes.

Suppose the phone company gave the consumer

credit for a bill that A, a conversation of seven minutes

and 59 seconds and they said let's call that seven minutes.

A. In that case, you would have close to two

minutes.

4 With respect to the July 31 conversation,

which was clocked by you at four minutes and 43 seconds

and was billed at, let's take for sake of argument, six

minutes.

L Well, then there would be a minute and

quarter.

~And that would be, at the outside'
A. You said six minutes is what the billing was.

That would be two minutes 17 seconds.

0 It would be one minute

L One and a quarter or two and a quarter

minutes, roughly.

q Well, in terms of the length of speech,

if a conversation, I take it you're familiar with speech

patterns?

yes, sir.

A conversation such as uttering words, it's
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2 all B.S., it's all play acting, how long does it take for

that?

4 . A couple of seconds. I will tell you

$ more accurately - - (Pause) that's about ten words, it

I might be threseconds. It might be four seconds.

7 p Clearly within the framework of what is missing

a in this conversation, is that correct?

9 Well -

10 4 That is itis possible that those words were

11 uttered Within the framework of the timing of these

', conversations?

3 A. Certainly.

14 Q Now, with respect to the dropping of the

is tape recorder, why did you use indoor-outdoor carpeting

t6 to drop it on?

17 A. We had been informed that that was the

Is condition of the place in which the telephone recording

19 had been made, that there was some indoor-outdoor carpetint

20 .n concrete flooring.

21 4 So you tried to approximate the exact

conditions as they were told to you. used by the person

IS making the recording?

N L That's correct.

25 0 Now, is there any qneston in your mind,
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2 Professor, that when you drop a tape recorder from a

3 surface such as the courtroom table on to a piece of

indoor-outdoor carpeting that the results that you get

5 will he inconsistent with those that you get when you

simply manually turn off the tape recorder?

A If we make that Lanier A.C. recording, yes.

8 0 That was the tape recorder used in this

9 case?

W . Yes.

11 Is there any doubt in your mind that the stops

12 on the two evidence tapes, 739rand 721 were the result

13 of a deliberate mental stop of the recorder?

1A No doubt.

is MR. BEI-VNISTE: Nothing further.

6 MR. PUCCI.: No questions.

17 MR. DUFfl: I have two that were prompted

Is by the cross examination only.

19 THE COURT: proceed.

20 CROSS EXAM4INATTON

21 By MR. DUFFY:

72 You said we were told sometimes t e r.B.I.

23 provided the tapes but in this case he bought the tapes

21 himself, is that what you were told?

5 A. Yes.
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2 Who told you that?

3 A. Mr. Ritenour.

4 From the F.B.I.?

$ x Yes.

6 Hesaid these tapes, the ones in evidence,

we didn't provide to Mel, he bought these himself?

8 A That's correct.

9 0 NoW, so I understand what happens aen a

10 tape recorder that is running is dropped, Would it be a

11 fair characterization of what you're telling us, that

w2 hen that tape recorder that is in the record mode is

]a dropped, it leaves the - the head leaves . signature that

14 says I was dropped when I was on?

is We're talking about the Lanier machine, yes.

16 Q Did you find any such message to you?

7 x On the test recording, no.

tOn the ones that Mel Weinberg did?

A9 NO.

20 MR. DIFY: That's all.

2 TEE WI
TBESS: May we take a brief recess

so I can clear the area?

STHE COURT: Can you do it quickly?

24THE WITNESS: yes.

TIE COURT: Get it out ot here.
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D ONALD V. RI TE ! U R. 3R., having

3 been duly sworn, testified as foll st

S DIRECT EXAMINATION

5 BY MR. BEN-VERISTE:

6 q M. Ritenour, you were present when

I Professor Weiss performed the test that he described

8 here in court?

9 x Yes, was.

10 And sir, did you tell Mr. Weiss that Mr.

11 Weinberg had used tapes in making the July 29 and July 31

12 recordings, that he had purchased himself, as opposed

13 to having received them from the F.B.I.?

14 . What I specifically told him was, that

is I had talked with Mr. Weinbert who stated that if the

,e magnetic tape cassettes were of a brand other than Maxwell

17 Arpex. that they were not furnished by the F.B.I.

1s that they were tapes that he either purchased or had

I? already had in his possession.

20 Do you happen to knOw of your o n kowledge

21 whether that is consistent with his trial testimony here?

A. No, I don't kn..

23 MR. PUCCIO: I object, Your Honor.

24 THE COURT: He doesn't know.

25 Did you tell Prfessor Weiss that these tapes
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2 tapes had been reused by Mr. Weinberg?

3 X I told him chat they may have been.

10 Where did you get that information fro,

sir?

*A gross Mr. Weinberg.

7 a What did Mr. Weinberg tell you and when did

a he tell you that?

9 A. Over the period - - this was probably

In August 7, 1980.

1 Q. How do you. fix that date?

12 A Because this is the initial day that I

13 transported five magnetic tape cassettes to Mr. Weis'

14 office at Queens College for his examination.

i5 Q All right.

16 And you had a conversation with M. Weinber,?

17 A Yes, I did.

18 And you said Mr.weinberg, there is an

l9 allegation that there is some anomalies on these tapes,

20 we need to understand what happened, in substance?

21 I No, there was a request -

0 Did you tell Mr. Weinberg that you wanted

23 to know information about how these recordings were

24 made?

25 A yes, I told him that I wanted to know how
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2 he uSed the recorder in making the report.

3 0 Did he tellyou how the machinary was set

4 up when he made the recordings in July of 19791

A. I don't specifically - - not specifically

at that time. He spoke in generalities as to the way the

recorder and the attendant equipment that he used with it

were set up during the time he was making the recording.

4 And did you ask him specifically with

10 respect to the July conversation, once you knew that those

were in issue, how he had set up his equipment at that

17 time?

13 A I asked him if he recalled at that time.

14 And what did he say?

A. & He said that his noral method of operation-

16 a Did he say he recalled specifically?

17 He said that he recalls specifically on the

is 29th of having pulled the recorder off of the table on to

19 the floor.

2A 4 And what about on the 31st?

2 As reCall, M indicated that this type of

21 event happened any nuhre of times while he was making these

23 recordings and it was very possible that it fell off on

24 that date also.

25 4 Did he tell you, Sir, whether he had the
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telephone on the table or on the floor on those occasions?

A. I don't recall asking him specivically where

the telephone set itself was located.

a Do you recall him saying where it was located?

a No, I do not.

p DO you recall asking hm whether he purchased

the tapes himself or whether the F.B.I. provided them to

him?

a. I dont recall specivically whether I asked

him that question or whether he volunteered the information.

a When did you obtain the information,

whichever way it came out?

a This would have been approximately August 7,

19S0.

a )ind what did he say?

a. He said that if the tapes were not Maxell

Tapes or they were not ANex Tspes, that they were tapes

that he either purchased or that he had in hxs house or

wherever from that he had used earlier.

aAnd did he tell you that he had recorded - .

Strike that.

Did he not tell you that he had been instructed

to use a fresh tape for each tape recording he was supposed

to make?
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2 a No, he didn't.

3 q Did he tell you that he had reused tapes

4 in connection with the., specific instances?

A He told me that if it was other than a

I Maxelj or Ampex Tape, that it may have been a previously

used tape and he stated that in one instance, he specifically

a recalls placing the recorder in the record mode to allow it

to operate to erase whatever he had previously had on the

10 tape -

1 Q. Now,does that information throw any light at

12 all on whether the machine was dropped or manually stopped?

13 A. As for as the stop transients that are

14 observed on the two tapes, it allows the possibility of

is them having stopped by falling off the table or a means

16 other than manual operation.

p7a Because they arc re-eorded?

A. The recording - -

19 q That has nothing to do with it, does it?

20 A No, this refers to the 7/29 events.

21 1. I'm only talking about the re-recordings

22 sir, so that we understand it, as it effects whether the,

23 machine was dropped or not dropped?

24 A It has absolutely no effect on it.

23 M. EN-WNISTE: I have no further questions.
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TiHE COURT: Mr. Dtffy?

MR. DUFFY: Mr. Bon-Veniste reminds me that

Mr. Pucoio weet first the last time. I don't want

to go out of order.

TIT COURT: I don't know what you're talking

about,

MR. DUFFY: All right. I'll go.

CROSS EX.INATTON

BY MR. DUFFY:

Dfid Mel Weinberg tell you where the table

was on which he had the tape recorder when he made these

two tapes, I mean, the position in the room, not the

state?

a

me that this

Florida.

It', my understand from what Mr. Weinberg told

was a screen room outside of a trailer in

q Did he tell you where the table was with

respect to a wall Or anything like that?

A No, he did not.

0 Did he particularize or review how he

knocked the tape recorder off or pulled it off?

A. Yes, he did.

O Dow did he do that?

a He stated that it was his custom to
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2 particularly sit in a chair beside the table, of the

recorder placed onthe table, with the with an

I induction coil plugged into the recorder, into the

microphone input, the other end being attached to the

6 receiver of the telephone. and that he would frequently

I lean back in his chair while he was talking or sometimes

. would lean forward and cross the cord going from the

9 earpiece to the recorder while he was talking on the

I0 phone, he made notes, causing the recorder to turn over

I1 on the table or turn over on the table and fall on the

2 floor, which sometimes resulted in the cord coming out.

13 He stated that he did not know if the recorder stopped,

Ii that he would simply pick the recorder up, place the plug

i5 or the jack or the induction coil back into the microphone

16 input and activate the record button to make sure that

17 the unit was continuing to operate.

8. q Now, you're the F.B.I.'s expert, are you

19 not, audio - -

N I am an expert of the F.B.I.

V * You testify in court about tapes and their

22 verity and their integrity, do you not?

2A . That's correct.

2 You were present when Professor Weiss was

25 conducting the test that he testified to this morning, were

S2 077 O-81- 135 Pt. ) BIR
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2 yOU not?

3 A yes. I was.

4 That was your job, wasn't it?

SA. At that time, yes.

6 Q Well, I don't mean to embrace the entire scope

7 of your employment, but when we made a demand to get the

0 tape recorders and the tapes delivered to our experts,

9 you were the fellow from the F.B.I. picked to go out

10 there with that equipment and with the tapes to observe

I the testing, .ere you not?

12 . Yes, I was. It's not normally part of my

13 job to do this.

]4 a Whatever your job description, you were

in the room with these two gentlemen when they conducted

6 the tests that lead to the testimony this morning, weren't

j7 your

a A. That's correct.

19 And you talked to Mel Weinberg about it,

20 did you not?

A. yes, I did.

N D And that was before Mel Weinberg went on

23 the stand, wasn't it?

2A A The time period that I talked to Mel

25 Weinberg in relation to the making of these tape recorders
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2 is between approximately August 7, 1980, and August 14, 196D.

3 I don't recall having any conversations with him after

that tine.

5 a nd you said you asked him, Mel, what

6 happened, isnt" that right?

. I asked him how he operated the recorder,

what circumstances he remembered regardLng its operation.

BBecause you knew what our experts were

1 looking for, isn't that right?

A No, I did not.

1 p You had no idea what they were looking

13 for?

14 A No, I did not.

A5 Are you telling this jury, under oath, that

16 you were not told by Mr. Ben-Veniste and me in Mr.

] p Duceiosa office on the 6th of August, precisely what we

. were looking for, whether or not the tape recorder was

9 droPPed?

You knew that, didn't you?

A. In an authenticity

22 w will you answer my question, sir?

23 Are you denying, under oath, to this jur,

2 that Richard Ben-Veniste and John Duffy told you that we

25 wanted these tapes examined and the machines examined
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because we were challenging Weinberg's testimony in

3 Philadelphia that he had dropped the machines?

4 DO you deny that?

K I was told that you wanted the tapes

6 examined. I was tot specifically advised as to the exact

7 events that you were expecting to find or were expecting

8 to have examined on the recordings - -

9 q I am going to ask the question once more

10 a little differently.

11 MX. PUCCIO: If it is d different question,

12 1 will withdraw my objection.

13 D Do you deny that Richard Ben-Veniste and

14 I told you the day we met you in Mr. Pucciots office

is that we wanted our experts to examine those tape recorders

16 and the tapes to find out whether Mel Weinberg lied when

17 he dropped them?

Is MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

19 THE COURT: Overruled.

20 Do you deny that?

21 I don't recall the specific examination

22 of the tapes to determine whether or not the recorders

23 had been dropped.

24 I'll ask the question again.

25 I ae not talking about the tests, sir; I am
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2 talking about your conversation with Ben-Venirte and

Duffy.

SDo you retme.bor us telling you in Mr. Puocio '

office in front of Mr. Pucio and in front of Mr. Sharf,

6 that we wanted the tapes examined to dispute Weinberg's

claim that he dropped the recorders when the tapes were on?

8 Do you remember us telling you that?

9 I don't remember that specific claim.

10 B Do you deny that we told you that?

11 & I don't recall it.

12 q But while these experts were making your

13 examinatio n , you qot in daily huddles with Mel Weinberg,

14 isn't that true, to tell him what was going on?

1U X No.

16 My. DUFFYt That's all.

17 THE COURT: Mr. Cacheris? Mr. Brown?

i0 MR. BROWNt Yes.

19 CROSS ExAMINAToIN

20 BY MR. BROWN

21 a Did I understand you to say that Mel Weinberg

22 told you that when he played the recordings, you took

23 notes?

24 . He said that occasionally he would make

25 notes. fe didn't say that he made noteswhen he made the
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2 recordings.

3 a He said occasionally - Would you repeat

I that?

SHe didn't say he took notes at the time of

6 the recording, is that orrect?

A He said that he would occasionally lean

Forward to write something down.

9 That's what I thought you said.

10 He would occasionally lean forward to write

ii something down?

12 x Right, but he pade no indication that he

13 made notes of the phone calls. In fact, on many occasions,

14 he said he had wished he had kept some type of log regarding

i1 the incidents that occurred when he made the recordings

16 so that there wouldn't be any question as to what happened

17 with respect to the recordings.

SBut there are such questions because he

19 didn't keep that log, isn't that right; is that what he said?

20 MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

21 THE COURT; Sustained.

22 Implicit in that, the fact that he said he

23 wished he had kept such records so there would be no

24 question as to the tapes, lent' that right?

25 MR. PUCCIO: Objection.
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THE COURT: Sustained.

If it's implicit, then it's argument.

MR. BROWN: Thank you, Your Honor.

4 What was it that Mr. Weinberg told you with

6 respect to the taking of notes and why he wished he had?

Would you repeat that for me, please?

. He stated - - he mentioned taking notes,

I writing something down as a part of his explanation as

to what happened to the recorder, why it was knocked over

or why it was knocked to the floor.

12 It was during my discussions with him during

13 the period of August 7, and then again around August 14,

I4 that he had mentioned that he wished he had kept some

15 type of log so that he could better recall or explain

any incidents that occurred with respect to the operation

7 of the recorder. We might subsequently raise any type

If of question.

9 So he specifically referred to the fact

20 that he wasn't taking notes but a log which would record

2 whatever happened at whatever time?

22 X No, he said he wished he had checked the log,

23 that he had not made any notes regarding the operation

24 of the recorder during these conversations.

25 1 Then what was it he leaned over to write down
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2 at the time of recording, if %. told you?

3 A He didn't tell ae, I have no idea.

I If he didn't keep a record of the log,

S then what he was writing would refer to something besides

6 the lob, is that right?

7 X MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

s q As best you understood his answer.

9 : t could have been anything.

10 MR. BR041: Thank you.

THE COURT: Any questions, Mr. Puccio?

REDIRECT EXAI4iNATION

BY MR. PUCCIO;

14 R Do you accept Professor Weiss' conclusions

1 without reservations?

16 A. No, I don't.

q What reservations do you have, very briefly?

a A. An obvious observation was made by Rir.

19 Weiss in my presence regarding the July 29th cassette

Is because one of the safety tabs had been apparently punched

21 out as it was now filled in with some othersubstance.

V Norally. I knock out a safety tab in order

23 to prevent accidental recording on a cassette. For

24 example, if you recorded some music, and you wanted to

25 preserve that music, if your daughter was playing in a



2 concern, for example,* y-, Zid ,nnh ct the sactC ,

3 o yau wotdnt auia in.. rcot " over t 't music c~in.

4 Now, if you wanted to reuse that cassette for

some reason, it would be necessary to fill in that hole

6 2herut the snet teb had been punched out, so u con 4

a7ai, , place the recorder in the racori -ode, t's a

safety device.

r. ':eiss had this prcblc., du-nr hts

o making of the tc.t recordings during the drcp touess;

one of the safety tabs got punched out accidentally and

he simply placed a piece of tape ovr the hole so he couiM

continue recording on the same cassette,

In this case, wr 1ad s block Iac-d L,

this hole so the set could again be recorded or,. This, t

16 me, is an obvious indication that the Cassette had Lad

17 information on it previously and for some reason someildy

e8 wanted to again record information on this cassette. SO

hey simly blocked the hole and >ey could ,ot -

2 another recording on the cassette.

21 This would be insistentt with the

'2 over-recordiny which Kr. eiss described on the 7/29/79

23 cassette recording.

24 AS far as the recorder stopping, the redOrdrs

Is had a tendenly to La, %irly" .asily. ad during the tst
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that he conducted, I observed Mr. Weiss tap each of the

3 five, each of the five cassette recorders on a table,

4 just like a table tap, indicating, sometimes they

$ would stop and sometimes they would not. Sometimes they

6 would go into the record mode to stop; sometimes from

7 the record mode to the play mode, which means that the

. tape continued to advance. The recorder Would drop from

9 basically table height. Each of the five were dropped

it from basically table height on to a floor, a very hard

11 surface with a very thin quilting offering almost no

12 protection to the recorder, which caused them to strike

13 the floor very violently.

14 The five recorders were dropped - - well,

four of the recorders were dropped five times each on to

6 the floor by sliding them off of the shelf with a cord,

17 with In -L- shaped jack, similar to the jack on the

ie conduction earpiece that Mr. Weinberg provided to me,

19 which I provided to mr. Weiss.

20 The fifth recorder failed to operate after

21 the second drop on the floor. It broke. So that ends

22 the testing of the fifth recorder.

23 on a subsequent occasion, I again took these

24 recorders plus another one to MR. Weiss for his

examinatioi. At this time, he acquired two rug staples.
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2 He then used the four recorders, four of the recorders

3 which were still operative, using the telephone induction

pickup withe the angular Jack. He slid them off to the

floor, at least once on to each carpet sample so we now

6 have an additional series of tests that wee conducted.

7 So from the tapping on the table, we went to dropping,

a droppin, on the floor.

9 (Continued on following page)

10

11

12

13

'5

16

17

11
19

22

23

24

25
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CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. PUCCIO:

0 Mr. Ritenour. do you agree with Professor

$ Weiss' conclusion that the two tapes, that is the 29th

6 and 31st of July tapes, were not dropped, but were

intentionally turned off?

Do you agree with that without any reserva-

tion?

10 A No, that is what I was getting at.

II MR. PUCCIOt I don't have anything else.

12 THE COURT: Any other questions?

13 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Yes, your Honor.

14 REDIRECT EXAINATION

15 BY MR. BEN-VENISTE:

6 Q Did you perform any tests such as Professor

:7 wsiss performed, sir?

IB A I performed a very simple stop, start test

19 on each of the six Lanier cassette recorders involved and

20 prepared time wave displays of those tests.

21 I did not have access to the recorders in

2 my laboratory to drop them. We do not conduct an examinatio

23 unless the tape has previously been examined by someone,

24 the areas which are contested specifically identified, and

23 then we look at the areas which are either confirmed or
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2 rejected in the earlier hypothesis.

In this case I had not --

4 0 I'm asking you whether you did the tests, sir?

5 A I didn't drop the recorders, no.

6 0 You knew from at least August 7th before the

7 trial started from Weinberg that he says that on those

$ tapes what happened was he dropped the machine off the table

9 right?

A Yes.

I1 0 From that time until today you never tried

12 to duplicate what Weinberg said happened in your own rBI

13 laboratory, is that correct?

14 A That is correct.

0 With respect to what Professor Weiss did,

16 you say he tapped the Machine, isn't it a fact that he

17 slar
m
ed the machine on to the table to simulate a drop of

is a -CG force of one?

A He did not slam the recorder on the table in

20 the manner you demonstrated. If you like to give me the

2l recorder I would be happy to demonstrate.

22 0 Be my guest.

A I have placed the recorder in the record mode

24 basically by --

05 0 I'm asking you how he smacked the machine, not
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2 the --

3 MR. PUCCID: I object.

THE COURT: Sustained. You asked him to

demonstrate how he did it.

6 MR. BEN-ICNTSTZ: Yes, sir.

0 That is your idea of a tap?

A As compared to a drop on the floor, absolutely.

9 When you tap it like that, did yen do a test

10 to show what happens when the trauma is applied to the tape?

i) A I did not perform this type of test.

12 0 Even when you performed a test when the machine

13 is banged the way you displayed in the Courtroom what you

14 see on there is not the same as What you see when somebody

g, oes like that (indicating) right?

R6 A Right or wrong, I don't think that is correct.

17 Q you say that you see the same thing when the

machine is slammed on the table as when you simply turn off

the switch?

20 A When this recorder is -- strikes a table or

21 the floor, if it strikes . position, the tape is moving

22 vertically straight up and down, therefore Say not be sideways

23 motion which was exhibited on the photograph which is

indicative of , recorder failing on its side. ,

2s Therefore, it could be dropped in such a manner
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2 as to shut off and not show anything other than a normal

3 stop or start.

4 Q Let's go back, when you say it could be,

did you take that machine into your FBI laboratory, slam

it on the table or drop it on the floor so that it landed

on the edge and performed the same test?

MR. PUCCIO: Judge, it's been asked and

I answered- He said he performed no tests.

0 THE COURT: A long time ago.

11 0 All you are doing is speculating what may have

12 been as opposed to actually doing the test?

13 MR. PUCCIO: I object, it's argumentative.

14 THE COURT: Sustained.

5 0 Is your testimony based on other than specula-

16 tion?

i MR. PO 0IO: I object.

a THE COURT: Overruled.

9 I In terms of that speculation -

A It.s not mere speculation, it's based on

21 familiarity with the operation of tape recorders and what

22 1 observed to be the characteristics of it.

23 0 You did not do a test to see if your

24 familiarity had any relationship with what actually happened

25 if you had taken the time to drop the recorder?
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2 ME. pUCCI0: Objection.

3 THE COURT: Sustained.

1 With respect to the hole being punched out

$ and filled back in again, that had nothing to do with the

wave forms that would be produced when a machine was dropped

is that correct?

A Yes.

0 You are now addressing yourself, whether this

10 was a recording or not, when you talk about that area --

11 wouldn't the fact that a tape which had been punched out and

12 la
t
er filled in again be consistent with a person who

13 after having made a recording punching it out in accordance

14 with the proper procedure so that there is no more recording

15 say if a person didlnit like what they heard and then filled

16 in that little tab so that he could erase a portion of the

17 taPe .-

MR. PUCCIO I object.

19 Do you understand the question?

THE COURT: DO yoU?

THE WITNESS; Yes, I do.21

22 THE COURT: Overruled. He may answer.

A Yes, that is always . possibility.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Thank you. Nothing further.

THE COURT: Any other questions?
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2 MR. DUFFY: It comes from Mr. Puccio, si.

3 THE COURT: It's always his fault.

MR. DUFPY: I am not ascribing guilt, your

5 Honor.

THE COURT: I understand, that is your

function. Re-recress.

B RE-RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. DUFFY:

0 Back to the safety clip, the two little things

that the Professor told us you can pull off and block

2 recording on Side A or one --

3A Usually its a plastic tab to punch out.

4 0 Tab A and Tab D?

A If YOU Ilke.

Q Tab A controls side A?

7 A In the upper left hand corner as you are

IS looking front side of the tape.

19 0 You are an expert in this area?

A Yes.

21 Y you testified in Court before?

22 A yes.

23 0 HoW many occasions have you testified involvin

2 dropped recorders and how they Were turned off?

25 A (No response.)

82-077 0-S1--136 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2 0 Ever?

A Ever? None.

0 Now many tests have you done to determine

what happened or dropped recorders?

6 A I haven't done any-

7 9 you didn't do any in this case?

MR. PUCCM: That has been asked and anared

MR. DUIFY: Not by me. Judge.

TOE COURT: It's argumentative. Isn't it?

U MR. DUFFY: Yes, sir.

12 Q back to Tab A, if the Professor records his

13 daughter in concert, if he ever gets there, on Tab A, Side

11 A of a brand new cassette -- do you follow me?

is A Yes.

16 0 Then he removed Tab A so that that music

17 is pr served?

1i A Yes.

il 0 Then he goes into the second movement where

she made a mistake and he wants to erase that part, what

71 does he have to do to get the cassette back in the machine

to go through that first four or five minutes and get to the

23 part he wants to erase? Doesn't he have to replace Tab A?

21 A Not to play the tap, forward it to the place.

a Q hea he wants to get -- doesn't he have to
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replace the -

A

0

clip, scot

A

0

Tab A and

can rec

He has to block the hole.

Replace it with something, a bobbypn. paper

ch tape?

Something, but not within that realm.

He plugs that hole left by the removal of

now he is able to erase?

A yes.

* From the point he commences his erasure, he

ord without disturbing what goes before?

A That is correct.

a Let's parley that into a conversation, if I

talk to you on the telephone, and I have conversation that

leads into an area I don't want to perpetuate, but I

record the whole conversation and I remove Tab A to preserve

it, and later determine that when e come to the part where

we are talking about play acting, I want to take that out.

can I plug Tab A again and erase fro. that portion on?

A You can. yes.

o Then couldn't I get back on the telephone

and record right oer it?

A (No response.)

o In another call of six minuteS,verss nine

minutes -- could I do that?
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2 A Yes.

3 MR. DUFFy: That is all.

THE COURT: Any other questions?

5 Thank you, you may step down Mr. Ritenour.

Next witness.

MR DEN-VENISTE: Agent Boutwell.

a J. G A A Y 80 U T W E L I, a witness called

9 herein, was sworn by the Clerk of the Court and

10 testified as follows:

11 DIRECT EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. BEN-VENISFE:

13 MR. BEN-VENISTE: May I proceed?

1A THE COURT: You may proceed.

15 0 Agent Boutwell, you are a Special Agent with

6 the FBI?

17 A That is Correct.

a Q You know Mel Weinberg

A I ao.

20 0 Were you the case agent in the Pittsburgh

21 fraud investigation?

A Yes.n

23 0 Does that mean you were in charge of that

23 24 investigation?

A That is true.
25
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There came a time when you had enough evidence

Mr. Weinberg, is that correct?

Yes.

He was arrested by agents in New York, is that

A

d

A

p

did ho not?

A

plead guilty

Yes.

He was subsequently indicted?

Yes.

He plead guilty to all counts of the indictmeri,

He plead guilty. I can't recall if he

to all the counts.

Q You were interested in that case in terms of

locating victims?

A Yes.

o I believe in the indictment there is statement

that in excess of $200,000 was swindled out of the victims

by M. Weinberg?

A That is the total figure, yes.

Q Is that simply on the basis of all the

victims you were able to locate?

MR. FUcCTO: I object.

THE COURT: Sustained.

a With respect to Mr. Weinberg, did there come a
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when you learned he was the -- he was supposedly cooperating

3 with the FBI?

A Yes.

0 Did you have , chance to talk with him after

6 his entry of a guilty plea?

7 A Yes.

0 Did Mr. Weinberg at anytime tell you about

9 other individuals with whom he was cooperating in the

10 perpetration of the London Investors fraud?

1] A I am sorry, would you repeat that.

12 Q Let me try it again.

13 Agent Boutwell, Mr. Weinberg testified in this

14 Courtrom that he was sort of a franchiser of this fraud.

is Other con men came in and he allowed them to use this fraud

16 in return for some kind of a payment.

17 Did Mr. Weinberg back in 1977 tell you anythir

Is about this?

19 MR. PUCCIO: I object, your Honor. It's

20 collateral.

2t M . BEN-VENISTE: It goes to motive, your

Honor.

THE COURT: Sustained.

20 0 Did you at any point debrief Mr. Weinberg?

MR. PUCCIO: Same objection, Judge.
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THE COURT: Overruled.

A My discussions with Mr. Weinberg centered

around London Investments which was my interest.

Q Did he at any time provide you with information

6 other than about London Investors?

7 MR. PUCCIO: Objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Read the question.

9 (LaSt question read by the Reporter.)

0 THE COURT: Overruled-

A In what context? That is pretty broad.

12 0 In the context of his either volunteering or

13 you asking htn questions?

11 A About himself?

15 0 Yes.

Is Frauds he had been involved with.

17 A NO.

is Q Is there any record as far as you know in the

19 CBI of Weinberg sitting down and telling some agent all the

20 frauds he had been involved in?

21 A Not to my knowledge.

22 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Nothing further.

23 (Continued on next page.,

24

,a
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2 THE COURT: Mr. Duffy?

MR. DUFFY: yes, your Honor.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. DUFFY.

Q Agent Boutwell, where were you working

7 then, back when -- when was it '74, '77?

$ A Seventy-seven, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

9 Q At that time.did you know John Good ?

A I had so. phcne conversations with him

So-mtime during 1977.

12 a When you were Working on the case of Mel

13 Weinberg and the London Invastmunts. wore you acquainted

with John Good before the arrest?'4

A I ame sure I talked to him om the phone'5

in connection with a case.

17 0 When you brought Mel Wtinber% to Pittsburgh

or when he was brought to Pittsburgh, were you in on theIs

Court proceedings?'9

A Yes.
20

Q Did you fully expect That he was going to21

get a jail sentence when he pled guilty?22

A I had no Understanding other than the fact23

it was up to the Judge.
24

Q Yo1u were in court the day he was sentenced
25
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2 to three years in jail?

3 A yes.

O After that, the FBI went to bat for him

and got the sentence changed, is that correct?

6 A That is really not By recollection.

o You weren't in on that, were you?

A Well, I have no recollection of us going

to bat for Mr. Weinberg to get the --

Q When you say us, you are considering the

FBI or referring to Pittsburgh and New York --

A Referring to Pittsburgh and New York.

3 Are you saying that the agents from Happhaug

14 didn't go to bat for Mel Weinberg or don't you know?

is A I can't answer that in thatform. You will

i6 have to be more specific.

17 Did anybody in the Pittsburgh agency of the

M FBI try to get Mel Weinberg out of going to jail?

A Mr. Weinbergs possible contribution to the

FBI was made known to the Judge. yes.

21 Q Aud by the Pittsburgh people?

A I wa* part of that.22

23 Q Who were the rest of --

24 A Jack McCarthy. John McCaethy.

25 0 The fellow wo testified this morning?
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I A Yes.

3 0 How about Mr. Good, John Good?

4 A Kyron fuller --

5 0 How about Mr. Good?

A I had no personal contact with Mr. Good.

7 Q You are aware he wrote a letter?

A I understand there was a letter.

9 Q This occurred after the Judge refused to put

10 him on probation and sentenced him to Jail?

A I don't know the time period. I was not

12 involved in that.

13 MR. DUFFY: That is all.

14 TE COURT: Mr. Cacheris?

Is MR. CACHERIS: NO.

T1lE COURT: Mr. Brown?

17 MR. BROWNs Mo.

1s THE COURT: Mr. pucico?

ME. PUtCCIOs Nothing, your H6,ou.

O THE COURT: Thank you, you May step dow .

Rext witness.
21

M. BEN-VENISTEi John Good, your Honor.

JOHN G 0OD, called as a witness, having23

24 been first duly sworn by the Clark of the Court

and testified as follow.,25
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THE CLER; State your name for the record?

3 7WE WITNESS: John F. Good. G-o-o-d.

MR. BEN-VENISTEI May I proceed?

THE COURT: Yes.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. BEN-VENISTE:

Q Mr. Good, who travelled with Mr. Weinberg

to New York on the 23rd of Janhuary, 1980, if you know?

A I don't know who travelled with him to

Now York, he was met by an agent upon his arrival.

2 As far as you know, he did not - he was

:3 s nt accompanied by an FBI agent . the airplane?

14 A As far as I know, he wasn't.

Is 0 And the agent who met him was Bruce Brady?

16 A Yes.

17 Q He works for you?

1. A yea.

19 0 You, supervised Bruoe Brady?

A Yes.20

21 0 When did you Learn that Mr. Weinberg was

mising something?

A Upon his arrival at the hotel.

74 0 What did he tell you?

25 A He indicated that his bag was broken into
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during transit and cigars and three or four tapes were missi

0 That his bags were broken into?

A

0

cigars were

A

0

A

Q

A

0

and the ta

A

placed at

Q

A

0

A

Q

A

a

on in Jaiu

A

0

Bag.

And three N or four tapes were issuing and

e missing?

Yes.

Did he say how many cigars?

Not to y recollection.

Did he say how many bags were broken into?

one of his bags.

Did he say where he had placed the cigars

Les which were missing?

I don't recall where he said they were

that time.

And was it a matter of concern to you?

Yes, it was.

These tapes were presumably Abs tapes?

That is correct. 11- tL - -

It gas a serious matter, i. that correct?

That is correct.

Thls Absr. i.vestiqatio was still going

That's right.

And did yon write up a report, Aent Good,
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with respect to this event?

A No, I did not.

o Did you specifically direct that someone

write up a report regarding this event?

A NO, I did not.

o Was it your decision not to have a report

written?

A No, it was not.

o And whose decision was it?

A There was ao decision one way or the other.

I made several phone calls in connection with the theft.

a Are you suggesting that you, as supervisor

of this investigation, did not make a decision with respect

to the writing of a report concerning this missing tape

episode?

A I took waht action I deemed necessary at

the time .

Q It was your decision that a report not be

written, is that fair to saf?

A That is correct.

Q You; say three or four tapes, is chat what

Mr. Weinberg told you?

A Yes, that is correct.

o Or is that Just your recollection?
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2 A That is what he said was his best recollecti

3 of what wan missing at the time.

Q And you were present when Agent Brady testif ed

5 in the Court?

I A Yes.

7 He testified that Mr. Weinberg said fou or

five tapes, do you recall that?

9 A I do.

10 Q Is he wrong?

11 A I recall Mr. Weinberg tlling me it was three

12 or four tapes.

13 He wa.'t absointaly sure of the numer.

14 Q Do you reneoter Agent Brady testified

that Mr. Weinberg testified he lost one bundle of cigars?

A Yes.

17 0 Do you recall Mr. Weinberg testifying he

is lost two bundles of cigars?

19 A :y1s.. A

20 Q What do . 7call?

A That he lost cigars.

22 Q Didn't say how macy?

23 A No, he didn't.

24 0 Did he have any other tapes to produce to

2S you on the 23rd?
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2 A I don't recall.

3 Q Are you saying, sir, that when he showed

up In New York, saying that his bag had been broken into,

$ and some tapes were issing, be it three or four or five,

6 that you don't know whether he, at that te, said at least

7 I salvaged these and here they are?

S A I don't recall exactly how many he had

with Ain. If he did, he would have turned them over to

Q one of the agents to be recorded in the usual manner.

Q AM wouldn't it mate , differece to you in

2 ter.s of whether Mr. Weinberg was being truthful as to

13 whether he said sone tapes were missing but soe I managed

1* to keep?

is A I believe Mr. Weinberg was being truthful.

16 If he were trying to hide tapes, he would not have reported

1W them missing.

Is 0 Unless someboy kne he made tapes and

19 all of a sudden the tapes disapp.areld? 1 1, .- ...

20 A Be travelled fr. Florida by himself. NObO d

2 knew how many tapes he had.

22 Q Presumably somebody knew something about whl

23 Mr. Weinberg wan doing in Florida?

1 A Ther, was not an agent staying with him in

25 Florida at this time.
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2 Didn't you have Any idea what Mr. Weinberg

was doing in Florida?

I A Yes, I did.

5 0 Now, you haVe absolutely no recollection

after this serious event of the tapes being supposedly

stolen as to whether he reached in his pocket and *aid,

here are some tapes that weren't stolen?

A I don't recall at this time, no.

0 Q Fro the time that Mr. Weinberg first

11 testified about those tapes last week, so mtlmes, I guess,

12 until today, haven't you made any effort to find out, sir?

,13 A No. I haven't.

14 0 And wouldn't it have stuck in yOUr mind if

Mr. Weinberg had said there were sae tapes I had in this15

suitcase but others I had in my Rocket here and here are the

17 ones I had in y p.cket?

i8 MR. PUCCIO: Judge, it's been asked and

answered at least a toWyties.S% r. !ed. ; 419

THE COURT: Sustained.20
o Take a look, sir, if you will, to -- may2)

I approach the witness?22

THE COURT: Yes.
23

o At these two exhibits.

MR. PUCCIO: May I have the numbers, plese?25
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2 0 Will you provide the nuiers, please?

3 A I don't see any oner..

A What ae those exhibits? Who will Riae them

S ome nnnt,be rs2?

6 A This i. a recording of a conversation betweer

Howard Criden and Mel einborg, January lth, 1980.

MR. PUCCIOr Ar these going to be offered

now?

0 HR. EEN-EWNISTE: I object to Mr. pUccio

11 making a conent, your Honor.

12 THE COURTt First, let', find out what we

13 are talking about.

. .. MR. BEN-VENISTE: Defense Exhlbit FF, will

is be a conarsation dated January 18th, 1980. 10:04.

16 And Go will be a conversation dated January

17 1th, 1980, with no tie indi.cated.

V Is that corret?

11 MR. PUCCIOs If they haVe bein'narked, may'

20 I be permitted to see who the conversations are --

21 MR. tV-VtOISTE: Of course, Mr. PucCiO.

27 Why don't we open then up and look -- let

23 Agent GOOd testify a. to who they are between.

4 TE COURT: 3500 231 and 232?

(. MR. BEN-VENISTEt Surem, hould be, but there

.82 077 -81--l7 (Pt. 1) BLR
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is no mark on the actnal exhibit.

THE COURT 231 ad 235.

MR. BEN-W NIST: They should hanv 35 marking

as well.

0 Look at those Exhibits, Agent Good, and

tell the jury whether it is not a fact that those tapes were

termed over to you on Janay 23rd by Mal Weinberg?

A Turned over to Agent Brady on January 23rd.

o By whOm?

A Hal Weinberg.

Q And so in fact, .o. tapes w.ere salvaged.

is that correct?

A That is correct.

Q This refreshes your recollection?

A That is correct.

Q NoW, now that your recol section has been

refreshed, would you tell the jury ha MI. Weinberg explained

to you .. tapes. had baen 4opposedlyv9tolen and, others

not stolen?

A S. tapes were taken out of him luggage.

O Nox, do you reeMer he said .o.t tapes

were taken?

A Tap.. we. taken.

a There were the ones that were t taken?



Where did he have those?

A They apparently Were still in his luggage.

* Did you see them in his lugqaqe?

tapes?

he put

his *u1

Mr. teij

ha.e bas

A No.

o Did you watc)b him open the luggage?

A NO.

Q In what compartment of the luggage were these

A I hase no idea.

0 Do you know that Mr. Weinberg claired that

the cigars and the tapes in an Outside ouch of

A I heard him testify to that.

Q And is that the first time you heard that?

A That is correct.

Q If you had written a report up as to what

nberg said at the time, all the information would

A i it?

A I-

fl. pVCCIO: Objection, argumcmtative.

THE COURT: Sustained.

Q Ate yon the o who asked Agent Brady to

bet mr. Weinberg to gine him the film of photographs he

had taken at W street in Washington?
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I MR. PUCCIO: I object as being collateral.

3 THE COURT: IIll permit an anser to that

A I don't recall whether I specifically re-

quested him to do that or asked soe else to do that.

0 How did you find out that Mr. Weinberg had

8 taken those photographs?

9 MR. PUCCIOt I Object to that.

10 TE COURT: Sustained.

11 Do you knoW that Mr. Weinberg had taken thos

12 photographs for use in a book he was planning to write?

13 MR. PUCCIO: Objection, your Honor.

14 THE COURT: Side Bar.

15 (Continued O next page.)

16

17

I8

21

22

23

24
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2 CO:JINUED DIRECT ES NATION

3 BY MR. BE-VENSTE

4 Did Mr. Weinberg tell you, sir, that he

$ was planning to write a book about Absoam?

6 A When?

7 At any time.

A Yes. Sometime after February 2nd, it

came to my attention, not from him, but from somebody else.

10 At some point in February, according to

11 Agent Brady, you sent him to Florida to get the film

12 back, is that correct?

13 A No, that's not correct.

14 Or that he was sent to get the film back?

is L That's net correct.

16 0 MR. PUCCIO I object to this line of

17 questioning.

I MR. BEN-VENISTE: I will rephrase it.

19 THE COURT: Rephrase it. - -

20 D no you recall that Agent Brady at some

21 point was asked to get the film from Mr. Wfeinberg?

22 No.

I4 Do you recall that somebody was asked to get

21 the file from Mr. Weinberg?

25 A I didn't know that Mr. Weinberg bad any
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2 film to send somebody to get back from him.

q You had heard he had taken some pictures?

4 A No, I did not hear he had taken plotures.

5 TE COURTs Give Mr. Puccio an opportunity

6 to object without answering too quickly.

Objection sustained.

a Do you take issue with Agent Brady's testimony

that-

10 THE COURT: Sustained.

11 So as far as you know, Agent Brady never

12 went to get any file from Mr. Weinberg?

13 A MR. PUCCIO: I object.

14 TRE COURT: Objection.

15 Repeat that.

16 % As far as you know,,sir; Agent Brady never went

17 to get any film from Mr. Weinberg?

Is L That's not correct.

19 Did he remember, didn't Ie?

a He was asked to question Mel concerning

21 some photographs and at that time the film became a

n matter of subject.

23 a Oay.

N. I didn't know that until after.

2S When wee the photographs supposedly taken
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* MR. PUCCIO: I object.

TH COURT: Sustained.

*t These were supposedly photographs taken in

Washington at the w. Street house?

Ma. POCCIOs Sa.e objection, Your Honor.

It'. a collateral matter.

T COURT: Hearsay.

MR. BEN-VfNISTE; The sace exception with

regard to Mr. Weinberg's - -

THE COURT: Then put your questions in the

form of what M,. Weinberg may have told him.

Did Mr. Weinberg ever admit to you that he

hd taken such photographs?

k NO.

Did you ever ask hic?

A. No.

t fDid you think that was not important, sir?

a. ae bd been- - -

MR. PUCC!O: I object.

THE COURT: Sustained.

S You were the supervisor of the Abscam

investigation, is that correct?

A Y.s.

0 When did you Depose the agent in charge of
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2 the Happauge office?

3 It was about AVgist 1st of 1977.

4 4 When was Mel Weinberg brought to your

$ attention as a possible informer?

6 . I was aware of Mel Weinberg when I held

a other position in the New York Office of the F.B.I.

a 4 In terms of your new job out in Happaugo,

I in the summer of 1977, when did it come to your attention

10 that Mr. Weinberg would be available for some fom of

11 service?

12  k Upon. m assignment out there, I suggested

13 to Agent Mccarthy that he pursue matters with Mr. Weinberg

(14 in an effort to obtain his cooperation.

15 a So that was right when you started in this

16 superviosry job, you said let's get a hold of Mel Weinberg

17 and let's use Mel Weinberg?

18 A Or shortly thereafter.

19 9 I think you previously testified that you

had supervisory responsibility from the F.B.I. standpoint

21 for both the New York and Philadelphia aspects of that

U investigation?

k That's correct.

N Were you the person who was ultimately

I.- resoraible for giving Mr. Weinberg instructions as to
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2 the methods he was to employ in trying to bring political

3 figures before your videotape casneras?

4 a I don't think I can answer that question.

5Did you know in advance that he would try

6 to get Senator Williams before the cameras by promising

that the meeting with the sheik was a1l B.S., that he

* would only be on stage for 20 minutes?

9 MR. PUCCIOS I object to the form.

10 THE COURT: I will permit it.

11 Overruled.

12 & Would you repeat the question?

13 MR. DEN-VEtITSTE: Would you read it back?

1. (Question read)

15 A. I knew that - - I knew in advance that

16 Senator Williams would be appearing before camera - _

17 Try to answer my question.

I. I Be talking about Mr. Weinber,'s reputation.

19 I want you to answer whether, he knew whether he was going

20 to make representations such as the ones I have indicated

21 to you in substance, yea or no

a Not completely.

3 4 ynou did, however, wish to Baploy Mr. Weinberg

24 in getting Senator Williams to come to a meeting with

2S the fictitious sheik, is that true?
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2 a I don't follow your question.

3 a Wasn't the whole purpose of getting Mr.

Weinberg involved to get him to bring the Senator into

$ the meeting before the cameras - - strike that,

Were you interested in getting Senator

Williams before your camera?

A. You mean after we had contacts -

9After you had your contacts.

10 . That's correct.

11 0 1t'. true, is it not, that Mr. Weinberg

12 deviated to some extent from your instructions in terms

13 of how to get Senator Williams before those cameras?

SA I wouldn't say so. no.

i5 In other WOrds, you adopted the methods

16 that Mr. Weinberg used as you sit here testifying today?

17 MR. PUCC!O: Objection.

18 THE COURT: Sustained.

19 0 Xou don't disagree with Mr. weinberg's

2 methods?

MR. PUCCIOt Same objection.

THE COURT: Sustained.
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0 Mr. Good, did you make the statement in

substance that Ml weinber, was the heart and soul of Absca,

that without Mel Wei ber4 there would be no Absca, he

5 styled it, made it comE down, he was incredible?

A No, I did not make that statement.

7 Do you recall that Mr. Robert green testified

that he had converat.t. wit you in which you made that

statement in substance to him?

A I

MR. PUCCIOt Objection.

THE COURT: Sustained.12

13 Q Did you ever make a statrent in substance

like that to Mr. Geen?

A I confinied to Mr. Green that ft. einbergIs

S as a substantial part of the bs.. in.stigatioan.

17 o The zest of it you are saying is Just

ft. Green's etbelishasent?Is

MR. PUCCIO: Objection., -

THE COUR: Sustained.

2 Did you ever Say that without ft. Weinberg

therm would be no AIscam?
22

11R. PUCCIO: Objection, asked and answered.

THE COURT: Sustained.
24

MR. BEN-VtNISTE: I want to break it down.
25
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2 1 asked about the whole quote that Mr. Green

wrote. I hoped to save time.

4 1 will break it down.

0 Did you ever Say without Mel Weinberg there

6 would be no Ahncam?

A NO.

a Q Did you ever say that Mel Welnber, was the

9 heart and soul of Austa?,

10 A No

1 Q Did you say that he styled it and Made it

12 down?

13 A No.

U a Did you ever say he was incredible?

A I never said he was incredible to Mr. Green,

6 I Say have described him with that ter,.

17 0 You do feel he is incredible?

A In soo ins~ancu yes.

0 And not worthy of beliet?

A I wouldn't put it that way.20

TME COURT: What do you mean by incredible?

THE WITNESS: HIS ability.

a Acs are incredible?23

A At time.24
0 Now, I take it at least at the beginning YOU
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2 felt that Mr. Weinberg was a credible informant?

3 A That is correct.

4 a Now, when you first got hold of Mr. Weinberg

in Or about the summer of 1977, did you spend some time with

6 him in which you obtained the details of his past life?

A In a general way, yes.

Q Did you find out about the Swiss Bak caper?

9 A I was not aware of That.

0 That preceded the London Investors?

A I don't know.

12 Q Did you find out to save time about any of

15 the things Mr. Weinberg had testified to in this courtroom

14 involving the past?

A I was not familiar with those in detail,

16 no.

1, 0 When you say in detail, were you fami liar

is with those specific that he mentioned, whether you knew the

details of the. or otherwise? r ,. .

A What specifies?

21 0 The business with swindling his relatives,

business with --22

23 A NO, I was not familiar with any of those

details.

25 Q Wa. that becauseyou didn't ask him or
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he lied to you?

Ms. pUCCIOM Objection, your Honor.

flE COURT: Sustained.

0 Was that because you didn't ask him, sir?

A Tht is correct.

Q Now, at some point I think it's been testfi.

Abdul became Sheik Abdul, was that your decision,

MR. PUCCIO: I object.

THE COURT. Sustained.

0 Well, in the Abscas investigation, there was

soe -- we heard about a Sheik Abdul, is that correct, sir'

there was such a person presented as a Sheik?

A Possibly, yes.

Q Don't you know, sir?

A There were a number of different descriptions

used to describe these two individuals. It was all a matter

of what the individuals who were describing htm-at the time

thought he was.

0 It changed from time to time?

A That is carrect.

o So at svn point he is an air?

A Some people referred to Emnir and se people

referred to Sheik.
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DIRECT EXAI4INATIOH

BY MR. BEN-nISTEt

0 Did you kaaa Mr. Good, that Mr; Weinberg

had been apecifica11y charged with trying to induce indi-

viduals in the Lodon Investore. *cam to give personal

gift. to Ma. Lady EVelyn Knight in order to get favorable

action on their loan application?

A NO, I di.d not.

0 Let me shot yOU the indictment in that case
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and I ask you to read paragraph F and ask whether that

refreshes your recOllection, sir?

A Th.s is the first ties I 've ever seen this

indictment.

(Pause)

A That is what it says here.

0 It says that Mr. Weinberg employed that

technique in getting people to give gifes to this fictitos

lady Evelyn?

A Xe..

Q And you say that you never saw the indicten

to which Mr. Weinberg pleaded guilty back in 19777

A That is correct.

o Between then and no?

A I have never seen it.

o 1 take it you were -- had made no effort

to see it?

A That is corret'

Q There cae a time when Mr. Weinberg'.

salary was increased frm $1,000 to $3,000 per month, is

that correct?

A Yes.

Q That increased fro three to $5,000, is

that correct?
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2 A That is not corect.

3 Q Not correct?

4 A no.

0 He did not receive an increase?

6 A No, he did not.

Q He received -- strike that.

Were you aware, air, when you employed Mr.

Weinberg to work for you as to whether Mr. Weinberg would

10 be obligted to make restitution in some way, in whole or

U part, to people he had swindled in the London --

12  MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

13 THE COURT Sustained as to form.

14 Q Did you ever ask Mr. Weinberg whether he

is intended to make restitution to the people he swindled nw

16 working tor the FRI?

H A No, I did not.

8 0 Did you ever ask M. Weinberg when he came

19 to work for you in 1977 whethertte had declared on his income

20 tax the money he had swindled in the London Investor's

21 caer?

X, MR. PUCCIO: Objection, your Honor.

23 THE COURT: Sustained.

24 Q Did you know at the time that you employeWd

Is Mr. Weinberg to work undercover in the Abscam investigation

82-0770 -81-138 (Pt. 1) BLR
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air, that he did not file a federal incote tax return for

the year 1978?

A

for the first

Q

A

a

MR. PUCCIO: ejection.

THE COURT: Overruled.

No, I did not.

When did you learn that for the first tier

MR. PUCCI, I Object to that, You Horor.

THE COURT: Overruled.

I don't recall exactly when I learned it

Approximately?

probably in the Last five or six moths.

Was that the r s.lt of your akin. Mr.

Weinberg?

0

filed &11978

A

0

MR. "imerg

MR. PCCIO : Objection.

THE COURT: Sustained. ...... ..

Dd you ever ask, Mr. Welnberg whether he had

tax raturry

MR. PUCCIOs Objection.

TEE COURT, Ovrrld.

NO, I did not.

Whn. did you learn for the first tin. that

had not filed a tax return for the year 1979?
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the first time.

Q

A

three month..

Q

A

Q

± n format± on?
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M. PUCCO; Ojection.

MNE COURTi .vOruled.

I don't reml exactly when I heard that for

Approximately?

Would haVe been within the last two or

Last two or three onths?

Ye..

From what source did you learn that

MR. PUCCIO± Objeytion, your Honor.

TE COURT: Overruled.

A I don't recall really hoW I heard it but I

did become aare of the fact he hadA't filed for 1979.

0 Did you have a conversation with him before

that, betWeen the time that you learned that he hadn't

filed a 1978 return and the tie tnatou learned he hadn't

filed a 1979 return wherein you asked him: what are

you going to do about your tad?

A I think I may have sugqeuted at .. n polnt

to him that he conult with an official of the Internal

Raeenue Service c'cmrfht .hLs 1979 tax when I became-aware

he hadn't filed.
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2 nyo say you only learned two months ago

I A asking you Dark five or six months ago, when you I.arne

that he hadn't filed for '78.

A I didn't learn that he hadn't filed for '78

6 until he testified at trial.

7 0 Pardon se?

8 A I hadn't learned he hadn't filed for '78

1 until this trial. % t

10 h I thought you said you learned that five or

six months ago? \

A I thought you were referring to '79.

13 Q You learned five o six months ago that he

14 ad not filed a tax turn for '79, is that .o.reaOt

A It WOuld have been right around that time,
IS
16 Ye.

THE'COURT: Five Or SiX months ago?

It wasn't due until April '80. -

. .THE WITNESS: It was right around the tire

he should have filed I spoke to him.

Q you *aidr what about your taxes -2I

a No, I said: 'Have you filed, do yoc intend

to file your tax rturn this year?-23

O Did he say he intended to file?

A Yes.25
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Q At the time you asked him that question,

you are telling this Jury that you didn't know that he had

not filed 78's return?

A That is correct. I didn't ask him about 178

then.

g H didn't say to you: hey, I haven't even

filed '78, what are you bugging me about 179?

9 A No.

10 g but he received money from the Government

1 .in both of those eart?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Was it you who made the decisi not to

14 withdra' the test fro that toney when you p& him?

15 A No.

16 0 Was that Mr. Weiberg's decision?

17 A No.

'is Q Who made that decision?

19 7 A The usuai pruu.dure of paying somebody in

20 r. Weirberg'. status is not to withhold any tax money from

21 his pay.

22 Re is not a salaried employee of the MUI.

23 0 Doesn't he get a salary every mouth?

21 A He is a paid informant.

25 a You heard him testify he was a special
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3 A NO.

0 You adi't hear that in Philadelphia?

A I heard you .. that ter., Special .ne'loee.

Q You didn't hear either fr. PuctiO Or Mr. Wet,

berg use three te.?

a A, Nt to Wy recollection.

9 Q In Philadelphia?

0 Would you f£nd thoe references, please.

11 MR. PUCCIC: Judge, I object to this.

12 THE COURT: Sustained.

13 0 The "I was paying Mr. Weinberg through the

4 cover of Abdul EnteMrise for some period of tire?

15 A Yen.

16 a After INbrnar, I take it, that procedure

17 was discontinued, I. that crrec ?

18 A Procedure of paying him through Abdul

19 Enterprise was disocnflnuied-1........-. '. ..

20 Q He ham been paid $3,000 per month from

21 nn uprar until tayt?

A Tnat i. correct.

0 And that is a check thatioote directly from

the Govfluent?

A No.
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Q Where does it come from?

A I don-t know what account he's paid from.

Agent Brady handles the monthly payment. I'm Hot aware --

a Yo a. saying it .res fcu sae other

fictitious company?

A I don 't know exactly what account Agent

Brady pays him through right now.

Q Bradley was his undercover nm?

A That i. correct.

0 out, in any *e'nt. you know there is no

withholding up until today?

A Yea.

Q From the tie you learned he hadn't filed

the tax return in '7 and '79, you are still not withholdin,

from his salary?

MR. PVCCIO: Objection, asked and aswered.

THE COURT: Sustained. .. 1.. -.

Q fows, you Wer asked cbout.Mu. Weinberg's

bonu, when you Testified in Philadelphia, were you not?

MR. PUCClOt Objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: YOU haven't asked anything about

the bonuses yet?

M. BEN-VENISTE NO.

WE COURTs Sustained.
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0 Did you have a conversation with fr. Wein-

berg in which you told ft. Weinberg in substance you were

going to put hi. in for s. kind of a bonus when the Cana

was over?

A Tht, ..orrect.

Q When did you have that Conversation?

* I don't recall exactly when.

o Whet. was it?

A I don't recall exactly where.

Q I am not asking yoU for exactly when or

I a casting you to the beat of your reCollection when wa

it and here?

A I donlt recall where it was and I can't

be sure exactly when it was. It was sometime over the

last six worth.

Q Did yOU make Rss memorandum of that eon-

versation for the files so that stouone reading -the file

know that you had had such'a onrersation ,itb Mt. Weinb

* No.

* When you testified in Philadelphia, sir,

you did not mention that conversation, did you?

whe

Ygu

KR. PUMCIO Objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Sustained as to fore.

0 yOU were questioned in Philadelphia about
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ws, ere you not?

A I believe so.

0 Did you tell Judge Fuller then that you had

.h a promise to Mr. Weinber,?

MR. PUCCIO: Objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Overruled.

A I dOn't believe I was asked that .uestion

down there.

0 And of course we didn't know about it but

we were asking you about bonuses --

MR. PUCCIO: Objection to the statement.

THE COURT: Sustained.

Disregard the statement.

o Did you or did you not tell Judge Fuller

about the proate you had mafd to Mr. Weinberg about the

ultimate bonus?

A No.

MR. PUCCIO:. Objection.

Thank you.

WE COURT: I will let it stand.

Q Now, you knew that Mr. weinberg was supposed

to make the contact with Mr. Crdden to set up the

Philadelphia Barclay Hotel Meeting. did you not?

A You, IlS.
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2 Q Did you tall Mr. Weinberg what to say?

3 a I told him th. general Information am to who

4 would be contacting Mr. Criden in Philadelphia.

5 That Is all you *aid?

6A gave him the n..s of the people who would

be there and the fact that Aent Haridcpolo. would be the

9 primary intermediary between -- -

9 Q When did you Davide that information to

Mr. Weinberg?

A I don't recall the exact date.

12 Approximately?

13 A It would hve been the sa. day, probably

14 that day he called f. Criden and advised him of the fact

that Agent Haridopolos would be contacting hit.

16 0 w0 you know of only one contact by Mr.

11 Wianberg to Mr' Criden cocerainq setting P the PhiladelPhi

is meeting? 1-11

* A There .. one Qt to, Z no iur.

20 Q How about three?

A I would have to check the phone calls to

find out.22

23 0 And who -- could you cheek the one that was

21 lost?

A 1 do.t kno. that there w.as oe lost.2$
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Q Could you check it if it were lost?

M. PUCCIO: I object.

THE COURTs Sustained.

Q What did you te3l Mr. Weinberg to tell Mr.

in that telephone conversation?

A Basically that Agent Haridopolos would be

with him and there was another representative of

ik who was going to be in Philadelphia and wanted

to aet with him.

0 Tn

Mr. Criden?

tat is all Weinberg was supposed to tell

A In general.

9 No other specifics?

A Not that I recall.

0 Did you not instruct Mr. Weinberg to tell

Mr. Criden that other Jewish individual would be taking

over some responsibility?

A I never made an, reference to that at all.

* Did you tell Mr. Weitberg to specifically

mention to Mr. Criden that the individuals in philadelphia

wanted to rest with Ozze Meyers?

A I don't believe I made that reference, no.

o It Mr. Weifbrg did that, that was contrary

to your instruction?

Criden i

in touch

the Shej
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2 A NO, it would not be contrary.

3 Q. Beyond your instructions?

A A NO, I wouldn't *ay that either.

a Dld you instruct him to specifically mention

I Ozzie Meyers?

7 A I don't think I did. But I am not positive

a about it.

SQ HO. can you say it wasn t contrary to your

S instruction if you don't recall your instructions?

11 A It would be logical for him to do since we

12 met with Congressman Mayers and he was in Philadelphia.

13 0 You, man to say you left it u to Mr.

14 Weinberg to make those decisions?

is A It could have been possible, yes.

16 0 If you had k i .. sr, back in July of

17 979, that Mr. .weInberg had deliberately altered or delibera l

Is failed to record certain portions of conversations, would -

19 you have continued to use himlin your investigation?

20 A I never had any such knoledge.

21 Q I asked you if you had learned that Mr.

22 Weinberg had altered any tape or deliberately failed to

23 record certain portions of conversations, would you have

v ontinued to use him in your investigation?

A I would have had to have all the facts25
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2 before I could make a decision on that and wanted to .know

3 the reasons why.

4 0 So it's possible you would have continued

5 even knowing that, sir?

A It depends on the situation that would have

7 been involved.

9 Q If Mr. Weinberg had deliberately told M.

9 Errihetti that in conaction with the Meyers meeting --

IC THE COURT: Mr. Ben-Veniste, we've got

enough trouble with what happened without dealing

with hypothticals.

13 Sustained.

14 Q Your answer is, sir, you wouldn't knoW -.

15 THE COURT: There is no question.

16 a I. it fair to say, sir, that if you had

17 kown that Mr. Weinberg --

IS -TME COURT: Sustained to the "if."

Q hO you know Who Mr.-- Like UaL.

70 Had you ever heard of Mr. Criden before the

21 26,Ua of July, 1979?

A NO, I had mot.

0 O you knoW who Mr. Neifeld was in ComectjO*

24 with this investigation, Or Nfeld?

Is A The fist, ties I heard his eae was during
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the course of te trial here.

Q Didn't yo know Mr. Meifeld was the person

who Owned the option on the land in Atlantic City that Mr.

Criden and Mr. Johcasen were Interested in?

A I was ,ot familiar with this detail.

* Does that refresh your recollection?

A I remember hearing it during the course of

the trial. ,. 1 1

MR. BEN-VflISTE: Nothing further.

THE COURT: Mr. WftY?

CROSS EXAIINATION

BY MR. DUtrY:

,.. 0 lt's stay right in July of last year,

Agent Good. Ar. you telling the jury that you didn't know

before the 26th of July, 1979, that Louis Johnson and Houa

CrIden And th Mayor were orading down to the boat to talk

to you mans Annoros ard Weinberg?. ............. J

A I believe I knew About the.meting on- the -

boat.

Q You know there was A telephone conversation

on July 14th, 1979, between Mel Weinberg and LOU Johanson.

did you not?

A I becae aware of that phone call.

Q Did you lsten to the tape of that tIsephone
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2 call?

3 A At some tim I probably did.

4 Q Dafk then, July 1979, did you?

A No, I did not.

6 Q Tell the jury what happened to tapes when

Mal turned them over.

a let's say his week's taping, turning in toda

I what did you do?

A What did we do?

0 You.

A I never tare in contact with the tapes,

13 or vary seldm..

14 You are telling the jury that you didn't

know until -- a month later what would be on the tapes?

A In so. instancs that would be correct.

17 HOw about the tpe that we played here in

% the Courtroo., the thing tint occurred last Jne inolving

19 Me Weinberg talking to 8enabor-Williame7--Wen-did yoet

20 first hear that?

21 A That probably Would hav been shortly after

22 that meting.

Q You heard that one shortly after but you

N don't knu. when you heard the others?

A That is correct.
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o Did you take any action in regard to MI

Minberg contact in tat seting that we head he ta?

* Nothing.

* Did you *ay: Hey. Ml. you .ant do that?

A I don-t recall ever saying anything to that

effect, no.

Q Did you yourself foa a Judgment as to the

propri.ty of te r.atrk. or trging that Weinberg

address .d to the --

M P. PUCCIO: Objection, yor onor.

7KE COURT: Sustained.

Q You were running t is operation , were you

not?

A ThMat is correct.

Q let's mke that clear to the J.,y. ou

were the bose of Witerg and hamss. McCarthy, ad the

test, is that wcrreot? -. . .

A* -Tht is Ccrrct& .4'~

o Back in July you say tIMat you knew Lou

Jdtaon and OSeard Criden were going dcan to te boat before

thMy got there?

A Yes.

a Did yo. know eorething was going to be

brought up an the boat about getting help to the Sheik to
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2 get into the contr?

A I was not aware of that prior to the meeting

a When did you first learn that?

A It'..t4 bae bee. probaly that day or te

next day, whenever it was that Agent noroso called Me

and advised M of the results of that meeting.

Q You didn't control AMotoso and Winberg as

* regards the areas they would enter in this sca.?

0 A Not at the initial stages such as that

meting was. We had usy,- many irntarscs where Ideas were

12 Urn out but never pursued. That is one thatdid happen

to develop in a area . purued.

Q You, the boss of the on ration, for whom

these fellows were working, had no idea on the Morning of

the 26th that they were going to urdertake --

A I knew shat they ware going to undertake,

s pecific tcics of conversations that might case up.

19 0 You knew what theym gOin to-- do

you mean tosay you knew they were going to try to talk

21 to these fellows about getting politicians to help the

She.k?

23 A I know they war a .ng with Mayor Erricbht

Mr. Johmaon, Mr. Criden, Mr. miler and we had previous

N dealings with r. Errichetti involving --

82-077 O-8-l8 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2Q Vm talking about what was said to the ?eopl

3 about this new undertaking, did you know that was going to

4 o0 up?

5 A No.

I Q You had No idea even though you were the

7 bess?

a A I had no idea of the specific conversations

9 that were going to take plane on the boat that day.

10 Q Specifics aside, isn't it true you knew

j1 that an approach would be made that day to try to get these

12 men to introduce politicians?

13 A NO, I did not.

14 0 So that Amoroso came up with that on his

15 own without your prior approval?

6 A The idea was thrown out at that particular

17 .eting, I gas advised ubsemantly.

is Q When mel Winberg car ones u, the 23rd of

19 January and he brought th bag in-frome the airport,,the

20 one frem which the tapo were supposed to be missing, d

21 you examine the bag?

22 A NO. I did not.

'S a And can you tell the juytwhether there

24 wer any ig... o, the bag of forcible entry?

25 A I didn't examine "e bag.
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Q Can you tell the jury what kind of bag it

was? Can you describe it?

A No, not really, I didn't examine the bag.

Q Was it a suitcase as opposed to something

* carried on a hanger, or donet you know?

7 ". pUCIO: I object. The question has bee

asked *eeral tins.

9 TE COURT: He hasn't examined it.

10 Did you see it?

II TE WITESS± No, I don't recall seeing

12 the bag,

13 0 sel Weinberg tell you, John, this was a bag

14 I carried on to the airplane?

is A NO, he didn't.

16 0 Did he tell you, John, this i. a bag 1

17 shiped in the baggage dePartnent?

is A No.

19 0 Did younask hi~m?

A No.

2Q Q Could you have had any idea where to look

22 1ar the theif?

23 A I didn't look foe the theif.

2. 0 Rere you here in Court when Weinbeg testified

IS t a c .ary on bag?
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2 A Yes.

MR. PUCCIO: Objection, your Eonor.

THE COURtT I will perit it, he already

answered.

6 You were here in Court?

7A y...

Q When he gave that testimony?

9 A Yes.

10 HE COURT: Did you say it?

II MR. DUnY: It.

12 THE COURT: It was a carry-on bag, didn't he

13 testify to two bags?

k4 ME. DUFTY: Your Honor, I figure there were

is tapes stolen out of me if they were stolen.

16 Q Did he tell you he had two bags?

17 A Yes. I was aware he had two bags.

is a Did he tell you which bag contained the

19 tigers and taes? .~.~

20 A I believe he testified here as to which

21 bag contained -- I didn't ask him self personally as to

22 which bag contained the taps.

23 0 Did he say how the theft could have occurred

24 in mid-air on looked airplane?

25 A, He assumed that had taken place during the
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2 course of the loading ot f e bags in Florida Or unloading

them in New York.

We sent out agents to question the baggage

handlers in both locations.

4 0 He said he carried ahe baggage on to the

, airplane?

A NO, he checked both of his bags, he said.

I (Continued on net page)
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2 0 SO he told a different story here in the

Scourtroom didn't he?

A He told the same story here in the

Courtroom tht I understood to be the correct one. That both

6 bags were checked.

0 Did he give you any kind of ticket, any

o baggage plane number?

9 A I told you I didn't personally question

10 him concerning the loss at that time.

11 0 Agent Good, I'm going to leave this with

12 this question, are you telling this Jury that in this Court-

13 room it is your recollection that Mel Weinberg said he chcckeo

14 the baggage through, not that he carried it on the plane?

15 A Mat's correct.

16 Q Are you friendly with Bob Green, the fel-

17 low who testified here yesterday?

18 A I know Mr. Green.

19 Q He is the fellow whose going to write The

V0 Sting Is Gertrude Man.

21 Mf. PUCCIO: Objection your Honor.

2THE COYRT: Overruled.

23 Q (continuing) Is that right?

24 A I don't know whether that is going to be

25 the title of the book Or not. I know he is writing a book.
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Q He is going to write a book about Mel

Weinberg's escapades? You heard of that.

A I did.

0 Back during this investigation when you

were the agent in charge, did you work closely with any law-

yers employed by the Government?

charge of

grossed?

Mr. Pucci

of this ..

A Yes.

Q Wasn't Mr. Pectio the man who was in

this .nvestigatbon?

A That is correct.

Q Did you report to him from time to time?

A I did.

O Did he listen to tapes as the case pro-

A He did.

a Did be hear the Williams tape?

A I don't know whether he did or not.

Q Did you ever get any instructions from

to tell Mel not to d this or to do that?

A Not really specifically, no.

a Uow about specifically?

A Yes we did.

Q Guidance for .e Weinberg in the pursuit

.1m
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2 A Mel Weinbeg and all the agents involved.

Q Noe you said, I believe that you didn't

4 go back thoroughly, and maybe I am characterizing it and 1

5 shouldn't, but thoroughly into Weinberg's task when you en-

I listed him or he enlisted you to start the ABSCAM? Is that

7 correct?

A Yes, that is right.

9 9 Were you aware, however, that he speci-

Uo finally had a charge in Miami of interstate transportation of

IT stolen securities?

12 MR. PUCCIO: Objection, Judge.

13 THE COUfT: Sustained.

14 0 YOU told Mr. Ben-Veniste that Weinberg

Is never got a raise to $5,000 is that correct?

16 A That is correct.

17 Isn't it true that in February of this

I year he got a retroactive raise back to the prior November

1" of $2000 a month in a insp s?

20 A No. I think one mnth he got an addi-

21 tonal $2,000 for some specific reason.

2Q And be is still being paid $3,000 today?

23 Is that correct?

24 A That is correct.

25 Alright. As an employee of the 731, a



salaried employee,

Good-cross-Duffy -,

don-t you get a W-2 for every Januaty?

A Yel I do.

0

a salaried p

therefore he g

A

0

that is given

A

Q

informant.

You are saying that iel Weinberg was

loyce and therefore no taxes bere withheld

ot no W-2 in January?

That is correct.

Did he get a 1099 form, the kind of

to an independent contractor?

No, he did not.

You say Me Weinberg was not an epl

fore

eee

Was he in business for himself?

No, he was not.

He was employed by Abdul Enterprises?

He is characterized by the FBI as a paid

But no 1099 for was given to him?

a So no statement came from our Government

to Mel Weinberg saying this is hoW such he was paid last year

so that the Internal Revenue Service would know?

A That is correct.

0 No, you answered Hr. Ben-Veniste about

your knowledge of his filing of returns.
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You were in Philadelphia when we conducted

the hearings before Judge Fulm, were you not, sir?

A Yes I was.

o Isn't it true that that is when you be-

came aware when we got it out of Mel Weinberg under oath.

MR. PUCCIO: I object, your Honor.

THE COuRT: Overruled.

A That may have been the first time that I

heard that he hadn't filed for '78.

Q When I asked him in the Courtroo?

Isn't that right?

A It is very possible.

Q Is it may or is it true?

A I am not positive. I may have heard it

previously. But I remember hearing it on that occasion also.

Q That was substantially after his '79 re-

turn was due, was it not?

A Are you talking about his '78 or '79

return?

o '79 return.

A No. I knew he hadn't filed for his '79

return right around the time that they were due to be filed.

I In Philadelphia he lied under oath and

told Judge rul. he filed his '78 return, didn't he?
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2 MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

3 THE COURT: Sustained.

4 When you conduct an investigation, Agent

5 Good, and an agent who works for you and he is employed by

6 the FBI, let us take Amoroso or any other agent involved in

7 this case., or any other case, and you interview that agent

* about an episode in that case and he refuses to give a signed

I statement, what happens to him?

10 A You will have to give me . specific ex-

11 ample. I couldn't answer a hypothetical question like that.

12 0 Let's say you called him in -- well 1

13 have to make it hypothetical, sir. Suppose you call an agent

14 in in connection with the ASCAM and said tell me what hap-

15 pened thus and so and he said I'm not going to give you a

16 signed statement. what is the Bureau's policy in connection

17 with that.

Is MR. PUCCIO: I object to this as being

19 irrelevant.

MR. DUFFY: I can tie it in, sir.

21 THE COURT: Overruled.

22 A I wouldn't ask him for a signed statement.

23 0 Well, for y question I wont you to ask

24 him for a signed statement.

25 MR. PUCCIO: Then I object.
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2 THIE COURT: You want him to assu e some-

3 thing that doesn't happen?

I Q If you ask one of your agents to give

5 you a signed statement about a development in an investigation

6 and he categorically refuses to do so, what do you do to him?

7 MR. PUCCIO: Objection, Your Honor.

8 THE COURT: Overruled.

A It is not Bureau policy to ask agents

I for signed statements concerning an investigation.

11 Q You are aware, are you not, that Mel

12 Weinberg refused to give the FBI investigators . signed state-

13 mort in this very case.

14 MR. PUCCIO: Objection your Honor.

Is TE COURT: Sustained.

16 0 But you continue to pay him $3000 - month?

17 Is that correct.

IB MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

10 VIr OURT: Sustained.

MR. DUFFY: That is all.

21 WJE COURT: MR. Cacheris?

22 Mr. Brown?

23 MR. BROmN: No questions.

V ThE COURT: Mr. PucciO, any cross?

25 MR. PUCCIO: A few questions.



CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. PUCCIO:

Q Mr. Good, you have been with the FBI for

how many years?

A In excess of 16 years.

O Now, in your career with the FBI I assume

you have been involved in the investigation of various kinds

of crimes, is that correct?

A That is correct.

o Including white collar crime and official

corruption?

A That is correct.

O No, have you been involved in supervising

other undercover investigations apart fro ABSCAM?

A Yes I have.

* And in these other undercover investigations

have you made use of paid informants such as Mel Weinberg?

A That is correct.

o And in your opinion, Agent Good, may I ask

you --

MR. BEN-VENISTE: You are opening the door

now. I'm just advising the Court that I intend, if

Mr. puccio wants to go into this area, to go into

some other areas related to this.
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I do not object to him going into it but-

am suggesting he is opening the door.

THE COURT: Forewarned.

Q Mr. Good, in your opinion are paid informants

essential to undercover investigations?

A Yes they are.

Q Now, during the course of the ABSCAM investi-

gation did you have occasion to give instructions to Mr.

Weinberg?

A Yes I did.

o And did you have occasion to give instruc-

tions to Mr. PAnoroso and other undercover agents?

A Yes I did.

0 Asd did any of these instructions deal with

things that should be brought up during conversations with

any of the targets?

A Yes. The basic instructions were that the

people that were coming in should be pre-disposed to take a

bribe and to make a promise in return to do something for

us, and that we should have good reason to believe that thesc

individuals would do this.

Q And did you give instructions to Mr. Weinberg

to say to --

MR. PUCCIO: Withdrawn.
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I a Now, you heard the tapes that were made

3 during this investigation in which Mr. Weinberg says things

4 like, 'Came on strong"?

5 A That's correct.

I Q NoW, was that statement by Mr. Weinberg to

"Come On strong' consistent with your instructions?

MR. SROWN: I object to this.

I THE COURT: DO I have one objection?

i1 MR. BROWN: you have one.

DI MR. CACHERIS: You have two.

12 THE COURT: Alright. Sustained as to form.

13 Q Well, was Mr. Weinberg ever instructed to

14 ask people with whom he dealt certain questions about people

is who had come in to meetings?

16 MR. SROWN: I object to this.

17 THE COURT: It is very vague.
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2 (The following takes place in open court.)

3 TE COURT: Ladies and gentlesen, I will

I sustain the objection to the last question. You

5 will disregard the question and the answer.

6 I also want to instruct you to disregard

7 everything you've heard this afternoon relating to

8 any instructions given by the "BI to Mr. Weinberg.

9 I had a discussion with counsel at the side

10 bar. As a result of that discussion I an just rmovi

II that information from your consideration.

12 1 have ruled it is irrelevant to the case and

13 does not bear on any of the issues you have to

14 determine.

15 Any testimony that you may have in your mind

16 with respect to instructions given by anyone in the

17 FBi to Mr. Weinberg, you have heard this afternoon,

just blot it out of your mind and forget it.

9 you will decide the case based on other evidea

20 closer to the central issue in this case.

21 You may continue.

22 MR. PUCCIO: may I approach the witness?

23 THE COURT: Yes.

MR. PUCCIO: I ask this be marked as Exhibit 27.
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12 (The following took place in open court.

13 MR. PUCCIO: May I approach the witness?

14 THE COURT: yes.

15 CROSS-EXA
M INATION

16 BY MR. PUCCIO: (continuing)

17 0 Can you identify that exhibit, Mr. Good?

N A Three watches that Mr. Weinberg turned into

19 me last -- end of July, beginning of August.

a They are riaget watches?

21 A Yes, three of then.

22 0 What is their approx -1ate value?

23 A Six thousand dollars each.

24 MR. BROWN: I object.

25 THE COUntl Overruled.
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A Six thousand dollars each.

MR. PUCCIOt I offer them in evidence.

MR. SEOWN% I object. May we question hi

on the voir dire?

THE COURT: Sure.

MR. BROhWN: Thank you.

VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION

By MR. BROW:

o When did you get the. from Weinberg?

A Latter part of July, beginning of August.

a Do you have any 302 or record of that?

A No.

Q Nothing written?

A No.

0 You didn't write down that he turned the

watches over?

A I believe Agent ?Moroso may have prepared

a memorandum.

o Do you think so?

A Yes.

MR. SHOWN: May I please have that memorandum

if such a memorandum exists?

THE WITNESS: I have to check to see.

a When were the watches received by Mr. Weinberg
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A SOmetiae prior to that, I don t know the

exact date.

A

A

0

A

0

A

0

coming from

A

watche, tol

0

A

a

A

0

statement?

A

Q
Mr. Wenber

A

V

from here?

q

Did you check that out and accept Mr. Weinbex

I accepted his statement.

You had no writing or any other record from

whatsoever except his statement?

That is all.

As possibly -- your Honor, nay I question

You don't know, two months, three months?

Shortly before that.

Days, weeks?

I would say within a week or two.

you know that to be so?

I don't know the exact date.

Did you check out or is this information

Weinberg --

Mr. Weinberg voluntarily surrendered the

us indicating he got them as a gift.

From whom?

Mr. George Katz.

Not connected with this ease?

No.
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THE COURT: You are beyond voir dire and

into cross-examination.

MR. BMWN: I thought it was voir dire with

respect to the memorandum.

THE COURT: It's three watches that have been

offered in evidence.

MR. BROWN: The mnorandwa might well confirm

THE COURT: That is still for cross-exasinatio

MR. BROI: Then I will reserve, your Honor.

THE COUR: All right.

MR. DUFFY: May I, strictly on the voir dire?

THE COUT: yes.

VOIR DIM EZMINATION

BY M. DUFFY:

O Agent Good, do you have a writing here in

court that shows the history of movements -- not the watch

movements -- but the movement of the watches?

A I don't follow.

o When the Covernment has a tape that Mel Weinb

turned over, they have -- I' m looking at 23B, they have

David Birch, 19th of Septsnber, 1979, evidence transportation

and same day gave it to somebody else.

Do you have the same thing with the watches?

A NO.
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Q Did you keep a careful chrono~oical record

similar to what you did with the other evidence? From whom

to whom it moved?

No.

You really don't know the date when Weinberg

got the watches?

A I already testified to that.

* You don't know except based on Mr. Weinberg

where he was and who actually handed them --

A I was told by Mr.Weinberg they were given

to him by Mr. Katz.

Q My question is, all we have is Mel Weinberg's

word, right?

A yes.

MR. DUgFY: That is all.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: May 1, your Honor?

THE COURT: Voir dire?

MR. BROWN: Before the voir dire, may I ask

search be made for the memorandum?

MR. PUCCIO; We don't have a memorandum on

this. We have the watches.

THE WITNEaS: I said there may be, I wasn't

sure.

MIR. EEN-VENISTE: May I approach the witness
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2 to look at tile evidence that is proffered?

THZ COURT: Yes.

VOIR DIRE BWAMINATION

BY MR. BEN-VENISTE:

6 0 Is there any indication on the evidence as

to the date you received it from Mr. Weinberg?

A No.

9 Is there any indication whether anybody else

10 knew or was present at the tine they were given to Mr.

1i Weinberg?

12 A To my knowledge there was nobody else present.

13 0 Is there any indication?

14 A No.

is Q All you got to go on is Mr. Weinberg's word?

16 A Yes.

17 0 Is there any indication as to whether anything

Is else was given to Weinberg by Mr. Katz that he didn't turn

19 over?

TO A (No response.)

21 0 At or about the same time the watches were

22 given such as cash or something else?

23 A WO, there is not.

24 MR. BEN-VENISTE: The only objection is as

25 to relevancy and chain of custody. There is not
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a writing on the exhibit when received --

3 MR. PUCCIO: I object to the argument.

4 MR. BEN-VENISTE: I have another question.

Q Is there some point one Of the watches were

supposedly missing?

A NO.

8 0 Always thae?

A Yes.

0 0 The news stories were inaccurate about that?

MR. PUCCIO: I object.

THE COURT: Sustained. What may have been

1 in any newspaper story is irrelevant.

4 MR. Bm-VENISTE: I object on the grounds as

Is stated. Relevancy and chain of custody.

6 THE COURT: Overruled .

17 MR. DUFFY: I will be overruled too, sir.

ms THE COUfT: Don't make the objection.

Is MR. DaFY: I want my objection on the record.

x THE COUR: Same objection?

21 MR. DOFFY± Continuity.

22 THE COURT An objection to one is an object.

23 to all.

24 27 received in evidence.

5 "D. pUCCIO: I have no other questions at
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this time, yor Honor.

THt COUrt: All right, back to redirect.

MR. BMlWN: May I see those exhibits, please?

MR. PUCCIO: Yes.

(Pause.)

MR. BE-VENISTE: Nothing further except insof

if a report can be located then we would wish to

question on it.

THE COURT:

MR. PUCCIO;

MR. DUTPfl:

saw it before.

MR. PUCCIO:

CROSS-EXAIMIATION BY

MR. PUCCIO: (Continuing)

0

knowledge?

A

0

A

0

gation?

All right.

Your Honor, may I circulate this

I may have some questios. nave

Maybe I have additional question.

fr. Good, did Mr Weinberg have . van to your

Yes.

What kind of a van did he have?

Customized van, Chevrolet.

Was that used in connection with this investi-

Yes, it was.

Do you r.ueeber the color?
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A It was tan. I believe . red stripe.

MR. PUCCIO: May I have this marked as the

next exhibit?

THE ClERK: The folder?

MR. pUCCIO: Yes.

THE CLERK: So marked as Government's Exhibit

MR. PUCCIO: Your Honor, I Would ask to excise

I a= using original documents -- I ask permission

to excise several irrelevant terms.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: I haven't seen the docen'nts

THE COURT: You may proceed.

BY MR. PUCCIO: (continuing

0 Mr. Good, I show you Exhibit 28 and I ask

you if those records pertain to Mel Weinberg's van?

MR. DUFFY: Objection.

THE COURT: What ground?

MR. DUFFY: It's not his van, it's Mel Weinbez

van. Anything he knows is hearsay.

THE COURT: Overruled at this point.

A Yes, they do.

MR. PUCCIO: Thank you, Mr.Good.

I'm calling another witness on this subject.

THE COMUT All right. Is there oing to

be any further questions of Mr. Good?

b's
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1 MR. BROW: We should see the document to

2 determine whether we have a question.

3 MR. BEN-VENISTE: yes.

4 THE COUR: They would like to see whatever

it is you have marked as Exhibit 28 for identificatic

6 You made some reference about a redaction.

7 MR. PUCCIO: I ask to he permitted to redact

a certain irrelevant material from the exhibit.

T MR. BEN-VENISTE: May I distribute the exhibit

to I mentioned at the side bar to the jury?

11 MR. BROWN: I want to ask a question about

12 the watches if it's appropriate at this time.

13 THE COURT: That is the point we are at.

14 MR. BOW: Is that where we are?

is THE COURT: Yes.

16 MR. BROWN: May I?

17 THE OURT: Yes.

is RECROSS-EXAMINATION

19 BY MR. BROWN:

20 Q Did you have the watches appraised?

21 A Yes.

0 You have a copy of the appraisal?

A We didn't get a written appraisal.

4 Q Who took them up, Weinberg?

A No, one of the agents took them to a Jeweler.25
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Q But we don't have any written appraisal?

A NO.

4 one last question: Are you sure reasonably

that a memorandum exists, if you say no, believe me, 1

6 will say no more -- are you?

7 A I am not sure a nemorando exists.

5 0 We can say there is no memorandum and I

shouldn't press it any further, is that fair?

0 MR. PUCCIOt: I.object.

11 MR. BROWN: Is it fair?

2 THE COURT: Overruled.

3Q Is it fair?

14 A I a. not sure.

is Q That I not press anymore because it's reasonab

Is that there isn't . memorandm --

17 A There may be one, I'm not sure.

18 0 Where would it be?

19 A I would have to search the file. I think

20 there are eighteen volumes of files that would have to

21 be searched.

22 MR. BROWN: I will ask your Honor -- through

23 your Honor, I ask he try to do that tonight for

2d tomorrow.

25 I have no further questions about the watches,
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your Honor. I never had anything so valuable, 1

3 wish somebody would take them from me.

THE COURT: Overnight Mr. good, examine whetv

it is that such a memoarand would be in if there

is such a memorandum.

I want a report on it in the morning.

THE WITNESS: yes.

THE COURP: Any more questions for Mr. Good?

Thank you, Mr. Rood; you may step down.

11 Next witness.

12 MR. BEN-PENISTE: At this time, may I dissi te

13 these transcripts?

14 THE COURT: yes.

I5 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Thank you.

16 THE COURT: What exhibits are these?

17 MR. BEN-VENISTE: TYll through T16- T16 is

18 the September 19, 1979 meeting with Errichetti, Cook,

19 Weinberg, DeVito and Poulos.

20 Should I identify for the record --

TlE COURT: yes.21

MR. BEN-VR tISTE: Tl1 is the conversation of22

23 January 18th between Mr. Criden and Mr. Weinberg.

24 T12 is a conversation between Mel Weinberg

2$ and an individual with the initials A.F. that we hav
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identified, your Honor. Not a defendant in this case

2 Exhibit T13 is a conversation June 19, 1979,

3 between Mr. Weinberg and an individual with the

initials G.K. who was not identified at the time the

materials were testified to.

6 Defendant Exhibit T14 is a telephone conversat or

June 24, 1979, between Mr. Weinberg and the individual

with initials AF.

Exhibit T15 is an excerpt of a telephone

10 conversation, June 26, 1979, between Mr. Weinberg

H1 and ar individual with the initials G.K.

12 And T16 is a September 19 transcript of the

13 videotape which the defense made for the jury involv

14 ing Errichetti, Ellis Cook, Weinberg, Devito, and

15 Poulos.

6 THE COURT: All right, you ma- give those to

the jury. They are all received in evidence.

is MR. DUFFY: Thank you.

(Exhibits given to jury at this time.)

THE COURT: Anything further from the defense

All defendants rest. Any rebuttal?

MR. DUFFY: I think we have exhibits not rece vec

23 in evidence. I don't remember an objection, I move

24 for the admission of all defense exhibits --

25 MR. PUCCIO: I don't have a list in front of T.
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1 would like to see what we are talking about.

MR. DUFFY: Mr. fevy has made order out of chc s,

maybe he can speak to it.

4 MR. PUCCIO: May we circulate the watches

whih this is being done?

6 THE COURT: Yes.

7 With respect to defendants' exhibits, I have

5 marked B, I, S, U, I, W, Y, 2. And I think that is

V all.

1o What exhibits are you now offering in evidence

MR. BEN-VENISTE: C -- it is the Pittsbrgh

12 indictment.

13 THE COURT: Any objection?

14 MR. BEN-VENISTE: I thought it had been admitt

but the clerk indicated it had not.

16 THE COURT: It hadn't been identified.

MR. DUFFY: I used that.

is THE COURT: Not by exhibit n uber.

MR. PUCCIO: I would like to look at it. I19

20 haven't seen that document.

21 THE COURT: How many of these defendants' exM its

72 have not been shown --

23 MR. DUFrYt He gave me the copy, He has it.
23 MR. PUCCIO: If an exhibit is not offered at

25 the time it's questioned about, I wouldn't get interested
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THE COURT: Get all your defense exhibits

2 together and give them to Hr. puccio after we finish

3 this afternoon and he will put them on the record.

4 I will inform the jury in the morning which ones are

5 in evidence.

6 Except for that, do the defendants rest?

7 MR. BEN-VENISTE; Yes.

B THE COURT: Any rebuttal?

MR. PUCCIO: I have a brief matter.

]c (Pause.)

]] STANLEY FOR T N E R witness

71 called herein, was Sworn by the Clerk of the Court

13 and testified as follows:

Id THE CLERK: State your name for the record

is and spell it?

:6 THE WITNESS: Stanley Fortner, F-o-r-t-n-e-r.

7 MR. PUCCIO: May I proceed?

18 THE COURT: You may proceed, Mr. PucCro.

19 MR. PUCCIO: Thank you.

20 DIRECT EXAMINATION

2t BY MR. PUCCIO:

n Q What is your occupation?

23 A Consumer manager and sales manager for Roger

24 Dean Chevrolet, D-e-a-n Chevrolet, in West Pan Beach,

25 Florida.
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2Q Ae yoU familiar with Mel Weinberg?

3 A Otly through the legal psere that , brou ht

I Op here.

I YOU brought Up the records concerning thle

6 trade-in of a -ertorI van, is that dorrprtc

V A tee,

SMR. PUCCIOI May I approeh the witness?

* THE CoUR , yea.

10 0 1 show you Exhibit 28, Are those reo-de-

11 MR. DUrFY. Jud,2, I object, air. Where

12 1 I came from we show counsel exhibits before

13 MR. B OW: We have .. thin, here -- m

14 Worry.

Is THE COURTt How thpy may do it in Philndelphi

16 is one thing, but counsel are hot entitled to see

I docupnt until it in offered in evidence,

Is MR. DOKEIn 1a .11f£nessl may have a c.y'

19 MR. PlUCCIO I gave Mr. Drown a .opy.

20 MR. BROWN i He gave it just to me apparently.

21 0 Are tho.. reaords of your dealership?

22 A Th.

23 0 DO they reflect a trade-in of a van?

N A That is correct.

25 0 By Mr. Reinberg?
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A Yes.

M. UROWNt I object. e only knows ftrn

the legal papers. They speak for themselves.

He Mdy be the custodian but unless he know

Weinberg and participated, I object.

Tf COUAT, Overruled.

Q r-c those records kept in the ordinary course

of buRinedmI

A Yen. Ech individual car ha. 11. own file.

ad i t iI stored many.

This in a legal doctnent as far as Roger

D... Chevrolet is concerned.

Q Is it port of your business to keep these

records?

A

0

tta

A

0

on that date?

A

V

A

Yes.

What is the date On which the

6f23/79.

Wae the van .eoeived by Roger

van was traded

.... Chevront

That is correct.

Those documents indicate that?

Yes.

MR. PUCCIO Your Honor, I offer this in

q2-77 O-S--S-141 (Pt. I) BLR
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2 evidence with the excision, this top document, with

3 the excision indicated on the copy I gave to Mr. Brow

it has to do with an address.

5 MR. SHOWN; We accept it with that excision,

6 your Honor.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: May I see the original?

MR. POCCIO: I ask your Hnoris permission

to show only the excised copy as we have done before.

to MR. BEN-VENISTE: I presume you are offering

11 an excised copy?

12 MR. BROWN: I have no problem.

13 THE COURT The copy is there.

14 MR. PUCCIO: I Me only offering the top docme

15 and the Xerox.

16 MR. BoWN: Does that complete the examination.

17 MR. PUCCIG: yes.

s MR. BROWNt Show me which papers? I assume

19 I go first because it affects a witness I produced.

THE COURrt: Yes, yo. may.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. BROWN:22

23 a Mr. rortner, Judge, is it all right if 1

24 question from here?

THE COUR: Yes.
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2 Mr. Fortner, you don't know Mr. Weinberg,

3 is that correct, as an individual?

4A No.

0 Yo are the Person in -- you have access

to records and you were asked to come as custodian and

bring certain records from Florida?

8 A yes

1 0 As far as any individuals involved, you don't

to have any knowledge?

1 A I don't know Mr. Weinberg.

12 0 What you have is a piece of paper? You did

13 have it, where is it?

I (Pause.)

15 Q This piece of paper which I have in my hand,

1. what is it marked?

17 THE COURC: Twenty-eight.

is 0 Which is Exhibit 28, represents the records

19 you took out of your files and brought with you; is that

2 correct?

21 A That is correct.

(continued on next page)

23

MM fEls- 24

25
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2 CONTINUED CROSS EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. BROWN:

4 NoW, it shows, in effect, that in June, June 23

1979, there was a trade in, one van for another, is that

d correct?

A Well, he traded in the van, yes.

B or a van?

IA Cajarc, isn't it?

0 THE COURT: What kind of a car is that?

it THE WITNESS: A Chevrolet.

12 THE COURT: Sedan? Coupe?

13 THE ITNESS: He bought a Camaro. If

It you look on the original, it says Camaro.

is 3 I will accept your word for it.

11 It's a code nme or serial?

17 A I assure you it will be on the other.

What was traded in was a tan van, is that

19 right?

20 n Yes.

21 In June, June 237

22 L That's correct.

23 So, whoever this gentleen is and the

M name Weinberg does appear there, right?

25 A. Yes.
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So, you don't knot, whether that was Mr.

Weinberg or John Smith, actually, do you, Just something

on a piece of paper?

N Except Mr. Weinberg is , good customer or

our company and they all know him.

So you think maybe Mel Weinberg himself did

come in?

& I am sure he did because he is a good

customer.

He did have that tan van?

L yes.

You dent know how many vans Mr. WEinberg had,

do you?

. No, they go by the !.D. number.

With respect to that piece of paper and

the serial number that refers to a Camaro trom your

records, you are certain a Camaro was bought in June of

197B - 179?

a June 23, '79.

And that a tan van was turned in?

A Yes.

q You don't know whether or not Mr. Weinberg

had or used any other vans, do you, at any given time?

K No. I old have no idea..
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You don't know whether the F.B.I. leases

vans for use of their personal, do you, you don't know

anything about that?

a No.

4 what you're really saying, ad far as the

piece of paper is concerned, June '79, weinberg assuming

that's the sa.e person involved in this oase , turned in

a tan van, that's it?

A This van right here.

Tan van?

a Along with this 1.D. n ber. It says tan,

that's the description of it. The F.D. is the main thing

you go by.

p If you knew how to use the ID. nmher?

A Yes.

But when you look at it, you look at color?

x Yes.

4 He had one up to June anyway?

a Yes.

MR. BROWN: Thank you.

TME COURT± Any other questions?

MR. DUFY: Just a couple.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY M.t DUFFY:
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You told Mr. Brown that what wis purchased

was a Camaro, is that right?

A That's my understanding.

P Bud the van was swapped in for that?

a That's right.

H It doesn't say Camaro on here, does it?

A, Where is the original?

Why don't you answer my question?

x I didn't do this. I didn't print this.

0 A fellow called Bode'sold the car?

A Yes, but the information is blank here and

it wouldn't be blank on the original.

MR. BROS: That's a blank piece of paper.

MAR. DUFFY: I understand that.

I can handle this.

P Mat was given to use in evidence doesn't

say Camaro on it, does it?

A. I had the original, Your

to it?

Honor. What happened

MR. BRown: I accept the serial number. Your

Honor.

T COURT: The question that Mr. Huffy is

asking you, does the word Camaro appear on that

piece of paper?
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THE WTTNDSS: Not on here it doesn't.

3 THE COURT: This - - There is something on

there that says Camaro.

5 % The 70199 -

6 A Yes.

7 MR. DUFFY: I ask Vz. Puccio to show me

8 the original. We don't have anything that says

9 C .. aro.

10 TTE COURT: May I see the original, please?

11 MR. PUCCIO: I will handle hand up

12 something else which we're not offering.

13 It's . related copy.

14 MR. BEN-VENISTE: what is that?

15 MR. PUCCIO: A related copy.

16 THE COURT: Is this the document, the

17 pink one that says Camaro?

THE WITNESS: That's a bill of sale.

1 MR. BEN-VENIST Did we get that?

THE COURT: Does that have any significance20

in terms of what the kind of car is?2?

THE WITNESS: The original there has the

description of the car and what it is.

T2E COURT: May I see the document that

is the exhibit, please?
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MR. DUFYI I don't see a sticker on it,

Your Ionor.

THE COURT: is that the document, Mr. Puccia?

MR. PUCCO: yes, sir.

THE COURT: Will you mark it, please?

MR. PtCCIO: The photo is already marked.

THZ COURT: I know, but you offered the

document in evidence.

TE tRK: So marked, as 28A.

THE COURT: It's 28A that is in evidence and

not 28. May I see it?

MR. PUCCID: Yes.

THE COURT: M. Portsoy, were you trying

to tell me on this document 28A that I am holding

in my hand a portion that is blocked out here

has the word Camaro on it.

TIM WITNESS: It should have, Your Honor.

THE COURT: May I show you the original

of it,

THE WITNESS: well, being a Chevrolet

Dealer - -

THE COURT: It doesn't say that.

THE WITNESS: No, it doesn't.

ThE COURT: I show you this document which
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2 is pink, a bill head of Roger Dean Chevrolet, InC.

3 It's labled car invoice and ask you if that helps you

I in any way tell us what kind of a car we're talking
5!  about?

6 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, it says Camaro. The

7 bill of sale says Camaro, Your Monor.

8 THE COURTt All right.

9 Do you wish to see that, Mr. Dulffy.

10 MR. DUFFY: I don't want to see anything

11 I'm not supposed to see, Your Honor,

12 TH
E 

COURT: I just want to know if you want

13 to see it.

14 ... DUFFy: The exhibit doesn't say Camaro.

THE COURT: Exhibit 28A, nor - does

I6 not say Camaro in those words, nor does the

17 original of which it is a copy with the address

8 of Mr. Melvin Weinberg deleted say anything about

19 Camaro.

20 There is . docrment here which I take it

is related to this transactia some way, which

22 does say Camaro, which I can show you by folding

23 over address, if you wish to see it.

24 MR. DUFFYs May I see the exhibit that

has been put into evidence?
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THE COURT: Yes.

4 I don't Want to go into all the financial

figures, I couldn't understand this stuff.

How much was paid when the car was bought?

A Deposit of $1,006.00, and paid $1,000.00 on

delivery.

A Was that paid by cash or cheek?

A It should be in the file.

4 Could you answer me?

A The whole complete sale of - bill of

sale.

it say that?

A

K

bought in l97S

the 1as

Draft 679, check nuber 6095, doesn't

Yes, the car was financed.

Does it say GOAC on there?

Yes.

Is this the only car that Mel Weinberg

I?

x NO. I don't think so.

4 HOW many did he buy?

Did he buy lots of cars there?

A Two To three in how long. I guess in

it year.

Two or three cars in the last year.
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Did you sell him the Lincoln Continental

I the fancy speakers?

A. Not that T know of.

So if he has one of those, he didn't get

I you, he got two or three others?

LHe has bought two or three from us.

That would he the Caaro, what are the

I think he bought a truck.

A pickup?

Possibly, yes.

I don't know, sir.

I know he has bought two or three.

What is the other one, Camaro, truck?

I said two or three. I am not sure.

Was there another one

I don't know.

Camaro, a truck and something else?

I don't kno.

You don't sell cars, do you?

No, I don't sell cars.

Are you the bookkeeper?

I a one of the sales managers and

relations manager.
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2 MR. DUFFY: That's all, Your Honor.

3 THE COURT: Any other questions?

4 MR. BEN-VWNIST: I just would like to

understand .ht these other documents ar,.

6 CROSS EXX4INATION

7 BY MR. BZN-VZNISTE:

a Is this just the history of this van, sir,

9 these other documents relate to who subsequently got the

o0 van and all of that?

1 x Yes, this is who we sold the van to after it

12 was traded in.

13 a Can you testify, under oath, here that Mr.

4 Weinberg didn't own another van Just like that?

U A. I wouldn't know.

16 MR. BEN-VENISTE: That's all.

17 MR. BROWN: I have one question, Your

W Honor.

j9 RECROSS EXAMINATION

" BY MR. BROTINt

21 0 Actually, the record indicates that the

22 Government paid for this, doesn't it, just the best you

23 can do?

2 I am sorry, but I'm sure this car is financed

25 through one of the banks.
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2 May I ask you, this document, which is a

photo - -

MR. PUCCIO: I don't believe those are the

S photos.

6 All right.

7 You don't know who paid for it?

0 L I have a copy of the contract itself in the

9 file.

I MR. SROWN: Could I see that?

MR. PUCCIOi Here you are.

R4T. BROWN; I have no further questions.

13 MR. BEN-VENSTE: I have one, Your Honor.

14 THE COURT: Proceed.

Is CROSS EXAMIIIATIOI

16 BY MR. BEN-VENISTE

17 U You were not asked to bring up all the

is records as to all of the cars which your company has

19 records of with respect to Mr. Weinberg?

20 & No.

21 0 Just this particular folder pertaining to

that particular van?

23 A Yes., si.

24 q As far ;as .any-other cars, trucks or cars,

25 you have records down in Florida, do you, Sir?
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that you did

Portnor - arose Ben-Voniste

I didn't bring any with me, no.

you weren't asked to, I am not suggesting

anything wrong?

CROSS EXAXITNATION

BY MR. DUFFYt

1 Mr. Portnoy, did you come up here under

government expense?

Did they pay your way up?

MR. PUCCIO: I object to this.

THU COURT: Sustained.

M . PUCCIO: The witness is receiving normal

subpoena fee.

THE COURT: Thank you, very much.

You're excused.

(Witness excused

MR. PUCCITO: I call Mr. Houlihan.

VIE COURT: All right.

M A R T I X H 0 U I A A O , having been duly sworn

by the Clerk of the Court, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXA4INATION

BY MR. PUCCIO;

I Mr. oulihan, you are a Bpecial agent

of the P.B.I. assigned to the Newark Division'
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x That's correct.

4 You had ocCasionto interview a Mr. Joseph

biLorenzo on dune 10, of this year, is that correct?

x That's correct.

9 During this interview, you asked Mr.

DiLorenzo certain questions concerning gifts, is that

correct?

A Yes.

9 Did Mr. DiLorenzo mention to you a Betamax

Video Cassette Recorder?

& Yes, that was mentioned.

4 What did he say about that?

DO you recall?

K Yes, if I could refer to -

Axe you referring to your report?

I. Yes.

4 I have given a copy to Mr. Brown.

MR. BROWN: That's true. I have one.

K With regard to that video cassette recorder,

he mentioned that it was purchased at Best Products in

Morristown, New Jersey, and subsequently delivered to

Mel WEinberg.

Did he tell you when - by who. it was

delivered to Mal Weinberg?
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2 Yes,.he said by him and Mr. Errichotti.

3 a Did he tell you when it was delivered to

4 Mr. lcinberg7

$ & Yes. He was specific. He said January 19,

6 1979.

7Now, during this interview that you asked

Mr. DiLorenzo about any other gifts -

o A Actually, he was the one who brought up

,0 the gifts. I wasn't aware of any gifts until he brought

11 it to my attention and obviously I started asking him

12 questions about the various gifts to obtain details of

13 it.

14 Did you obtain specific information about

is each nne?

16 x I obtained specific information about a

17 number of gifts. There were soe other gifts he was

18 a little hazy on with regard to specifics.

19 1 Did you ask at any time during the interview

20 Mr. DiLorento if he had any names of people that he could

21 supply to you who could corroborate the fact that he

22 delivered a gift to Mr. Weinberg other than Mr. Errichetti?

23 A Yes, that was -- I was concerned about that,

whether or not -

25 MR- BROWN; Objection.

82-077 0-81-142 (Pt, 1) BLU
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ThE COURT: Sustained. The answer is yes.

3At any time during the interview, did he,

that is, did Mr. DiLorenzo indicate to you that a girlfriend

of his was present when a gift was given to Mr. Weinbor;?

6A No, sir.

7 At any time during the interview, did Mr.

Dilorenzo indicate to you that he had taken . trip to

I Kennedy Airport to the Ionosphere tounge or anything

10 along those lines.

11 & No, sir.

12 Did he indicate to you at any time during

13 1979 he and his girlfriend were present when a Detamax

1j was taken from his car and put into Mr. einberg's car?

15 A NO, 51.

16 At any time during the interview did Mr.

17 Dilorenzo indicate to you that he had taken a trip with

Is his girlfriend to DaGuardia Airport and there observed

19 a Lincoln Automobile?

20 k No, sir.

21 Belonging to Mr. Weinberg?

22 No, sir.

23 D Did he say anything to you about Mr. Weinberg

24 being in the company of a sister-in-law?

25 x No, sir.
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2 i Did he say anything to you about the

sister-in-law or anyone else having a dog around, a poodle

4 or anything like that?

A No, sir.

6 MR. PUCCIO: That's all I have.

THE COURT: Mr. Duffy, any questions?

Mr. Brown?

MR . BROITN2 I have, Your Honor.

10 CROSS EXCAINATIOS

BY MR. BROWN:

12 "wDid you make notes of the interview?

]3 Yes.

14 a Do you have them?

i& No. I was sumond this morning to court.

16 I had no knowledge I was going to be here. I was down

17 in South Jersey and I had to travel from South Jersey

% non-stop to Brooklyn, but there are notes in my file

19 in the Newark office and, actually, this is a report -

20 a That's a Sumary?

2& Right.

MR. BROWN: I would ask to have those notes

23 tomorrow morning.

MR. PUCCIDi We have no objection to having

then over here if Mr. Houlihan can have them
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over here.

3 Now, this narrative was given to you

4 voluntarily by Joseph DiLorenzo, is that right?

$ L Yes.

6 9 And he appeared voluntarily at your offi..

7 with his attorney, is that. riqht?

A Yes.

I And he brought up the gifts to you, you

1n didn't ask him about them?

A I wasn't aware of any gifts until he

12 brought them up.

13 Now, the narrative that you have here

14 consists of nine pages, as I count it, I may be wrong?

is I believe it's nine.

16 4 Now, the questions and answers about

1 I 1 will withdraw that.

is The recitals about the gifts take up

19 roughly - - what would be the equivalent of three quarters

20 of a page, would you say?

21

2 I'm starting at Page 212 at the bottom.

If you examine, I think you will find that

212 and the top of 213 contains the entirety of your

25 records with respect to gifts?
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2 A Yes, I believe that's correct.

3 Q So the vast majority of the records here

4 is concerned with other matters other than the gifts, is

that right?

6 yes.

7Would yor notes show what questions you

0 directed towards this gentleman as he gave you the

9 information on the gifts?

It. Not necessarily, no.

So that you simply put down what he gave

2 you without going too deeply into the gifts, is that/
13 correct?

14 & We asked him specific questions and tried

to elicit as much information we could about the gifts

and he responded.

17 I in your opinion, was he responding

M voluntarily and clearly as you could observe?

1A . Yes.

20 h He wasn't evasive or anything like that?

1 No, I would say he gas not.

22 D He does note that in the general preamble

21 that he was not too certain about certain dates, is that

24 right?

25 A That's correct.
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2 Then he proceeded to give you the information

3 you *et down?

I A Yea.

5 0 With respect to the gifts, Z will question

6 you about them alone.

I He does state he did purchase a video

8 cassette recorder from test Products, is that right?

9 A Yes.

10 Do you have any recollection as to whether

11 he delivered to you a receipt for that Beetaax?

12 L Yes.

13 Do you have it with you?

14 f NO.

15 May I show you defense Exhibit Y, and

16 ask you if that would refresh your recollection as to

17 the unit and purchase?

Is A Yes.

19 D Now, what is the date on that receipt?

20 a March 3, of 1979.

21 0 And gave you that at the sae tie he gave

22 you the recital?

23 a No, he didn't

21 a He brought it to you later?

25 A I went to his attorneys office, I believe,
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about a week, approximately a week later, and his

attorney's secretary gave it to me.

With respect to that receipt and the Betamax

or video cassette recorder, would you tell us whether

or not the receipt coincides with the date he said that he

dealt with that?

I call your attention to the first

paragraph of the section.

L No, it does not.

q So that the date of the purchase really on

the receipt is March?

A. March 3, 1979.

PAd at the time he gave you the interview,

he didn't have that with him to refresh his recollection?

& No.

So that really shows the date he says he

actually bought it, is that right?

L Well, this shows the date that something

was purchased at Best Products.

4 And he told you at the time of the interview

in June that he purchased it at Best Products?

a That's correct.

So that at least the item corresponds to

the receipt and teh, item corresponds to the statement and
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2 the receipt, is that right?

3 &. YC.

4So that if that date is accurate, then he was

$ incorrect of giving you the original date without having

6 the receipt with his , is that right?

7 1 guess you could draw that Conclusion.

a Well, it's logical from the comparison

9 of the two. wouldn't you say?

0 ik Uniess he bught two video cassette recorders.

11 Or unless that doesn't apply to the one in q

12 qestion. That. also possible, is that right?

13 A Yes.

I4 As far as the date is concerned, that gives

is a different date?

A. Yes.

17 Re told you he wanted to get the receipt

18 to refresh his recollection, did he not, as to dates?

19 L I don't reCall that, that he said that

" during olr interview that he wanted to get the receipt.

21 I really don't recall that.

22 D But he said he wanted to get the receipt and

23 give it to you. is that right?

24 x I dont recall that,,to be honest with

25 you. I don't recall his saying that. I know at a later
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2 time I was called by the attorney and he informed me

that he had the receipt.

4 You don't know how it came about that he

got the receipt for you?

6 No. It may have come up during the interview

that he may have, he could produce the receipt. I am not

sure but it was a short time after that within a few

days that I received the call from the attorney and he

M gave me the receipt.

4 And he represented that was the receipt

1 pertaining to the product?

13 Yes.

14 He told you about the stereo value of

1 $3,300.00, adcording to him, that had been requested by

M Weinberg, is that right?

7 x Yes.

. q He also' told you that Veinbarg showed

19 Errichetti piece of paper which contained such.

20 I am reading from the third line there.

A. Yes.

22 $ 40 hHealso said that in fact, while it was

23 $ 00. he paid $1,200.00 for it, tight?

24 1 Yes.

25 Q. And he said that was given to Weinberg
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2 omwhere around M&rch of '79, is that right?
3 L Yes.

I g y the way, with respct to the Betanax,

5 he gave you the details as to the fat that it cost $0t00
S oase?

7 L yes, sir.

8 a Ad then wehn he cea to talking about the
9 colored television, he mntioned to ou he had purchased

to three sall c.lored televisios and delivered th1e to

11 Weinberg?

12 A. yes.

13 a Iand he babnd .askn, Gabbse Natcrss, wh he
14 purchased it in conjunction with, he said torcorss know
Is someody who had a discount c.nect..i?

M A That's right.

17 so told you of the mierwave oven?

is & Yes.

19 0 Be told you the atore wich M bought it

N m uewah was Stza., Etdwe . is that a store amon
V clerr, bil?

A. Yes, sir.

S And he also inforet you ha% he delivered

the trleis. se"e that Weisbe told his that he said

no to let anyone see his put th in weinbsrg's van, Is
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that right?

& Tht.s right.

That they would be delivered according to

this recital, around March or somewhere around there?

a Not necessarily, he was not too specific

on when they were delivered.

The only thing he could tell us was that

it was on an occasion when Weinberg was at the Hyatt House,

but he couldn't come up with a date on that particular

item.

4 Did you ask him if anybody accompanied him

on these occasions?

A Yes, sir.

a What did he say?

L fe only one who ever accompanied him was

Mr. Errichetti.

Did you ask him if he ever went to an

airport with a young lady?

A

sIste-in

I am not

I an not

I had no reason to. He never to1q me that.

Do you know whether or not Weinberg has a

-1aw nwned Marie?

I am aware that Weinberg has a relative,

sure whether it is a sister or sister-in-law.

sure of the name.
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Are you aware he ,.a .a.n?

a yes.

Are you aware he has a dog, a poodle?

h. I don't know that for a fact.

D So, as far as you know, - do you know

that he has a relative named Marie, whatever her

relationship is?

A I don't know the name.

But thre is a woman relative in his company

from time to time, to your knowledge, is that right?

A NO.

So you don't know about that.

I'm trying to plumb your uncertainty - _

& I told you what I know about the relative in

in thatti kno it is a female, I know it is a sister

or a sister-in-law, but I have no knowledge she ever

accompanied him anywhere.

q You know there is such a person regardless

of name, sister or sister-in-law?

. Yes.

Have you questioned Mel Weinberg about

these gifts?

& NO.

q So he hasn't told you anything with respect
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2 to whether or not he received them, is that right?

A. That's correct.

IAnd you haven't investigated whether or

not these colored televisions were purchased in Cherry

6 Hill?

A7 Yes, I did.

a Did you find out?

A. They had no record of it at the store.

0 Did they say it Was not purchased there?

11 k No, they did not.

12 q What did they tell you about this kind of

13 purchase?

4 About discount purchases which they donut

recall

6 I went there to determine lif . stereo outift

had been purchased there and television sets, they were

supposed to be purchased. At least this is the story

he furnished the name to me . I believe it was Hi-Fi House

In Cherry Hill. They had no record of it. They said there

may have been a record at their home base somewhere in

Pennsylvania, but they couldn't be sure of that.

23 I then tried to determine who the salesman

was and he no longer worked there. I contacted him and he

25 vaguely remembered someone coming in, purchasing a stereo
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2 outfit.

3 Did he remember Georgie Norcross?

I A. Vaguely.

5Did you talk to George Norcross?

a Yes.

7 a What did he say.

a A He said that he had purchased some items

I there, had a contact there and was approached by Ditorenzo

10 who was a friend and he referred him to this store and

ii they both Went there and purchased the stereo.

12 4 So NorcorSS confined it?

3 A. He confirmed that Diloronzo Want there

11 and purchased stereo equipment. but he didn't know who

15 it was for.

16 I asked him whether or not Dilorenzo

17 stated it was for M. Errichetti, whether it Was for

is Mr. Weinberg or who it was for. and he did not know who the

11 ite, Was for. •

20 a He didn't tell him anything about that?

21 k I don.t kow anything about that. He hadn't

22 received any information about that.

23 a The fact is, the items were purchased under

21 the circumstances where there was a salesman, a discount

25 and so forth?
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A That's right.

3 9 So you did confirm that George Noroross had

this contact, took Joe there and they purchased such

$ equipment?

A. That's correct.

7With respect to the microwaveoven, did you

go to Straw Bridge?

Yes.

1 What did you find there?

A. I found that a microwave oven was ordered

1 through Danianise, who is the secretary of Mr. Errichetti

and a microwave was ordered over the phone through one

4 salesman and subsequently, within a day or two, it was

picked up by someone, the salesman who I spoke to could

6 not recall who picked it up.

It certainly was ordered by the Mayor's

. secretary, and picked up by someone.

9So that you agree it was confirmed?

A. That's right.

N a Did you go to Best Products about the

Be tanlax?
22 Bt .

24 What was your investigation there?

x Best products acknowledged this receipt was
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for their store and it was for another video recorder.

It was not a Betamax. I believe it was an ACA. I did

a report on this and I am not -- without looking at

that p - - I can't be specific. It was not a Betamax.

Is that the same kind of a video cassette

recorder?

A Yes.

p That is what he told you?

A. Yes.

They had - - the only thing that they had

was this receipt they presented to them, they kept no

records, they had no record of the sale other than this,

the only thing he could tell me was that this was a

cassette recorder and that it was purchased on that date

for that price at his store.

0 It was At Best Comany, is that right?

x That's right.

0 Were they able to identify any?

A NO.

0 To this degree, you were able to check out

the video recorders as stated to you in the reports that

you have set down to the extent that there was such a sale?

MR. PUCC1O I object.

TE COURT: Sustained.
(Continued on following page)
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2 MR. SHOWN: I beg your pardon?

THIE COURT: Sustained. Argumentative.

BY MR. BROWN:

Q Well, did you confirm the purchase of a

video cassette recorder at Best Products on the date
6

gan there?

MR. PUCCIO: Objection.

THE COURT: That has been asked and answered.

Q Well, did you examine and confirm the stereo
I0

purchase for $1,200?

MR. PUCCIO: S ae objection. Asked and
12

answered.
13

THE COURT: Mr. Brown, your summation will

come tomorrow if we ever get there. Save it for

later, please.
16

MR. BROWN: Well, your Honor, I'm not trying

to usu up anything, your Honor.
18

THE COURT: You are going back over every-
thing that you have been doing for the last ten

minutes.
21

Me. BROm: Well, yor Honor, it is agreed
22

that there are certain items, and I would prefer
23

to discuss them at the sidebar.
24

TME COURT: Next question.
25

82-077 C-81- 143 (Pt. 1) BLR
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MR. BRON I said if you will allow mc

a sidebar perhaps I caR explain it and then of

course if not I will not ask the questions. I

wanted to tell you what they are.

THE COURT: The questions that you have

asked the last two and possibly the last three have

been sustained as to objections. They are repeti-

tive. They are argumentative. They belong in

Su ation. They do not belong as questions to

a witness on the witness stand.

Next question, please.

O Have you had an opportunity to speak to

A young woman who testified yesterday, Debra Procacci?

A What is the name, sir?

0 Debra procacei.

A No, sir.

0 You had not heard the nere before?

A No, sir.

o Have you questioned Mr. Di Lorenzo other

than on this occasion that noted of June 10th?

A No, that was the only ttie that I interviewed

him.

Q That was the only tie.

After you had investigated at the store
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you dinot go to him again?

A No, sir.

MR. BROWN: All right. NO further questions.

CROSS EXk11INATZ ON

BY MR. DUFFY:

Q You know how you go to buy Kleenex but you

Might get Scott tissues.

MR. PUCCID: I object to this question.,

THE COURT: Sustained.

QAren't you aware of people talking about

these video recorders and using a brand name to describe

all of them, thbey say I have , Betaax.

MR. PUCCIO: I object.

THE COURT; Sustained.

0 HoW long have you been an F.B.I. agent?

A Eleven years.

MR. PUCCIO: I object. It has been already

asked and answered.

Q In your business do you interview people

accused of crime, witnesses, frequently?

A Yes.

0 Have you come across young fellows that YoU

are interviewing who are reluctant to involve a pretty

girl in anything?
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MR. PUCCIC: Objection.

TWE COURT: Sustained.

MR. DUFFy: That is all.

THE COURT: Mr. Dn-Venisto?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: May I ask the questions

from here, your Conor (indicating counsel table.)

THE COURT: Ye s .

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BEN-VENISTE:

0 Sir, you said at the time -- when was that

interview of JOo Di Lorenzo?

A That was On Jun 10th of 1980.

o You said at that time you were not aware

of any gifts to Mr. Weinberg? 1s that so, sir? Wasn't

that your

A

0

this ABSCA

A

0

getting an

you?

A

0

testimony?

I wasn't aware of -- yes, that's correct.

And you had, I take it, some connection with

±4 investigation?

Yes, sir.

So the first you heard of Mr. Weinberg

y gifts was in June when Mr. Di Lorenzo told

Yes, sir.

You did not in the files of the F.B.I. or
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2 in your discussions with other agents learn anything

3 about some wrist watches?

4 A I did. But I a. not sure when that was.

5 0 Your best recollection is it was subsequent

6 to Mr. Di Lorenzo's appearance?

A Excuse , sir?

0 Your best recollection is that you learned

9 it .ome time after Mr. Di Lorenzo told you about these

10 other things?

11 A No, I may have learned before. I - not

12 sure when. And I am not sure how it came to my attention.

3 But I recall that I did co.e to know that some wrist

14 watches were given to him.

Q But you don't know when you learned that?

16 A NO.

A. 0 It would have ueon before or it could have

been after?

:9 A I tbink it probably was before.

0 You say that you never questioned Mr. Weinberg

21 about the gifts that Mr. Di Lorenzo mentioned in June?

22 Is that right?

23 A That's right.

21 0 Do you know of anybody asking Mr. Weinberg

,, I about it?
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2 MR. PUCCIO: Objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Sustained.3

Q Well, are you familiar with any report

herein it is indicated that someone from the F.B.I. asked5

Mr. Weinberg whether he received any such gifts?6

MR. PUCCIO: Objection.7

THE COURT: Sustained.
a

9 Are you familiar with any request that was9

circulated in the F.B.I.?
10

THE COURT: It is irrelevant, Mr. Ben-11
Veriiste.

12

MR. BE14-VNEISTE: I hope this one is
13

relevant, your Honor.
14

THE COURT: His familiarity with something?
15

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Well, I want to find,
16

your Honor, whether the F.B.I. asked their own
17

agents whether they saw Mr. Weinberg in possession

of any of these items after they had received this
19

information.
2D

THE COURT: It is irrelevant.
21

MR. SSN-VENISTE: Why would it be irrelevant?

THE COURT: And hearsay.
23

MR. BEN-VENISTE: Well, if there is such
24

a report, your 1o.or, to whether Mr. Weinberg
25
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2 was questioned, I would like to see it. I would

like to have it produced if there is any report.

TIHE COURTz Next question, please.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: May I come to the sidebar,

your Honor?

T7HE COURT: When you have finished your

8 questioning, yes.

Dy Ms. BEP-VENISqEt

Q My last question would be whether you per-

Sonally were asked whether you saw any of these items in

Mr. Weinbezg.B possession?
12

A Asked by who?
'3

M By anyone in the F.B.I.?

A May I have that question again?
IS

T1 COURT: Do you understand the question?16

THE WITNESS: Idont fully understand it.
I7

Q Did John Good or anybodyelse connected
I8

with the running of this investigation ask you or any ofI9

the other agents who were familiar with Mr. weinberg
20

Whether they had seen any of these items in Mr. weinber,s
21

possession?
22

MR. PUCCIOt Objection.
23

THE COURT: Sustalned.

* ft~
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THE COURT: Mr. Brown, have you ome questions

MR. BROW: May I ask him from here,

your Honor?

(Indicating defense counsel table.)

THE COURT: yes.

BY MR BRON;

Q Agent Houlihan, did you inform the Eastern

District, Mr. puccio, of your interview with Mr. Di Lorenzo

in which ho voluntarily told you about these gifts?

A I sent a communication to the Bureau, to

the F.B.I., with a copy of it to the Brooklyn Heights

and Queens Strike Force and Mquested that an investigation

be conducted.

0 That would be Mr. Puccio's division?

A

aware of it

0

A

Q

according to

that right?

Right. Andst. puccis, I sn sure was made

by --

That was inmodiatly after?

yes.

You completed your report on the 12th,

your papers? I .ea. you dictated it? Is

A That is right. I dictated it on the 12th --

0 So it would have been shortly after that

that you would have comunicated to the Eastern District?
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A Probably before that.

0 Even before.
3

Now, you have gven . detailed account, and

we thank you for it, of your Investigation. Have you a
5

written report, a 302 of that investigation of the gifts
6

Which you conducted after the interview?

THE COURT: I za sorry but I didn't hear

the question.

MR. BROWN- I asked him whether he had a
i1

302 written report of the investigation subsequent

to his interview with Mr. Di Lorenzo which would
12

recite at least in part about his going to the
13

Best Company Store. I an asking if he has a written
14

report, a 302 report.

MR. PUCCID: Objection.
l6

THE COURT: Overruled.
17

MR. BROWN: I an allowed to ask you that.
IA

THE WITNESS: ls.
19

o You do have it?
20

A Yes.
21

Q May I have it?

A I don't have it here.
23

o Well, you would have your notes on that
24

delivered by the morning? --
25



MR. BROWN: Is that all right with you,

your Honor? I am sorry I misspoke.

MR. PUCCIO: I don't have any objection

it. It doesn't pertain to what this witness w

questioned about.

MR. BROWN: Well, it would be his inves

tion is what I asked.

MR. PUCCIO: It is all hearsay.

THE COURT: But you didn't object to it

MR. PUCCIO: Well, I thought I would sa

to

was

tiga-

t1'

timo.

THE COURT: It would have saved a nal ai.

hour if you had.

MR. BROW: I did not mean to ask directly,

your Honor. I apologize.

THE COURT: That's all right. Since you

didn't object to the questions, he does have the

report. produce it in the morning.

MR. BRW: I have no further questions

of Agent Houlihan.

THE COURT: Any Other questions?

MR. SEN-VINISTE; No.

THE COURT: All right, you may step down.

Mr. Houlihan.
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THE COURT; That is it for the Government?

MR. PUCCIO: Yes.
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MR. LEVY:

into evidence --

At this time we would like to move

MR. LEVY: The following exhibits, Defendants'

Exhibit A of transcript 3500-105(a); Defendants'

Exhibit C, Mr. weinberg's Pittsburgh indictment;

Defense Exhibit. D& the transcript of the Pittsburgh
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sentencing; E, originally prepared schedule of pay-

'aents to Mr. Weinberg; F, a corrected schedule of

4 the payments to Mr. Weinberq; G, a financial plan --

5 i. PUCcIO It's not a corrected version

6 as I understood it. It was the version including

7 the other payments.

s MR. LEVY: A financial plan concerning the

9 Atlantic City Casino; H, a feasibility study with

10 respect to the Atlantic City Casino; M, Mr. Weinberg

11 rap sheet.

12 MR. PUCCIO: I don't stipulate into admitting

13 a rap sheet into evidence.

1i TiE COURT: I assume you have no objection

U, up to that point?

]6 MR. PUCCIO: Yes.

11 TH COURT: Then A, C, D, E, F, G, and H

is ae received in evidence. The rap sheet, 1, you

19 object to?

MR. PUCCIO: Yes.

21 WE COURT: We will discuss it in a minute.

22 Go on.

23 WaR. LEVY: WE, the recorder probably used by

24 Mr. Weinberg; PF, the original tape of January 10th;

23 and GO, the original tape of January 1Oh, with no

82-077 0 1-- 144 (Pt 1) BLR
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2 specified time.

3 THE COURT: Any objection to EE, 7F, GG?

MR. BEN-VENISTE: With respect to the latter

5 two tapes, we are not offering any portion of those

tape. beyond the portions played to the jury. The

reason for offering than for identification relates

a only to the testing of the tapes.

9 MA. PUCCIOs We object unless the whole thing

10 goes in, of course.

I1 THE COURT: I can't hear you.

12 MR. PUCCIO: We object, your Honor, unless

13 the whole this, is offered.

iA MR. BEN-VENISTEt Then under the eircwnstances

15 we will have them marked for identification.

16 . COURT: All right.

17 How about EE, the recorder? It is offered

18 in evidence.

19 MR. PUCCIO: The recorder itself behave no

20 objection to.

21 THE COUFT: Received in evidence.

22 So we then have in evidence as Defendants'

23 Exhibits A through I, inclusive. We have yet to

24 disoss M.

25 We also have another One here, S, T, U, V. W,
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2 Y, Z, and IE.

MR. LEVY: I thought X in also in evidence.

4 If not, we will move it in.

5 THE COURT: Any objection to X? That's the

I Probation Depar~tsnt letter.

MR. PUCCIO: No objection. I thought that was

received.

9 THE COURT; Perhaps it was, but it is now.

10 Now, with respect to M., what is the objection

11 to M?

12 MR. PUCCIO:, 1. M the identification record,

13 sin?

14 THE COURT: The ?BI rap sheet.

Is MR. PUCCIO: It contains arrests which are

16 inadisaible to impeacluient.

17 THE COURT: This pertains to Mr. Weinberg?

18 MR. PUCCIOz Yes. I I , .,

19 If I knew the purpose for which it is offered,

2s I might withdraw my objection. I don't understand it

21 THE COURT: What is the purpose of the offer?

22 MR. BEN-VENISTE: It shows the jeopardy of

23 Weinberg at the time that he made his deal with the

21 FBI. It goes to his motive and state Of mind in

15 working for them.
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TI COURT: Is that all it shows?

MR. BEN-VENISTE± It confirms the information

4 to which he testified.

5 TIM COURT- It is nothing but corroborative

6 to what he has testified to and what a lot of other

7 witnesses have testified to.

8 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Basically, yes.

9 THE COURT: I will sustain the objection.

10 so much for the exhibits.

11 MR. PUCCIO; Judge, on the question of the

12 Pittsburgh indiotment, I know I agreed to have it

]3 received, but my I inquire what the use of the in-

14 discount will be?

Is TIM COURT: I suppose any prope use you can

16 make of something that is in evidence.

17 MR. PUCCIO: We have a stipulatio that we

Is arrived at.

19

20 (Continued on next pagR.)

21

21
24

25



MR. FURST: Yes, sir.

We will stipulate that B-19, which is

marked as Exhibit BE to defense Exhibit U should

be removed from the list. And that's o Page 4,

your Honor, the call of August 20th, 2:32 P.O.,

for two minutes.

THE COURT: How is it goin, to be removed?

MR. FURST: We will cross it Off on the

Exhibit.

MR. PUCCIO: Why don't we just say we

have stipulated

MR. FURST: In front of the jury I will

agree to stipulate that one phone call, B-19,

has been deleted by stipulation.

MR. POCCIO If Mr. Furst announces that

stipulation when the jury comes in, that will

satisfy me, Judge.

THE COURT: All right.

Is there going to be any other testimony

this morning?

MR. PUCCIO: got from US, your Bonor.

NR. BROWN: No, your Honor, I have had

access to the FBI's notes with respect to the

testimony yesterday, and I ma satisfied that they
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2 are acrofte.

THE COURT: Then all parties rest?

A MR. PUCCIO: Yes.

5 MR. BROWN: Yes.

THE COURT: Did you have sonethin9 further?

MR. BROWN: Just, your onor, I will ask

8 your permission to read Page 3.120, which was

discussed with respect to Mr. einberg and the

10 gifts.

ii THE COURTt 3.120?

12 MR. BROWN: 3.120 of the Philadelphia

13 testimony.

14 THE COURT: Yes, 1'. sorry. 1'm premature

is on all parties resting.

16 There is testimony going to be read and the

11 the stipulatin will be read to the jury?

18 MR. BROWN: That's all.

19 THE COURT: All right.
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THE COURT: Good morning, ladies and

gentlemen.

Before the evidence is officially closed

5 should tell you that I have admitted into

6 evidence a number of the defendant's Exhibits

which were referred to through the course of the

testimony, but which were not formally offered

into evidence until this morning, I don-t think

0 there is any need for enumerate them to you. The

Hi exhibits will be made available to you during your

12 deliberations.

13 secondly, before we begin the somnuations,

14 1 think it is Mr. Furst or Mr. Brown who want to

I5 read to you . brief except from some testimony

16 that was takne before another Federal Judge in

17 Philadelphia on another matter, and it's testimony

is I believe by Mr. Weinberg.

19 MR. BROWN: Yes, sir.

2D ThE COURT: Which you may accept if it were

, 1 testimony given by him here on this trial.

22 Then there is also a stipulation about

2a particular exhibit that will be called to your

attention.

25 Yes, Mr. Brown.
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MR. BROWM: May 1, your Honor.

THE CODRT: yes.

MR. BROWN: This is an excert of the

$ testimony of Mr. Weinberg given in Philadelphia

6 and incorporated into his testimony.

7Question: Did you personally receive

a any gifts?

"Answer: No.

1Question: None whatsoever?

Answer: Except the wallet.

*Question: ust the wallet?
12

Answers yes.
13

1 -Question: Did it have money in it?

M"swer: No.
15

"Question: Did you receive a watch from
16

anybody?'7
hjxswer: yes. we received three watches.

is
"Q.estion: When you say we --

19
*Answer: Well, I received three watches

which I turned over the day I received them to
21

the FBI.

-Question: Who at the Pfl

k *wer : John Good.

The end of the exerpt. Thank you.
25
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2 Thank you, your Honor.

THE COURT: Now the stipulation.

M. FURST: your Honor, we Would stipulate

that on Defense Exhibit U, Exhibit B-2D, a phone

6 call on August 20th, should be deleted and it is

7 so removed on the Exhibit.

6 THE COURT: What that means ladies and

9 gentlemen, is that Exhibit U is the analysis of

10 all the phone calls, and So forth,that one of the

11 witnesses discussed with you. And on one of those

12 you will find that there has been a call that has

13 been crossed out. That has been done pursuant

14 to this stipulation. Apparently it just doesn't

U5 belong there or it's an error or in some way it

16 does not relate to this case. I don't know of

17 the reason, but counsel are satisfied and that

is is good enough for we, it should be good enough

19 for you. Its not on the telephone call list that

20 yOU should be concerned with, nor should you

21 wonder why it is crossed out. It shoulnd't concer

22

23 With that, all parties rest.



(Mr. poUjio makes a closing surmation12

to the jury as follows:

Mi. PUCCIO: Your Honor, Judge Pratt,Is

defense counsel. ladies and gentlemen:I'

First of all., would like to thank youIt

for your attention and patience during the last
IB

almost .thee weeks of this trial.
19

ka Judge Pratt has indicated to you, it is
as

now the tme of the case when the attorneys get'II21

based on the evidence.
23

2 would like to reiterate one thigh that

Judge Pratt said, which is very important, especially
25
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2 in a case of this kind where there is quite a bit

of physical evidence, tapes and sound recordings

which you can hear.

I have a recollection of some of the oviden e.

6 will try to refer to some of it. I will even

have soe of it played to you. Bnt if in any way

my recollection differs frm yours, you follow

I Your recollection and not mine.

10 In addition, you have available to you

11 the opportunity to have any exhibit or any tape

12 or any recording of any kind played back to yot

13 to check a point, to recall in your mind what was

maid and what happened.

15 Of course, that goes for the testimony

of the witnesses who appeared on the witness stand

11 That all can be read back to you if necessary.

is And also, as I said, during the course

of my summation, let us call it, I will make

arguments to you based on the evidence. I will

ask you to draw certain inferences about this
21

case.
22

how, if I make any argument that doesn't23

make any sense to you, that you don't agree with24

it, just reject that arganent.25
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2 One of the things that I think should be

3 said at the outset or one question that I think

4 should be answered is who are the four defendants

in this ease that sit before you? And I would like

to g over that for a moment.

7 First of all, Michael Myers is a United

a States Congressman, a representative of the United

States, of his District in the House of Representa

10 tins,_as you have heard from South Philadelphia,

11 penny slvania.

)2 louis Johanson. a City Councilman who sits

13 in the City Council of the City of Philadelphia.

14 Angelo Errichetti, a Mayor of the City of

is Camden, a State Senator.

16 All three of these gentlemen are public

17 officials, people who hold positions of trust,

is of power, of respect, of influence.

9Noward Criden, a lawyer, a member of the

bar of the State of Pennsylvania. As you have

hard on the tapes, a former prosecutor. Again

a person of trust and respect, of influence.

23 Now, one of the questions, and there are

certain themes or certain issues or idea that

run through the case. I think one of the uost
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significant issues that you should consider, and

I want to mention it at this point because it will

recur throughout my discussion of the evidence.

5 I think it's one of the central things that has

6 to be focused on, and it is simply this: What is

7 real and what is not? What is true and what is

a false? what is acting? What is play acting as you

9 have heard from the testimony of a witness in this

10 case, Congressman Myers? And what is reality.

11 Was the act that was played on the video

12 tapes or was that reality? Or was in fact the act

13 that was played, that you heard from the witness

14 stand as Congressman Myers testified in this

15 Courtroom.

16 Did the act occur when no one knew that the

17 cameras were recording every picture and the micro

is phones were taking down every word? Is that when

19 the act occurred or did the act occur when CongreM

mean Myers took the witness stand fully prepared

21 with the benefit of listening to all the recordings

22 and looking at all the tapes?

21 when did this all begin?

24 Ladies and gentleakenyou heard testimony

25 from Ellis Cook, a junior partner in Mr. Crlden's
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2 law fir , a person who Considers his relationship

3 with Mr. Criden that more of a father and son than

senior partner and junior partner. Mr. Cook told

you that in the spring of 1979, the Criden,

6 Johanson law firm had received a proposal from a

iW. Neifeld to see if they could finance or sell

8 a piece of property in Atlantic City. And you

9 heard Mr. Cook tell you that in connection with

10 that proposal the law firm undertook to see if

I, they could make a substantial fee.

12 You might further recallladies and

13 gentlemen, that during early July of 1979

14 Councilman Zaohanson spoke to a friend of his at

is s country club in lonort, a Mr. Jaces Mailer,

1 if you recall, and Nailer indicated that he had

17 , friend who had a friend who might be interested

Is In this property in Atlantic City.

it And as the facts occurred,we find out that

20 tJe friend who had a friend was Mr. Errihetti,

21 the Mayor of Camden. And the friend that he had

was unfortunately for him Mel Weinberg and Anthony

23 Anoroso.

24 And you might recall frm Cook's testimony

s tere was ultiemtely a meeting, Mr. Meiler, Mr.
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2 Errichetti, Mr. Johanson, Mr. Criden, they met

3 a Longport, New Jersey, to discuss the possible

I financing frem the fictitious Arabs.

5 And as you might further recall, as a resul

6 of this meeting in Lonqport, New Jersey,there was

7 a scheduled appointment with Weinberg and Amoroso

* on a yacht in Fort Lauderdale, Florida on July

9 26, 1979.

10 NoW, a lot has been said about this meeting

11 on he boat. I think you must have heard several

12 hours of testimony about where everybody was when

13 they said this and where everybody was when they

14 said that and whether it was below decks or above

15 decks. But the fact remain. that there was a meeti g.

16 There was a discussion about this casino proposal,

17 this piece of property of Mr. Neifeld's. And in

Is addition, as Agent Amoroso testified, there was

19 . brief discussion about a potential problem that

20lrked in the minds of his employers, the Arab

21 Sheiks. And that was simply this: If perchance,

2and as Agent Amoroso testified, this just came

23 ot. It Was something that was thrown out to Mr.

21 Errichetti whom he had known for several months

25 and whom be had prior dealings with which are not
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relevant here, but it was something he threw out

to Mr. Errichetti and said very simply, they are

concerned that they might be in the same problem

as Mr. Somoza, former President Somaoza, they

6 might have the same kind of difficulty. Is there

anything you can do? Can you provide us with

8 any help? Do you know any politicians'

9 Mr. Errichetti readily accepted that propos I

10 and said, I think I can help you, or words to that

U1 effect. There was discussion then as to how much

12 it would cost.

13 Mx. Cook tells you that when Mr. Criden

]d and Mr. Johanson returned to Philadelphia, they

discussed with him the details of their trip to

16 Fort Lauderdale. And Mr. Criden said, well, on

17 the way back I was sitting next to Mayor Errichett

18 in the plane and he told ma that if we could

19 provide politicians, if we could provide people

there might be some money in it for us.

Ad Mr. Cook told you that Mr. Johanson

2was dispatched to contact his friend, Mr.Myrs.,

and see if Mr. Myers was interested in meeting

N !with the Sheik or his representatives in order

25 to Solve this migration problem.
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NOW, ladies and gentlemen. I would like to

play to you at this time some of the early telepho

I conversations which pick up this story and show

you how it developed.

Would you play the first one, please, and

that is Exhibit 9-A -- I'm sorry Exhibit 20-A --

I't sorry again, Exhibit 19-A, July 29th.

JpR NO. 10: 1 don't have 19-A.

I JUROR NO. 3: I donPt have it either.

11 (Whereupon, the completed notebooks are

distributed to the jury.)

MR. PuCIO:R All right, your Honor, we are

14 ready to proceed.

(Whereupon, the tape recording referred toIs

16 was played.)

MR. PUCCIOt The next one now is July 30,I,

1979. Play the next one, please.Is

(Whereupon, the tape recording referred to

was played for the jury.)

MR. pUCCIO: Now, the next day, July 31st.
21

(Whereupon, the tape recording referred to
22

was played for the jury.)
23

MR. PUCCO: Mr. Weinberg says, good. What
24

price are we using?
25

82-077 0-81 145 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2 Mayor Errichctt4$ aye, one.

Mr. Weinberg told you that meant $100,000.

Weinberg says, one. Do you think we should,

cut it dwn to 50?

6 Erichetti says no.

And then we will play the next one later

on the same day, the 31st.

(Whereupon* tape recording referred to

is played for the jury.)

12

13
14 (Continued on next page.)

15

16

17

1s

19

20

21

23
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2 MR. PUCCIO: Now, ladies and gentlement,

you heard four conversations between Mel Weinberg

4 and Mr. Errichetti, the Mayor from Caaden, New

5 Jersey.

l ask you, as you think about the Conversa-6

tions, as you heard what was said, more than a yea'

ago and what was captured on tape,are those

conversations consistent or inconsistent with the9

other evidence in the case?
10

Are they consistent or inconsistent wish th11

video tapes that later I will talk about and that12

you've seen during the course of this trial?I,

Are those conversations consistent Or
14

inconsistent with Mr Cook's testimony?
Is

You recall Mr. Cook, he testified, as 1
16

just pointed out or reminded you, that he had this
17

meeting with Mr. Criden and Mr. Johanson and a
i8

decision was made to reach out and speak to
19

Congreessman Myers and get his to come to the

meting with the Sheik or his representative.
21

And that money was involved. A hundred

thousand dollars was involved. And that money was
23

to be split among the people involved in this
24

venture.
25
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2 Were these conversations between Mr.

Errichtti and Mr. Weinberg play actingI

I You know that Weinberg was an agent for the

5 United States Government, a paid infant, part

6 of an undercover operation.

Wase W. Errichetti play acting? Was this

a for real? These conversations really depict

9 the necessary preparation leading up to the pay-

to off meeting on August 22, 1979 in New York City.

It Mr. Cook Was on the witness stand foi

12 several hours. An insider, soeone that Mr.

13 Criden treated as a son. A son who with knowledge

14 of the intimate details, a co-conspirator, a

is co-partner in this enterprise to pay Mr. Myers.

16 Did Mr. Cook at anytime during his testimony

17 before you say that he had ever heard from anyone

Is that this was play acting? That this was not

19 real.

20 Now, as you might recall from Agent Amoroeo'

21 teitmony, there was a meeting on August 5, 1979,

22 auong Mayor Errichetti, Agent Amoroso, and Mr.

23 Weinberg at Kennedy Airport. I believe that

24 was.the first Exhibit that was played, Exhibit 1.

25 1 would like to play it for you now.
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2 (Tape played.)

3 MR. PUCCIO: I think I said at the beginnin

I of this case there is one thing that won't change.

5 The recollection of witnesses may change, many

6 things may change, but the words that were spoken

that were taken down by a recorder in 1979,

1980, on the video tapes, are going to be the same

Today a. they were back at the time they were said

On the next day, you heard from Agent

11 Amoroso that there was a meeting in Cherry Hill,

12 New Jersey at which there was further conversation

13 about the proposed meeting with Congressman fyers.

14 And you further heard from Agent Amoroso there

U$ were additional meetings on August 7th and 8th

16 where the proposal was discussed in detail.

17 May I play August 7th, this is Exhibit 3-A.

Is (Tape played.)

19 MR. PUCCIO: Mr. weinberg in talking about

the Sheik, "Be' a shrewdy. In his own way. He

21 sat on the yacht there that day and he didn't

22 speak to no one. The Interpreter spoke, you know.

21 But he understood every fucking word they said.

21 You hit it right on the head."

25 And Errichetti says: aSure did."
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2 Play the next one, August 8th.

(Tape played.)

MR. PUCCIO: Nw. yo. we heard seven

different conversations in the last few minutes

6 Involving Mayor Erriehetti, Mr. Criden, M.

ooroso, Mr. Weinberg. What were the conversation

a all about? What were they directed towards? They

were directed, I submit to you, towards the ultimate

to meting on August 22nd, which Congressman Myers

11 ould come is and take the noney which would be

12 split with everyone else.

13 Now, some statements were made to you in

14 openings by counsel for the defense. There has

Is been cross examination during the trial designed

16 to convince you that an act was being played.

17 Now, it's Clear the ARorOBo and Weinberg

Is were in fact acting. They were acting in the

19 Context of an PI undercover investigation which

20 Judge Pratt will charge you is a perfectly proper

21 method of law enforcement.

22 Was Mr. Errichetti acting? Was Mr. Criden

2$ acting Does the Mayor of a major City of New

24 Jersey, and a State Senator spend their tie lulling

2I away the hours having conversations with people
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2 that are meaningless?

ees a lawyer from Philadelphia travel to

4 Nw York and sit around and talk about things that;

make absolutely no sense?

Does that makes sense to you?

Or were Mr. Errichetti and Mr. Criden

8 directed towards tha very profitable objective

9 that was more than worth the time they had to

10 spend speaking to the Sheiks representative?

1 I submit to you they had many reason, many,

12 many reasons to sit around and converse with Mel

13 Weinberg and Tony Amoroso. They had at least

14 fifty thousands reasons as you will see in the tape

U of August 22nd.

16 But let's move on. While all this is going

17 on,what is Mr. Cook telling us about the happenings

is in the law firm in Philadelphia?

19 What are the discussions? Essntially,

are there any discussions about play acting? This

21 like the Congressman is going to tell the Sheik

n he can come to this country if he has to leave his

23 native land and the Sheik is going to pay a

N4 hundred thousand dollars at that point. And what

25 would happen as a result of the payment of this
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2 hundred thousand dollars as Mr. Cook put it,

3 the Congressman would owe the Sheik a favor. As

4 he put it another time on the witness stand, the

Sheik would have the Congressman beholding to

4 him.

MR. BE-VENISTE: Objection, your Honor.

That was striken I thought as a characterization

I by the witness.

10 MR. PUCCIO; Your Honor, the record will

11 speak for itself.

12 THE COURTt If your recollection is not

13 that precise, we do have a record on it and it can

14 be determined. If you bring it to my attention,

Is I will so instruct the jury.

16 MR. PUCCIO: Now, what is this all about?

|7 August 22, 1979, what happens on that day? Does

the story of what happened on that day appear in

the video sreen? foes it appear in the testimony

of Agent Aforoso? Or does the story of August 22,

2 1975 appear in the testimony, the true testimony

22 through the testimony of the United States Congress-

24 Refore we get to that meeting at the Travel

2S Lodge Hotel.what is happening? Well, early that
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day as you heard from the testimony of fr. Cook

and ft. CridenIs son and through other evidence,

4 three different automobiles are converging from

various different locations throughout the Northeast

6 in the United States on Kennedy Airport for one

7 reason. one reason spelled, m-o-n-e.,y.

What Congressman Myers., during his snumer

vacation in tongport, New Jersey, is getting i.

10 an automobile early in the morning with Mr.

it Johanson the City Councilman and driving all the

12 way to Kennedy Airport for.

13 What is Mr. Criden doing? Hea. having his

son take him fram his law office in Philadelphia

15 to the Pan Am Terminal at the sa. airport.

Mr. Cook told us about this. Other witness es

told us about this. And where is Mr. Errichetti?

Mr.Errichetti is taking some time off from his

official duties as Mayor and State Senator from19

2D New Jersey, Mayor of the City of Canden, and has

his nephew, the Administrator of the Department of

2 Energy and chauffeur, et cetera, driving him from

23 Camden, New Jersey to Kennedy Airport.

2ow, what happens at Ienne y Airport? Does

25 everyone walk into a room like businessmen and
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conduct a meting? to. What happens at Kennedy

Airport is there are several different meetings.

A meeting over at the Pan Mn Terminal with Mr.

5 Criden and Mr. Johanson, as Mr. Cridens Son so

testified, and Congressman Myers and Mr. DiLOrezo

and Mr. Errichetti, and then there is a transfer

8 from that scene to the Travel Lodge Motel. nd

9 you saw in the video tape what happened up in

to the room at the Travel Lodge Motel.

11 I submit to you that what happened in the

12 
1

oom at the Travel Lodge Motel is very, very

13  explicit. The Congressman walks in. He sits

14 down and goes right into the business at hand.

1$Well.first of all, a private immigration bill can

16 be introduced. No question about that. It's right

17 in the video tape.

IS A discussion during which he promises to

19 Intervene with the State Department and perform

20 any other act that the Sheik wants to perform.

21 How, let me stop for a moment. You heard

2 all the Government'*s case, all the tapes were

23 Presented, video tapes, audio tapes of conversations-

24 No question that the Congressman was there, said

25 those things and the money was passed.
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2 Then we get to the defense case and we bear

3 from the Congressman. Now, after all this evidence

4 is presented, after all of this electronic display

as Mr. Brown called it, after you see with your

6 Own eyes what happened August 22, 1979, what is

7 Congressman Myers going to do when be testifys?

B What choice does he have?

9 submit to you that as soon as it became

apparent that video tape recording, audio tape

11 recordings had captured what happened here,

12 Congessn Myers became a an in need of . story.

13 It's almost hard to be critical of that.

14 What do you do if you're caught redhanded

15 on video tape? What do you do? Congressman was

Is a mt in need of a story. And what a story he

17 told.

Is You heard him testify here for the better

19 parL of four days. Is that testimony worthy of

W any belief? Oh, that was proper, Mr. Cacheris,

21 I'm sorry, it was improper. Mr. Cacheris -- got

22 me confused. I believe it was improper. No, M.

23 Puoclo. that was proper, Which gas it? Was it

24 improper or proper?

2S It's a pretty big pill to swallow. This is
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2 United States Congressman in a hotel room in

JFX Airport who takes $50,000 in . paper bag.

It's a pretty big pill to swallow.

The moon is not made of green cheese.

6 May we play that video?

7 (Video tape played at this time.)

MR. PUCCIO: 5-A. Exhibit 5-A.

(Tape played.)

10

12

13 (Continued on next page.)

11

15

16

17

19

20

21

25

24

25
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2 (After the recording the following occurred.)

MR. PUCCIO: If I may for one second

interrupt the tape.

As I said before, this is extremely explicit

6 as I said to you before, ladies and gentlemen.

There is no question what happened here.

A absolutely caught cold. Money talks. Bull-shit

9 walks. Is that an act? Was the congressman

10 acting when he said that?

II You saw it with your own eyes. you saw it

12 with the video caption. DC ae feel uncomfortable

13 saying that? Or did he feel as comfortable as he

'I felt sitting there next to the mayor of caden,

IS NeW Jersey.+

16 Ladies and gentlemen, one of the main issues

U7 in this case is: Is that an act on the screen

1. or did Congressman Myers put on the act up

19 there?

20 I submit to you, ladies and gentlemen,

21 the act by Congressman Myers, the command

2 performance was right there:

23 Patronage doesn't exist in politics any

21 Wore in the United States. Do you believe that?

25 Do you believe some of the other things Congress-
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2 man Myers said to you?

3Ws, let's analyze thui a little bit. As

I said to you before it's a pretty tough thing to

swallow. We have to take leave of our senses if

we were to swallow that this were an act.

I certainly wouldn't criticize Congressman

8 Myers for his industry and ingenuity. He was

9 a man in need for a story. Of course, once

you start to tell this story, you take one step and

you take another step and you take another step

12 and after awhile it gets so preposterous it gets

13 totally unbelievable as it did when he told

14 "it to you on the witness stand.

is Now, what do you do when you need a story?

16 And you have access to all these materials. It's

17 not like you are coming in here cold.

Is Congreesman Myers didn't walk into this

19 roon and get up on that --

MR. BROWNe I object, if your Honor please.

21 1 object. This is a reference to an inference

that is totally unwarranted as to what anybody

did with these materials given to us on discovery.

THE COURT: Overruled.
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MR. VCrt Ncwa, Conqressman Mers

didn't know as we all remember, he didn't know about

this. But of course he kneW who was going to

hear what he said, namely, you, ladies and

6 gentlemen, when he got up on the witness stand.

Ind there was an awful lot riding on his testi-

mony in this trial. It is only $50,000. It's

a lot to most of us, I guess to all of us,

I0 perhaps, at that meeting, but there is a lot

11 more riding on it when you are up there on this

12 witness tand.

13 Sam, you have access to all these

4 materials. As you have heard, the government had

is conducted a lengthy investigation for a couple

16 of yeast involving all sorts of people not

17 relevant here and which you are not to consider

is as Judge Pratt will charge you.

19 So what do you do? You start to take

W apart tapes. Obviously anyone could have offered

21 the whole take -in evidence, it was marked or

2 not marked or whatever. But you start to

23 pull apart these little excerpts. Weinberg says

a here, coe on strong. And Mayor Errichetti says

25 script.
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Let me see if I can start to put

these together.

A conversation with a public official,

senator Williams, who was not here, not here before

4 you. It is taken out of context. It is part of

another partner having nothing to do about what

you have to consider, about which you heard

nothing, and let's take this one conversation where

10 Weinberg says you are on tape, and twist that

11 into this acting, ladies and gentlemen, oh, I was

12 just play acting.

i3 Of course there is another problem, even

14 if you accept that, which is pretty hard to

is swallow. Congressman Myers never with with

16 Weinberg. He has to think about that one a

17 little bit. He never met with Weinberg. That

18 Can be established. The only time was in this

19 room and it was on tape. So if Weinberg is the

master acting coach, it is not going to do

21 Myers a darn bit of good. Soe never met with

It Myers. So what does he do?

23 Oh, I have an idea. Errichetti was

24 at this meeting with this senator who has nothing

25 to do with this case, so he had to know about
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it, and we will play the tape, show he knew it,
3

about it, and then I have an acting coach.
I

Errichetti is my acting coach.
5

So you have the manufacture of these two

brief meetings, on August 22, 1979, one at the

pan M terminal as the Congressman testified, "As

I got there Errichetti says, -Well, are you all

set to get into your act.-All right."

You have that meeting manufactured and

you have the other meeting where the sheik is not

going to be there, but the whole thing is going

3 to be the same, manufactured at the Travelodge.
I4 Now, who has told us other than Congress-

Is man Myers that these two meetings took place
I6 with Errichetti? No one.

Come on strong, come on strong.

is NOW, if we analyze that for , minute, what

19 does that mean?

Mr. Weinberg, as you heard from him and

21 from agents of the FBI his having conversations

21 in which he is trying to set up meetings. And
21

these meetings presumably will be recorded. And
24 these meetings are ones in which the FBI

25

82 077 -- 81-146 (Pt, 1) BLR
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2 will make a determination as to whether or not

money is to be paid to a public official.

Does the FBI, when a public official --

want a public official to walk into that room

who has been brought there by a middleman,

7 who knows absolutely nothing about what is going

on and from whose lips one cannot determine

9 that he knows anything -- isn't it fairer and

10 doesn't it make more sense for the FBI to tell

11 these people when they get to the meeting, to

12 tell them, come on strong or to say, we want

13 to know what they are about. We Want to know

ii if they are willing to take money. We want

is to know if they are corrupt. We want to know

16 that they are going to do for the money. We

17 want to know if they will take money.

1isAS you will hear from Judge Pratt,

19 the methods used in this ease were perfectly

proper. It is a legitimate method of investiga-

21 tion. And if the United States Government has

Nto expend .me oonies to determine --

IS MR. fROWN: I object, youTr Honoe. This

U i. something that your Honor has set foe another

Time. I object to this.
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THE COURT:

at least in ths part

ME. PUCCIO:

Honor.

MR. BROM:

the Sa nation due to

THE COURT:

it will be improper i

MR. BROW:

usenation 3714

I think it is inappropriate,

of your summation, Mr. pucoio.

I will reserve it, your

I object to it as part of

your Honor's orders to us.

If my orders are obeyed

. his rebuttal sumition.

yes, thatnk you.

THE COURT: Before you proceed, Mr.

Puecio, perhaps I should explain to the jury:

your function in this case, ladies

and gentlesen, is to determine what the facts

are and whether those facts as you find them

to be established beyond a reasonable doubt,

the essential elements of, of particular crimes

as I will explain the. to you.

The goerrent is not on trial in this

case, The method of investigation is not before

you, Th. propriety of what the qovern-ent did

is not before you. These are questions of law

that I have to determine. Other courts may

have to determine them. But they are not issues

before you.
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2 That is the reason have instructed counsel

3 that this question of the propriety of the govern-

4 ment's conduct, this investigation method of

S having undercover operatives pretending to be

6 something that they are not really, whether that

7 is a proper way in proceeding with enforcement

a of Iaws in this country, these are questions of

9 law for judges to determine.

'0 What the jury has to determine in this

case are the specific facts as to what happened

12 here. You have to determine what happened and

13 whether under the circumstances of what happened

14 here does it meet the standards which we call

is the essential elements of the three crimes, of

16 the crimes that are charged in the three counts

17 of the indictment.

I wanted you to understand that.

Proceed, Mr. Pu io.

R. PUCCIOC Thank you, Judge.

21 Nw, whose idea was it to mention the

introduction of a private immigration bill. I

asked Congressman Myes:

24 -Question
: Congressman Myers, is it

25 true it sas your idea Of bringing up the matter
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to introduce a private immigration bill at the

meeting with DeVito and Weinberg and Mayor

Errichetti on August 22, 1979?

5-'Amwer; No, it is not true. I

started off with my explanation of how powerful

I was. I just covered that area. But it

6 wasn't my intent when I walked into the room to

bring it up.

0 lQUstion: let me ask you a question

UI again: Wsit your idea, Congressman Myers, to

12 bring up the introduction of a private immigra-

13 tion bill at the meeting of August 22nd?

14 'Answer; No, it was not my idea.

15 ,Question: You said those words, did you

16 not? You proposed to introduce a private

17 immigration bill?

is -Answer : I promised to introduce a

19 private immigration bill after I was asked to

20 introduce one.

21 'Question: Will you point that out to me

22 in the exhibit, that is Exhibit 5A.

23 "Annser; I'll have to read it through

24 to find it. But he brings it up first.-

2$
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Meaning Amoroso.

Question Let .e point out page 3 where

you say a little down, absolutely where I could

$ be of assistance in this type of matter, first

6 of all is private bills that can be introduced.

'Answer; Page 3?

* *Question: Yes. Do you see that?

9 "Answer; Yes, I say they can be intro-

I duced. I don't say that I as going to introduce

11 oe.

12

13 Ladies and gentlemen. I ask you to examlin

14 that video tape and examine in your own minds

is whether or not Congressman Myers says he is going

1 to introduce a private immigration bill.

17 Congressman Myers told you during cross-

18 examination that he went to this meeting and made

19 false statements to obtain money, made false

statements to obtain money.

21 Well, for one thing Weinberg pleaded

guilty to several counts of doing that.

3 M. EN-VENISTE I object, your Honor.

24 This is most improper argument.

25 THE COURT: Overruled.
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2 MR. pUCCIO: False statements to obtain

money.

4 This is the United States Congressman

getting into his car and traveling 96 or 100

I miles, whatever it is, to a hotel room and making

7 false statements to obtain money.

8 Is that proper?

9 Well, first Congressman Myers said it was

10 improper and then he had said it sos proper.

11 Do you think it is proper?

12 Now, let me pose this:

13 Would a ran, a representative of the United

14 States, a United States representative from

is Philadelphia, would a man in that position, who

16 would travel all that gay, accepting his story,

17 to make false statements to obtain money,

i something that I would suit to you if it were

19 true lacked some candor and honesty, let's say,

20 perhaps. Would , man like that hesitate for

21one second to lie on this witness stand to get off

22 the hook?

23 by his own admission he lied and lied and

21 lied and lied, he tells us. He said he lied here

25 and we say he lied there. We subu.t that to you.
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Would a man who would take these actions,

can you believe him? Can you believe him when he

tells you I was putting on an act?

united States Congress, ladies and

gentleen, doss not act as equity, I would ssumne.

7 Why did he go there? Why did the sheik

8 want him there? Why did he think the sheik

9 wanted hm there?

10 Now, we have not taken leave of our senses.

11 united States Congressman Myers has not taken

12 leave of his senses. Would he believe that see

13 sheik or anyone else is going to dole out money

It to a United States Congressman for absolutely

Is nothing?

16 Money talks. I submit to you that it was

17 the money that was talking and it was the money

Is that got them up there on August 22, 1979.

19 Where would We be, ladies and gentlemen,

if we we didn't have these cameras I Matters

21 of witnesses' recollections, be they big or small,

were examined and cross-exacined properly, I

would assume, for hours and hours and hours.

24 Can you imagine if they didn't have these cameras?

25
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The cameras, I submit to you, not only

give you the words, they give you the sense, they

give you the atmosphere. They give you the nuances.

They tell you where the truth lies, ladies and
6 gentlemen.

7 And if something else is preferred to you

that is not on that camera, I submit to you that

you have to scrutinize from where that comes

To and scrutinize it very carefully and see if it

11 stands up the way this video tape stands up to

12 scrutiny.

13 Now, you heard Mr. Cook testify

4 that on August 22, 1979, he was eagerly awaiting

15 back in his law office in Philadelphia the

16 return of this band of public officials accompanied

17 by his father figure, Howard Criden.

I9 And what sas Mr. Cook waiting for?

19 With all due respect to Mr. Cook, who

x I submit to you tried to tell you the truth from

21 this witness stand, with all due respect to Mr.

2Cok, he was waiting back at the office because

23 he was getting a piece of the pie, to use one of

24 congressman Myers' phrases. He was waiting for

25
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2 that money.

3 Congressean Myers returns. Mr. Johanson

I ret.n.. f. Criden'. .on returns.

Mr. Criden's son is carrying the money.

And there is a discussion.

(Continued on next page.)
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2 The last minute -- I won't play the tape for

3 you but you can look at it -- the last minute the

ground rules are changed. Winber, *aid originally

$100,000 and at the last minute it changed to 50.

You heard some testimony on it.

In fact, in the second meeting on August 22nd,

the meeting where Myers leaves and Errichetti meets

with Amoroso and Weinberg, at that second meeting

10 the Mayor says 35 seconds yo gave me to change

11 the figure. The figure is changed and changed

12 quickly August 22nd, and drops from $100,000 to

13 $50,000.

14 This caused a little bit Of a problem. And

Is let's see if we can ae how thui problem is resolved.

16 ft. Criden comes back and has a conversation with

17 Cook and apprises Cook -- Mf. Criden Says it Was

1 $50,000 and 15 already went to Mayor Ertichetti.

19 35 left.

20 Dot if -- they talk about it a little bit,

21 Myers Is coming over here, I have to sit down with

him. If we show him 35, be might take more than

23 we want him to take. Let's take 10 out and put it

24 aside and tell.him we only ot 25. That is what is

25 do..
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Ten thousand is taken out and it's down to
3 $25,000.

Congressman Myers arrives. He is confronted

with $25,000 and be was told 25 went to somebody and

6 It was only 25 left. So he takes 15. And as you

7 heard from the testimony of Mr. Cook, the 10 that

0 was left after Myers took 15 and 10 taken out fron

9 Myers, noW how much was there? You add them together

10 and you get 20, ard that is divided among Criden.,

11 Johanson, and Cook.

12 RO, are we dealing here with money that was

13 received properly? First of all, r. Criden, Mr.

14 Johanson and Mr. Cook don't exactly go down to

is Times Square, or whatever the equivalent is in

16 Philadelphia, and announce to all the world that

17 the Congressman picked up the package and we all splil

US up. They dont do that. nor do they go to the bank

19 and deposit it in the savings account to get interest.

20 Right away a safe deposit box routine. Mr. Criden

21 gets his non to open the box, presumably money oes

2in there; Johnanson has never been a signatory on

23 the Bell savings box, all of a sudden achanson is

21 in need of a box. That makes sense. What is he

25 going to do? So Mr. Johanson is added to the box.
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2 And M. Cook testified he already had a box

and he pocptly used that one too.

You heard teatirsony free Mr. Criden's son

that on that evening he wasn't in a meeting, either

Was Mr. Cook for that matter, with Congressmean

Myers, Mr. Johanson, Mr. criden. behind closed

9 door, in Mr. Criden's office. But he was in the

I car when Mr. Johanson, as you eight recall, and

10 Mr. Criden drove off, I believe if you recall from

it the testimony. Mr,. Joha.on had a peaking enqage-

12 ment that evening and Mr. Criden and his Son were

13 dropping him off.

14 As you might rall then, Mr. Johanon when

Is arriving at his destination, said to Michael Criden,

16 -This i sort of a rough neighborhood, I shouldn't

17 be carrying all this money around, why don't you

is hold it for me, you work in the office this summer,

19 bring it in the next day."

20 I wonder about that rough neighborhood.

21 In any event, Mr. Johanson had the money and

22 Mr. Cridem's son took custody of it.

23 Now, talking about Congressman Myers, he told

24 you he took his money and put it in his bureau

25 drawer and spent that money over a period of weeks.
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2He said it took him two yanks to dispose of it. No

ql"eations asked. Proper or improper?

Now, what happened between August 22, 1979

an January 24, 19807 Significantly, around the 24th

of January, 1900, ft. Criden gets in touch with

7ngessmai. Myer. an say. the Sheik'. representative.

are in town, different people, they want to neet.

Congressman Myers goes up to the Barclay Iotel

10 on January 24th.

II NoW, this Barclay Hol tape, I submit to you,

12 is extresely interesting. And Congre.s an ?.er-

13 explanation of it stretches our minds beyond the pale.

14 It is difficult enough to think up a way around

Is AuguSt 22, 1979 - I explained to you it was Welberg'

16 tape -- Williams, Errichetti speaks to Myere, there

17 was a script -- bla, blah, fla, and we end up this

IS wasI't reality.

1Y What do you do about January 24, 19807 That

20 tape rims for about an hour and a half and of course,

21 let there be no mistake abnt it, Congressmen MYers

has no idea he's being photographed. And during that

2 noting As probably tells you in thIe best possible

N way what he was about on August 22, 1979.

IS If you look at January 24, 1980, that resolves
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2 any questions in your nind as to what was going on

August 22, 1979.

Again, caught red-handed. In need of a story

Well, it'. pretty tough to say you delivered a connan

6 performance August 22, 1979 and be rehired or had

7 to get your Actors Equity card for January 24, 1990.

8 Again, rational, reasonable people are not

I going to believe that. That is really stretching

10 it to the limit.

1I What does he do? "I was drunk. I was served

12 tutlers of liquor, Meomnald glasses filled with

13 bourbon and I drank and drank before I got to the

11 meting. -

15 Just in case we had any doubt as to how much

16 he said he drank at the Barcla Hotel, -1 had beer,

17 beer, beer before I got there."

18 HOW do we prove that, or does it matter?

19 They plied me with lifoo; TWO drink.. YOu saw

20 thea. Mwd the proof that he was drunk at one point,

21 they replayed a tape, and an iceobe got stuck and

22 he spilled saething on his tie. I submit that

) happens with Coca-Cola.

24 In any event, M was drunk. He was drunk.

25 And said things that were not true. He wouldn't
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2 sell the City Council. He wouldn't sell his office

3 or his influence or the docks with organized crime,

4 introducing Imigration bills, selling hie seat,

Selling his office, he wouldn't do any of those

6 things.

7 Ho. do we prove he would do any of these thing

How do we prove he would use hi. influence? One way

9 is we play a movie where he said so. He didn't mean

10 that, he was drunk. Of course, when one is drunk

11 oe tells nothing but lies. Drinking, as everyone

12 Mnes leove. inhibitions.

13 1 sutddit to you the real Michael Myers, the

14 real United States Congressman. was sitting on the

15 couch at the Barclay Hotel just the way he eat

16 there at the Travel Lodge Inn on August 22. 1979.

17 Can we play the tape, please. Your Honor,

is car I take two minutes? . . 1 . . :.! -

19 THE COUkT: Mhy don't we take a five-minute

20 break.

21 MR. PUCCIOI Thank you, Judge.

22 THE COORT: Don't discuss the case, ladies

23 and "Utleme.

N (Recess taken at this that.)

2 ThE COURTi Bring in tbe Jury.
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2 (The jury is in the box.)

THE COVRT: All right, Mr. Puccio.

A MR. PUCCIOt Thank you, Judge.

Before we play the excerpt of the Barclay

6 Meeting on January 24th, think it is, I should put

7 this in context if I may.

B In the context with Congressman Myers' testi-

* many, which is something you have to scrutinize and

10 evaluate, as the Judge will tell you.

11 AS I said to you before, the Congressman's

12 position was on the 22nd of July (sic) he was play-

13 acting. But -- he wasn't entirely play-acting on

11 the 22nd of August -- 22nd of August I mean, during

is ros-eamination, to sharpen it father: "I was

16 talking about investrentsA he said, *in the City

17 of Philadelphia, that was for real. I wasn't play-

is acting about that.-

it Investments in Philadelphia, perfectly legal

20 And proper and something that should be encouraged

21 and should be expected.

22 Of course, if that is the case -- the Congress-

23 man says, "I was seriomz'about that." You have almost

24 a dual personality where to believe Congressman

25 Myers-"on August 22n2 he was acting one way at one

82-077 -81- 147 (Pt. I) BMt
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2 romont and then switches to the real Congressman

3 Myer . The real Congrea.an Myers say, "I want to

4 inVest fOr the Port of Philadelphia.'

5 That is two personalities, tuo people.

6 fen you get into the Darnlay Hotel, it gets

7note c0rplicated if you credit his testimony because

8 than you have somebody who's got different person-

I alities and he a drunk at one point and sober at

10 another and crafty one minute and dull at another.

You get things like, you might recall Just

12 about every topic, City Counoil, Mafia, and every-

13 thing else that he was selling, going to get sonny

14 for according, to what he said -- and a11 before he

gets his second drink. All that has been to chad

uIo.
16 un

Why is he saying all these things? He tells

Is you that he was trying to find out what -r. Wall

was all about. He has mixed emotions about Mr. Wall19

and is trying to explore or investigate Mr. Wall.

Flush hi out. Do you belle that?
21

And this is while he is drunk. e'. not to

be acepted as what -- the way he presents himself,
23

because he i. drunk. te is trying to ca t-an.d aouse

with M. Wall to flush hi out. For what reason
25
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2 does he want to flush himn out? Why?

3 He said, and this Is particularly pertain nt

A to th part we are going to play right now, you will

recall during the meeting Congressman Myers himself

6 brings up the incident in New York on August 22,

7 1979, where he said, 'I got screWed."

Amdhe said, "i got screwed," because there

I "was supposed to be $100,000 and it turned out to

10 be 50000.

11 I'm going to play that in a few Inutes for

12 you -- part of it.

,13 On cross-examination: -Why did you bring that

14 Up? -Well, I was trying to find out what Mr. Wall

Is was doing, Trying to flush him out a little bit."

16 I submit to you, ladies and gentlemen, the

17 United States Congressma was not trying to flush

18 anybody ot. Me brought up the subject at the

19 Barclay Hotel of what happened in New York for the

sare reason he attended at the meting in NOw York

21 on August 22, 1979. Only he wanted more of it. He

Wanted more money.

1s that consistent with the tape? Of course

24 it iS.

25 "O you accept the explanation he wanted to
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2 flush Wall out? Do you accept any of that nonsense

3 about how these people on the one hand are my friends

4 and interested in investing in Philadelphia, and on

5 the othe hand I am suspicious and I don't trust

6 them.

7 DO you accept that split personality nonsense?

B ]ok at the tape on January 24th, page 115 -- can

9 you play that, please?

10 (Taps played.)

11

12 (Cotinued on ext page.)

13

14

is

16

17

is

19

21

IT

25
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(The folloWing takes place after the

playing of the video tape.)

MR. PUCCIOt Give me . reason is said

minutes throughout these tapes.

Congressman Myers says: Now, if you gave

me a reason I have the F'n.,to use Congressman

Myers' phrase, balls to do whatever has to be done

in congress.

10 Do you believe him when he said that?

11 I submit to you, ladies and gentlemen,

12 that somebody who takes the stand and tells the

13 kind of story that hthis gontlaan, Mr. Myers. told

11 you on this witness stand, and lies and lies, and

1S lies, and somebody who admits to you --

16 MR. CACERIS: Object'to the characteriza-

17 tion, your Honor.

18 THE COURT: Overruled.

19 MR. PUCCIOg And he admits to you that

Ahe came to New York to lie about taking some

21 money, I submit to yu that someone in that

22 category is not going to hesitate one moment to

23 introduce a private immigration bill or to do any-

24 thing elsoe that is necessary in congress.

25
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2 1 also submit it to you because he says

3 it agkin-aMl again and again.

4 How do you get around this? It seems

.5 to be impossible toget around this.

6 let's put our thinking caps on again.

7 Well, our explanation about August 22nd

9 was based upon convrsations that Errichetti

Spresumably had with Weinberg, and then Weinberg

10 was out of the picture and then Erriohetti told

11 me to 1nt on an act.

12 What do you do in this situation at the

0 Emarkley Hotel where Weinberg is not to be

14 found?

is Well, what you do if you are Congressman

16 Mmers is you scmahno try to import Weinberg,

17 interject Weinberg into this situation, hopefully

I8 to make the story believable. And it just doesn't

19 wash.

2First of all I ask you, ladies and

21 gentlemen, you have seen the videos, you will have

an opportunity to see it again and you heard the

testimony, and I ask you to consider how much

24 ft. Weisberg has to do with this case. I

submit to you he has very little to do with this
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case.

He is a very interesting red herring, a

4 smoke screen, something the defense constantly

questions.

you have to do things like make stories

up here, cross-examine Me. Weinberg and drop

6 pieces of rug on the floor and play with telephones.

I You have to do something.

10 Now, lets see if we can put this thinq

I1 in context. I asked Mr. Myers on cross-examination

12 about this conversation. I was trying to flush out

13 Mr. Wald. I was trying to find out what Mr.

14 Wald was about. I was trying to find out if

is fr. Wald knew about Mr Weinberg and was he

16 working with Mr. Weinberg.

17 And did the same act follow?

is Now, as unbelievable as that nay be

19 it gets more and more unbelievahle as we go

along, because there is a Meeting the next day at

2t the Beazkley on the 25th, and I asked Congressman

22 Myers, the next day were you drunk?

23 Io. I was recuperating frm the night

24 before.

2S Were you play-acting?



Yes, I was play-acting.

3Bd again I wanted to find out what Mr.

4 Wald was all about.

fNow, Mayor Erlich.tti is aaeone that

6 Mr. Myers knew, someone he associated with

according to the testimony on at least 15 Occasion.

9 before these events. Mr. Errichetti is the

9 link between Weinberg and the sheik or the sheik's

10 representative.

II Lets follow. alo.g this silly story of

12 Congressman Myers. If Mr. Errichetti was the

13 link, the coach, the one who gave him the story

14 the first time. He goes W to the Barkley

is Hotel and forget about the fact that after Criden

16 called him he went up. And after the first night

17 he tells you he is probing. He tries to find out

is what Mr. Wald i all about.

19 Did you ever hear Congressman Myers say,

H) Mayor, on the telephone, did he call, is Wald

21 in kahoots with Weirderg?

22 Why didn't he call Erfichetti? Because

N3 the testimony was established before Errichatti

2d was out of the case after a certain point, he was

25 not involved, was not involved in the event, he

pucclo-S ation 3735 1



2 didn't csat to say anything about Mr. Errichetti.

3 but the fact of the matter is that it makes no

I sense if you think about it. It makes no sense

whatsoever that he would try mysteriously trying

to find what these things are about, that his

teacher, his instructor who is sitting next to him

8 right nw, Mr. Erricbetti --

9 MR. BOWN: I object, your Honor, the

10 fact that these people are sitting in the court-

room in a particular place is not an element in

12 the case. They may sit wherever they wish.

13 MR. PUCCIO: The seating arrangement is

14 not an element, I submit.

is MR. BOWN: Why say it then?

6 THE COURT. Ladies and gentlemen, with

17 respect to where the defendants sit in their

is case is largely . matter of convenience. They

19 like to be near their attorneys so they can confer

With them as the case goes on. The attorneys

21 may sit at the counsel table. There are not

That many seats there so the choice of the seats

23 are somewhat limited and it is certainly not

24 the choice of the defendants.

25 So draw no inference free who is sitting



where.

Proceed, Mr. Paceio.

MR. PUCCIO: Thank you.

3 Show aMr. Errichetti who I a sure is

6 listed in the phone book, or certainly is someone

Mr. Myers can get in touch with, he was not

a called byMr. Myers to find out about Mr. Wala

9 before Mr. Wald went up there on the 25th

10 at the Brkley and continued his probing.

it MW, it gest even more oplicated

12 because on the 29th there is a telephone call

13 which you heard. Md what is that telephone call

14 about? More money. The $85,000 which was due

is to Mr. Myers from the meeting at the Darkley

16 on the 24th.

17 As you remember there was 35 addition owed

Is to him as a result of the meeting on the 22nd.

19 And 50 more to cover all these other

problems in Philadelphia.

21 The 29th, Was it play-acting? We don't

n2 knew. was he drnk? We dont know.

2The 31st, he speaks to him again.

24 Congressman Myers speaks to Mr. Wald again. What

25 do they talk about? Money. The congressman



2 wants his money. He wants his $85,000.

3 As Mr. Wald testified, an arrangement was

4 made for someone to be at Congressman Myers'

_ $ house on February 2, 1900. So on February 2 --

6 and this person, Congressman Myers, was told by

7 Mr. Wald, was to deliver to the congressman

o $85,000, as you recall from the testimony.

I So on the 2nd of February Congressman

10 Myers is sitting in his Longport home waiting

11 for money.

12 And what happens? Who arrives?

13 Well, the sheik's eimissary does not

14 arrive with $85,000. But instead agent McMullen

is arrives with agent Mauer of the FBI. They

16 tell Congressman Myers that are conducting

17 an investigation and they want to ask him same

i1 question. And the investigating concerns the

19 activities of certain people. And he is asked

if he knows Mr.-Amoroso, who was using the

21 name DeVito. does he knw Mr. DeVito, dos he

22 know Mr. Wald? The answers were no, no, no.

23 He is asked the second time, do you know

24 Mr. DeVito, do you know Mr. Weinberg, do you know

2s Mr. Cohen., I sorry, Michael Cohen?

37 g
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2 No.

3 Bad a third time. Well, he doesn't know

A any of these people.

. 5 NW, why does Congressman Myers falsely

6 tell the FBI on February 2, 1980 that he doesn't

7 know any of these people? Very simply because

h he doaent know about this. He does t know about

* the video tapes. He does, t know about the

IC undercover investigation. So he lies, I submit

II to you, once, twice, three times,

12 Which is the act and which is rality?

13 That question or those questions might

14 be asked in light of his testimony about this

Is incident.

16 On page 3022 of the transcript:

17 "QUestion: By the way, you were inten-iewet

Is by the FBI on February 2, 1980, is that correct?

19 "Ans~erl yes.

20O-QUtin You were asked during that

21 interview!by agents of the FAI if you knew

2Michael Wald; is that right?

2-Answer ; Ys..

2Mr Cacheris corrects me. The question was

25 Michael Cohen.



"Quesion: Was?

3 "Answer: I said no

4 This is after Mr. McMullen has testified

5 of course.

"Question: you were asked if you knew

Mr. Weinberg?

s "Answero; yes.

I "Question: What did you say?

0 "Answer; I said no.

"Question: You were asked if you knew

12 Mr. DeVito. You said no to that too?

13 "Anser; Yes.

14 "Question: In fact. you denied knowing

15 then on more than one occasion, is that correct?

16 Answer: Yes. At that point in time I

17 didn't know what he was talking about. The FBI

is agent had not instructed me why he was asking the

19 questions. .

2G

21 (Continued on eat page.)

2?

23

U4

IS
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ME. PUCCIO: So Mr. Myers is saying that

the reason I lied is because X wasn't told why

he was asking the question.

"Questiont you didn't know who Mr. Cohen

was February 2,1980?

Mlxsrwer, I didn't know who he was.

Question: That's right.

.iswer: Yes, I knew but I was afraid

at that point in time.-

Alice in Wonderland.

"Question: Afraid of what?

Answer: Michael Cohen was caught by the

Sheik.

question: I see. Why did that asks you

afraid?

"Answer: Because these people I took as

legitimate people, as a friend and I didn't want

to see anybody in trouble. I dide 't know what

.as up. When Michael Weld told me about the

retaliation, Ernie would have to go do something,

I didnt want to see anybody get killed."

The Congressman says he didn't want to

see anybody get killed. He testifi here he hea

monebody was going to kill Weinberg. I don't rem
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hi. reporting that to the Police.

"Questiont you thought admitting to the

FBI you knew the people somebody would get killed?

Aswer: They never told me -- I invited

them in. The first question out of the agents

.muth before he said anything was: 'Do you know

9 Michael Cohen?' If he had explained to we 1

was under investigation, explained they were FBI

agents, I would have been happy to answer the

question if I knew more about it.

12 "Question: You wated him to tell you that

13 these were FBI agents who you met before you

It answered the questions?

A5 ,-Anwer: NO, I wanted him to tell me thing

16 to properly answer the question.

17 "Question: They told you that they were

is condting an investigation and showed you their

19 credentials?

20 MAswer: They told me after they first

21 asked me the questions --

2 "Question: you first said no, I don't

23 know any of these people?

24 Answer : Yes. Wait a minute, I told him

25 1 knew Howard Caiden, Mayor Erichetti, other naesJ
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3

2
But the Arab Sheik's representatives I said I

3
didn't know. I didn't know why he wanted to know.'

4
So the Congressman only tells the truth

-5
if he knows why the question is being asked.

Ladies and gentlemen, I spent more time

then I expected in my remarks to you. I would

just like to close with these few comments, you

are the decision makers in this case not me-

10 You decide the facts. I submit to you

11 when you are selected as juror to sit on a

12 criminal case or an" case for that matter, you

13 don't receive any devine inspiration, no special

IA power or grace. You are selected to use your

15 omeon sense and reason and experiences. I submit

16 to you if you apply your common sense and use

17 your reasoning you will arrive at the right

i result in this case. And I submit to you based

19 m the evidence in this case, you should find the

defendants Myers, Criden, Errichetti, and Johans

21 guilty on all three counts of the indictment.
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19 TE COURT: Next, ladies and gentleman,

20 you are to hear Mr. ben-Veniate on behalf of the

21 Defendant Criden.

Pr o c eed , Mr. ben-Vensta.

MR. bEN-VENISTE: Thank you, your Hono.

24 May it please the Court, fello. counsel.

25 Mr. pummo. ladies and gentlesen of the jury, it

82-077 0-81 148 (Pt. ) BLR
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2 Seems like a long else since I addressed you last

3 when I made Mw opening remarks and I said no matter

how thin you nake a Incak. it still got two side.

5d I think you knw now what I eant by

that. I asked you at that time to hold me to what

I said this case would he about, and I hope you do

that.

I am going to run back to that opening a

little bit for you in a few minutes. I told you at

11 that tine that thought that this ease would be

12 the story of Mal Weinberg. And I think it is, ben,au

13 Mel Weinberg was the heart and soul of Abscas.

If Abscam had a heart, it is Pal Weinberg's

heart. And if it had a sou.l, it is Mel WeInergeIs

4 soul..
16...

Now, this is the Only chan. I . gng to

s get to talk to you. And there is a good reason

foe that. Mr. Putclo is going to be able to argue

again atr all defense counsel has finished.

So he ha. had . chance to get your attention21

first and he 1. going to bao the last word before

23 Judge Pratt instructs you on the 1".

and it might seem to be a little bit Unfair.

out ther. is a reason for it. * nd that reason is
25
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2 that under the law in order to convict any

3 defendant, you must find quilt beyond a reasonable

doubt -- beyond a reasonable doubt.

Now, that is a very substantial standard of

proof. And it is a standard that must be coaplied

with if there is to be a guilty verdict.

8 Now, when I sit down I am going to think of

9 air things that I forgot to tell you. And when

I go to sleep tonight, I a going to wake up at

11 two o'clock in the morning and I -m going to think

12 of 42t luinqs that I didn't tell you. So what I

13 want you to do for me is when you are in the Jury

U4 room deliberating and you think up an argument that

I didn't make or some of my more experienced colleag os

16 didn't make the argument, make it for ns.

17 Donf t assure that we wouldn't mae it.

s When I opened to you a few weeks ago, I

19 *aid that I had a responaibility to defend Howard

2 Criden. And it is a big responsibility. And in that

21 connection, I asked yoo to do something. And in the

22.rse of this trial i've made objections. I have

23 deported myself in the Way that I have. That . the

only way that I know how. What want you to do is

iif I have dome something that offends yoO or that
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2 you thin* is wrong, don't hold it against Howard

3 Criden. Do that for m. I know that there have

4 been a lot of objectives and side bars. And I

tell you quite truthfully, if I were a Juror, it wonu

6 be a pain in the neck to Se too tuo see everybody

7 zipping over to the Side Bar, and you are actually

8 a little bit out of it. Although I did peek over

9 there fr. time to time and soetims I could see

1O you were having a pretty good time for yourselves.

Is But it would bother ne. And with all

12 these television sets in the Courtroo. it occurred

13 to me that since Judge Pratt looks like you knew

14 who, and right have said at one of these Side Bars

15 we will be right back, but Judge Pratt will tell

16 you that the objections, and the Side Bars, and all

17 that stuff ae not your concern,

is Your concern is the evidence and your

19 ewaluation of that evidence is what is important.

0 Nw, the essence of this case is the question

I of the intent of the defendants, and particularly

M frO e standpoint, the defendant Howard Criden,

23 did the Defendant, intend that Ozzie Meyer. was
4 going'to do soothing involving his official

25 position in retur for the phoney Sheik's petrol
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2 dollars.

That is the issue.

And I would like you to remember one thing,

and by the end of the day I know you ar going to be

* .eal tired from hearing from eybody, but remember

one thing I ask you to do and it is this, don't

B conpromid on your verdict. There are three counts

9 in this indictment. And then there is going to be

10 sme sub-divisions of those counts. you will not

II b. doing Haoard. Criden a favor if you think, well,

12 let's convict him o one and not On two others.

13 If you convict him, you convict him for life as a

14 felo, and I ask you if you thick that he violated

15 the law, cOnvict him of everything. But if you

16 don't think he did, then you will hold out and you

17 say not guilty.-

That is all I ask for.

aNow, in Wty opening statement, I talked a

20 little bit about Mel Weinberg.

21 Do you remember Mel Weinberg? After Mr.

N2 PUeci sat down -- I think he mentioned Mel Weinberg

23 o. Or twice. And it certainly wasn't clear ,hetha1

24 he was going to call Mal Weinberg. And I said if

2S he didn't call h.m we would. And he did eventually
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2 call Mr. wainherg.

3 And I said that Mal Weinberg had puild a

A sting that had so many different facets to it that

$ it night be a little confusing for you to follow

6 it. But I think yoo can follow it up now. 1

7 said, number one, step one of the sting, Weinberg

a cnvinces the FlI to finance him in his old sting

9 operation, back him up. pay him a salary, knock out

10 the three-year sentence that he had been sentenced

11 to. in Pittsburgh; forget about paying the $200,00

12 that he had swindled those people out of: create

13 Abdul Enterprise. as a front; give him limain nes

14 to drive around in; planes to fly around inj and

Is a fancy townhouse to live in.

16 And you mat have thought I .. s nuts when

7 I said that. H.a could that be? now coUla the FBI

18 be taken in like that?

19 Well. you saw it. Was it true or was it not

20 tre? Ad again, he has swindled $200,000 or more

21 but of the people; been convicted for it; sentenced

22 to three years; and he winds up in this courtroom

dressed in three different suite by the FBI because

21 they paid for the suits; paid $3,000 to $5,000 a

2orth of your tax dollars.
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2 Number two of the sting, make the Arab the

3 fattest cat there ever was. A billionaire with

untold wealth. Four-hundred million dollars on

deposit. He has made his billions out of oil and

6 therefore it comes out of the United States tax

dollars. rwo-hundred million dollars was going to

be here for them.

And dangled a multi-million dollar casino

10 deal - hotel casino deal in front of these defendan

1I (Continued cast page.)

1,

13

14

15

11

17

18

19

21

IS
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2 FIR. SEN-VENISTE: While at the same time

3 saying the sheik would like to met same mor people.

4 Well, the Sheik was presented am the goose that

S$ laid the golden eggs.

6 I don't think there is any question in any

7 of your minds about this. This was the scenario.

* But, another part of the scenario was this situation

9 wouldn't last forever and Mel Weinberg was going to

10 sting the Sheik, take a little money on the side.,

11 make a dollar along with De Vito and if these people

12 went along, they can shae in it too.

13 Mr. De Vito is straight, he was the watchdog

11so be little careful around here.

15 Step four, the Congressman is located.

16 Step five, get titem before the cameras.

17 Step six, because Weinberg can't resist

1 stinging them again, get gifts out of them, hi fi's,

9 beta a. whatever it was. -

20 step seven, it sounds like a great movie.

21 Cash in on making a book deal. You heard it.

22 and I told you the only thing that these defendants

23 ever did was take the Arb's n ey. I said there

24 would be no question they took the money but would

25 you -- what you would have to focus on is whether
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2 they did anything, whether they intended to do

anything.

I suggest to you that if the Governnent were

really interested In testing to see whether Mr.

6 keyers would abuse hi. office, they would have asked

7 him to do something. Did they ask him to do sontthi:

8 between July and February? A phone call to the

9 state department? A letter on official stationery?

10 Any kind of indication which would sho. that he

1 was willing to do something. T9 do something.

12 Absolute ly not.'

13 And his Hoor will tell you that that is

14 something which you must consider in connection

is with arriving at your verdict.

16 NOw, let's set the scene for what happens

in this FBI investigation. The honeypot. as Mr.

is Weinberg described it, to his biographer, is set

19 up. Incredibly wealty Ara shake, Arab oil .. oney.

And you think it's just a coincidence that his

advisor is Jewish? why did he make an Arab with

Jewish advisor? To make it all the more plausible,22

23 something wasn't on the up and up, this money can be

extracted from the oil Sheik. Every tm they

ran into the problems sc.ethins didn't sound exactlyl
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2 right, we are going to build a hotel in six weeks

3 and break ground, but we don't have a site yet,

Iwe want to give you all this money but you don't

$ have to do anything -- rhe Arab mentality is pointed

6 to, they are paranoid about the Mafia, of getting

7 things taken care of, they feel better giving Honey

a way. That is a panama to explain all the incon-

9 sistencies wit,their scenarios.

10 Mat is the honeypot? you have to lock at

11 it from every standpoint. They wanted to make it

12 a attractive as they could for all the people.

13 You have to look at it like in the Japanese movie,

1. Roshamon, everybody hae their own point of view.

15 Mr. Cridon, Lou 3ohansw!s point of view, you

16 are talking about a big hotel in Atlantic City where

17 they can all make a lot of money, legitimately,

Is no question about that, but they can make a big fee.

You heard Mr. Ciden's son testify it was

a dream come trne for him.

Ellis Cook testified about fr. Johanson21

and the problems he was having in hid family in

terms Of health and expenses, "a this would solve23

all.2 the problems.

25 ITis hodypot is laid out there and it's
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2 going to solve evezybody'. problems. It in an

3 appeal to huuan nature, human weaknesses, frailties.

rove Congressan Bayern, what is the

honoypot to him? Development of -e port where his

6 father and he worked. To put hard-working people

out of work back to work. That was the honey pot.

SLets talk about the Governant'a Case.

I We start with July 14th, which I think is the first

0 time anybody in the case gets involved in tern of

11 this meting down in Florida.

12 On the 14th. there is a telephone Call.

13 ft. Johanson talks to Hel Weinberg and says we are

1i representing so. people witth property in Atlantic

Is City, we ame interested , you have financing, com

16 down to Florida. Johanson is asked about himself an

17 says. oLock = practically a graduate of the

1 Seminar, and so is my partner. You'll have no probl n

It Checking us out top to bottom.- 1 -

20 They come down to Florida and bring with

21 them the plans for the egitimate project.

22Ar ch iteetural plan. which you hae. al

23 seen, and other books. feasibility studies, and

2. apparently Mel Weinberg threw the over the side

25 because Cey ace not there anymore. But they
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Sen-Vents te-S tnat. On

continued to string hMt on all the way thorugh

just like Wenherg writes in the bcok, Shen y. have

*Ia sucer, keep him there prosising the hotel is

5 okay, going to recouscand to the Sheik to go forward.

Go over to London and going to do everything we can

Sdo. Th. Sheik is interested. This is what he said.

Gice us A little more tied.

I and so they go down to Florida. They have

0 a meeting. And On the way back there'is a discussic

it On th airplane concerning the Sheik meeting somae

12 political figure.

13 let's go to the GonranAnt'* On case. Elli

14 Cook, Vu. going to tell you . little about his.

is You have seen him already. I don't think Me. PUco

16gave yo the ull picture wn Bllis Cook. Mr. Cock

17 testified that under his agreeament with the prouecu-

1 tion he can-t be prosecuted for anything except if

19he lies. 1. 4-

0He said he testified the sae way in Court 1

21 as he did in the Grand Jury and hasn't been prosecut e1

n and Mr. Pocco *aid he's telling the trath. Lat's

23 look at what he said. No quid pro "o. DO yo

24 renerter that? They sat around discussing the

25 Proposition, what was the one to beaid.for?
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2 It was always made very clear that the

3 Congressman would not have to do anything in return

4 for the money. No quid pro quo.

* So they said, gee. this sounds crazy, like

6a fantasy. The Sheik ha. so much money, billions.

$50,000 or $100,000 doesn't man anything to him.

Money mans nothing to the man. They said lt'. go

further.

to Suppose there is something we should do,

11 are we violating th law, they ask. Would they have

12 to register under the foreign registration act.

The answer was Mo because the Sheik was not aI3

14 representative of the Goverznment. So they solved

15 that problem. And so they go up to the Meeting.

6 And Cook testified how Mr. Criden and

Mr. Johanson came back frm Florida. They were

Ile l school boys. We can get financing for this

project. This guy has a :trmendous amount of

OMoney. This i. what they wanted to invest. They

were going to take care of cheir problems. children

education is paid for, they can practically spend to

23
And on top of all that, we can make fees

25 by introducing the Sheik to this Congressman.
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2Mr. cook testified. no., he never had been

3 offered anything like that in his whole career. It

* sounded impossible but well, lets:go and see.

Now,. Mr. Pucco, said that Mr. Cook indicated

6 to you that everybodyy was squirrelling their money

in a safe deposit box. Nobody was going to make

8 as boug swcement an tell about what happened.

SSBut;if we look at fr. Cook. tstaiy,

t0 that is not at all what he *aid.

11 At page 1154, Mt. Pucoio.

12 "What happened to that $4,5007-

13 -AfSwerl I eventually put It all or mot

14 of it into Wy Saving s account.

is Savings account.

16 Then there wa a question that Mr. Pectin

17 asked yo. to consider did Mt. Cook evur har anythi

s about play acting. Mr. PUctiO suggests to y at

9 Mr. Cook didn't know anything about-play acting. -

20 He tenatified, of course, that the Corqressman we

21 to qo up to New York where he would met with Nr.

2 Erichetti and Mr. Errichetti would tell him just

2 what to say and do.

24 That ins page 1162, Mr. pndio.

mMoreover, when you suggested that ft. Cook
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2 might not have kncs anything about play acting,

3 Mr. Pccio must have been on the planet Pinlus when

4 he played the tapes. You remember Mr. Cook, he was

.5 the play actor. Mario Noto, or Noo, Or whatever,

6 it was he sure as beck who know they were play

7 "acting.

o Whbat was the whole point of the Ellis

Cook -- Mario NO thing? Mr. puecio did not play

10 that day. He was prepared for you not to s e. We

11 put that tape in evidence.

12 And what did it show? It shed beyond any

13 doubt that these people had in their mind that

11 nothing would ever -- was ever going to be done

Is because Mr. Ellis Cook would not do anything. Ha we

16 not migration person. It was quite clear on

17 -ividenc that cant be refuted that they all believed

is that WeMnbarg wa setting this thing up Just so they

19 could reli..e the Sheik of zone Of hi petrol

dollars.

21 . there any q u.tion that hat MasiO Noto

lnPe r .onation thing wa on that basis. You .a

23 Mr. Cook sit in that livLgro furnished by the

24 Mhit1soni an Institution in Washington, and eay to

25 Winterg, once ony the straight guy had left,
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2 wel., how old is Mario Noto supposed to be?

3 Was chat how he was going to talk if lie was

really Mario Noto?

SHow old I. this Huy supposed to be?

6 It's quite clear not only that he knew they

ware play acting but Mr. Weinberg fully expected a

a play act. That shows what these defendants also

9 Vexeted, and also believed and also had in their

To winds about the agent provacateur ft. Weinberg.

11 Now, let' go further into the Governont's

11 ncae. M. Pucrio called to the stand Michael Criden.

13 Forget about calling, a an's so to testify

1 against him in a criminal case and just thirn about

15 what the testimony was.

16 Michael Criden testified in the Grand Juy

17 and the testimony was the same in this Courtroom.

M He drove his father up to Nea York not for any

11 sini a er reason involvin ' Mr. Criden, but because

20 his father has a serious diabedie condition and

21 an't e left alo.e or drive alone.

what did he tell you, ladies and gentlemen,

23 about Mr. Criden's hopes and aspiratis? That

24 this whol. proposal was like a dream come trt.

2$ They would all make enough matay anul no matter what
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2 happened Mr. Criden's two sons would have their

3 education taken car, of and he wamld be able to

provide for them.

5 letes look at the Mario Nto situation front,

Mr. Weinberg's point of view. The master con man.

He doesn't care If they bring in a -ringer

who looks like Mario Not* = not. Really, fra. the

I one standpoint if the ringer passes muster, if

to be Vito let go of the 50 or 25 Grand, he'. got a

i1 pay day coming back -- Mr. Weinberg.

12 Met, If e'. found Out to be an impostor,

13 then Weinberg doesn't know, anything about that and

14 he can prosecute people for ijpersonatjng a federal

15 agent.

16 either way he's got it covered because he'.

17 ot the "It whim him.

Is And remember the questioning of Mr. Weinberg

19 on the stand as to why he didn't rae.S that ruckus.

H said, *7 didnt face Mr. triochetti down because

21 wanted to string his along. I did face Mr. Criden

dn, because - why did you call Mr. Urriohettl that

23 had told you I thought the man came fron Mr.

24 Errichetti s office -- that was his ide. of facing

2 him down.

82A77 0- --- 149 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2 suggest to you all the conversation after

3 the meeting had to do with was who was going to

* take responsibility to bring a big stiff like

Zlis Cook in who was going to pull off the imperson

ation. You didn't feol anybody for a ronute. That

7 shown you what state o l"d was. Nobody was

ever going to have to do anything.

Let's get to the heart of it. an, is Mr.

10 Weinerg's credibility crucial? I suggest it i. in

it this n~e..

You won't have to keep those heavy books on

13 you laps while I talk Wettuse you won't have to

14 atur any pages. I will give you my recollectioof

what is an the transodpts. If I am wrong. you've

16 got them ad we suplesoet tea for you with

material we think is relevant.17

18 Indeed, the transcript of the Ellis Cook

19 iarsonaton inS in there now. I think you aw

the taps pretty early in the. trial when the transcri

2hasnt been prepared by the Governaret. They wro21

working co it and working on it and yesterday final]

came W a.,d now you have it.
23

Why is weinbrg's credibility crucial?2d

sill you push that btton to, pleae. Be. is
25
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2 Mr. Weinberg. Why is this man's credibility cruial

Thi, is the man right in the scene o August 22nd

* walking out of the meeting and I'm going to dub

this scene: "Every dog has his day.*

6 A big smile, a two-dollar cigar. a, peap.tr

thl sting. HN's dome what he hoped to - to get

Meyer. to act before the cameras in that ro' -o thaj

he can go back to his FBI .upervisors, if you can call

them supervisors in this context, and say I delivered

ii the . to you.

12 Weinorg' . credibility is crucial in thii

case because he is not the one that denies saying

4 to Errichetti, Just have Meyers coe on strong, -

will never be called on to do anything, it's all

16 .S.

It's -- if you believe Mr. Weinber,'s denial

then you Ought to find Howard Criden guilty. But

19 'if you don't believe hi, beyond , reasonable doubt,

that he had that conversation, then I suggest you

21 ought to find Mr. Criden and all the defendants

not guilty. Because what is crucial here is what

vat on off camera. They had great control of what

would happe On .camera, What happened off camera?
24

tat's start before this eating takes place,'S
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2 what does Weinberg do. Me ges downstairs, and

brife Mayor Zrrichetti.

4 loNw, you remember all the talk about bod-

recorders. Does Weinberg wear a body recorder? o,

he doesn't like them.

Why? you recall the testimony of Agent

a Amoroso. because on a bod- recorder the Agent can

9 fix it so that the wearer can t turn it off.

10 So there i. Ao record to present to you,

t ladies and gentlemen, about what he told Mayor

12 Erridhetti. If they had said, "Mel. wear this body

13 recorder and go down thene and talk to trrichetti,

14 then you would know. But they deliberately didn't

is do that because Weinberg didn't like body recorders.

16 1 think Mr. Amoroso was sort of candid about

17 what the meeting was all about when Mr. Brown was

Ia questioning him. I am sure other defense counsel

19 are going to have srething to: Bay about it because

20 it was a very important question and answer, I thick

21 the last question Mr. Brown asked, is it not a fact

N that this vas all about was that you wanted there to

2 appear on these video Cameras and ultimately on

24 tape for some future jury a scene which would depict

25 peopl. like my client performing supposedly fe the
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2 Sheik but actually so that you could say he was

3 cOmmitting . crime, isn't that right? And Mr.

4 Amoroso admitted he was right.

5 No what other evidence do we have to go

I on about what Mr. Weinberg said to prepare Mr.

SMeyers for that meeting? We have the Williams analo,

* only a few weeks before and we can show you what

* Weinberg's methods were, to bring Senator Williams

W before the camera, what to say and incidentally ther

11 are no charges brought against this Senator Williams

12 What did Weinberg say? Weinberg said, you

13 just get in up there, it's 20 minutes., it's all B.S.

14 Have Kim act like a tiger. Make him core

15 Oer strong. It's all play acting. This is on

16 tape. I suggest to you what happened is somebody

17 Went through the roof when they played that taps and

16 Baid, Mal, you can't do that. We can't have that

19 kind of stuff on tape. , . e2 1. 1 1 1..C ,

N But do you think a person like Mel Weinberg

21 would listen to that kind of an instruction? NO.

22 He did something different.

I suggest to you he had the sae copversatiOn

21 Bad we have a part of it, coma on str.g and so

25 forth, but in the crucial Meeting which is before this,
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2 August 22nd meting dOnstairs in the lcbby there

3 is no tape recording, and in the crucial telephone

A calls of July 29th and July 31st, what happens?

5 You have a conversation thtat starts, "Congressman

6 Meyer..

I It's an interesting start for a conversation

B And you have the conversation and the gap In teh tap

9 Hw, I thick it's kind a ironic that Mr.

10 Puco plays you the first tape. The first tape he

play. you I. the one that had a gap in it. The

12 29th. At least a minute missing, maybe ao Minutes.

13 That I. according to the phone records copared to

14 the length of the conversation. you hear that

is yesterday.

16 what does this tell US? The taping instruct e

17 given to Mr. Weinberg were wiguivocal, they were no

exceptions. He was to tape ever, conversation free

start to finish, use a new taps, one asset. per

20 .. ,.a;ton.

21 What happens? He stops the tape recorder

when they case to a part in the conversation. 1

23 suggest to you, ladies and gentlemen, what he did

24 H as stopped the tape reoorda. Then, qo on when

25 he got finished talking about the instruction, he
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2 had to give, then pushed the button again.

Be testified that the reason there are

stcs and starts is because he dropped it.

5 Ladies and gusties, to a scientific

6 certainty which is a very rare thing in a trial. yot

heard the evidence which makes Weinberg out to b

Ssldear. if nothing else, convince you that he is a

9 l a r .

10 Not only he was a liar all his life, but

it he lied in "is courtroom to you.

12 The way the tapes are handled with every

13 oter indeivdual I. the case. they are logged in

11 right away and that is why I took soe time to show

is you as the case was going in but the FBI practice

16 Is. What god practice is. How to deal with evidence

17 With Weinb r eight to 10 days before tapes

is got turned in. Why? Because he aokeed with them.

19 Ne. Puco. said, and I have to l au.h at it.

20 is that the one thing that doesn't change in this

21 case is the tapes. That is the one thing that did

change. And yn know it changed because the foreost

23 expert in the United States told rau so. The man I

Mark Weiss, together with Nr. Aschkenasy were on the!

25 Watergate tape and all selected fom all over the
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2 United States -- live people -- and he testified

that there was absolutely no doubt in his mind that

4 those gaps were made as a result of manually deliber-

ately turning the tape recorder off.

6 Is there any question in your cads that Mr.

7 Weinberg was lying to you when he gave that explana-

8 tion?

Then we have the question ofthe lost tapes.

10 Incidentally, all the exhibits will be available

II to you to show, for extplo, what it looks like,

12 what the difference is between when a tape is dropped

13 and when it is dropped and when it is stopped man-

14 ually, so you will have all of these in the jury

15 room. But there was no serious contention otherwise.

16 Now, let'. talk about the lost tapes. This

17 is so typical of Weinberg because he is a con man.

is You also -- you always have to th ow smsethin in

19 that sounds credible. Not only tapes lost but his

20 cigars were taken. That's what he told the FBI on

21 the 23Sd, supposedly.

22 Someone stole see tapes out of his briefcase.

23 In a side pouch with two bundles of 2S cigars each.

24 1 know so.. of you either smoke cigars or have

25 friends who smake cigars. Is it believable, forgetting
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2 about everything else, that somebody would check a

bag and in-an outside pouch put two bundles of cigars

that would get smashed to smithereens when they 're

handled by the baggage handlers at the airport?

6 Go further. Like what happens when they get

there. Supposedly he losos three or four or five

a tapes, depending on who you believe. Because there

I is no FBI report for this series of events. Nobody

0 writes up a report. And nobody knows or remembers,

]] did Weinberg have any other tapes in his possession.

12 Winberg didn't remoter. He thought he didn't.

13 Amoroso didn't know. Ag ent Brady didn't know and

11 he met him at the airport. Agent Good, in charge

15 of the whole investigation, didn't know.

16 But I knew. fow hard was it fox me to know?

17 1 looked at the exhibit. January 23rd, these two

16 tapes were turned over (indicating) . % I ' I

19 Now, everybody'5 recollection has been ca-

m freshed. Yes, I remember he must have had it in

21 .e other place in his suitcase.. IS that what you

22 would expect of the FB1? Is it something fishy about

23 the lost tapes? Certainly something fishy about the

2 The law is that if there are missing or
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2 altered conversations, tape recordings, and their

3 absence or alteration has not been satisfactorily

4 explained to you, then you may legally infer,

- 5 ladies and gentlemen --

6 MR. FUCCIO: Your Honor, I object. under-

7 stand your Honor turned d. this reuest.

SMR. DEN-VENISTE: No, your Honor permitted

* argument on it.

10 T= COURT, It's act a matter for any insatrc-

I1 tion, but I don't think we are talking about the

12 legal inference.

13 MR. BEN-VEtISTE: A inference they may

14 ro,erly draw.

i5 M. PUCOZO, It'. not a legal inference.

16 MR. BEN-VENISTE: They may properly draw it

17 in tise ease.

Is TIl COUnT All inferences may be drawn from

19 the evidence, it is up to the Jury. I don't think

20 there is a legal inferer.ce.

21 MR. flN-VENISTE A proper inference.

22You may properly infer on the basis of this

23 record that those missing tapes or marecoded por-

24 tions of conversation, thich are act produced, would

IS be unfavorable to the prosecution. And I suggest
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that on this record, on this evidence you should draw

such an inference.

That explain, why we don't have eVidence of
the Inotrtctions given to Mayor Errichetti as to

how Congressman Myers is supposed to behave.

First they don't have it because they don't

put a body recorder on that mn when he goes down-

stairs; and secondly, Weinberg gets rid of the evi-

10 dence and that is why he foesn't have it.

1I 1 suggest he knew, Iadie, and gentlemen, that

12 winberg,. tape recorder was core dangerous than the

13 Son of Sam's .44. Because he was more accurate with

14 it. He pointed it only at the words he wanted to

Is pick up. He only pointed it at what looks incrini-

16 noting. But it'. just as lethtlas far as the men s

17 lives ar. concerned.

- Is As if it wasn't enough that healtered the

11 tapes and that he disposed of other., he went over

N the transcript, which I suggest to you in order to

21 do s.e individual things -- do you resedter I caught

n hin on one,, the word that said likey, Iikey said,

23 1 think. Who is Mikey? There is only one Michael

W in this case, Michael Myers.

25 what did the tape really say? 'Like he saido
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This gives you an idea of what we are dealing

w4th.

Let's evaluate Mel Weinber,. His past life

has been entirely consumed with telling lies to

people, with doing people out of things. The London

lovest.rg, Swiss Bank Associates, the phony gold

contracts, breaking windows in stores, swindling

his cousin out of $50,000. Do you remember that?

'bid you swindle your uncle?' 'No, I didn't. It

was my cousin."

Oh, that makes it okay.

The obtaining of millions of dollars over the

years from innocent victim. Illegally buying his

.ar ardhis office so that people who wanted to have

private conversations there would be overheard.

The removal of the "perpetual care' sticker from

his own uncle's gravesite:

Ladies and gentlean, would he take candy from

a baby? How far would Mel Weinberg go?

(Continued on next page.)
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MR. BfN-VENISTE (Continuing) Is there

3 any limit in your minds, if it was going to help

4 Mel Weinberg, how far would he go? 1. there a limit

5 a man who didn't even have a social security number?

6 A man who told you the truth on one of these tanes,

7 when he said, I am the worlds biggest liar? But

8 then, he lied to you when he denied it under oath.

I Let's talk about the crimes that Melvin

10 Weinberg confessed to; failure to file his

Ii income taxes, 1978 and -79, both years, when he

12was paid huge amounts of .hney by the United States

13 Government. He had the brass not even to pay

14 taxes on the proceeds of the money he had swindled

from people in connection with the London investors

16 scheme, over $200,000.00. No taxes, forgetting

17 about not paying the people back out of the money

he had gotten. Not a cent went back to those

19 people, those desperate people who he stnngalong.

20 Can you say anythong other than Melvin Weinberg

is a one-Wan crime Wave and he is still at it?

2Let's talk about hi, interest in testifying

23 in this case. He has already got $100,000.00

24 out of the government, more than that, I guess., if

25 you figure in this month's $3,000.00, plus expenses.
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2 Did you ever hear of an expense account

where all your clothes are paid for? He has some

I real suckers here. The $3,000.00 a month is not

going to last, if you blow him out of the water with

your verdict. He's got an interest in getting you

to convict these men. He's paid no taxes, filed

no tax returns for the last two years., at least.

What did he say when I asked him, do you

I0 expect to be prosecuted for that? He said, I guess

11 so. Did you believe that? And then, theme'is a

12 bonus at the end of the case. Here's a bunch of

13 more money; don't bother to pay taxes on it.

14 Mel, In his shades on the witness stand, three

is days, three suits, who paid for them? You did.

16 Dimond rings on each pinky finger. Sure , Aerica

17 loves a con man like Mel Weisberg in the abstract,

is in a movie, 'The Sting, but in real life, you

19 don't like the guy who breaks your window or who

swindles your neighbors out of their life savings.

21 It makes a great idea for a movie. Can

IT you see the beginning of the movie of Mel Weinkerg,

23 like this cute little face in the nursery, with the

W little frilly hat and the cigar? Aed in the

25 crib with thim, there are 42 rattles because he
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2 has all the other kids' rattles. That's Mel

3 Wtinberg.

4 It's & great idea for a book, but it's not

5 a great big human being you have Been here. It's

I funny in the abstract, but not in real life when

7 you have a man like that with the assets of the F.B.I.

a behind him, whose got the con man's dream, somebody

9 who vouches for him to the tune of 400 million

'0 dollars. My dod, you don't care if he spells

zurioh,wrong.oa his business card,

12 yOU don't care what he sounds like. He has 400

13 million dollars in the bank and he can prove it.

14 Now, you and 1, if we eet a guy like this

Is on the street and you shake hands with him, you

16 count your finger, afterwards, then you look for

17 your watch. But this guy was backed up to the

Is tune of 400 million dollars. TTat's the only

To think that made him real.

20 t's talk about the missing film. His

21 own pals at the F.B.I. said you took some photographs,

22 this is emdarassing to us, you can't use this in

23 your book So they send BOe agents back in

24 Florida to get the film back, and the first thing he

opens up, the camera, and the camera has some film
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2 in it that has nothing to do with the pictures

3 he took. The agent slaps the caMera shut and

says leanv it to me, puts it in his bookcase,

briefcase, and he gets back to New York. NO film.

I In March, we have We. Weinherg's biographer.

Weinberg says I have some photographs of the

inside W. Street townhouse. February, he supposedly

I gave the filn back Marsh. he telle his writer

I0 that he has the photographs. U, there any question

11 But that he stole the file out of the P.B.I. suitcase?

12 It's just another idea of what we're dealing with.

13 Was the F.B.I. mislead by Mr. Weinberg?

IA Be testified he was a stool pidgson in 1960 and

15 1970, give a little infoMation and get a few

16 dollars, but it was an insurance policy so that

17 big brother Would get him out of trouble if he

is got caught in one of his Mal swindles. but all

19 that tin, did he tell the F.B.I. what he was up to?

20 N1, he misead them.

21 Filing the tax returns, supposedly, the

F.B.I. had no idea that he didn't pay his taxes.

Then, the debriefing of Mel Weinberg, up In

Pittsbuxg, three days, he said I sat down and

25 told thas everything about myself.
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I We put all the ?.B.I agents on the stand

3 and .n no way, no, he dld not. We know nothing about

all this other stuff. I called the agent, I thick

5 it was Batwell, the agent in charge of contacting

4 all the victims on all these frauds he perpetrated.

Did he ever tell you about the franchise holders,

o all the other .on men, did you prosecute the.? Oh,

I no, we didn't know about that.

ID What about Weinberg's perjuries, proveable

11 under oath false statements. Let me give you a par

12 partial list of where he lied to you and where we

13 proved be lied under oath.

14 He swore to tell the truth. Sweating to

is tell the truth doesn't me. a thing to a Mel

16 Weinberg. I suggest that to you. First of all,

17 you heard him testify in Philadelphia only one or

18 two days at the most went by in tervs of turning

19 over tapes. That was contradicted. No, that's

20 wrong, it's been to ten. Be denies providing any

21 Abscam information to his writer, Mr. Green. That's

22 been proved false. He said in Philadelphia that he

23 filed a 1978 tax return, false. He said the reason

N for the gaps in the tape was because the machine

25 dropped an the floor. False. me testified that he

82-077 0-81- 150 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2 was debriefed by the F.B.I. for t.ee day. in

3 connection with the Plttsburg case. False. He

A testified that S never mentioned Conressan Meyers

.5 to Mr. Criden in January of 1990, to set up the

6 Barkley Hotel meeting .Wth Cohen. False. He lied

7 about how mtf he paid for his house. He said it was

8 $25,000.00. False. It was $30,000.00. He lied

about his Involvement in fraudulent activity before

IQ 1962. False. He denied having spoken to Agent

11 Good about a bones after all these cases were

12 over. False.

13 Who is Mel Weinberg, ladies and gentlemen?

14 The heart a4 so61 Of ftb- ? I suggest to you that

s Mel Weinbeg Icakes J. R. Ewing look like Peter Pan.

The man has no conscience. The man would do

17 anything.

is This is where you have to apply the legal

standard of reasonable doubt. Do you believe sel

20 Weinberg beyond a reasonable doubt, when he denies

21 Saying to Mayor ErrLhetti for passage to Congresman

SMayors, at this meeting, that it Is all an act,

23 it is just play acting, it' all. B.S., go in there

W and talk with tin people. That'. the Standard.

SThat's what this case conm down to. Do you believe
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2 el Weinberg's denial beyond a reasonable doubt?

Nlow, sometimes courts give Juries instructions

about circumstantial evidence. I think it is

instructive in thinking about how you would

6 regard a person like Mel Weinberg or the real

article, Mal Wein berg, Because, if you saw him

on the street tomorrow, I sill ask you to apply

this test; ciremstatia1eviden. is ant direct

io evidence. And sometimes Courts use an example

where somebody gets on the sesway is Brooklyn and

the sub.ay oes over to City Ball stop in Manhattan,

3 two or three people get on the subway and when you

14 went into the subway, the sun Mas shining outside

is but now at the City Hall Stop, a couple of people

16 get on and they are all rain splattered, one has

17 a wet umbrella. Nonrally you could draw the

M conclusion based on circumstantial evidence that

11 in the time it has taken you to travel frm

STrooklya to New York, that there was a rain shower

21 and the people who just got on the subway gor

caught in it.

All right. Fair enough. Now, if tomorrow

24 that happened to yo., and you were in the car and

ISMel Weinberg got in with those other people, an
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Ml weinberg aid to you, Ww, is .it . , 4 1.

raining outside, do you want to buy an abrella,

Should you believe it was raining or would you have

a reasQnable doubt that maybe Mr. Weinberg had a

6 couple of people walk on to the train whose

clothes were wet for the purpose of selling you

o an umbrella? Can you believe Mel Weinberg?

I Reasonable doubt means a doubt that would

0 oause you to hesitate in an act of importance to

11 yourself lfke let's say buying a car. Or making an

12 important investment. If Mel Weinberg gave

13 you advice about a car or an investment, would

1 you believe him? Would you have a doubt? Would

is you follow his advice? Is Ihere any doubt in your

16 mind?

17 Wall, let's talk about the invnstlgation.

is They employ Me. Weinberg. You have a scenario where

19 M. good comas out of the appauge office in 1977

and he is in charge there and he says, well, I an

21 going to gut involved in something terrific. I

2as going to get a hold of Mel Weinberg and this

Mis Just what I need to make mY reputation. But,

24 does he find out about Mel Weinberg, who the real

25 Wenlberg is? NO.
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I Nobody I suggest to you, takes the time

to ask him how have you been living for the past

1 50 years, MI. They know he has been convicted in

5 one case. I suggest to you every F.B.I. agent

* who dealt with the answer to the question, No,

I didn't as% him about that. I didn't need to know

a that. I didnt want to knew that. I suggest to

9 you that the F.B.I. thought it might be easier

10 to make a case where you had all this stuff

1t prearranged where you make the crime happen yourself

12 than it is to catch the bank robbers that they

13 can't catch. Instead of making the city safe for

14 people who ride on the Oubway, this is what they

15 are involved with.

11 I think the F.B.I. reacts like a normal

I? victim of . sting in this c.se . YOQ knew, . con

1B  man thinks that one of the things he has going

11 for him is when someone gets stung, they are so

N0 embarrassed, they will not go out and say, oh,

21 my God, I have been taken. That's normal.

n2 The F.B.I got taken by Mel Weinberg. Maybe

23 they Just realized in the course of this trial. X

N Mnab they knew it before.

25 IetI s look at the F.B.I. as a typical mark.
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2 Who was the first person who was supposed to

3 upereiss Mel Weinberg? Agent McCarthy. When you

4 look in the dictionary for policeman, you see a

Picture of Mr. McCarthy, because he acts and looks

6 llke a policeman, and that's good, because that's

what the F.B.I. Is supposed to be.

B When he says to Weinberg, look, if you get

9 involved in any of your scaes, i I catch you out

10 of line, Weinberg, I an gong to lock you up.

11 That's what his testimony is, an going to lock

12 you pu again, because he was the one who looked

is him up the first time.

14 But before you can say boo to a ghost,

15 goodbye Mr. McCarthy, hello Mr. AMoroso. Souehow

16 Mr. Weinberg had gotten Mr. Mccarthy out of the

17 picture.

Is Non, what does ft. Armoroso knew about Mel

19 Weinberg? hothiag. He had bean convicted once.

TThat's all he knows. ft never made an inquiry

21 about My. Weinberg, saw him continuously for six

Months. What was his answer? I wasn't interested.

Maybe M. Amoroso thought what he didn't know

24 wouIdn't hurt him. But he didn't know anything

2 about the fraudhe had perpetrated. He didn't know
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that it was the same sting in the london investors

3 case with the huge andont of Arab oil money that

came to be Abscam, and~the same thing with the

fictitious Lady Knight and the presents that would

6I make her happy. Same sting. same Mel Weinberg.

7 Look at the 7...'* tape expert. He

didn't want to know what happened. Did he

I conduct one experiment? Did he do one test himself?

10 Did the whole P.S.?. not kno, what to do to test

11 a tape like this? Do you thik Mr. Uitenor wa the

12 one who made the declou, don't test the tapes?

13 Somebody did. Why?

14 Because they Would have agreed with America's

is forest expert, Professor Weis., if they had done

16 the test. Instead, they coulld core on the stand

17 and cay, I don't agree with him, if you drop the

1 machine and it lands exactly on its side, maybe

19 it won't waibe, but I Won't testify to that.

The ony one who had soe candor at all.,

21 1 suggest to you, about testifying ahout Winberg,

22 was Agent Best from Philadelphia, who testified

23 we had no use for M1 Weinberg in Philadelphia.

24 But even he didn't know that Weinbeg had set up

25 the orzi Meyers situation with ft. Criden until
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2 his recollection an. refreshed.

Agent Good didn't know who gas in charge

4 of the investigation. Agent Amoroso didn't know.

5 a. Weibe n testified, no, I didn't mention

6 Ozzie Mayses to Mr. Ceiden. Then you have Mr.

SBeet finally conceding, yes, he did.

0 let's talk sawnore about candor in this

I case. Rvery P.D.I. agent was called except the

10 one Who poured the drinks for Ozzie Meyers. Why,

11 Ask yourselves.

2 Mr. PucO talked naot nom drink. Well,

13 you're not unsophisticated, ladies and gentlemen.

11 He has to give you some credit. Oce drink is

is not a tumbler of Whiskey, that's not on drink,

16 that's five drinks. Then another one on top of

17 that. But, they didn't call the t.B.I. agent who

In poured the drink.

19 Agent Aoroso, froe the witness, stand,

.1 evaluating Mr. Weinberg; he was a skillful con artist.

21 A mention by Mr. BBrov, he conned ev.eryody but

you, right? Answer: No, I could be conned Just

23 like anybody else. One of the only quotes, the

24 only quote I am going to give you today, is from

2Will Roder. ,t is one of my favorite writers, wbo
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2 said, just be glad you're not getting all the

Government you're paying for.

d Well, this LA the case that shows it. It is

.5 sad, it really is, that these men are on trial

6 and Mel Weinberg in this Mach IV Continentle is

7 still ming chauffeured around by the F.B.I.

a But as I said to you, when we first started

9 out a couple of weeks ago, you are going to write

10 the last sceme of this sting. You can give it the

II Ofenry totch. It's in your hands. I hope you do.

12 Sting the stinger. By your verdict, you're going

13 to determne whether Mr. WeinLer is credible

14 or whether he is not.

15 When you thinkt these men should go to

16 jail and Mel Weinberg shouldn't. :1 started out

17 saying there was something called an apology. I

Is tried to draw an analogy in terms of the old movies

19 where you see the poor fellow waking up in the

W motel room nxt to a gilI he newer Sa before and

21 they ae both undressed and somebody comes in with

a flash bulb, because he has been given some knockout

drops. A picture is worth a thousand words. If

N you don't know the background to this, you would

25 say, hy God, what is this? But in that movie,
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2 if you don't show the knockout drops, you don't

understand what happenedl.

4 The intoxication in this case was Mel

.5 Weinberg In this honeypot. Sure, it was a honeypot.

I It was the answer to all these peoples' dreams and

7 it was free money. Too good to be true.

* You have to prove, if you are Mr. pucrlo,

* beyond a reasonable doubt, that Mr. Meyers intended

]a to be influenced in his official capacity.

11 1 suggest to you that they can't do that.

12 Mr, uccio.argbed to you .about what is proper, the

13 propriety of Congressman Meyers actions. Well,

14 first of all, your verdict has to deal with guilt

is a to a .rminal charge, just the charges that

16 are here.

17 When we picked you as mes, you all

is proposed to do that and I kns you are going

19 to do that. I n aot talking about what is

proper. You ought not concern yourselves with

21 whether Congressman Mayers should be a member

2of Conress or whether Mr. Criden should continue

0to be an attorney. There am groups that take

U care of that. The Bar Association. Congress censors.

S Those a. things that are not for you, the
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disciplining of these individuals in their

3 profesion. That is not your concern, anS Vis

4 Honor vi instant you on that.

I Howard Criden knows that he's probably

6 going to lose his profession As a result of all

7 this.

*I M. POCCIO I object to this.

9 THE COURT: It's Improper argument.

10 The jury is not to be conerned with the

I1 cosequences of what their verdict may he.

12 M. BE-VEN- ZSTE: Ask yourselves, why

13 not single thing was asked about Ostia feyce.

14 to test him, as to whether he really intended to

15 do anything, wouldn't that he the fair way?

16 Oe, write a letter to the State Department,

17 Just to intodue. te sheik. Lot's see if you

is get anything official on stationary. Not done

19 it's too risky. He would have turned thm down,

N because they knew bp wasn't going to do anything.

21 They knew Wainhg's techniques.

22 I ask you again, not to compromise verdicts.

23 Don't think you will be doing anybody a favor by

Ua split decision here. That's a disaster for

2$ Howard Criden. You brand him a felon, if you convict
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him, convict blu of e 'thvng.

3 Something an thos, tap.. track me as I

I listened to tham. ft. dcao or fr. Waid, whatev r

$ his on is, they talked about the Statu, of Liberty.

* The hape was like the bypsns of the Statue of

7 Liberty.

Ladies and gntlemsn, dont you bypass the

9 Statue of Liberty. Thisis still Smic. Now

10 mtter huw they ske it appear on these t.pe., yes,

11 M. Criden appears ridiculous on thee tapes "a

12 he appears fraOlish ye. he has basn ridiculed in

13 the press in this courtroom the way he lock..

14 Nk. PUCCIC. I object, Tour Hack.

is MN. bEt-VURISTE: Probably he is guilty

16 of being greedy.

17 a ask you, ladies and gentlemen, to consider

18 that these are human frailties. Thi. is not the

crise that is charged bure. Dn't convict Howard

Criden because he's foolish, that he nde a mistake,

21 that he succsuetd to the honeypot, that he took

.oney. Money is not what this is about. This

is about the intent of the people.

I ask you not to brand fl0ntd Criden a

felon with a guilty verdict because you think he
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2 i* a fool or that you think he is avaricious. If

3 you think that he Is guilty, if you think that they

A intended for Ozl. Mayers ever to do anything for

5 this. sheik, then find him guilty. If you

6 believe Mel Weinberg, that he denied how that meeting

7 was t up, beyond a reasonable doubt, find Howard

8 Cridon guilty.

I But if you don't believe him, I ask you,

10 ladies and gentlemen, find him not guilty, on

1S each of the counts of the indictment.

12 Thank you.

13 THE COURTS Thank you.

41 At t"is tlme, we'll take a short recess.

is Don't discuss the case.

16 (The Jury withdraw from the courtroom at

17 3:10 P.M.)

19

11

21

N
23

25
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2 (After ree,

(The following occurred at 3:25 o'clock

5 THE COUM: Dri in th, jory.

6 (the mu y thereupon retunred to the

? caurto at 3z27 olck v.m.)

ToE OURT: Next, ladie. and gentlemen,

we ne to hear fr Nt. fuffy on behalf of

the defendant 3oban.on.t0

MR. DOPFYl Thank you?11

M2bers of the axe "quad, M. Pucco, ladies

and gentilwen, ey mother mays I was vaccinated'a
with a victrole needle, so you can expect se to'4
ie a while. I say that up front because when you15

give an Irlshmn sixtsen rople and a captive16

audience, and th rules set that they have to
17

listen, you dn't know wben he is going to finish,18

and I have a lot to talk to you about this afternoon.
19

I said before in this courtroom; I don't

know if I said it in your presence, but if I didn't

1 will say it no, have a man's life in my hands.

And I have to rge to you thi. aftearan to decide

this case the way I see it. I say argue for this
24

reason -- some lawyers say sum up. I think the
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2 Judge put it tat way. Sans say speech. But It

3 I really an arguuient. It I.. an arusnt because

4 this man, and this Ufn (Indicating) and a11 the

Rest of the federal agents who are missing now

6 so I can't point at them today, and I disagree

7 over whether we should even be hare.

* The stff of tragedy Is in this roan. Think

9 about it.

to We hae. had two and a half weeks filled

11 with buzz wodas, sting, mark, hustle, swindle.

12 Words like that. The left hand, the name of the

13 yact talls what this whole case is about. Do

14 yo know what the word s In Latin for left,

is sinister. That's what it is about. This case

16 Is about sinister. But there are sone other buzz

words that we haven't used in the court and

is it is about tfr1e that eabody did. Words like

19 tragedy, di,;ra e, n., fr*. hords like that.

N I want tolk to you first * little bit

21 about what your duties are in ths case. The

IJudge will tall you. But I want to underscore

s*m of them for You.

N You have listen attentivewly. I don't

a5- - - patsaniztng. I t not .ean to court
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2 your favor with flat r. But whether you know

it or not John huffy has been watching you for

a couple and a hat weeks, and Ihave never seen

& sore attentive Jury. I ask ou to hear me Out5
and uy two remaining brother. And I want to

4
tik about sne of the things you are going to

7
have to grapple with when you get back in thea

jury coom.
9

it is pretty tough to follow Mr. Hen-Veniste.
10

I was up all night writing nut those ards for
11

him. I thought he would de a good job and he did.
12

18m going to try not to touch the things tat I
13

seoe for him.
14

I want to talk to you first about what your
15

Job is all about. Then I am going to talk to you
16

about what iels joba .11 about.
17

Concerning your job, when y.u get in the
IB

Jury r , you are going to have to decide who told
19

the trth.
20

it sounds pretty simple.
21

Maybe the Judge will give you some accepted

tests that we apply La the eourtoon. I'a going

23
to give you anos that I think are reliable when

24
you andertake the task to determine radibility.

25
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One is the interest of "e witness in the

2
outcome of the case. What I am about to talk about

applies to Wver, witness who took the stand. The

interest of the witness and the outome of the
5

case. It cannot be ai ...id. wo can't deny, that

Ozzie Myers, a congressman, has an Interest in the

Outcome of the ease. He has got a great deal to

win or lose at your hands. The Judge may have
9

sorething to say about it.

How about the rest of the cast of characters?

How about MIl Weinberg? Does he have something
12

to win or lose at your hands? Is ABSCA over until
13

his book cases OUt, the Sting Mun?
14

AHo about the F.B.I. agents, fellows like
is

John Good. Good ra the whole operation. had the
16

Government didn't call his. We had to call him.
I?

Oes be have an interest in the outcome of this
18

case?
'9

HOW about Tony Jtroso?
20

aw about John Me Carthy?
21

Do they have an interest in the outce of

the .*.0?
23

Will the federal Bureau of Investigation
U

have e." On it. face if yu by your vrdictsa
25

82-077 0 I1 1 (Pt. 1) nLR
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2 ea have had a belly full. Mat was done wa not

right.

lntatest. Tho doeanor of the witness on

1- stand.

6 {continud on neat page.)

9

10

I1

U

13

'S

16

17

19

19

20

21

22
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24
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2 The deiueanor of the witness on the stand.

Now did he aft? How did he answer? Think about

4 fel Weinberg for a minute.

SThat.. .orrect.

If itWs in the tanscript, I said it. I don't

know, fr. Dffy, unless I look at the transcript.

uxtaposed his reactions on Ozzie meyers.

9 Di he hesitate or did he answer every ques-

0 tion, not Only the questions put on direct examinatic

11 but th. questions put on cross examination uhen the

2 interrogator was fro= the other side.

13 Think back to the federal agents who took

14 the stand. Your FI. Their reactions. Their

i5 anwers, Their domeaor On cross ex nation.

16 Did you see Good sit in that chair and look

17 at that sntindicating) when we coss exa ined him?

s t4DO you *ee Amoroso do "a .a.e thin,? bid

you see mcaxthy do the . thing. bid you ee the

20 £.ll uho as probably the St -- RitnOur ft the

21 ~ 8 thing

2Were they looking for the prosecutes

2) approval? Did they dodge our questions.

NWon we asked where is the report, did woe

25 got It?
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2 The demeanor of the witness - the stand.

Was he forthright or did h *eem to parry ?

a Did he seen to dodg. These are the kind, of things

you look at.

There was a fellow in this town sasad Louis

7 Wis., a lawr, who wrote * book I road when I was

a i. law sool. or right after got out, when I got

9 into this .enviable position that led se in front

10 Of you toda.

i, The book was called My Lae In Court."

12 1 always thought it should have been called, iBow

is great I aM.-

14 It was a bioaphy. But Lou. Misr had in

is that book a little ouplat tat was printed In italic

16 ad appeared throughout the book. And it stuck with

17 a. tlughtaut my career and practice of law.

Just tO lines.

19-How - I ka.

The rule Of probability l. - so.

21 Maybe that is the best test.when yo. ar

detrmlin if xel Weinberg told the truth as oppose

to whether Ozie Meyers told the truth, because

that i. what this case 1. all about. This ca.e is
24

all about Ml cars. Dealis. It bols. down to that.
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When you am deemining which of these

person. told the truth ask youraseves, somebody rectt

4 that cuplet, jHov do I know.

The rule of probability tell. me so."

6 1 don't kno,. if there are any horse racing

fans among the members of the Jury, It is not likely

with So any ladies present. They pueS.1h a newapap

called the Telegraph. There's a reason.

Do 'you remember anen I told you in my opening

about M' father and the Grape Nuts. It said on the

12 box t here I a la.on." And I never knew what it

13 eant. There', a re. on for eethiag in this

14 .ase. In fact. Oele said, "Give e a reason."

A15n they pb"sIh the Telegph because

16 thorobreds run to form, you see.. They ae pmedictab e.

17 y1 se. And I ru.e to you that nai Weinberg is a

thorobred to the first degree.

19 Why do I Iay that?

NI may that because I want you to percive

Shis tmetivony in light of the aNgutent of hi.

entire life, what we hae dragged ot of him kicking

21 ead emaning frca that witness .tadd.

21 Did be start to tell the truth here? Did

I have a Weather back there aniddd He . W u and
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2 ay, -1 han been ..ved. I'm going to tell the

truth fxc. ow on. I have *een the errancy of my

4 ways and 1'n going t keep God's carand because lim

going to tell you 16 people the tnth,- or did he

r teue to fors. fhat is really what you are going

7 to have to decde.

0 The judgee said earlier today tlat the GOnte

9 uet is not on trial. Maybe the system is not On tr

10 Maybe the establishment is not ou trial. Jud I guess

11 could disagree with that.

12 But I would rather characterize it . little

13 differently, Who Is on trial here? Loiuis Johanson,

14 Howard Criden, Osis Meyer. and Angelo Errich-tti.

15 But it rurs each are deeply than that. I

1 canit help but rearear meter Fna lne lin the

so.., *Netorkr 'I - ad as hell a1 d I an net17

to going to take it anyse.-

In your daliberatoire, you are going to hae

to decide the question Of Mel Weinberg. The caption

doesn't *ay it. I dont know if you have sen the
21

inictment or If yon will, but the indietnents. an

all indicteents starts Out with foe words, fT.

Grand Sury chages.. "

When I m a kid fai y tale, started w-ithIS
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2 four ward., "Ono upnO a timeA

3 ITat is what I want to argue to you this

afternoon. All I have to say about your duties

* touches really pon who in credible.

I thin the Judge said to you , lawyer's

argxuents ar Loportant because they have lived with

I the came. And that's true. I have been living

with tcs case for over six tenths. I want to *hare

to with you soce thoughts that I have.

;1'm going to try Aot to -- teoptationwill

12 b- great - but Iin going to try not to tell you

13 what I think. I'm going to my to argue, to you

14- what you should think based only on the evidence or

Is the lack of it.

16 there was a fil clip sh.vn on television

17 o years ago, a tragic scene, of a Vietnavee

eiading in a fielw. or on a roadway. and I don't

know whether it vas a policeman, ,vx soldier, or.-.

what. and I " 2=r that sone of you saw this

21 file. But he walked up and took a .38 and blew A

hole 1. his head (indicating.)

23 . I didn't mean that. I didn't .a to

U inj e c t any lvity. It i. a serious analogy that:!

25 would lik to make to this case.
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2hen I saw that that stark reality of a mr

was seething I could hardly stomach. If any of

4 you *aw it I think you probably would share my

reaction to it. you see I go to th, movies and John

Wayne shoots Indiana. But you all know, everybody

knows, when you say -cut-, the Indian gets up, and £

I probably wasn't an Indian anyways.

9 It's there. But nobody really got hurt. flu

10 when I saw t.e Vietnamese get shot in the head and

1 collapse it just arrested my emotions. I froze.

12I wonder if that feeling would have left me if the

13 film had goe on and I .. him get up. That is what

14 we are dealing with in this case. We have a film, ad

is a Congressman takes money. It is handed to him.

16 He says that I will noed. to do -- he would

17 praise almost World War Three if they wanted it.

18 And that is all you have when yu get lntO the ease

19 six months ago. You ha h. ti~e Go~eiunent with a file

And you start to ask questions. And at first maybe

like when we opened to you it doesn't make sense.

What do you mean a game? I don't know. Tell me

23 about it. And they did.

And then you start thinking, my God, what

happened here .-- let . go lock. Let .. use the
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rule.. Let me find out if I can dig Out anything

to support this because if this happened it's wrong.

4 If this happened you have got to get some people

from Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island to hear about

It. The day is going to come when you have to go

Sinto Court and show them what they did to these men.

So you work. And you stay up nights. You meet

some good lawyers. And you get On a team. And

10 you did, and you scrape.

You don't take on the United States Governert

In a frontal attack. you can't do it, a little

13 fat guy fre Philadelpllia, a couple of fellows from

14 Washington, and the man from Jersey City, as great

as he is. you don't do it. Itts a street fight.

16 you have to Conduct Guerilla warfle. YOU have got

to take a shot here, a shot there. You have got to

is try to capture a block because they own everything.

19 Tey have got the fils . , They have lot the audio

20 tpe. cay have got all the FI. They have the

department Of Justice. They have got Civiletti and

all the people in Washington talking about the case.

23 And you take it on. Then you start to find out,

21 wait a minute, look what they did to Williams. My

2 God, they are right. And then they start to provide
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tape. And traMcrilpts. An Y.u say, hMy, look,

looLn what Nel teilber says In froct of Ton,

noroo. -No.. going to have to come on atr og.

S maie I. not there. Lou 3ohnmlon i. not th ee. ju.

Srrtaletti. you start thinking about Erriohetti

telling Myers, "it'. only an aot. He4I has got it

fixed. He will go to aouth arioa and he will

nave hav, to cone her.."9

And he sys "No., maybe thy are rilgh."
12

So you dig.OmBe morI. tJou~ hav, the good fortune

II

s1 tape peop l. So yo t1row so... tps ... r the13

microscope ad you find out they have been altered.
14

So yo. get a hearing cooking I.i PhiladelPhia
is

and you meet Mel Weinberg. And you get him under
16

oath. And he is Puclco-les. U. Is in my hometown.
17

And you start firing questions at hi, And he say.
Is

he filed his '?8 tax return.. And he say. he did
19

not file & -79. but he'. working on It with
2O

lawiyer A. Wt. Pucoic' office. you write it down,
21

and you do so. W eing. And he tells you In
2?

Ph±ladelphia when we ame om the bout Crlden brought
23

up the stuff ahout imigration.
24

and youwite that down and you heck o
25
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2 that. And you get into your discovery and you find

out, end so doe Mel, that Amoroso wrote a report.

And the port sase -I- moro.o wrot, that out,

not Xowaro Crde...

Then you find out that Mel didn't knoW about

the report.

0 So you start sticking "Ose cards up your

I lsve until the right day comes along.

10 NOW; I a. going to share a thought with you

11 that may run afoul of what ft. Ben-Veniete told

12 you. I do not Perceive this case really as turning

13 on whether or not Mel Weinberg paid his taxes. That

14 isn't that is . portent. If you feel repulsed or

is indighiaat t at he has been cheatng our government,

16 that'. Hp to you. The fact of the matter as regards

17 our taxes is that he lied about it under oath.

is He took the stand in Philadelphia -- do you

19 know this is a Courtrom story -- :this case began

Nin a courtroom in Pittsburgh. The light was turned

21 Out in a courtroom in Philadelphia and Hel Came to

22 rest in peace in a courtroou in Brooklyn.

23The reason I raise the taxes question

Nwith you has nothing to do with him cheating our

M Government. It has nothing to do mitt --
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2 well, I 11 have something to *ay about our FBI in

that connection - but it ha. to do with him

4 committing flat-out perjury.

The judge may tell you -- let me tell you

6 something about John Dlffy. I don't argue the law.

You will hear preios little of it fro me because

8 1 Uarned in 18 years I don't know a hell of . lot

I about it. So I leave that up to the Judge. But

10 the oudge may tell you a maxim in the law. it was

II written originally in te Latim., falus in wo

12 falsus in ounibus. That is alter boy talk for

13 false in one thing false in everything. And that is

1 . part of my argument to you.

15 (Continued .unnation by Mr. Duffy.)

16 Take tis question of the tax return. if

17 Mel Weinberg lied to John Fallam, a federal district

Is court Judge in Philadelphia, about filing his tax

return in *7B - before 'w78 ," in "79, if he lied to

Judge Fullam about that -- and I am only talking abo

21 to episodes, about Howard Criden starting the

namigration or even participating in the immigration

conersation on te yacht Siister, then you have a

24 right to believe he lies about everything. But

2$ it doesn't end ther. How 0 I know?
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2 The mule of probability tells me so.

These people, and you know I say these people

and maybe it is not the Oovernwent of the United

States. Maybe the Govermwent is not on trial hre.

Maybe that is carrying it a little too far. But I

argue to you that there is a nest of dangerous and

criminal men attork here, a nest of dangerous and

criminal men, dangerous to the future of our America

10 Society.

11 I don't usually make political speeches, but

12 1 a worried. I am truly worried, and I think you a

13 because of what happened in this case.

14 Mr. Puoria used the verb this morning, to

15 manufacture, when he referred to whether or not

16 a meeting occurred, whether or not Mel told the

17 Mayor whatever it was that he was speaking about

1. at the tiee.

19 BAd manufacture is a good verb to ,ice in thi

N case. Lates look at it. I do not use any note.

2 because I learned long ao that I am lazy, and if

Z? i hae motes, I will read to the jury anBd I will

23 put them to sleep.

24 N*, Mr. Ben-Veniste said I only get one

25 change to stand Up in this case before you. It's
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2 a pleasure to get u, And Argue because anything

3 that -- you see I leave crumbs for May Brown and he

* will Bake you a cake before it's oer.

S Take a look at what happened in connection

6 with manufacturing. I'm not going to point you to

7 the transcripts because I don't like that. I an

$ pmpous enough not to sant what I have to say to be

9 interrupted. But there i a place, in the transcript

10 that, and a couple of them in fact, where Mel is

11 talking and oe other place where Tony is talking.

12 And the question is where are we going tchave the

13 moving? where are we going to met with the Cegre $-

s Somebody says Jersey. Mel says okay.

11 And then Mel realizes that he is talking

17 aboit one thing - and it's in there -- and Erichett

is or * .one, or whoever is speaking, I talking abe t

19 nothing else. he's talk-grabot the Cogressand o

20 And Mel Lmediately picks It up and says, a. no

21 not Jerey. Well, why? Why is that important? Wait

until you hear the 1"i. We hae a law called the

Trawel Mht. And If you ae in Loogport. see Jersey'

24 and you trawl to Coden, New JerSey, or Atlantic

25 fit, )ew Jersey, to do something, whether it is
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2 criminal or not, you do not violate the Travel

Act. You have got to travel to other state.

I Manufacture. It i. part of the scripted scenario.

5I was imprueed at the conencement of this trial

* when you got your little books, or your big books,

becIuse *vezy time Mr. Puccio was going to do

something, what did he do, he gave you . new script

to follow a a 4eMl.

Ad Im going to talk to you about what

happened at the Travel Lodge -- el's diner. That

12 s where they brought him, Mels diner.

13 What happened at the Travel Lodge? I ask you

1 togo back to the rfle of probaility because that

15 is where you are going to find the answer.

16 What does the Government have up front?

11 He had a lot of trappings. We had a lot of innuendo

We had a lot of argument.

But what do they really hav.up front.

N Turn to the page in your books where serone

21 says to Angelo Srrichetti we want a corrupt congress

V man. et us someone who is kno n for omitting cr1s

23 Give us a famous, well-known bribee. not a bit.

4 Beans it is not the way they work. hey start

25 i. . courtroom, with Mel Weir.teg pulling the
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2 incipient stage of tite greatest scan of his career.

3 He took the FBI. He took Hoe Curtsy and Larry. and

4 now he wants to take you.

5eeHw did he do it? He got arrested by

I Agent McCarthy. And he was in trouble. He was a

7 con Ban, a Ban who needed a story.

B And did he com up with the story. Just lilk

9 when he was 17 years oldand his father was in the

in glass business with the contract with the insurance

1 copany. a= he started breaking windows.

12 We did'nt learn what underold figures,

13 friends of his or otherwise, he turned in, but he

11 tells yOU he cracked four cases. And then he starts

15 to sell M earthy the Brooklyn Bridge. And McCarthy

16 and GoOd bought it. It was later sold to LOU, and

17 Howard, and Ang.lo and basie. If you coe in with

aa guilty verdict Lou is -going to be ot tmere with

19 a little toll gate becadsoh6ll'need i.- i And this

20 is where Weinberg really starts to cook. He got

21 his .. wfound buddies - and you see here is the

22 problem -- in the case as I perceived it in the

23 beginning the problem I have is not turning Mr.

24 Weinberg into a folk hero. That is Mhe problem.

I man he sold the "I. They thought he was the
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2 greatest thing, I think somebody said, since sliced

bread.

4 YOU started off, you have to remember --

5 rnd I would like to dispose of this concept of

Government. We are dealing with people. And we

*tarted off selling people, that people (indicating).

8 And then he got SOOd. and ten he got Amoroso.

I As Mr. Ben-veniste told you, McCarthy said that if

is you step out of bounds I will lean ol you. So we

haVe to get rid of him. He started off making

12 nothing. That is what he told us fro. the stand.

13 And then Weinberg, we uncovered that what he was

I getting was $40,000 in the first four months.

is Thirty from the insurance company and $10,000 and

16 bonuses frot the FaI for ace Stolen property that

17 he recovered, He even turned in his own kind, ratted

Is them out.

19 He had to perpetuate hi-on existence .

NAnd it must have been titillating to him on a day-

21 tOday basis to *ee these 0G-men" wallow the bait.

22 The front had to be better, not Mel has to eat steaks

23 and Smoke two-dollar cigars, no, but we have to do

24 this in order to reach the marks, the buzz word.

25 1 need to have more money.

82-077 O--- 152 (Pt. i) BLR
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'Men did he got it?

As soon a. he got rid of MoCarthy - I'm

I ort ging to all him Charlie MCCarthy -- but IS OC

$ as he got rid of McCarthy he ot a raise to $3,000

* a month. kid it Want on. Automobiles followed.

A townhouae in Washington followed. People. kid no

* he had to do *asthing to earn it. He was really,

9 I argue. to you, a oomerds.ion saletmen. YoU know

10 any.e i this rouu, if you hired on with the New

11 York Life Insurance.Cospany and got . job, and you

12 have a it, ynu old but a life ingutance alesman

13 at $200 a week.

14 Rut they only give you that asa draw.

After a short priod of time you have to produce15

16 .a.e products. You hav to prod.e *0v policies.

1 you ha. to get estomer.. and that is what el

starred to do.

when does it begin? it itrted on a Wo1

2rse. la not going to bore yoU with the details.20

21 I will iw yow a eoolusion, an irrefutable oncI.-

sio frm she testimony. FrO. their side it was a

c letely legitmate business proposition.

(Conti.ned teit page)

25
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MR. DUFY: Why do I bring it up? because

Anoro.o told us and Mal Wenberg told us that

the policy was to discourage, dismiss anyone

who brings you an honest fellow.

A d that is important for this reason,

Mfl Weinberg knew that Lou Johanson was a City

Councilman in Philadelphia and former State

Senator. He told you that.

10 So they had to dangle something. Is there

11 anything in the evidence? I am going to repeat

12 myself but it's approx.ate in this case, is there

13 anything in the evidence to show anyone said to

14 Lou, get us a crooked Senator? Get us a crooked

I$ Senator? No. What they said was, we like your

16 deal, you're going to make five million dollars.

17 You're going to get out of that row house on

Is Franklin Street and you're going to be a rich

19 man. Rnd they think, the testimony went, we

2Would like to meet -- Ellis Cook -- we would like

21 to met soe imortant people and there is money

N in that. Ahd they get checked out. And boy do

23 tiey have a friend at Chase Manhattan. Four

24 hundred million dollars. Someone at Chase Manhattan

25 lie, to people and says they have it. I
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2 So the atory goes on. Oae told you th.

*tory, Lou Calls him, aM may You wouldd have to

4 do absolutely nothing. The truthful witness,

I he says he was truthful (iodicstinq) you deolde

6 it it was truthful, Ellis Cook, who used the

Letin epreasion -- we lawyer. like to ue Latin

8 expressions -- no quid pro quo. That mean thh

for that.

10 It Mang you get to do something and when

11 you a, no quad pro quo, that mean. you don't

12 hav, to do anything.

13 Then what happens? You .ee the lure. aust

14 let us met some itnportant people, the lure is

16 The first thing you got to do to s e

17 somebody is get sombody to scae. So however you

is et hin in, it doesn't matter. bring hi in., and

19 then you work for Mayor trichetti and tell Mayor

20 Errichatti -- is this probable in the circumstance

21 This is what you have to look at. You tell

22 Mayor Errichetti, promise the] everything. And

23 thi, is on the Williatu. tape, ladies and gentlemen

a Prorime them everything, come on strong. lt

25 bull shit. bull *hit, bull ahlt.
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2 start World War IlI it he says so. You

3 wili naver have to do anything. I already arrange

for the Sheik to have asylum in South Amerlca.

Do you think Ozzie made that up? Who is

the ker up here in this case? Does it make

7nSee? Does it fit into a full pattern? Is it

the kind of thing Ml Weinberg would do?

gay brown asked him -- I've got a brother-

in-law who wanted to get into the case so he made

this up (indicating) .11

Ray Brown asked the question and here it

is. This is a blow .p of it. Let me bring it'3

up closer. This Is a blow up right from the record'4

it even hae a court Reporter.* mistake in it.
15

IS. it a tact that whet it Wa, all about was --
16

is that you wanted there to appear on the video

camera and ultimately on tape for come future

jur would depict By client performing supposedly

for the Sheik but actually so that you can say
IS

that Be committed a crime, is that correct?
21

SAnwr: yes.-
22

And Rza Brown was smart enough to quit thor

Be said, 'I have no further questions at this
24

point.2$
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2 That is aCEM. Because that is what He I

sold to Tony and that is what brings you people

to Mel and Tony's hump party.

That is what brings us to Court today.

I don't know about Amoroso. I am not sure I

can argue to you about Amoroso. I don't know that

you know enough about Amoroso and his involvement

It's an enigma to me. I have been trying to

tO figure it OUt.

It You look at some evidence and Amoroso is

12 in up to his teeth. Joey take. three television

13 sets to the Hyatt Rouse, three, for the Board of

11 Directors. And who is there? Mel, Tony, and I

15 think it was Brady. Three guys there. Mel

16 might be greedy enough to want three, I don't

I, know.

IS I really can't argue sensibly to you about

19 Aoroso. A trial is supposed to be a search for

20 the truth. I don't know if we got it all. I

21 don't know if you have it all. Even whether it's

V there for you to sift out. If Mel is going to

23 continue with his license to steal, which is what

24 they gave him, with his own personal private

25 secret police, which is what they gave him, then
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2 ihe's got to turn out some product. And what better

I way then to get someone to think it's all a game.

4 There is nothing wren9 with it. You will

i5 never have to act like a Congressman. This fat

6 cat Arab has so much money we have to take so

7 much from him m month. I think it's on one of th

a tap
a
s, it ain't goi.g to last long, we've got to

9 get it now.

to And then you see the tape of a United

11 States Congressman. That is what happened.

tt's go back to the boat down in Florida

13 and talk about -- that is where I'm going to start

This might be kind of a shift position, this is

Is new part of the argument Enough of the philosoph

16 let's talk about the case and the evidence, about

17 what you heard and about what you didn't hear.

ias it struck any of you what is missing?

Are any of you curious? Here is your FBI -- not1,

ISm FBI -- your FBI. The college cops of the COut~y.

21 They are all accountants or lawyers. I asked them
IOn th stand: 'Are you a lawyer? Yes, I am a lawyer.

23 I m law trained. What is your Speciality, account

ing? Yes, accouting..

is College Cops. They aren't fellows from the
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2

neighborhood. These are the creme do la creme

from the American confabulory and they have rules.

And we wormed some of th rule provisions out of

some of them early in the case.

6 When something significant happens in an

investigation are you supposed to prepare a report!

Yes, Mr. Duffy. Is that report called a 302?

yes, Mr. Duffy. How many of those are Missing?

10 Let's just go back to the boat. The business

meeting on the boat that was completely legitimate

12 Ay report about that? Also tells us we

13 filmed it,but we don't have it. The camera broke

14 down. He produces Mel and Tony's ba, of tricks,

15 the briefcase, the Negra. He Bays wO recorded

16 the conversation but when we went upstairs to talk

17 about what really is the genesis of ABSCAM, what

to really got the ball rolling, we couldn't take the

19 briefcase with us.

20 That sounds all right when you first hear

2 it. When in casual clothes it might look a little

22 an toward to carry a briefcase up on the top deck.

23 Who says you've got to carry a briefcase

24 on the top deck. If the conversation went the

25 lay Amoroso said it went, why -- and he Intended to
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bring it up -- why didn't he do it when he knew

he could record it? You don't have a recording

of that conversation. you dont know what Mayor

Errichetti said. But you have the word of an FBI

agent. And that always has the ring of truth,

doesn't it?

College cops never commit any lies.

We ask each of you -I I beg your pardon,

the Judge asked each of you before you earned the

seat which you are sitting in a question on

the Voi Dire examination 'Do you think because

a fellow is a cop he is entitled to more belief

than another witness?"

I don't recall your specific answers, but

11 1 know none of you would be in the seat you occupy

if you said yes.

Because we knew in the beginning that

these fellows (indicating) named me Burl Ives.

That gets e to thinking. In a role he once

played in a Tennessee Williams film, Cat On A Hot

Tin Rof, he was Big Caddy and he would stalk
22

around the mansion in the south and harp about
23

mendacity, mendacity in the room, lying, perjury
24

in the momn. Did you think we didn't knew what was
z2$
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2 oming You think we didn't know it was going to

come from or FBI?

4 It's right here in the evidence. Skip

ahead from the beginning of the case on the boat

and knw 302 and you've got to believe Tony down

to the 23rd of January this year and you've got

to believe Mel. Mr.Ben-Vaniste covered that.

About the two or three tapes then three or four

In and then four Or five tapes missing. Critical

1i tppes massing. And where they were stolen. How

12 they were stolen.

13 Was there any report made of them? Doesn't

14 it make sense applying the rule of probability?

15 Doesn't it make sense that somebodyy in the jury room

16 to tell the rest of you about the tie he got

17 something stolen from your baggage or lost a

to baggage in your travels? Where do you call? What

19 do you do? Do you call the field office or home

20 of.your friend in Detroit where you just left?

2t As they called the field office of the FI? Or

do you call the airline? These are part of our

23 snipimgs.

U4Henry Furst laid a subpoena On National

25 Airlines . JriA National Airlines wrote to the Court.
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They didn't want to send anybody here like

a Chevrolet dealer from Florida because we can't

fly him up here. They sent a letter, 15 cents

is all they needed from Florida. We don't know

6 any Mel Weinberg. We found out a Mel Weinberg

bought a ticket -- . read it to you -- for a

flight on the 23rd of January from a travel agency

I but there has never been any claim with us

about anything having been stolen.

Mr. Pani didn't even object when I put

that letter in. What does that tell you? What

13 does that tell you as regards the rule of

probability. It tells you to take a hard look

at John Good's testimony for this reason, your

F1I supervisor took the stand and said, "I

conducted an investigation."

.ow, the airlines doesn't know about it.

And neither do you. Because he didn't do a report.

DO you think it was significant to the

21 ABSCAM investigation if five or six tapes were

22 lost? Or was it some sort of cover up? Was there

something said in a conversation between Mel

24 Weinberg and Howard Criden that no one was allowed

25 to know about concerning that Second meeting? The
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2game goes on, Howard, get hold of Ozzic, the

3 goose is still laying. Io your act. God knows

4 what is on those missing tapes.

5 1 like what Mr. Den-veniste -- I smoke a

6 cigar from time totime. You know I'm going to

7 ask you to use your common sense. That fellow

a downstairs at the desk with the uniform on dons

9 not make you check your brains when you walk into

10 the Courthouse.

11 I ask m daughter Jane, the almost pretty

12 soon going to be a lawyer s daughter what I should

13 tell the jury. She Said: "Father, they're from

14 New york," she said, MThey got common sense."

15 All I am asking you to do is use it. Did

16 John Good tell you the truth about the cigars or

is it as we call in Philadelphia: specious

1. phonous balonous.

19 Has your FBI told you -- I don't know wheth

20 Allen in this Court, when he administers the oath

21 Says tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing

22 but the truth, we do that in Philadelphia. Have

23 they told you the truth, the whole truth and nothing

but the truth, or the rule of probabilities tells

me SO? They've got egg on their face because they
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realize that they were Mel's victis as well.

(contined on ne.t pal.)
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Another little kernel, Agent Best, to

Who. Lou Johanson confessed. Do yolu remember

that? Sobbed out his story of quilt? I will4
have some things to say about that.

5
Best was asked a question by Mr. Ben-Veniste.

6
When the scene want to Philadelphia -- boy, I wish

7
I had blown this ne -- you didn't employ Mel

S
Weinberg, didn't you? Do you knoW what Beat's9
answer was? And if you don -t believe me --

10
people don't believe lawyers and politicians --

11
get the transcript. I asn paraphrasing, but I want

12
to hit the key Word. He said, We had no use for

13
Mel Weinberg in Philadelphia.

14
Anybody reember that? "We had no use for

i5
Mel Weinberg in Philadelphia.-

16
Now, let's play let's pretend, because you

17
don't have the whole story. When I was a boy about

IB
this high (indicating) I used to listen to a radio

19
show called "Let'. Pretend let's Pretend, as

20
John Good told you on the stand yesterday shortly

21
after the meeting with Senator Willi mns, he ls-

22
tend to tat tape and he told you that this man

23
listened to tMe tape. this isn't te ordinary

24 case, this ru~ns from te courtro in Pittsburgh
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2 smack through I don't know how much is known

to all the people, smack through to the adjoining

building. t"e organized crime strike force, Mr.

puei'. office. It can't be denied he was in on

it early on. Good told you yesterday: I wasn't

spinning my wheel when I asked did Mr. Pato

listen to the tapes -- John Good -- I almost lost

Ihy train of thought. John Good told us on the

witness stand yesterday -- I got so excited about

Mr. putic that I lost my train Of thought. GiveII

Sa second.12

(Pause.)
13

MR. DUFFY: It will come back to me. I
11

just Can't remember it. Let me go on to another
15

subject, I - sure it will come back to ue.
16

The meeting at the Barclay and the missing
17

tapes. Why did we make such a big thing of tapes
18

being missing? After &I there were how many,
19

220 or thirty different tapes in this case? The
20

only tapes we put before you with the experts were
21

three or two. My was it so important if those

tapes were altered? %.y %as it so important something23

done to those and we Adnt establish anything was

done to the rest of the tapes? The reason is
25
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2 Mal Weinberg testified under oath in Philadelphia

and here. We got him to repeat the testimony hero

so that the testimony of our experts would be --

$ would have greater impact. He testified to two

I critical aspects of the making of the tapes. Aspect

number one was that he recorded everything from

beginning to end. you heard him say that. We

confronted him with what he said in Philadelphia

as well.

11 Aspect number two, was that he recorded

12 every call. There my be some argument that he

13 said every call that I could, I'm not sure, I

dont want to talk akout the calls when I could,I'

is for example, the ones that may have been made from

16 , phone booth and there is no toll record and

17 maybe he didn't have ks pocket Ngra with him.

But Mr. Brown' office put Mr. Duffy -- no relation.

I never kncw the man -- put Mr. Duffy on the case

to track down the telephone billing. You will have20

the bills I think they are hardly legible, of the'I

calls made between the phone registered to Weinberg

and the phone registered to the Mayor representing

conversations that they had. I don't thick Mr.24

Ben-Veniste covered this. I thin] its important
25
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2 for you to remember, think about what ft. uffy

*aid, yo may have some note, on it, there were

fifty-seven such calls. ?ifty-seven such calls.

5 think he also said tat six of those telephone

calls occurred at a very critical tine in these

proceedings. That would be between -- I don't know.

some time in late July and end of August. Six

of those calls, none of which was recorded.

1 th nk I am getting my train of thought10

back. Good. Good and Mr. puceio, it has come

back to me. I knew if I talked long enough it
12

would come back.
13

Good and Mr. puccio listened to the Williams
'4

tape or someone does. I don't want to point to
'5

Mr. puoclo, he's not a witness, he's a prosecutor.
16

But Good did because he told me and you he did
17

yesterday or the day before, he listened t- the
ie

Williams tape, and now we are back to the "Let's
'9

Pretend." I n arguing to you now by inference.
20

If you don't make these inferences, flatly reject
21

the argument but homogenize in your consideration
22

the rule of probability tells me so. All right.
23

Good hears the Willia.s tape and hears
24

Mal Weinberg tall Williams to put on an act to
21

8277 O-81-153 (Pt. 1) BlM
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2 Cme on Strong. It doesn't really matter, it's

all bullshit, you will never see him Again --

whatever is on there. you've got that transcript.

Goo scratches his head and says, we better talk

about this. Maybe Good qos to a boss or two.

We dont have any evidence of this, but there is
7

something at the end to tie it up. I think theseB
gaps -- no pun intended -- could be filled with

inferences. Someone goes to Mel and says: Yo,t0

Mel, don't do that y more. That is not the right

way. Maybe even this nest of evil man had a
12

decant one ason, the and said that is not ptoper.,
13

we should look for crooks. We shouldn't tell
'4

someone to put on An act that it doesn't matter.

What did Weinberg do? He likely doesn't
16

kne., any crooked politicians -- inference; likely
17

doesn't have one to-who he can turn and offer

a bribe. This is in June. Renember that. That
'9

is critical. But he hears Lou is a City Coancllan
20

and former State Senator. fe starts off by devlios
21

eans * Remember he Called the guys that borr
22

money M, desperate men -- devious Mel -- starts
23

off with Mayor Errichetti. It's like Tinkers
2t

tEvers to Chance
25
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Errichtti to Criden to Johan.on. There

is nothing, you don't do anything, no quid pro

quo, nothing is required.

Did you see the movie The Sting? That

is the hook. Mel threw out the hook. The hook

is OUt. And they say, you will get your hotel

casino and Lou takes te hook. Lou says if it's

going to get the casino, I could talk to Ozzie.

He's my friend. I backed tbe election, they had
10

cotfee,the next think you know Ozzie is going

to help his friend LoU out and he has been told
12

you don't have to do anything. Nothing about a
13

private bill, ireigration, none of that stuff.
14

But the hook is now in. It's set.
13

Sow is Mel Weinberg going to perpetuate
1.

his s.am? He can't call Mayor Errichetti and tape
17

it. Because if he turns the tape in somebody is
IS

going to say, Mel, you're doing it again. So he
19

doesn't tape it. So that you don't have the tape.
IS

So that we couldn't get the tapes in the discovery
21

part. Williams was part of the Goverwent's
22

package and under fe I.s -- do yo rcember
23

we went to great pain with the P..I.? There was
24

a reason. I will Just grab one here. 21-B. Mere
2S
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2 is a tape in there, August 6, 1979. There is

3 A whole Sistor, every time the tape moves it's

logged. You see (indicating)? yOU can't destroy

5 paper trail. NOne of the good parts of the

F.B.I., they keep paper trails and people like

us ot snoop.

If MeI started a paper rail he would be

in trouble. The Williams thing got him in trouble.

tie either doesn't record or Mayor Erzichetti

11 brings something up in a conversation he's got

12 to erase. I' sorry, he'.st to drop the machine.

13 Listen to the tape Mr. Puceo played this morning,

1. the one where I thick it's Mayor Errichetti, the

is tape I. of course not altered. The Mayor starts

1C to Speak in Arabic clicks, he Said five and there

is an interception. We have to sho, you every

tape or isn't an example enough? He Stops taping.

19 fe alter. tapes. And he still accomplished the

sme thing.

21 The greatest stroke of genius in the case

was the South America bit. Ozzie wouldn't have

23 to guss, Ml said I arranged for asyln in South

Setrica. He'll never have to come here, bring

5him In and promise World War 11. Mel i. still



2 hungry. They go further. There is a little bit

of difficulty and I'm going to challenge you to

study two transcripts When you are in the jury

koo.. My argument to you is, they don't absolve

4 Mel Weinberg at all., number one and number two,

it really doesn't matter if all the rest is shown

* to you -- I'm talking about Mario Note or Nope.

I Okay?

10 The testimony fom Ellis cook, who told tle

11 truth, was as I recall it, huber one, that Mr.

12 Criden base to him and said, the Mayor and Weinberg

13 We a thing going. There is twety-five, $25,000

1. in it if we produce sceone from ihmligration. We

Is would like to -- we would like you to be that

16 fellow. e told us that Lou Johanso vetoed it.

17 Low said that is going too far. TO put on an act

IB is oe t"in, but to put on an act and not be the

11 fellow who is supposed to be putting on the act is

a little too much.

21 Mr. Criden owmuS back in a week and says

22 Ise Mayor has been calling and the Mayor convinces

23 Ellis Cook, Mal is in it, hems a friend, we don't

N have to ha. a meting. The other guy is straight.

UA hope ha. to be sent to the Shiek. Just coe down,
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2 free money. $25.000. Stop there and turn to

the tape.

Wat does Amoroso say at the outset of

the tape? My name is Agent Anthony Amoroso, I'm

6 putting $50,000 into these briefcases or envelope,

Whatever it was. I'm not going to harp on Nopo,.

* .x.pt TO say Mis, the October 3rd and 4th tapes

I and what happened in Me .o , db you remember?

10 I hope 1t' in he transcript, if it is not, you

11 say Dffy is specious phonus-bolonus, then ask

12 for the tape because my recollection is when

13 A soO gets up and calls the Mayor into the next

14 room what does Mel rinberg say to Ellis Cook?

Is He said, I'm MHel Weinberg. 1'm the Mayor's friend.

11 H. do I kncw. The rule of probability

11 talls me so. You can look at Ellis Cook through

is that three minute. and twenty-six seconds in which

19 be's about as nervous as a lon tailed cat in

20 a roOm full of rocking dairs and nothing else

21 counts on the tape but Mal Weinberg saying: or an

22 Mel Weinberg, I am the Mayor's friend."

23 He also Said, if you recall, look, you're

N nervous, we are nervous, do yen have any i.d. Mel

25 vas in a bind. Because Tony caught on. The
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2 Government's testimony I Moroso got a picture

the day before and tbat is fine. Except he

didnt bring the picture in. You have to believe

your F.DJ. agents.

It's pretty tough undertaking to tell

twelve or sixteen people, don't believe the

F.B.I. but that is what it comes down to. If they

had the picture in God's nae why don't they solve

t1e thing that exists with the Noto thing and bring

the picture in.
II

1Ow, tMe invitation is for you to examine

the two phone cans, transcripts, one between wal

and Errichetti, and one between Hel and Crlden.,
14

and keep in mind that Mel wasn't recording all
Is

the calls.
16

containedd on next page.)
1.

19

20

21

22

'3

24
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2 MR. DUFF: (Continuing) I a not talking

about these two calls not being complete. I don't

care about that. Just ask yourselves. if he

$ really days on this tape, I didn't knot that you

were going to bring &n imoster, I wasn't in on

it, I had no plan to share any of that money, I

a am not running any scam on the sheik, or is he

9 really covering himself in the fashion of a con

10 man by turning one against tho other.

I They refer to the fellow on those two tapes,

12 as a ringer. Ask yourselves the question, no,

13 I'm Irish, and '. slow. I read the tapes. 1

14 read the transcripts. You read them and read them

Is with this thought in mind; maybe John Duffy is

16 right. Maybe Mel, on these tapes, is just trying

17 to say to each of the, see, you don't have the

Is other calls, to each of them, the other guy says

19 the blunder was yours, as in you shouldn't have

2 picked tills.

21 Take a look at those transcripts when you

22 get out. Because, Mr. Fucco, if he didn't yet,

23 he kill later argue to you those two tapes

21 prove tb you that Mel wasn't in on it.

25 My position is that they really don't, if
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you examine them. I said at the top that the stuff

of tradgedy was in this Courtroom. It came to a he

4 head on February 2nd, Lou Johanson was brought into

5 the office of the P.B.I., your F.B.I., in

6 Philidelphia. You heard me examine Agent Bess.

The Judge told you at the top of the rase, I

* brought.out from Best that he was a lawyer. The

t Judge told you, I think at the top of the case,

10 that the questions lawyers ask are not evidence.

11 Do you remember that? It'. the answers that count.

12 In fact, when we got in the back row,

13 everyone was Patting Ray Brown on the back for a good

1 question. He sald, any dwmny can ask a question,

15 it's the answer that counts. The alleged

16 confession from Lou Johanson, listen to the

17 testimony and in God's name, recall my cross

is examination, because that's a buss order.

19 He said something about the question

Being whether Lou understood the ramifications

21 of this kind of an influence peddling. I had

2to take him back to his report. I think his

n testimony on his direct examination was that Lou

24 said he understood the ramifications of this type

25 of influence peddling and he had had sleepless
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night, because. of last July, to.au.e of these

dealing.

I *trted with him .t the bottom, I said,

* did he have videotape, there In the F.B.I. that

I night? My God, wsant he entitled to he

7 On tape? Everybody else got on. Did you have

I videotape "uipment there? Oh yes. Did you hav,

I iagle..? Oh yes. Wall, did you record for a

I0 future jury to see the alleged statement of Loul

t Johamnmon No, fl. Duffy, w. forgot that.

12 I wish you would have been around that

13 night. Think about that, too. pick thee

14 fellows up at 5 o'clock on Saturday. That's

is when everybody get. picked WI, 5 o'clock on

16 Saturday. Comon .an... Everybody know, where

17 criminal lawyers ar, and what they're doing,

19 drinking whiskey at 5 o'clock on Friday or

19 Saturday.

W0 So Louci doesn't have a lawyer, so he sits

21 there and what they get out of him is not an

22 answer, because I went to the report. we had a

23 302 there. And the report said, net Johanson

N Sald he understood - - Do you remember the acent

Isaid, h said to me he wanted to make telephonic
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contactt - - I said Louie Baid that. That's police

languag.. Then I got him from hi. report and I

said, wasn't that in fact what you wrote in your

report, a qnstion? It had, I havet it memorized

by hart, he was asked, Johanson was asked ii he

Understood the ratification of this kind of

inflance peddling. The nert sentence was, he said

that ho had had sleepless nights since last July

over these kinds of dealings.

Which leads me down to the end of my

argument, ladies and gentlemen. These four fellows

who are on trial for committing three Federal crimes.

Mot on trial as Mr. Ben-Veniste said, for being

greedy. as I will say to you for being stupid,

for maybe being sucked in by Mel Weinberg to

dishonestly bilking a non-existent sheik of money.

They are on trial for enumerated crime, that is

jet forth in statutes in the United States Criminal

Code.

Whether LOU Joba.son had sleepless nights

over the dealings has nothing to do with whether

Oszie Meyers intended to violate the law, Maybe

they weren't being - - maybe they weren't meting

like the good nuns might have taught them. Maybe
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2 they were, all of them, pretty stupid. Maybe

$ they did get sucked in by Mel and I guess by,

4 AIforoso.

5 The question you have to decide is whether

6 they violated these statutes. Ad that is oin,

7 to be tough, because you ...e into t 0 Jury box

a filled with our own prejudices, T would be less

I than candid if I told you that I believe that none

10 of you has a prejudice.

)I All I as going to ask you to do on Louie's

12 behalf is to put it aside and to judge the case

13 fairly and Squarely on the evidence, and on the

14 lack of evidence.,

is You do get to write the last chapter of

16 the book, you do get to write the last line

17 and maybe you got to write the title, instead of

the Sting Man, you can turn it to Close, Mel But

19 No igar.

Find hit not guilty.

21 TH COURT. Thank you. Mr. fuffy.
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MR. CACHERIS. May it please the Court,

fellow defense counsel, Mr. Puccto, when I first

introduced myself to you aoe three weeks ago I

told you that I was a stranger here in Brooklyn.

I now feel like I was born here.

I appreciate the courtesies and attention

that you have paid to this case because it is an

important case. Ozzie Myers is a congressman.

1ut junt because he is a congressman, he does not

forefeit the right to be tried by you on the saeI1

12 Principle. of law that govern every other human

13 being. He is entitled to the presumption of

innocence and he can require as the Court will14

instruct you that the government prove its caseIs

beyond a reasonable doubt.
I'

Th, presumption of innocence is an abidingI7

ra. At the end of the arguments of counsel, oneIs

of the important things that will be given to youI,

will be the instructions Of the Court, and I know

you will pay attention.

Ozzie Myers is also a human being. He Ias

displayed himself before you. Indeed his whole

life has come before u. iHad there been anything
24

About him that wasn't right, you can bet that Mr.
25
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Pueclo would have brought it out. He told you

about his hu mlo beginnings, he was one of eioht.

He is the father of three. He is the son of a

longshoreman, and he is a longshoreman himself.

He worked his way to being a congressman.

7 NoW he is on trial. The Government's burden

6 of proof is to establish that he took a bribe for

9 the porfoziance of an official act. It is their

10 burden.

11 While you will be told that there are three

12 counts in this indictment, I believe his Honor

13 is going to explain to you that you should use the

14 second count, the bribery count as your focal point.

Is That is really the heart and soul of this case,

16 and Mr. Myers testimony on that is the heart and

17 soul of his defense to that case.

Is it is act your function to determine whether

19 Ozzie Myers is a good, bad or indifferent congressman

To He wa put in office by the voters of Philadelphia.

21 That is their Job to determine.

22 whatever you my think about his ability as

23 a congressman, you ust put those aside and judge

24 him on this indictment. The question before you

25 is did he sell his office with a corrupt intent.
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That is whets the Government's case falls.

3 The indictrnet which you will be given is

a road map. It is a specific charge that guides

you in assessing all of the evidence to come before

6 you.

Count two charge. that money was accepted
for the purpose of being influenced in official

acts and that acceptance was corrupt for the influ-

ence in matters involving imigration and state

department. That is what is Charged.

The Court will tell you that there are four

elements to bribery, to the bribery count and I
will outline them briefly and remmber the Court

It
Will give th to you more specifically.

15

The first element is Mr. Myers was a public16

official, and of course we do not dispute that.
17

The second is that money was paid and we1,

do not dispute that.19
The third is the criminal intent to be

20
influenced through an official act and fourth

21
that he did so corruptly, knowingly and wilfully.

We dispute that he had any criminal intent
23

Or that he intended at any time to be corrupt or
24

Bll his office.
if
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2 How, do you govern what his intent is?

The Court will tall you that words and

I actions may afford you some guidance to do that.

-Mr* PuctiO of course wants you to limit

* yourselves to what aoe over these television

7 Seceens, I don't think you should do that.

You also have the real live person whoS

* aPpea m d and testified before you and took these

10 tapes head on.

it Mr. Puco o wants you to limit yourselves

to what cae over this tube and not why people

were there or what their motivations were. ThatI)

14 is where we depart in this case, ladies and gentl.mer

and that is what I think yoi should focus on* whatIs

did Mr. Myers tell you on the witness stand?16
I never was going to do anything. I was told II,
didn't have to do anything. I never did anything.'9

And while part of the Court's charge will
19

tell you that the fact that he did nothing is

not necessarily proof of no crime you may consider
21

it as proof "at he had uo intention to ever do

anything.
23

That is what he said consistently. Those

words have run throughout "his courtroom. I never
Is
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2 intended to do anything.

Now, Mr. pucnco in. his rather vicious cross

*x anmnation and his audacious, facile characteriza-

tion of Mr. Myers as a liar, never, never established

any proof that Mr. Myers intended to do anything.

How did he get involved? How did ho get involved

in this affair?

9 e was minding his O. business at his

0 U.er home when he vat approached by an old friend.

Was he told there was some scheme afoot?

12 e was told by Lou Johanson that I an

13 abovt to get involved in a venture totally lawful

involving some hotel, totally lawful whereby my

law fire stands to make a lot of money.

16 In fact Johanson told him it was so apppallin

and so rewarding that he was oontemlating retire-

is ment.

lHe asked Myers to help him.

He asked Myers to help him by going up

21 ad meeting this fictitious Shiek. Of course we

2can say rather initially now. looking back, he

should not have gone, but he did go. He thought

24 he was helping a friend and he perceived there

was a chance to make some money for nothing.

82-077 -1- 154 (Pt. 1) BLk



So he was told he woud be given further

instructions by Mayor Ericietti who was familiar

with the situation.

On the day in question he want up to Kennedy

Airport and indeed he was given further instructions
and he his testified about them fully before you.

Mr. Pucio didn't like them and said, don't

pay attention to what went on off camera.

But those words that went on off camera
I0

have a very familiar ring.
11

What did Mr. Myers tell you that ErrihettliI,

told hi? He told him come on strong. They're13
going to discuss immigration. You remember seeing14
Me on T.V. and act tough, talk tough. Don't worry

15
about it, you won't hae to do anything. You will

16
probably never see them again.

17
doesn't that have the ring of truth to when

IS
You examine the tapes that wore played before you

19
Just this mornlng of a similar import?

20
Of course Mr. My.rs never at Mel Weinberg

21
before that day, but he was lying in wait for him

on August 22nd because of the script and the scene
23

were set before Oszie Myers ever got their. On
2e

August 5th He Vito, an r.B.I. agent talking to
25
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2 Errichetti Og tape, Exhibit 1-A, speaking of Myern:

*U-e is going to have to, he is going to

have to move through someone in the State Department.

5 ErriChetti: "Who?

6 1De Vitot 'The Congressman.

Erfichetti, He will do anything. He is

6 going to be your ring man. He will do anything

9 - you want. A

0 Weinberg: 'All he has get to tell Yassir

is when the time comes I will sponsor anything you

want."
Is it so incredible that these are the same

14 words that Errichetti told Ozzie Myers at the

Pan Am Terminal before the meeting?'5

This is what he is given to say to Ozzie16
Myers.

Er1iehtti says: He will say that.-

NoW, August 7, Exhibit 3-A, Mel Weinberg

N Says, 'This, when H, meets Yassir, just tell him

to cun on strong.

This is not the Williams case. This is22

23 the Myers cae.

"ell, he is going to have to give him a

briefring.-



2 Then he says: I will give him -

Weirgn says, -The stronger the better. Yassir

4 probably won't vn. say a word to him. Me is

$ very conscious on how he speaks English.'

Isn't that cynical? The man doesn't speak

tEgli.h, so he ha. qot to ce on even stronger

* for this charade.

9 Aind what is Mr. Myers talking about when

he gets to the meeting of August 22nd: "lRe ought

it tO learn English.-

12 Who planted that on him?

13 Well. Weinberg through Mayor Errichetti.

14 So the script was written back then and

13 delivered to Ozzie Myers to be repeated on tale-

16 vision.

17 That is not al1.

1 What else was Errichetti told to tell him

19 to do so the T.V. production would be successful?

TOOn August 8, speaking of Myers, -a Vito, the F.B.I.

21 agent says: 'e would have to introduce .o.e kind

IT of legislation, right, se kind of bill or 3ore-

2thing? "

24 Errichettil "Whatever you say."

2 Now, skipping down, Weinberg says; "Yeah,



2t him tell Yassir whatever ho had to tell him.'

3 That is on tape. Those are the instructions

that were issued. That is the performance Ozzie

Myers had to go through.

d so when he meets on August 22nd, before

the videotape he is indeed gven those instructions

a and he is told and he believes, he doesn't have

9 to do anything.

10 He had been told by ohanson that that

i. fir stood to make a fee by the mere introduction,

12 and that they would in turn pay him and that is

13 exactly what happened.

14 So when he goes in, the first words out of

15 his mouth, according to the prepared script, are,

S1 how effective and good and functional a congress .

17 he is and ho' he is very ten., and I ae qoting,

'With immigration matters.'

19 (continued on next page.)

21

21
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I Why would he say immigration matters unless

he had been prompted in advance and in accordance

with the tapes I have just read to you?

Mr. DeVito to make sure the script moves

along, he says, I am sure the Mayor has explsined to

you that fact that all this started down on the boat,

a all this started down on the boat.

9 The que words, the prompting, this is -here

o .is started, you recite the script, but you don't knov

11 that you are being video recorded.

12 You heard Mr. Myers tell you that his state

13 of mind when he went to that meeting, and it's not

Ii disputed, was to follow that script, and he followed

Is it faithfully to the extent of boasting and puffing

16 about his influence. And that whole meeting involve

17 itself with that.

is At one point you recall he asked him about

19 his State Department connections. And, of course,

2he had key people in the State Department. Unfor-

21 tinately when they pressed him for a name he could-'

22 come up with one. But Errichetti bailed him out and

23 he aid, I got that taken care of.

24 when they discussed green cards, that was

25 also taken care of. And that was the sreneri. of
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the scene that was played in New York.

1n accordance with the question that you

have before youe, this one here, all this was about

is that you wanted them to appear on video cameras,

on tape for a future Jury which would depict people

performing supposedly being chic, but actually you

would say that he committed a crime. That's the

whole purpose of that August 22nd. Brief him, give

him a script and bring him in. And absolutely no

evidence that Ozze Myers had ever done anything like

this in his life before. Because had there been,

ynu would have been hearing about it. you would have

heard about it.

(continued on next page)
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After he left the meeting in accordance

with his instructions the envelope was passe.

And you heard later what happened in the law

office. And at that point Mr. Myers is in effect

6 discarded. No one calls him up and says, how

about a letter. No one calls his up and says

can you really do anything. No one does

anything and he in turn does nothing. Because

10 from this witness stand you heard it says, he

11 did absolutely nothing in accordance with what

12 his instructions were and what is intent was all

13 along,

11 That was the end of it as far as he was

15 Concerned. Nothing was done. Thetis a factor

16 you can consider on hearing whether he ever

17 intended to do anything. Nothing was done.

Is The next event, ladies and aentleme,

19 that involves my client, and in the meantime.

2by the way, you have heard and seen the Commode

21 tape, the Noto tape, where a performance was given

to fl -- was given by Ellis Cook that just

23 does not match up to the standards and is

2 quickly exposed.

ZLet me talk about Ellis Cook for a second.
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Ir. FucPe o seemed to talk about him

heavily. He said Ellis Cook did not know anything

about play acting. Ellis Cook play acted himself.

Ellis Cook told you that insofar as he was

concerned, this was all blowing smoke.
!S that play acting, blowing smoke?

No intent, never do anything, never have to do

anything, never have to do anything.
10

So the mere performance of television

does not prove any crime about Ozzie Myers; what
12

his intent was when he got there is the important
13

focus of your consideration, and that intend has
11

been put before you and put squarely in issue.
Is

Mr. Puceoi did not like his testimony.
14

He has called him a liar, a rather vicious accusa-
17

tire. We dispute it.

Ozzie Myers said, I never have to do

19
anything and I won't do anything and there is

nothing that contradicts that. That is what the
21

record stands on before you.

The reason Mr. Pucco doesn't like
23

his testimony, because he knns that the l as
24

requires, although he didn't discuss it with you,
25
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2 that Mr. Myers must have had a criminal intent

to commit this offense, this offense, a specific

intend to be corrupted.

And the fact that he had none defeats the

6 government's case and that is why he doesn't

like his testimony. He would prefer you

concentrate your View on the staged performance out

of Kennedy Airport. That is not what this case is

10 all about.

II In January of 1980 Weinberg calls

12 Criden who calls Myers. And they bring htm back

13 on stage. A new TV produosion, WKRP in Philadel-

14 phia.

is This time they donet want to discuss the

16 same things. This time they want to discuss

I local issues. This time they have a little bar

I set up. This time they have FBI agents,

19 prosecutors, planted in the same next room,

TO peering through the screen, watching what is

21 happening. And that whole place is wired for

sound except of course for the telephones that the

23 prosecutors are using to call instructions in

2 eto the sheik's representatives.

25 Mr. Puccio has criticism and doubts about
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2 what is not on films and tapes. Ask yourselves

why they didnt record the instructions that

were given by the prosecutors to the interrogators

in that room. Did they say get rid of him? Did

6 they say press this issue? Did they say get hum to

say this? Did they say get him to say that?

& All of which I think we all should know.

9 But the only thing rhat they can remember

10 is that it was getting light and get him out of

there.

12 And so the script in Philadelphia

13 is a little different.

1I By the way, you will be told by the

IU court that you should consider what Mr. Myers did

16 in Philadelphia on the screen as bearing on

17 what his inlent was back in August.

18 So what concepts were not throWn at bini?

19 City counsel, Ozzie said 1 can do that.

zoning, I can do that.

21 Coal, I can do that.

V Hotel, I can do that.

23 Poconos, I can do that.

24 Atlantic City, I can do that.

25 And so on down the line.



2 but realizing that something was amiss,

because when they wanted to discuss breaking

ground in a hotel in April, how could they do

it when they didn't have the zoning coapleted

4 yet?

Ad finally, the mafia.

Now they want you to believe that he

brought it up. BUt they use that in the most

0 sinister way, darkening this man's reputation before

11 you. They knew this was all being recorded.

12 And the only thing Ozzie Myers said about the mafia

13 was, I don't go to Atlantie City because of the

4 mafia.

is Phone calls. And then Mr. Wald recites

16 the script. The sheik he sees movies, the

17 Gofather, he is paranoid, tells about the mafia.

is And Myers says there is no mafia problem, there is

19 none.

20 They keep pushing and pressing. And

21 finally as you heard from the witness stand , he

told you since they wanted to hear about it,

I told him about it.

2* So he mentions scae names, naes that you

25 can get out of a .ewspape, Angelo runo, Chickie
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Narducci and Skinny Razor, who if anything has

happened in this case he has been buried .n this
A

courtroom four times.

Obviously they were trying to get him t.

discuss his connections with the mafia when he 1.

didn't have any, never had any.

But they push, they push, they push.
9

They push on every single concept in that meeting,
la

and he tells them that he can do it all. But he
II

never had any intention of doing any of it.
12

Brd he could not do any of it. And that is the
13

state of mind that you must judge Ozzie Myers on.
4

The one thing that he is interested in,
is

and it is legitimate, is the Port Authority

in Philadelphia. That has nothing to do with
17

his job or his office as a congressman.
18

Because of his job, his upbringing, his
19

upralsing the Port of Philadelphia in important

to him. And if he thinks there is anything
21, legitimate about this deal that would help the
22 Port of Philadelphia, he responds to it. And that
23

is no crime. That is what was in his heart and
ou

soul.
Id
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They keep pressing him throughout this

meeting for any conceivable thing; Schoolkill

4 County, ou of the area. Every place you imagine

5 they put it in.

6 Iadies and gentlemen, you heard him

7 testify about that. You heard hin take that tape

6 almost line for line and tell you wheat he thought

9 about it and why he said it and what was going

10 through his mind.

11 Now, of coursehe didn't have to take the

12 drinks but they were very conveniently there.

13 And there they were. And you saw him on television,

14 you saw ho hs demeanor was, and as Mr. Puccio

Is has told you, the nuances. You saw it for

16 yourselves.

17 There will be another charge the court

is will 9ive you and that will be called the gratuity

19 charge. That has basically five elements.

Apublic official who received money otherwise than

21 provided by Ilaw for an official act to be

22 performed knowingly/and wilfully to violate the

23 law.

24 That does not require the specific intent

25 that the judge will charge you on under the
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2
bribery statute. However, the intend under the

gratuity must also be for the performance of

an official act which he never intended to do.

As far as ho gas concerned there was no official

act to do, and he did not do anything.

Ladies and gentlemean, this case

has been presented to you by video tape. Mr. Myers

has come before you personally. I think you
Is can judge for yourselves that the real Mr. Myers
II

was the one that appeared before you on this
12 witness stand, not the one that was play-

acting in New York, having been given

a script that emanated from Mel Weinberq; not
Is the one that was in Philadelphia pretending . cure

from all ills, but the one that was in this
I, courtroom who told you, I never intended to do
18 anything. I was told I would never have to do

19 anything. And I never did anything. That was

20 his intention. That was his state of mind. That is

21 the ranon the government has failed to prove

This case beyond a reasonable doubt.
23 Mr. Ben-Veniste reinded you that Wald wanted
24 to bypass the Statue of Liberty that sits not far

from here. I have been seeing it every morning
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2 on my way to work. I now call this work and

3 I call my room my home.

4 1 don't think you should let the government

5 bypass the Statue of Liberty. your vote on

6 this case has devastating consequences to Ozzie

7 Myers.

B On the evidence that has been put before

9 you, he did not coirit the crimes that are alleged

10 in this indictment. Whatever else you may think

11 of him he did not sell his office, he did not take

12 a bribe, he had no intention of performing an

13 official act, and he performed no official act.

IA I ask your intelligence to leave him

is to the voters of the City of Philadelphia.

16 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Caheris.
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THE COURT, Bring in the Jury.

(The Jury enters the Courtroom.)

THE COURT: We will now hear from Mr. Brown

representing the defendant Errichetti.

MR. BROWN: If I may, your Honor.

THE COURT: Proceed.

MR. BCRCIf: Your Honor, Judge Pratt,

Mr. Puclon gentlemen, ladies and gentlemen:

11 good Evening.

12 you heard so much this evening about play

13 acting and that sort of thing, I suppose you know

14 our defense is really routed in Shakespere. You

B heard the quotation that all the world is a stage and

16 all the men and women are players, their exits and

17 their entrances, and one man plays many parts. And

is I suppose you know which man we are really talking

19 about.

N But more seriously I think I should perhaps

21 try to identify the man whom Mr. Pu.c.o refers to as

22 the Mayor and Senator from New Jersey, Mr. Errichetti

23 Before you he is just that, Mr. Errichetti, because

24 you know by now, I hope, that there is no charge with

25 respect to him about any misuse of his office, either

82-077 O--81- 155 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2 his office as a Mayor of Camden or as the Senator,

2 a Senator from the State of New Jersey. The char

3 against him is that he allegedly entered into a con-

spiracy with Messrs. Johanson and Criden in order to

effectuate Congressman M:ers violation of his Con-

gressional responsibility. And in another part of

7 the indictment you will find where they talk about

a money, there is no allegation that he received or

9 took any money, but that in those Counts be aided

0 and abetted.

11 Now I will not try to tell you what those

12 legal terms Dean. Believe me, words like aiding and

13 abetting, words like conspiracy are words of art that

14 have , special meaning in the law. And you know by

Is now who is supreme and final authority in this Court-

16 rooam. If you don't, I do. And from him alone, of

17 course, the law comes, and in due time during the

18 course of the charge.

19 So please don't think that I am trying to

20 tell you what the law is, but I am trying to put my

21 client's position in this trial in perspective.

22 You heard a great deal, particularly on tho

23 tapes, especially the tapes of January 24th, 25th,

24 and certainly the tape of August 22nd, which talks

25 about many things in the context of that encounter.
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And you might believe that other things are involved

3 rather than the charge that the Congressman violated

his oath in terms of other things than naturalization.

5 That is not so.

6I may, with your Honor's permission, in order

7 to establish that perspective I will refer to the

indictment and not in any authoritative waybut

9 rather in a sense that it was voted by the Grand

Jury I think as an outline of the charges.

11 You know, of course, that it is no proof

12 whatsoever, but it is the form and manner by which

13 a citizen of the United States is told what the

14 charges are so that he may react to them.

is The language which is essential and which

16 defines what I am talking about is found after many

17 of the descriptions which cut line the gravamen of

i8 the Covernment's claim that they have a right to the

19 faithful and honest service of the defendant Myers

2 as a member of Congress in relation to matters be-

21 fore the House of Representatives and so forth. And

22 then it talks about the offenses it is alleged my

23 client and others conspired to bring about. And

24 that is to agree to receive a ..n of money for the

2S defendant Myers and other persons in return for the
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2 defendant Myers being influenced in his performance

of official acts.

And in another charging part it points out

5 that the issue is whether or not that interference

would be as follows: In return for his assurances

that be would introduce private immigration bills to

enable a foreign businessman to remain in tte United

States and would take such other action as would be

10 necessary to achieve that end.

1 I tell you this in part, and these are

12 phrases taken out, they are not in total from the in

13 dictment. So that it may be clearly understood or

14 as clearly as I can make it understood that the

is charge here deals only with the immigration matters,

16 not with any violation by my client of his official

17 duties, not with any other violation of prospective

28 acts by the Congressman other than t.e immigration

19 and the State Department reference.

20 Now, I opened to you in a rather unusual

21 manner, I thought. I told you this was the first

22 stage of trials in a new electronic age. And I

23 think that you have seen that that is to some eteat

24 if. not completely, justified. It may have sounded

25 to you a bit presumptuous.
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2 I may have also talked about some obscenities

3 there are throughout the transcripts and for which I

don't believe I have a need to apologize because, as

you know, they are part of the warf and wo? of the

fabric of this case.

7 said to you that this case is bullshit.

That, too, has become . word of definition in this

case, very seriously. Although it is considered pro-

TO fanity by some people and by others just a social

11 comment. And in the course of my sujmation if his

12 Honor permits, I shall play a sequence of the tapes,

13 some of which you have already heard leading up to

14 the noto incident, because I believe that if you were

is to merely see the electronic marvels as they por-

t6 trayed the scenes that were carefully selected and

17 put together, we would all be R2 D2's and we would

is have a computerized Jury.

19 I don't know if you know what R2 D2 is. I

20 didn't know until I stumbled over my grandson's toy.

21 It's a little thing from Star Wars that wobbles

22 around and always knows where it is going and making

23 the proper sounds.

24 I rather think that if we were to only con-

25 1sider the tapes and the electronic displays and the
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fireworks in this case we would have completely

3 forgotten that there are human beings on trial and

to be judged by human beings.

5 I only differ from Mr. Puocio with respect

6 to your function in this sense. He says there is no

special grace which a Jury has. It merely uses its

o common sense and experience.

9I agree that you must use your common sense

0 and experience, but we all know that in the course

11 of our travels and our entrances and exits, we do

12 many things which we know are quite beyond us in the

13 ordinary sense.

14 For example, you have sat here for days bels

Is exposed to individuals and language and equipment

16 and attitudes and words which you would not caln

17 encounter in a mere three weeks of your life. And

is for that reason you have been steadily honed and

9 quead in to what it is all about.

For example, if you were to just now walk

21 in that door and see the meeting of August 22nd on

2U the television sets, that's what you would see. YO

23 wouls see an envelope and you would say, my .God,

24 that's it, this is an attrocity. Why is there a

25 trial?
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2 But there is a great human story here. And

that's why I believe when his Honor charges you he

will talk about something called intent. With res-

$ pect to bribery he will put it in one frame work.

I think he Vill say you must have a specific intent.

And I think in terms of another lesser included

offense he will .ay there is a different kind of in-

I tent. But always the words that are so significant

M and so meaningful to everyone here, knowledge, know-

ing, wilful, act. That's the human equation in this

12 case.

M Actually within a few short weeks, within

14 a few short weeks there was inauguration of the

is events, the introduction of the concept, the develop-

16 ment of the -- I've been so used to having Judge

17 Pratt say you better not use -script" I just swol-

I8 lowed that word and I will say account of events as

19 it developed.

20 You know on television you see lawyers doing

21 amazing things, but I don't think many have had the

22 discipline you have seen in this Court. You do what

21 judge Pratt lets you do and that's it. And the

24 framework, of course, is our tradition, that believe

15 it or not lawyers are a disciplined class.
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2 For example, I had some Army service, but I

don't remember working 16 or 18 hours a day and

4 meeting the commanding officer 8:00 o'clock at niaht.

5 This is just our way of life.

6 But as this theme developed, the players

7 exited and entered. For example, I wonder if you

a have noticed -- and I'm sure you have -- that after

9 August 22nd the gentleman who played so many parts

10 exits and is never heard from again. I wonder why,

11 I wonder why. I wonder why in a very real sense.

12 Because there is a question that I think must be

13 answered in this case in the sense of all of our

14 American experience.

Is I don't dare and I shall not attempt to say

16 whether the FBIV performance was appropriate, in-

17 appropriate, proper or improper. But as you saw

'8 these gentleman .ome and sit in the witness box, and

19 as you appraised them, did you ever wonder why they

20 needed Mr. Weinberg?

21 Riddle me this: If a Congressman is to

N be bribed, is there really a need for 182 pages of

23 colloquy as on the 24th of January incident with

24 Congressman Myers where there are thrusts and paries

25 ad counterthrusts, or will you do this or g n
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a reason. Well, is there anything specific? Well,

3 tell me when. 180 pages. No money passed that

second incident. By the way, you certainly heard

Mr. Weinberg say that after September Hr. Errichetti

Was no longer in the ombit or within the scope of

thin particular AESCkA adventure.

a So literally as of the 24th, the 25th, and

I so forth of January, Mr. Errichetti was not there.

10 I think you will learn that those events

11 after August 22nd had no direct bearing on the

12 innocence or guilt of the Congressman because they

13 were not to the heart of this indictment and not

14 direct proof.

Is You will find, ladies and gentlemen, that

16 his Honor allowed that to come in again to go to

11 that very human issue, intent, knowledge and volun-

1i tary act.

91 The dates are fascinating. July 26th is

2. the day when there was a group On , boat in Florida,

21 the Left Hand, I believe it was called.

22 July 25th is the day that Mr. kuoroso con-

2ceived the scheme. Time passed and then On August

24 22nd there was a meeting which you know about so

25 well. And then on September 19th Mr. Noto walked
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into the trap which apparently list it's ability to

spring.

Now, I know there are many references to

that incident and suggest that it is collateral.

but it is just as important as , meeting o the 241h

7 if we are to evaluate what those who are here charged

thought and what they did, and indeed what those who

9 work for the Government thought and did. Because

10 without the knowledge, without the intent, ladies a.

it gentlemen, I believe you will hear and beyond that

I2 proof and beyond a reasonable doubt there can be no

13 conviction under law, without the knowledge, with-

14 out the intent.

i5 NOW I want you to understand that when I

16 say intent I do not mean to tell you the law as

17 Judge Pratt will tell you because therewill be two

18 versions of that. But there must always be know-

19 ledge and a willingness to do an official act that

20 will violate the Congressman's oath. There must be

21 those elements.

22 tHow do we arrive at that? We arrive it by

23 the acts which surround the events, which give you

21 the guidelines and the ability to jedge. Because

25 without these acts and with that cold picture you



2 don't know what the intent, the knowledge, the pur-

pose was. It is just impossible. It's like watching

a television serial and having it end just as the

husband comes home and finds his wife in someone's

embrace, you have to wait until next week to find

7 out that she stumbled and fell. And really it comes

very close to precisely that kind of evaluation of

human nature.

10 Now, Mr. Aroroso, of course, is the gentle-

11 man who succeeded Mr. McCarthy as the Director, the

11 immediate supervisor of Mr. Weinberg. And Mr. Wein-

3 berg, of course, is very frank about some things, and

]4 I think his frankness an his candor will guide you

1s to the understanding that the defendants had no in-

16 tention, no wilful purpose in breaking the law.

17 For example, there was much debate about

is using the words "actor", and restrictions. And yet

19 Mr. Amoroso says we follow at page 1032.

Is Question: Well, is it true then that you

21 did in the course of this operation act out of your

22 true self and in a sense be an actor or a character?"

23 And the answer is yes.

24 I would think that would end the debate, but

25 I suppose since one plays many parts it will not end
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the debate.

3 But I recall, for example, one very inter-

4 esting fact in this case which must intrigue yoU.

5 For example, I shall play some tapes later, but I

I shall play them in a much core full sense as you

have heard them from the prosecution. For example,

8 one of the very critical tapes is a tape that deals

with the statement that 15 has to come back. I thin

10 perhaps you remember that one.

11 Well, I will find that particular tape for

12 you later, and I hope that you will listen and pick

13 it nut when it is played. But let's have an under-

11 standing as to what that $15 back was about.

is Starting from Zanuary 26th, as you know,

6 Mr. Amoroso had conceived the idea, and as you also

17 know he on the Left Hand had a Nagra tape running in

IS a little suitcase, it is here somewhere, but I am

19 sure you remember it.

20 Then he went up to that side and there he

21 reports . vary crucialiconversation. He reports

22 that because he has read on the 25th about Mr.

23 Somoza in the Newspaper he conceived the idea about

24 throwing onutthe bait,and I will show you where he

25 says precisely that. Take my word for it at the
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2 moment, if you will. To throw Out the bait hoping

someone would bite so that he could proceed with a

man to try to invagle some Congressman to do an

official act which would allow him to offer money,

6 and .o forth.

7 (continued on next page)



I know same of you may look at this as

Oratory, but I will ahow you the precise language

in a moment.

Then the days roll by and on August 5,

there is a tape played for you, it is Exhibit I-A.

_ will ask you if you would turn to I-A, please.

Now, you will notice ugust 5th, NOrtawest

Airlines Iounge, Kennedy International Airport.

10 And on the first page there are references by

Mr. Weinberg cryptically to getting older. 1

don't know what preceded that. And, of course,t2

you will judge later on whether parts of the tape
13

were left out or whether there was something about
14

the transmissions that caused them to be left out
15

or whether it was deliberate. That will be your
16

judgment ultimately.
17

But I submit to you my cassette that starts18
by getting older a yptic tape. If you were

to receive a tape from anybody and the first thing
20

Insaid was getting older, you would wonder, well,
21

what is he talking about.
22

Then on the second page we see other language
23

which is pertinent the present discussion.
24

Mr. Errichetti, ae, says, and before I
25
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2 forget thero is, um, fifteen coming back. All

3 right. And tOn laughter.

4 There it hangs unconnected until one

$ remembers that Mr. Weinberg testified as to how

I that fits into things on page 2286.

7 When I call the numbers, it's for the

y benefit of the senographer and for Mr. Puccio

9 if he dares-- if he cares to look at the transcript.

10 "Question: Mr. Weinberg, directing your

-1 attention to the Myers matter.

2 Was there any discussion with anyone

i3 concerning you or Amoroso receiving a part of

11 the $50,000?

15 And this is the $50,000, of course, that

16 is concerned withtne meeting of the 22nd. And

17 it is prior to the meeting of the 22nd now. The

meeting is being set up.

9 Answer: yes, at the meeting at the airport

Amoroso told me to meet the Mayor and ask for a

ten to fifteen thousand dollar kickback.21

22 "Mr. Ben.-Veniste: May I have that? I

23 didn't hear it.

N4 "Mr. Puccio: Answer the question again.

25 "r- Ben-Veniste, I would rather have



2 the reporter read it.

*Answer: Xickback of ten to fifteen Thousand,

that he needed money.

"Question: Did ou in fact meet with the

I Mayor before the airport meeting on the 5th of

7 August and ask him that?

A "Answer: I at him downstairs on the main

9 lobby and asked for -- tell him you needed money,

10 we would like to get $15,000 kickback."

11 And, of course, this is Weinberg's testimony.

12 NoW, Of course, that's the connection. Our actor,

13 Mr. Weisberg, has said, "Tony and I want $1,5000

14 kickback."

15 Now, what you read and heard, this is a

16 transmission of August 5th. And you read and

17 heard the words, the laugh and fifteen coming back,

Is ha ha, yuu will say that's a brazen chap, fifteen

T9 coming back and he laughs about it.

20 It is Weinberg who wants the fifteen. It

21 is Amoroso, he says, who wants it. And that's why

22 in this indictment you don't find one dime attributed

23 to my client.

21 Now, as you sit in that jury box I ask you

25 to consider this. If indeed that is so -- and
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apparently it is -- and if indeed as I assure you
2

it is so, Mr. PuOlO brought that out from Mr.

*inberg on his redirect. How can one say that

Weinberg did not hold himself out as a direct
5

participant in what we will show you is also
6

referred to by other rtors as the charade, as

the trap.

Now, when I say trap, believe me I am not

saying to you that here is the gestapo, that our
10

F.B.I. has sunk to now Iows. I tell you nothing

of that. I talk only about the human interaction.
12

And I suggest to you that perhaps if I had not
13

read that in that fashion you will read this and
14

say Errichetti is asking for $15,000 just like
15

that. It is not so.
16

But why, how can he come to t"at point
17

unless Weinberg and Amoroso had encouraged pre-
is

cisely tat and insisted on tat and so set it
19

up, that there was no intention for the congressman
la

to violate his oath and do any official act, but
21

indeed, but indeed there was this nncept of a

projection of the idea that Mr. Weinberg was no
23

longer loyal to his employer, the Shiek, and was
24

out to get money in this game.
25

82-077 0-1-156 (Pt 1) BLR
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2 Well, if that isn't , play or an act, I

3 Would ask you what it is. Because I do not infer

and I don't wish to infer and I will not infer

5 that Mr. Weinlberg was pocketing this kind of

6 money, no way. Although I was shocked to find

that Mr. knoroso didn't have to sign for this

a money, no receipt for this money and that Mr.

9 Good, who seems to be in sense the ithipping boy

)a of this whole case, was responsible for that

11 money.

12 I have no proof and no right to suggest

13 hat the F.B.I. was stealing any meney or Mr.

11 Weinberg under these circumstances stole any

:, money. But I do suggest to you this, that the

6 only testimony in this case that relates to what

17 happened after a congressman left that room on

tiei- 22nd was that on t samn floor he turned an

9 envelope over to Mr. Errichetti, forty feet away

,D from the room where they had all been. nhat's

2i the physical situation insofar as any proof in

22 this case is concerned.

23 Now, if indeed there was the insistence

2d we want $15,000 back, I ask you to rack your brains

25 and try to find out if there was any testimony in
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here if indeed there was $15,000 given back to

Mr. Weinberg and Amoroso for Goverment purposes,

not to steal it, I have no right to suggest that.

But again this is a g ame, and of course, the

mgressman is not expected to do any official
6

acts.

You know, of course, there was nothing done.

There was no execution, agreement or not, there
9

was nothing ever done.
10

You know, of course, from August to January,

August being the August 22nd meeting that by
I,

everyone's testimony the players left the stage

and went their way and absolutely nothing happened
14

until there was a phone call in January according
1s

to the tapes, according to the testimony from

Mr. Criden to Mr. ers, which caused him to come
17

back again into the stage play. But if there was

no intent to violate his oath and do an official
19

act, and if indeed this was the kind of thing
20

that was set up, then I suggest to you that there
21

can be no guilt of the violation under this charge
22

in this Federal Court of the crimes charged. NOW
23

let us explore some more of the human conditions,
24

if you will, because I think some of these wores
21



2 as I bring them back to you may vory' well prove

a reminder to you.

In addition to the play acting which caused

5 Weinberg to may to Mr. Errichetti, we want $15,000,

6 which is reflected in another sense in the August

5th statement, this is what Mr. Weinborg says.

2292 is the page.

"Qtestion The seond verbation you

10 mentioned whore you say that -- next conversation

1 you say Mlr. Errichatti Mlled out Mt. AJorosc, do

12 you recall when that took place
7

13 "Answer: Right after the payoff to Congress

11 man 4yors.

15 NOW, apparently the reasonable inference

16 is right after the payoff and Errichetti went

11 back and said to amoroso, you only think of yourself.

is Y-. don't think of Mel.

19 Well, in teres of the human condition, what

20 dos that mean? Does that mean that Errichetti

21 is conniving to taken'ney under false pretense

22 or to do other than they tell him to do? And I -

21 not suggesting to yonu that he became an agent of

24 the United States. but he was certainly following

25 the directions of a special agent and a special
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There is much said here about the fact

that there is an expression that has been repeated

and r*epeated ad nauseom. I know you are sick

of hearing it, but forgive me. It's like using

bullshit, the word is there and the phrase is

there.

Com on strong, and there have been many

explanations abous that.
10

Page 2293.
II

"Answer: yes, your ]Hnor.'
12

Lot mc get the question, which will be 2292.
13

And they were talking about the purpose in telling
14

Errichetti or someone else to come on strong.
Is

"Question, The second conversation you

mentioned where you say that -- next conversation
17

you say Mr. Errichetti balled out Mr. Amoroso,
Is

do you recall when that took place?
19

"M.sw.r: Right after the payoff to Congress-
20

Tan Myers.
21

"QuEstion: Now, on one or another of the
22

transcripts, Mr. Weinberg, you used the phrase:

'come on strong'. do you recall that?
2s

-answer: I do.
25



33 381-42 "Question: Can you tell us what your

3 purpose was in telling Mayor Errichetti or anyone

A else to have someone Aine an ±rongr

There were objections.

"Answer: The purpose, we didn't want6

to got in a situation like we got into once --.7

I objected and te Court said,"Can you tellS

us without referring to other situations that may9

have occurred that are not involved in this trial10

what your purpose was in tolling someone to come

on strong?12

'Aswer: yes, Pour inor. Tell them to
13

come on strong that we get -- we knew that the
14

man was taking the $50;000, tell us what be
'5

was going to do.
16

"Question, The public official?
17

'Answer: The public official.
In

"Question: And you knew, did you not,
19

that Mr. Errichetti or someone was going to speak
20

to the public official before the meeting?
21

"Answer: That is correct.
22

"Question: Now, do you have any idea or
23

can you approximate for us, how many telephone
24

conversations you recorded during the course of
'5
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this entire investigation?

2

"Answer: I think it runs close to a
3

thousand."4

I want you to pt that in the back of yourS
mind, if you ll, close to a thousand conversations

6

in the course of this entire investigation. AndI

I suspect that as to this particular indictment

it wasn't that many, and it was certainly hundreds.

Adwe shall refer to that later on.

But to go back to the point is that hero

Weinberg admits that he knew that Errichetti would
12

speak to the public official and tell them to say
'3

what they thought he would say.
14

But the problem'Uth that is this: If you
15

will exaine with me, please, 5-A, which is the
16

August 22nd meeting at Travel Lodge International
17

Hotel at Kennedy Airport, you will find interesting

things there.
19

For example, you will find that ti. Amoroso
20 in the legend says that plaed in front of .e is
21

$50,000 in $100 denominations, ten packages in all,
22

placing them in an envelope, I a net sealing the
23

envelope, placing the envelope in . briefcase to
24

By inuuciate right.
25
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1 t"ink if you remember that T*V. scene

you will notice that indeed he does lick it and

4 .tan wasn't seal it.

Well, $15,000 coming back. Maybe that

6was part of the technique.

Then they go on to talk about the congressman

6 from Philly and them are pages and pages and

9 pages. And on page 3 there is . safre.nc. tbore

10 that related to Comothing that you have heard many

11 time as wall. You have heard, of cours., that

12 Mr. Weinberg said, don't worry about a thing because

13 "-a gentleman from abroad is not coming here anyway,

11 he is going to South erica.

15 And if you read there where blyqro says

16 absolutely, where I can be of assistance in this

17 type of matter, first of a1 is private bills that

19 can be introduced. Nlrp wen you. when you arc

9 c.ing from a third world nation, and you have

20 political support in this country, unless somebody

is in saying you don't need, hum, you wouldn't

22 introduce a bill to protect your interests if you

23 had to go in exile somewhere. Now, what you ceed

is th influence to have that done. And then there
24

5 is more language.



Now, this is clearly a reference to the

fact that no private bill ever be introduce.3
However, I must say this to you, that in dealing

with the question of Itont, the impossibility

of introducing to bill, and you will hear from
6

his Honor, I believe' is ot the point. The point
7

1 want to make is that for thirty pages there,
B

and please place it open for , moment, for thirty
9

pages there is conversation Lack and forth, which
10

never cones to a head as far as any official act
II

being done. It is the old, old story of a kind
12

of fencing act which reflects what Mr. Amoroso
13

said.

Be said, look, don't continue to ask me
15

about a script. I really don't have a written
16

script. I kind of played it by ear.

And look it, it looks it. The only problem
18

with it is that it misses the mark. This -n
19

wants to take $50,000, ladies and gentleman, it

would take five minutes to say, intorduce the
bill, will you introduce to bill.

22
Yes.

23
Here is $50,000.

24
Walk out and turn the cameras off.

IS
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We w4atQd more electricity in this pa ticiular

I incident.

4 Now, if you goao you come to the polnt

where on pge 7 Mr. trrichetti says, well, there

is no case at this point.

Mr. - Vito, Mr. Amozoso *ays, that's in

the middle, if you place, on page 7. Well, yeah,

.hat . are saying is we ate ivurin that when.,

when.

Mr. Myers says, when the time chr., if
tit it comes.

I,
Again I must tell yOU, "cause it will be

13
unfair to mislead you that mere impossibility if

14
toh thing .aver happens is not a defens, in thisI$
ease. It you hear his Manor charge you will

find that just because it didn't happen and,
17

however, in assessing the fact that there was
Is

an intent to really do th officiall att, in ot
b9

instance the bribery, a corropt motive, and the

second instance, with full knowledge that you
21

were ally "oing to do it as opposed to a misur-

derstandig or a crossing of ideas, that I belUOVO
23

yo will be told you mn consider.
21

(contin.,d on next page.)
25
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2 And if I misstate this you must know that

3 1 a only allowed to give you certain element,

of the law so r may talk to you in a framework.

I have no authority. What I say to you is not

in aty sense what you must accept. I give it

to you in the framework of this lawsuit because

otherwise you will have no anchor, no boundaries.

One of the fascinating things about it

0 is, and I want to call your attention to another

11 page on page 29 or 30. And you will have these

12 books with you and so I am sure you know you

13 will feel free to study them.

14 There is a phrase that rings, like come.

5 on strong, bullshit and others which become

Is critical words.

17 Page 30 is the page where Mr. Weinberg says,

Is this is all within the 5-a, if you please. I

19 assume everybody has 5-a. On page 30, if you

20 be so good, there is a sentence which again is

21 one of the phrases you have heard again many, many

22 times ad nauseum but it is so significant I think

23 you can pick it out.

2Now Weiiberg says, we got like the goose

25 that lays the golden egg. We all like to make a
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2 buck.

3 Now, go back to August 5, when they say

- 4 to him, we want fifteen back. Akd tie this

$ in with, we got the goose, we all like to make

6 a buck. Is there any way in the human condition

That you cannot then slieve that Mel Weisberg

a is saying, look, nothing is to, happen here, no

9 official acts, nothing. Walk i, we will rip

10 off the millionaire, w whoever he may be and

11 that's it. No official act, nothing is extended.

12 Come on in, we will rip it off.

13 Now, in the sense the Government wants

14 you to accept it as a finished and oplete and

is vry sophisticated, I 1ink we call it a sting

16 operation, I think you must consider whether

17 in fact it's true orstether this was an amateurish

18 event and whether there were misunderstandings

19 in all parts and no meeting of the mind and no

20 design to do what is called a violation of

21 congressman's oath to do an official act contrary

22 to the public.

23 one of the things I talked about Congressman

24 Myers is this: And I do it with the permission

25 of his counsel because this is a conspiracy, and
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in a very real sense, in a very real sense. That

which effects Congressman Myers effects Mr. Erri-

chtti. I think you will be told if you find

this was . isunderstanding, it was not a situation

where there was knowledgeable intent to do wronq

and that Congressman Myers never had the knowledge

and will to do it. I think you will hear from his

Honor that you must aoruit all. And t.at's why

you will hear me talk about Congressman Myers

ause there is no question hmt that Mr. Errichetti,

who took no money and is not charged with taking

any money even, no suggestion that he did, has

a fate which is tied in inextriably with Mr.
14

Myers.
Is

My people have m old spiritual that says
16

that sometimes I feel like a motherless child.

And that's Errichetti. He is a long way from home

because Myers, Myers, that's all we bear. Read
19

the indictment. It's the congressman, it's the
20

onqressma's.. act.
21

Well, if you lump the" altogether you have
22

to consider what the total ideas are and what

happened. Ahd that's why this tube is an abominatior
24

because it represents to be Mhe full and complete
25
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2 truth and it can never be, not ever. Just as one

3 Mans pulse may be meaningless in another or one

4 wcsja's feelings at Certain times is Curious and

5 individual to her so that in this courtroom I know

I I need not plead for you, with you in this fashion.

7 But because it is so rious I do, that you pIease

B consider the human condition.

9 Ad we are all actors, and Mr. Weinberg,

10 too. And bless his conning heart, he is just

11 as human and just as subject and just as entitled

12 to decent consideration as any.

13 But in this particular endeavor I will ask

14 you to riddle again, why did the F.B.I. need a

is Mel Weinstein -- Weinberg, I beg your pardon--

16 in order to carry out a so-called sting to get

17 congressman? Why? He had to he there for a reason.

Is The only reason he could be there is because

19 he was a con Man and the only reason his con was

20 good is because they had to give this idea, this

Ss all a con, he is disloyal to this employer and

22 nothing is happening there and stumibles in, oh

23 boy.

24 When Myers stumbles ink's not a crime unless

Is he has the knowledge and has the intent. Perhaps
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so "sophisticated and implicated is this celebrated

king that has book contracts, movie contracts,

God knows what, because its sensational, because4

it's unusual. They may have overlooked the simpleS

problem that simple is best and simple works.
6

It's like having one of those fancy English ears.
7

It's beautiful to see and will do 180 and runs

about twice a month.
9

This is not a horse and buggy. This is
10

a space aged design to eliminate common sense.II

If you were placed in nntrol or a supervisor
12

capacity, I ask you to ak yourselves, would you
13

not on the assignment of a celebrated con man

want to know something about him so you would
'5

know how to relate to him?
16

On page 953 Mr. Ben-Veniste'q cross
'7

examination of Mr. Amoroso.
is

nQuestion: Did you ever ask Mr. einberg
19

what is all of tis now about all this criminal
20

ativity that you had been involved in in the
21

60's or 70's?
2

Answer: No.
23

"Ouestion: Never did?
24

"Answer: NO.
2g
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2 -Question: Isn't it fair to say that you

3dat want to know?

'Answer: I don't care. It has nothing

to do with thls case."

Well, ladies nd gentleren, that's like

petting a polar bear. He is beautiful., he is

statusque. but you better know what you are doing.a

In this instance to very fact that Mr.

Wnoroso says that he didn't care indicates that
IC

there was no control and that what happened hero

was indeed a space age venture tumbling in orbit.
12

Let's examine further what has been said
13

because the trial has laen long and you no doubt
14

have heard that restrictions on the use of the
15

word -script". But let's read what Mr. Amoroso
16

replies to the gentlest of our counsel, Hr.
11

Cacheris.1a

Page 981.
19

"Question: In Lct, when you used the nae
20

Tony De Vito, you were acting?
21

"Answer: Correct.
22

"Question: Whon you said you were working
23

for a Shiok, you were acting?
'4

"Answer: yes.
25
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QOuestibon: So when Mr. Myers came in, you

had a script that you were follo'dng, didn't you?

"Answer$ Well not a script, just -- just

how I felt The thing was going.

Question: you didn't have any idea what

you were going to ask him?

"Arwert Basically I knew what I wanted

from him.

"Question: That's correct. You knew what

you wanted from him?

"Answer: Correct.

.Questlon: And so that you asked him about

the introduction of private bills, didn't you?

'Answer: Correct.

"Question: And that'. what your suggestion

was, wasn't it?

Answer: Offhand, I have to look at the

transcripts.

"Question: you don't have any doubt about

it, do you, sir?

*Answer, I don't know who brought it up.

That is what X was referring to."

So you see, with respect to private bills,

he said, "I don't know who brought it up."

82-077 -81--157 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2 "Question. That's what you were referring

3 to. And you also asked him about the State Depart-

4 ment; you brought that up?

5 "Answer; Correct.

6 'Question: Isn't that correct?

7 "Answer; Sure.

0 -"0uestion: And that was part of your

9 script, wasn't it?

10 -Answer: Correct.

I' -Question: And you also asked him if he

12 knew any key people in the State Department, didn't

13 you?

11 'Answer: I don't know if I mentioned any

15 key people. I just mentioned the State Department,

be I think.

1? "Question: You brought up the State Depart-

is set?

19 Aswer: yes. I said I just mentioned

20 the State Department."

21 I read this to you to give you the flavor

2 of what had happened, that these people stumbled

23 through this tragedy.

24 page 984, again Mr. AMoroso being questioned

05 by Mr. Cacheris.
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2 QOuestion: And didn't you say to 1r.

Errichetti, 'He'd have to introduce some kind

of legislation, right, Same kind of bill or

5 something 7

6 "Answer; Correct.

7 "Question: And didn't Erriohetti say,

8 'Whatever you say'?

"Answer: Correct, that's what he said.

10 "uestiou: And didn't Weinberg say, skipping

11 o down , 'yes, let him tell Y.ss.i whatever he

had to tell him'?
12

13AnSwe: That was the conversation, yes.

4 "Question: is that right?

is 'answer: yes.

16 Question: That was what you subsequently

wanted to get o T.V?'

M AnMd the answer is, "Correct.-

(continued on next page.)
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2 You may say, well, we have heard these

3 things before and indeed we have. But I do

4 not believe that you heard tie quite in the

5 context of which I am presenting them to you.

6 Nowr we heard about, for example, the

7 earlier incidents, just to leave this for .

moment and to go to something I believe less

intense. At the beginning of all this you now

10 ,kw I believe it was early in -78 and about

December of '78 or. McCloud, Mr. Mc Carthy first

12 got in touch with my client. And you heard the

tafk about the Port of Camden and that sort of13

11 thing.

1ut more fascinating is the fact that Margo15

Kennedy and all the sennedy references who one16

witness refers to as things he heard about, that17

is to say Mr. Weinberg, and to which Mr. M Cartchy

disavowed, nonetheless seem to be a fact in this
19

Case.
20

As w matter of fact, I will read you and
21

you have your books and I will call it to your
22

attention soon the fact hat there were many
23

congressman and senators mentioned and apparently
24

there was no wish, no wish to enforce the law
25
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without distinction. And some of these things
2

just never were paid any Attention to.

I suggest when you consider that Errichetti

was paying the bills br the hotel where Mr.
5

MC Cloud and Merge according to one story were
6

in the same room and he sneaked down the back7
stairs, ace.rding to Mr. Me Carthy were never really

in room, but Mr. MC earthy was very interesting.

He said that's the only suite they had.
10

Well, that's the style of ASSCAil. You
11

don't sleep in ordinary roos. It's suites and
12

yachts and planes. But doesn't that suggest some-
13

thing about the inexact, the the busblin g
14

of it all, and much of it exasperated and to the

extreme you bring in aweinberg.
16

Why a Weinbarg? If there are congressmen
17

that are going to be bribed, called theia in and
is

offer them "50,000. And somebody suggested an
19

abominable idea, why rot get those who have already
20

committed a crime rather than create it?
21

But I am sure that that answer and that
22

question anathema to the saople in AISCAM.
23

Now, I mentioned before about the money.

I am going to document everything I say. It is
25
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2 sworn testimony.

3 I mentioned the curious things that zioroso

didn't have to account forts money.

Petty cash in the cafeteria has to be

accounted for by the cashier.

But on page 994 the question was asked

about, about the money. Page 993, my cross exar na-

tion.

0estion.: Did you make a note in a 302

about obtaining the money and what you did with11

it and what happened to it?12
"Answer: Did I make a notation?

13
"Question: Yes.

,Answer: No.I5
'Question: You were not responsible as

1.
an agent to make a precise report as to what

17
happened with the money that is turned over to

you?
19

"Answer: Wat I did when I received it,
20

I counted it and then lplaed it in that envelope.
21

"Questiont Do you sign out for that
22

money or do they jvst give it to you?
23

'Answr: No. Another agent probably signed
24

for it.
25
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"Question: What agent would probably have

signed?

'Answer: I have no idea. That would be
I

the responsibility of M. Good.
5

"Question: But as far as you were concerned

the money would not be accounted for in writing

or in any receipt of my kind?

Answer: Notb, a. ay someone.

"Question I am asking as far as you were
30

concerned, you would not have accounted for the
11

money by a writing or a receipt of any kind?
12

"Answer: No."
13

I an suggesting if the con were so wide
14

open that you are selling the goose that laid
Is

the golden egg, which you didn't account for the
16

money, if you said, give me $15,000 back and left
17

an envelope and walk ext of the room, how can you,
is

the jury, decide that thoseinvolved culpable acts

by these defendants?
20

Proof beyond a reasonable doubt is not
21

invented for this trial. It means quite simply
22

that when a Government brings the charge they
23

don't prove by tipping the scale. They prove
24

by much more than that. And his 11onor will give
MS
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2you the definition.

3 If there is a hck of proof the defendants

are entitled to an acquittal. If there is a lach

of proof that does not 4 low you to teach a decision

that rises to that great of height of proof beyond

a reasonable doubt, you find them not guilty on

that phrase, on thatn.raso. That phrase is one

That is sometimes misleading.

The Sketch have a different phrase which

I think explains it better. When a Scotch juryTi

2 acquits, tney say not proved. Because the word

sometimes unfortunately convey to a juror when13

I say not guilty I - saying completely innocent,IA

15 exonerated, go forth and do it again.

That is not so. You sit as judges and16
you must be as stern as Judge Pratt. And I willI,

bet my life that if his mortal enemy was in frontIs
of him and if that evidence did not rise to proof

19
beyond a reasonable doubt he would say, not proved.

And that's your model. And that's what the law

requires and that's why I say you have a speial
22

franc.

We are not ordinary human beings this
2h

night and tomorrow until this Over. We are not
25



2 ordinary humans because we have to be above our-

s3lves.

Do you think that at this hour of the night,

and you know how long we have been here. and you

know how long we were here last night and the night

before and the night Wfore, that I feel like doing

what I have to do?

Well, I will die trying to do it because

there is a special grace and there has to be thet0
special courage that sys not proved if it is not.

31
had when Weinbarg is needed by the F.B.I.

12
to trick and trap, ladies and gentlemen, r say

13
you must be so critical in your estimation of that14
fine body that you have to say they tried something

I5
new, they tried it in a bumbling and inexact way,

16
and there J no proof that this man said, I will

17
violate my oath. There is not one scintilla of

10
evidence to that effect. And read in your book

19
these two enormous meetings, and you will find

that. It is 180 pages, the second meeting. Thirty
21

pages the first meeting. The final page we have
22

a goose, let's pluck him.
23

One of the analogies to what has to be
do
done here, I think is found sometimes in taking

25
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2 examinations. Examinations frequently don't pass

3 anything. Examinations are frequently not gaSted

to the individual. It doesn't measure their4

respective opportunity to education. It doesn'tS

respect their cultural differences, whore I may

speak Swahili and someone else speaks Geraar.I

But flunk the exam and you are a failure and youS
have to know in your heart that you are not a

failure because it wasn't fit for you, it wasn't
10

designed for you, it didn't add up to the truth.

And that's what the test is in this case.
12

It is . c..on thing on job to have a
13

supervisor say, why did you do such and such, and
14

you turn to the person over you and he says he
15

toildme not to do it. And that person shrugs his
16

shoulders and you have had it because unless you
17

examine the background and go into the reasons for
Is

what you did, then the Tere act for your not having
19

done it leaves you guilty, you don't have c chance

to explain. If you don't have a chance to describe
21

it, you have had it. And that's what is true in
22

this case. I heard it said about Mr. Cook that

he told us the truth, but that he never said
24

anything about a charade.
25
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Well, let m see. On page 1298, Noto.

3 In a few minutes after Ihave Set the stage,

4 1 w going-to play the tapes and I want yoU to

$ listen to the in the prospective I have tried

6 to impart to yoU. But this is on Noto. That's

7 the business of the immigration man.

(continued on next page.)
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On page 1298, and thMe questions are of

fr. Cook, the honestenn.

'Question: You knew fro the beginning it

was a total charade?

"Answer: Yes, sir.

"Question; And it was your understanding

that Mr. Weinberg was aware of the fact that you

were not indeed Mario Noto?

"Answer: Yes, sir.

-Question: When he sat and talked to you

did he give you any indication that he was aware

of the fact that you weren't Mario Noto except

for your age?

"Answer: No, sir.

"Question: And he was the one who remained

with you?

"Answert Yes, sir.

"Question: That person we were referring

to was offscreen?

"Answer: Yes, sir.

"Question: You watched the play here On

the screen?

"Answer: Yes, sir.

"Question: He was off screen. wasn't he?
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2 "Answer. Yes, sir.

"Question: Now, what was he doing? Can yo.

tell us physically, was he standing, sitting, was

he giving you any signals or anything?

"Answort He was sitting in a chair talking,

to ne.

8 "Question: Just talking to you straight?

"Answer: yes, sir.

"Question: Anddd he tell you that there

would be any consequences of your not being theII

Mario Note in question, the difference in age?

"Answer: No, sir.'3

"Question: Did he say anything to you about

the fact that your purpose was to come there to put'5

on this act?
16

"maswr: I never talked to him other than

on the tapes.

"Question: That's all.19

"Answer: Yes, sir.-
20

And then what did he then say?
21

A 1300. pamember now, this is the Noto
22

situation. Mr. Amoroso has called Mr. Errichotti
23

outside and in the room sit Weinberg and Mr. Cook.
24

And this is the language. And Judge his, if you
25
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will.
2

"Question: Can you.tll us what Mr.3

Weinberg said to you?
4

answer : is said he is sure we can work5
this out, yet it all straightened eut, that Tony

6
is just afraid that you are not whom you say you

7
are.

B

questionn: Ie never said, "Look, you are

not Note, you have tried to pull a game on us.
I0

He never said that to you, did he?
I'

Answer, No.
12

"Question: In fact, he had said it's going
13

to be okay, we will work it out; is that right?
14

"Answer : yfe, sir.
is

-Question: Was that in keeping with, the
16

concepts given you that he knew all about it and
17

was going along 'ith it?
IB

"Answer: yes, .r."
1?

Now, what does that language mean in terms
20

of Neot to you?
21

I would suggest to you that a reasonable
22

interpretation is that in this situation where he
23

is known to be an imposter, and Weinberg says that
24

everything is going to be all right, don't worry
25
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about it, that it suggests that Weinberg knew

all about it and was in on it. That's a very

reasonable deduction which can be drawn.
4

Ad there are many other such words here

which lead inevitably to that deduction.
6

Now, on page 1305 they % lk about the Casino
7

matter.

You remember on July 26th on the trip to
9

Fort Lauderdale in the boat, it was by Mr.

Johanson, Mr. Criden and Mr. Errichetti in terms

of a casino matter which was described as legitimate
12

and in fact Axoroso said it was. hd down they
13

went with their maps and their feasibility studies

and their dreams of four million dollars.
15

Cook knew about it. Hnd now Mr. Honest
16

Cook testified for the Govenmont.
17

"Question: And yo also testified thatis
9 was your understanding that Tony and Mel, the

representatives and the employees of the Shiek
20

were the..sIves to receive e money in the casino
21

matter; is that right?
22

Answer: They indicated they wanted a part
23

of it, yes, sir.
'4

"Cuestion: It was your understanding, was
25
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it not, that the Shiek was going to supply the

money for the casino venture?

4Answer: Yes, sir.

-Question: An! the money transaction waS

6 to be negotiated for te Shiek by Tony and Mel;

7 is that right?

a 'Answr: Yes, sir."

9 And Mr. Puccio then asked if he thought

10 it proper, and so forth.

11 Now, free the very beginning it will appEar,

12 and I suggest you have a right to accept it as

13 fact or reject it, that from the very beginning

T4 Tony and Mel were ping to share.

15 NoW, if tey were going to share the money

16 and if they gave this impression from the beginning,

17 why isn't it absolutely plausible and reasonable

is that Errichetti the congressman there is no

19 official not conterplata, there is nothing to

it?

21 Reasonable? I submit to yOU it is.

Now, I want to just give you a few other

23 matters to put this entire matter in prospective

21 because I think it's the only way to really explain

it.



You do reoalla interesting thing about

the business of the $50,000. Nto was only supposed

to get twenty-five. It's just a note as you look

at the film and remark how that worked out.

Excuse .e just a moment. 1n the document

before you that refreshes your recollection,

may I ask you if I is not a fact when Mr. Weimerg

reported the name to you he allegedly got it f.on

Mr. Errichetti that it was 
4
opo and he was the

to
Commissioner of Inmigration.

Enough for Mr. Cook because I think it
I,

suggests to you that the honest Mr. Cook gave
13

some very honest answers and they might not have

been as conclusive to some of the ideas that Mr.
l5

Puccin wanted them, but there they are.

Now, one or two more references to Mr.
17

Amoroso before we play the tapes that I have

referred to.
11

We talk again about the acting performances

a4d0he said they were correct.

And with respect to that activity which
22

came later, about an hour elapsed between the
23

time you had the money, that's the 22nd and the
21

time you went through the prologue, which is the

82-077 081--158 (Pt. i) BLR
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2 sealing and the not sealing of the envelope and

the time of the actual mtivities, would that be

arrect?

And in that interior was in the room,

6 Weinberg and Good. What happened to the .on.y?

But this is more precisely to the point.

And is it not . that as a result of this

idea that formed in your mind on the 25th you

Ban projected this idea on the 26th and advancedt0

it, right?

Correct.
12

And you advanced it for the purpose of
'3

advising somebody to mspond; is that right?be

Correct.
15

And you advanced it specifically for the
16

purpose of inducing Errichetti to respond, is
17

that right?
18

Yea.
19

Now that you baited the trap with the idea,
20

that's a correct statement, is it not?
'I

Yes.

You expected my client to bite?
23

It could be. yes.

That would be e purpose of your doing it,
25



I would assume.

3 Again a part of a design.

I will tell youghat he bought he did to

my client. Let's read what he said on page 1042.

We are referring Weinberg, and he says as
6

follows:
7

"Question: And he conned everybody but
8

you, is that right?

"Answ.r: I can be conned just like every-
10

body else.
11

"Question: Did he con you?I,

"Ansewer: I don't think so.13

He conned everybody else though.
14

"Question: By everybody else whom do you
1s

mean? Let's take My client. He conned my client,

didn't he?

'Answer, I would say so.
10

-Question: Ieo conned him in a superb fashion11

is that right?
Me

'Answer: yes, I would think so."

Now, I don't know how you react to that,
22

but that to me is something which goes to state

Of mind. If a person is subject to being conned

Or convinced or persuaded by what Mr. Weinberg
25
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describes as a mixture of the truth and fiction,

whom are we to blame? The victim that is conned?

Well, that's what you'e being asked to

do. You are being Asked to convict Mr. Errichtti

I by proof beyond a reasonable doubt that through

this entire enterprise when Mr. Amoroso says that

a he was superbly conned that he, the victim, should

9 pay the price.

ID Well, that is so contrary to a sense of

II justice that I ask you to consider that as a theme

12 running through this entire matter. And these

13 are not y words and t J not just rhetoric. It

14 is that which has been adduced from Mr. Amoroso's

1 mouth himself.

1I NOW, Mr. Cook. Let's go again to the 22nd,

17 Congressman Myers, the key event. A question by

18 M. pucio to his witness, the honest Mr. Cook.

19 "Question: NOW, Mr. Cook, were you ever

20 told anything by ayone about a script that Congress-

21 men Myers would have to road for the Shiek's

representatives ?

I"Answer; No.

24 "Question: Were ou ever told by anyone that

25 at the August 22nd meeting, Congressman Myers would
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2 put on, an act for the Shiek's representative?

"Answer: What I was told is: lie had to

meet with Mayor Errichetti beforehand where they

5 would prepare him for what he would have to say

6 and then he would meet.

"Question, Were you ever told that he

would put on an act and say things he really

didn't mean, were you wer told that?

M "AnsWer: No, dr."

11 Now, if Mr, Cook, the honest man, the

2 witness produced by the Government, says that

3 he was told that Myers had to meet with Errichetti

14 beforehand, where they would prepare him; and

s then let us take that honest man and believe him.

]6 you were asked to believe everything he said,

1? why not that?

It Now, with respect to the events that led

]9 up to and through the 22nd of August, starting

20 in June, June 16th.

21 Mr. Furst, if you will.

N Starting June 16th you have in the back

23 of your books T-I through 11, and I ask you to

24 turn to that, please.

25 N. I will give you a brief rundown
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2 o that and bring you Aght up to August, while

3 Mr. Purat prepares to play the tapes for you.

4 Please don't put your earphones on yet.

5 please.

6 On June 16th you will see that Mayor

7 Errichetti on the phone says, you know what we

a got to do with Pete.

9 This is in part. I a just giving you

Toa running sequence so that they fall into line.

i1 Mel says to Errichetti, Eric, give me the

12 proper speech that .01 gives you. June 28th,

13 fitting in the sequence is what I Call the

bullshit on stage conunand performance, but please14

you will hear it and you will read it so that

16 you will be able to jdg rather than my giving you

conclusion.
17

(Continued on next page.)I8
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July 29th. Jily 29th, by the way, I shall

return to because it is one of those tapes made

by the so-called dropped cassette, which Professor

Weiss says was fover dropped but stopped and started,

6 and part was left out by the Government in our

7 estimation, but in that you will find the key expres-

aion that the naturalization guy is key one. So as

I early as July 29th the naturalization guy was a part

of the scenario.

AUgust 15th you will find there is a conver-

12 sation about the wet and dry closing. And everybody

who closes a house, you know you go through the

M rehersal, and that's a dry run when you rehearse it

is and the wet one when you finally close.

September 2nd, there is a telephone call

17 referring to Imnigration.

Septenter 5 refers to qreen cards and .y

19 guy Errichetti.

September 12th, Errichetti doesn't knOw his

gave and Fester Detorintini (ph) , and somebody called

him Tetrizinilph) , but that's an Italian dish.

September 14th, Mr. NatO.

24 And on the 18th, Errichtti tells of the

25 preparations on the 19th and then there is the video
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2 tape of.Mario Note.

3 The point we are making is that in the midd

I of this is August 22nd.

So the conversation throughout deals with th

business of the con, the business of the false

appeara.e. Because when you see the aO pO view

once more, you will know, you will kno in the first
plane that it was con, and in the second place thz

10 Mr. No po could never have Violated the law, or
IT Mr. Cook. And that'. exactly what happened =on the

12 22nd meeting.

13 The dates are extremely important to our
IA concepts of the case. And I want to apologize to

Is You for the length of My address to you. And I

16 would do it in a quicker and shorter tive if I knew

17 how. I assure ou of that. I kno you ae tired
1. and I know after a meal it will be much more pleasan

19 to have beer, slippers and t.v.: than an old man

20 trying to talk to you about lines in a book. at

21 pnease forgie se. We all know how serious it is,

22 I am sure.

23 Would y.. run it, please.

24 The first one is a telephone call, June
25 1th, please. I 'a Sorry, I was driving water and
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2 didn't hear it. I beg your pardon. It's June 20th,

3 Which is a telephone call.

I (Whereupon tape recording refereed to is

S played.)

6 MR. BROWNt - The next date is June 28th, which

I opened to you and which is so prominent, which

deals with the on-stage and most expensive t.v.

star ever paid and the language in those instances

1D is Mr. Weinberg.

11 There is , second page on June 20th that was

not played ad we will play it later.

13 We are now going to Exhibit r-3.

(Whereupon, tape recording reered to is

5 played.)

6 MR. BROWN: That's the end of that particuona

tape. And it's June 28th, two anths froe the

18 August meeting . And we will go on with the net

tape, but I want to ask yOU when the -leopard changes

20 his spots, the Government wants to say to you that

21 in June Mel Weinberg was a different man than in

August. Although I read to you where Cook said he

23 had Errichetti to prepare. I read to you where

24 he is doing a superb con. But the Governent says

25 to you, well, that was in June. Another thing.
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2 When would Mel Weinberg change his technique

3 I asked you? The answer has to be never, because

this is his life. this is his way, this is his

personality. This is an actor with many parts and

* the, seen technique, within the same technique.

The reason this is important is because you

will see there is a reference to the immigration

official, Mr. Noto, ultimately; and thatdoesn't

10 cone to Septcwber l9th, but it's all part of the am

I relationship and additude with people, the same

12 attempt for people to do which according to Mr.

13 Weirborq is his curious and convoluted and romplex

14 mind was designed to bring you in and say he is

15 party to it, there is nothing to it, nothing is

16 going to happen.

17 why did the FBI need this space better

18 technology? and the PBI has W respect as I know

19 it has yours. nt why this, why this? , -- . .

20 lAnd they would say to you that the. Weinberg

21 giving this bullshit directions in June was not the

V Weinberg involved in August, August 22nd, or

September Ilth. where there was a comlete farce.

24 But remember this, Just remember this, if

he could change his spots and be a different man
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2 in July then he was in June, and a differnet man

in August than he was in Jone, then perhaps in the

human relationship you might say it. But this is

where the special grace comes in. In addition to

6 your experience, in addition to your common sense.,

you have to apply to the sense of whether Meyers

actually was totally conned and didn't intend to

violate his act and had no desire to have knowledge

of that kind of action or not.

Now, we will go on to the next tape which

is right in sequence where again you will hear the

references to the naturalization guy who was the key

one. Remember, this is July 29th and Noto doesn't

cons in until Septemner 19th.

6 Would you play it please, T-4?

(Whereupon, tape recording referred to

19 is played.)

9 (Continued on next page.)

X0
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2 (The tape therupon continued to play)

3 (Tape playing eoeWlted)

4 MR. BROW04: Now, I would call to your

attention before I ask Mr. Furst to play the next

6 tape, but in the sequence, and this is July 29th,

and that you mark that date in your mind o down

B because I will core back to it later, to the tapes,

I and the time, the length of the telephone conversati,

10 And you will recall when Mr. Duffy talked about the.,

11 things, and I would like to have the thing fixed in

12 your mind. NOW the next tape, T-5 would be August

13 l5th, bit we knew that in the interim between July

14 29th and August 15th there were other tapes.

15 So would you turn in your books please --

16 remember we are going fre July 29th now to 2-A,

17 which is Amount -- there is one just before 2-A

to if you please, AuguSt 5th.,! think it is I-A.

1. If you will start with l-A, and r temtber we just

20 heard on July 29th about the naturalization guys,

the key one.

You are reading August 5, I think. YOU

will notice On August 5 that there are references

24 * to the naturalization. And I would call your atten-

25 tion, if I may, to several rferences which show the
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2 continuing relationship.

3 On the first page Weinberg says 'e can get

I Senator Talmadge 

5 And £rricbetti says. -I'm working on that so

6 far, okay, Coagressrmn Ozie Myers, okay?"

7 And that is the 15 coming back tape I called

8 your attention to.

I And down that page it is "-Lderer- and

10 *...haven't gotten to that point yet, okay."

U And "... two Congressmen from Georgia.*

12 And then down towards the bottom Angelo

m3 Ecricetti says -... there's gonna be two cOngrmss-

1 men from Florida being set up to talk to... in fact

15 they wre approached, . .. they have to met with .e

16 on ties, place, logistics... what I expect them to

17 do. friendship, they've gotta say and what they've

Sgotta prove, guarateern Fee k.o. whatever they say

19 Haven't Get them yet."

20 Then you go over to the next, ard as you

21 read it, you find references to thin State Department

n and Congress, and Mel Weinberg saying, All he's

23 got is to tell Yassir is that ah when the tUme

24 comes... I will sponsor anything you want.-

25 And that was that August Sth.
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2 NoW, the 29th would be neat. And that again

refer to Congressman Meyers. And AUgust 2 is next.,

And on the third page of that there is a reference

Stoyassir, this is when he meets Yassir, that just

6 to tell him to ce on strong. Well, he's going to

give him a briefing. The stronger the better.

o And Yassir probably wont vean say a word to him

because he is very conscious hcw he speaks English,

10 And then we will go from there to August -- we are

11 on August 7th -- and then we Wo to August 8th.

12 And there again dealing with C ouressmn

13 Meyers, push it as fast as possible. All right.

14 What is it, Meyes., Congressman. He is ready

15 willing and able tomorrow morning. He called iu.

16 ft Vito: You have to introduce soes kind of

17 legislation.

is Whatever you say.

19 Tall him.

20 And then of course he says yeah, let him

21 tell Yassir whatever he has to tell him. 'ow, that

is still the them. And the leopard has not changed

23 his spots.

24 Now, if you go back to T-5, which is August

25 15th, the wet and dry closing.
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2 (Tape played)

MR. BROWN: There you heard the words

" script.- ARd "wet and dry closing.-

The leopard has not changed his spots.

We are coning right up to August 22nd. Now

the August 22nd tape is quite long, of course. you

have seen it and I won't play that. But you will

notice that there has already been a reference to thi

Xmnmigratio official.

H We have come through from the June 28th,

12 which is the on-stage command performance. July

3 29th, the same thing. Naturalization guy is the

key, and right on through August 8th, "tell him what

is ,to say."

6 And right on up to August 15th "wet and dry

7 closing."

1, NoW we will go right byAugust 22nd deliber-

19 ately because you have seen it and can put it in

20 perspective, I - sure, to T-6, which is September

21 2nd.

22 Nw rementer this is a continuing relation-

23 ship.

4 THE COURT: Mr. Brown?

25 MR. BROWN: Yes, your Honor.
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2 TE COURTI The 90 minutes that you had re, .

ted has exired.

I MR. BROWNi Will you give re a grace of

157

6 WE COURT: You have got it.

7 MR. BROWNt Thank you.

o Will you run it plase, sir?

9 (Tape played)

to Ms. BROWN: And now we will go to the next

11 tape, which is T-7, Septe.ter 5. Mis too refers to

12 green cards" and "E guy".

13 We are progressig towards Septibaer 19th,

14 (Tape played.)

15 MR. BROWN. That was T-7.

The next will he T-B, September 12th, a

17 telephone call when he tells him who the investigator

Is Torrentine is, to relateit.tO.Nobo.

19 (TaPe played)

MR. BROWN: Thank you.

The next is T-9, tlephone, where you will

22 see the name referred to. I call your attention to

the fact that the name Ultimately agreed on was Mari

N2to. If you listen to this you will see and you

will find the difference which wogld hav been if
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Mr. Weinberg weren't in on the sea , certainly.

3 1 believe about eleven minutes, your Honor.

A Is that in accord wish your.?

-$ (Tape played)

6 MR. BROWN: The next will be T-10 on which

7 we will have the final preparation for the Noto

a . .etn on the 19th.

* (Tape played)

0 MR. BROWN. These are the two men still in

1] the same relationship they had in June. Indeed in

12 May. Indeed before that.

13 And the reason we know that is that Mr.

14 Weinrg made certainly hundreds -- literally

]5 hundreds of calls to Mr. Errichetti, and many of the

16 not taped, and many for reasons which he explatned ai

17 his being in other areas and unable to do the' taping

is Now, I don't intend to quarrel with that,

19 but I would like to call to your attention that

20 there is In evidenCe Exhibit U, which you all have.

2 and it shows. in sesation, that there were 71 calls

made totalling 227 minutes, or three hours and

23 47 minutes in that year that were made by Mr. Wein-

24 berg.

23 Now, prior to Auguat 22nd there were four

8Z-07 O-l ig9 (pt. I) BLR
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calls totalling ten minutes where he made his kind

of calls and apparently he didn't Make contact, or

4 for other reasons did not tca.l it.

Now, the importance of that is this, that

6 in the con technique that Mr. Weinherg talks about,

7 this was an important element, and this continued

a right from May and Zune, right on to August, and

9 right on through September.

10 And no spots changed on that leopard.

11 Page 2202: -0 eight after Note you sort of

12 cut off from Errichtti, is that correct?

13 "A That is correct.

14 "0 For eight months prior you talked to

Is hi m?

11 "A yes.

17 "Q How many phone calls do you reckon you

1. made to Mr. Errichetti?

"A I have no idea,

-0 Many?

21 "A Many.

22 -Q Would this be consistent with the theme

13 of a confidence man, which was to stay right on the

24 sucker?

"A Keep in touch.
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"0 At all tlas?

3 "A At all times.

1Q Why was this a cardinal principal of

5 con .. nB --

6 1 withdrew it.

"0 you have stated that this is a cardinal

principal of being a successful con man, staying on

the mark?

"A Keep in touch.

11 'Q Costantly?

12 "A That is correct.

13 "9 Why would you want to keep in touch

14 constantly? So he doesn't get away?

is "A That is correct."

16 Now, there is oe obseration here by Mr,

17 Weinberg that I think has to excite your cansideratio

is of the veey demands on your Judgment that I talked

to you about.

20 It goes to the question of intent and weighing

21 words.

22 2218:

2 "0 And you do know that within that same

24 time period that you were soliciting Mr. Errichetti

25 to get Mayers, the NOtO thing Was going on, the
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2 Soam within the So.?

3A That's correct.

That is the answer. That is what I have tried

to demeostrat, to you.

6 -0 And you didn't know to this day whether

7 or not M. Meyers, who came in within the .a e

8 .n.e as the .oto ting, intended to. do ahything

9 that he said he was going to do; is that right?

10 And his answer:

ii "A I do not know. 4

12 You were not there. How would you be able

13 to say that he intends to do the wrong thing.

14 And tho next question -- and I really believe

tnat from this con man skilled in the use of words15

16and in Us relationships with people we have a touch-

stone.
17

is -0 So the words that he employed are words,

but the intent to carry them.out-is seething you'9

didn't know to this day; isn't that right?

'A Thats correct."21
Now, there is no proof in this ease that

would sport a finding beyond a reasonable doubt

24 that W. teyers intended to carry out this crime and

25 offense, or that Mr. Errichetti did.
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2 I do not cite Mr. Weinberg as an authority,

believe me. I cannot in one sense call him a con

4 man and criticize him, and in another sense exult

5 his wisdom, But I do suggestt to you that when

6 Minnesota Fats gets an a pool table, you know he

7 knows what to do with a Cue.

0 And when Weinberg brings people in and uses

9 words, he knows how to evaluate them because that is

i0 his specialty.

11 -Q So the words that he enploed are words

U but the intent to carry the out is socethi.g you

13 didn't know to this day; is that right?

14 A That's correct."

15 Now, there is one last area I would like to

6 all to your attention, and that is the area of

17 Weinberg the con mwi, the man who wants what he can

is get from others.

9 imr- Di Lorenzo testified heteand the

young lady named Deborah procacti. Their testimony

2 was backed by a very impressive Special Agent, except

22 that he also confirmed the purchases of the items

23 aud that in effect everything was true. A gentleman:I
Came in free Florida to say that in June Mr. Weinberg

25 traded in a brown van, though he said he put the i
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2 gifts in a brown van most of them before June, but

3 He did say in Iat swumer he put soe in a brown van

4 ,He did-say it was a brown van used by

5 Abdul Eterprises.

I Now, Im not going to quarrel about a van or

7no van. But I submlt to you this, that a man who

8 would turn in three $6,000 watches is nOt the sa.

9 man who would ask for a microwave and dishes, and

10 three 22-inch Sonys for the board of directors of

Abdul.

12 Thin is a different man. And this is a

13 persOn who kns how to play the uses. she reason

14 the gifts would be iMortant is because first he

is den.es them asolutly. and second, that it shows

16 a continuing relationship, the con of Errichetti,

17who to his u.ever-endn regret considered this man

to a friend, because they were -in a sense-confederates.

19 They combined together for thb Vot sea;m Por the

20 Meyors som, and for the other scams that you heard

21 referred to where he used the now so imortant

words.

23 taleav and gentlemsn, I've been privileged

1 by his Ho.mor t go even beyond the allotted time.

25 jut I would like to leave with you just . sense of
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2 appreciation.

I can tell you sincerely, and you can bet

if I didn't mean it I wouldn't tell you, that you

have undoubtedly given the kind of attention to this

6 case that every lawyer in this room -- and for once

7 will speak for Mr. PuCie, because he expressed

his appreciation with your attention -- it has been

9 incredible.

10 There is one complaint I make, and you must

11 take this very seriously, I am concerned because you

12 are so inscrutable that as we sit and watch you we

13 know that you by design have made every effort to

11 remain neutral and open-minded as you have been told

1i by his Honor until after all these addresses, howeve

16 tedious, however onerous, however the repetitive the!

7 ar, and until His Honor gives the charge.

10 Following m later will -- ae M, puoi. 

11 in what is called the rebuttal.

20 I haven't deliberately been this long to

21 make it impossible for him to have a mst attentive

22 audience. But I hope it works out that Way.

23 But having watched you I know that is not

21 possible because you will make every effort. And

I know you will give to him exactly the same
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2 consideration chat you have so graciously given am-

3 He Is entitled to it. And please, please, do just

4 that. I have a der, appreciation for Mr. pticcio

5 and Mr, Sharf as professional antagonists.

I But they ceratinly are -- while they represent

7 one side in this lawsuit, not enemies, and as say,

8 I do believe that in this roan there has been a

9 desperate sweaty search for truth

1o And I know when you wrestle with these itens.

11 in evidence, and wrestle with the charge, and try

12 to put it altogether, there will only be one thought,

13 in your kind, and that is to do justice no matter

14 how it comes out.

15 That you'll not let sympathy interfere from

16 my defendant. I do not ask it. I ask only that you

17 apply rigorously the law. I ask you to remember

18 that presumption of innocence until Us Honor tells

19 you it is time to deliberate;

20 I ask you to remember proof beyond a

21 reasonable doubt above all else because nowhere

22 else in the world is a man given a trial where he is

23 pressed innocent, and where the requirement is

24 a strict and religous adherence to the idea that if

the government had not proved it beyond a reasonable
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doubt, whatever your believe, whatever your

3 speculation, whatever your thoughts, you must find

4 not proved and dismiss these charge,.

$ Again. I want to thenk you.

THE COURT: Thank you Mr. Brown.

7 MR. BROWN: Thank you for the extention

o your Honor.

I WE COURT: We will take a short recess and

then we will continue.

11 (The jury thereupon retired from the court-

12 room at 9:30 o'clock PM.)

13 (Continued next page)
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2 Tim COURT: Mr. Pucrin, how long do you need

3 faor your rebuttal?

A MR. PVCCIO Judge, I would say a half hour,

possibly 45 minutes. I won't go longer than that.

6 THE COURT, All right. Bring in the jury.

MR. RUCC!O± Maybe less.

(The jury is in the bog.)

THE COURT: All right, Mr. Puoio, you say

I proceed.

It M. PUCCIO: Thank you, your Honor.

12 Your Honor, Judge Pratt, defense counsel,

13 ladies and gentlemen. It's astonishing to believe

14 we started the proeedings about nine o'.look in the

Im Horning and here we are ten o'clock in the evening.

16 1 realize that the hor is late and I have

17 Jspoken to you at length before, prior to your listening

is to the sunmations of various counsel for the defense.

11 Ladies ad gentlemen., Itied this morning

20 to marshal the evidence for you, and to chronologically

21 review with you the tapes and the testimony that you've

heard over the last couple of weeks.

23 At this point, I won't do that again, but what

24 1 would like to do is discuss certain questions that

ISwere raised by Mr. Dro.n, Mr. Cacheris, Mr. Bon-Veniste,
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aid 11r. Duffy, and suggest to you answers to the
questions they raised which are somewhat different.

Again, the arguments zed. by .nsel, the
5

arguments made by M, are based upon inference we
6 asked you to draw fre the evidence. If I draw any

inferences which you do not wish to draw Or cannot

draw or think doet make any sense , reject them.

I don-t plan to go into every single argument
that ha. been raised in the last six or seven hours

1 Or we would be here for a couple of day. sore.
12 1 plan to answer certain arguments, the

13 others I submit to you the answer. are contained i

14 the record of this .ase.

Is I think there are pertain general gestions.,

16 general i.sue., that areraised here flat need

17 answering at the outset.

Is One thing struck me as I listened to Mr. Brows

19 and othrs, phrases like inveigled the Congesmun/

20 push the COagresan. The ia.e ce that someone

21 is doing something that he does not want to do.

22 coach the Congreaan. Entice the Congressman.

Is fap the CoYJfeSztfl.

24 Ladies and gentlemen., do ou really believe

IS that people "ally do what they don't want to do?
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2 Do "o. really believe that a United Sttes Congress-

-an took $30,000 In an envelope in a motel in Wew York

City a little more than a year ago when he really

didn't want to do it?

Do you really believe what you saw on the

videotape was an act portrayed by an actor who was

ached by a con man?

Ilat is a con? That is a word that has been

10 bandied about and has come up several ties during

1i defense counsel.' closing arg ents. What is a con?

12 Wat does it .ean in the context of this case?

13 Surely if I were to walk outside this building

14 tanorrow morning Vi t a loaded gun and walk into the

I5 First National City Bank and put the gun to the

16 teller's head and say -Give me the foney, and all of

17 a sudden the teller tens hiself to be an FBI

1B agent and I was placed onder arrest and the building

11 was wounded -- I would have been conned.

20 ould have attempted to consult a tlee in

21 a place where I suspected no law enforcement present.

22 I would have been duped into dealing with a teller

23 who I. really an FBI agent.

2 fWhat happened here? ft this a con? As

25 Amoroso said, *Sure rrIchetti was conned.'
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2 1 suit to you Myers was conned in this sense,

I frrichetti was conned, Criden was oonned, Johanson was

conned. They were conned by -- they believed that

the corrupt busineassen with whom they dealt, the

corrupt busineass.en to whom Congressman Myers sold his

7 office -- they believed that those people were corrut

8 businessmen. What they didn't know Is they were

9 dealing with an FBI agent.

10 So they surely were conned. As Mr* Brown puts

11 it, are they victims? Certainly not. VictIms of what,

12 victtns of the fact that your governent, the FBI,

13 was too diligent? Victims of the fact a technique

4 was used here? A technique that resulted in giving

15you definitive uncontroverted evidence of a bribe

16 taken by a United States Congressman?

17 Pehaps o n of the onpli*ts, as Mr. Duffy

Is Put it, is that the FBI isntout chasing bank robbers,

11 or one would see very clearly, tOat these defendants

20 would feel much better off if the FBI were out chasing

11 bank robbers and not politician..

Now, you've heard a lot about Mel Weinberg.

3 awd you've heard a lot about the PSI. Ladies and

q4 gentlenen, Mel Weinberg, for all his hnrian frailties,

25 as It was put, is not on trial In this case.
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2
Ladies and gentlemen, the FBI is not on trial

in tile case.

Ladies and gentlemen, the Government of the

United States is not on trial i. this .ase. The

people on Trial in this case are seated right hore

(indicating).

Now, why was Weinberg needed? Mr. Brown asked

tThat question. Mr. Good .testified to you yesterday

it he had been working with the FBI a number of years

11 and ooduoted many investigations. Many undercover

12 investigations. And he told you in his opinion

13 inforants such as Mel Weinberg are essential.

14 You heard the tapes. You heard Uie t onvorsa-

15 tions that Mr. Weinnerg had with ft. trrichetti. Did

16 it strike you in listening to those tapes that Mr.

17 Weinberg Rnd Mr. Errichetti did not have a relationship

H, that gained confidence for -the undercover operation?

19 Didn't it strike you that Mr. Weinberg and

20 Mr. Brrichetti were able to speak one another's

21 language, perhaps not as well as ft. Amoroso would be

22 able to speak that language.

When you start to delve into the evidence of

24 this case: you have videotapes of what happened, so

25 you are told, don't pay any attention to the videotapes
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2 it's what is not on the tapes that counts.

3 As Mr. frow put it, if a ma comes home and

finds his wife in the arms of another MUn, maybe that

.5 is not what it seems to be, she fell into the position,

I YOU can believe that Congressman Myers stunled into

7 that room and took that $50,000 by accident, but I

6 suggest you are stretching the limits of your imagin-

9 nation.

)a What bout Mr. Weinberg and all these

I) tapes? You've seen stacks and stacks of tapes in

12 this courtroom.

13 MR. BROWN: I object. That is one of the

14 techniques., to have stacks that are not in evidence.

15 I object to that.. He pointed to the stack.

16 MR. PUCCIO: I will sake reference to the

17 testimony that there were thousands of tapes ,ade.

1$ MR. ROWN: Not in this case. K -

Is THE COUAT your objection is overruled. The

tapes have been here primarily for the convonien e of

21 the defendants. They have called upon them froe time

N to tint to have thes produced.

23 MR. DROW : Only those that are relevant.

24 Many are not.

25 TEE COUR: It has been Made apparent hot many
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2 tapes were made in the ca.e. Whether dowstairs,

upstairs, or here, I dot see any significance what-

soever.

& Ro. BROW.2 If they are in evidence, but they

I are not.

THE COURT: The tapes that are in evidence

are mrkeu d as exhibits. The fact of the existence

of other tapes is also in evidence properly before

10 the Court and jury.

It Objection overruled.

12 IR. PUCCIO: Ladies and gentlemen, you've

13 heard testimony that hundreds and hundreds of tapes

14 were made during the so-called nbsowm investigation.

15 You've seen tapes, hours and hours of tapes, that

'6 have been heard. You've seen tapes displayed in the

17 courtroom. What is missing?

Is Well, we hear testimony that three tapes were

19 lost and we bear testimony that 50 seconds or one

20 minute and 50 seconds was mining from another tape.

21 All to s.gest to you that somehoww something is being

22 kept frou you. -

23 We are told for instance that the agent who

24 poured the drinks at the Barclay Hotel was never sub-

S poenaed by the Government when H could have been
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subpoenaed by anyone from either aide.

Do you believe that Mr. Weinberg, if you

do. the absence of them three tapes that were stolen

on an airplane, is so important -- do you believe

Mr. Weinberg would suggest to the FBI o anyone else

that his tapes were stolen on a plane flight when

he could have said he never made the recordings?

You had evidence of toll records from Mr.

0 Weinberg'. telephone indicating certain calls were

I not recorded. Doesn't it make sense to you if Mr.

12 Weinberg wished to deceive anybody, couldn't he have

13 gone to an outside phone and tade a call that there

14 wouldn't be any record Of?

is You are told by the absence of this evidence

16 it means something. I subit to you that the absence

17 of these insignificant pieces is eant to distract

I your attention fr= the substantial amount of evidence

19 on the critical issue of the tapes that you've seen

20 mn the TV and heard through the audio rcordings.

21 Now, you've heard about this coversation

22 that Mr. Weinberg had with a Senator who was hot

23 Involved i" this came. I mentioned it to you this

21 imorning. You heard it again. It was played by MI.

25 bEown during his closing argent.

82-07? ()-81- 160 (Pt. 1) 313
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2 ask you to think about that for a moment"

you don't know al the facts of that case. you heard
4Vry little. But do you believe that Mel Weinberg

could get a United States Senator or anyone to do

I something that he really didn't want to do?

Do yot think Mel Weinberg is capable of that,

Do you think anyone is capable a f that? aStress the

influence you have, Senator, to get contracts."

10 What does that say to you? Does that indicate to you

11 that Mel Weinberg is capable Of getting a United

12 States Senator or any other public official to do

13 thingg that he didn't want to do? This matter

14 wasn't uasued because it's not part Of this Case.

is I sbtarnit to you, it's taken out Of contest

16 but to follow it up a little bit. if the United States

17 Senator walked into a room and told s .eone he wns

IS willing to sell his officerdb you think it's M11

19 Weaber, that got hi to de that? Do you think that

20 hapens in the real world? Do you think men of power,

21 .en Of position, men Of inflcene., are going to let

N Mel weibterg coach them and tell them what to do?

23 Turn them iat. actors? Woe. that make anse to you?

24 1 smit to you, it is ridiculous, ladies and

25 gentlemen, and you saw when you observed congresuml
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2 Myers. Congressman Myers want handed a script. It

3 wasn't a play n which he was por ayig a role or

playing . part. He said things because be meat them.

.5 Be said things to get the money. ie sold his office

6 for $50,000.

9/2 7 Very interesting, thin is all a play. It

$ all a stage, all make-believe. And Mr. Johanson tells

I the FBIV at he had many sleepless nights since it all

10 began.

11 Why couldn't Mr. Johanson, why couldn't

12 Congressman Johanson, sleep, ladies and gentlemen?

13 why couldn't he sleep? He couldn't sleep because he

14 had sold himself.

15 MR. DUFFY: Objection.

16 THE COURTt Overruled.

17 MR. DUFFY: Its ot in evidence. NO claim

4 of that here. 1 .1

19 THE COURT: Overruled. .

20 MR. PCCIOt You've heard an argument astonish-

21 Ingly that Mr. Errichetti never received any money.

Z? The acting coach himself did it for free. Do you

23 believe that?

2 What about M Cook? Back at the Criden law

2$ firm in Philadelphia, sitting there with Mr. Criden
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talking about how it's all split up. Do you think

that Mr. Errichetti showed up at the hotel room for
nothing?

$15000. Let it not Confuse you, $.5,000

maing back. On the tape I played to you this morn.

iitg, it was explained by Mr. Weinbergit was a device

to get fr. Etrichetti's conversation and find out

who else was Involved. The undercover people struck .

to a bargain with Mr. Errichetti, pretended to be

11 friendly with Mr. Errichetti. to find out who else

12 was involved. Only the figure was cut from 100 to 50,

13 so there was no 15 coming back.

14 I wont play it, but if you listen to the

I tape after the Congressman leaves, you'll hear about

16 the fact there was money that was to come back when

17 the figure was higher.

Is ft. Bem-Veiste played to you -- or showed

19 you a picture of Mel Weinberg standing on this screes

20 with a cigar in his mouth. And it is so indicative

21 of what you've heard from the defense counsel. He

22 showed you the scene, pointing you to Mr. Weinberg

23 after the Congressmen left the screen with the cash.

24 In other words, you are to believe what is

25 leoftrat i. Mel Weinberg with . cigar in his mouth
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2ond what is not important is Congresevan Myers stuff-

ing his pockets.

Mr. Weinberg was the recipient of all these

gifts. Even if Mr. Weinberg received the gifts, 1

submit to you the evidence shows he did not. Now

7 they have any effect on this case, what the relevance

is, escapes me. But Mr. Weinberg, super con can,

con Ran par excellence -- whatever that means -- heeps
0 a $350 oven and give. the FBI three, $6,000 Piagt

1 watches that they did't-even know existed.

12 MR. BEN-VENISTE: Objection. That is --

13 there is absolutely no evidence of that.

11 THE COURT: The jCry's recollection will

is control as to what evidence there is on the point.

16 MR. PUCCIO: Mr. bfLorenzo. Do you remember

17 Mr. DiLorenzo, the Mayor's chauffeur, testified he

Is was an the scene on August 22,-1979? he had chauffered

19 Mayor Errichetti to the International Inn. He wasn't

W0 on duty at this tie, he indicated be worked his 30

21 hour. other ties of the week. Do you remeber him?

22 He was she fellow who Couldn't remnember. He couldn't

23 remember whether or not he held a package that day.

24 I wonder why?

n5 Well, he tells you that he made all these
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deliveries and gifts to ft. Weinberg in. late .u. ez
3

2979 -- by th. way, all of this couses to light, told
4

to th. FBI, affte the indictment is eturnad in thid
£

Case. And it's not told to the FBI or anyone else

or the grand jury conducting its investigation --
their testimony Is being heard, he tell. you at the

end of the *anua, late unner of 1979, he put three

television sets in Mel Weinberg's van.
10

The Only trouble is Mel Weinberg's van, used
11

during the investigation, the records of which r.
12

Good identified, was sold in Jone of that year and
13 therefore the three television sets never went into
14

that van.
15 Do you reuerber those three television sets?

16 Those are the three TV sets that f1. Duffy would have

you believe went to agents of the FBI along with

M. Weinber, Mr. Brady, and r.-Anoroso, and M.

Winreg each kept a Sony TV delivered at the end

20 of the summer, 1979.

21 The FBI Is accused of misconduct, FBI agents

Accused of breaking the l".. And that's supO~sea to

23 et yoo to center on th.e eal issues in this case.

24  i submit to you, it's nothing but a smoke-

25*ra
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2 Mother .rnkescreea, the Hope or Note irea-

dent. Now, mr. brown would have you believe that

this Nopo incident, this episode with the Iayor of

a major city attempting to rip off a businessman.,

6 that this incident somehow demonstrate. the innocence

of Congressman Myers and the others for bribery and

8 conspiracy to commit bribery.

I Wat do we know about this Nopo situation?

10 We now Mr. Cook testified it wasn't until late

II Septw er or at least the middle of September that

12 he was approached to play Mario Noto or sopo.

13 If you recall Hr. Cook-. testimony, he never

11 heard about any play-acting in connection with mr.

IS Myers.

16 A Munh as defense counsel would like You to

17 believe Mr. Cook was the actor Sulfur. and said soe-

is thing else, I direct you to the record, Mr. Cook

19 didn't know about any play-acting with Congressman

10Myers beauca there was no play-acting. But what

21 Mr. Cook was asked to do was poex fay an official of

the Immigration Service in Septeer . when according

23 to M. Cook, Septevbe they tried fto get an official

14 but couldn't.

25 you listened to those tapes or recall that
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2

tape that R. Brown played. Vhe ere talking about
3

Go locigration official during the Sumner. But Mr.

Cook want &pproahcbd until later on.
-5

What does this all mean? It's brought in to

demontrate to you or get you to believe that Weiborg

was i n it. Weiberg was part of this. The better

part of .G hour of this day has been spe t trying to
9

convince you that Weinberg was part of the Nopo episode

I -chat to you that that arquent falls orn
II

the tapes that Mr. brown played to you. N.w, if
12 Weinberg and Erichtt ar Conspiring in another
13 crime, that is a .ipoff of the businei.men by Going

14 fa fictitious Iosigration official, why when they amc

is having private telephone conversations do they not
16 talk about that? Why does Mr. Errichetti Gay, Well, -

17 on the telephone - I have to oo over to the official's

is office. Meinrkg I. in = 4t? e would have said,

19 9That are ,ou, cazy?"

It doesn't make any sense. Mr. Brown said to

21 you that Weinberg was in on it. And there was coss-

2 emination during the trial for I would say a couple

2 of hours ,orols-exasintion of Mr. Cook, designed to

24 get Nr. Cook to Bay that Weinberg was In on it. TO

25 establish through Mr. COOk that Winbearg was in on it.
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and this .pinode in a series of questions

want on ad on until it was established beyond any

doubt that Weinberg was not in on it.

S We played that tape during the overnent's

case to lay the foundation to rest because it is a

snokesceee, dies and gentlemen.

How can Weisberg be in on it in light of the

9 conversation Mr. Brown played to you tonight? How

Can Mr. Weinberg be in on it if he told Mr. Cride,

it that he suspected Mayor Errichetti of pulling this

12 deal and Mr. Criden went to Errichetti and told

13 Errichetti and trrfchetti and Menbeg have an arqu-

14 ment on the telephone, wherein it's absolutely clear

is that they weren't together on this, and Mr. trriehetti

16 is enraged about the fact -- playing a role.

17 Would you play that, please? October 3rd.

is (Tape played.) -- ._:

19 MR. PUCCOO: As you can hear, Weinberg was

29 obviously in on it.

21 Mr. Prown and I do agree sagetimes. He struck

2e with something he said, struck se as being entirely

23 accurate. Mr. Brown said at one poWint, referring to

21 the television, the tube Is an aboaination.

25 Well, that in certainly true in this ease.
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2
Congressman Myers Can be the first witness

3
to that. she tube " an abomisration. St that auer

recorded with punishing accuracy everything that vest

on. And it was that Cera that the Congressman
6 couldn't get around when he testified.

SWhen you're behind the eight ball to tUe extend

B. that Congressman Myers was after the playing of the
9 tapes, no one can blacne hizL for taking a shot. But

10 I submit to you the shot wasn't even close.

11 But he said constantly, mindful of the day

12 the Judge would charge the Jury, 'I intended to do

3 nothing. I intended to do nothing."

14 State of idrd and intention- are relevant,

is as you will lea from the Judge, on certain aspects

16 of this case. Do you really believe the Congressman

17 intended to do nothing but says he WoUld do everything

1a Was he ever asked to do anything? During the uder-

19 cover inveatigation, which extendedall the way to

20 Februaxy 2nd, it's clear that he.was not.

2 Do you have any doubt, and of course the J3dge

22 will charge you it is not necessary that he actually

23 did anything -- do you have any doubt that if he were

24 asked to do something that he would have done it?

2 Do you have any doubt in year minds? SLr months late?
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2 he's asked to go to the Barclay Hotel and he goes up

3 there and spends half the eight selling everything

I under the sun, uling his influence, using his office.

.5 What did Congressman Myers believe, if you listen

6 to his story and try to analyze it, when he was told

I on August 22nd, supposedly by Mayer Errichetti, that

0 the Sheik had gone to South America -- what was his

9 state of mind? What would a rational person have

10 concludedthe Sheik had gone to South America and

S1'. going up to a room to talk about ii.gration and

12 to promise to introduce a bill for a man who is not

13 Caing to the United States?

11/ Do you think he really believed that? Alice

1b in onderland. That is the only way to describe his

$6 testimony.

17 Ladies and gentlemen, I think I've covered

1 all that I wanted to cover and.really all that tine

19 Perits ,  It's gotten quite late. The final word

20 is you, and the evidence is here for Ioa to consider

21 and to draw the infereces that are proper to draw.

NBut I would like to close by telling you that

2 1 also agree with the words of Mr. Duffy when he says

the stuff of tragedy is isn this room. I moan this

Is very seriously when I tell you there is tragedy in
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2 this to. There is a lot of tragedy. There is

tragedy for the oitimans of Philadelphia that the
4 CongResnan represents. Rd there is tragedy for

the City of Camden, New Jersey that Mayor trrichetti -

MR. BRWN: I object. 11e not on trial for,

any official aot. M. Errichetti is --

B TiM COUnT Ovetrruled.

MR. PUCCIOs There is tragedy for the Congress

II of the United States. in which Mr. Myers sits. And

II there is tragedy on the screen,

I2 Thank you, Judge.

13 TI COURT, Thank you, ft. Patico.

'U.
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Tn COar Good morning, Indies and gentlemen

Since I spoke to you yesterday morning, has

I anyone talked to you about the case or made any

attempt to talk to you about the case? If so, raise

Your hard.

9 Nave any of you talked about the case a ng

0D yous.lves?

11 Have you read or seen anyt~aing on television

12 or heard anything on radio outside the courtroom about

13 the a.e?

14 Very good.

Is Wa are nw at the stage of ths trial where

16 are about to wadertake your final function as jurors.

17 Your duty is a serious and important one. In perform-

Is in; it you actively ahazlith: me the responibility

19 of admnistering Justice according to law and the

Evidence in tis case. yor oath as jurors obliges

21 you to discharge this final task 1n an attitude of

D compalte fai..neas and ianpartiality -- and, as was

U .'mbsized by .a when you .. e selected as jurors

N without bias or prejudice, for or against the Govern-

25 at or t"e defendant a parti. to t"is controversy-

8"-77 O9-8l---61 (Pt. 1) fLtR
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2 You must not pcrit yourselves to be governed by

2 syopathy, prejudice or public opinion, Or any othtr

4 consideration which is not founded in the evidence

- and In these instructions on the law. The Government,

6 the defendant, and the public all expect that you "ill

7 carefully and inpartially consider all the evidence in

a the case, follow the law as~stated by Me and reach a

9 Just verdict, regardless of the conequencos.

10 This .s i. iT Iotant to tle Governent. si.'c

11 the enforcemtst of the criminal laws is of prie

12 Inportance to the welfare of the ¢ounity.

13 Obviously, it is equally important to the

14 defendants, who are charged with serious crimes and

is have the right to receive a fund.Juentally fair trial,

16 and the corunity has an interest In that, too.

17 The fact that the Goverment is a party

is, entitles it to no greater consideration.tha., that .

19 accorded to any other party to a litigation.

20 By the saen token, it is entitled to no less

21 consideratio-n.

2All parties, the Goverronent and individuals

23 alike, stand as qals before the bar of Justice.

24 1n these instructions I shall describe for

25 you first the general principles applieble to all
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2 czjinal trials, and the nature of the charges in this

$ das, next the specific rules of law which are ap.li-

I cable to those charges, and finally something About

$ ho you should reach a verdict.

* First, as to the general principals applicable

7 te al1 criminal trials.

8 To begin with, keep in mlnd that I have no

I view whatsoever of the guit or innocence of these

10 defendants. ;ly function now is to instruct you as

11 to the law.

12 And it is your duty to accept these instruc-

13 tio.ns as to the law and to apuly them to the facts as

14 you may find them.

is With respect to any fact matter, It is yor

16 recollection, and yours alone that governs. Anything

17 that counsel, either for the GOvernment or the defense

As9 .may have-said with respect to-matters In'evidence --

19 whether during the trial, In a question, in argument,

20 O i n s waation -- is not to be substituted for yoer

21 own recollection of the evidence.

22 So too, as to any matter Is evidence, any-

23 thing that I may have said during the trial, or may

24 refer to during the course of these instructions, is

23 -ct to be taken in lace of your recollection.
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Tour final role in this casn is to decide .:d

* - pass upon tho fact issues in the case.

You are the solo and exluiv.v udges of the

facts.

You determine the weight of the evidence;

you appraisc the credibility of the witnesses; you
S

draw the reasonable inferences from the evidence.
9

You finally determine the guilt or innocence
10

of these defendants.

T he indictment Is merely an accusation -- a

charge. It is not evidence of the defendants guil.

13 Since the defendants have pleaded 'not guilty,'

the Governaent has the burden of proving the char~,s

1$ against the defendants beyond a reasonable doubt.

is A defendant does not have to Prove his inno-

ce1ce. On the contrary, a defendant is pressed to

I' be Ianocent of 'the aoc-asations contained In-the in-

I dictent.

20 As to each defendant, this presumption of

21 innocence was in his favor at the beginning of tho

trial it continued in his favor throughout the entire

23 trial. it is in his favor even as instruct you n,

24 and it remains in his favor during the course of yc r

25 deliberations in the Jur, room.
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The presumption of i..ocence i. roved only

If and when you are satisfied that the Government hos

I stained it. burden of proving the defendan.'s quilt

beyond a reasonable doubt. If the Coverauent has

Failed to sustain its burden, then the presuption

of innocence alone is sufficient to acquit him.

0 1 have used the term "reasonable doubt.-, What

9is a easo.able d.oubht?

0 The words almost define themselves -- that

II there is a doubt founded in reason and arising out of

12 the evidence in the case, or the lack of evidence.

3 It is a doubt which a reasonable person has

U after carefully weighing all the evidence.

l5 .easonable doubt i. a doubt which appeals to

0 yo. .e.on to your judgment: to your comon sense

17 and Your .xperience.

.It ASitot caprice, whim, Lpeculution, Conjec-

I tiar or sspiion; it Is not an euse to avoid the

20 erfozance of as unpleasant duty; it is not sympathy

21 :r a defendant.

22 If. after . fair and imartial consideration

2of a1 th. evid.ce, you can, candidly and honestly,

2 say you are not satisfied of the built of a defenda:t--

25 that you do not have a abiding conviction of his
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2uilt --

3n su., if you have such a doubt as wold

cause you. as prudent pas.on, to hesitate before

acting in matters of Inportance te yourselves, --

Then you have a reasonable doubt, an in Vlat

circustance It is your duty to acquit.

a -On the othor hand, If after such an martial

9 and fair consideration of all the evidence. you can,

10 candidly and honestly, say you do have an abiding

11 connection of a defendant's guilt -- such a conviction

12 as you would be willing to act upon, In inortna~t ad

13 weighty matters in -he personal affairs of your life,

14 thn you have no reasonable doubt, and under such

i circunstances, it is your duty to convict.

16 Reasonable doubt does not mean a positive

17 cartainty, or beyond all possible doubt.

I0 If that were the rule. fewupcrso.s l h tever

19 mIlty they might be, would be convicted.

20 - Since it is practically possible for a Perses

21 to be absolutely and completely convinced of any con-

SUtovert.ed fact, the law in a criminal case is that it

22is sufficient if the gui of a defendant is estblihe

24 beyond a reasonable doubt -- not beyond all oossi -c

" doubt.
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2 Nor is it the Government's burden to prove

each and every bit of evidence to be true beyond a

reasonable doubt. Its burden is to prove beyond a

reasonable doubt each and every essential elozent

of the crime charged, and I will say more about the

essential elenets of those crimes I. . amount.

Although reasonable doubt ray arise fro= the

failure of the Government to produce evidence, the
10 law does not require the prosecution to call as wit-

I11nsses all persons who may have been present at any

time or place involved in the ease, or who nay' appear

to have same knowledge of the matters in issue at this

14 trial. Nor does the law require the prosecution to

is produce as exhibits all papers and things mentioned

16 3. the evidence.

7 A defendant is not obligated to present evidence

_Is in his favor. Be had the right taorely on the failure

19 by the Government to prove its case. me may also rely

W0 on asidence brought out on cross---amination of wit-

21 nesses called by the Covernament. o. the other hand,

2 defendant has the power to subpoena nyone in support

of his position if he so Chooses, and he may exercise
21 that po er, if he choose.

25 1 have used the term inference' . An inference
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2 isa conclusion Which reason and ccmon sense lead you

3 to draw frosu the facts which have been estblished by

4 the evidence in the case. Always it Is for you the

. - jury to draw whatever inferenes nay be called fo Ly

6 the evidence.

7 Evidence may be either direct or circ.tan-

9 til.

9 Direct evidence is that which is given of

10 actual or personal knowledge of the fact in question.

11 One, who with his owx eyes sees a man fire a gun at

12 another an, and then tells what he saw, has given

13 direct evidence of the shooting.

14 In the Asence of direct evidence, ho.ever.

is reli.. is often pAced up. oircoumstantial evidence

6 ~which does not tend to establish the fact in question

17 dintly. but rather does so indirectly by establihin

S surrounding circtwstanoesfromwhich the fact in qves-

19 tior, ca be inferred.

20 Thns, if our witres. to the shooting had not

21 totally been there to see it, but after hearing a

22 shot, arrived tomefl later, and .aw one .n holding

3 a smoki gun and the other lying cz the ground,

24 bleeding, his tosti..o.y would tend to prove the sht't-

05 JIng. ftt it would be indirect or circusstatial
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2 evidence since it would ba evidence of nurrounding

facts from which the fact in question, the actual

hooting, might be inferred.

-5 Am a general rule, the law makes DO distir.c-

6 tion between dirct ad oircustantial evidence, but

7mply require., that, before convicting, the jury be

9 satisfied of a defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable

I doubt from all the evidence, both direct and oirc.o-

0 stantial.

11 Wat is the evidence in the case which you

12 may consider? It consists ofi

a. Swarn testimony of witnesses regardless

of who may have called the;

U 2. £xhjbits received in evidence regardless

16 of who say have produced them;

V 3. Facts which my have been admitted or

:W stipulated.

I; what is not evidence?

20 . S ttments or arguments of counsel in

o spring, swnation or made during the trial are not

evidence.

23 2. Ay statements I may have n .ade a te not

.evidence.

S 3. ny testimony I may have stricken from the
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2
record and told you to disregard is not evidence.

a
4. Questions to which objection has been zr/

tattad are .ol evidence, and you USt fOt Speculate

on what the answer might have been had I permitLd

the answer to be given.

As you noticed, during the trial, objections

were made and rulings on evidence given, YOU should

draw no inferentes from tshe comparative frequency of
objections of one or the otter side or from the

l1 co..aratlve record in having objections sustained.
12

1Mhere an objection to a question was sustained, of
13

Murse you must disregard the question and draw no
.4 inferences from its wording about the answer that

15 might have boon given. where an objection was Over-

rnled, the evidence then received has no special

1aght just because it was not unsuccessfully objected
I$

ta.
A difficult aspect of any jury's duty is to

determine the credibility of the witnesses and to
21 weigh their testimony.

You, the jurors, are the sole judges of the

23 credibility Of the witnesses. credibility refers to

the believability of their testimony and the weight

25 their testimony deserves.
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2 your determination Of the issue of crOdibiity

3 very largely must depend upon the impression that a

A witness makes upon you as to whether or not he is

5 telling the truth or giving you an ac. ate version

I Of what Occurred.

7 ten you conc into a courtrm and sit in the

jury box, while the trial is going on, when you are

I deliberating in the jury so oa, you have your comon

10 sense; your good judent., and your experience with

11you.

12 You decide whether or net a witness w.,

13 straightforward and truthful; whether the witness

14 attempted to conceal anything; whether the witness

Is had a motive to testify falsely; whether shere war

16 any reason why tke witness might color his testimny.

17 In other words, what you try to do, to use

It the erna.lar is to size a person up Just as yo.

19 would do in any Izportant matter whore you were under-

2N taking to determine whether or not a person is truth-

21 fu, candid and straightforward.

N2Scrutinize tse testimony given, and the cir-

2ewustaneces Under which each witess testified, and

21 ever,- matter in evidence which tends to shou whether

25 .the witness was worthy of belief.
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Consider each witnes' (1) Intelligence ; (2

motive and state of mind; (3) demeanor and manner

while o the witne.. *tand, (4) the witness' own
ability to observe the matters as to which he testifies

-_whether be shall impress you as having an accurate

recollection of these matters; (5) the relation each
S

witass might bear to either side of the case (6)
9 the manner in chich each witness might be affected

10 by the verdict, and (7) the extent to which, if at
11 all, each witness is either supported or contradictea

12 by other evidence.

13 If you find that any witness -- and this

1* applies alike to Government and Defense -- wilfully

Is testified falsely as to any material fact, you have

16 a right to reject the testimony of that witness in

17 its entirety, or you may accept that part or portion

is which you believe to bedibe.;

it The feet that some government witnesses may

Is be government employees does not entitle their testi-

21 mny to any greater weight or consideration than that

afforded to any other witness in the ase.

23 You will evaluate their credibility the same

24 way yOu do that oX any other witness.

2 The weight of the evidence is not necessarily
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2 determined by the number of Witnesses testifying on

either side. You should consider all the facts and

circumstances in evidence to determine which of the

- witnesses are worthy of greater credence * You may

6 find that the testimony of a smaller number of wit-

Smesses on one ide is more credible than the testiony

I of a greater number of witnesses ou the other ide.

9 Inconsistencies or discrepancies within a

I0 witness testimony or between the testimony of differ-

11 ant witness n. y or nay nOt cauSe the Jary to dis-

12 credit such testimony. TWO or ..ore persons wltnessig

13 an incident or a transaction may see or hear it

14 differently. Innocent mnsrecollection, like vague

.15 reollection, is not an uncommon experience. In

16 weighing the effect of a discrepancy, consider whether

17 it pertains to a matter of biportane or tanimpotant

18 detail and whether the dsirepaney results CtO" inno-

9 cent error or intentional falsehood.

w The ultimate question for you to decide in

21 passing upon the credibility of any witness is: Did

the witness tell the truth here before you as to

23 essential matters?

24 A few words about Prior statements. This

25 causes some speolal problem in the law.
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Generally speaking, evidence coves to you

from the witnesses who testify here in the courtr-oo.

Under so*e circumstances, however, pi'or statements

s which a witness has made may also be ftdssible.

In this trial there have be.n many references

to stat..nts which various witnesses have ade before

9 they testified here. Some of those prior statements

9 have been oral soa ere in the form of reports nade

10 by government officers, some were written and had

11 been signed by the witnesses, and soe had been given

12 under oath in the course of another trial or in grancl

13 Jury or other proceedings.

14 Now I a~st discuss with you what use you me,

IS make of such statements, for the proper use of a prior

16 statement may vary with who the witness is, with the

I7 particular statement, with its relationship to the

I witness' testimony, with what the witness -says about

19 it, and with the purpose for which it was presented

20 to you.

21 In the first place, all of a witness- prior

statements which you have heard may be weighed and

23 considered by you in evaluating the truth or falsity

24 of what that witness said here in the courtroom --

23 that I., i detenm n ighe Credibility of the witness
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testimony.

3In evaluating any witness' prior sttolnent.

you may ta;e into consideration both the nature of

the eaination here, and the purpose of the satenent

6 on the prior occasion. You my also take into Consider

action normal variations in retelling an event in order

to deterriine whether the statements are truly ineon-

*istent or merely a difference in describing as
10 .. esnoccurrence.

1] if you find an inconsistency it is f or you

12 and you alone to determine whether the inconsistency

13 is to a material or imraterial fact, and what effect

14 the inconsistency nay have on the witness' Credibility.

Is A witness, however, may be inaccurate, contra-

16 dictory, or even untrtlful in soe respects, and yet

11 be entirely credible in the essentials of his testi-

Is Asny.

19 Now, in addition to helping you deterenine

Ig Credibility, *ome prior statements of a witness may

2 also be Considered ad weighed by you as substantive

evidence in the case. This is ermitted by the Appli-

23 cable rules in there circumstances:

N1. if the witness acknowledged here that he

made the *taterit and t"at it was true;
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2. If the statueont was inconistent with

the vibiess' trial testimony and was made under oath

in a trial, hearing, deposition or other proceodtng

such as a grand Jury proceeding;

3. If the statement was mado by a defenaLnt

it ay be used as substantive evidence against hi,

* although at against . codefendant unlss you ml:e
9 so.e specific findings in connection with the cnt-
10 spiray count . which I will discuss later

11 Mlother a prior statement is consistent or

12 inconsistent is a fact estion solely for your

13 determination. You also determine whether a witnos&z

Sprior failure to disclose information., when the opor-

15 tunity to do so presented itself, is inconsistent with

16 his present testimony. In making that eeterminatlon

17 you should consider all the facts and circumstances

iS attendant at tho tie of Siklg the prlo katen.nt"

19 or the omission of information.

20 Ipsumnay,. with respect to prior statements,

21 all th prior tatments you have heard my be con-

n idode by you'ln determining the credibility of the

21 witness vho sade the statnent.

21 1n addition to its ue on credibility, ho: 1.r ,

Sprieor statement my be given sbstantive weight:
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2 1. If the witness testified that he ,ad., it

and it was true.

2. If the stateomnt was inconsistent with

5 the trial testimony and ties made under oath as pitrt

of another proceeding,

3. If the witness was , defendant.

In the last analysis, of course, it is fer

9 you to determine in the light of these and my other

0 instraitions what weight you will give to the toti-

'1 mony of each witness.

t2 The day before yesterday I explained to you

13 about ep.rt witnesses, how they differ from other

]4 witnesses. I said at the time I would repeat it in

Is my instructions now. It was only a short tine ago

16 and I will not repeat it. If any of you feel you want

17 that instruction repeated, you may request it by a

is note. I will'be happy to outline it for you again. -

19 Dill. Cook acknowledged that he had bean

P granted imnunity from prosecution in connection with

21 hi. testimony here.

N2One who testifies under a grant of imnunity

23 with a promise from the Coverm'ent tat be will not be

24 prosecuted Is a competent witness. )Iis testimony ma.V

5 be received In ideoe and considered by the Jury

82-077 0-81-1- 2 (Pt. 1) BLR
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2

even though not corroborated or supported by other
3

evidence.
4

Such testimony, however, should be examined

- by you with greater care than the testimony of an
ordinary witness. you should consider whether the

7
testmony may be colored in such , way as to further

the witness's own interest, for a witne who raltes

that he may procure his own freedom by inerhiriatin.

Another has a motive to falsify. After such consider-

1 action, you may give the testimony of an icmuniz d
12 witness such weight as you feel it deserves.

13 The testimony of a witness may be discredited

14 or impeached by showing that the witness has been

o15 convictedd of a felony, that is, of a crime punishable
16 by imprisonment for a term of one year or more. Prior

17 conviction does not renaer a witness inyopetent to

is testify, but is merely a bircustanoe which you a,
1 consider in determining the credibility of the witness.

It is the job of the Jury to determine the weight to
21 be given to any prior conviction as Irpeachment.

22 Some of the testimony in this .ase comes from

Is the witness Melvin Weinberg, who after he was arrested

2* and indicted in Pittsburgh agreed to cooperate with

2 the Covernment and become an informser for the F.B.I.
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An informer is someone who provides evidence against

defendant i return for some personal benefit give

him by the Government.

hereSyou Will recall Mr. Weinberg's testimo.

6 that in return for his cooperation his sentence

was reduced from imprisonment to probation and he

has been paid substantial sums of money by the

Government.

To if infbrmers could never be used, of course.

1] there would be many cases involving real and

Serious guilt in which convictions would not be

obtainable. Their testimony, however, must be

I received with caution and weighed with care and

is given such weight as you deen it entitled to receive

16 under all of the circumstances of the entire case.

17 The law does not prohibit the use of an

89 former, and whether you approve of their sen

1 is not to enter into your consideration of this

Ncase. In certain types Of crime, the Government,

21 Of necessity, is frequently cospelled to rely

22 upon the testimony of persons with criminal

23 records, or informers, otherwise, it would be

24 difficult to detect or prosecute some wrongdoers.

23 and this is particularly true in bribery cases.
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2

The law does not compel . defendant in a

Scrijiinal case to take the witness stand and testify,

5 And no presumption of guilt may be raised, and no

6 inference of any kind may be draWn, from the fact

7 that three of the defendants in this case did not

B testify. Therefore, the jury should not eve. discuss

9 the fact that the three defendants did not testif,.

10 The law never Imposes upon a defendant in a

11 criminal case the burden or duty of producing any

12 evidence. But a defendant may present himself as a

|3 witness, as the defendant Nyars did in this case.

14 In that event, the defendant is subject to cross-

Is exaination. As you have observed, and his credi-

16 bility is for you, the jury, to determine, in the

17 sake manner as other witnesses.

1 Obviously, a defendant has a deep personal

19 interest in the resIt of hisprsecution; indeed, it

20 is fair to say he has the greatest interest in its

21 Outcome.

interestt creates a motive for false testimony,

and a defendant's interest In the result of his trial

is of a character possessed by no other witness.

25 In appraising his credibility, you may consider
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2I
that a defendant has a strong motive to lie to potet,

3
hmsel If, but you mey also consider that he takes a

real risk by subjecting himself to cross-examination.

In addition, *Imply because a person has a

vital interest in the end result, it by no means

7
follows that he is not capable of telling a truthful

8 and straightforward story.

I
It Is for you to decide to what extent, if

10 at all, defendant's interest has affected or colored
II his testimony.

tv. turn now to the specific charges against

13 these defendants as set forth in the indictment.

U4 Keep in mind that the defendants are on tral

IS only for the crimes alleged in the indi:onit and for

16no other crimes.

Thus, we are dealing with the three crimes

Or counts of the indietment. 2 The first one is eon-

spiraey, the second bribery, and the third intstertate

Me travel. Those are loose descriptions for them.

21 You are free to discs an d decide the issues

in amy order you choose. But I suggest to you your

work might be easier if you would take up first the

24 bribery count, that is. Count Two of the indistnent,

25 Ides the interstate travel count, Count Three, and
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2 finally the conspiracy c unt, Count One.

3 For reasons of convenience and helping you

4 to understand the issues, that is the order in which

5 1 will discuss these counts.

6 With each of the charges I will review with

7 you the statute, the isdictaent, and the essential

0 eleahets of the crime.

9 The statute, of course, is the law passed by

I0 Congress, that the defendants are charged with viola-

11 ting.

12 The indictment sets forth the specific crimes

13 of which the defendants ar. accused.

14 The essential elements are those factors

is which nust be established beyond a reasonable doubt

16 for a defendant to be guilty of a charged crime.

17 Each of the essential elonents of the three crics

is I will discuss with you in some detail.

19 With respect to Count wo of the indictmsnt,

each of these counts by the way has an introductory

21 paragraph, and I will give a copy of the indictment

to yo for your deliberations. There is an itroduc-

23 tory paragraph with respect to each of the three

24 counts and that identifies who is who in this case.

25 It de...ibee the defendant Myers as a ember of the
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2 United States House of representatives, representing

3 the First Congresional District of Pe.syvania;

Sthe defendant Errichetti a, Mayor of Carden, New

Orsey, and a .eber of the State Senate of the State

of He, Jersey; the defendant Oohanson., a ooter of

the City Council of Philadelphia and a member of the

o law fire of Criden, Johanson, Dolan, Morrissey &

9 Cook; it identifies the defendant Criden as a mtbler

10 of the law firo; Anthony Auroso, Jr., Ernest Jazido-

11 pols, and Michael Wall as special agents of the FBI

12 acting in an undercover capacity, using the nssc

13 respectively Tony Devito, Ernie Poulos, and Michael

I Cohen, who purported to represent foreign business

is 'en B free the middle East who were seeking to invest

6 monay in the United States and planned to emirae:e

17 to the United States. It identifies -Mel Weinhorg

is as a private citizen assisting the FBI, who purported

19 to be an eployee of the aforesaid foreign business

20 l.

21 All that Is incorporated by reference in

Count TWO, The body of Count Two is set forth in

23 the second paragraph which I would read to you.

21 This is the bribery count. It reads as follows:

WS On or about and between the 26th day of July, 1979
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and the 2nd day of rabruary, 1980, within the Eassr,
3 District of New York and elsewhere, the defendant
4"

Michael 0. years, aided and abetted by the defendants

Angelo 3. Erichetti, LoUis C. Ooanson and toward L.

6 Criden, unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly did direct

and indirectly corruptly ask, demand, exact, solicit,

a senk, accept, receive and agree to receive a sun of
9 money froe Special Agents moroso, Maridopolos and

10 Wall for himself and other person. and entities in

II return for the defendant Michael 0. Myers being

12 influenced in his performance of official acts as

13 a member of Congress., to wit, hi. decisions and

Ud actions in a matter involving immi ration, residency

,15 and Citizenship of foreign nationals, which might at

16 any tie be ending or which might by law be brought

17 before the House of Representatives and departments,

18 -agencies, and branches of tth'Covetrent'of the

19 United States, and in returnifor the defendant

W Michael 0. Myers being influenced to commit, aid,

21 in cnittlng, collude in and allow fraud, and to

22 make opportunity for the collision of fraud on the

2United States.

24 That is all alleged to be in Violation of tw'o

25 actions of Title 18 of the United States Code,
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2 Sections 2 and 201 subdlvision tC).

Section 2 covorf &dn, and abattin. Thlut

i. a eotion which involves defendants Errichetti,

3 Johanson, and Criden.

6

7 (Conti.n d on next page.)
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2 NOM, I'll discuss that section two With yo

3in a moment.

.4 First, however, We meSt focus upon Section

$ 201(c), the bribery Section which the defendant

Myers is charged with violating. Now, section

7 201(c) provides that;

- Whoever, being a public official, direct

or indirectly corruptly asks, demnds, exacts,

10 solicits. seeks. acepts. reeives or agrees to

II receive, anything of value for himself or for any

12 other person or entity in return for being influe &.b

]3 In his performance of any official acts" shall be
J

14 gilty of a crie.

Is .t wrove the defendant Myers guilty under

16 this charge of count 2, the Government must

17 establish four essential elements: one, that on

I August 22, 1979, the defendant Myers received a

it saas of money; two, that when he did so, he was

20 a public official; thre.that he received the

21 money in return for being i.nfluenced in his

performance of an official act; and four. that he

23 go acted knowingly, vilfully and corruptly. Each

24 - of these elements must be established beyond a

Edeasonable doubt. The law never imposes on a
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defendant in a criminal case the burden ox duty

of presenting any evidence or calling any witncsst

Now, let as discuss each of these eseitia

elements. The first is that on AUgust 22, 1979,

the defendant Myers received a su of money. Th.

Government contends that on August 22, 1979, at

the International Inn at Kennedy Airport, the

defendant Myers received fren FBI Agent Ioroso.

posing as Jony DeVito., an envelope containing

$50,000. Defendants do not contest this element.

It is for you to determine, based on the evidence,

whether it has been established beyond . reasonable

doubt.

The second essential element is that, at

the tine he received the money.that is, on A ag st

22, 1979, the defendant Myers was .: public

official. The statute specificaly defines a

public Official as including a member Of Congress.

It is ,ot contested that, at the time in question,

defendant Myers was a mamber of the Rouse of

Representatives, representing the First Congressiofnal

District of ?ennsylvania, and -as therefore

public official within the meaning of the statute.

The third essential elesont is that the
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2 defendant Hyce received the money in return for

3 being influenced in his performance of an officiaj>

ant. knd Official act is defined by the statute

$to be, k'y decision or action on any question,

6 matter. cause, suit, proceeding or controversy

7 which may at anytime be pending or which nay by

8 law be brought before any public official in his

9 official capacity, or in his place of trust or

10 profit.

ii Mere, the Government alleges that the

12 official acts were decisions and actions of

13 defendant Myers as a member of Congress i a [
14 matter Savolving immigration, residency and

Ic itizenship of foreign nationals which might at

16 aos time be pending or which by law may brought

17 before the Souse of Representatives and depatrnt

is agencies and branches of the United States.

9 Specifically, the Government claims that defendant

20 Myers agreed, in return for the money, to assist

21 -Sheik- - let we put that in quotation marks --

aites Aaoxoso claimed to represent in coming to

23 or remaining in this country by Introducing into

24 Congress a private immigration bill and by usinr

US is influence as a Congressman with Officials in
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State Department to favorable affect the Sh.ik s

residency status here.

A promise by a Congressman to intromuce

or support a private immigration bill would te a

6 promise to perform an official act within the

meaning of this federal bribery Statute. A

* promise by a Congressman to use the influence of

Me position and office to affect decisions of

10 department and agencies of the Govornnnt of the

onlted States oould also be a promise to perform

2 . official act; and this could include a ronise

U to intervene before the Executive Branch of the

government to facilitate an alien's entry into

this country, to stay his deportation, or to

16 procure per.an.t resident status for him.

V Defendants do not deny that defendant Nyors

i said the things that you have seen and heard hin

say On the video tapes. They contend, however,

20 that he did not ittnd to be influenced in aby

21 official acts for the Sheik , ad that he Was

2wily pretending to acqui.sce in the bargain with

Bstoroso. The charge of bribery under Section 201(c)

2h focuses directly upon hat *as deforCant

2S Est ert vhen he took the money. Did he intend, whei
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the time came. to help the Sheik, to iutroduc,

pricete bill into Congress, to intervene with Ste

Department officials? Or did he merely pretend

that he would do so without actually intending to I

follow through on his promise? This matter of

defendant Myers' intent when be took the mohe , in

the central Issue on this element.

hoW do you determine what was his intent?

It Intent i. a state of mind arid, of courSe, it is

11 not possible to look directly into a Than s . .ud

12 to see what went on. The only way you have of

13 arriving at the intent of the defendant in this

14 case is for you to take into consideration all the

is facts and circumstances shown by the evidence,

16 Including the video tapes and the other exhibits,

17 and determine from them what was Myers' intent.

is Thus, a defendant's intent may not be proved direct

19 bvt maybe inferred from his words, and acts, and

TOTrom much inferences as may arise from , combinatin

21 af words and acts, even though anyone of then,

taken by itself, might aeem important.

23 Not every payment or contribution received

24 by a Congressman constitute bribery. To Violate

25 Section 201(c) , the payment received must be
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accowaned by a specific Intent on the sort of
2

the Wogesnnt be Influenced in the Manner

*peoified in the Indictment. That intent is not

Supplied merely by the fact flat the payment was

received with *ome generalized understanding

or expectation of benefit or good will to the donor.

n Order to establish the offense of bribery, the

Government ant show that the noney was received

by Congressman Myers with the intent to pursue
'0

a specific course of conduct. The Go erzuient is
11

not required, however, o show either that
12

defendant Mfyers actually carried out Ms promise

Or that he performed any acts in an attempt to
11

do so: or is the Government required to sho that t

promised official acts would have been acoalished.

The prcise does not Cease to relate to an official
17

act *tnply because the undercOnver agent of forring
is

the bribe knows that te ubist of the cmised
19

legislative action is fictitious ahd tat the

promise will nOt actually be performed.
21

What the statute focuses UpOn is the

Conre.W. actions and the state of Mind. Thus,

fact that the Sheik did not exjst but was a

ictitious person is not material to this case.
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It is enough if defendant Myers believed that tIj,
Sheik existed and accepted the money in return for

being influenced in his future official acts on

the Sheik's immigration, residency or citizenship

status.

Moreover, in considering the guilt or

$ inocence of a defendant who is accused of bribez,

* it makes no difference that the object of the

10 bribe itself may be lawful activity. The purpose

11 of the law is to protect the integrity of official!

12 acts'against the possible temptation to act in

13 other than a proper manner which may result fro .

U the payment of Money to influence such an official

act. While it is not necessary, as I Said earlier,

16 for the Government to show that Myers actually

carried out the acts which were the subject of

IShis promise. you Say, however, consider the absen.e

it of any evidence showing that Congressman Myers

performed any act to Implement the promises chargedI

In the indictment as hearing on the question of

whether, when he took the money, he intended to

use influence in his performance of official aets.

Similaly, in determining what was defer.da

25 jfyer.e' intent when he took the money on August 22.
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2 1979, yoU May weigh and consider, along with th-

other evidence in the case, his Subsequent words

4 ad conduct at the Barclay Hotel on January 24th,

5 and 25, 1980, as recorded on the video tapes,

6overnahnt' Exhibits 7 and S. After weighing

all these considerations and the evidence in the

case, you must determine whether the Governnent

has established beyond , reasonable doubt this

10 third essential element, that defendant ]Cyet&

11 btok the Money In return for bei., influenced

12 in his performance of an official act.

13 The fourth essential element is that

14 defendant Myers acted knowingly, wilfully and

is corruptly. An act is done knowingly when done

16 voluntarily and purposely and not because of

17 aistake , accident, misunderstanding or other

is Innocent reason. AM act is done wilfully when

9de voluntarily and intentionally and in violation

wof a kne Ilegal d'ty. An act by a public

21 official is done corruptly when done voluntarily

V ~ and intentionally and with the bad purpose of

aecmlishing either an unlawful end or result or

. la wf end or result by s.e nlawul means.

IS the Motive to act corruptly ordinarily is

82"d7 c-81-163 (Pt. 1) BLU
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with the hope or pectation of, or in rotur h,,

either financial gain or other benefit to e'

self o some aid, profit or benefit to another.

So, a public official acts corruptly whenever he

wilfully solicits or accepts money in return for

being influenced In his official action. It does

9 not matter that he intends to turn over all or

* Part of it to others.

In short, on this element, you must deterri.

11 oc all the evidence whether defendant Myers acted

12 kowingly, wilfully and corruptly. In su=nry,

13 Wu to this point, in order to determine whether

defendant Myers is guilty of violating Secticr.

201(c) under Count 2 of the indietment, you Oust'$

deide whether the Gove.nent has established

17 beyond a reasonable doubt each of the four essential:

eleentt one, that on August 22. 1979, ho re-eiveC

a SUm of money; two, that when he did 80, he was
19

a public official, three, that he received the

money iz return for being influenced in his
21

performance of an official act; and four, that he
22

O acted knowingly, wilfully and corruptly.

If the Government has established each Of
4

these eieuents beyond a reasonable doubt, you l tU~
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find defendant Myri guilty, on CoUnt 2, of

receiving a bribe. If you determine that doefnod.,

Myers is not guilty of this bribery charge, then

you must consider whether defendant Myers is

guilty under Count 2 of the crime of receiving

a criminal gratuity in violation of Section 201 ().

SNow, this is a lessor offense that is

included In the charge that is alleged under

10 Count 2;, that Is. receiving a criminal ratu!ty ia

]ita lesser offers with different elements than receiv-

12 Ing a bribe. I will instruct you as to the

13 elements of the crime of receiving a criminal

14 gratuity i. a moment, but keep in mind that you

U ae to consider the criminal gratuity charge Only

sif you decide to acquit defendant Myers on the

17 bribery charge. Be can be convicted of one crime

1 or the other, not both. you may, of course,

19 decide to acquit defendant Myers on both the

bribery and gratuity charges. You should not

compromise on the lesser charge because you

22 can't reach an agreement. unless 12 of you

determine that the defendant is gilty of a crile,

he cannot be found guilty.

EXcuse me just a ament.
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(Pause.)

THE COURT Now, let's talk about this
4

charge of receiving , criminal gratuity. Stctic,
-$ 201(g) , dealing with receiving gratuities, poviet

in pertinent part that:

"Whoever, being a public official, otherise

6 tbo. as provided by law for the proper disch.ro

9 of official duty, directly or indirectly receives

10 anything of value for himself, for or because of

t any official act performed or to he performed

12 by him' shall be guilty of a crime.

13 )ow, there are five essential elements that

|4 are necessary to establish defendant Myers

Is guilt of the crime of receiving a criminal gratuity

16 under this Section 2O1(g). Those five elements

17 are, one that On August 22, 1979, defendant

is Myers received a pan, of money; two, that at the

19 time, he was a public official; three,that he

20 received the .oney otherwise than as provided by

21 law for the proper discharge of his official

duty; four, that he received the money for or

23 because of an official act to be performed by him;

24 and five, that he so acted knowingly and wilfully.

25 These gratuity elements can be understood perhaps
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2 a little better by comparing them with the O-etnt..

a under the bribery statute that I discussed with

4 ou a moment ago.

5 How, the first and second eclments are the

6 same as those that I discussed with you =dor the

7 bribery charge and I don-t hove to repeat those

B instructions again. The third element her. is that

9 defendant Myers received the money, Otl-M ise

10 than as provided by law for the proper discharge

of his official duty.- This element is inrbc Oed

12 in order to make it clear that lawful fees, properly

13 paid to public officials, Such as salary, expense

14 rejmiursenent, filing foes and things of that

Is sort, are not parents forbidden by the Statute.
16 There is no suggestion by either side that the

11 $50,000 payment to the defendant Myers was salary,

Is expense money or a fee or other kind of payment

19 authorized by law.
20 You will recall that under the bribery

2 charge, payment must have been received corruptly.

2?Nere, it need only have been - payment not provided

23 by law for the discharge of official duty.

24 The fourth element i" that the defendant

Myers received the money for or because of an
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2 official act to be performed by him. The law

3 that prohibits receiving gratuities, as I havc

said, is called a lesser included offense under

Sthe law that prohibits receivingbribes. Its

6 purpose is to prohibit a public official in the

7 cose of his official duties frm receiving

I additional compensation as a tip or gratuity for

9 or because of an official act. This reqnirc; yeu

10 to consider why the payment was made and receive.

11

12

D

U4 (Continue" on next page.)

I5

16

17

Is

19

10

21

21
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2 Fr. the point of vi. of nevernnt a a ts,

I of course, no official, ats were actually expected

to be done by defendant Myers. Put as I have

already explained the fact that the Sheik was

a mythical person and that his representatives were

Government agents engaged in a ati g operation is

Ijnmaterial to your decision. What you must do,

then, is to view what happened from Congressmn

10 Myers' point of view, for what you must deterline

I) is whether he omitted this crime. Thus., you 'must

12 determine whether this payment was received by

13 Myers because of an official act. This requires

14 you to evaluate his knowledge at the time frot.

Is his point of view. Was he paid because he was a

16 Congress.an? Fro. his point of view, were the

11 Matters to which the. payment related ones which

I s w e r e w i t h i n t h e s c o p e o f h i s o f f i c i a l fun c t io .-s

19 as.a Congressman? From his pint of view, Was

2the payment made because of soe official act

21 e Sheik might ask him to perform in the future?

22 To find a violation on the clae of receive

D ing a bribe, as I instructed you aeller, you must

21 find that a public official had a speifie intent

t be influenced in the parfoxmance of his Officinl
i
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2 acts.

In order to find a violation on this charq.

of receiving a gratuity, it is not necessary to

I find such a specific intent. The Governmen

I ust prove that the purpose of receiving the parent

7was to receive a. additional reward, gratuity or

e tip because of an official act performed or to he

9 performed by the Conressman. The payments my be

10 a violation even in the absence of evidence that

11 th e giver sought a particular preference or that the

12 receiver specifically intened to give one. Again,

Is it Is not necessary under this Section that the

11 Government prove that the payment actually caused

15 or prompted or affected any official act, nor

16 need the Government prove the extent or the manner;

17 or exact means by which the official acts might

is have been done. But the Government must establish

19 beyond a reasonable doubt that the payment was

20 received because defendant Myers was a Congressman.

21 and because of some official act to be performed

32by him in his position as a Congressman.

23 In addition to promises made by defendant

24 Myers on the tapes to introduce a private imnigra-

25 tion bill to the Sheik, if it was tobe needed,
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and otherwise to assist him in his irmigraton

problems here, defendant Mycrs also promised ;o

use his influence on the Sheik's behalf in

connection with a variety of other matters; the

htel, the Atlantic City casino, port acvelopTont

in Philadelphia, and so forth. These other matters,

of course, are State or local, but not rederam

matters and, therefore, activity by Myers in

conectio zwith than would not be an official

act by him as a Congressman. Thusif you find that

the payment was received by Myers because of the

local matters and not because of the migration

matter, or if you find it was not because of any

of them, then it would not be because of an official

act. If, however, you find that the paysent

was received by Congressman Myers because of a

It combination of tbings,including the iinigration

matter, then you may find that it was because of

a official act. The fact that the Pederal

XImgration matter wan combined with other non-federal

Vpromlses does not prevent the payment from being

because of an official act.

Tn your deliberations, you should first

25 determine the guilt Or lnnocence of defendant Myers
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on the charge of violating the law against rereii.

3 . bribe. If YOU find him guilty On that brl, i

4 ctargethen there is no Uned for you to consider

5 the lesser included offense, receiving a criini

6 gratuity. However, if you determine that defc,.t

7 Myers is not guilty of the bribery charge, thjeni

Syou should go on to consider whether he is gilt,

9 or not guilty on the criminal gratuity charge.

10 Thus gar, I have only talked about

11 defendant Myers. Now, let's consiior the othlx

12 there defendants, Angelo Errichetti, Louis

13 Johanson and Howard Criden. A I said before, th

14 came in mder Section 2 of the statute, the aiainyl

Is and abetting section. We'll talk first abobt

16 Count 2 of the indictment, although this also

17 applies to Count 3. n

is Since those three gentleamn are at public

Officials as defined in the statute -- keep i' 

2Mind that thib is a federal Statute and it defi ,

21 Pblic officials a. Feweral Public Officials -

these three Uannot be guilty Of violating Section ,

23 201(d) or 201(g) directly. However, the indicrw$

24 does charge that defendant Myors wa aided and

eletted by the other three defendants in doing the.1
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act. that Mfyer. ws charged with doing; end aiding

and getting someone else to comit a crime ny

S, Itself be frine.

thus, if you have found defendant fyers

not guilty under Count 2 of bot charges, that in,

receiving a bribe and receiving a criminal gratuity,

than yould have to find the other three defendants

also not guilty, But if you find defendant

Myers gilty of either receiving a bribe or

receiving a erinal gratuity, then you have to

consider the charge against the other three

defendants for aiding and abetting Myers original

*odslct.

The aiding and getting charge is brought

nder °18 U.S. Code Section 2, which provides in

part that:

l.cenr nrits an offense against the United

States or aids, abets, couaela o & aunds.'ind es

or modu.s its commission, is punishable as a

principal.

tre, as In the Breent case, tui or aot

persons are charged together with the c'iseeli

of an offense, the Government is not required

to pfcve that one of the defendants alone did all
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2 of the things required to make out the orfe.n.

3 O the contrary, undur Section 2 that I just rev&

.4 all those who aid and abet tho commission of an

5 offense or cause anything to be done which, if

I directly performed, would be an offense, are

treated as equally gLilty of the crime; that is,

they are punishable as principal offenders.

9 Sence, if a person wilfully uits his efforts it>

10 one or lcre others to bring about the coinissie:,

11 Of a crime, he is equally guilty with the othsirs

12 and they with him, provided that he is conscious

3 of the nature of the criminal venture and intcnti,-

14 ally associates himself in its furtherance and

15 actively participates In bring about the acconglsh-

16nt of the criminal venture.

17 Keep in mind, however, that mere assocatin

is Ot a crine. There is ano such thing under our
tB

laws as vilt merely by association. The more
I,

presence of a defendant where * crme ay have

ocarred, evn coupled with that defendant'
21

knowledge that a criae is being omitted, or mere

negative acquiscence by a defendant in the criminal'

conduct of Others, oens with guilty knowledge. F

is insufficient to establish his guilt. An aider a:
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abettor must have son interest in the eriin 1

venture. In ordor to convict any of the dc. "nda.t,

4 as an aider and abettor, you must be convin cd

beyond a reasonable doubt that he voluntarily

and inti.ton. ly participated in the criminal

venture in an effort to make It succeed.

You have heard the evidence relating to the

9 participation of the defendants Errichtti, Criden

and Johahson in the events of August 22, 1979,

and leading up to that day. You ,rst separately

12evalunt the evidence as to each of the. and for

13 eachyou-must determine whether the Government

11 had established beyond a reasonable doubt that he

Is voluntarily and intentionally participated with

16 Congressman Myers in the receipt of a bribe or

17 drininal gratuity in an effort to make the venture

succeed. I so, you will find that defendant

19 guilty. If not, you will find bim not guilty.

Now, let'a consider Count 3 of the frdict nr.

tic charges the defendants With violating what

iA called the Travel Act. 18 U.S. Code Section

1952. Unless you found defendant Myers guilty

under Count 2, that Is.,the receipt of a bribe or

2';, ieneipt of a criminal gratuity, unless you find
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him guilty of one or the othor of those, you M1,

$ find all four of the defendants not guilty o,

A this Count 3. If, however, you have found

5 defendant Myers guilty on Count 2, then you nu~ t

6 consider each defendant under this Count 3.

7 Now. Section 1952 of the Code provides

$ in part that:

*Whoevar travels in interstate co, _er.

l with intnt to distribute the proceeds of any

11 tlawf1l activity, or otherwise to promote or

0carsy on any unlawful activity, and who thereafter

13 distributes the proceeds or promotes or arries

14 on the unlawful activity," is guilty of a crinse.

15 The tera. %Unlawful activity, in this

16 section is defined and includes a number of things"

17 but o. of the things that it includes is bribery.,

ad Nw, under that Section 1952. as well as

undr Section 2, which I discussed with you .

moment ago, the aiding and abetting ec ion.

a11 four defendart. are charged in Court 3 of the

indictment as tollowei

First. there is the general allegation thet

W* "artifice the various marticipants. It is 1nCOZ~ r

by reference. then, part two of count 3 alleg S
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2 that%

3 "O Or about the 22nd day of August 1979,

4 within the Eastern Ditrict of fw York and else-

where, Michael 0. Myers. Angelo J. Erriehetti,

6 Louis C. Joh.n.on and Howard I. Cr1de.3, the

defendants, unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly

* did trawel in interstate commerce from the Szates

of New Jersey and Pennsylvania into the Eastern

District of New York and did use facilities n

Interstate CO. ce with intent to promote. m.nage•

12 establish, carry on and facilitate the promotion,

3 management. establishment and carrying on of unlaw-

4 ful activity, Said unlawful activity being bribery.

15 In violation of Title 18, United States Code.

16 Section 201, and did theraftor perform and attempt

17 to perform acts to promote, manage, establish,

18 carry on and facilitate the promotion, management,

if establishment and carrying on of said lawful

activity, and to distribute the proceeds of said

21 tmlawfl activity.

"3. It was a part of said unlawful activity

23 that the defendant Michael 0. Myers, aided and
i1

24 abetted by the defendants Angelo 3. Errichetti,

25 ouis C. Johanson and Howard L. Criden, would and
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2 did directly and indirectly corruptly ask, dcnan,

exact, solicit, seek, accept, receive and agree

A to receive a sa of money for himself and other

persons and entities in return for the defendant

* Michael 0. Myers being influence. in his performr.

of official acts as a member of Congress and beinu

8 influenced to commit and collude in the coaissi.,

9 of fraud on the United States."

10 NOW, for a violation of this Tavel Act

11 count as charged in the indictnent, there are

12 two essential elements that =Tust be established

13 beyond a reasonable doubt. They are, one, that

14 on August 22, 1979. the defendants whom you are

15 co.isderini -- you have to consider each of them

16 eparately -- the defendant traveled in interstate

17 commerce: two, that he did so with intent to

is r oote or carry on the Unlawful activity of

|9 defendant Myers, that is, his receipt either a

a bribe or a criminal gratuity; three, that there-

21 after, that is, after he traveled with the intent,

be performed an act either to cart, on or promote

the unlawful activity, or to distribute its

- proceeds; and tour, that the defendant acted

25 knowingly and wilfully. Again, the Goverment £.-
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2 establish each of these elements Leyond a reason :

doubt. The law never imposes on a defendant i. a

Criminal case the burden or duty of calling any

witnesses or producing any evidence.

Now, let us consider each of the elements

7eparatelyand remember that you mst determine the

a separately for each defendant. The first element

9 is that on August 22, 1979, defendant traveled

10 in interstate commerce. It is chargeO, and there

11 is evidence that on that datea, each of the four

12 defendants traveled from either Pennsylvania or

13 New Jersey to the vicinity of Xennedy Airport

14 in New York State. Such travel would be in

15 interstate commerce, and, if you find it occurred.!

16 it would satisfy this element.

17 The second element is that the defendants'

le interstate travel was with intent to carry on or

19 promote the unlawful activity of defendant Myers.

2The unlawful activity referred to is that whih i.

21 the subject of Count 2 of the indictment; that is,

either receiving a bribe or the lesser included

offense of receiving a criminal Vatuity.

24 AS to the defendant Myers., this secr:d

* element presents no social problems. since it waf

8-T7l 0-1-164 (pt. 1) BLR
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his own unlawful activity in New York that wer

the basis of the charge. As to the other th~oe

4 defendants, however, you must analyze separately

the circumstances of each one' travel to Ne. Y.,

on that occasion and determine whether he sale

the trip with intent to carry on or promote

defendant Myers' unlawful activity. You will

determine a defendant's intent from all of toe

evidence which bears on his own knowledge ani10

conduct.

The third element is that, after travelig12
to New York, the defendant performed an act either1,

to carry on or promote defendant Myers' us lawful
14

activity, or to distribute its proceeds. Under
is

this element, it is necessary that, after traLveling
16

to New York. the defendant did some additional
17

act. The additional act may be one which carried
is

on or promoted defendant Myers' unlawful activity
'9

of receiving a bribe or a criminal gratuity, or
20

it may he that he received or agreed to receive
21

part of the money that was paid to defendant

Myers. You have heard evidence with respect
23

to each defendants' participation in the events

of the day, and as to his sharing in the $50,000
2S
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gift. It is for you to detormnnc from that

evidence whether the Government hag established

this third element beyond a reasonable doubt.

(Continued On next page.)
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2 The fourth elomont is that the dcfon'jant

3 actod knovinaly nad wilfully, tcnuv that I orrlier

4 defined for you. In the context of thin charge,

Those requirecents mean that, when the defenda,.t

travel in interstate Icco, intending to

proaoto Defendannt MyerO unlawE£1 activity, and

a then performed an addition act to that and and

9 shared in the $50rO payment, dil the dcfeneant

10 act Voluntarily and intentionally and in violation

11 Of a known legal duty? Did he kn, what he was

12 doing? Did he know tnat Myors w.as to receive a

13 paybnent? Did he act freely and without compulsion?

14 Did ho oe to Now York to participate in the

15 transaction? Did Is knaa that the money he received

16 was part Of the payment to flers and was receivnd

17 by Myers either as abribe or as a criminal gratuity?

is For a participating defendant, if, the answers to

19 these questions are yes beyond a reasonable doubt,

then this fourth element would be satisfied.

21 In *um.ary of count three, the Travel aet

count. therefore, you muet find for each defendant

four *ssential elea hat before you can find that

defendant Vilty; One=, that on August'22 of 1979

-h traveled in interest coneerce; tso, that he
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did so with intent to jrototo or carry on tho

o unla,:iu) &ctivity of defendant Myers; three, that

thorafter he perform an act either to proct'

or carry on the unla',ul activity or to dibtrtb tc

its proceeds; and four, that he acted knowingly

and wilfully.

6 No,, let's turn to count on of the inrict-

9 mnt, the conspiracy nunt. Again, the first parm-

graph is the introductory iden.tfyling paragra.h.

"Paragraph twat On or about and between

12 the 26th day of July, 1979 And the 2nd day of

13 February, 1920, within the Eastern District of

4New yor) and elsewhere, Michael O Myers, Angelo

J. trrichetti, Louis a Johanson and howard L.

16 Cirden, the defendants, unlawfull, wilfully and

17 knowingly did combine, inspire, confederate and

to agree together and with each other and with other

19 known and unknown to the grand Jary to def.ad the

United States and aen.e.. and departments thereof

of the Government's right,

v .a. To the faithful and honest

Iservice of te Defendant Myers as a member

24 of in~r..s in relation to matters befere

ItSe House of Representatives., performed
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free fr, corruption and frand and inifl .

by payne:,ts of aossay and other valuable

consideration to himself and others;

*b. TO )ltve the official acts 0f

th fendant tyers as a ,ster of Conr. z,

in attempting to influence declimons of

depart.mnts and anci.s of the United Satct

in relation to mttors of iLmigration and

10 rosiAency, parforced free from corruption,

11 fraud and dishonesty, and uninfluenced b'

12 consideration. of personal advantage ad

13 privet financial gain to himself and others,

14 c.. TO have the itnigration and

15 citizenship laws adaniistered honestly acd

16 frp.rtially, frer from improper and und.u

17 pressure and influence;

Is -d. To have its officials and ea-

19 pla.eeS charged with" enforcing the iorigato

O and citizenship las perform their official

21 duties free from impairs"ot ad obstruction

2by the exercisee upon then Of corrupt, fraudu-

23 leat, dishonest, unlawful, improper and

24 asr n ,rcrsu,, and influence;

25 I"And did farther conspire and aqras to conuit
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2 an offense against th Cntc States in vioztilcn

of Title 18, United States Code, Section 201; to

wit: The defendants ny rs, Errichetti, johan.o:.

and Criden, did cnspir and are together and

with others, directly and indirectly cornptly to

ask, denrnd, exact, solicit, seel:, accept, lrcaive

and agree to receive a um of money for the defon-

dant 4yers and other persons and entities in

return for the Defendant ryers being influenced
ID

in the performance. of official acts and being

iluenced to counit, aid in scmitsing collueo

in and allow taud, and to mjahe opportunity forI,
the eommssion of fraud on the United States.

11
'Paragraph three: It was a part of the

Is
conspiracy that the Defcndant~hgelo 3. Errichetti

16
did advice Special Agent AMoroso and Melvin

1,
Weinlber that the defendant Michael 0. Myers

would assist the aforesaid foreign businessr-nI,
to enter and remain in the United States in return

201
for a cash payment of $100,000.

21
"F.ur: It was further a part of the con-

22
spiray that the defendant Michael 0. Myers would

fm
gree to assist the foreign businessmen to enter

2
and resale. LA the United Stakes in return for the

25
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2 Cash payment of $100o030.

"Five, it was ZnthLr a part of .ho coni -

that the defendant Michiael 0. Myers would give

£ a portion of tho af oesaid cash payment to the

defendants Angelo J. frrichtti, Louis C. Johanson

and Heoard L. Criden.

*Six: It was further a art of tlae chszpirac,

that the Defendanta Michael 0. Myors and Ansolo

10 J. Errichetti did meet with Special Agent Aroraoo

11 and Melvin tVeinberg and Defendant Michael 0. Myers

12 did receive a cash payment of'$50,000 in return

)3 for his assrancs that he would introduce private

14 Lweaigration bills to enable the foreign businesses

is to remain in the United States and would tako such

16 other action as would necessary to achieve that

17 end, including intervention with the Departrent 6f

Is State.

19 *S.vens It was further a part of the

0 conspiracy that the Defendant Michael 0. Myers

21 did *hare the proceed of the $50,000 payment

72 with the Defedant. Angelo J. trr$ichetti. Louis

23 C. Johnson and toward L. Criden and another

24 individual known to the grand Jury, and that to

25 Defendant Myers did rstais $15,000 for his own
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6

use and benefit.2

3 "Eight: It was further a part of the

A conspiracy that te Defondant Michael 0. Myers

5 did subsequently solicit, demand and aree to

receive an additional $35.000 from Special Agents

Wald and Haridopolos in return for bin assistance

to the foreign businessmen in the aforesaid

inrdration natter bacoiso the defendant Mers

had .eccivcd.$15,000 for his .n use and benefit

Instead of the $50,000 which he had been told

by the defendants Anelo J. Errichetti, Louis
12

C. Johanson and H.Iard L. Criden that he would
13

receive for his own use and benefit.
14

-n furtherance of the constray and toI,
effect the objects thereaf the Defendants comittrd16
the following overt acts, among others, within

17
the Eastern District of Sew York."

The indictment then lists some twelve Overt
19

acts which I' not going to read to yo now, but

I will Shortly, when I get to tat portion of the
21

Charge. All of this is alleged to be ii violation
'2

of Title 18 United States Code Section 371, which
23

provides

"IL two or tore rersons conspirEe either to25
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2cmmit my offense against the Unitod States, or

I to defraud the United States or any agency thereof

i. any .aner or fo y pu. . se, and one o. mor

$ of such pcrs ns do any acts to effect the object

of the conspiracy, each is guilty of the crime."

Ttus, in affect, the defendant, are chargc

with Conspiracy to cerit the crila we havo alreay

discussed under count teb, having a Convressman

receive a bribe or a criminel gratuity. If you

have found Defendant Myers not guilty under count

two, then you m ast find all defendants tot guilty

nder count ne-
13

Four essential clanents e required to be
14

proved in order to establish the offense of con-
15

*piracy charged in the in¢i.tnent:
16

1. that the conspiracy described in the
17

indictment was wilfully formed and was existing
Is

at or abcut the tIne alleged;
11

2, that the acceed -- and you have to

evaluate each of the for defendants separately--
21

that the .ccsea wilfully became a member of the

couspitac,4
21

3, chat one of the onspiretor thereafter

knowiagly co.mdtted at least one of the oert acts
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2 charged in the indictnent at or about the time

3 and place alleged; and four, that such overt act

twas kncingly done in furtherance of wre object

or purpose of the conspiracy as charged.

If the Jury should find beyond a reasonable6

doubt from the evidence in be case that existece7

of tUe conspiracy charged in the indictment hasB

be provd and that, &ring the .::istence c' th29
Conspiracy, one of the overt acts alleged was

knowingly done by mn of the conspirators in fer-

therance of .... object or purpose of the eon-
12

spiray, than proof of the conspiracy offense
13

charged is comlate and it is colete as to every14

member found by the jury to have been wilfully
is

a bember of the Conspiracy at the time the oveft
16

act was committed, regardless of which of the
17

conspirators did the overt act.IA
As I stated before, the burden is always

19
Upon the prosecution to prove beyond a reasonable

Is
doubt every essential element of the crime charged.

21
The law never imposes on a defendant in a criminal

ease the burden or duty of calling any witnesses
1

or producing any evidence.
4

25kNow, let's consider each of tile essential
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2

2 oeltw.nts in turn.

After the first element. that the con5:,,:.,

described in the indictment was wilfully orrci

at0 was existing at o about the time alleg d,

a conspiracy is a cornb;matioa of tuo or more

persons by concerted actionn to accomplish SOe

unlawful purpose o to ac,.plisb som lawful

9 purpose by unlawful teaus; so a conspirecv is

* kind Of partnership in criminal purposes in whith10

eab Imse r beoos the agent of every otherII

member. The gist of the offense is a co. Satioz
12

or agreement to disobey or to disegard the la.
13

Mere similarity of conduct among various persons

and the fact that they may have asso jatod with
is

each other and may have assemlld together and
16

discussed ComaO ai is and interests does not
1,

necessarily establish proof of the existd1nb of
is

a cnspirnoy. Howes.r, the viden. in the case
19

need net show that the swcibrs entered into any
20

express or formal agreements, or that they directly
21

by words spoken or in writing, stated between
22

themselves what their tject and purpose was to be,
23

or the details thereof, or the means by which the
24

object oW purpose was to be accomplished.
M5
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Cns, on Sabla will tell you that when psele

undertal.e to enter into a criminal conspirar,

much is left to unexpressed understanding. xfllcit

language and words are aot required to indicate

assent or involvenont in a conspiracy.

What the evidence in te case must sh,,-

beyond a reasonable doubt in order to establish

that a conspiracy existed is that the iuemb zs .n

.o.e way or manner or through ame c.trivance
'0

positively or tatitly pa, to a mutual understmading
11

to try to accomplish a o~rnon and unlawful p1sn.
12

The evidence in the case need not establish
13

that all the manners or methods set forth in the

indictment were areed upon to carry out the
is

alleged conspiracy, nor that all means or methods
16

which were agreed .,on were actually used or

put into aeration, nor that all of te persons
Is

charged to have been members of the alleged can-
19

spiracy were *uch. What the evidence in the case
20

mst establish beyond a reasonable doubt is that
21

the alleged conspiracy was knowingly formed and

that one or more of the means or methods described
23

in the indictment were agreed upon to be used in
2o

an effort to affect .r accomplish .. me object o
23
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the con*pirac, as rmargc, and that two or m.r.

Prsc, including one or more of tU.e accused,

were knowing members o thb consirac, as cbnrsed

in the indictment.
$

As to the tine the conspiracy, it in non

essential that the Government establish that tt&
7

conspiracy began o ended on a specific data.

It is sufficient for this elonnt if you9
find that in fact, the conspiracy was ford one

10
misted for some tiie within the period set fo:th

It
in tho indictment; that is, at some time betwaer

12
uly 26th, 1919 and Febuary 2, IMO.

13
As to the essential elements, that tnc

14
accused wilfully became a member of the conspiracy,

'5
One may becsm a member of a conspiracy without

16
full knowledge of all the details of the conspiracy.

17
A defendant need not know the identities of or

19
the prese nwter of all of the other ieuantrs1

19
Io the entire scop. of the conspiracy, nor all

20
of the means by which the objects or purpose

21
of te conspiracy were to be accomplished. Each

2
member of the conspiracy may perform separate

23
and distinct acts, There must, however, be

24
agrooent by thp conspirators on tino essentjl

2S
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nature of the plan and on the time of crirmikal

2
conduct in fact contoe1ated. On the other hand,

3
a person who has no knowledge of the conspiracy

A
but *imPly happens to * t in a way which furthers

some object or purpose of the conspiracy does not

thereby becoma conspirator. It is n.ssazy.,

therefore, that ta Govern nt prove beyond a

reasonable doubt that the particular. defennt
9

was aware of the common criminal purpose and
10

Was a w li.g participant with intent to adva.e
11

the purose of the conspiracy.
I

(continued on axt page.)
11

14

Is

19

11

2

IS
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Before the Jury may find tbat . dcfreLat,

3 Ray other person, has bounce a meser Of a

4 Via evidence in the onse eust show beyond , rea o-,.!

S doubt that the conspiracy was knowingly fowel, are

that the defendant, or other person who is clairei

have be. a ucrhier, wilfully oarticipated in the un-

lawful plan, with the intent to advance or fwthrr

I sos o object or purse of the conspiracy,.

10 To act or participate wilfully reans to act

11 or participate voluntarily and intentionally, in

12 violation of a known legal duty. So, if a defendant,

1O or any other parson, with understanding of the wila'v

14 character of a plus, knowingly encourages, advises or

Is aSarit., for the purpose of furthering the unde.xtfin',

36 r scheme,. he traly becoes a willful pacticipint --

1- Conpirator.

18 One who wilfully Join.s a existing conspiracy

19 I charged with the saa responsibility as if he had

20 oar. oe of the originates or instigators of Cue

21 conspiracy.

In determining whether a onspiracy existed,

23 the Jury should consider the actions and declaratimons

o al of the alleged participants. however, in

25 detentniag whether a parhirla defedant was a rabor
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2 of the .nsiracy, if any, the Jury should corsder

only his own acts and statements. He cannot be boar.

by the acts or declarations of other participants i,

5 It is established that 4, conspiracy exis W4, and that

6 he was one of its embers.

It is this role that required .any of tho

limiting instructions during the trial. You will

recall that as to cany of the conversations and tCapes

0 instructed you that until I .ave you further irstrc-

1 tions you should consider those statements and actions

12 only against the defendant who .ad" them. Now I want

to broaden that instruction. All of such statements

14 may be weighed by you, as I originally instructed,

is in determiing whether that defendant was a member

11 of the conspiracy. If yo. find beyond a reasonable

doubt, however, that a defendant was ai member of the

I$ co~spiracy, then al1 of his actk" and stagernts nade

19 during and in furtheran"e of the conspiracy may be

W ued and weighed against every other defendant whco

21 you also find to have then been a meer of the

mconspLracy.

23 $lailarly. the *ots and statements of the

Other anglers could also be weighed against him.

$ Thfe Indietumnt charges that the fou defendants

82770-81-165 (Pt 1) BLR
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2 conspired among thomselvrs and with others. Undo-

3 the evddon.e you may find that Ellis Cook was also

4a mmber of the conspiracy if he meets the Standazds

5 have described for you. If you make that finding,

Then you may also weigh his statements and acts during

7 the conspiracy as binding upon those defendants who

Swere also members at the time.

V Ordinarily an act done or an admission or

10 incriminatory statement mde outside of ou.rt, by one

Ii person, may not be considered as evidence against any

12 person who was not present and did not hemr the state-

13 sent made, or see the act done.

14 TUwever, when it appears beyond a reasonable

15 doubt from the evidence in the case that a conspiracy

16 existed, and tat a defendant was one of its members,

17 then the statements thereafter knowingly made and the

]a acto thereafter kowingly done, by any person likise

19 found to be a member, mny be considered by the jury

as evidence in the case as to the defendant found to

21 have been a member, even though the statements and

N acts may have occurred in the absence and without the

23 knowledge of the defendant, provided that such state-

4 .ents and acts were knowingly made and done during

23 the continuance of the conspiracy, and in furtherance
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2
of some object or purpose of the conspiracy.

3
Of course, a statement of a conspirator,

which is not in furtherance of the conspiracy, or

which is made before its existence, or after its

tenination, eay be considered as evidence only gains,

the person making it. Nor may a statement of one

conspirator made after another conspirator has with-
9 drawn from the conspiracy be considered against the

10 wi thdrawn conspirator.

As to the third element that one of the
12 Conspirators thereafter knowingly committed at least

13 one of the overt acts charged in the indictment, at
14 or about the tiaj and p.ac. alleged... the Indictment

15 alleges twelve overt acts and I will read them to you.

16 1. On or about Suly 29, 1979, the defendant

flRRICHEWI told Mielvin Weinberg during a telephone

Ue conversation between rjorida and New Jersey that the
19 defendant MYERS was prepared to meet with Special

Agent Amoroso and leinberg.

21 2. On or about August 5, 1979, at John F.

n Kennedy International Airport, within the Eastern

2) District of New York, the defendant ERRICIIETTI met
U with Amoroso and Uinberg and told tho that the

25 defendant NYERS would &ssist the foreign busmihessnen
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2 in an iscigration matter in return fo? a paynont of

money.

-4 3. On or about August 7, 1979, in Cherry

5 Hill, N. Jersey, the defendant. ERdCHTI and CflDZ'J

6 had a meeting ,,ith AMoroso and Weinberg.

7 4. On or about August 22, 1979, the defendant

I CRIDEN travelled by automobile from Philadelphia,

I Pennsylvania, to John P. Kennedy international Airport

30 accompanied by Iiehacl Criden.

11 5. On Or about August 22, 1979, the defend-

12 ants ,YsrS and JOEIMNSON travelled by automobile from

13 NMe, Jersey to John F. Zonnedy International Airport.

14 6. On or about August 22, 1979, the defendant

I5 ERRcICITri travelled by automobile from Ne. Jersey to

16 John F. Kennedy International Airport accompanied by

17 Joseph DiLorenzo.

is 7. On or about August 22, 1979, the defendant

i9 =RS, ERIxCHKfl:, JOHANSON and-CRIDEN-had a Meeting

20 at John F. Kennedy International Airport.

21 B. On or about AuguSt 22, 1979, at the Travel-

22code International Motel, within the Eastern District

23 of New York, the defendants MYERS and ZRlCiIETTI had

24 a meeting with Amoroso and Weinberg during which the

25 defendant MYERS received Fifty Thousand Dollars
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2 ($50,O00.00l in return for being influenced in his

performance of official acts in an iigration matter

on behalf of the foreign buOinessmen.

9. On or about August 22, 1979, the defendants

6 ERMCIETTI and CRIDIt had another meeting at John F.

7 Kennedy International Airport, said meeting being

different from the meeting referred to in Overt Act 7.

10. On or about August 22, 1979, in Philatel-

10 phia, Pennsylvania, the defendants MYSRS, JOHI SO:J arnd

1] CRIDEN held a meeting at which a portion of the rifty

12 Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) was divided among

13 themselves.

4 11. on or about January 24, 1980, at the

s Barcley Hotel, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the defend-

11 ants MYERS and CRIDEN had a meeting with Special Agent

17 Wald and Haridopolos during which the defendant M:Y-S

Is complained of his failu. .to receive Fifty rhosald

19 Dollars ($50,000.00) for his exclusive use and benefit

x as a result of the August 22, 1979 meeting, and

21 solicited, demanded and agreed to receive an addi-

tional Thirty-Five Thousand Dollars ($35,000.001 in

3 return for hi aslstance in the immigration .nttter.

21 12; on or about January 25, 1980, at the

IBarclay Hotel, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the
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defendant MYEIRS had a meeting with Special Agent.s

I'laid and Xaridonolos.

Those are the overt acts alleged in the in-

dietmont.

It is not essential that the Government pr,

performance of all twelve of these overt acts. All

that is required to satisfy this element of the cried

is that the Gover.nt prove beyond a reasonable
10 doubt that at least one of them occurred while the

11 .osplracy was in existence. And, as to each defend-

12 ant found to be a meber of the conspiracy, there

13 must be proof that an overt act Ocurred during the

14 tie he was a member.

15 As to the fourth elements -That such overt

16 act was knowingly done in furtherance of some object

17or purpose of the conspiracy charged.-

Is An -overt act" is any a6t that is liowingly

19 mcontted by one of the conspirators, in an effort

20 to effect or aeoiplish some object or purpose of

21 the conspiracy. The overt act itself need not be

Ncrin mnal in nature, if considered separately and

23 apart from the conspiracy. It may be as innocent as

Sthe act of a man walking across the street, or driving,

25 as atoccobile, or wing a telephone. It .. st, bOvever
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be an act which follows and tends toward accomplish-

ment of the plan or scheme, and must be knowingly

done in furtheranceof some object or purpose of

the conspiracy charged in the indicitsat.

1n your conideation of the evidence in the

mase, you should first determine whether or not the

conspiracy existed, as alleged in the indictment. If

you conclude that the conspiracy did exist, you should

next separately determine whether or not each of the

accused wilfully became a member of the conspiracy,

and, if he did, during what time was he a member.

if it appears beyond a reasonable doubt from

the evidence in the case that the .nsi±acy a11.ged

in the indictment was wilfully formed, asd tat a

defendant wilfully became a member of the conspiracy

either at its inception or afterwards, and that

thereafter, while the defefidatwas' member, one. r-

more of the on.s irators knowingly on:itted one or

mere of the overt acts charged in furtherince of sme

object or purpose of the conspiracy, then there nay

be , conviction of that defendant eve, though the

conspirators may not have succeeded in acoomplishing

their common object or purpose, and in fact may have

failed of so doing.
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2
A defendant's guilt or innocence of the rria 2

3 of conspiracy is not determined by the etont or
:4

degree of his participation. A defendant m.y be

5 convicted as a conspirator even though he may have

played only a minor part in the conspray.

You are further instructed, with regard to

B the alleged conspiracy offense, that proof of other
9 co9spiracies involving some of these defendants is

10 not proof of the single conspiracy charged in the

indictn ent. Mhat you must do is determine whether

12 the single conspiracy charged in the indictment

13 existed between two or more aonspirators. If you

14 find that no such conspiracy existed, then you must

15 acquit the defendants as to that charge. Haever, if

16 you are satisfied that such a conspiracy existed,

17you must determine who were the members of that

I$ ,Conspir acy.

'9 If you find that a particular defendant was

20 member of another consiracy, hut not the one charged

21 in the indictment, then you must acquit that defendant

2 on the conspiracy count. In other words, to find a

23 defendant guilty of conspiracy you must find that he

24 was a member of the particular conspiracy charged in

25 the indictment and not soe other separate conspiracy.
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Now, applying these general considerations to

the conspiracy charged in Count One of the indietmnrt,

yOU must );eep in mind the p.rti.ulr conspiracy with

5 which thesc defendants are charged. It is to defraud

the United States of the faithful and honest service

of Congressan flyers and to have him receive money --

as a bribe or gratuity -- in connection with certain

9 matters pertaining to the immigration, residency and

0 citizenship of 'a fictitious Middle Eastern business

11 man.

12 In short, the def endants are charged with a

13 onspiracy relating to Congressman Myers and the

14 Immigration, residency and citizenship status of

IS *Ele Sheik. They are not, repat not, charged here

16 with any conspiracy with respect to: Any other

17 Congressmen; any Senators; any hotel projects or

Is zoning problems in Philadelphia; iny gambling casino'

19 projects in Atlantic Cify; any port development

projects i. Philadelphia: any dealings with organized

21 crime unions, or local or state officials, or any

other matters.

23 1 have permitted you to hear evidence of

Sdiscussioons end raectirgs pertaining to these other

2$ matters, not because they were part of the Conspiracy
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2 charged here, but only because that evidence might

help you determine three certain things:

1. Defendant MynRnS state of mind when he
accepted the $50,000 payment. Did he take the money

in return for being influenced is immigration aad

residency problems the Sheik might have in the future?

Did he take it because of an official act? Or was he

only pretending that he would help the Sheik, without

actually intending to do so?

1 2. Whether there was a common plan or sclheco

12 in the actions of Mr. Weinberg that was followed with

13 these defendants.

14 3. The state of mind of the other three

is defendants -- £RRICHETT, JOHANSON and CRIDEQ,- from

16 their statements and conduct on such of those other

17 occasion that any of them participated in. You fay

Is better be able to determinoteach of the participants'

19 knowledge and intent wlth respect to the events

20 charged here -- that is. whether each one acted in

21 this conspiracy knowingly and wilfully.

22 Of ue, with respect to each of those other

23 matters, since they were. outside the conspiracy chaxg'

24 in this indictment, you should consider the acts and

25 statements made, to be evidence Only against the
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defendant who made them.

There are a few oe cents I have to give

you about limiting instructions. I mentioned them

5 once before. I had given you limiting instructions

6 with respect to the many tapes and conversations that

you heard. In evaluating them, you should focus upon

who participated, when did it occur, and then looking

9 at the overall picture, who was in the conspiracy at

10 tht particular time. And any statments we are

talking about of that nature you may weigh only

2 against members of the conspiracy at the time the

13 statements were made. Or against those people who

1 actually made the statements.

1$ You heard tapes and other testimony wit

is respect to events pertaining to Senator illi .

it Senator Willi.ms is not prt of this case. That is

is a separate transaction. It involves some parallels

19 to what happened in the transactions that we are 1-

20 concerned with here. And the-evidence there was

21 offered for your consideration on the question of

22whether or not there was a common plan or scheme in

23 the actions of Mr. Weinberg, so that you can determne

24 whether or not what happened there did happen in the

25 situation here.
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Thirdly, the statmant that was mad by the

defendant JOHMIISON to the FBI agent, that was nade

after the conspiracy ended. And that statement may

be used only In connection with your deliberatioes

6 n Me. JOhnso . You may not USe it against the other

defendants.

SiMilarly, the false statement mad. by the

* defendant bYERS to Agent jQlullon with respect to

10 not knowing the Sheik's representatives, that also

11 was made after the conspiracy was over and you nay

12 use that only in connection with weighing the conduct

13 and state of mind of the defendant MYERS and not that

14 of the other defendants.

1 I Just want to get this organized here.

16 Now, with respect to the events at the Barclay

17 Hotel on JanuarF 24, 25, Mr. Myers, Mr. Criden, and

is just MYERS on another occasion,-+u will recall there

19 is soe testimony that tbe defedint RRICHETTI was "

20 Out of the MYERS transaction as of October or ooverel

21 and if you find that to be as, of course, whatever

22 happened at the Barclay Motel will be after he ceased

IS to be a meber of the conspiracy, if you find a

24 conspiracy to have existed, and if you find he was

25 a member of it at an earlier date.
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You may not weigh the events at tho Barclav

as bearing against the defen ant E£tIClifTi if you

find that he was no longer a member of a conspiracy

S there.

6

(Continued on net age.)

12

11

15

16

17

Is

19

1

25
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2 THE COURT: Also, with respect to what

happened at the Barkley, that evidence I aeitted

to assist in determining what was the defendant

Myers' state of mind back in August. Was he

pretending? Did he take the money in return for

7 being influenced in an official act? Did he take

it because of an official act? Did he act knoiegl.

9 and Corruptly? Those are, as I indicated, issues

10 which you must determine-

11 And you may weigh his conduct and statement

12 in January in determining what his state of mind

13 may have been back in August.

14 All right, in summary on the conspiracy

15 count, based on the foregoing instruction. and all'

16 the evidence in the case you ..st determine for

17 each defendant whether the Government has established.

Is beyond a reasonable doubt: One, that a conspirac?

19 as described in the indictment was wilfully formed;

N two, that the defendant wilfully became ameer;

21 three , that At least one of the overt acts was

22 committed by one of the conspirators while the

23 defendant was a meoer; four, that the overt act

N was knoingly done in furtherance of the conspiracY

25 Aiding and abetting versus conspiracy
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with overt act.

3 You may have wondered what is the differ-

A ence between conspiracy under Count I and aiding

5 and abetting under Count 2 that I discussed with

I you. HOW do you distinguish between a conspiracy

to receive a bribe or criminal gratuity as charged

in Count I and aiding and abetting their commission;

9 as charged in Count 2?

10 The two concepts are indeed similar, but

there is an essential difference.11

12 In conspiracy, the essence of the crime

13 is the agreement. Once a person has agreed with

14 another to engage in criminal conduct, and one overt

Is act by any of the onspieatos has been con mitted.

then the crime of conspiracy has been committed,

17 even if nothing further is done.

•With aiding and abetting, however, it is

Snecessary not only that the substantive crias, that

is the receipt of a bribe or a criminal gratuity

21 actually ocourred,but also that the aider and abettor

do some affirmative act himself in furtherance of

the substantive crime. That is, that he assist

24 and actively participate in Bome way to accomplish

the criminal venture.25
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2 It is important, ladies And gontlemen, th Q

3 you foc.s on the precise issues before YOU. The

4 defendants are on trial in this case for the three

1, counts in the indict ..nt,!

6 (1) Conspiracy to defraud the United

States by agreeing to deprive the government of

the faithful and honest service of Michael 0.

9 Myes. and agreeing to receive money as a bribe or

10 as a gratuity.

11 (2) Receivin, money as a bribe or as

12 gratuity; and

13 (3) Traveling interstate with the intent

14 to promote and thereafter Vruoting the unlawful

is activity of receiving money as a bribe or as a

16 grataity.

17 tefondantg are not on trial for any other

IS crims. Their guilt or innocence must be

19 determined solely on the basi s of whether the

SO Government has established beyond a reasonable

21 doubt the essential elements of the particular

crimes charged.

23 Nor Is the Government, or the FRI, or

4 dMelvin Weinberg on trial here. You have heard

25 a great deal of evidence and argument about the
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FBVS AhSCAM operation and Mr. Weinberg.

As I explained to you earlier this week

you are not to be concerned with whether the

prosecution, or the PBX agents or ft. Weinbeg

acted or whether the ABSCAM investigation w.s

conducted legally or illegally, properly or

improperly. Those are questions which must be

decided by me at an appropriate time. But they

are not questions which should affect your

determination of the facts in this case and the

guilt or innocence of the defendants. Your concer

must be with what the defendants did or what they

thought.

What the FBI agents and Mr. Weinberg die

should concern you only to the .tent that you

find it affected the conduct and state of mind

of a defendant or the credibility of any witnesses

as to those Btters.

You should also keep in mind that a trial

i. not a Popularity cotest.

Whether you like or dislike, or approve or

disapprove of any of the participants - the

attorneys, the defendants, Mr. Weinberg, Mr.

DiLorenzo or ay other witness -- should not enter
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into your evaluation of the evidence, your weigh,

of the testimony and your determining of the isses"

You must fairly and impartially evaluate a]1 the

evidence in the case, and determine if the Govei

met has established beyond a r reasonable doubt

evidence of the essential elements of the crime

charged.

You are to draw no unfavorable inference

against the defendants or any of them because of

because of the fact that theywere tried together,

you must give separate consideration, and render

a separate verdict with respect to each defendant.

And each is entitled to have his guilt or inmo enJ

determined fr his own conduct, and from the

evidence which applies to him, as if he were

being tried alone. Guilt or innocence is an

individual matter,and when you deliberate Upen

the verdicts in this case, you must determine

the guilt Or innocence of each defendant separate

and individually.

1s 1 have told your however. unles you

find defendant Myers guilty under Count 2, of

receiving either a bribe or a qratuiity, you may otI

find him guilty tnder Count I or 3, nor may Y00 I
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find any other defendant guilty on any of the

charges. If you do find the defendant Myers

guilty under Count 2, however, then you may find

any of the defendants either guilty or not guilty

on any and all of the counts in the indictmOnt.

With respect to each crime charged against

tte defendant, the Government must prove every

element of the crime charged beyond a reasonable

doubt. If the Government fails as to any element,

you must acquit as to that crime.

The fact that one element of the crine may

or may not exist has no bearing upon any other

element.

If you conclude that oe element of the cfr

has been established, you Way not infer solely

from the existence of that element the existence

of any other element of the crime.

If any element of the crime has not been

established beyond a reasonable doubt, your

verdict must be "not guilty-. nteote ad

you must convict the defendant if each of the

elements of the crime has been proved beyond a

reasonable doubt.

$ have sought not to comment on the evidence
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2 in any detail or to give any impression as to my

3 own view, if I have one, of the relative wciqht

4 of the evidence. However, if I have done so

inadvertently, I ask you to disregard it entire,

Because you are the sole judges of the facts.

Under your oath as jurors, you cannot allo

$ a consideration of the sentence which may be

* imposed upon a defendant, if he is convicted, to

1o enter.into your deliberations, or to influence

11 your verdict in any way. In the event of a

12 conviction, the duty of imposing sentence rests

13 soley with me.

14 In your deliberations, you are not to

15 consider whether you approve or disapprove of the

16 statutes which the defendants are charged with

17 violating. The only question for you to consider

is is whether the Government has proved beyond a

19 reasonable doubt the essential elements of the

crimes as I have explained them.

21 Now, let us discuss your deliberations --

22 how you should go about reaching your verdict.

23 When you retire to the jury rcom, your

first duty will be to elect your foreman or fore1aY
24

who will preside over your deliberations.
'S
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During your deliberations, you should assu-..

3 the attitude of j dges of the facts rather than

4 partisans or advocates.

SSoe, of you have kept notes during the trial

I you may take these notes 'ith you to the jury

room for your deliberations. Of course, j.st

because one juror any have written down a note

as to sone bit of evidence does not nec.ssarily

ID ean his notation is correct. We all make

Smistakes in note taking, and in your deliberations

12 you each should weigh carefully your own recollec-

13 tons and notes as well as those of your fellow

14 jurors. When you consider evidence to be found

1$ in the exhibits, as . precaution against possible

16 inaccurate note taking, you should check the

17 exhibits themselves in order to be satisfied that

10 they actually show what your motes reflect.

19 Notes are simply an aid to mery and Way

20 not be given any greater weight or influence in

21 the deteraination of this case than the recolle-

2 nion or impression of Oter jurors with respect
to the fsts or the conclusions to be dran fro

24 the facts. Any controversy between such a

25 recollection and a jurorIs notes should, in any
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event, be Settled by asking to have the Court

3 Reporter's transcript on the point read back to yo,

4 for it is the Court record rather than any jurors

5 notes upon which you must base your deternanticn

6 of the facts and ultimately your verdict.

7 Your duty is to weigh the evidence in the

0 case, and to determine the guilt or innocence o

9 the defendant solely upon the basis of the evdetcC

and these instructions.

Each of you, as jurors, is entitled to

12 your on opinion, but each of you Should exchenge

13 views with your fellow jurors.

That is the very purpose of jury deliberation14

to discuss and to consider the evidence; to listen:I5

to the arguments of fellow jurors;

17 To present your individual views;

To consult with one another; and

To reach an agreement based solely and
19

wholly on the evidence, if you can do so without

violence to your own individual audgment.
21

Each of you must decide the case for yourself

after consideration with your fellow Jurors.a

But you should not hstitate to chat,. an
24

opinion which, after discussion with your fellow25
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2 Jurors, appears to you to be erroneous.

3Howver, if after carefully considering ,l

the -vidence, nd the arg..ents of your fellow

jurors, you ertertain a conscientious view that

6 differs from others, you are not to yield your

judgment Simply because you are outunbered.

8 your final vote must reflect your

Conscientious viw as to how the issues should be

10 decided.

1I The charges here are most serious.

12 A just determination of this case is

13 important to the public;

4 If is equally important to these defendants;

Under your oath as jurors, you must decide

16 this case without fear or favor, and solely in

17 accordance with the evidence and the law.

Is If the Government has failed to carry its

19 burden as to a defendant, your sowr duty is to

20 aquit;.

If it has carried Its burden as to a

N defendant, yo nUSt not flinch from your sworn

23 duty -- yon must covict.

24 Shortly after you retire to deliberate. I

25 will send into your a copy of the indictment and



Sach of the exhibits which has been ftabitted into
evidence.

if you wish to have some portion .o the

testimony repeated, I will call you back into the

6 Courtroom and have it read to you. When the

Court Reporters have completed typing up my

instructions to you, which probably will be Within

an hour or an, I will have a copy of my instrcti s

10 sent to you so that it won't be necessary for

11 You to come out and read it back to you if there

12 is some portion you wish to hear.

13 With respect to the part about expert

14 witnesses, I did not cover that. If you want

is that, send out a note and I will take care of that

16 for you.

17 You must report a verdict as to each

is defendant on all counts of the indictment. You

19 ay find a defendant guilty or not guilty with

the exceptions I have given you. You may find

21 a defendant guilty or not guilty on any and all

22 of the counts. A verdict on each count must be

23nanlnos. I have prepared a form of verdict

N which.you may find helpful in keeping track

Yof Your verdicts as you reach them. The Marshal
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will give it to you along with the indictment

3 and the exhibits.

The Marshal will be available outside the

Jry room to report when you have reached your

6 Verdict or to let me know if there are any

.uesti.on which you wish to have answered.

Whea you have arrived at your verdict,

ready to report something, tell the Marshal but

do not disclose what your verdicts are. I will

have the Foreperson announce them orally back

in the Court.
12

Take a short recess during which counsel

will review the charge with me to make certain14

I haven't ,dsspokcn or omitted something.
15

on.t discuss the ease.16

17 fThe Jury left the Courtroom.3

IQ
(Continued on next page.)
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25
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2

3
CT.e jury thorcupon returned to the (out_

room at 11:45 O'clock A.M.)
5

TIHE COUnT; There are just a Conpla.c¢

things on tie charge, ladies and gentleoen.

You will recall in connection with the events

of the Barclay, I have told you that your Ccnsi6e -

tion of those events should be limited to
10

ascertaining -hat w.s the defendant lyers' state

of mind back in August. 1
12

flowover, counsel have pointed to am that I
13

also read them to you as overt acts numbers 11 aC

12. In view of the limitation that I placed upon

their use in evidence, I will strike overt acts
16 tnmered at and 12 and you should just considerII

that they are not part of the indictment as overt

acts. And you will recall that I told you that

with respect to the overt acts it is only
20

necessary that one overt act be established beyond
'II
a reasonable doubt and all the other circumstances

that related to that, that it has to be an overt

23
act during the time that a particular person wos
a maebor. In other words, if your conclusion

25is that there was a conspiracy and the membership
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2 varied from time to tire, in ordeL to find tlLt

3 a particular mno ne or the conspiracy *,as guiJty

,4 of conspiracy, you would have to find that there

5 hd been an o,rt act convitted during the txr.

6 that he was a member. Assuming that there Wjs

7 only one overt act and it oceu-red before soneona

8 Joined or after he withdrew, then he wourldnt

9 have been guilty of conspiracy. If it occurred

10 while he ws . rnensr then he would be. So then

it the only effect that has on anything that ha,

12 happened here is when you read the indictment just

13 preend that overt acts 1 and 12 aen't there.

14 Everything else is the same.

15 With respect to the expert witness carge

11I said I was not going to read it to you. What

17 1 will do is when I have the written charge sent

M in to you I will have copies of the transcript

19 of what I said before so that will also be in

front of you and itself will be a refrehesher.

21 Tahoe is one other thing. In talking about

the various crimes that are charged here '

23 apparently referred on various occasions to when

the crime was committed, or the conspiracy began,

25 or this conspiracy had ended, or soomethiny happened



2 after the cenniJroc taded. you of course

understand that is just a manlncr of sp ch.

Whether or not any crime is committed is yotr

determination. Whether or aot there Was a

6 conrpiroy is your determination. 1vcry fact in

this case is for your detormllation. An to the

6mtent that I may have spoken as if there ere

crimes, as if there wore conspiracies, and so

forth, that is just , means of talking about or

l getting into a disc'.ssaon as to the various :mate,

12 that we had to cover. And it was not in any way

13 to imply that I had ,ado a determination, or

14 there had been a crime comotted, or there woS a

13 conspiracy t or that any of the facts that I had

16 talked about are actually facts. These are all

17 matters for your decision and for your dec.s.on

Is only.

19 All right. We are now at the stage that I

20 spoke to you about almost three weeks ago. We

21 started with 16 Jurors. We are still Very fortnate

tohave cl1 16 of you ready to go to work.

Unfortnateiy, as I explained at the beginning,

74 only 12 of you ore going to have that duty and

25 priVilege, which moans Barnatta Shefrin, peginald
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Allen, Patricia Lanyford and Ilymn Watt cIbcl ,

your services as jurors in this eae is at as

end.

1 told you at the beginning that You Should

6 not feel that this in any way -- that your

7 participation in the case is of any less impsrtanze

than if you wore on the deliberating jury. It is

just under the rules it is 12 and it is not 16.

your part of this case has been Just as irpxrtant

1. a part as that of any of the other 12 jurors.

12 I want to thank you for the near heroic labs !
13 that you have put in here with what I am told

14 is a rather stiff hand. You have put in a lot

is ,o work. You have been very attentative. I

16 want to than you for what you have done. 'You

1 . have made a significant contribution to the case

B becauses your presence here has made it possible

11 at this print to have the case rcassred of goin

o:to a just conclusion. When the other jurors

1 retire to deliberate you are excused and believed

2 of all strictures that I have placed upon you.

23 Now, yer caths sw up your duties, ladies

21 and gentlemen, and that is without fear or favor

25 to anyone you will well and truly try t"e issues

82-077 O---1-167 (Pt I) BLR
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2 between those parties according to the ovidj~e

3 given to you here in Court and according9 to the

laws of the United States.

You may now retire to the jury ro. ad

begin your deliberations.

(The following occurred at 11:52 o'cle,}

A.M. n Open Court.)

T]IE CLERKR Ladies and gentlemen of the

10 jury, take your pens and pencils with you.

1i The four alternate, I would like to s~e

12 you on the side. You can bring so back yor

13 ads and pencils.

Now, counsel, I will be out in a mi,utc

to collect all of your Exhibits.'5

16 (The jury thereupon retired from the

Courtroom at 11:53 o'clock A.M. to begin their
17

deliberations.)
iB

.19

2D

21

22

23

'4

25



THE cUTs Ladime and gentleen, I have your

note..*
14

Take the Second one first, Coutai Ehibit
i5

21, which seye:
I'

Alo, we reqeste a copy of youx Instruction
17

of this warning two to tJree hour. ago and still
is

have not received them. A Rc ipt ok- them Is'
I9

pceritave to further our deliberations.

I am appreciate your frustration. The delay
21

ha. been due to the fact that the Court reporters

did not get the typd quite as quickly as I had
21

hoped they Vould be ab.e to. They hd them for

perhaps 35 minutes. They at. being poofte.4.
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2 1 had just this minute finished reading them.

There .,I a couple Of ahage. had to mark, where.

a typograpical error could probably reate sore

probler., whiah we will correct is longhand for you.

There are a f.w typlgraphical erors which are

obviocy .een.

On admnition I should give you with respect

to the instructions: you should not Single out any

Instrntion or find a line here and .a that solves
10
!I the problem,. You must Consider the instructions as

1 whole and apply them in the way that I gave ths

oveall.
13

No., with respect to Court's Exhibit 20, which
14

is your note abut, first, ay we be provided with
i5

Court stenographer's transcript of the Ellis Cook
36

testimony.
17

a sraeed that to you, *ay.Jgb
Is

'I cannot s. you the tahkcbiijt esloiv.r"
19

I u11 have any part o a1 pgrt of it read to

yo. here in the Cort o . Please let ma ko what

,art or pats you Visa to hear.8

'Yem Testisony of August 14th of direct

lxamLnation of ths MCo.tiom between ayers and

24
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Now, counsel End I have scored about tis,

3 and if I understand your remuest correctly, it is

thmat you want ongy the testimony of Ellis Cook on

5 his direct examination, what he said about a conver-

6 satioubetwn Congressman Myers and Mr. Johanson.

We find that at page 1151 Of tMa record.

She qunestion it:

9T en what happnd?°

10 .1 . Congressman Myers came back in with

11 Mr. Johansoa. They Intoduced " to Congresgrtan

2 Myers and I want back to awn office. I was in

13 M. Cridan'. offtic at Mat ties. A few minutes

14 lter they called go in. Apaxantly, Cosgresy..n

Is myer. bad left.'

Coun.el sd are agreed there is nothing

1ree in th, direct tastiony of Mr. Cook tat prtsin

to M :.oov.rntion or dealings in tm preMenc, of

Wr. Coos hts.. my.. an od c

@ My question to you, i that what you wante

to hear or do you har reference to sothng else?

Y2 THOE PflSOlh Something ese?

THE COORT2 If you can tll me what it is,

fine. If you want to go back and phrase. it for

is be precisely in a ao . you Ofl do that, too.
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3 INE ?OtERSON, Your Romor, the Jury has

A *leotld me to ba-fonman.

The conversation that we rnaqumted in the se

with CongrInw. Myers and Mr. Johansn in M.

JohansonWa hoe in Lonport prLor to the Auqust 22i

9 IIE colr3W as that in the testimony of

10 mCngre. flye.s?

II Id= FOUPEMONz t waa also in the tOstiany

12 of Congrasmm Myers, but . beliva we have rafere ne

13 to It In the tetimony of Mr. Cook .s well.

Iu THE COURT: Is it Mr. Cook's version that you

is want to hear?

16 M romfsoN : ga.

17 THE CoUrT2 Not Congressan lyer.'?

is THE FOR ERSON: yes.

19 gas cOm ran. mawriiwt tozi

21 IE ?onZPnRN I., you arWoEet21
wantc kg. Cooks8 dwiC not: fr, flyers.

THE C= t: All right. I ind.Itand what it

24 1. yoa wish to hear. Give a chance to find It

with counsel and we .ii1 call you back in whe. we25
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can locate it, azd I will bae the charge for you

very shortly.

TE OR PU SON c Thank you lwzy much.
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a COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, from the

direct testimony of W. Cook, page 1135;

I eQ Did you have occasion to discuss this

matter with ft. Cridez, and fr. Johanson again?

A At a later tine. And, I .oUld Say, within

a week or so, mr. Johanson had Indicated he had

talked ith Congressan My..r and he would be wilinq

to moot with the Sheik or the Sheik'. reprseehtativs

I don't remeaier which ne it wes.'0

8Q And did Wr. Joh nson say Anything else?

8A At that faint, no, six.'12

That's all we can find "lat fits into the

14 .actagry of what you gaveto a. So Lit. the answer

to the question you havea.ked.IS

1 dcn't me. to say y.. can't bear anything16

else. You .. n have the whole thing read ak to17

you, the whole transcript. I suppose If necessay, bu|J

I have tried to answer the q'ei.te that you have ask d.19

owV, you may have to ask a different question

if YOu Are looking for something else. That's
21

all for the mrcorn.
22

I will hve the transcript and the business on

the charge sent Into yo: Is a minute. You may24

rese yaur deliberatIons.
AS
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IIE COURT: Ladies and gantemwen. I have
10

your note. It indicates that you have reached
II

a verdict.
12

Would you take the verdict, pleae?

WE ClIUR: yes, your Honor.
14

Madam Porelady, tould you please rise?
15

Sam Forelady, ladies and gentleeman of
16

the jury. have you agreed upon a verdict?
11

JUROR eUNBER Ot: ys, we ha .
Is

THE CLEBKt I refer to *1he fem of verdict.
19

Umw do you find the defendant Myers on
Is

Coant One?
21

JUROR NUNDER Cast Guilty.

TE CLERK: Ho. & YOU find the defendant

Errichetti o Count On?

JUROR HOMkER M1E: Guilty.
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THE CLMERK: How do you find the defendant

Johanaon on Count One?

JUROR NUHMER ME: Guilty.

TE CLERKt Hom do you find the defendant

Criden on Count One?

JUROR NUMBER ONE: Guilty.

THE CLER: Ha do you find the defendant

Myers on Count Two?

10 (Bribery)

II JUROR NUMBER ONE: Guilty.

12 THE CLERC: HoW do you find The defendant

13 Errichetti on Uunt Two?

I, 4Brib~ry.)

Is JUROR NUMBER OE: GUilty.

16 THE CLERX: HOW do you find the Defendant

17 johaaso, ono Cont TWO?

R, tiibery,.)

19 JUROR NUMBER ONE: Guilty.

20 Tat CLERIC: Hoe do you find the Defendant

21 Criden on Count Two?

Z?(Bribery)

23 JUROR NUMBER ONE: Guilty.

21 THE CLERIC: Now do you find tie defendant

IS on Count Three?
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2 JUROR EIMBERM4ONE Guilty.

THE CttkC, Ho, do you find t"e defendant

tztnchetti on Count Three?

JUROR NUMBER ONE: Guilty.

7E CLERK: Hoq d you find the Defendant

Johanon on Count Three?

JUROR NUMBER OE: Guilty.

THE CLERK: Ho do you find the Defendant

Criden on Count Thee?
go

JUROR NUMBER ONE: Guilty.
i,

THE CLERM: The Court having received your
12

verdict you he Jury say you find th, defendants
13

fMyer., Errichetti, Johanson and caiden guilty on
I

counts oe, two 0 bribery and cgent three, so say
I5

you all?
16

JURR: We do.
17

THE CUSR: Please be heated. Thank you.
Is

TE COURT: Ladies and entl.men., that
19

concludes not only three long week, of work but

your obligations in connection with this trial.
Does someone .ifh to have the Jury polled?

M. DUFFYl Yen.

M. BROWT: .

THE COAkRTz lJ. the Jury.
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THE ERK .. exo nt.er one s tiSat

your Verdict?

Starti¢n. this side, Jtcxo XNmber One,

is that your verdict?

JUROR NUMBER ONE: Yes.

THE CLERK: JUror utenor two, i. t)Sat your

erdiUct?

I
JUROR NUMBER TWO; Yes.

MHE MERE; JUFo UX be thSSat iLs tha~t

your verdict?
I1

JUROR NUMBER XNREEt Yes.
12

TI CLERK: ..uror number jos. 4s that
13

3fl verdict?
14

ROR NUMER FOURS Yes.
15

TE CLERK: Juror number fivt, in that
16

your verdict?
17

JUROR NIUHER FIVE: Ies.
is

E CLm; Juror nueer six, is that you"

verdict?
SO

JUROR NUMBER SIX; YOs.

THE CLERK: Juror nm er seen, is that

,or verdict?
23

JUROR NUMBER SEVERS yes.
24

TE Csex: Juror mstler eight, is that
IS
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2 You. nerdict?

JUROR NUMBER EIGHT: Yes.

THE (M.ER s Jums, anter Islas, is that

JUmnR NMIHBER NINE; Yes.

THE CLEMK: Juror number ten, is that your

yoerdit?

JUROR NUMBER TEN: Yes.

THE CLERK Juror nuseber eleven, is thsat

yerdi cdt t?

JURR NUMBER TEN Yee.

THE CLERK: Juror nube twele, s that
13

your verdict?
11

JUROR NUMBER IELVEs Yes.

T5mU.f MaER IlLVE Y~..




